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I.

—

On Erites, an oriental genus of satyrid butterflies :
—By

Lionel de Nice'ville, E. E. S„ C. M. Z. S.

[Eeceived 16th February;—Read 1st March, 1893.]

The genus Erites at the present date contains five species only,

(six if _E7. ochreana is held to he a distinct species, I have not seen it)

,

found in Assam, Burma, the Malay Peninsula, Sumatra, Java, Lahuan,
Borneo, and the Philippines. To these I now propose to add a sixth.

All are closely allied, and very similar in general aspect. They
are extremely delicate butterflies, semi-transparent, of a brownish-

ochreous shade, sometimes just tinted with violaceous on the upperside.

All possess a suhmarginal series of ocelli to both wings, more or less

visible on the upperside. These ocelli vary greatly in size, in some
species they are large and prominent, in others quite small and incon-

spicuous. On the underside there are usually two discal bands, often

more or less angled. These butterflies are found only in virgin forests

as far as I am aware, and fly weakly close to the ground amongst the

brushwood under the great trees and in open paths through the forests.

Their transformations are unknown. The males have no secondary sexual

characters. The females differ only from the males in 'the wings
being somewhat broader, and in having the apex of the forewing more
rounded.

J. ii. 1
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On Erites, an oriental [No. 1,

I give "below a key by which the several species may be distin-

guished :

—

Key to the species of Erites.

A. Forewing with five equal-sized ocelli.

1. E. elegans, Borneo.

B. ForeTring with the posterior ocellus very much larger than the others.

a. Forewing with the large ocellus on the upperside prominently pupilled

with white. The apex of the wing falcate.

2. E. falcipennis, Assam ; Burma.

t>. Forewing with the large ocellus on the upperside blind or nearly so.

The apex of the wing rounded.

1. Both wings with all the ocelli prominent and well-formed on the

underside,

a 2. Forewing with three small apical ocelli only in addition to the

large anal one.

3. E. medicra, Java ; Philippines.

b2. Forewing with four apical ocelli in addition to the large anal

one.

a 3. The inner discal band on the hindwing straight.

4. E. argentina, Labuan ; Borneo ; Malacca.

b 3. The inner discal band on the hindwing highly angled out-

wards in the middle.

5. E. angularis, Burma ; Malay Peninsula ; Sumatra.

b 1
. Both wings with all the ocelli inconspicuous except the anal one in

the forewing, reduced to black dots only.

6. E. rotundata, Burma.

1. Erites elegans, Butler.

E. elegans, Butler, Cat. Diurn. Lep. B. M., Satyridss, p. 147, n. 2, pi. ii, fig. 4,

female (1868); id., Druce, Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond., 1873, p. 340, n. 2; id., Staudinger,

Ex. Schmett., p. 230, pi. lxxxii, male (1887).

Habitat: Borneo {Butler, British Museum; Bruce; Staudinger);

three mules Borneo, one female Padas River, North Borneo {collection

de Xice'ville) .

2. Erites falcitenms, W.-M. and de N.

E. falcipennis, Wood-Mason and de Niceville, Butt, of India, vol. i, p. 237, n. 230
(1883) ; idem, id., Journ. A. S. B., vol. lv, pt. 2, p. 351, n. 30, pi. xvi, fig. 2, male
(1887).

Habitat : One male Silcuri, August; one male, Nemotha, September
—both in Cachar, Assam ( Wood-Mason, collection Indian Museum) ; one

male, Fort Lungleh, Lushai Hills, October, 1890 {B. BugJie, collection de

Niceville) ; one female, Karen Hills, Burma, April {collection Bhayre
Museum, Rangoon).
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3. Erites medura, Horsfield.

Hijpparchia medura, Horsfield, Cat. Lep. Mus. E. I. C, pi. v, figs. 8, 8a, female

(1829) ; Erites medura, Marshall and de Niceville, Butt, of India, vol. i, p. 236 (1883) ;

id , Pagenstecher, Jahr. des Nass. Vereins fur Natur., vol. xliii, p. 96, n. 15 (1890) ;

E. medura, var. ochreana, Staudinger, Iris, vol. ii, p. 38 (1889) ; E. ochreana, Senrper,

Schmett. Philipp. Inseln, p. 326, n. 497 (1892); Satyrus (Erites) madura (sis),

Westwood, Gen. Diurn. Lep., vol. ii, p. 392, n. 47 (1851) ; Erites madura, Horsfield

and Moore, Cat. Lep. Mus. E. I. C, vol. i, p. 229, n. 484 (1857) ; id., Hewitson,

Journ. Linn. Soc. Lond., Zoology, vol. viii, p. 145 (1865) ; id., Butler, Cat. Diurn.

Lep. B. M., Satyridse, p. 146, n. 1 (1868).

Habitat : Java (one female, Horsfield collection in the British Museum)
;

East Java (Pagensteclier') ; Palawan, Philippines 'Staudinger).

Mr. Hewitson (1. c.) describes a variety of this species as follows :

—

" Male and female. With five ocelli on the anterior wing, one large

and four small. Sumatra ; Singapore." This almost certainly equals

E. angularis, Moore, which undoubtedly occurs in the Malay Peninsula,

and also in Sumatra, as Dr. L. Martin, of Deli, Sumatra, informs me.

Mr. Hewitson also describes another variety thus :
—

" Male and

female. With the five ocelli of the anterior wing small and of equal size,

Singapore ; Sarawak." This can only refer to E elegans, which cer-

tainly occurs in Borneo, bat very doubtfully in Singapore, at any rate

it is not recorded from thence by Mr. Distant in " Rhopalocera Malay-

ana," nor have I seen a specimen from any part of the Malay Penin-

sula.

4. Eeites Argentina, Butler.

E. argentina, Butler, Cat. Diurn. Lep. B. M., Satyridse, p. 188, n. 5, pi. v, fig. 8,

female (1868) ; id., Druce, Proc. Zool. Soc. Loud., 1873, p. 340, n. 1 ; id., Distant,

Ann. and Mag. of Nat. Hist., fifth series, vol. xix, p. 48, n. 21 (1887).

Habitat : Labuan, an island off the N.-W. coast of Borneo

(Butler, in coll. British Museum) ; Borneo (Druce and Distant) ; Borneo

;

Malacca (Staudinger) ; S.-E. Borneo (collection de Niceville).

Unfortunately I possess no specimen of E. medura ; but comparing

the figures of E. medura and E. argentina, both taken from female

specimens, and a single male of the latter in my collection, the only

point of difference I can discover between them is that E. medura

lacks a small ocellus in the second median interspace of the forewing

which is present in E. argentina.

5. Erites angularis, Moore.

E. angularis, Moore, Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond., 1878, p. 825 ; id., Distant, Eliop.

Malay., p. 46, n. 1, pi. v, fig. 3, male (1882) ; id., Marshall and de Niceville, Butt, of

India, vol. i, p. 236, n. 229, pi. xvi, fig. 50, female (18S3).

Habitat : Taoo plateau, 3,000—5,000 feet, Upper Tenasserim
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{Moore) ; Perak (Distant) ; Meplay Valley, January ; Thoungyeen forests,

March ; near Moulmein, October (Marshall and de Niceville) ; Yoonzaleen

Valley, November; Mjitta, January, both in Burma; Rawan, Selangor,

Malay Peninsula, December (collection de Niceville).

In this species there are four small equal-sized ocelli and one large

ocellus to the forewing, the ocelli of the hindwing prominent; the inner

band of the hindwing strongly outwardly angled in the middle ; the outer

band is twice outwardly angied, once in the middle, and once where

it is crossed by the second subcostal nervule, this feature being only

found in the otherwise quite distinct species, E. elegans.

6. Erites eotundata, n. sp.

E angularis, Watson (nee Moore), Journ. Bomb. Nat. Hist. Soc, vol. iii, p. 19,

11. 3S(1SSS).

Habitat : Burma.

Expanse : <?, 2-0 to 21 ; 2 ,
2-2 to 2-4 inches.

Description : Male. Upperside, both wings semi-transparent,

brownish-ochreous. Foreiving with the two discal bands of the underside

showing through by transparency ; a large, almost round (slightly oval)

black ocellus in the first median interspace and extending slightly into

the two interspaces beyond, obscurely pupilled with plumbeous, and sur-

rounded with an ochreous ring. Hindwing with a prominent discal

ocbreous band, outwardly angled in the middle ; four large round blind

black ocelli, surrounded each by a very wide ochreous ring, the rings

touching, thus forming a continuous band, one ocellus in each interspace

from the first median to the second subcostal nervule ; two fine ochreous

and two fine fuscous marginal lines. Underside, both wings finely striated

with purplish-fuscous ; the four apical ocelli present in the forewing of

E. angularis, Moore and the five of the hindwing reduced to minute

black dots in this species. Forewing with the fifth large ocellus much
as above, but the black portion is smaller, the ochreous ring wider, and
the pupil prominent and silvery ; two prominent discal deep ochreous

bands outwardly sharply defined by a black thread commencing close

to the submedian nervure, the inner band straight, crossing the dis-

coidal cell obliquely aboxit its middle, and becoming lost before reach-

ing the subcostal nervure ; the outer band curved and bounding the

wide ochreous outer ring of the large ocellus in the first median
interspace, the band ending on the third median nervule. Hindwing
with faint traces of two discal bands, the inner one straight, the outer

one angled outwardly once only, as in all the species of the genus

except E. angularis ; the marginal lines as on the upperside. Female
hardly differs from the male, except that the wings are broader,
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the apex of the forewing is more rounded, and the forewing has similar

fine marginal lines as are found in the hindwing of the male. This

species differs structurally from E. angularis in that the tooth or angu-

lation at the termination of the second median nervule of the hindwing

is as great or greater than that at the third ; in E. angularis this tooth

is quite small.

In one specimen in my collection from the Pegu Toma, taken in

December, the markings are almost as prominent on the underside

as in E. angularis, there are two apical well-formed ocelli to the

forewing, and five ocelli to the hindwing, the discal bands well-marked,

but as the inner band of the hindwing is straight (not outwardly strongly

angled in the middle), and the outer band is once outwardly angled only

(instead of twice), I have no hesitation in placing this specimen under

E. rotundata rather than under E. angularis. Another specimen in my
collection taken at the same place and time is quite typical E. rotundata.

In the Proceedings of the Zoological Society of London for 1891,

page 268, Mr. H. J. Elwes records E. medura, Horsfield, from East Pegu,

Upper Burma, and places E. angularis, Moore, with a query as a synonym
of that species, and makes the following remarks :

—

" Numerous specimens were sent by Doherty from East Pegu,

taken at about 1,500 feet [during March and April], of which several

females and one male were by him supposed to be, and marked as, a

distinct species. These correspond to the female taken in the Thoun-

gyeen forests by Major Bingham, and described by Marshall and de

Kiceville, ' Butt, of India,' vol. i, p. 237,* as nearer to E. medura of

Java than to E. angularis."

" After examining the series closely and comparing them with one

Javan specimen, I do not see how to separate the two species \_E. medura,

Horsfield, and E. angularis, Moore], for, though in the supposed new

* " A female taken in the Thoungyeen forests in March differs from our other

female specimens in the ocellus on the upperside of the foreuHng being very nearly

round, not oval, with a distinct yellow iris of equal width throughout ; the outer

fascia of the hindwing much broader and very distinct ; four large black spots

beyond twice the size of those in the other specimens, the yellow trades prominent

and touching. On the underside of the hindwing the two discal fascise have
almost disappeared, and the five submarginal ocelli are very minute. This speci-

men differs only in the following particulars from Horsfield's figure of E. medura :

The outer margin of the forewing is not quite so evenly rounded, being in fact

slightly concave ; the large ocellus is not quite so large as in E. medura, and the

iris is less wide. On the underside the apical ocelli on the forewing are smaller,

and on the hindwing the ocelli are minute, and the fascise are obsolete. This

specimen, however, is much nearer E. medura than E. angularis." (Marshall and
de Nice'ville, 1. c.)
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species the ocelli on the upperside of the hindwing are much larger

than in the other form from the same locality, whilst on the underside

both the ocelli and the hands are almost obsolete, I am rather inclined

to snspect seasonal dimorphism, and to think that this form is the last

of the first brood, and the others, among which males are far more

nnmerons, are the first of a second brood. In the Javan specimen we
have the hindwing like one form below and the other above. Further

observations are requisite to decide the question."

E. medura and E. angularis are abundantly distinct. The former

has three apical ocelli in the forewing, the inner discal band straight,

the outer band apparently once outwardly angled in the hindwing
;

while the latter has four apical ocelli, the inner band outwardly angled

in the middle, the outer band twice outwardly angled.

Mr. Elwes suggests that seasonal dimorphism may occur in the

genus. At present I see no indications of the appearance of this

phenomenon, at any rate if the usual form of seasonal dimorphism

observable in the Satyrinceis understood. I possess the strongly ocellated

E. undularis taken in January, October, November, and December, ail of

which months (except occasionally October) are dry months, when the

ocelli should be obsolete : while the two type specimens of E. falcipennis

were taken in the height of the rainy season, August and September, but

have minute ocelli, instead of the normal rainy-seasonal large and well-

developed ocelli. I append a note by Mr. W. Dohei-ty on the subject,

which bears out my opinion, and I may add that it is at his suggestion

that I have described E. rotundata.

" The prehensors of Erites are slender and simple, and of the usual

satvrid type, resembling those of most of the species of Lethe (Debis), to

which the genus seems allied, the true Lethe (europa, Fabiicius) being

exceptional in having the upper organ without branches. Seen from the

side the upper organ (uncus, tegumen) of E. angularis is unusually

straigW ;
that of E. rotundata is much more depressed terminally. In

both species the lower organ (clasp, harpago) is truncate at the tip, but

in E. angularis it is cut square, while in E. rotundata the end is

concave, so as to form a distinct scallop."

" Apart from these differences in the prehensors, I think Mr. Elwes'

supposition, that E. rotundata may be the dry-season form of E. angularis,

an unlikely one. No seasonal variation has yet been observed in the

genus. I found E. angularis, which should be the wet-season form,

commoner in the dry-season than E. rotundata. Finally, the dimorphism,

if it exists, must be of a new type. Dry-season forms are distinguished

by obliterated ocelli and angular wings, but here the non-ocellate form

has the wings abnormally rounded."
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I possess the following examples of E. rotundata. One male and

one female fromBeeling, Upper Burma, taken on 27th March, 1886, two

males on the 29th idem, one female on the 14th April, by Lieut.

E. T. "Watson ; two males taken in the Pegu Yoma, Burma, by a native

collector employed by the Phayre Mxiseum, Rangoon, in December

;

one female from Quaymoo, Tenasserim, captured in March and another

in November, in the Yoonzaleen Valley, also in Tenasserim by Major

C. T. Bingham.

Two species of Peclicularis.

—

By D. Prain.

(With Plates land II.)

[Received March 9th—Read April 5th.]

In 1889 (Joum. As. Soc. Beng. lviii pt. 2, p. 255) the writer had the

honour to communicate to the Society descriptions of a number of new

Indian species of this genus. Since then a considerable number of new
species have been reported from China and Tibet and have been described

in vaiuous periodicals by Messrs Maximowic, Hemsley and Franchet, and

by the writer. Now, another new Indian species has been reported ; of

this a description is given below and the pi-esent opportunity is taken

of describing an allied new species from Szechuen.

1. Pedicularis diffusa Prain, sp. nov. (Pl. I.)

Elata simplex vel e collo diffuse ramosa, radice debili ramosa collo

esquamato, caulibus gracilibus simplicibus, foliis raclicalibus longe petio-

latis mox evanescentibus caulinis 4-natim verticillatis laminis gla-

brescentibus ovato-oblongis pinnatisectis, segmentis 5-8-jugis ob-

longis obtusis inciso-serratis
;
floribus verticillatis verticillis numerosis

inter se remotis, bracteis foliaceis oblongo-ovatis petiolatis piunati-

fidis et inciso-serratis ; calycis breve pedicellati campanulati mem-
branacei inflati totius reticulati antice vix fissi dentibus majusculis

inaequilatis anticis et lateralibus ovatis inciso-serratis illis duplo his

4-plo summo deltoideo integro latioribus ; corollae roseae tubo suvsum
ampliato calyce duplo longiore basi infracto, labio 3-lobo lobis oblongo-

ovatis margine sinuatis lateralibus medio dimidio majoribus, galea

leviter arcuata tubo subcontinua apice subincurva erostri ; staminibus

ex adverso summi ovarii insertis filameutis anticis superne hirsutis

;

ovario ovoideo stigmate parum exsei'to, capsula anguste lauceolata apice

acuta calyce duplo longiore, seminibus ovoideis testa nigrescente minute

reticulatis.
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In Himalaya oeiextali : Sikkirn, Mt. Tankra, 11,500 p. s. m. ; G. A.

Gammie 1

Caulibus 40-60 cm. longis, foliis caulinis 2-25 cm. longis his

0"75-l cm. latis, segmentis 5 mm. longis 3 mm. latis, petiolis 0'5-l cm.

longis ; calyce 6 mm. longo hoc 3 -5 mm. Jato ; corollae tubo 10 mm. longo

apice 4 mm. lato, galea 5 mm. lOnga, labio 8 mm. lato ; capsula 12 mm.
longa 5 mm. lata.

This species is most nearly related to P. veriicillata Linn, and P.

refracta Maxim, but besides differing greatly in habit and foliage from

both it differs from P. verticillata in having a calyx with large teeth

and with a tube reticulated throughout, while it differs from P. refracta

in having the anterior and lateral calyx teeth serrate and not entire

;

from both it differs in having acute, not muticous, anther-cells.

Of Indian species, it in habit much resembles P. flexuosa Hook, f.,

though it is glabrescent while that species is hirsute, but the plant that

it imitates most closely is P. gracilis Wall. var. macrocarpa Prain, the

likeness being so great that though in flower they differ so widely, it is

not easy to distinguish fruiting specimens of the two.

2. Pedicdlaris flaccida Prain; sp. nov. (PI. II.).

Ascendens glabra caulibus graeilibus corymbosim ramosis, foliis

ramisque 3-4-natim verticillatis radicalibus mox evanesceutibus cau-

linis breve petiolatis ovatis pinnatifidis segmentis 5-6-jugis obtusis

inciso-serratis
; floribus in verticillis 4-floris paucis remotisque dispositis,

bracteis foliaceis calycem excedentibus ; calycis glaberrimi parvuli

campanulati antice parum fissi 5-dentati segmentis omnibus oblono-is

integris tubo costato nee reticulato ; corollae tubo sursum ampliato

calycem 3-plo excedente basi infracto, labio 3-lobo lobis lateralibus

ovatis medio orbiculato basi constricto 3-plo majoribus, galea leviter

arcuata tubo subecntinua apice subincurva erostri, staminibus ex ad-

verso medii ovarii insertis omnibus glabris, antheris contiguis muticis

;

ovario ovoideo stigmate exserto.

In Chixa occidentali ; Szechuen Occident, prope Tachienlu, Pratt n.

471!

Caulibus 20-25 cm. longis foliis caulinis 1 cm. longis his -

7 cm.
latis segmentis 2 mm. longis 1 mm. latis, petiolis -

5 cm. longis ; calyce
2-5 mm. longo hoc 2 mm. lato ; corollae tubo 8 mm. longo apice 4*5 mm.
lato, galea 4 mm. longa, labio 7 mm. lato.

Like the preceding species this is also closely related to P. verti-

cillata Linn, but differs considerably in habit, and though it has the
calyx tubo ribbed and not reticulated just as P. verticillata has, it differs

in having the calyx distinctly toothed and extremely small. The stamens
also differ in being all glabrous whereas in P. verticillata the anterior
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pair are hirsute ; the anthers though muticous as in P. verticillata are

contiguous and not discrete. The fruit is unknown.

As both these species belong to one natural group it may be useful

to provide a key, modified, so as to admit of their reception, from the

key already published by the writer (Ann. Boy. JBot. Garden, Calcutta,

iii, 94), in which the relative position of these and of the previously

known species is shown.

Verticillatae.

Galea less than half the length of the Up :

—

Bracts flabellate, spike long, dense ; calyx

small, subglobose, not cleft, teeth small,

entire : anterior filaments hairy ... P. spicata.

Substitute for pages 9, 10, 15 and 16, in No. 1 of

Pt. II., Journal for 1893.

Calyx distinctly cleft, teeth entire :

—

Margin of galea even ; anterior fila-

ments hairy ... ... P. refracta.

Margin of galea toothed ; filaments

not hairy ... ... P. szetschuanica.

Explanation of the Plates.

Plate I. Pedicularis diffusa Train.

1, Flower with bract ; 2, calyx with ovary and style ; 3, half of corolla show-

ing staminal insertion ; 4, stamens ; 5, capsule ; 6 seed : 1, 2, 3 and 5 magnified f

;

4 and 6 magnified \.

Plate II. Pedicularis flaccida Train.

1, Flower with bract ; 2, calyx with ovary and style ; 3, half of corolla showing

etaminal insertion : all magnified -|.

J 11 2.
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Some Observations of the Electrical action of Light upon Silver and its

Haloid Compounds : — By Colonel J. Waterhouse, I. S. C, Assistant

Surveyor General of India.

[Received April 20th : Read May 3rd.]

In my paper on " Electro-chemical Reversals with Thio-carbamides,'

'

read at the meeting of the Society in April 1891, it was shown that

the peculiar reversals of the photographic image produced by the

addition of very minute quantities of a thio-carbamide, or sulpho-

urea, to an eikonogen developer appeared to be connected with and

accompanied by electro-chemical action, if not actually brought about

by it. It was remarked also that the experiments brought forward

pointed to the conclusion that, at any rate as regards the haloid salts

of silver, the formation and development of the photographic image

is to a very great extent influenced by electrical action, more so per-

haps, than has generally been recognised, although the fact of pho-

tographic action being accompanied by electrical phenomena has been

known since the earliest days of photography. It was suggested that

a further investigation into the theory of photography based on electro-

chemical laws, might be of value in throwing light upon much that

is now obscure and uncertain as regards the formation and development

of the invisible photographic image formed by the exposure to light

of silver haloid compounds.

Since that time I have given a good deal of attention to the

subject and tried several experiments in various ways with the object

of ascertaining the electrical action of light, in connection with photo-

graphy, on plates of pure silver immersed in various fluids as well as

on dry plates and other forms of silver haloid compounds in ordinary

photographic use. Also on the action of electrical currents in forming

developable compounds of silver haloids similar to those formed by

light, and, further, on the electrolysis of ordinary photographic develo-

pers and on the cuivrents produced during the development of the

photographic image. These observations are not yet sufficiently com-

plete to found any sound deductions upon, but I hope to complete

them later. In the meantime, I have thought that a short note on

some observations I have lately made on the electrical action of

light upon plain silver plates in various solutions, might be of interest

and form a suitable introduction to any further notes on this subject I

may be able to bring before you. It does not pretend to be complete

or exhaustive, and can only be considered as a contribution towards a

systematic investigation of the question.
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A great many observations have Ibeen made from time to time of

the electrical influence of light on metals immersed in water and various

saline solutions, and before going further, it seems desirable to give a

brief summary of these observations, and more particularly of those re-

lating to silver and its salts.

More than half a century ago, in 1839, Edmond Becquerel was the

first to show that the electrical action accompanying the chemical

changes brought about by the influence of light upon various substances,

including several metals and the silver haloids, could be observed with

the aid of a very delicate galvanometer. He found that this action was
quite independent of any calorific radiation or heating of one electrode

more than another, but was powerfully affected by the different rays of

the spectrum, the greatest action being produced by the violet, indigo and

blue rays, while with the green, yellow and red rays there was little or

no action. Becquerel's observations are fully summarized in his work,
" La Lumiere, ses causes et ses effets," Vol. II. To observe these effects

he used a covered vessel divided into two parts by a thin membrane. In

each of the compartments he placed a plate of platinum or gold, previously

made red-hot to remove all impurities, the plates being connected with

the poles of a very sensitive galvanometer, and laid horizontally in the

apparatus. Each compartment had a moveable cover. He found that

when the two compartments contained an alkaline solution, the plate

exposed to the solar rays took negative electricity, while the reverse

occurred if the solution were acid. With alterable metals, such as silver

or brass, analogous effects were obtained and the electrical effect could

be largely increased by giving the plates a preliminary polarisation by
plunging them in water and then placing them in connection with the

positive pole of a battery. When two silver plates were immersed in

water acidulated with nitric acid exposure to light of one plate only

produced a very weak current and the exposed plate was always positive.

If the gold or platinum plates had been thoroughly cleaned, had

remained in strong nitric acid and had been made red hot, the differ-

ent parts of the spectrum were almost powerless to produce electric

currents. With well cleaned silver plates which had been heated

several times the effects were also almost nil, though not quite absent,

and from this fact it seemed possible that when the plates were not in

this state the effects produced might be due to the action of light upon

corpuscles of organic matter adhering to the plates which become

oxidised by the action of light, the water supplying the oxygen. If

this effect did not take place and there was no alteration in the plates

themselves the light must produce a disturbance of the particles, but
the former supposition seemed most probable. He found that when
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silver chloride, iodide or bromide, precipitated in a thin layer on sheets

of platinum or gold, was exposed to light as above, the exposed plate

was positive, and that the initial action was much stronger with the

bromide than with the chloride ; though the intensity of the currents

observed was variable and depended on the thickness of the film of bro-

mide, moreover the electrical action was soon exhausted. With the

iodide the current was almost as strong as with the chloride, but did not

remain constant so long.

When plates of silver were employed, instead of platinum or gold,

as a support for the haloids, the effects noted were stronger and more

regular, but it was found that the direction of the current depended

on the thickness of the films ; with thin coatings the exposed plate

was positive, and with thick coatings negative. This was markedly

the case with plates of silver exposed to the vapours of iodine. With
vapour of bromine the exposed silver plate was negative, the initial

current, even with diffused light, was very strong, but after remaining

exposed to light for some minutes then protected from light and again

exposed to its influence, it was found that the current was very weak.

A film of silver chloride prepared by exposing a silver plate to the

vapour of chlorine gave only a very weak effect, but plates coated with

the violet subchloride behaved very well in these trials and yielded

for a long time results from Avhich comparisons could be made.

On the basis of these experiments Becquerel invented his electro-

chemical actinometer which was practically a voltaic element or

cell composed of two plates of very pure silver coated usually with

the violet subchloride of silver and plunged into a conducting fluid

composed of two parts of monohydrated sulphuric acid in 100 parts

of water. The apparatus was so arranged that all light was excluded,

except from an adjustable opening on one side by which one of the plates

could be exposed to light while the other remained in darkness.

When diffused daylight or sunshine acted upon one of the plates,

more or less deviation of the needle was observed which remained constant

so long as the light remained of the same intensity and the surface was

sufficiently sensitive. If the light was shut off, the needle returned to zero

or somewhat beyond it, but soon regained its original position. If the

light remained of the same intensity and the plate was again exposed, the

electrical effect was the same as before, always provided that the sensi-

bility of the plate remained the same, for which purpose the sensitive

coating should be sufficiently thick. Under favourable conditions the

sensibility of the instrument might be preserved for a whole day and

thus several consecutive observations might be made.

The deflections of the needle could not, however, be considered as
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proportional to the intensity of the chemical action exerted on the

substance and consequently to the active lnminons intensity ; they only

shewed whether this luminous intensity was greater or less in one cir-

cumstance or in auother.

With this instrument Becquerel observed the effect of different

rays of the spectrum on silver iodide and violet subchloride, and found

that in both cases the maximum of action was in the green about D
•f
E ; but while with the chloride the action decreased on both sides

of this point, and ceased at A and H, with the iodide that had already

been exposed there was a second maximum in the indigo blue about

G|H, and thence the action decreased to P in the ultra-violet. In

neither case was any reversed action observed in the red rays, as ob-

served with sensitive papers, but that might be due to the fact that in

one case the sensitive surface was in water and in the other in air.

Becquerel has not recorded any corresponding observations with silver

bromide.

About 1840, Robert Hunt repeated Becquerel's experiments with

many modifications, and the results he obtained (Phil. Mag., XVI, 1840),

completely confirmed them. More careful trials with the spectrum on

plates of different metals made later showed that every ray of the

spectrum produces an electrical disturbance. The rays, however, at the

least refrangible end, produce a deflection of the needle in one direction,

whilst the most refrangible rays set up a disturbance in an opposite

direction. There are many indications of a condition analogous to

polarity in the action of the prismatic rays. (Researches on Light, p.

295.) Hunt also remarks that " This action is only to be regarded

as one of the evidences of chemical disturbance, exciting electrical

currents
;
yet at the same time, it opens the question of the identity

of the agent producing this disturbance and electricity."

In 1858, Grove (Phil. Mag., XVI., (4), p. 426.) recorded that he

had succeeded in obtaining a deflection of the galvanometer needle by

allowing a beam of light suddenly to impinge on a daguerreotype plate

in a trough of water, the plate being connected with one pole of the

galvanometer and a gridiron of silver wire in front of the plate with the

other. In experiments with platinum plates he came to the conclu-

sion that the action of light was always in the direction of the polarisa-

tion current, though further experiments by Becquerel and others have

shown that this is not the case.

In 1863, Pacinotti found that when pairs of plates of copper, zinc,

iron or lead were immersed in solutions of certain salts of the same

metals, the exposed plate was always negative, but with plates of silver

immersed in a solution of nitrate of silver the plate exposed to sunshine
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was positive, whereas if exposed to the rays of a petroleum lamp, or of a

heated thick iron plate it was negative, as were also the other metals.

(Cimento, XVIII, p. 363.)

In 1875, Hankel published a series of observations on this subject

(JTied. Ann., I, 1877) in which he showed that the electrical behaviour

of the metals under the influence of light depended very much on the

condition of their surfaces ; consequently, in such observations it is

necessary to consider separately each state of surface. His observations

were made on copper in different states, tin, brass, zinc, platinum and

silver. With regard to the latter, he records that when two plates of

fairly pure silver were immersed in filtered tap water, the plate ex-

posed to the light of white clouds was negative. When the plates

had been left a day in the water the rays of the setting sun still gave

a pretty strong negative impulsion. Platinum plates coated with silver

were slightly positive with white or blue light, while red light pro-

duced no effect. Silver plates coated with platinum, (old platinised

silver battery plates) which were slightly negative when coupled in

circuit with plain platinum, were found to be very sensitive to light,

and the exposed plate was positive. With coloured glasses the action

was strongest under blue glass, but was also quite strong under yellow

and red glasses
;

gaslight also produced a pretty strong deviations

of the galvanometer needle, and it was found that the action under

dark red and blue glasses was stronger than under a light green

which was much more transparent.

In 1878, Professor Dewar published a preliminary note on " Experi-

ments in electric photometry," (Proc. Boy. Soc, XXVII, 1878, p. 364)

in which he dealt principally with the construction of the best form of

cell for the general investigation of the electrical actions induced by
light on fluid substances. He found that the list of substances that

may be proved to undergo chemical decomposition by light, was very

extensive, some of the most active being the ferro- and ferri-cyanides of

potassium and the nitroprusside of sodium, tartrate of uranium and a

mixture of selenious and sulphurous acids in presence of hydrochloric

acid. The complete paper does not appear to have been published.

In 1876, M. Egoroff published a note (Gomptes Rendus, Acad. Franc.,

LXXXII, 1876) on a differential electro-actinometer for the purpose

of determining the absorption of the ultra-violet rays by different

media. The instrument consisted of two of Becquerel's electro-acti-

nometers placed one above the other and arranged so that the current

of one might be neutralised by the other. In some preliminary observ-

ations with iodised silver plates he found that the intensity of the

cutrent was proportional to the width of the opening through which
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light was admitted. It was also inversely proportional to the square

of the distance of the source of light from the apparatus. An oil lamp

was used. The instrument appeared to show an exact proportionality

between the intensity of the light and that of the current, and its

great sensitiveness and precision would enable it to be used as a very

delicate photometer. In these experiments he found that the electro-

motive force exerted by the November sun upon iodised silver plates

through an opening 30 mm. wide was -j-g- of a Daniell cell ; with a

petroleum lamp, at 8 inches distance, it was only 0"004 Daniell.

Dr. J. Moser afterwards, in 1887, in working on Egoroff's plan

found that the photo-electric current might be greatly increased by

treating the chlorised, iodised or bromised silver plates with solutions

of erythrosin, benzo-purpurin and other dyes, and in sunlight he

observed currents of a strength equal to half a volt (Eder's Jahrbuch

der Pliotographie, 8fc, 1888, p. 297.)

At the meeting of the British Association, in 1880, Professor Gr. M.

Minchin gave an account of his experiments on the generation of

electric currents by the action of light on silver plates which were

coated with emulsions of bromide, chloride, iodide and other salts of

silver in gelatine and collodion, as well as with eosine, fluorescine and

various aniline dyes, the object of these experiments being the solution

of the problem of producing a photographic image of an object at a

distance. A detailed account of these and other interesting experiments

on lio-ht-cells was read before the Physical Society, and published in

the Philosophical Magazine, for "March 1891.

He found that when two pieces of clean silver foil attached to

glass plates were coated with an emulsion of chloride of silver in

collodion and immersed in distilled water containing a few grains of

common salt, the plates being connected with the terminals of a

Thomson's galvanometer and one of them screened from the light,

that on exposing the unscreened plate there was an electric current

produced, and the exposed plate was negative to the uuexposed. The

same effect was observed with plates coated with emulsions of silver

bromide in water containing a little potassium bromide. When the

plates were coated with iodide of silver in collodion by the wet silver-

bath method, the liquid being water containing a little potassium

iodide there was a reversal of the nature of the exposed plate, it being

positive to the unexposed. With coloured glasses in front of the

exposed plates it was found that the red rays produced comparatively

feeble currents, while those produced in the blue and violet rays were

very great, but the directions of the current were the same for all rays.

This agrees with Becquerel's observations. With plates coated with
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an emulsion of silver sulphide in potassic sulphate, the exposed plate

was positive, the direction of the currents being the same for all rays,

the strength of the current heing least for the rays passing through

the green glass.

With plates coated with an emulsion of silver nitrate in gelatine

in a weak solution of barium nitrate, the exposed plate was positive.

The effect of the red rays was very small, and of the blue rays very

great.

One of the most important points in Professor Minchin's observa-

tions is his discovery of the formation of an invisible developable

deposit on silver plates coated with an emulsion of silver bromide, by
the action of the electrical current from a single bichromate cell passing

through the plates when immersed in water containing a little potassium

bromide. He found (J) that the plate connected with the carbon pole,

the cathode, was without the employment of any developer visibly black-

ened in its immersed part, (2) that, no visible change took place on the

other plate attached to the zinc, but when the plate was developed

with an ordinary pyrogallic acid developer its immersed portion was

also blackened. These effects were entirely due to the passage of the

current and were strictly confined to those portions of the sensitive

plate through which the current passed.

The special bearing of these observations upon the formation and

composition of the invisible or visible developable photographic image

formed by the action of light, does not appear to have been generally

recognised. I began last year a series of observations on this subject

which quite confirmed Professor Minchin's : unfortunately they were

interrupted before completion, but I hope to resume them in due course,

after the completion of the present series, and bring them before the

Society on a future occasion.

Professor Minchin also found that by coating silver plates with

eosine and gelatine, comparatively strong currents were obtained and

the plates were very sensitive to variations in the light. The current

generated by daylight in one of these eosine cells was sufficiently

Rtrong to produce the photographic action on a silver bromide plate

without any preliminary exposure of the bromide plate to gaslight.

He also describes a curious case of inversion of the current occurring

in the eosine and other cells, which I have also noticed, the initial

current being such as to make the exposed plate positive to the other.

This current, however, was of very short duration and was succeeded

by a steady and much stronger normal current in the opposite direction,

the exposed plate being negative to the unexposed. On suddenly

shutting off the light from the plate the instantaneous effect was to
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increase the existing current, the effect being merely impulsive, after

which the current generally disappeared. This cell having been kept

in the dark for a fortnight, it was found that while the inverse currents

were produced as before, the initial current on exposure was enor-

mously increased in magnitude and duration. It then disappeared

gradually and was succeeded by a current in the reverse direction.

When one of these plates was removed from the cell and immersed in

water in presence of a clean silver plate, it was at once on exposure to

light negative, like a silver plate coated in the ordinary way with an

emulsion of eosine. In preparing these eosine-gelatine films, it was found

to be an advantage to immerse them for a few minutes in a strong

solution of alum in order to prevent the dye from washing out of the

film too readily.

With silver plates coated with napthalene red and gelatine the

effects were not so strong as with eosine ; the exposed plate was positive

and with strong red rays there appeared to be a reversal of the sign

of the E. M. F.

Plates coated with iodine green and exposed to sunshine gave
currents with an E. M. E. amounting to about -~ volt.

M. F. Griveaux, experimenting on silver plates coated with a film

of silver iodide, plunged into solutions of iodine of different strengths,

circulating through the cell, found that the maximum value of the

E. M. F. developed by light acting on one of the plates decreased

as the strength of the iodine solution increased, till a certain point

was reached at and above which the E. M. F. was nil. Also that this

point was regulated by the distance of the plates from the source of

light ; the nearer the plates the higher the concentration point of the

solution and vice versa. ' The same effects were observed with silver

chloride and bromide. (Comptes Bendus Acad. Franc, CVII, 1888,

P . 837.)

I have entered somewhat fully into these previous experiments

because very little appears to be generally known about the subject

and it seemed desirable to bring together the scattered observations.

In carrying out my experiments I have used two kinds of cells,

one horizontal and one vertical, more usually the latter. It consists

of a glass cell in which the plates can be coupled face to face or back

to back, one being screened from light by the other and by one or two

interposed screens of ruby or yellow glass, the cell being covered all

round except at an opening on one side. This glass cell is enclosed in

a wooden box with a shutter on one side sliding in front of an open-

ing about 1"5" X "5", corresponding to the one in the glass cell. In

front of this shutter tlaere are grooves in which coloured glasses can

J. ii. 3.
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be placed in front of the opening. The upper part of the wooden
case is open, but can be closed by a lid, through which, if necessary,

a funnel may be passed to admit of solutions being poured into the

cell without letting in light. The silver plates used with this cell are

4 inches long, and lj inches wide, other plates, such as photographic

sensitive dry plates or celluloid films, being about the same size or

smaller.

The other cell is a modification of the form used by Becquerel

in his earlier experiments, and consists of a wooden trough divided

into two compartments by a double wooden screen which allows the

free circulation of the electrolytic fluid, while completely shutting off

light from the unexposed compartment. This trough is covered with

a lid, having two large openings fitted with hinged shutters, to the

underside of which mirrors are attached for the purpose of re-

flecting light at will on to one or other of the sensitive surfaces in

the compartments below. By this arrangement the whole of the

sensitive plate can be exposed to light, instead of only part of it, as

in the vertical cell, and at the same time the perfect protection of the

unexposed plate from strong light is better secured than it is in the

vertical cell. This horizontal trough is constructed to take two plates

31" x 4J" or smaller.

In most cases, even under favourable conditions, the light-currents

observed, are exceedingly weak, and therefore a very sensitive form

of galvanometer is necessary. The one I have used is the latest modi-

fication of the Rosenthal micro-galvanometer made by Edelmann, in

Munich. It is said to be the most sensitive form of galvanometer

made, enabling currents of about a billionth of an ampere to be read

with a resistance in the coils of only 1,000 ohms. It is fitted with a

telescope by which direct readings are made off the mirror from a

millimetre scale placed at one metre from it. In this position and

without the directing magnet, using the 10
1
00 shunt, with a total external

resistance of about 60,000 ohms in circuit, the deflection caused by one

gravity-Danie 11 cell is one millimetre division of the scale. By using

the directing magnet the normal sensitiveness of the instrument can

be very greatly increased, though in most of the experiments it has

been found sufficiently sensitive without the magnet, and when used,

the increase of sensitiveness has been limited to about five times the

normal. The instrument can be set up in any position, is simple in con-

struction and I find it very sensitive, convenient in use and easy to ob-

serve with fair precision, considering the difficulty there is in obtaining

freedom from shake and tremor in a city like Calcutta built on a bad
foundation of mud. In reading the scale which is 50 centimetres long,
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sub-divided into millimetres, I have usually fixed the zero point at 30, so

that the readings above or below it may as far as possible show

different signs of E. M. F., and the direction of the currents has been

so arranged that a change in the position of the index to the apparent

left from 30 to shall indicate that the exposed plate is negative to

the unexposed, as copper to zinc, while a change to the apparent right,

30 to 50, shows that it is positive, or as zinc to copper.

The coloured glasses used have been of the kinds ordinarily met
with in the bazar. A deep ruby, a brownish yellow, a medium green,

and a dark blue, and conditions being favourable it has generally been

possible to observe some trace of a current even with the deep ruby in

strong sunshine.

"When observations were made with the spectroscope, whether with

a Rowland's diffraction grating or prisms, it was found that the

amount of light admitted through the slit for ordinary work, was quite

inadequate, even when the slit was open at its widest ; and it was
therefore necessary, in most cases, to use a much wider slit, or to

dispense with its use altogether ; also to use the directing magnet on

the galvanometer to increase the sensitiveness.

In all cases sunshine has been reflected on to the sensitive plates

by means of a heliostat, as it was not convenient to use the direct rays

of the sun. With the flat cell there were thus two reflections, but

any loss of light was amply made up by the increased surface exposed.

As is usual in such experiments, there were almost invariably

more or less strong local or polarisation currents generated between the

plates themselves, especially when they were freshly immersed in the

solutions, and it was generally found desirable to leave the cell from 12

to 24 hours before use, so as to give time for these currents to subside.

Sometimes, however, from half an hour to an hour, or even in some cases

a few minutes is sufficient. It was found, too, that even if there was
no polarisation current at the commencement of an experiment, the

action of light occasionally gave rise to fairly strong currents quite

independent of, and sometimes opposed to, the currents produced by

exposure to sunshine, while at others they were in the same direction.

Thus it was sometimes difficult to ascertain how far the currents

observed were due to light or to polarisation. The only test was the

retrograde movement of the needle after shutting off the light.

Another difficulty in making these observations may be noted, and

that is, the apparent reversals of current which are due in many cases

to decrease in the strength of the light, though the decrease may be

almost imperceptible. For the same reason, if coloured glasses be

applied without first completely shutting off the light after the plates
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have been exposed to sunshine, there is an apparent reversal due to the

loss of power in the light, and not to change of direction of the E. M. F.

As a rule nay observations with coloured glasses or the spectrum have

agreed with Becquerel's and Minchin's that no reversal of sign is produced

by any of the coloured rays. At the same time, I have found that in

some cases the blue rays appear to have a reversing tendency, as might

be anticipated from their very strong reversing action on certain forms

of sensitive photographic plates containing iodide or bromo-iodide of

silver. This point, however, requires much more complete investigation

with the aid of the spectroscope, and will be further considered when
dealing with the silver haloids. During the time I have been engaged

with these observations, the weather has been unusually changeable and

cloudj- for the time of year, and hence it has been difficult to compare

the results of observations on different days. For this reason it has

been impossible to give more than general indications of the amount

of deflection caused by the action of light in the cases recorded : exact

observations wordd have to be made with a standard light.

It seemed desirable to commence the observations with experiments

on plain silver plates in different fluids. The plates used were not

quite pure, having been reduced from various silver residues, and were

about '974 touch. They were four inches long and one and a quarter

inch wide, and were usually cleaned with fine emery powder, or with

emery cloth immediately before and after use. It is, however, better to

make sure of the purity and cleanliness of the surface of the plates

for each operation by heating them red-hot and then immersing them
in dilute sulphuric acid. As facilities for doing this with thick plates

were not readily available, it has been omitted in all the following

observations. As a rule, the plates were immersed in the solutions to

a depth of from 2 to 2| inches, care being taken to avoid moistening the

upper unimmersed parts by capillary action or otherwise, and so exposing

them, to irregular currents from this cause. The plates were about

half an inch apart, being kept separated by two wooden blocks with a

dark ruby glass plate between them.

I. Silver Plates in Water.

Distilled Water.

Distilled water being almost a nonconductor, the currents observed

were naturally exceedingly weak and could only be clearly seen with

strong sunshine. The deflection observed without the magnet varied

from "5 to 3 divisions of the scale, and in nearly all cases the exposed

plate was positive to the unexposed, and formed the anode or dissolving

plate of the couple. In some cases the exposed plat* became more
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sensitive after the first exposure, but after a few exposures lost all

sensitiveness. The current being so small, it was not thought necessary

to experiment with coloured glass or the spectrum. With the direct-

ing magnet placed as before described the deflection was increased to

about 6' 5 divisions.

Tap Water.

The tap water used was the filtered Hooghly water, supplied in the

town mains. It is fairly pure and free from lime salts, but chlorides

are present in moderately large proportion, the amount of chlorine

varying from '5 to 1'4 parts per 100,000, and at the time of the

experiments it would be about 1 to 1*2 parts per 100,000. The total

hardness varies from 3'15 to 11*5 parts and would be about 9 parts per

100,000 at the time of the experiments. In most of the cases observed

the exposed plate was distinctly positive to the unexposed, as with

distilled water ; but in some cases it was negative, and in one or two

instances the action was irregular. The plates were rather more sen-

sitive than they were in distilled water, the normal deflections without

the directing magnet varying from 1 to 7 divisions of the scale, but

usually they were between 2 and 4.

In one case in which the plates had been in the cell for about 38

hours, and there was only a very slight cell-current, exposure to sun-

shine gave a deflection of + 4*5 divisions without the magnet, but with

it the deflection in bright sunshine rose to + 20 divisions, and even in

diffused light was -+- 5 divisions. Exposing under ruby glass gave a

deflection of + '5
;
yellow glass + "7

;
green glass+ 1 ; blue glass + "5 in

diffused light, and -+ 7'5 in sunshine. Trials were also made with the

grating spectroscope without the directing magnet, but the results were

not conclusive and the unsettled weather has, so far, prevented their

being repeated with the galvanometer in its most sensitive state. The
plates were found very sensitive to changes in the strength of the light,

but after repeated exposure to sunshine they seeemed to lose sensi-

tiveness. By the action of the water a greyish deposit of chloride

was formed and in some cases a darkened image of the exposed part

of the plate could be seen. It may be noted that my experience does

not agree generally with that of Hankel, who found that, of two silver

plates immersed in water the plate exposed to white clouds, or to the

setting sun, was negative. I find, however, that on one occasion when
fresh plates were exposed to daylight, the exposed plate was negative,

the deflection being about — 1*5 divisions of the scale. On again exposing

the same plates to sunshine the exposed plate was positive, and remaiued

so afterwards on further exposure. On two other occasions of expo-
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sure to daylight, the exposed plate was also negative. When exposed
to sunshine the plates were almost invariably positive. I have noticed

this difference with plates in other solutions.

II. Silver plates in dilute Acids.

As we have seen above, Becquerel found that with plates of gold

or platinum, immersed in acid solutions, the plate exposed to the li^ht

was always positive. The same rule seems to apply to silver plates

in most cases, but not in all.

Dilute Sulphuric Acid.

The action of dilute sulphuric acid upon silver plates under the

influence of light seems to be rather irregular, but I find on looking

through all the experiments made, that in nearly all cases the first

exposed plate of each pair had a negative tendency when first exposed,

though it might become positive by subsequent exposures and in the

same way the second plate of the pair, which was screened during the

first exposure, might also be positive on first exposure. The general

tendency was undoubtedly positive. The irregularities may be partly

due to the plates not being quite pure.

With silver plates immersed in distilled water acidified with about

a drop of acid in some 60 cc. of water, the exposed plate was generally

positive when exposed to bright sunlight, the deflection without the

directing magnet varying from 1 to 4 "5 divisions of the scale, some-

times increasing after repeated exposures. In one experiment, however,

the exposed plate was distinctly and uniformly negative
;
even after

the position of the plates had been reversed, but subsequent exposure

of the reversed plate made it positive. In another it was negative on

first exposure and then positive.

With a pair of plates in tap water, acidified in the same way, the

plate exposed to sunshine was first negative with a deflection of — 3

divisions on the scale, which increased to — 6 divisions by subsequent

exposures. Exposure under coloured glasses also gave a negative de-

flection, amounting with red glass to — 1, with yellow and green glasses

to — 2; with blue glass to — 5, and exposed to sunshine again — 6, as

before. The same plates being again exposed to sunshine later on

were also negative at first, but became positive and much more sensi-

tive. Under coloured glasses the deflections were also positive and very

much larger than on the first exposure of the plate. After reversal,

so that the former unexposed plate became the exposed plate, the

deflection was again negative, amounting to — 7 divisions, and increasing

with the exposure, These plates were very sensitive to changes in
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light, and there was a perceptible deposit of chloride (?) on their

immersed surfaces.

With plates immersed in a 1 per cent, solution of sulphuric acid in

distilled water, it was found that if the plates were exposed to sunshine

a very short time after being immersed in the dilute acid, they were

at first negative and fairly sensitive to light but afterwards became

positive ; whereas in a case when the plates were left standing for 24

hours to reduce the polarisation, they were positive, and much less Sen-

sitive than the plates which were negative. After a short time they

seemed to lose all sensitiveness.

In tap water containing the same proportion of acid, the exposed

plates were generally positive on opening the shutter ; but the current

quickly decreased, and with some plates after several exposures they

gave a negative deflection.

With plates immersed in distilled water containing two per cent,

of acid the deflections were usually positive and the plates seemed to

become less sensitive by repeated exposure and by keeping.

With plates immersed in dilute acid at 5 per cent., which had been

allowed to stand for 24 hours, and showed a very small cell-current,

the first plate of the pair was distinctly negative when exposed,

the deflection being —4, decreasing with exposure to — 2, but the second

plate when exposed after reversal of the plates in the cell was positive

with a deflection of +6. Two other pairs of plates in freshly-mixed acid

were positive on first and subsequent exposures. The addition of acid

lowered the sensitiveness of the plates considerably.

All the plates showed a slight grey deposit or stain on the im-

mersed ends, but no trace of an image.

Dilute Nitric Acid.

With nitric acid the exposed plates are nearly always positive and

the action is far more uniform than with sulphuric acid, especially

when an appreciable quantity of acid, as one per cent, and over, is

used. Becquerel also found the exposed silver plate positive in dilute

nitric acid.

With distilled water acidified with about 1 drop of acid in 70 cc,

the exposed plate was positive on first exposure, but afterwards

became negative. The plates were not very sensitive, the deflections

without the directing magnet varying from 1 to 3 divisions of the scale.

With 1 per cent, of nitric acid, sp. g. 1*250, in distilled water, after

14 hours standing, the exposed plate was uniformly positive, and more

sensitive than with the acidulated water, the deflections in sunshine

being from 3*5 to 5*5 divisions, without the directing magnet. There
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was a slight greyish deposit on the plates, but no image on the exposed

part.

With three per cent, of the same acid in distilled water, after 22

hours standing, the first plate exposed in weak sunshine first showed

a negative deflection of 2 divisions, and after that was positive, the

deflection of repeated exposures being steadily about + 5 divisions,

without the magnet. With the directing magnet, the deflection was

about + 20 divisions with the 100 ohm, or T̂ , shunt.

After the experiment the solution was found to contain silver.

Dilute Phosphoric Acid.

With dilute phosphoric acid the deflections were almost always

positive. Plates freshly immersed in a mixture containing 1 per cent,

of the acid, sp.g.1'750, in distilled water and exposed to sunshine, gave

an initial deflection, without the magnet, of + 23 divisions, but this

quickly decreased with further exposure. After shutting off the light

the cell-current was found to have increased, and on again opening to

sunshine the deflection seemed slightly negative, but the action generally

was irregular. Subsequent exposures with the same cells or after the

plates had been reversed showed positive deflection and the plates were

less sensitive than at first.

With the same acid at 5 per cent, the deflections were uniformly

positive. With plates exposed to sunshine after 16 hours, the deflection

without the magnet was + 8 divisions, but, as in the former case, it was

less on subsequent exposure. The same decrease of sensitiveness after

exposure was noticed with the plates after reversal in the cell.

Dilute Hydrochloric Acid.

With 1 per cent, of hydrochloric acid, sp. g. 1*150, in distilled water,

the exposed plates have shewn themselves uniformly positive, and

owing to the formation of a deposit of chloride they are much more

sensitive to light, than are plates immersed in acids which do not form

a sensitive compound with the silver. The deflections with sunshine,

without the directing magnet, were from -f- 6 or + 7, when the plates were

first exposed, to + 36, when they had been kept for some hours longer

and then exposed. The plates were covered with a greyish deposit of

chloride on the immersed parts, and there was a distinct darkened

image on the part of the plate exposed to light. Coloured glasses

all gave positive deflections, the red being the smallest, and then the

green.

With 3 per cent, acid, after 22 hours resting, the plates exposed to

sunshine were positive. The increase of acid seemed to reduce the sen-
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sitiveness very much, the highest deflection in sunshine, without the

directing magnet, being + 16, while after the plates had stood for 37

hours it was only •+ 11.

There was a dark grey deposit of chloride on the immersed parts of

the plates, which took a violet or purple colour on exposure to light,

and gave off an odour of chlorine.

Dilute Hydrobromic Acid.

With dilute hydrobromic acid containing 10 cc. of the ordinary

pharmaceutical dilute acid, of 10 per cent., to 100 cc. distilled water, the

plate exposed to sunshine or diffused daylight was uniformly negative

and extremely sensitive to light, the first deflection in bright sunshine

being about — 187 divisions, without the directing magnet; decreasing

to a steady reading of about 140 divisions. Even coloured glasses

gave fairly large deflections ; red, — 13 ;
yellow, — 54 ;

green, — 64

;

blue, - 103.

With dilute acid of double the above strength, the exposed plate

was also uniformly negative, but the plates did not seem so sensitive,

the deflection in sunshine, without the magnet, being only — 82 ; but

the readings depend very much on the strength of the light, and this

was variable at the time of observing.

In both these cases the plates were coated with a grey-greenish-

yellow deposit of bromide, which turned dark on exposure, and formed

a visible image of the exposed part of the plate.

Dilute Hydriodic Acid.

As pure hydriodic acid is somewhat troublesome to prepare, I

roughly made up a solution of it by precipitating one gramme of barium

iodide, dissolved in water, with sulphuric acid and adding water to make
up 100 cc. There was, however, a considerable quantity of free iodine

present, the solution being of a light sherry colour.

The cell containing two clean silver plates immersed in this solu-

tion was left standing for 15 hours. The plate exposed to sunshine

was then found strongly negative, the deflection, without the directing

magnet, being — 110 divisions of the scale, afterwards going up to

— 130 divisions. The plate was, very insensitive to weak daylight,

the reading being only 12 divisions when the sun was hidden behind

clouds. With coloured glasses fairly large deflections were obtained,

always in the same negative direction ; red glass giving — 15 with

daylight, and — 16 with sunlight
;
yellow — 16'5 with daylight, and

— 20 with sun
;
green — 14 with daylight, and — 19 with sun ; blue

— 16 with daylight, and — 80 with sun. By keeping, the plates

J. ii. 4
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became less sensitive. They were covered with a strong loose deposit

of iodide, under which the silver surface was darkened. A faint

image of the exposed part was visible.

Dilute Glacial Acetic Acid.

With plates freshly immersed in dilute glacial acetic acid of 1 per

cent., the plate exposed to sunshine was positive, the deflection being

about + 65 divisions, without the magnet ; a second exposure gave a

deflection of + 8"3 divisions. By keeping for 24 hours the plates were

less sensitive, but remained positive.

Plates immersed in dilute acid of 5 per cent, and kept 24 hours

before exposure were less sensitive than the above, the deflection with

sunshine being only + 3 divisions without the magnet, and they became

less sensitive by further exposure, but were always positive.

Dilute Formic Acid.

The only other organic acid I have yet tried is formic acid, one per

cent, in distilled watei\ After the cell had been standing 24 hours, ex-

posure to sunshine gave a deflection amounting to about 8 divisions, the

exposed plate being positive. The same plates after another 24 hours

standing were found to have become very insensitive, the deflection

being only one or two divisions of the scale, the exposed plate still being

positive.

lir. Silver plates in Alkaline Solutions.

Becquerel found that when platinum or gold plates were immersed

in alkaline solutions, the plate exposed to light was negative. So far

as my experience goes, this rale does not hold good with silver, the

sign of the exposed plate being almost always positive. I have not

tried these solutions very thoroughly, but the results obtained with

potash and other salts used seem conclusive.

Solution of Potassium Hydroxide.

With a solution of one per cent, of caustic potash in distilled water,

the cell having been standing 22 hours, the cell current was nil.

Exposure to bright sunshine gave a deflection of about 9 -5 divisions

without the magnet, the exposed plate being positive. With the

magnet the deflection was about -f 45 divisions in sunshine, and + 9

divisions in daylight. With sunshine under blue glass the deflection,

with the magnet, was + 31; under green + 9; yellow + 8; red +
4-5. There was no deposit on the plates and no image of the exposed

parts.
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Solution of Potassium Carbonate.

With a solution of one per cent, of anhydrous potassium carbonate,

the cell having been standing for about 14 or 15 hours, the cell-current

was very small, and the plate exposed to light, either daylight or sun-

shine, was found to be positive, the deflection in the former case being

+ 22, and in the latter + 63'5, without the magnet.

With tap water made alkaline with a few drops of ten per cent,

solution of the carbonate in about 60 c. c. of water, the exposed plates

were also positive and very sensitive on first exposure, but the current

decreased with further action of light, and in subsequent exposures

the plates were less sensitive to light. They also lost sensitiveness by

being kept in the cell.

Solutions of Sodium Carbonate.

With silver plates exposed shortly after immersion in 1 per cent,

solution of anhydrous sodium carbonate in distilled water, the plate

exposed to sunshine was positive, the deflection being about + 5 divisions

without the magnet. In subsequent exposures the plates were less

sensitive, but remained positive.

With a stronger solution, at 5 per cent., the results were similar, but

the plates seemed somewhat more sensitive.

Solution of Lithium Carbonate.

With plates exposed shortly after immersion in a I per cent, solution

of lithium carbonate in distilled water, the plate exposed to sunshine

was positive, the deflection being about + 6 divisions without the

magnet. The plates lost sensitiveness after the first exposure as well

as by keeping for 34 hours, but remained positive.

Dilute Solution of Ammonia.

With a solution of 4 c. c. of strong liquid ammonia in 100 c. c. dis-

tilled water, the cell having been left standing some 14 or 15 hours,

the plates were found to be exceedingly insensitive to light ; even with

the magnet the deflections in sunshine were only about 2 divisions, the

exposed plates being positive.

Another pair of plates immersed in a freshly-mixed solution,

containing 2 c. c. of liquid ammonia in 100 c. c. of water, and exposed soon

after immersion, were also found insensitive, but not so much so as

the last ; the deflection on first exposure in sunshine being about 3

divisions, without the magnet. The current, however, decreased on

further exposure, and the same effect was observed in subsequent

exposures. After a short time no current was perceptible.

The immersed parts of the plates showed no deposit.
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Potassium Cyanide.

With a solution of potassium cyanide in distilled water, about 1

per cent., there was a strong negative polarisation current in the cell

when first prepared, which took several hours to subside. When fresh-

ly immersed the exposed plate was negative, but not very sensitive,

the deflection without the magnet being only — 4 divisions for sunlight.

By keeping the cell 24 hours the polarisation current subsided entirely,

and the plate exposed to sunshine was again negative with a deflection

of — 3'5 divisions. A slight movement of the cell, however, seemed to

cause a reversal of the current with a deflection of + 6 -5 divisions

which further continued for another 6'5 divisions after the light had

been shut off. The same effect was observed on subsequent exposures,

first the plate was negative then positive, while the polarisation current

increased in the same direction. After a time the plate seemed to

become quite insensitive to light.

With the same plates reversed there was again a very large initial

negative polarisation current. On firsfc exposure of a plate to sunshine

the deflection was — 14'4 divisions, without the magnet. On shutting

off the light, the negative polarisation current was found to have very

largely increased. On second exposure the plate was first negative and

then positive. On shutting off the light the current continued 4-25
divisions in the same direction and then turned back in its original

direction. The plates were coated with a dark grey deposit, thicker at

the upper part of the plates than at the lower. About the immersion

line there was a yellowish-white deposit, and the plates were deeply

corroded, but no sign of an image of the exposed part was visible.

From the above experiments it would appear that as a general

rule sunlight has an oxidising or dissolving effect on silver, whether in

acid or alkaline solations, the exposed plates being nearly always posi-

tive and consequently forming the anode of the voltaic couple. With
solutions decomposed by silver and forming sensitive compounds the

action is variable.

IV. Plain Silver plates dry.

When a comparatively large silver plate about 5x4 inches, not

immersed in any solution, but with its ends connected by silver bands to

the terminals of the galvanometer, the directing magnet being specially

placed so as to increase the normal sensitiveness about 13 times, was
exposed to light so that the upper half remained unexposed, it was
found possible to detect a slight current between the exposed and un-

exposed halves of the plate ; the exposed half being positive to the

unexposed. With an uncleaned plate that had lain in a drawer for
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some months, the deflection in sunshine was fairly large, amounting to

about 10 divisions, or rather more than the deflection caused by the con-

tact of dry zinc and copper. When, however, the same plate had been

carefully cleaned with a solution of cyanide of potassium followed by the

usual rubbing with emery cloth, the deflection was found to be still posi-

tive, but much smaller, being only about 1*5 divisions on first exposure,

and by repeated exposure it was reduced to about -25 division.

With subsequent exposures the deflection was generally in the

same direction, but once, after fresh cleaning, it was negative. With
a plate of pure silver deposited on glass, freshly polished, the first

exposure gave after a short interval, a fairly strong negative deflection,

but with subsequent exposures at intervals the deflections have been

sometimes negative and sometimes positive, but always very small, so

that the observations are somewhat uncertain. Plates of almost perfect-

ly pure silver, 999*5 touch, obtained through the kindness of the Mint

Master, Lt. Col. Baird, R. E., F. R. S., gave also rather indefinite results,

owing to the smallness of the currents, and though the deflections were

generally positive on first exposure of the plates, they were sometimes

negative, or became so by prolonged exposure. The general tendency,

however, appeared for the plates to be positive under the influence of

light, and, if this is tbe case it would seem to point to some slight

oxidising action on the surface. At the same time, the results obtained

with pure silver and the fact that in so many cases the deflections have

been first positive and then negative, appear to favour the conclusion

that such plates are really negative. It was clearly ascertained that the

currents produced were not due to the action of heat, because with the

plate first observed and with the purest silver plates, the action of heat

applied at the exposed end of the plate was to give a positive deflection,

but with the less pure silver plates used in the cells and others largely

alloyed with copper, the heated end of the plate was always negative

to the cool end. The deflection invariably increased with the continuance

of the heating, and was always in the same direction on repetition of it.

The light currents, on the other hand, showed a decrease of deflec-

tion from repeated exposures and sometimes a change of sign in a

direction contrary to the heat currents shown by the same plates. The

observation is rather a difficult one and requires further repetition under

more favourable conditions of light, in order to obtain definite results.

I have also tried the effect of solutions of alkaline haloid salts

upon silver plates, but as this paper is already beyond the usual

limits, it may be well to defer the account of these and other

experiments on photographic plates containing the haloid salts of silver

to a futux'e paper.
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Novicia? Indica? VI. A review of the genus Colquhounia.

—

By D. Pjjain.

[Read May 3rd.]

Writing in 1885 (Flora of British India, iv, 674) Sir Joseph

Hooker had to say of this genus :
—" I am quite unable to distinguish

the first three species,* or to reconcile their specimens, descriptions

and published drawings with one another." And in 1890, when enga-

ged in arranging the Calcutta Herbarium material of the natural

order Labiate to which the genus belongs,f the writer, after consider-

able study came to the same conclusion. Since then, however, the open-

ing up of the hill-country to the east of the Irrawaday has enabled

the Calcutta Herbarium to send native collectors into hitherto unknown
portions of the Shan Hills. One result has been the communication

of suites of specimens that have helped to clear up some of the doubtful

points. Briefly stated, the result of a renewed study has been that there

seems to be no necessity for recognising more than two species in the

genus ; both these species are, however, very variable, and include be-

tween them seven more or less distinguishable and definable forms.

The present paper consists of a short bibliographical review of these

with diagnoses of all of them, and with an account of their distribution

appended.

The genus CoLQunouxiA was founded by Wallich in 1822, % on

specimens collected by himself in Nepal, in honour of his friend Sir

Robert Colquhoun, Bart., of the H. C.'s service. His diagnosis,

and voluminous description of Colquhounia coccinea, the species then

proposed, he republished, practically unaltered, two years later,§ giving

al i lie same time a coloured plate which represents however, not the

typical plant originally described, but a variety with smaller flowers.

In a note at the end of this second description, Wallich distinguishes

by name and by a general diagnosis a second species, G. vestita. This,

lac says, comes from various localities in Nepal, at a higher elevation

than the stations for G. coccinea, and occurs also in Kamaon. He says

that G. vestita flowers in the height of the rains, 0. coccinea at the end

of the rains and in the cold weather ; the main distinction given, how-

ever, is one of tomentum ; this is described as being in G. coccinea scaly-

stellate, rusty, dense and friable, in G. vestita soft, white, thick and

sepai'able. || The flower-spikes and flowers are admitted to be similar;

plainly therefore the distinction is not a far-reaching one.

* Colquhounia coccinea Wall., C. vestita, Wall., C, elegans Wall.

t Jowrn. As. Soc. Bengal, 1 i x . 2, 294.

% Trans. Linn. Soe., xiii, 008.

§ Tent. Flor. Nap., i, 12 fc. 6,

||
Tent. Flor Nov., i, 14.
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Tlie Labiate of the H. E. I. Company's Herbarium were distri-

buted by Wallich in 1829 ;* Bentham, who revised for Wallich the

naming of this particular order, treated these two species somewhat

differently. In G. coccinea he recognized three distinct forms :

—

f

(1). C. coccinea proper ; the pink-flowered plant originally des-

cribed in Trans. Linn. Soc, and re-described in Tent.

Flor. Nap.

(2). var. /8. major Benth. ; the Nepalese plant from higher levels

and with denser tomentum, treated by Wallich as identical

with the plant from Kamaon that he distinguished specifi-

cally from G. coccinea.

(3). var. y. parviflora Benth. ; an orange-flowered plant, not

clearly differentiated by Wallich in either of his descrip-

tions, but figured by him in the Tentamen as typical G.

coccinea.

On the other hand the name 0. vestita was strictly limited to the

plant from Kamaon already referred to, which had been communicated

to Wallich by Blinkworth,J and a new species from Burma, G. elegans,

was for the first time mentioned. § In the same year Bentham in

another place defined the genus, mentioning all three species, but

not there distinguishing the varieties of G. coccinea.\\

In 1832 Wallich again dealt with these Golquhounias, figuring both

G. vestita and G. elegans.^ He diagnosed 0. vestita from G. coccinea by

its " ovate-oblong much attenuate acuminate leaves, very densely hoary

tomentose below, as are the branches," adding that this character

comprises all the points in which C. vestita differs from G. coccinea.

From the original specimens it is evident that this figure of C. vestita

was taken from one of Blinkworth's Kamaon specimens ; Wallich did

not however adopt Bentham's limitation of G. vestita to that locality, for

he replaced in the species the Nepalese plant that forms Bentham's

G. coccinea var. major. In immediate sequence come the definition and

figure of G. elegans, the Burmese species ; of this he mentions having

only seen one shrub ; the best distinction, Wallich says, between this

and G. coccinea, which it much resembles, is the colour of the flowers

—

orange, dotted with crimson specks, instead of red. The plant is des-

cribed as having leaves very softly tomentose on both surfaces, an idea

* Lith. Cat. n. 2084—6.

f Wall. Lith. Cat. n. 2085/1, 2085/0, 2085/7-

X Wall. Lith. Cat. n. 2086.

§ Wall. Lith. Cat. n. 2084.

||
Bentham, Synops. Labiat. in Bot. Reg., xv, sub 1292.

f Plant. As. Bar., iii, 43, tt. 267, 268.
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by no means conveyed by the figure, which represents a plant that, as

Sir Joseph Hooker says,* cannot be distinguished from O. coccinea vab.

paiviflora. These two plants are however remarkably dissimilar in

tomentum, the hairs being stellate in var. parviflora, as they are in all

the other forms of C. coccinea, but simple in G. elegans. As regards

the degree of tomentum of G. elegans it is the description that is accurate,

the figure that is misleading.

In 1834 Bentham again dealt with the genusf , and on this occasion

still confined O. vestita to the Kamaon plant of Blinkworth, though in

C. coccinea he now recognized only two forms :

—

(1). G. coccinea proper, which now includes the original

plant described by Wallich, as well as the Nepalese portion

of Wallich's G. vestita ; this variety therefore now includes

the original C. coccinea and Bentham's own C. coccinea

vae. major.

(2). var. (3. parviflora Benth., which is the same as the plant

so named in 1829.

The Burmese C. elegans is defined in the Wallichian sense.

In 1848 BenthamJ followed in the main his treatment of 1834, but

as regards G. coccinea confined the Wallichian number 2085 to var.

parviflora alone, although, as we have just seen, this number applies in the

Catalogue to every specimen of Colquhounia collected in Nepal. Under

G. vestita also Bentham diverged somewhat from his previous treat-

ment by admitting into the species a plant sent by Griffith from Assam.

This is, however, a plant that must be kept specifically apart from G.

vestita if G. vestita deserves to be held specifically distinct from G.

coccinea ; while, even if G. vestita and G. coccinea be conspecific, this

Assam plant is still varietally distinct from both.

In 1850 Sir William Hooker figured§ as G. coccinea a plant raised

at Kew from seed sent by Wallich from Nepal. This is the plant

originally figured by Wallich in the Tentamen, and therefore is not

exactly the one originally described by him there and in the Linnean

Society's Transactions ; it is not typical G. coccinea, but is Bentham's

C. coccinea var. parviflora.

In 1851 Schlechtendal described ||
as G. mollis a plant whose origin

he was unable precisely to trace. His description is, however, so full

* Flora of British India, iv, 674.

t Labiat. Gen. 8f Sp 644.

% DC. Prodr., ii, 457.

§ Bot. Mag., lxxvi, t. 4514.

||
Linnaea, viii, 681.
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and clear as to leave no room for doubt that his plant is identical with

the Assam one referred by Bentham to G. vestita*

In 1873 Houllet figured as G. tomentosaf what appears to be the

same plant.

In 1876 Bentham and Hooker speak of the possible existence of a

fourth species! ; it is not clear whether by this fourth species be meant

Schlechtendal's G. mollis, which is cited indirectly through a reference

in Walpers ; or a Burmese plant collected by Mason, Parish, Anderson

and Kurz since published as G. tenuijlora Hook. f.§ but which in 1877

Kurz|| described as G. elegans. Kurz wrote under the disadvantage of

only knowing Wallich's plant from the figure which Wallich gives of it

;

that figure, as has already been said, is quite misleading.

The next account to be noticed is the most important of all—that

by Sir Joseph Hooker in the Flora of British India: Here four species

are described :

—

r_ .....
1. G. coccinea Wall.

;
with Bentham's var. parviflora excluded.

2. G. vestita Wall.; limited, in the sense, adopted by Bentham
in 1848, to the Kamaon plant of Wallich and the Grif-

fithian plant from Assam, ^[—the Nepal plant originally

included in G. vestita being excluded and Schlechten-

dal's G. mollis not being referred to ; the identity of

G. vestita as a whole with typical G. coccinea is suggested.

3. G. elegans Wall. ; limited to the original Wallichian plant

from the Taong Doung Mts.; its identity with G.

coccinea var. parviflora Benth., is suggested.

* There are two minor references to the genus by Walpers, Annates iii, 363

(1852) where he mentions C. coccinea; and Annales v, 689 (1858) where he gives

Schlechtendal's diagnosis of G. mollis : this last reference is cited in the Genera

Plantarum though the original description in Linnaea is not.

f Houllet, Rev. Hortic. (1873) p. 131. It should, however, be pointed out that

Sir Joseph Hooker does not agree with the writer's view in this respect. He
refers Houllet's plant to C. coccinea (and it may be that form of G. coccinea

called by Bentham vak. major) ; Griffith's plant is referred in the F. B. I.—as

Bentham referred it—to G. vestita ; C. mollis is not Quoted in Sir Joseph's article.

J Genera Plantarum, ii, 1208.
,

§ Flor. Brit, hid., iv., 674. This form—apparently more common than true

G. elegans—extends from Tenasserim to Yunnan. In. the Calcutta Herbarium

it is in evidence that at one time Kurz thought this distinct from the G. elegans of

Wallich's description—of which he had no specimen—and proposed naming it G. mar-

tabanica. Later, he decided that it must be the C. elegans, of Wallich's figure,

Which it resembles, as to tomentum, rather more closely than the true plant does.

||
For. Flor. Brit. Burma, ii, 278.

% In Mr. C. B. Clarke's Herbarium this Assam pla'nt is distinguished from the

Kumaon C. vestita proper, as G. vestita var. rugosa C. B. Clarke MSS.

J. ii. 5.
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4. C. tenuiflora Hook. f. ; the new species referred to above.

Two more recent references to the genus have now to be noticed.

Mr. Hemsley in his Index Sinensis* mentions one species ; this he

identifies, though rather doubtfully, with G. coccinea. The plant comes

from Hupeh, South China, and the same form has more recently been

collected in the Kya Valley, Upper Burma, by Genl. Gratacre. It is not

C. coccinea, bat is much more nearly allied to G. elegans ; though a very

distinct form, it is probably quite sufficiently differentiated if treated

as a variety of the last named species.

Sir Henry Collett and Mr. Hemsley in a paper On a Collection of

plants from Upper Burma and the Shan Statesf mention two species :

—

1. G. elegans Wall. ; the true Wallichian plant, never met with

since it was collected by Wallich till it was obtained in

1887 by Genl. Collett, who speaks of it as certainly the

most beautiful Labiate of the Shan Hills. Like C.

coccinea var. mollis
(
G. mollis Schlecht. ) this is always

an erect shrub;| as regards colour of flowers there are

two distinct forms, one with pale salmon-coloured, the

other with dark red corollas.

2. O. vestita Benth., not of "Wallich ; not the true Wallichian

plant, but Schlechtendal's 0. mollis, Mr. Clarke's G. vesti-

ta var. rugosa.

The generic descriptions given by Wallich, Bentham, Schlechtendal

and Hooker are so accurate and full that nothing can be added to them,

and little is necessary beyond providing brief diagnoses of the various

forms met with in the genus. Of these last there are altogether seven,

and though in this paper they are treated as only of varietal rank, it

may well be that other writers will find it necessary to consider them

distinct species ; indeed, as species at present go in the natural order

Labiate, it cannot be denied that forms so very distinct as the real G.

vestita of Kamaon and as Hooker's G. tenuiflora are well entitled to the

higher ranks. But what has to be pointed out very distinctly is that

on those who may feel compelled to give this higher rank to these

species of Wallich and of Hooker, it will be incumbent to recognise also

* Journ. Linn. Soc, xxvi, 299 (1890.)

f Journ. Linn. Soc, xxviii, 1-150 (1890),

$ Genl. Collett remarks (Journ. Linn. Soc. xxviii, 8) on the discrepancy between

this fact and the definition by Kurz (For. Flor. Brit. Burma, ii, 278) of C. elegans as

' a scandent or half-scandent shrub.' Kurz's definition however does not in the

least refer to Wallich's original plant but to that other form collected by himself in

Pegu, named by Sir Joseph Hooker C. tenuiflora, which is always a scandent

plant.
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Sclilechtendal's C. mollis, and to give specific rank to that very distinct

new form collected in Northern Burma by Gratacre and in South China

by Henry.

It is remarkable that the character from tomentum which has

been mainly relied upon—and with rather unsatisfactory results—in

diagnosing the various species, sbould still prove the most effective and

reliable. It has, however, to be noted that hitherto only the degree of

tomentum and not its nature has been referred to, the difference between

the simple hairs of the C. elegans series and the stellate hairs of the C.

coccinea series of forms having been overlooked.*

COLQUHOUNIA Wall.

Nat. Ord. LABIATAE.

Tribe. STACHTDEAE.

Tall, robust, rambling herbs with rounded branches. Leaves ovate,

margins dentate or crenate, petioled, acute or acuminate, base cuneate,

rarely truncate or cordate, tomentose, as are the branches, with stellate

or simple hairs. Whorls axillary, or in dense or lax-flowered spikes

or racemes, of pink, orange, or scarlet, concolorous or spotted flowers.

Calyx, distinctly 10-nerved, equally 5-toothed, throat naked. Corolla

tube incurved not annulate, throat inflated
;
galea entire or more rarely

notched, shorter than the almost equally 3-lobed lower-lip. Stamens

4, ascending under the upper lip, the lower pair longer ; anthers con-

niving in pairs, the cells divaricate, confluent. Disc equal ; style shortly

2-fid with subequal lobes. Nutlets oblong, compressed, with the tip pro-

duced as a submembranous wing.

1. Colquhounia coccinea Wall., ampl.

Tomentum of stellate hairs on stems and leaves ; hairs on the

corolla many-celled, glandular at the tip ; wings of nutlets sub-lacini-

ate, not longer than body of nut ; calyx teeth triangular.

Himalaya : Indo-China.

vae. a. typica ; leaves dentate-crenate, tomentum white,

usually sparse, ultimately almost disappearing ; flowers

large, pink or red. C. coccinea Wall., Trans. Linn. Soc,

xiii, 608 (1822); Tent, Mor. Nap., i., 13, fig. excl. (1824);

Cat. n. 2085/1 (1829) ; Benth., Bot. Reg., xv, sub' 1292

(1829) ; Lab. Gen. & Sp. 644 (1=34) : DC. Prodr., xii,

457 (1848) ; Walp., Ann., iii, 268 (1852) : Hook, f., Flor.

* The co-ordinate difference in the nature of the glandular hairs on the corolla,

which is as striking, was pointed out to the writer by his friend Mr. Briihl, who

kindly went over the forms after they had been sorted out.
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Brit. Ind., iv, 674 (1885). G. coccineaVkR. /?. major Benth. in

Wall. Cat. n. 2085//3 (1829). G. vestita Wall., Tent. Flor.

Nap., i, 14, (1829), and PI. As. Rar., iii, 43 (1832), in part

and excluding the Kamaon locality and the figure.

Nepal ; on Grossain Than, Wallich ! Scully ! and Sheopore, Wal-

lich ! Sikkim : Jongri, King's collector ! and Lachen, Hooker ! G. Gammie !

Khasia : Mairung, Hooker and Thomson ! Mann !

A shrub 8-10 feet high, erect when standing alone but of sprawling

habit and semi-scandent when growing with other species. In the form

originally issued as vae. /?» major Benth., the tomentum is white as in

G. vestita, and unusually dense, while the flowers are generally of a

rather paler pink than in the specimens originally intended as typical,

where the leaves are often ultimately quite glabrous from an initial

rusty pubescence, and the flowers are dark red. Both forms have, how-

ever, similarly shaped dentate-crenate leaves, and in both the wings

of the nutlets are nearly as long as the body of the nut. These are the

forms to which, in spite of his figure, it would be necessary to restrict

Wallich's name G. coccinea, if G. vestita and the others are distinct species.

VAR. (3. vestita Prain ; leaves (sometimes cordate at the base)

crenate, crenations large, tomentum dense, floccose, white,

separating in patches but not disappearing completely

;

flowers large pink. G vestita Wall., Tent. Flor. Nap., i, 14

(1824) in part, the Kamaon plant only; PI. As. Bar., iii, 43,

t. 267 (1832) as to fig. ; Wall., Cat. n. 2086 ( J829) : Benth.,

Bot. Reg., xv, sub 1292 (1829) ; Lab. Gen. & Sp. 644 (1834) ;

DC. Prodr., xii, 457(1848) excl. the Assam plant : Hook.

f., Flor., Brit. Ind., iv, 674 (]885) the Kamaon plant only.

KAMAON; Srinagar, Blinlcworth! Nairn Tal, Anderson! Mussoorie,

King ! Kali valley, Duthie n. 3308 ! Chdmbi ; at Tak-Chang, King's

collector !

Like the preceding this is according to circumstances erect or semi-

scandent. The flowers are pale red as in C. coccinea (3. major, where also

the tomentum is white. The leaves, however, (which in G. vestita are

crenate, none of the crenations being sharp pointed) enable us to dis-

tinguish easily the two forms. The gathering from Chumbi has the

thinner tomentum of G. coccinea /3. major, but the leaf-margins are

crenate not serrate ; it thus serves to connect G. coccinea with G. vestita.

var. y. parviflora Benth. ; leaves and flowers smaller than in

the type, tomentum rusty, flowers orange or golden yellow,

with orange red lobes. G. coccinea Wall., Tent. Flor. Nap.,

i, t. 6 (1824) the fig. only; Hook., Bot. Mag. t. 4514 (1850).

C. coccinea vae. parviflora Benth. in Wall., Cat. n. 2085/y
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(1829) ; Lab. Gen. & Sp. 644 (1834) ; DC. Prodr., xii, 457

(1848).

Nepal ; on Slieopore, Wallich I

Scandent ; this variety is represented only by specimens collected

by Wallich ; the leaves have larger teeth and somewhat resemble those

of 0. elegans, which is however always a shrub. It is quite as entitled

to specific rank as is C. vestita ; if treated as a species it ought to be

known as G. parviflora.

var. 8. mollis Prain ; leaves crenate, crenations very small,

tomentum dense, rusty, permanent ; flowers large, orange

or red. C. mollis Schlecht., Linnaea, viii, 681 (1851);

Walp., Ann., v, 689 (1858). G. tomentosa Houllet, Rev.

Hortic, (1873), 131. G. vestita Benth., DC. Prodr., xii, 457

(1848) not of Wall., the Assam, plant only: Hook, f., Plor.

Brit. Ind., iv, 674 ( 1885) excluding the Kamaon plant ; not of

Wall. : Collett & Hemsley, Journ. Linn, Soc. xxviii, 116

(1890) ; not of Wall., G. vestita var. rugosa C. B. Clarke Mss.

Sikkim ; Balasun, King's collector ! Bootan : Griffith I Mishmi
;

Griffith n. 4028 (Kew Dist.) ! Khasia; Mairung, Simons! Oldham ! Clarke

n. 16138 ! Shillong, Mann ! Collett I Dingling, Clarke n. 5900 ! Cherra,

Hooker and Thomson ! Clarke n. 5322 ! Manipcr ; Kassome, Watt n. 5123 !

Burma ; Shan hills at Pwehla, Collett

!

An extremely distinct form, always a shrub, and easily recognised

by its stout virgate habit and by its nutlets with very short wings.

This might be still considered specifically distinct even if C. vestita were

merged in C. coccinea, and if looked upon as a good species it ought to

bear the name G. mollis Schlecht. The leaves differ from those of

G. coccinea in being always crenate, and from those of C. vestita in the

small size of the crenations, and in the rusty, not white, tomentum.

2. Colquhounia elegans Wall., emend.

Tomentum of simple hairs on stems and serrate leaves ; hairs

on the corolla few-celled, glandular at the base ; wings of nutlets entire,

acute, longer than body of nut ; calyx teeth acuminate.

Indochina ; S. China.

var. a. typica ; whole plant densely,, softly tomentose ; flowers

in very dense many-flowered axillary heads ; corolla dark-red

or salmon-coloured, with or without crimson spots, tube

long, throat wide. G. elegans Wall., Cat. n. 2084 (1829);

Benth., Bot. Reg., xv, sub 1292 (1829) ; Wall., PI. As. Ear.,

iii, 43, t. 268 (1832) : Benth., Lab. Gen. & Sp. 645 (1835);

DC. Prodr., xii, 457 (1848) : Hook. f. Flor. Brit. Ind., iv, 074

(1885); Collett & Hemsley, Journ. Linn. Soc. xxviii, 116

(1890).
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Motipub ; Sirobifurar, Watt n. 7443 ! Burma ; Taong Doung Mts.,

Wallich : Shan Hills at Toungye, Collett ! at Mone, Manders ! Fulton !

at Lwekaw, Manders ! Ruby Mines district, frequent, King's collectors !

A shrub, 8 to 10 feet high, and apparently never scandent ; the

flowers are sometimes red (Collett, King's Collectors) sometimes salmon-

coloured with crimson spots (Wallich) sometimes uniformly salmon-

coloured (Collett, Fulton, Manders).

yak. (3. pauciflora Prain ; almost glabrous throughout, flowers

in loose few-flowered axillary heads ; corolla red, tube very

short, throat wide. C. coccinea Hemsl., Journ. Linn. Soc,

xxvi, 299 (1890) not of Wall.

S. China ; Ichang, A. Henry n. 3334 ! Burma ; Kya Valley, Gatacre !

A very distinct, always scandent form, with a much more slender

habit than the preceding ; the nutlets are however not distinguishable,

and the tomentum is of precisely the same character, though so much
slighter in degree. If this is treated as a distinct species, which will

be necessary if specific rank continues to be claimed for C. tenuiflora, it

might be known as C. pauciflora. ^
var. y. tenuiflora Prain ; sparsely hairy throughout, flowers in

loose many-flowered long axillary racemes ; corolla red, tube

very long, throat narrowed. C, tenuiflora Hook, f., Flor.

Brit, Ind., iv, 674 (1885). C. elegans Kurz, For. Flor. Brit.

Burma, ii, 278 (1877) not of Wallich. G. martabanica Kurz

Mss. in Herb. Calcutta.

S. China; Yunnan, Anderson! Burma; Poneshee Anderson! Pegu,

Kurz ! Karenni, Mason ! Tenasserim ; Moulmein, Parish !

Also a very distinct form ; in habit exactly like the last, but with

much longer flowers than even in the type, and with an absolutely, as

well as relatively, narrower corolla-throat. Distinct, however, though

the form is it is not convenient to give it specific rank, as this would

necessitate the recognition of C. parviflora, G. mollis, and G . pauciflora as

distinct species also.
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§ Introductory Sketch.

The Indian Ocean is broken on the north by the Indian Peninsula

into two roughly triangular seas. The eastern, rather the smaller, forms

an area known vaguely as the Bay, Gulf, or Sea of Bengal—the first

of these names being that most usually employed—bounded on the west

by Ceylon and India, on the east by the Malay Isthmus (Tenasserim)

and Indo-China, and on the north by the Gangetic Delta. The ocean-

surface thus defined is, however, further differentiated into three distinct

bydrographical areas.

These areas are (a) the Bat op Bengal, a bight limited to the west

by the Kistna Delta, to the east by Cape Negrais and situated to the

north of an arbitrary line—the parallel of Lat. 16° N.—beyond which
it passes into (6) the Sea of Bengal, stretching from Coromandel

and Ceylon, on the west, to the Andamans and Nicobars on the east.

The Sea of Bengal opens southwards into the Indian Ocean proper, from

which it is hydrographically rather definitely limited by the somewhat
rapid upward shelving of its floor from the bottom of that ocean to a

uniform depth of 2200 fathoms along a line roughly coincident with

the parallel of Lat. 6° K Thereafter its floor is a plain and practically

J. ii. 6
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a level one, for it slopes so gradually northwards that, as it passes into

the Bay proper, its depth is still 1400 fathoms. No such clear delimita-

tion exists between Sea and Bay ; the plain that forms their common
floor still slopes gradually upwards towards the north till, in the neigh-

bourhood of Lat. 20° N., the edge of the shelf of the Grangetic Delta is

reached.

The southern edge of the floor of the Sea of Bengal may, in spite

of its depth of over 2000 fathoms, be taken as, in a sense, the margin

also of the continent of Asia, for there is more than the rapid increase

of slope towards the bottom of the Indian Ocean to characterise it. To
the west it coincides with that remarkably abrupt terrestrial elevation

which results in the islaud of Ceylon, off the south-west coast of which

island, less than 40 miles from the Basses, the ocean depth of 2300

fathoms is reached. To the east a precisely similar terrestrial eleva-

tion, though of smaller size and much less height, is met with. Just as

Ceylon lies, a pear-shaped eminence, to the east of Lon. 80° B., so to the

east of Lon. 90° E. lies the pear-shaped eminence known as Carpenter's

Ridge,* a terrestrial mass that rises from a depth of 2300 fathoms in

Lat. 5° N., till in Lat. 6° N. and Lon. 90° 30' E., it reaches a point

which carries only 1380 fathoms. The ' thick end' of the pear in both

cases faces the south, and just as the ' stalk,' in the case of Ceylon, tails

north-westward into the Indian Peninsula, the ' stalk,' in the case of

Carpenter's Ridge, tails north-eastward into Middle Andaman. There

are these differences between the two ; the connecting ridge between

Ceylon and India carries nowhere more than 8 fathoms, that between

Carpenter's Ridge and the Andamans carries 1600 fathoms, while the

highest point of Carpenter's Ridge is as much beneath as the highest

point in Ceylon is above sea-level.

The third area (c) is the land-locked seaf, bounded on the west by

the Andamans and Nicobars, on the north by the Irrawady Delta, on

the east by Tenasserim and Kedah, and prolonged south-eastward into

the Straits of Malacca, between Sumatra and the Malay Peninsula.

This sea is not, as a rule, distinguished by any general name, though

* Alcock : Annals and Magazine of Natural History, ser. vi., iv., 377.

t Carpenter : Records of the Geological Survey of India, xx, 48, had proved, as

conclusively as it is possible in the absence of actual soundings to prove, that this

body of water must be separated from the Sea of Bengal by a ridge nowhere

deeper than 760 fathoms, the shallowest sounding known between Acheen and the

Nicobars, since the temperature at 1200 fathoms east of the ridge is that appropriate

to 740 fathoms to the west of it. Since then the indication of 736 fathoms as the

depth on the line from the Nicobars to the Andamans is a striking confirmation of

the justice of Carpenter's reasoning.
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that portion of it close to the Irrawaday Delta is spoken of as the Gulf

or Bay of Martabau ; it has, however, sometimes been spoken of as the

Gulf of Pegu, and more recently bas received the much more appropriate

name of the Andaman Sea.*

* Alcock : Annals and Magazine of Natural History, ser. vi., iv., 378. The
degree of confusion in nomenclature that prevails is sufficiently exemplified in the

various Atlases of recent date. Keith-Johnstone's " Royal Atlas "—an excellent

example of an English Atlas—shows, on the same sheet (India, southern sheet)

in the general map, the Bay of Bengal and the Sea of Bengal limited as they are in

the text, though the Bay is called the " Gulf " of Bengal : in the small map of the

South-Eastern provinces placed on the same sheet this " Gulf " is called, as is more
usual, the Bay. No name is given to the Andaman Sea, though the Gulf of

Martaban is distinguished. In Stieler's Hand- Atlas—an excellent example of a

German Atlas—we find (Sheet 67, by Berghaus) the phrase " Meerbusen von Pegu "

used as the precise equivalent of Alcock's later-published but perferable name of

"Andaman Sea;" the Gulf of Martaban of the English maps is designated, much
more correctly than in English maps, " Bai von Martaban." So much confusion

of names and their incidence, renders it necessary to insist on some definite system

of nomenclature, with a rigid definition of the areas to which the names apply.

It would seem therefore that German geographers are prepared to admit the

distinctness of the Andaman Sea as a geographical area, while to modern English

geographers the necessity for considering the question has apparently not occurred.

If, however, at present they refuse to recognise this as a truly land-locked area

deserving of a specific designation, the following passage from a letter dated

Calcutta, the 4th March 1795, from Major A. Kyd to Sir John Shore, then Governor-

General, will show that even a hundred years ago those who knew the area best

realised its true nature. Kyd says :—The Andaman Islands, " comprehending what

"are called the Great and Little Andamans, extending from N. Lat. 18°31'

"southward, and lying nearly in a N. and S. direction between 92° and 93° E. of

" Greenwich, are part of a continued range of islands extending from Cape Negrais
" to Acheen Head, including the Preparis, Cocos, Car Nicobar, and the Great and
" Little Nicobars, the whole being a chain of islands between which there is reason

" to believe that there is a continuation of soundings, entirely dividing the eastern

" part of the Bay of Bengal." Kyd was Superintendent of the second, or Port

Cornwallis settlement in the Andamans, instituted in 1792, when the settlement,

under Blair at Old Harbour, now Port Blair, begun in 1789, was abandoned.

As an example of the usage which terms the whole sea-area between India

and Indo-China the " Bay of Bengal," may be mentioned a paper by Hume (Stray

Feathers, vol. ii.) wherein these two islands, along with Preparis, the Cocos, and

of course the Andamans and the Nicobars, are termed the Islands in the Bay of

Bengal, as opposed to Ceylon, on the one hand, and the Mergui Archipelago, on the

other. This is also the usage of the Admiralty Maps of the region, and though

it is certainly indefensible on hydrographical grounds, since the area to the east of

the Andaman-Nicobar chain fulfils in every particular—far more so than the Sea of

Bengal itself—the conditions laid down in the definition of a " Sea," it is prefer-

able to the slip-shod system that distinguishes the Bay of Bengal from the Sea of

Bengal, without distinguishing between the Sea of Bengal and the Andaman Sea.
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It is in this last-named area that the islands of Narcondam and

Barren Island, which form the subject of the present paper, are situated.

These islands the writer was, through the kindness of Col. Cadell, v. C,

late Chief Commissioner of the Andamans, enabled to visit in March

and April 1891, in order to investigate their Flora. Narcondam was

examined for ten days in the end of March ; after an interval occupied

in visiting Little Andaman and the Nicobars,* Barren Island was ex-

amined from April 5th to April 8th.

The volcanic island of Narcondam is situated in the Andaman Sea

inLat, 13° 26' N. and Lon. 95° 15' E., 80 miles to the east of Port Corn-

wallis in North Andaman, 74 miles north-north-east of Barren Island,

150 miles to the south of the nearest point on the coast of Pegu, and 250

miles due west of Mergui. The island rises abruptly out of deep water,

more especially on its eastern, western and southern sides, to a height

of 2330 feet above sea level, and of 8000 feet from the floor of the

Andaman sea between it and North Andaman to the west, and between

it and Tavoy on the east.f

The soundings on which the conclusion is based are given in the

following table :

—

Table I.J—S ounclings in the vicinity of Narcondam.

GENERAL DIRECTION OF DISTANCE IN MILES FROM DEPTH OF SOUNDINGS IN
LINE OF SOUNDINGS. CENTRAL PEAK. FATHOMS.

E. S. E. li 90
E. S. E. 2 75
E. S. E. 2* 138
E. S. E. H 284
E. S. E. 3| 333
E. S. E. 4| 486
E. S. E. 100 1050

S. S. E. 1* 242

s. s. w. If 182
s. s. w. 2f 465
s. s. w. 3* 652
B. S. W. 24| 1010

* Proceedings of the Asiatic Society of Bengal for 1891 (December), p. 156.

t Stieler : Hand Atlas, sheet 67 shows depths, which are quite wrong, of 2097
and 2200 fathoms to the E. and S. E. of Narcondam ; how these errors have arisen

the writer cannot trace. Sheet 58 of the same Atlas gives the true depth.

% This Table, with the corresponding one for Barren Island, is mainly derived
from Mallet and Carpenter, Records of the Geological Survey of India, xx, 46 et

seq., with additional soundings from a copy of the Sounding-Book of H. M. I. M,
Survey Steamer "Investigator," kindly lent by Dr. Alcock.
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Table ~L.—Soundings in the vicinity of rTarcondam.

—

[Continued.)

GENERAL DIRECTION OF DISTANCE IN MILES FROM DEPTH OF SOUNDINGS IN
LINE OF SOUNDINGS. CENTRAL PEAK. FATHOMS.

s. w. 50 1140

W. N. W. 1* 162
W. N. W. a* 407
W. N. W. 3 509
W. N. W. 3| 585

w. by s. 40 922

N. N. E. 2 74
N. N. E. H 104
N. N. E. H 150
N. N. E. 4* 411
N. N. E. 9* 362
N. N. E. 16 290
N. N. E. 52 70
N. N. E. 70 50

The island is a fairly-regular oval with the longer diameter in a

line running north-north-east to south-south-west ; this diameter is

two and a half miles long, the other one and a half. The regularity

of outline is somewhat broken at the north-east corner by an oblong

peninsula about three furlongs long and half a mile across ; this spit,

which is occupied by a steep-sided twin-peaked hill, quite dwarfed

by the central mass, is in no sense detached from the rest of the island

but passes through two or three intervening heights into the main

peak. This peak, situated slightly to the south and west of the centre

of the island, is crowned by three small points of which tbe most

northern is tbe highest. The two others, situated a quarter of a mile

to the south and to the south-east, respectively, are at the seaward

ends of two ridges that diverge from the highest peak, and are

separated by the beginning of a deep gorge. The northern point, as

already mentioned, reaches 2330 feet ; the point to the south is 2150 ft.,

that to the south-east 2200 feet high. The gorge that separates the

two latter, after passing southward between them for about a quarter

of a mile, turns south-west round the shoulder of the lower one, and

thus partially separates the south end of the island, as a narrow ridge

1200 to 1500 feet high, from the rest of the hill. It is, however, only

the western end of this ridge that is free, the eastern end is connected,

by means of a narrow but lofty ridge, with the south-eastern part of

the central peak. Numerous other gorges, none of them however so

striking as that just described, furrow the hill on every side.
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The chief interest of this configuration resides in the misapprehen-

sions as to the structure of the island to which it Las given rise.

McCelland mistook either the ravines or the ridges between them for

streams of lava* ; Kurz has described and figured the island as a central

volcanic cone, surrounded by an outer ring, not much over half the ele-

vation of the central mass, and very largely broken down.f Seen from

Kurz's point of view (N. W., \ E"., at a distance of 20 miles) an oblique

view of the mouth of the yawning south-western gorge is obtained, while

the main mass hides the connection of its southern wall with the cen-

tral peak. At the same time the peaks already mentioned as connect-

ing the main hill with the somewhat outlying north-eastern spit, serve

to conceal their own connections and complete the illusion. At this

distance too the three hummocks at the top of the peak look very much
like as many points on the edge of a crater. In a nearer view from

the same direction the appearance of a central cone is still well-

preserved, though the regularity of what seems at a distance the

remains of an outer ring quite disappears. J Even close in-shore it

is impossible to say whether the three points on the peak are, or are

not, indicative of the remains of a crater, the forest that clothes them

disguising their true relationship. The appearance from another

point of view (W. \ S., at a distance of 40 miles) agrees well with

the description by Horsburgh of " a cone or pyramid with its sum-

mit broken off."§

* McClelland : Jour. As. Soc, Beng., vii, 77. It would depend a good deal on the

distance from which the island was seen, whether the ravines or the ridges between

them be what were taken for ' lava-carrents.' Seen from a distance of 6 miles or

more, through a glass, the darker shadows caused by the gorges might well enough,

as Ball (Records, Geol. Survey of India, vi, 89), and Mallet (Memoirs, G-eol. Survey

of India, xx, 281) suppose, be what led McClelland astray ; as however the drawing

on which McClelland based his opinion was taken from about a mile and a half, or

two miles from the eastern shore—the drawing was made by Griffith—there is

no doubt that what he took for streams of lava were the ridges between the

ravines : on this side of the island these are, towards the top, bare and rugged, and

are not unlike streams of lava. After all, however, McClelland had nothing to

support his idea that the island was volcanic but its conical shape and its isolation.

t Kurz : Report on the Vegetation of the Andaman Islands, p. 4. Kurz appears

to have had nothing more to go upon in supposing the island to be volcanic than

had McClelland ; the accident of configuration led him to go further than McCelland,

and assume, not only that the island is volcanic, but that it is an island of the same

type as Barren Island, in which there is an inner and an outer cone. And with the

accounts and the appearance of Barren Island in his recollection—Kurz disposes

cursorily of Barren Island in the sentence immediately preceding the one referred to

—the idea is by no means unnatural.

X Ball : Records of the Geol. Survey of India, vi, 89.

§ Horsburgh: Indian Directory (ed. v), ii, 50.
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Throughout the southern half of the island the coast line has been

eaten by the sea into bare cliffs that vary in height from 50 to 800

feet. From the appearance these present to any one circumnavigating

the island it would seem that these, even at the mouths of the gorges,

and even if landing in spite of the heavy swell that usually surges

round the island were feasible, must be altogether inaccessible. Much
of the northern half of the island is similarly sea-worn, but the nor-

thern cliffs are not in many cases very high. The north-west corner of

the island is a sharply triangular ness, with a high cliff for its nor-

thern, and a sloping hill-side, ending in lower cliffs, for its western

seaface. This western slope overlooks a bight half a mile wide, but of

only a furlong's recession. This bight, open to the north-west, is divided

into two almost equal bays by a small detached islet, between which and

the main island stretches a rocky reef. To the south of this islet and

reef is a somewhat indifferent anchorage, and landing from a boat is

possible on its small shingle beach, behind which a few coco-nut trees

grow. This beach is close to the reef and at the mouth of a rather

narrow gorge which leads fairly directly to the main peak.

The cliffs that form the east side of this ness overlook a much finer

bight bounded on the east by the oblong spit already described, more

than half a mile across, and with a recession almost equalling its width.

The head of this bight further recedes into a small inviting-looking

bay which, however, begins to shoal* about a hundred yards from the

shore, and the strong swell that surges round either cape is broken as it

crosses the bay into a heavy surf which renders landing neither pleasant

nor safe.f This bay, which may be termed Coco Bay, is bounded by a

level stretch of turtle-frequented sand, behind which is the only good

example of Pandanus sea-fence on the island ; behind the sea-fence is

a fringe of coco-nut trees ; beyond the coco-nut zone, and at the mouth
of one of the largest gorges in the island, is a small stretch of level

land, due, no doubt, like the shallowness of the bay, to the deposition of

detritus from the main hill. In this fiat patch, immediately behind the

coco-nuts and to the west side of the stream-bed, is a grove of plantains.

* Ball : Records of the Geol. Survey of India, vi, 89.

f Hume : Stray Feathers, ii, 109. The landing mentioned by Ball and described

by Hume is the only one on record at this bay. Probably, however, it is not the only

one that has been effected. Though the Coco-nuts that line its margin may have been
introduced by the sea, this cannot be said of a grove of Plantains that occurs.

Landing did not seem possible at the time of the writer's visit, nor was it neces-

sary ; the bay, which was visited several times, was reached by cutting a path
through the jungle from Anchorage Bay. It is of course possible, though hardly
likely, that the individuals who introduced the Plantains also cut such a path.
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To the south-east of the oblong spit, and therefore on the east side

of the island, is a third, much wider bight, three-quarters of a mile

from cape to cape, but only receding a furlong and a half. The northern

half of this bay, bounded by the billy spit, is overlooked by steep hill-

sides ending in cliffs that, though not lofty, are particularly abrupt. The
southern half, limited by the main island-mass, has a beach of rounded

boulders ; behind this is a straggling sea-fence in which stands a solitary

coco-nut tree ; a narrow belt of true beach-forest lies beyond. It was

with little expectation of being able to land that we put into this bay ; we
were therefore agreeably surprised to find that—at least at the time of

our visit, the end of March—not only could a landing be made without

difficulty, but that the bay afforded a more comfortable anchorage than

Anchorage Bay itself. The boulder beach slopes rather gradually out-

wards, and is of a considerable width
;
probably therefore the surf here

is very strong during the north-east monsoon. That the sea-fence is

here irregular and thin is no doubt due partly to the surf, and partly to

the fact that it has an insecure root-hold among the rounded stones

that are piled behind the beach into an embankment which protects

the forest beyond. This beach-forest occupies a strip of level land that

stretches backwards from 50 to 1 00 yards to the base of the main hill.

Three gorges debouch on this level area and have filled up the interstices

of the old beach with the soil on which the trees grow. At the mouth

of one of these ravines there is a gap in the beach-forest occupied by a

small depression that in March is covered with only a coating of fine

sun-cracked mud, but in the rains evidently forms a small lagoon
;

this appears to be the only spot in the island where water ever lodges.

Though entirely volcanic in structure there is no indication at the

summit or elsewhere that the island has recently been active. There is

no crater at the top*, and his examination led the writer to think, not

that all traces of craterine shape have been obliterated by long erosion,

but that there never has been any crater on the peak. The local features,

coupled with the nature of the rocks that constitute the island,f

* Mallet: Memoirs of the Geol. Surrey of India, xxi, 281.

f Ball : Eecords of the Geol. Survey of India, vi, 90, only mentions a bed of

volcanic agglomerate, (of which several crop out round the coast), at Coco Bay, where-

in are embedded trachytic boulders. Mallet—Memoirs of the Geol. Survey of India

xxi, 281—283—describes the Narcondam lavas as " compact, or very slightly vesicular

" lavas in which crystals of white translucent felspar, and black or dark-brown

" hornblende, are disseminated through a ground-mass which is (generally light)

" grey in unaltered specimens, but pale red in those that have undergone weathering

" and in which the iron has been peroxidised." Farther on, Mallet remarks :
—" The

" lavas of Narcondam are essentially hornblende andesites, and are of a decidedly

" more acid character than those of Barren Island." This character] of acidity
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appear to indicate that originally Narcondam may have been a volcano,

produced, like the volcano that appeared on the Island of Camiguin

in July 1S71,* by the extrusion of viscid lava without the accompani-

ment of crater-forming materials. In any case, the depth of the ravines

that plough the flanks of the hill on every side indicates very clearly

how remote has been the period of the island's activity.f

The top of the island is frequently bathed in cloud ;$ during the

ten days spent in the island in 1891, this cloud-cap seemed to envelope,

for the greater part of the day, the last 400 feet of the peak. The appear-

ance, however, was slightly deceptive ; for it was noticed that the cloud

was only condensed on the western aspect of the hill, and that towards

evening the peak always became clear. The nature of the vegetation

on the peak,—the trees bearded with moss, and their bark covered with

Trichomanes—indicates clearly that this is a usual state of affairs.

Save on the sea-cliffs, which are bare, and on the eastern side of

the peak near the top, where the jungle is thin and scrubby, the whole

island is clothed with dense forest : this consists mainly of lofty trees,

with but few climbers, in the beds of the various watercourses. On the

intervening ridges the vegetation consists of a tangled mass of shrubby

growth overloaded with creepers. Landing at Anchorage Bay one finds

on the shingle some plants of Ipomoea biloba ; immediately behind the

shingle, and under the shade of about a dozen coco-nut trees, is an at-

tempt at a sea-fence, composed of Sccavola Koenigii, Hibiscus tiliaceus,

Morinda bracteata, Guettarda speciosa, Pandanus odoratissimus ; some

Ipomaia grandiflora, Convolvulus parviflorus, and Wedelia scandens climb

over these. Behind these bushes some trees of Barringtonia speciosa, Termi-

nalia Catappa, Erythrina indica, Sterculia rubiginosa, Thespesia popidnea,

Dracaena angustifolia, Ardisia humilis, and Ixora brunnescens represent the

beach-forest. There is, however, but scanty room for species of either

class, and a few plants of Eranthemum succifolium underneath the trees

complete the representation of this sort of vegetation in this situation.

To the south of this point are some low cliffs, covered at the top with a

tangled mass of Hoya orbiculata, while at their base plants of Pluchea

indica, Blumea glomerata, Vernonia divergens, Desmodmm polycarpon,

Cyperus pennatus, and Tliysanolccna acarifera occur ; the last-named,—it

is, by the way, the only grass that is found on the island—is the most

plentiful and seems to be, besides Fimbristylisferruginea and Boerliaavia

strongly supports the conclusion (to which Mallet also inclines) that there never

was a crater in Narcondam, and that the island is of the endogenous volcanic type.

* Moseley :
" Notes by a Naturalist on tho 'Challenger,'" p. 409.

t Mallet : Memoirs of the Geol. Survey of India, xxi, 281.

% Ball : Records of the Geol. Survey of India, vi 89.

J. ii, 7
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repens, about the only species that occurs on the rocky sea-cliffs. On
the small islet in Anchorage Bay and on the rocks to the north of the

reef that connects it with the main island, is a scrubby jungle of Hibis-

cus tiliaceus, Acacia concinna, Dalbergia ononosperma, Fremna integrifolia,

Glochidion calocarpum, Breynia rJiamnoides, Blachia andamanica, and

Gelonium bifarium,—the last-named especially plentiful.

In the denser interior jungle on the hill between Anchorage Bay
and the gorge that debouches at Coco Bay, one is struck by the familiar

Andaman feature of groves of gregarious Euphorbiaceous treelets form-

ing an under-growth in a forest of lofty trees. Of this forest, Ficus

nitida and Ficus Pumphii are perhaps the chief constituents ; the two

commonest gregarious species are Actephila excelsa—undoubtedly the

species on the island represented by the greatest number of individuals,

and Mallotus andamanicus—also, in many places, very plentiful. The

herbaceous species found underneath these treelets are mainly two

ferns : Acrostichum appendictdatum, which is not very plentiful, and

Asplenium urophyllum, which is. Among other species, found chiefly

on a comparatively level tract on the top of the ridge, where the

gregarious feature noted during the ascent from the east coast gives place

to a mixed forest, the uudergrowth includes Ahodeia bengalensis, Cans-

jera Eheedei, Glycosmis pentaphylla, Capparis sepiaria, Fisonia acul-

leata, Vitis lanceolaria, Leea sambucina, Memecylon edule, Abrus preca-

torius, Mucuna gigantea, Bridelia tomentosa, Ficus hispida ; Acrostichum

appendiculatum is here common, while Asplenium urophyllum is rare.

The trees are also more mixed, and include, besides the two species of Ficus

already mentioned, a Bombax, Erioglossum edule, Biospyros Kurzii, Oroxy-

lum indicum, Artocarpus Bacoocha, Antiaris toxicaria, Ficus comosa, and
Amoora decandra. Besides the two ferns mentioned, a not infrequent her-

baceous species is a fine Amorphophallus. Along the ravine that passes

northward to debouch at Coco Bay occur the same species ; near its

mouth, where the ground is flat, the jungle becomes ' scrub '

—

Morinda,

Fremna, and such like shrubs, loaded with tangled masses of Ipomcea

vitifolia. This type of jungle takes the place of the absent beach-forest

;

the sea-fence is however well-developed, and is of the usual Malayan
type,

—

Pandanus, Guettarda, Morinda, Hibiscus tiliaceus, Gcesalpinia

Bonducella, Colubrina asiatica, Allophylus Gobbe, Vigna lutea, Ganavalia
turgida, and such like plants. Round this bay the coco-nut zone is well
developed ; behind it is the plantain grove already referred to.

East Bay, visited subsequently, may be here most conveniently
described. On the beach occur both Ipomoea denticulata and Ipomcea
biloba ; along with these occur Vigna lutea and Fhaseolus adenanthus ; the
sea-fence is represented by a few examples of Pandanus odoratissimus,
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Hibiscus tiliaceus, Gapparis tenera, Golubrina asiatica and Glerodendron

itierme. The true beach-forest, here well developed, contains much
Pisonia excelsa, with a number of trees of the far less common Pisonia alba;

the other trees of the zone are Terminalia Gatappa, Calopliyllum inophyl-

lum, Thespesia populnea, Gyrocarpus Jacquinii, Ixora brunnescens, Ficus

brevicuspis, Ficus callosa, Odina Wodier, and Garuga pinnata ; the two last-

named, though commonest in, are not confined to this zone. The single

coco-nut tree mentioned as occurring here has probably grown from a

nut drifted round from the other bay ; at Coco Bay, however, it is more

probable, considering their association with plantains that the trees have

been introduced intentionally.* The edges and bed of the dry lagoon

already described were covered with Ipomaia Turpethum.

Along the edge of the cliff overlooking the west side of Coco Bay
some species, not seen elsewhere, were met with : Entada scandens, Acacia

concinna, a Greivia (in leaf only, perhaps G Icevigata), a Tylophora (in

fruit only, perhaps T. globife?-a), Pwderia foetida, and Dioscorea sativa.

The steep hill-side overlooking the northern part of Anchorage Bay is

covered with a scrub-jungle of Premna, Breynia, and such like shrubs,

with a good deal of Gapparis sepiaria. All over this hill were seen

withered leaves of the Amorphopliallus .f The hill-side overlooking the

southern portion of Anchorage Bay is covered with the same dense

* These coco-nuts are too old and too numerous to have been introduced of

recent years j it seems strange, therefore, that they have never before been men-

tioned. The recorded visits to Narcondam are :— (1). That of Messrs. Hume and

Ball in 1873, when a landing was effected, and no more
; (2). that of Messrs. Mallet

and Hobday in 1884, when four days were spent in investigating its geology and

topography, and an ascent, probably the first, was made of the peak; (3). the present

visit, when the peak was again ascended. The account of their landing-place shows

that it was at Coco Bay that Ball and Hume landed ; at no other bay is there shoal

water. Ball mentions some of the plants noticed by him at this place, but neither

he nor Hume have recorded the existence of coco-nuts and plantains. Mallet is

equally silent, his paper being rigidly confined to the topography and geology of the

island. Though these are the only recorded visits, there have been others paid to

the island. Hume (Stray Feathers ii, 110) mentions a visit by Col. Tytler. Again,

Kurz (Report on the Vegetation of the Andamans, p. 13.) mentions a deputation that

visited Barren Island in 1866, in search of pasture-grasses ; from specimens in the

Calcutta Herbarium, however, we learn that this deputation a few days later visited

Narcondam and the Coco Group. In connection with the systematic list, occasion

will be taken to refer to the acts of the deputation in question : it is sufficient to

say here that to its members is probably due the merit of having introduced, at lea ft

the plantains, and perhaps also the coco-nuts. This would make it certain that

both species were present at the time of Hume's visit.

f Corms and seeds of this plant were brought to the Royal Botanic Gardens,

Calcutta, where it has sent up leaves and has flowered.
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forest, mainly Ficus, but lias for its undergrowth quantities of Caryota

mitis, -with, dense patches of Pollia Aclisia underneath.

The ridges between the gorges are tolerably uniform in the nature

of their vegetation ; Premna integrifolia extends a good way up, Morinda

bracteata is found throughout the island and is as common at the top as

it is on the coast ; Trema amboinensis, Gapparis sepiaria, and Acacia con-

china, are common species ; not infrequent is Gallicarpa arborea, though

far less common here than on Barren Island. In the gorges patches of

Macaranga Tanarius, Trema amboinensis, Pipturus velutinus, Boehmeria

malabarica, as gregarious species, are common, and form, especially in

the lower part of the hill, the prevalent undergrowth. The trees are

those already enumerated, but as additional species, may be mentioned

the following, all obtained in the gorge leading from Anchorage Bay to

the summit of the peak :

—

Amoora Bohituka, Apodytes andamanica, Seme-

carpus lieterophylla, Myristica glauca, Ficus glaberrima—the last mentioned

a small tree, at about 2000 feet elevation. The climbers not previously

noted were Anamirta Goccidus, frequent ; Antitaxis calocarpa, very com-

mon ; Aristolochia Tagala ; Gouania leptostachya ; Trichosanthes palmata ;

Anodendron paniculatum ; Pischidia nummularia ; Pothos scandens, and

Strychnos acuminata, at about 1200 feet elevation. The herbaceous

species not before observed were Blumea myriocephala, only once at about

1600 feet elevation ; Asplenium nidus, seen on trees throughout the ascent

;

Neplirodium terminans, not common below 1000 feet, very frequent above

that height ; Davallia speluncai, here and there throughout the ascent,

Polypodium irioides, at about 1800 feet elevation ; Polypodium adnascens,

on trees throughout the island, not common ; Bryum coronatum.

As the summit is neared, and one passes within the area usually

moistened by the cloud-cap, the trees are covered with moss (Neckera

rugulosa), and bear on their bark quantities of Trichomanes pyxidiferum.

In other respects the jungle on the top does not differ from that lower

down, except that, owing to the ridges being of necessity greater in pro-

portion to the gorges than lower down the hill, there is relatively more

of scrub jungle than one finds below.

Few Fungi were obtained during the visit : doubtless the season of

the year was unfavourable. No Algw were found either on the rocks

or washed up on the beaches. The ocean-drifts consisted almost entire-

ly of fruits or seeds of species that occur on the island ; the only excep-

tion noted was a fruit of FLeritiera littoralis found at East Bay.

Barren Island is situated in the Andaman Sea, in Lat. 12° 15' N.

and Lon. 93° 50' E., 60 miles to the east of Middle Andaman, 74 miles

south-south-west of Narcondam, 80 miles north-north-east of Flat Rock
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(a submarine peak that reaches the surface, but no more, in Lat. 11° 12'

N. and Lon. 93° 36' E.), and 320 miles due west of Mergui. As shown

in the subjoined table, the island, like ISTarcondam, rises abruptly out

of deep water, especially on its eastern, western and northern sides, to

a height of 8000 feet or more* above the floor of the Andaman Sea.

Table II.--Soundings in tlie vicinity of Barren Island.

General direction
line of soundings

OF Distance in miles from
central cone.

Depth OF SOUNDING IN
FATHOMS.

E. S. E.

E. S. E.

E. S. E.

E. S. E.

li (i mile from shore).

2i
3i
100

118
433
641

1260

N. N. E.

N. N. E.

N. N. E.

li (i mile from shore).

2i
31

217
545
782

N.

N.

It
25|

325
1,140

W. N. W.
W. N. W.
W. N. W.
W. N. W.

li (! mile from shore).

2i

45

180
456
655
1159

W.
W.

1 3

30
169
1130

S. S. W.
S. S. W.
S. S. W.

If (| mile from shore).

3i
4*

47
238
413

Physiographical accounts of this island have been given by Ballf

and MalletJ in whose papers a precis of previous information is also

contained ; a brief description is therefore all that is here necessary.

Nearly circular in outline and about two miles in diameter, the island

consists of a huge crater, of which the mouth is a mile wide and

the rim is from three-quarters of a mile thick at the base—throughout

its southern half, where it is from 920 to 1160 feet high—to barely half-

a-mile thick—along the north where its height is from 630 to 790

feet. The rim is further breached to below sea-level on the west side

by a part of the original hill having been at one time blown away, the

resulting gap being about a-quarter of a mile wide. In the middle of

* Mallet and Carpenter : Records of the Geol. Survey of India, xx, 46, (footnote),

t Ball : Records of the Geol. Survey of India, vi, 81.

X Mallet : Memoirs of the Geol, Survey of India, 251, et. seq.
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the amphitheatre that results, and therefore about a-quarter of a mile

to the north of the centre of the island, a newer perfect volcanic cone

rises to a height of 1015 feet. At the top there is an ovoid crater,

somewhat straighter along its northern than its southern edge, and
somewhat higher on these edges than at either extremity. The edges

mentioned are nearly 80 feet above the bottom of the cup which is

itself sub-divided into two parts. The western, somewhat irregular, is

full of loose lava fragments, and has its floor nearly 40 feet higher than

the other, which is an almost perfect circle, about 20 yards wide, with a

floor of smooth soft sand. At the west end the rim of the crater is

about 40 feet lower than along the north and south edges, and is thus

very little above the floor of the minor western depression. In the

middle of this dip the rim carries a huge lava block, about 20 feet long,

10 ft. wide, and nearly 20 feet high.* This block forms a striking

object on the cone as seen from the landing-place. At the eastern end

of the crater the rim dips even more, and is about 60 feet below the

level of the northern and southern edges, or just over 20 feet above

the floor ; the edge is here narrower than elsewhere. In and about the

crater are several solfataras with crevices whence steam escapes.

The cone itself consists of volcanic ashes, fairly firm on the south,

east and north sides, but loose and friable on the western face. The
slope is very uniform, being about 30° on every side. The valley be-

tween the cones contains, at the base of the inner, two lava streams

that have flowed to the sea through the breach in the outer; of these

streams the northern overlies the southern. There has also been a

third flow to the east, this does not, however, come in contact with either

of the others. The sea, it may be remarked, does not enter the breach

in the outer cone, the breach, as well as the valley between the cones,

being filled to above sea-level by the products of the newer volcano.

The seaward slope of the outer cone is much steeper in the northern

than in the southern part of the island, and is furrowed by many nearly

meridional ravines, difficult of access where they enter the sea, but more

easily traversed further up. The slope of this half of the ancient

crater towards the newer volcano is, on the other hand, even and

rounded, consisting for the main part of bare, loose black ash, derived from

the inner cone. The inner slope of the southern half of the original

volcano is, on the other hand, except at its base, steeply precipitous ; the

seaward slope of this half, besides being much more g-radual than that

* The measurements (Mallet : Memoirs of the Geol. Survey of India, xxi, 267)

are :—Length, 22 feet ; breadth, 11 feet, height, 13 to 19 feet. The greatest height

is at the west end, where it is also narrowest ; its most striking aspect is to the

spectator on the beach at the landing-place, to whom it looks like a huge tooth.
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of the northern half, shows a second snbconcentric ridge separated from

the true rim by a gorge that debouches on the east side of the island.

Gorge and ridge owe their origin, however,—like the ridge and ravine of

the same nature, but of more imposing proportions, that occur at the

south end of Karcondam—to subaerial denudation, not to volcanic action.

The excentric position of the newer cone, with the lesser relative

height, and the steeper seaward slope of the northern half of the origi-

nal crater, seems to point to subsidence of that half. Perhaps

the explosive eruption which effected the breach to the west may have

had some connection, direct or indirect, with this subsidence. The vol-

cano represented by the outer cone was doubtless at one time much
higher than it is now.

At the landing-place in the breach there is a hot spring on the

beach ; the temperature of this spring is steadily falling, and at the

time of the writer's visit was 106° F.* The spring doubtless only

represents percolation of rain water through the heated newer mate-

rials—the inner cone and lava streams—contained within the circuit

of the ancient crater.

f

The anchorage in the bay at the breach is of the most uncom-
fortable description ; the safest anchorage is opposite a small bay with

a sandy beach, a Pandanus sea-fence and a line of Coco-nut trees, on the

south-west side of the island. Landing by boat is, however, usually

quite easy on the beach at the hot spring to the north of the point where
the lava stream falls into the sea ; the surf that rolls into Anchorage

Bay must make it impossible, as a rule, to land there.

At Landing Bay the boulders and stones on the beach, bathed by
the water of the hot-spring, are covered by a species of Galotlirix which
occurs in considerable quantities. Another, Alga, also a Galotlirix, was
obtained from bare rocks in one of the gorges ; no marine Alga? were seen.

On the beach itself, behind a small bed of drift, are some examples of

Ipomoea hiloba ; the drift contained, in addition to fruits and seeds of

species noticed in the island, fruits of Barringtonia speciosa and of

Seritiera littoralis.% Close to the beach and to the lava flow is an ex-

ample of Pongamia glabra ; a little further inland to the north of the

lava is a considerable grove of Flueggia microcarpa, with quantities of

Mitreola oldenlandioides, in the sandy soil beneath. Beyond this grove is

* Prain : Proceedings As. Soc, Bengal, 1891, p. 84.

f Mallet : Memoirs of the Geol. Survey of India, xxi, 274.

% Barringtonia speciosa occurs in Narcondam, and it may possibly also occur at

some of the bays on the south-west and south of Barren Island, where the surf

made landing impracticable. But Heritiera littoralis, the fruits of which were col-

lected in Narcondam also, does not seem to occur in either island.
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a thicket of Mussuenda macrophylla—the accident of its situation has

converted the species into a straggling shrub and imparted to it a very

distinct facies. On the lava itself nothing grows, though further inland

and to the south of the stream it is in several places partially covered by

beds of Aganosma marginata, which, rooted in the adjacent soil, and

having no trees on which to climb, prefers sprawling over the bare black

lava to spreading along the ground among the grass. This grass,

Ischmmum muticum, almost completely occupies the plain between the

lava flow and the inner wall of the outer cone, which is thus a great

meadow in which, however, there are some patches of scrub jungle, the

chief constituents being Dodoncea viscosa, Flueggia microcarpa, Oelonium

bifarium, Phyllanthus reticulatus, Trema amboinensis, Dalbergia tama-

rindifolia, and stunted examples of Callicarpa arborea.

The inner cone is merely a " cinder-heap," with hardly any vegeta-

tion ; a few very stunted examples of Trema amboinensis on its southern

face, about 650 feet up, and small shrivelled tussocks of Fimbristylis

ferrnginea scattered unevenly over all the sides except the western, being

the only plants present. The interior of the crater has more vegeta-

tion than the whole outside of the cone ; near the crevices in the inner

wall, and especially on the south side where the soil is moistened by the

condensation of escaping steam, occur Nephrolepis tuberosa (also obtained

elsewhere in the island), Gheilanthes tenuifolia (very small and stunted

specimens), Lycopodium cermtam (all over the stones in the western,

more shallow depression of the crater), Psilotum triguetrum (also found

in Java, on the crater of Gunong Boddas Preanger, by H. 0. Forbes),

Pholidota imbricata, Vandellia Crustacea and Oldenlandia corymbosa ; in

tliu sand at the bottom of the deeper eastern craterine depression occur

luxuriant patches of Fimbristylis ferrttginea.

An attempt was made to land at Anchorage Bay ; owing, however,

to the heavy surf that rolls in this was found to be impossible. The

beach in this bay is sandy ; behind it could be seen the usual sea-fence

of Pandanus, a species seen nowhere else on the island. Just within the

Paudanus fence rise 13 coco-nut trees tall enough to be seen and counted.

Judging from the analagous beaches in the Coco Group and Narcon-

dam it may be anticipated that there are many seedlings besides. To
verify this surmise an attempt was made later on to cross the outer cone

from the amphitheatre and work down to this beach. The attempt did

not succeed ; the sea was reached at a point too far to the east and the

attempt was not considered worth repeating.* Rowing round the island

* Those who have been engaged in similar work will understand how difficult

it is under such circumstances to strike the proper ridge or ravine. The results

of the journey, which it took a day to accomplish, were not sufficiently remunerative
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a landing-place was looked for in bay after bay ; to no purpose, however,

the heavy south-western swell surged on their beaches in breakers so

huge that any attempt to land was precluded. On the east, north, and
north-west sides however, landings were effected ; in the first case the

crest of the outer rim was attained at a point where further progress

was barred by its precipitous nature. By the gorge entered from the

north it was found impossible even to reach the crest ; the north-west

landing, after some difficult climbing, led to the edge of the outer cone

and permitted an easy descent into the amphitheatre.

The inner walls of the outer cone, where too steep for trees and

shrubs, are densely and evenly clothed with Pogonatherum saccharoideum,

along with which are associated patches of Besmodium polycarpon,

Onychium auratum, Pteris biaurita, Nephrolepis tuberosa (found also

within the crater), and Fimbristylis diphylla. On one somewhat damp
spot, where there had been recently a small landslip, were found, on

the otherwise bare soil, some plants of Pteris longifolia, Oplismenus

Burmanni, Physalis minima and Vandellia Crustacea (this last was also

obtained inside the crater). On the inner northern wall of the outer

cone, which is heaped with ashes, there is hardly more vegetation than

on the inner cone itself, the only species that grows being the Fimbristylis

found on the cone. At the base of the cliff which forms the inner

southern wall there is a uniform but not very dense forest the com-

monest species in which are Terminalia Gatappa (certainly the most

abundant tree on the island), Eugenia Jambolana and Oallicarpa arborea

(both very common), Semecarpus heteropliylla, Garnga pinnata, Ixora

cicneifolia, Ardisia Jiumilis, Oro.vylum indicum, Macaranga Tanarius, Trema

amboinensis. Quite a feature is the extent to which a wild vine, Vitis

repens, prevails in this area ; among other creepers noted were Gyclea

peltata (not seen in Narcondam), Abrus precatorius, and two Bioscoreas

(only one apparently occurring in Narcondam). Another noteworthy

feature of this forest is the presence, though not in great quantity, of

a species of Bendrobrium. The bare rocks in the gorges over which

water in the rains must pour in cascades are here and there covered

with dried-up masses of fresh-water Alga, Galothrix tasmanica.

The forest on the outside of the outer cone is much like that just

described though the trees are more weather-beaten. The species pre-

sent inside are all met with outside also, but though Terminalia

Gatappa is still undoubtedly the most plentiful tree, and there are many

considering the limited time at the writer's disposal, to justify another attempt.

The majority of the gorges on the south side of the Island have an eastward

tendency, and are thus unlike those in the north side which are more truly radial

;

this circumstance led to the selection of a point for descent too far along the rim.

J. II. 8
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examples of Ficus Bumphii and Ficus vitida, with a considerable

number of Ficus cuspidifera. The two Dioscoreas are very common
climbers ; Gapparls sepiaria is exceedingly common as a climber, or

rather as an under-shrub, in the forest ; Gloriosa superba was seen in

the sea-face jungle on the east side of the island ; Adiantun lunu-

latum, another species not seen in N"arcondam, is very common on

the outside of the outer cone. On bare rocks near the sea Boerhiavia.

repens is plentiful, and species of the littoral class noted at the points

where landings were effected include Hibiscus tiliaceus, Sterculia rubi-

ginosa, Colubrina asiatica, Ixora brunnescens, Pluchea indica, Wedelia

scandens, Scoevola Koenigii, Premna integrifolla, Glochidion calocarpum,

Gelonium bifavium. Terminalia Gatappa, a truly littoral species, spreads

here from base to top of the outer cone ; the same is true of Morinda

bracteata, another plentiful sea-coast species. Oocos and Pandanus have

been already mentioned as occurring only at Anchorage Bay.

The question regarding the Coco-nut trees on Barren Island is some-

what simpler than in the case of JSTarcondam, for they have not been deli-

berately planted : at the same time it cannot be contended that they

afford an unequivocal instance of introduction by the sea. It is not clear

that any one has ever landed at Anchorage Bay ;* it is certain that for

the greater part of the year, to attempt to do so would be very danger-

ous. At the same time when ships call they usually anchor at this

place, and it is not improbable that during some such visit a coco-nut

dropping overboard has been Avashed ashore and germinated in the drift

collected by the roots of the sea-fence. Man indirectly, rather than

the sea, may therefore be supposed to have been the introducing agent.

Fungi were as scarce on Barren Island as in ISTarcondam, and the

only moss met with was Bryum coronatum.

To complete the account of these islands mention must be male of

Flat Rock, situated, as has been already mentioned, in Lat. 11° 12' N.,

and Lon. 93° 86' E., 80 miles south-south-west of Barren Island, 50

* From the Report of the Andamans' Committee already referred to (Proceedings,

As. Soc Bengal, 1866, p 215), it would appear that their experience was quite that of

the writer. The passage is interesting and is worth quoting verbatim :— " The only
" place where there seemed any chance, was on the south-west, where a small
" sandy beach, with a heavy surf running, was discovered, above which four old

" cocoa-nut trees were seen. A boat was sent towards the shore and got bottom at 35
" fathoms, but as we had not much time to spare, the whole of the ground could
" not be gone over, * * *." The italics are the writer's ; the passage will be referred

to again in the systematic list of the plants collected. It is strange that though

from the year 1866 onwards these coco-nut trees have been used as the guide-mark

to the safest anchorage on the coast of this island, neither Hume, Ball nor Mallet, in

their accounts of the island, have noted their presence.
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miles east-sonth-east of Rutland Island, and the same distance due east

of the opening, Duncan Passage, between Rutland Island and Little

Andaman. The rock appears above the surface, and no more ; but though

so much smaller as a subaerial peak than Barren Island or JSTarcondam,

as a submarine peak it is evidently larger than either, since its summit
appears as a long narrow bank that carries from 15 to 80 fathoms of

water ; this bank does not extend to the east or the west for more than

two miles from the Rock, but towards the south extends at least 10

miles, to the north more than 20 miles. Beyond the edge of this bank

—

the Invisible Bank of the Admiralty maps—the lead sinks at once into

deeper water. The Bank itself has been carefully surveyed but of the

absolute depths of the soundings just beyond we know little or nothing,

so that though this survey is invaluable to navigators, from a hydrogra-

phical point of view it leaves much to be desired. Meagre however as

its details are it shows that the soundings are deeper towards the east,

south, and west than they are towards the north. The following Table

indicates the soundings shown in the Admiralty maps :

—

Table III.

—

Soundings in the vicinity of Plat Rock.

General
LINE 01

DIRECTION OF
SOUNDINGS.

Distance in miles from
rock. i

Depth in fathoms.

N N. E. 1 14
N N. E. 10 25
N N. E. 13 27

N. 5 38
N. 15 80

N W. 5 16
N. W. 10 59
N w. 15 168

w 10 90 (no bottom.)
w. 35 500

s. w. 8* 78

s. s. w. 8 35

s. s. w. 16 200 (no bottom.)

s. E. 2 16
s. E. 7 48
s. E. 12 200 (no bottom.)

Along the east side of the bank none of the soundings made have

touched bottom, but they show that the edge drops into deep water

within 5 miles of a line running from south-south-west to north-north-east
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through the rock ; along this line the soundings show a rather sharp

ridge with relatively shallower sonndings for the whole length of

the hank ; this line, it is hardly necessary to repeat, is that on which

both Narcondani and Barren Island also show their shallowest sound-

ings, while the axes of all three islands indicated by this direction form

very nearly a continuous straight line.

The nature of the bottom on this bank is only mentioned in the case

of one sounding ; this depth, 25 fathoms, gives, as might be expected,

coral: it would be interesting to ascertain whether the subaerial portion,

Flat Rock itself, is part of a raised coral reef, or a remnant of an origin-

ally larger island of volcanic structure. Raised coral reefs occur in the

Andamans to the west, and in the Nicobars to the south ; it may there-

fore be anticipated that here it will be found that the subaerial portion

of the bank is weathered coral ; at the same time it would be more satis-

factory to have the question settled by a visit to the rock. Reasoning

from analogy, however, there is little doubt that the basis of this coral

bank is a submarine volcanic peak, and that it forms but one of a series

to which the others also belong.

Our knowledge of the bottom-contour of the Andaman Sea is not

so satisfactory as is that of the Sea of Bengal. English geographers

ecive no attention to the point ; German geographers have mapped the

sea somewhat hastily and from rather meagre data. Thus Berghaus

indicates by the contour lines in a map of "Heights and Depths"*

that a deep gap, connecting the Sea of Bengal and the Andaman Sea,

exists between Achin Head in Sumatra and the Nicobars. It has how-

ever long been known that the ridge in this channel carries only 760

fathoms of water. In a larger map f Berghaus shows deep water as

overlying not only the ridge between the Nicobars and Sumatra, but

also over that between the Andamans and Nicobars and, what is quite

unaccountable, between Preparis and the Coco Group ; this last channel

has long been known to carry no more than 150 fathoms. As regards

that between Little Andaman and the Nicobars, Carpenter had, on
grounds of temperature, predicted what Hoskyn has since shown to be

true, that the ridge under it could carry at the utmost 740 fathoms ; its

actual depth is 736 fathoms. In this map also two soundings are shown
in the meridian of Lon. 96° 10' E., one of them in Lat. 11° 35' N., for

* Stieler's Hand Atlas, Sheet 8, dated 1878.

f Stieler's Hand Atlas, Sheet 67, dated 1881 and revised to 1884; scale 1:

12,500,000. Perhaps the contour line in this map means the 100 fathom line ; this

would explain the shading in the straits mentioned. If so, it is too far from land,

and coincides with the 1000 fathom line rather than the 100 fathom one,
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which 2300 fathoms are indicated ; the other in Lat. 12° 30' IS", gives

2097 fathoms. These soundings appear to be devoid of authority ; at

all events they are quite wrong.*

A more reliable map is, however, to be found in the same work.f

This map, designed by Petermann and drawn by Habenicht, is, unfortu-

nately for our purpose, on a smaller scale than Berghaus' map. It shows

Carpenter's Ridge jutting southward into the 2000 fathom line imme-

diately to the west of the Andamans ; shows comparatively shallow

water (between the 100 and the 1000 fathom lines), in the two channels

between the Andamans and Sumatra, and indicates a depth of 1137

fathoms in Lon. 96° 11' E. and in Lat. 12° 24' N".—practically the situa-

tion of Berghaus' 2097 fathom mark ; this sounding indicated by Peter-

mann has the advantage of being a real one. Going further into

detail however, one finds that not even Petermann's map gives any idea

of the true state of affairs within this sea J For the 1000 fathom line

is there shewn as enclosing a long and narrow trough half way between
the Andamans and Tenasserim ; the three peaks that have just been
described are therefore shown as springing from a slope that trends up-

wards from the bottom of this trough to the Andaman ridge. Instead

however, of indicating a line to the eastward of these peaks the 1000
fathom line passes westward between Narcondam and Barren Island to

within 30 miles of the east coast of Middle Andaman, where soundings

of 1130 and 1159 fathoms have been obtained ; these, it may be remarked,

close inshore though they be, have proved (with the exception of a

veritable sounding of 1284 fathoms 50 miles east of little Nicobar, and
of a doubtful sounding that gives 1260 fathoms with no bottom in Lon.
95° 30' E, and Lat. 11° 45' 1ST.) the deepest soundings yet obtained in the

Andaman Sea, and are more than 100 fathoms deeper than the deepest

indicated along the line that connects Barren Island with Narcondam.

There is no doubt that taken collectively these three peaks indicate

a northward continuation of the line of volcanic activity known as the
" Sunda Range," which stretches up from Sambawa and Flores through

Java and Sumatra at least to Barren Island. Von Buch in his work on

* In a previous paper (Joum. As. Soc. Beng. lx. pt. 2, p. 284) the writer was
misled by these soundings, which he supposed to have some foundation, into giving

the depth of the Andaman Sea as over 2,000 fathoms.

t Stieler's Hand Atlas, Sheet 58, dated 1884; scale 1 : 30,000,000.

X In criticising these maps the writer would wish it understood that it is from

no desire to cavil that he points out their defects ; it is only because they are worthy

of criticism that reference is made to them. Except the Admiralty maps, which

are above reproach, no English map with which the writer is acquainted deserves

to be mentioned alongside of those in Stieler's work.
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volcanoes did not carry the chain beyond Barren Island, bnt Griffith,

who in passing Narcondam recognised its volcanic nature, suggested

to McClelland that here might be seen a northward extension of the

same chain. McClelland not only adopted the suggestion but sought a

still further extension to the north, in the mud-volcanoes of Ramri and

Cheduba, off the Arracan coast ;* and other writers, such as Daubeny,

Scrope, Mrs. Somerville and Mallett f have adopted the same view.

Ramri and Cheduba lie to the west of a tertiary ridge that composes

the Tomah of Arracan, which, in the latitude of Ramri, reaches a

height of 4,000 feet. This rauge is continued southward into and

beyond the Andaman group. Thus it passes through Diamond Island

to the Alguada reef, beyond this, across a channel less than 60 fathoms

deep, to Preparis, and again across another of 150 fathoms to the Coco

Group, Great Andaman and Little Andaman. It would appear after

this to pass to the westward of the Nicobars, though its precise relation-

ship to that group has not yet been made clear ; finally it reappears, not

in Sumatra, but in a long line of islands—the Nias group—that stretches

south-eastward along the western coast of Sumatra. J The line of

volcanic activity to which Barren Island and Narcondam presumably

belong, lies from Narcondam southwards to the east of this tertiary

ridge ; if, therefore, Ramri and Cheduba belong to the same line, we
have to believe that, after continuing for the whole length of Sumatra

and the Andamans parallel to this ridge, the volcanic line at its nor-

thern end, where its activity is weaker than elsewhere, crosses the

tertiary formations where they have become thicker and stronger.

This is in itself a proposition, the truth of which is so hard to accept,

that when Blanford§ suggests that the true northern continuation

of the Sunda volcanic range is to be found in the extinct Burmese

volcano of Popah, and the extinct Yunnan one of Han-shuen-shan, we
realise that he must be right, and are surprised that, after all, Mallet is

inclined, in a modified sense, to favour the earlier view.|| The volcanoes

of Ramri are of a different type from those of the Sunda Range ; they

belong to a series of gas vents, all of the same general character, though

none of them so active as the Ramri ones. The Sitakund in Chittagong,

* McClelland, Journ. As. Soc. Beng., vii., 77.

t Mallet does this (Eecords of the G-eol. Survey of India, xi., 203) in a different

sense from the earlier writers ; they, owing to a want of definiteness in the accounts

on which they relied, mistook the " gas " volcanoes of the Arracan Coast for true

" steam " volcanoes.

% Kurz : Journ. As. Soc. Beng., xlv., pt. 2, 105.

§ Manual of the Geology of India, iii., 725.

||
Mallet : Memoirs of the Geol. Survey of India, xxi., 253.
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and the various hot-springs in the valley of Assam, like those in the

Namba Forest,* are examples of this series, which forms a continuous

line parallel on its western side to the tertiary ridge referred to, just as

the true volcanoes, to the line of which Barren Island, Naroondam and

Popah belong, are parallel to it on the east.f

Whether they belong to that particular group of volcanoes known

as the Sunda Range, or not, there is no doubt that Narcondam and

Barren Island belong to the general volcanic system extending from

the Kuriles, through Japan and the Philippines, to Malaya—a system

of which the Sunda Range itself forms but a portion. Like the other

members of this system, these peaks are situated, not on, but just within,

the margin of the continental elevation forming Eastern and South-

Eastern Asia, wherever this rises abruptly from great ocean-depths; the

main difference between them and most of the peaks of the system is

that, whereas the space between the edge of the continental area and

the line of volcanic activity is in other cases sub-aerial, that space is here

for the most part sub-marine. This space forms, in the case of Sumatra,

the main body of the island—the volcanic line being much nearer the

eastern mar-gin—and the rocks of which it is composed include all those

that go to form the islands of the Nicobar Group ; these rocks appear

once more, not in the main chain of the Andamans, but in the small

islands to the east of South Andaman (north east of Port Blair), known

as " The Archipelago."! Neither in, nor opposite, the Nicobars is there

any trace of the complementary volcanic ridge; to the east of this "Archi-

pelago," however, it is indicated by Flat Rock and Barren Island.

Not only is the volcanic line of Sumatra absent, from the Nicobars,

but no trace has yet been found in that group of the sandstones of the

Arracan hills, which are prolonged into the main chain of the Andamans
and which re-appear in the Nias. The result, therefore, is that the

Arracan-Sumatra chain, in place of constituting a single ridge consists

* Pram : Proceedings As. Soc. Bengal, 1887, p. 201.

f The reasons for thinking that the northward prolongation of the Sunda

Range has not crossed the Arracan-Andaman ridge are, therefore :

—

1. That the volcanoes on the west side of that ridge, which are supposed to

continue the Sunda line, are of a different type from the volcanoes of the Sunda

Range.

2. That these western volcanoes in Ramri belong to a system of vents of the

same type as themselves, characterised by a linear distribution parallel to the

western base of the Arracan-Andaman tertiary ridge.

3. That the Sunda Range is continued northward by a series of vents of the

same type throughout, the character of linear distribution parallel to the eastern

base of the Arracan-Andaman tertiary ridge being maintained unaltered.

% Oldham : Records of the Geol. Survey of India, xviii., 141.
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of two—a western tertiary ridge most marked in the north and tailing

off towards the south, and an eastern volcanic ridge most marked in the

south and dwindling into insignificance northwards.

The question whether the line in which Narcondam, Barren Island,

and Flat Rock are situated consists of a series of isolated peaks, or if

these peaks are only the sub-aerial portions of a continuous ridge, remains

to be considered. Such evidence as there is appears to indicate that

they are situated on a ridge : it is not, however, at all complete. It has

already been remarked that the soundings on a line passing north-north-

east from Narcondam are relatively shallower than those on any other

line. This has been explained by Carpenter as perhaps indicating that

the deltaic shelf of the Irrawady extends as far out as Narcondam.*

It may be anticipated that this will not be found a sufficient explana-

tion of the phenomenon. It will be observed that the soundings gradu-

ally deepen for a space of 9| miles, till the bottom carries 362 fathoms,

and that beyond this point it gradually shallows till the coast of Pegu
is reached. If Narcondam were situated on the edge of a delta-shelf,

one would expect that the soundings wrould not show so great a dip within

its margin, and would further expect that soundings on lines carried at

right angles to the line under discussion would give some indication of

a more or less level area. Yet what we do find is that before four miles

to the east or three miles to the west of the island have been reached,

greater depths have been obtained than the deepest sounding on the

north-north-east line. This appears to indicate that Narcondam is not

so much on the edge of a shelf, as at the end of a ridge that runs towards

and into the Pegu coast-line. That this ridge is overlaid by the deltaic

mud to within ten miles of Narcondam, and that the presence of this

mud explains the gentle slope from its deepest point upwards to the

Pegu coast is no doubt true ; but the steady rise during the last ten

miles towards Narcondam, coupled with the more abrupt dips to the

east and to the west, indicate the existence of a ridge. The matter is

capable of direct demonstration : a few lines of deep-sea soundings co-

ordinate to the line of soundings taken towards the north-north-east,

will disclose the true state of matters. It would also be equally easy,

by making a line of borings along the continuation of its line, and a few

co-ordinate lines acix>ss in the mud of the Irrawady delta, to demonstrate

whether the supposed ridge passes subterraneously into Burma.

The same comparative shallowness is indicated by the line of

soundings to the south-south-west of Barren Island, and to explain the

fact Malletf suggests the possibility of eruptions of ash distributed

* Carpenter : Records of the G-eol. Survey of India, xxi., 48.

f Mallet : Records of the G-eol. Survey of India, xxi., 47.
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in this particular direction by the action of currents. It would seem
easier, however, to explain these soundings by supposing that Barren

Island formed the northern termination of a ridge on which Flat Rock,

with Invisible Bank, is situated. Here, too, the matter is easily capable

of demonstration : soundings on a line bearing from Barren Island to

Flat Rock, with one or two transverse lines of soundings will show
whether such a ridge exists.

The hypothesis that in Narcondam we see a continuation of the

Sunda line of volcanic activity is not invalidated by the depth of the

soundings between it and Barren Island. We know that there is a much
deeper gap than this between two members of the same chain : in the

well-known rift between Bali and Lombok, though the islands mentioned
are only 15 miles apart, the narrow strait between is 2,100 fathoms

deep.* And as a matter of fact, though the ridge is here deeper, it is by
no means absent, for a sounding on the line bearing from Narcondam
on Barren Island gives only 1,010 fathoms, while soundings to the west
of that line, and between the supposed ridge and the Andamans, give

1,140, 1,159, and 1,130 fathoms. Though our knowledge of the bottom

contour of the southern part of the Andaman Sea—the portion to the

east of the Nicobars—is very defective, the little that we know bears

out the hypothesis of an eastern as well as a western ridge. At a point

50 miles east of Little Nicobar a sounding of 1,284 fathoms is recorded,

while 30 miles further east the bottom is only 1,000 fathoms deep. Then
north of Pulo Rondo, in Lon. 95° 10' E., the depth is 990 fathoms, while

20 miles further east it is only 930 fathoms. These soundings of 930 and

1,000 fathoms not improbably indicate the ridge on which Flat Rock,

Barren Island, and Narcondam are situated. The 990 and 1,284 fathom

soundings must indicate the trough between the ridges ; for to the west

of the latter lies the Nicobar Group, and to the west of the former, in

Lon. 94° 20' E., we find a depth of 975 fathoms, doubtless indicative of

the western or Indian Ocean slope of the Nicobar-Sumatra ridge, since

25 miles further north, in Lon. 94° 26' E., we have a sounding of 760

fathoms indicating the crest of that ridge. The soundings referred to

are shown on the two maps that accompany this paper.

There is, perhaps, some connection between the depth of the rift

separating ISTarcondam from Barren Island, and the fact that from Barren

Island itself southwards the volcanoes either still are, or have till re-

cently, been active, while those from Narcondam northwards have long-

been extinct. This has a certain bearing on another controverted point.

Von Buch, as has been already stated, recognised the Sunda volcanic line

* Wallace, Island Life, 423 (map).

J. II, 9
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as extending to, but not beyond, Barren Island. To Blanford is due tbe

merit of having upset tbe fanciful hypothesis of tbe furtber extension

of the line across tbe Arracan Yoniab, and of baving suggested its pro-

bably true northern continuation. More recently it has been proposed*

by Berghaus and others to sub-divide the extended Sunda line of Blan-

ford into a Sunda Range proper, ending at the northern limit of Sumatra,

and a Pegu Range, containing Barren Island, Narcondam, Popah and

Han-shuen-shan. But it is obvious that if any sub-division be necessary,

the one proposed by Berghaus is erroneous. A sudden deep gap in the

line, with the furtber character of activity to the south of it, and non-

activity to the north, is a much more natural cleavage than merely a

number of miles of intervening sea, the nature of whose bottom is un-

known or has been misunderstood. If therefore Berghaus be justified

in differentiating a Pegu Range, it is clear that Barren Island must be

excluded from it, and that we must return to Yon Buch's view, that

Barren Island is the most northerly member of the Sunda Range. The
Pegu Range of very old and long extinct volcanoes begins then at

Narcondam, and extends at least as far as south-western Yunnan.

The biological interest of these islands is not so great as the pby-

siographical, because, whether the ridge bei^e postulated exists or not,

there is little doubt that these sub-aerial portions never have been con-

nected with any of the adjacent lands. If Flat Rock has ever been sub-

aerial, and in a fit condition to shelter air-breathing creatures and

support vegetation, it is so no longer ; how great soever may be the

antiquity of the outer cone of Barren Island, it is probable from its con-

figuration, that at one time it has been the scene of a catastrophe like

that which in 1883 devastated Krakatau and totally destroyed its

animal and vegetable life. The only one that, from its topography, has

evidently remained for many ages in its present condition is Narcondam.

Already tbe writer has laid before this society some notes on the Fauna
of the islands f ; it remains now to be seen whether the biological facts

indicated by their Flora are in agreement with the deductions that

should follow from their physiographical configuration.

All the plants found in the two islands are enumerated in the list

that follows ; running numbers are added to the locality so as to show
at a glance bow many species occur in each. In tbe discussion that

succeeds the list the peculiarities of each island are dealt with before

their common characteristics are considered.

* Stieler : Hand Atlas, sheet 8.

t Prain : Proceedings Asiat. Soc, Bengal, 1892, p. 109.
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Plants collected in Narcondam and Barren Island.

i. MENISPERMACE^E. i.

1. Anamirta Cocculus W. & A. Narcondam (1).

India, Indo-China, Malaya.

2. Ctclea peltata H. F. & T. Barren Island (1).

Andamans, Nicobars, Burma,

3. Antitaxis calocarpa Kurz. Narcondam (2), common.

Andamans and Nicobars.

ir. CAPPABIDED, ii.

4. Capparis sepiaria Linn., var. grandipolia Kurz. Narcondam (3) ;

Barren Island (2) ; common.

Andamans, Burma, Malaya ; trie variety does not occur in India,

5. Capparis tenera Dalz., var. latifolia H. f. & T. Narcondam (4).

Andamans, Tenasserim ; the variety does not occur in India.

in. VIOLARIE^E. —

.

6. Alsodeia bengalensih Wall. Narcondam (5).

Assam, Burma, Andamans, Nicobars.

iv. GUTTIFER^. —

.

7. Calophtllum inophtllum Linn. Narcondam (6) ; beach-forest.

Mascarene Isds. ; S. E. Asia ; Australia ; Polynesia.

v. MALVACEAE, in.

8. Hibiscus tiliaceus Linn. Narcondam (7) ; Barren Island (3).

Cosmopolitan on tropical sea-sbores.

9. Thespesia populnea Corr. Narcondam (8).

On tropical coasts tbrougbout tbe Eastern Hemisphere.

10. Bombax insigne Wall., var. poltstemon Prain ; var. nov. caudice

armata, foliolis 7-9, sessilibus anguste lanceolatis, subtus glaucescenti-

bus, staminibus plurimis (circa 700) ; capsula 3"5 — 4 poll, longa : flori-

bus rubris. Narcondam (9) ; common.

India, Indo-China, Andamans, Malaya ; this variety endemic.

There has been some confusion as regards the Asiatic species of Bombax ; the

writer, therefore, takes this opportunity of giving diagnoses of all of them. His

excuse for doing so in this place, is that it "was the difficulty of localising this tree

that led to the study of the genus.

Bombaces Asiatics.

Arbores (ordinis Malvacearum) grandes, saltern juniores caudice armataa foliis

digitatis ; calyce coriaceo ; stylo simplici ; fructu capsulari, segmentis 5 ; seminibus

lana endorcarpii involutis.

Fructus segmentis crassissime coriaceis, semiuibus sarcinis
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lance propriis distincte involutis ; cortice diu viridi : tubo

staminali 1-seriali, segmentis 5, 1—3-antheris, petalis alter-

nis; floribus minoribus sordide luteo-albis... Bombax pentandrum (Erioden-

dron anfractuosum).

[In India peninsulari et in insnlis Andamanensibus, indi-

gena et sylvestris ; in India boreali, in Indo-China et

prsesertim in Malaya late culta et forsan inqnilina.]

Fructus segmentis ligneis, lana endocarpii vix in sareinis

distinctis segregata ; cortice mox cinerascente ; floribns

maximis, seepissime rubris :

—

Tubo staminali 5-seriali, serie interiori segmentis 5,

2-antheris, petalis alternis, cum serie altera stamini-

bus simplicibus, 1-antheris, 10 per paria petalis

oppositis fascem centralem stylum amplectentem

formante ; ceteris in phalangibus 2-cruralibus 5,

petalis oppositis dispositis, staminibus phalangium

singularum sub-12, omnibus binis 1-antheris ; folio-

lis longius petiolulatis, laminis acuminato-caudatis

subtus viridibus ; stylo longibracbiato ; capsula

velutina Bombax malabaricum.

[In India peninsulari et boreali, in China australi et Indo-

China, in archipelagine Malayana, insulis Philippinensi-

bus et Australia boreali-orientali frequens.]

Tubo staminali multiseriali, staminibus omnibus binis

1-antheris, serie interiori (forsan cum serie altera

tantnm speciei prtecedentis comparanda) stamini-

bus 20 petalis oppositis annulum stylum amplecten-

tem formante ; ceteris in phalangibus 2-cruralibus

5, petalis oppositis dispositis, staminibus phalangium

singularum numerosis ; foliolis breve petiolutatis

vel sessilibus, laminis acutis ; stylo brevibrachiato
;

capsula glabra Bombax insigne.

[In India peninsulari occidentali ; in Indo-China et in

Malaya.]

Bombax pentandrum and B. malabaricum are wonderfully uniform in the number
and arrangement of the elements of their staminal whorl ; B. insigne, while equally
uniform as regards the arrangement, varies considerably as regards the number
of stamens in its phalanges. The subjoined key shows the distinguishing features
and relative position of the most important of these varieties.

Tubo staminali ovario plus duplo longiore

foliolis subsessilibus late lanceolatis,

subtus viridibus glabris ; floribus albis
;

(capsula ignota) Bombax insigne, sub.-sp. anceps {B.

anceps Pierre). B. malabarici var.

albiflora Wall. [Cat. n. 1840/3 et

1810/4] vel ad hanc sub-speciem,
vel ad B. insignis genuini var.
albam referenda est.
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[Burma (Shan) ; Cochin-China.]

Tubo staminali ovario vix longiore Bonibax insigne, sub.-sp genuina.

Staminibus phalangium cruralibus

utrinqtie circa 20:

—

Staminibus pbalangium singularum

inter-cruralibus circa 30, capsula

(unius ignota), 10-12-pollicari :

—

Foliolis subsessilibus late lanceo-

latis vel obovato-mucronatis,

subtus glaucescentibus ; flori-

bus rubris var. typica (B. insigneWall. ; B. fes-

tivum Wall. [Cat. 1841]).

[Cbittagong ; Arracan ; Pegu.]

Foliolis subsessilibus late lanceo-

latis, subtus viridibus gla-

bris ; floribus albis var. alba (Salmalia malabarica

Hort. Bogor., nequaquam Schott),

[Java, culta; forsan Burma (vide supra B. anceps).]

Foliolis breve petiolulatis an-

guste lanceolatis, subtus

glaucescentibus ; floribus ru-

bris var. andamanica.

[Andamans ; ins. Cocos].

Foliolis breve petiolulatis an-

guste lanceolatis, subtus

puberulis
;

(florum colore

ab autore neglecto ; capsula

ignota) , var. cambodiensis (B. cambodiense

Pierre.

[Cambodia.]

Staminibus pbalangium singularum

intercruralibus circa 50, capsula

10-12-pollicari, foliolis subsessili-

bus late lanceolatis, floribus ru-

bris var. Wightii.

[India; in prov. Kanara, Anamallai, Malabar.]

Staminibus pbalangium singularum

intercruralibus circa 90 ; capsula

3-4-pollicari tantum ; foliolis

sessilibus anguste lanceolatis, sub-

tus glaucescentibus; floribus ru-

bris var. polystemon.

[Narcondam.]

Staminibus phalangium cruralibus utrin-

que 10; phalangium singularum in-

tercruralibns circa 30 ; capsula 10-12-

pollicari ; foliolis breve petiolulatis
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lanceolatis subtus viridibus glabris,

floribus viridescentibus var. larutensis.

[Perak ;
prov. Larut : forsan etiam in archipelagine Malayana

apud Priaman].

It will be noted that the writer is unable to perpetuate the generic rank

(Eriodendron) assigned by DeCandolle to the Linnean Bombax pentandrum. When
the differences in the staminal columns of the three ' species ' here recognised

are reduced to the simplest possible terms, we observe that in B. pentandrum this

whorl consists of but one element, the items of which are alternate with the petals ;

that in B. insigne, likewise, there is but one element, the items of which are opposite

the petals ; that in B. malabaricum, on the other hand, both these elements occur.

Either, therefore, Bombax malabaricum and Bombax insigne typify two genera as

distinct from each other as Eriodendron is from either ; or, as is here proposed, all

three are congeneric. In another place the writer hopes to show that he is right

in thinking, with Schumann, that Pachira does not deserve to be removed generi-

cally from Bombax ; that he is justified in further reducing Chorisia to Eriodendron,

and therefore also to Bombax ; and is entitled to believe, with Willdenow, that the

characters which separate Adansonia from Bombax are too trivial to be generic.

On the other hand, it will be noted that the material of some of the forms

included in B. insigne is not yet complete, and it will be readily understood that

writers who recognise as distinct the ' genera ' referred to in the preceding paragraph,

will be still more apt to treat as specifically separable the various forms of B. insigne

here denned. No work on Indian Botany hitherto published notes B. insigne as

Indian ; the tree, when mentioned, is stated to occur only in Indo-China.

vi. STERCULIACE^E. iv.

11. Stebculia eubigniosa Vent., var. glabeescens King. Narcondam

(10) ; Barren Island (4).

Andamans and Nicobar coasts, general ; the variety only.

— . Heuitibha littoralis Dryand. Narcondam, fruits on beach, E.

Bay ; Barren Island, fruits on beach at Landing-place Cove : not found

growing in either island.

vii. TILIACE^E. —

.

32. Geewia l^vigata Vahl. Narcondam (11) ; in leaf only.

Africa ; India, Burma, Malaya ; Australia.

vni. RUTACE^E. — .

13. Glycosmis pentaphtlla Corr. Narcondam (12).

India, Indo-China, Malaya.

ix. BURSERACE^]. v.

14. Gaeuga pinnata Roxb. Narcondam (13) ; Barren Island (5) ; in

both islands common.

India, Burma, Malaya.

, Canabium eupiitzlum Kurz. Narcondam ?

The leaves of this species occur in Herb. Calcutta, and are given as from
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Narcondam, on the authority of the Andaman Deputation of 1866, by whom the

specimen was collected ; the writer did not see the tree in 1891. As the depu-

tation visited the Coco Group (where the species does occur) as well as Nar-

condam, and as there are many other errors of locality on the tickets of their

collection, the species, though here mentioned, is not formally included in the list.

x. MELIACE^. —

.

15. Amoora Rohituka W. & A. Narcondam (14).

India, Burma, Malaya.

16. Amoora decandra Hiern. Narcondam (15).

Central and Eastern Himalaya ; Malaya.

—. Cabapa moluccensis Lamk. Narcondam; seeds on beach, E. Bay.

xi. OLACINE^E. — .

17. Cansjera Rheedei Gmel. Narcondam (16).

India, Burma, Malaya; N. Australia; S. China.

18. Apodttes andamanica Kurz. Narcondam (17).

Andamans.

xii. RHAMNEiE. vi.

19. Colubrina asiatica Brogn. Narcondam (18) ; Barren Island (6).

Africa ; India and Ceylon ; Burma, Malaya ; N. Australia.

20. GrOUANiA leptostachta Brogn. Narcondam (19), very plentiful.

India, Burma, Malaya.

xiii. AMPELIDE^E. vn.

21. Vitis repens W. & A. Barren Island (7), very common.

India, Burma, Malaya.

22. Vitis carnosa Wall. Narcondam (20), common.

India, Burma, Malaya.

23. Vitis lanceolaria Roxb. Narcondam (21).

India, Indo-China, Malaya.

24. Leea sambuctna Willd. Narcondam (22) ; Barren Island (8).

India, Burma, Malaya.

xiv. SAPINDACE^E. vm.

25. Erioglosspm eduleBI. Narcondam (23), common; Barrenlsland(9).

India, Burma, Malaya ; N. Australia.

26. Allophylus Cobbe Bl. Narcondam (24), at Coco Bay.

India, Burma, Malaya.

27. Dodon^a viSCOSA Linn. Barren Island (10), common in the valley

.south of the lava.

Cosmopolitan in the tropics.
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xv. ANACARDIACE^E. ix.

28. Odina Wodier Roxb. Narcondam (25), very common.

India, Indo-China.

29. Semecarpus heterophtlla Bl. Narcondam (26) ; Barren Island (11).

Indo-China, Andamans, Malaya.

xvi. LEGUMINOS^E. x.

30. Desmodium polycarpon DC. Narcondam (27) ; Barren Island (12).

East Africa; S.-E. Asia; Polynesia; Japan and China.

31. Abrtjs precatorius Linn. Narcondam (28) ; Barren Island (13).

Cosmopolitan in the tropics.

32. Erythrina indica Lamk. Narcondam (29), coast, Anchorage Bay.

India, Burma, Malaya.

33. Mucuna gigantea DC. Narcondam (30), common.

India, Indo-China, Malaya ; Polynesia.

34. Canavalia turgida Grab. Narcondam (31), Coco and East Bays.

India, Indo-China, Malaya.

35. Vigna ltjtea A. Gray. Narcondam (32), on coast.

Cosmopolitan in the tropics.

36. Phaseolus adenanthus G. F. Mey. Narcondam (33), abundant on

beach at East Bay.

Cosmopolitan in the tropics.

37. Dalbergia tamarindipolta Roxb. Barren Island (14).

India, Indo-China, Malaya.

38. Dalbergia monosperma Dalz. Narcondam (34), coast north of

Anchorage Bay.

India, Indo-China, Malaya ; Australia ; China.

39. Derris scandens Benth. Narcondam (35), East Bay, in sea-fence.

India, Indo-China, Malaya ; Australia ; China.

40. Pongamia glabra Vent. Barren Island (15), one tree behind the

beach at the landing-place, and close to the lava.

Mascarene Isds ; India, Indo-China, Malaya ; Australia ; Polynesia.

41. C^salpinia Bonducella Flem. Narcondam (,36), Coco Bay.

Cosmopolitan in the tropics.

42. Entada scandens Benth. Narcondam (37).

Cosmopolitan in the tropics.

43. Acacia concinnaDC. Narcondam (38) ; Barren Island (16) ; common.

India, Indo-China ; China.

xvn. COMBRETACE^} xi.

44. Terminalia Catappa Linn. Narcondam (39) ; Barren Island (17).

Andamans, Malaya.

This is comparative!}' scarce in Narcondam, but on Barren Island it is un-
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doubtedly the most numerously represented tree present. Though really a littoral
species, it is not here confined to the shore, but extends from base to summit of the
outer cone on both sides wherever there is soil suitable for it to grow. Its general
dispersal in the island has been largely assisted by the rats ; they carry off the
fruits in order to eat the fleshy outer portion.

45. Gyrocarpus Jacquinii Roxb. Narcondam (40).

Africa; India, Indo-China, Malaya; Polynesia: not in the Mas-
carene Islands or E. Africa.

xviii. MYRTACE^. xn.

46. Eugenia Jambolana Linn, Barren Island (18), very common.
India, Indo-China, Malaya ; Australia.

47. Barringtonia speciosa Forst. Narcondam (43).

Ceylon ; Andamans, Malaya ; Australia ; Polynesia.

The fruits of this species were picked up on the beaches in Barren Island, but
the tree itself was not found growing.

xix. MELASTOMACE^E. — .

48. Memecylon edule Roxb. Narcondam (42).

Ceylon
; Indo-China, Andamans, Malaya ; Philippines.

xx. CUCURBITACE^. — .

49. Trichosanthes palmata Roxb. Narcondam (43).

India, Indo-China, Malaya ; Australia ; Japan and China.

xxi. RUBIACE^]. xm.

50. Oldenlandia corymbosa Linn. Barren Island (19), in the crater.

America ; Africa ; India, Indo-China, Malaya.

51. Muss^enda macrophylla Linn. Barren Island (20), common.

Indo-China, Andamans.

This plant, which is common in the valley between the cones, close to the lava,

is one of the species reported by the Deputation of 1866; flowering specimens col-

lected then are preserved in the Calcutta Herbarium, but are noted as being from

Narcondam, not Barren Island. The species does not appear to occur in Narcondam,

for the plant was carefully looked for there. The mistake on these tickets, which

requires to be pointed out, since some of the specimens collected in 1S66 may have

reached Herbaria in Europe, is nevertheless a fortunate one, as it first called the

attention of the writer to the fact that, though this Deputation only reported on

Barren Island (Proc. As. Soc, Beng., 1866, 215), it visited Narcondam also. The
interest of this fact will be shown in discussing the presence of the Coco-nut.

The species has here, owing to its situation, developed a shrubby habit, but care-

ful examination of the complete material obtained by the writer, leads him to

conclude that it cannot be looked upon as even varietally distinct,

J. ii. 10
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52. Guettabda speciosa Linn. Nai-condani (44).

Cosmopolitan in the tropics.

53. Ixoea bettnnescexs Kurz. Narcondam (45), and Barren Island

(21) ; common on the coasts.

Andamans.

54. Ixoea coteieolia Roxb. Barren Island (22), within outer cone.

Indo-China.

55. Mobixda citeifolia Linn., var. beacteata H. f. (sp. Roxb. ) Nar-

condam (46), very common everywhere, from sea-level to the top of the

hill, at 2300 feet elev. ; Barren Island (23), common.

India, Indo-China, Andamans.

56. PxEdeeia fcetida Linn. Narcondam (47).

India, Burma, Malaya.

xxii. COMPOSITE, xiv.

57. Veexoxia diveegens Benth. Narcondam (48), on coast.

India, Indo-China.

58. Blemea glomeeata DC. Narcondam (49), rocks, west coast.

India, Indo-China, Malaya ; China.

59. Bloiea lacixiata DC. Narcondam (50), rocks east coast.

India, Indo-China, Malaya ; China.

60. Bloiea myeiocephala DC. Narcondam (51), at 1500-1800 feet.

Eastern Himalaya, Indo-China, Andamans.

61. Pluchea indica Less. Narcondam (52), and Barren Island (24),

on coasts ; common.

India, Indo-China, Malaya ; China.

62. Wedelia scandexs C. B. Clarke. Narcondam (53), common on

coasts ; Barren Island (25), coasts.

India, Indo-China, Malaya.

xxiii. GOODENOVIEJS. xv.

63. SOBVOLA KJENIGH Vahl. Narcondam (54) ; Barren Island (26).

India, Indo-China, Malaya ; Australia ; Polynesia.

xxiv. MYRSINE^E. xvi.

64. Aedisia humilis Vahl. Narcondam (55) ; Barren Island (27).

India, Indo-China, Malaya ; China.

xxv. SAPOTACE^. — .

65. Sideeoxtlon peerugineum H. & A. Narcondam (56).

Malaya, Andamans ; China.

This is another of the species obtained by the Deputation of 1866 : on this

occasion the labels are correct. The form present here has unusually large leaves

—

in young trees they are 30 in. long by 12 in, across.
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66. Diospyros Kurzii Hiern. Narcondam (57).

Andamans and Nicobars.

xxvi. APOCYNEyE. xvn.

67. Aganosma marginata Gr. Don. Barren Island (28), very common
in the valley between the cones, to the south of the lava.

Indo-China, Malaya.

68. Anodendron paniculatum A. DC. Narcondam (58).

India, Indo-China, Malaya.

xxvii. ASCLEPIADACE^E. xviii.

69. Ttlophora globifera H. f. ? Narcondam (59) ; in fruit only.

Andamans.

70. Hota parasitica "Wall. Narcondam (60) ; Barren Island (29).

Indo-China, Malaya.

71. Hoya diversifolia Bl. (H. orbiculata Wall.) Narcondam (61) ;

Barren Island (30).

Indo-China, Malaya.

72. Dischidia nummularis R. Br. Narcondam (62).

Indo-China, Malaya ; Australia.

xxvui. EBENACE^L xix.

73. Mitreola oldenlandioides "Wall. Barren Island (31), abundant

underneath a thicket of gregarious Flueggia to the north of the lava at

Landing-place Cove ; not seen elsewhere.

India, Burma, Malaya ; N. Australia.

74. Strychnos acuminata Wall. Narcondam (63), once at 1600 feet.

Burma, Andamans.

xxix. CONVOLVULACEJE. xx.

75. Ipomcea grandiflora Lamk. Narcondam (64) ; Barren Island (32).

East Africa ; India, Indo-China ; Malaya, Australia, Polynesia.

76. "Ipomcea denticulata Choisy. Narcondam (65), at East Bay.

Mascarene Islands ; Laccadives and Ceylon ; Andamans, Indo-China,

Malaya ; Australia, Polynesia.

77. Ipomcea turpethum R. Br. Narcondam (66), in the bed and round

the edges of a small dry lagoon in the beach -forest at East Bay.

Mascarene Islands ; India, Indo-China, Malaya; Australia, Polynesia.

78. Ipomcea biloba. Eorsk. Narcondam (67) ; Barren Island (33).

Cosmopolitan in the tropics.

79. Ipomcea. vitifolia Sw. Narcondam (68), Coco Bay, abundant.

India, Burma, Malaya.

80. Convolvulus parviflorus Linn. Narcondam (69), Anchorage Bay.

Africa ; Indo-China, Malaya ; Australia.
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—
. SOLANACE^. xxi.

81. Phtsalis minima Linn. Barren Island (3i), on a small landslip

on onter cone, south of Landing-place Bay.

Cosmopolitan in the tropics.

— . SCROPHULARINE^. xxn.

82. Vandellia Crustacea Benth. Barren Island (35), on the small

landslip, and also inside the crater.

Africa ; India, Indo-China, Malaya ; Australia, Polynesia ; China.

xxx. BIGNONIACEJE. sarin.

83. Oroxylem ixdiccm Vent. Narcondam (70) ; Barren Island (36).

India, Indo-China, Malaya.

xxxi. ACANTHACE^. xxiv.

84. Eranthemum scccifolium Kurz. Narcondam (71) ; Barren Island (37),

Andamans, Nicobars.

xxxii. VERBENACE^E. xxv.

85. Calucarpa aeborea Roxb. Narcondam (72) ; Barren Island (38).

India, Burma, Malaya.

86. Premxa INTEGRIPOLIA Linn. Narcondam (73) ; Barren Island (39).

India, Indo-China, Andamans.

87. Clerodexdrox ixerme Geertn. Narcondam (74), at East Bay.

India, Indo-China, Andamans.

xxxni. NYCTAGINE^E. xxvi.

88. Boerhaayia repexs Linn. Narcondam (75) ; Barren Island (40) ;

common on rocks on the coast.

Cosmopolitan in the tropics.

89. Pisoxia aceleata Linn. ISTarcondam (76), not very plentiful.

Cosmopolitan in the tropics.

90. Pisoxia alba Span. Narcondam (77), beach-forest, E.Bay.
Laccadives, Ceylon ; Andamans, Malaya.

91. Pisoxia excelsa Bl. Narcondam (78), abundant, E. Bay.

Andamans, Malaya.

xxxiv. ARISTOLOCHIACE^E. —

.

92. Aristolochia tagala Cham. & Schlecht. Narcondam (79).

India, Indo-China, Malaya; China.

xxxv. MYRISTICACEJ3. —

,

93. Myristica glauca Bl. Narcondam (80).

Indo-China, Andamans, Malaya.
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xxxvi. EUPHORBIACE^E. xxvn.

94. Bridelia tomentosa Bl. Narcondam (81 ).

India, Indo- China, Malaya, Australia, China.

95. Actephila excelsa Muell.-Arg. (A. javensis Miq.) Narcondam

(82) ;
gregarious and plentiful, the commonest species in the island.

India, Burma, Malaya.

96. Phyllanthus reticulatus Poir. Barren Island (41), to the south

of the lava, near inner base of outer cone.

Africa ; India, Burma, Malaya ; China.

97. Glochichon calocakpum Kurz. Narcondam (83), and Barren

Island (42) ; common on rocks on the coast.

Andamans and Nicobars.

98. Flueggia microcarpa Bl. Barren Island (43) ;
gregarious and

plentiful between the cones to the north of the lava.

Africa; India, Indo-China, Malaya; Australia; China.

99. Breynea rhamnoides Muell.-Arg. Narcondam (84).

India, Burma, Malaya ; China.

100. Ctclostemon macrophyllus Bl. Narcondam (85).

India, Andamans, Malaya.

101. Cyclostemon assamicus Hook. f. Narcondam (86).

Eastern Himalaya, Assam ; Andamans.

102. Blachia aneamanica Hook. f. Narcondam (87), Anchorage Bay.

Andamans.

103. Mallotus andamanicus Hook. f. Narcondam (88), gregarious and
common, but less so than Actephila excelsa.

Andamans.

104. Macaranga Tanarius Muell.-Arg. Narcondam (89) ; Barren Is-

land (44).

Andamans, Malaya.

105. G-elonium BiPARiUM Roxb. Narcondam (90), plentiful on the

coast; Barren Island (45).

Andamans, Malaya.

xxxvii. URTICACE^E. xxvm.

106. Trema amboinensis Bl. Narcondam (91), common on rocky

coasts and inland also; Barren Island (46), general, some stunted

examples occur even on the bare inner cone.

Eastern Himalaya, Indo-China, Andamans, Malaya.

107. Ficus gibbosa BL, var. cuspidieera King. Barren Island (47).

India, Indo-China, Malaya.

108. Ficus glaberrima Bl. Narcondam (92) • one of the tallest trees.

Himalaya, Indo-China, Malaya.
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109. Ficus Benjamina Linn. Narcondam (93) ; seeds brought have

germinated at Calcutta.

India, Indo-China, Malaya.

110. Ficus eetusa Linn., var. nitida King (sp. Thnnhg). Narcondam

(9-1), and Barren Island (48) ; very common on both islands.

India, Indo-China, Malaya ; Australia ; New Caledonia ; China.

111. Ficus nervosa Roth. Narcondam (95), at J,800 feet elevation.

India, Indo-China, Malaya ; China.

112. Ficds Rumphii Bl. Narcondam (96), and Barren Island (49) ;

very plentiful.

India, Indo-China, Malaya.

113. Ficus callosa Willd. Narcondam (97), beach-forest at East

Bay ; a very tall tree.

India, Indo-China, Malaya.

114. Ficus brevicuspis Miq. Narcondam (98), very common ; Barren

Island (50) ; this is one of those species in which many of the branchlets

are hollow and afford homes for species of ants.

Andamans, Malaya.

115. Ficus hispida Linn., var. ttpica. Barren Island (51), in the valley

between the cones, at the inner base of the outer cone.

India ; Indo-China, Malaya.

var. d^moxum King (sp. Kcenig.). Narcondam (99), and Barren

Island ( 51 ) ; frequent.

India, Indo-China, Malaya.

116. Ficus variegata Bl. Barren Island (52) ; on the hill at the west

end of southern part of outer cone, overlooking Landing-place Bay.

Indo-China, Malaya.

117. Antiaris toxicaria Leschen. Narcondam (100), not common.

India, Burma, Malaya.

The leaves of the form present here exactly match those of Malayan specimens

named A. rufa by Miquel.

118. Artocarpus Lakoocha Roxb. Narcondam (101).

India, Indo-China, Malaya.

119. Bcehmeria malabarica Wedd. Narcondam (102) ; very plentiful.

India, Indo-China, Malaya.

120. Pipturds velutinus Wedd. Narcondam (103), plentiful.

Nicobars, Malaya ; Polynesia.

— . ORCHIDACEJE. xxix.

121. Dendrobium sp. Barren Island (53), rather common on trees on

inside of outer cone.
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122. Pholidota imbrtcata Lindl. Barren Island (54), inside crater.

India, Burma, Malaya.

xxxvm. SCITAMINE^. —

.

123. Musa sapibntum Linn. The Plantain. Narcondam (104), a large

grove behind the Coco-nut trees at Coco Bay.

Cosmopolitan in the tropics, cultivated.

No doubt deliberately introduced for the benefit of possibly ship-wrecked

mariners, though it is not quite clear who planted it
;
probably (see under Cocos

nucifera) it has been introduced from the Andamans, and perhaps dates from 1866.

xxxix. DIOSCOREACE^]. xxx.

124. Dioscorea SAtiva Linn. Narcondam. (105) Barren Island (55).

India, Burma, Malaya ; Australia.

125. Dioscorea glabra Roxb. Barren Island (56) ; common.

India, Burma, Malaya.

xl. LILIACEJE. xxxi.

126. Dracj:na angustifolia Roxb. Narcondam (106), Anchorage Bay.

Indo-China, Malaya, Australia.

127. Gloriosa superba Linn. Barren Island (57), E. coast near sea.

Africa; India; Indo-China, Malaya.

xli. COMMELINACE.E. — .

128. Pollia Aclisia Hassk. Narcondam (107), very abundant on

slopes overlooking south end of Anchorage Bay.

Eastern Himalaya, Indo-China, Malaya.

xlii. PALMES, xxxii.

129. Cartota mitis Lout. (G. sololifera Wall.) Narcondam (108).

Indo-China, Malaya.

130. Cocos nucifera Linn. Narcondam (109), many at Coco Bay,

a few at Anchorage Bay, one, not yet bearing, at E. Bay; Barren Island

(58), thirteen trees counted from the offing, behind the Pandanus fence

at Anchorage Bay ; none seen elsewhere.

India; Malaya; Polynesia; America.

The introduction of this tree into these islands is a question of some interest.

The tree at E. Bay, Narcondam, has no doubt been produced from a nut washed
round from Coco Bay ; in all likelihood the trees at Anchorage Bay have been
derived from the same source. The trees at Coco Bay itself may have origi-

nated from nuts brought from the Coco Group by a surface-current sweeping from
the Sea of Bengal, through the Preparis Channels, from N.-E. to S.-W. across the
Andaman Sea ; but as they are associated, where they occur, with a °-rove of

Musa sapientum (which must have been deliberately introduced), it is not unreason
able to suppose that the two species were introduced together.
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The question is, -when did they first appear ? Hume and Ball landed in 1873

at the very spot where they are now so plentiful, yet no mention is made by either

writer of their presence. As Ball speaks of some of the species observed at this

Bay, and as Hume describes the Coco-nuts seen by him, shortly after, at the Oocos,

it is hard to believe that the trees were there in 1873. Again, Mallet makes no

reference to them in 188-4 ; the maps accompanying his account indicate that he

and Hobday landed at Anchorage Bay, and he may not therefore have seen the large

grove at Coco Bay ; but those at the beach where he landed should have been

evident to him. Mallet's paper is however confined to the geology and topography

of the island, and hardly alludes to its vegetation. But Hume, Ball, and Mallet are

equally silent regarding the Coco-nuts on Barren Islaud which we know to have been

present in 1866, for they were seen by the Andaman Deputation—whose report has

been already referred to (p. 56J—behind a beach, to which they still seem confined.

As these three writers failed to notice Coco-nuts in Barren Island, where we know
they existed at the time of these visits, there is no reason why Coco-nuts should not

have been present then iu Narcondam also. The Andaman Deputation in their

Report (Proc. As. Soc, Beng., 1866, 215)., say : "We brought from Port Blair with
" us a number of Cocoa-nuts, Plantain trees, and Pine-apple cuttings, and these

" we planted on the ground from which the grass had been cut, in hopes that

" they might be of use to some future visitors."* We have seen, in connection

with some of the species in this list, that the same deputation visited Narcondam

also, though it did not report on that island ; nothing therefore is more probable

than that the deputation did there what it had done on Barren Island, and that

to its members belongs the credit of having introduced, at least, the Plantains. But

the Coco-nut trees are so much more numerous, and so much larger on Narcondam

than on Barren Island, that one finds it difficult to think they only date from 1866.

It is unfortunate that the deputation did not find it necessary to report on Narcondani

as well as on Barren Island ; had they done so, there is little doubt the report would

have mentioned any Coco-nuts that were present. However, even if the Coco-nut

trees were already there in 1866, the writer is inclined to think that their origin

must still be due to introduction by some previous visitor.

The Coco-nuts on Barren Island may be supposed to have originated from nuts

swept up by a strong surface-current that flows from the south-west, and that

therefore would bring drift from the Nicobars where Coco-nuts are plentiful. But

it is more likely that the trees have been introduced, though involuntarily, by man.

For though there is reason to believe that no one has ever landed at this particular

beach, this bay affords the only safe anchorage in the island, and it is therefore more

probable that these trees have sprung from nuts that have fallen overboard from

* There was no trace of any of these in the locality indicated during the

writer's visit, a circumstance not surprising ; because, in the first place, the situation

is not over-suitable for such species, and, besides, goats have been since then in-

troduced into the island ! It may be mentioned that no one at Port Blair in 1891

knew of the existence of Coco-nuts in Narcondam, and the writer consequently took

a number with him in order to plant them, only to find the act unnecessary. And,

bearing in mind the state of affairs in Great Coco (Journ. As. Soc, Beng., lx, pt. 2,

315), he also took fruits of Caricu Paparja for the same purpose. Should, therefore,

subsequent visitors find this species established in the island, they are hereby re-

lieved of the necessity of inventing an hypothesis to explain the circumstance.
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some craft lying off this beach, than that they have been brought by the sea from

the Nicobars, or that they have been deliberately introduced by man.

xliii. PANDANACE^E. xxxm.

131. Pakdanus odoratissimus Linn. f. Narcondam (110), common at

Coco Bay and elsewhere ; Barren Island (59), at Anchorage Bay.

India, Indo-China, Malaya.

xliv. AROIDE^. —

.

132. Amorphophallus (Oandarum) rex Prain, sp. nov. tubere magno

depresso-globoso ; cataphyllis 4, oblongo-lanceolatis
;
folii petiolo parum

asperato vixmaculato, lamina trisecta segmentis irregnlariter dichotomis

iterumque pinnatisectis, pimmlis (imis nonnunquam exceptis) ad cosfculas

decurrentibus, ovato-oblongis, caudato-acuminatis, nervis supra impressis,

subtus prominentibns, sinnbus angustis
;
pedunculo crasso florifero brevi,

fructigero elongato ; spatha juniore cataphyllis obtecta, matura tnbo

infundibnlari crasso in laminam late campanulatam margine tandem

reflexa nndalato-plicatam postice acuminatam expanso ; spadice spatha

snbduplo longiore, erecto, stricto, crasso ; inflorescentiis tnbo spatha?

subinclusis, fosminea snrsnm parum angnstata quam masculam parum
obconicam dimidio longiore, appendice crassa conico-pyramidali inflore-

scentiis dimidio longiore et, saltern prope basin, quam eas triplo latiore.

Karcondam (111), very common.

Tubere diam. 9-18-poll. ; cataphyllis spiraliter dispositis, imo exteriore 3 poll.,

altero 9 poll., tertio 12 poll , sumnio interiore 19 poll, longis, omnibus 2 poll, latis,

pallide viridibus maculis olivaceis, demumtamen subconcoloribus luteis
;
petiolo 25-

6-pedali basi ipsa 4"5 poll, crasso, sursum spatio brevi ita incrassato ut loco

supra solum 4 poll, alto crassitudinis 5-pollicaris, deinde paullatim se coartante et

apud trifurcationem diam. 35 poll, tantum, pallide viridi, maculis olivaceis, demum
subconcolore olivaceo; lamina diam. 5"5-ped., supra olivacea subtus prasina, segmen-

tis singulis 36 poll, longis, pinnulis ultimis 8-10 poll, longis, his 3-3'25 poll, latis
;

pedunculo florifero brevi, 2 -

5 poll, tantum longo, fructigero ad 30 poll, elongato,

T5-2 poll, crasso, juniore pallide viridi maturo purpurascente ; spatha a latere

16 poll., a basi ad apicem versus 19 poll, longa, infra substantiee carnosee sursum

tenuescente, extus concolore pallide viridi, intus ad basin verruculosam lutea,

supra pallide viridi ibi tarnen margine excepto cito flavescente ; spadice tota 21 5

poll, longa, parte fceminea 45 poll, longa, basi 2 -25 poll, apice l
-75 poll, crassa,

(fructigera 7 poll, longa et 3'5 poll, crassa) ex ovariis globosis -2 poll. diam.

viridibus, 2-(rarissime 3-jlocularibus, sessilibus, subcontiguis, in stylos 0'3 poll,

longos, luteos contractis, stigmatibus plicatim 2-3-lobis, loculis 1-ovulatis, ovulis

semianatropis decurvis, funiculo elongato angulo interiore parum supra basin

amxis, in ala placentali circa basin funiculo exorieute et loculum fere totum

complente innixis eademque amplexis ;
parte mascula 3 poll, longa, basi 175 poll.,

apice 2'5 poll, crassa, e floribus 4-5-anthcris spiraliter dispositis, antheris singulis

subsessilibus connectivo sursum parum producto, ellipsoideis sursum angustatis

apice rimis lunulatis 2-porosis ; appendice 14 poll, longa, hac basi 6 pull, crassa*

J. II. 11
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post anthesiii caduca, spongiosa, rugosa, valleculosa, lutea et brunneo-maculata :

bacca 1—2-spernia, 0"75 poll, longa, hac 0'25-0'35 poll, lata, ovata, versus apicem

angustata, carnosa, lutea ; seminibus pendulis ovatis, triente basilari e funiculo

incrassato spongiosis, ceteram embryone corueo semini subconformi cartilageneis.

This species resembles the Java form, or a variety, of Amorpliophallus campan-

ulatus (A. campanulatus Blume, Bumphia, i, 139. t. 32, 33, as opposed to Arum cam-

panulatum, Boxb , Hort. Beng., 66) in the conic-pyramidal sbape of the appendix, but

differs in other respects, more particularly in the leaf. It agrees with A. virosus

Brown (Bot. Mag., 697S) in having the male and female inflorescence of about

equal length, but in other respects is very distinct, for A. virosus has the dense

flowered turbinate male inflorescence, and the short oblong appendix character-

stic of Boxburgh's Arum campanula-turn of which it is probably only a form. The
following brief diagnosis f may assist in indicating how very distinct the present

plant is from the forms hitherto known :•

—

Betiole hardly verrucose ; male flowers disposed spirally

on an inflorescence not wider than the female : yellow

pyramidal appendix (twice as long as broad, and) one-

half longer than the combined inflorescences : (male and

female inflorescences of equal length ; spathe green con-

colorous) A. rex

Petiole very verrucose ; male flowers disposed spirally on an

inflorescence much wider than the female : purplish-

brown apjDendix not so long as the combined inflore-

scences :
—

Male and female inflorescences of equal length,spathe

green suffused with purple, externally white spotted

(oblong appendix not longer than broad) A. virosus.

Male inflorescence much shorter than the female, spathe

purple concolorous A. campanulatus.

Oblong appendix, not longer than broad Arum campanulatum

Boxb. (India).

Pyramidal appendix twice as long as broad Amorphopliallus campan-

ulatus Bl. (Java).X

)• In connection with this, it may be mentioned that the Amorpliophallus from the

Coco Group, mentioned (Journ. As. Soc, Beng., Ix, 2, 333) as related to A. bulbifer and

A. titberculiger, has since flowered at Calcutta, and has proved, as was then anticipated,

to be a very distinct species. As the authors of the other species, have indicated by

the specific name the tubercle-bearing habit of the species, the writer proposes for

this one the name ' Amorphophallus oncophtiltjs ' Pram. The diagnosis between

it and the two species for which it might be mistaken, is as follows :

—

Scigma sessile, spathe unconstricted, appendix equal in length

to the combined inflorescences :

—

Female inflorescence shorter than the male A. titberculiger

.

Female inflorescence as long as the male A . bulbifer.

Style distinct, spathe constricted slightly opposite the male
inflorescence, appendix twice as long as the combined in-

florescences A. oncophyllus.

X As this paper has been passing through the press, the writer has learned

from Sir Joseph Hooker, that he identifies A. rem with Blume's Java A. campanulatus.
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133. Pothos scandens Linn. Narcondam (112), on trees; common.

India, Indo-China, Malaya.

xlv. CYPERACE^E. xxxiv.

134. Ctperus pennatus Lamk. Narcondam (113) ; Barren Island (60).

Africa, India, Indo-China, Malaya.

135. Fimbristtlis diphylla Yahl. Barren Island (61 ).

America ; Africa ; India, Indo-China, Malaya ; Australia ; China.

136. Fimbristtlis ferrttginea Vahl. Narcondam (114), rocks on coast
;

Barren Island (62), tussocks outside inner cone, also inside crater.

India, Indo-China, Malaya.

xlvi. GRAMINEM. xxxv.

137. Oplismenus Burmanni Roem. & Schult. Barren Island (63).

India, Indo-China, Malaya ; China, Japan.

138. Thtsanol^na acaripera Nees. N"arcondam (115) coasts.

India, Indo-China ; Malaya.

139. Pogonatherum saccharoideum Beanv. Barren Island (64); common.

India, Indo-China, Malaya ; China.

This species is very abundant on the rocky slopes forming the inner side of the

outer cone ; it is one of the plants collected by the Deputation of 1866 ; it was also

collected in 1846 by Kamphovener, botanist on the Danish Frigate " Galatea," whose

visit is commemorated by the name ' Galatea ' having been marked on the large block

on the crater. Kamphovener's specimens are in the Herbarium at Copenhagen.

140. Ircplsmum muticum Retz. Barren Island (65) ; common.

India, Indo-China, Malaya ; Australia ; Western Polynesia.

Usually a coast species, this here extends inland and fills the valley between the

cones, covering all the bottom of this except the lava streams.

—
. LTCOPODINE^. xxxvi.

141. Lycopodium cernuum Linn. Barren Island, (66), interior of crater.

Cosmopolitan in the tropics.

142. Psilotum triquetrem Sw. Barren Island (67), interior of crater.

Cosmopolitan in the tropics.

xlvii. FILICES. xxxvn.

143. Davallia solida Sw. Narcondam (116), on trees in beach-forest.

Andamans, Malaya, Polynesia ; Australia.

144. Davallia spelunc^ Bak. Narcondam (117), common.

Africa; India, Indo-China, Malaya ; Australia; Polynesia.

145. Adiantum lunulatum Burm. Barren Island (6S), common.
Cosmopolitan in the tropics.

146. Trichomanes pyxidiferum Linn. Narcondam, (118), a( 2330 feet.

Cosmopolitan in the tropics.
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147. Cheilanthes tenuifolia Sw. Barren Island (69), dwarf speci-

mens, plentiful -within the crater.

India, Indo-China, Malaya ; Australia ; Polynesia ; China.

148. Ontchium aubatum Kaulf. Barren Island (70), occasional.

Himalayas, Indo-China, Malaya ; China.

149. Ptebis longifolia Linn. Barren Island (71), a few plants.

Cosmopolitan in tropical and sub-tropical countries.

150. Ptebis biaueita Linn. Barren Island (72), occasional.

Cosmopolitan in the tropics.

151. Asplenium Nidus Linn. Narcondam (119), on trees, rather

common.
Mascarene Islands; India, Indo-China, Malaya; Polynesia.

152. Asplenium ealcatum Lamk., var. urophyllum Bak. Narcondam

(120), very common on stony bill-sides ; Barren Island (73).

Africa ; India, Indo-China, Malaya ; Australia ; Polynesia.

153. Nephbodium teeminans J. Sm. Narcondam (121), common.

India, Indo-China, Malaya; Australia; Polynesia; China.

154. Nephbolepis tubeeosa Presl. Barren Island (74).

Cosmopolitan in the tropics.

155. Polypodium ibioides Lamk. Narcondam (122), at 1800 feet.

Africa, India, Indo-China, Malaya ; Australia ; Polynesia.

156. Polypodium adnascens Sw. Narcondani (123); Barren Island (75).

Africa, India, Indo-China, Malaya ; Polynesia.

157. Polypodium quercieolium Linn. Narcondam (124); Barren Is-

land (76).

India, Indo-China, Malaya ;
Australia.

158. Aceostichum appf/ndicolatum Willd., var. setosa Bak. Narcon-

dam (125), common.

India, Indo-China, Malaya.

159. Aceostichum costatum Wall., var. deltigeea. Narcondam (126)

;

exactly = "Wallich's Meniscium deltigerum.

E. Himalayas ; Indo-China, Malaya.

160. Aceostichum aureum Linn. Narcondam (127); and Barren Is-

land (77) ; common on rocks on the coast.

Cosmopolitan in the tropics in salt marshes.

161. Acrostichum scandens J. Sm. Barren Island (78), near sea.

India, Indo-China, Malaya ; Australia ; Polynesia.

xlviii. MUSCI. xxxviii.

162. Neckeea eugulosa Mitt* Narcondam (128), at 2330 feet.

Ceylon.

* Examined, and kindly named for the writer by Dr. Brotherns, Helsingfors.
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163. Brtum coronatum Schwa3gr. Nareondam (129); Barren Island

(79). Cosmopolitan in the tropics.

xlix. LICHENES. xxxix.

164. Collema nigrescens Achar. Nareondam (130), rather common
;

Barren Island (80), plentiful.

Cosmopolitan.

l. FUNGI.* xl.

165. Poltporus australis Fries. Nareondam (131) ; Barren Island (81).

Cosmopolitan in the tropics.

166. Poltporus xanthopus Fries. Nareondam (132).

Cosmopolitan in the tropics.

167. Lenzites platyphyllus Cooke, Grevillea xiii. 1. Nareondam (132).

Malay Peninsula.

168. Dedaelea griercina Fries. Nareondam (134) ; Barren Island (82).

Cosmopolitan.

169. Peniophora paptrina Mont. Nareondam (135) ; Barren Island (83).

Cosmopolitan in the tropics.

170. Hirneola polytricha Mont. Nareondam (136); Barren Island (84).

Cosmopolitan in the tropics.

171. Thelephora incrustans Pers. Nareondam (137) ; Barren Island

(85).

Cosmopolitan.

172. Rhttisma, sp. Nareondam (138) ; Barren Island (86) ; on leaves

of Ficus brevicuspis.

Andamans.

ALG^E. xli.

173. Calothrix pulvinata Ag. Barren Island (87) ; on stones in

the hot spring on the beach at Landing-place Cove.

Cosmopolitan.

174. Calothrix tasmanica Kg. Barren Island (88) ; on rocks in Led
of torrent on inside of outer cone to the south of the lava.

Indo-China, Malaya ; Australia.

§§§ Nature and Origin of the Flora.

The list includes 174 species, of which 138 occur in Nareondam
and 88 in Barren Island

; 86, or 62A°/
, of the Nareondam plants are

absent from Barren Island, while 36, or 41%, of the Barren Island

species do not occur in Nareondam; only 52 species—making 37f% of

* Examined, and kindly named for the writer by Mr. G. Massee.
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the Narcondam, 59% of the Barren Island flora—are common to the

two islands. Of the genera, 111 occnr in Narcondam and 75 in Barren

Island, bnt only 48,—43j°/ of the Narcondam ones, 64°/ of those in

Barren Island—are found in both places. Eleven natural orders present

in Narcondam are unrepresented in Barren Island ; five present in

Barren Island are not found in Narcondam.

As regards Cryptogams, the two floras seem very similar, each

having the same total number; the natural orders, however, indicate

greater diversity of character among Barren Island than among Narcon-

dam Cryptogams. There are two Lycopodinece, and two Algce, not re-

presented in Narcondam ; on the other hand, in Narcondam, at the top

of the hill are a Trichomanes and a Neckera, absent from Barren Island.

Of the thirteen ferns on Narcondam and 12 on Barren Island, 5 only are

common to the two places ; the Narcondam ferns belong to 6 genera, the

Barren Island ones represent 8 genera. In Narcondam, one of the

features of the vegetation is the presence of large beds of ferns; in

Barren Island, ferns are scarce.

All the Cryptogams are herbaceous, and may all have their presence

credited to wind-agency ; Acrostichum aureum, however, in both islands,

.and Acrostichum scandens in Barren Island, grow only near the sea ; both

arc denizens of mud-flats in the Sunderbuns, the Andamans and through-

out Malaya and possibly therefore are sea-introduced.

Of the 46 natural orders of Phanerogams in Narcondam, 23 are re-

presented by one species, 12 by two species, 3 by three species, and 3

by four species each ; the only orders represented by more than four

species, are Compositai and Convolvulacece, each 6 sp. ; Euphorbiacem, 10

sji.
; Leguminosce, 12 sp. and Utricacece, 13 sp. In the 35 natural orders

in Barren Island we find that 21 are represented by one species, 8 by
two species, and 2 by three species ; the only orders represented by
moi^e than three species are Leguminosce, Ricbiacece and Euphorbiacece,

5 sp. each, and Urticacece, 7 sp. Urticacece is thus in both islands the

leading natural order ; this hegemony is due to the facilities that fruits

of the order offer for introduction by frugivorous birds.

Of the 115 Narcondam Phanerogams, 33 are trees, 31 are shrubs,

37 are climbing species—woody climbers 16, herbaceous climbers 21
;

only 5 climbers being armed—and 14 are herbs. Of the 65 Barren

Island species, 15 are trees, 17 are shrubs, 16 are climbers—woody 6,

herbaceous 10; only 3 armed—and 17 are herbs. There are roughly

speaking twice as many trees, shrubs and climbers in Narcondam as

in Barren Island; the number of herbaceous species in the latter island

is. however, slightly in excess of the number in the former. Of the

herbaceous Phanerogams seven species are common to both islands ; all
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are plants that may have been introduced by the sea. Of inland

herbaceous species which may have been introduced by fruit-eating or

marsh birds, or by the wind, the islands do not have one in common.

In JSTarcondani there are four Gompositce most probably introduced

by wind ; a grass, Thsyanolcena, may conceivably have been introduced in

the same way. The two remaining herbs are the Amorphopliallus which,

even if in this island it has developed into a distinct form, must have

originally been introduced by some fruit-eating bird, and the Pollia,

which most probably has been introduced by the same agency.

In Barren Island, the wind-introduced species are two orchids and

one grass, Pogonatherum ; Isclicemum muticum has probably been intro-

duced by the sea. The others have been introduced by birds ; Physalis

and Mitreola probably by fruit-eating birds ; Oldenlandia, Vandellia and

Oplismenus by birds to whose feet or feathers seeds have clung. Except

Pogonatherum, Isclicemum and Mitreola, the Barren Island herbs are

scarce.

The paucity of armed climbers in both islands is striking. The
proportion of climbers to erect species is considerably higher in Narcon-

dam, where they form one-third of the whole Phanerogamic flora, than

in Barren Island, where they form only one-fourth, and partly in con-

sequence of this, the jungle in Barren Island is opener than in Nar-

condam. Of the thirty-seven climbers in Narcondam, twelve have

undoubtedly been introduced by fruit-eating birds, while one has most

probably been introduced by its fruits having stuck to the feathers of

some bird ; fourteen have been introduced by the sea ; six by winds.

Of the remaining four species, which are more doubtful, two may be

safely assumed to be here sea-introduced species also ; one may be put

down to the agency of birds, and only one species, the Dioscorea, is

quite doubtful
;
perhaps the sea is on the whole the most likely agency.

Similarly, of the sixteen climbers on Barren Island, five are clearly

species introduced by fruit-eating birds ; to these a sixth probably

should be added. Four are species certainly sea-introduced ; to these

another should probably, and two more should perhaps be added ; of

wind-introduced species there are three.

Very few of these species are common to both islands, only nine,

or about half the Barren Island and one-fourth of the Narcondam
climbers being so ; of these four are again sea-shore species, and the

Dioscorea found in both islands may be a fifth of the sea-introduced

class. Two, the Soyas, are wind-introductions ; one, Capparis sepiaria, is

certainly; another, the Abrus, is probably, a bird-introduced species.

Of the thirty-one Narcondam shrubs, one (Musa) has been intro-

duced by man ; on the other hand not a single shrub owes its presence
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to the agency of wind. As many as seventeen are unequivocally bird-

introdnced species ; and ten are unequivocally sea-introdnced species
;

the remaining three, which are all capsular-frnited HJuphorbiacece

(Actepliila, Macaranga and Mallotus), thongh not nneqnivocally sea-in-

troduced, are in all probability species of this class.

Of the seventeen Barren Island shrubs, seven are undoubtedly bird-

introduced species ; nine are sea-introduced species ; one species, Dodoncea.

is, though somewhat equivocally, to be looked upon as wind -introduced.

There is much greater conformity between the floras as regards this

class ; thirteen of the Barren Island shrubs occur also in Narcondam,

only four being peculiar ; all but one of the sea-shore, and all but two

of the bird-introduced shrubs in Bai'ren Island occur in Narcondam also.

The trees in the two islands have last to be considered. Of the

thirty-three in Narcondam twenty-one, or more than three-fifths, have

been introduced by birds ; two from their fruits having been attached

to the feet or feathers, the others, by fruit-eating birds : ten may have

been sea-introduced ; for seven this mode of introduction is undoubted,

as regards Caryota it is rather equivocal, and the Coco-nut may have

been deliberately introduced ; two species are wind-introduced.

Of the fifteen Barren Island trees, nine are bird-introduced species
;

live are sea-introduced ; one has been introduced by wind.

Here again great conformity between the floras is observable ; of

the fifteen Barren Island trees, ten occur in ISTarcondam: these include

all the bird-introduced ones except four, and all but one of the sea-intro-

duced species ; one wind-introduced species is common to the two islands.

Among herbaceous species, where the equality of numbers promised

most agreement, there is therefore greater diversity between the two

floras than among the others.

Of the 75 species of Phanerogams peculiar to Narcondam, 22 have

been introduced by the sea, 42 by birds, and 10 by winds; one species

(Atusa) has been introduced by man. Of the 25 species peculiar to

Barren Island, on the other hand 5 have been introduced by the sea, 15

by birds, 5 by winds. Of the 40 Phanerogams common to the two
islands; 24 are sea-introduced, 13 are bird-introduced, 3 wind-introduced.

In the common element of the two floras, the sea-introduced species

form the dominant class, being nearly double the bird-introduced species

and six times as numerous as the wind-introduced ones. In the special

elements, on the other hand, the bird-introduced species form in both

instances the dominant class ; in Narcondam they are nearly twice as

numerous as the sea-introduced and four times as numerous as the wind-

introduced species ; in Barren Island, they are three times as numerous

as either of these kinds.
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Materials for a Flora of the Malayan Peninsula.—By George King, M. B.,

LL. D., F.R.S , C.I.E., Superintendent of the Royal Botanic Garden,

Calcutta.

[Read June 7th].

No. 5.

Order XVI. DIPTEROCARPE^.

Resinous trees, rarely climbing shrubs. Leaves alternate, simple,

quite entire, rarely sinuate-crenate, penni-nerved, the main nerves

bold ; stipules usually small and inconspicuous, sometimes larger

and persistent, or fugitive, leaving an annular scar, (absent in

Ancistrocladus) . Flowers in few- or many-flowered, axillary and terminal

racemes or panicles. Bracts usually minute or 0, rarely larger and

persistent. Sepals free, or cohering into a tube surrounding but free

from, or more or less adnate to, the base of the ovary and fruit. Petals

contorted, connate at the base, or free. Stamens oo, 15, 10 or 5, hypogy-

nous or sub-perigynous, free, connate, or adnate to the petals ; filaments

short, often dilated at the base ; anthers 2-celled, the outer valves

sometimes larger, connective often aristate or with an obtuse append-

age. Ovary slightly immersed in the torus, usually 3- rarely 2- or

1-celled ; style subulate or fleshy, entire or with 3 minute stigmatic

lobes ; ovules anatropous, 2 in each cell, pendulous or laterally affixed

(solitary and erect in Ancistrocladus) . Fruit usually nut-like, its peri-

carp leathery or woody, 1- rarely 2-seeded, surrounded by the variously

accrescent calyx of which two or more sepals or lobes are usually developed

into linear wings. Seed exalbuminous (albumen fleshy and ruminate in

Ancistrocladus) ; cotyledons fleshy, equal or unequal, straight or more

or less plaited and crumpled, sometimes lobed ;
radicle directed towards

the hilum, usually included between the cotyledons.

—

Distrib. Confined

(except a few Tropical African species) to Tropical Eastern Asia;

genera about J 8, species about 250.

Sect. I. Eu-Dipterocarpe^. Ovaries 3-celled, each cell 2-ovuled

:

stigmas united, more or less 3-lobed : seeds usually exalbuminous

the outer segments of the fruiting calyx usually enlarged : trees

or erect shrubs, mostly stipulate.

Fruiting calyx with 2 or more of its segments

or sepals produced into long membranous,

reticulate, nerved wings much longer than

the fruit
;
pericarp leathery, (woody in some

sp. of Shorea).

J. ii. 12
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Fruiting calyx -with a distinct tube.

Calyx-tube quite free from the

fruit ... ... ... 1 Bipterocarpus,

Calyx-tube aclberent to the fruit 2 Anisoptera.

Sepals united at the base only, the short

calyx-tube either quite free from the

fruit or slightly adherent to it, the

calyx-segments or sepals valvate or

nearly so.

Stamens with a single, long apical,

appendage from the connective 3 Vatica,

Stamens with 4 apical append-

ages from the anthers and 1

from the connective ... 4 Pentacme,

Sepals free, imbricate.

The three outer sepals always,

and one or both of the inner

two occasionally, winged in the

fruit ; anthers with a short

apical appendage from the con-

nective ... ... 5 Shorea,

The two outer sepals winged in

the fruit, the three inner not

longer than the fruit and close-

ly embracing it ; stamens with

a terminal appendage from the

connective longer than the

anther ... ... 6 Hopea.

Sepals of fruiting-calyx all enlarged but not

exceeding, or only slightly exceeding, the

fruit
;
pericarp leathery or woody.

Fruiting calyx embracing the fruit but

not adherent to it.

Sepals of fruiting calyx slightly

thickened,

Sepals of fruiting-calyx ob-

long, nearly equal, usually

shorter than the fruit, re-

flexed or erect ... 7 Hetinodendron.

Sepals of fruiting-calyx

rotund, unequal (the inner

two smaller}, reflexed ... 8 Isoptera.
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Sepals of fruiting calyx much
thickened and woody at the

base.

Calyx forming a cup at the

base of the fruit, but not

adhering to it : pericarp

woody ... ... 9 Balanocarpus.

Calyx adherent to the fruit : pericarp

thickly leathery ... ... 10 Pachynocarpus.

Sect. II. Ancistroclade^i. Ovary 1-celled with

a single ovule ; stigmas 3, distinct : Seeds

with copious ruminate albumen. Exstipulate

climbers. ... ... ... ... 11 Ancistrocladus.

1. Djpterocarpus, Gsertn. f.

Lofty trees, stellately pubescent or more or less clothed with

fascicled hairs. Leaves coriaceous, entire or sinuate-crenate; lateral nerves

connected by marginal loops and transverse reticulations ; stipules large,

valvate, enclosing the terminal bud, finally caducous and leaving au

annular scar. Flowers large, white or reddish. Calyx-tube free. Petals

usually pubescent externally, especially on the outer margin. Stamens

oo ; anthers linear, equivalved, acuminate. Ovary 3-celled ; style filiform
;

ovules 2 in each cell. Fruit nut-like, 1-seeded, enclosed in the accres-

cent calyx-tube, free ; accrescent calyx-lobes 2, erect. Seed adnate to

the base of the pericarp ; cotyledons large, thick, unequal ; radicle

inconspicuous.

—

Distrib. Tropical E. Asia ; species about 60.

Ripe fruit sphasroidal or ellipsoidal, neither angled nor winged.

Young branches, petioles, under surfaces of the midribs, and

nerves of the leaves covered with coarse stiff fasciculate

hairs.

Fruit glabrous ... ... ••• 1. P. crinitus.

„ stellate-pubescent ... ... 2. P. ScortecMnii.

Young branches deciduously pubescent.

Leaves with 12 or more pairs of nerves.

Leaves oblong-elliptic, their under sur-

faces sparsely stellate-pubescent ... 3. P. Skinner i.

Leaves elliptic or ovate-elliptic, their

under surfaces puberulous or quite

glabrous ... ... .„ 4 D. turbinatus.

Leaves with 8 to 10 pairs of nerves.

All parts quite glabrous ... ... 5. P. Kerrii.
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Ripe fruit with. 5 angular tuberosities on its

upper portion ... ... ... 6. D. cormdus.

Ripe fruit 5-angled

:

Calyx-tube glabrous ; leaves 2 -5 to 3"25 in.

long ... ... ... 7. D. fagineus.

Calyx-tube densely stellate-tomentose

;

leaves 6 to 8 in. long ... ... 8. D. oblongifolius.

Ripe fruit with its 5 angles produced into wings :

Leaves glabrous :

Young branches at first scurfy-puberulous,

ultimately quite glabrous : buds ovoid,

minutely pale canescent ... 9. D. grandiflortis.

Young branches as in the last, but with

conspicuous tawny-tomentose, oblique

annuli ; buds cylindric, hoary-canes-

cent ... ... ... 10. D. Kunstleri.

Young branches minutely tawny-pubes-

cent, not annulated and never gla-

brous ; buds ovoid, densely sericeous 11. D. GriffitMi.

Leaves minutely stellate-pubescent on the

lower surface

:

Flowers about 1 in. long ; leaves with

rounded or sub-cordate bases
;
young

branches very stout, with ovoid buds :

tho accrescent lobes of the calyx

1-5 in. broad ... ... 12. D. incanus.

Flowers 1'5 in. long ; leaves with rounded

or cuneate, not sub-cordate, bases

:

young branches moderately stout with

cylindric buds : accrescent calyx-lobes

•7 to "8 in. broad ... ... 13. D. alatus.

1. Dipterocarpus CRiNiTUS, Dyer in Hook. fil. Fl. Br. Ind. I. 296.

A tree 90 to 150 feet high : young branches, petioles, under surface of

midrib and nerves, pedicels and outer surface of bracts of inflorescence

clothed with stiff yellowish-brown fascicled hairs. Leaves very coria-

ceous, ovate or more usually obovate, acute, the base rounded or sub-

acute ; the edge entire, fringed with fascicled hairs, recurved (at least

when dry) ; both surfaces sparsely hispid when young, glabrescent when
old ; main nerves 12 to 18 pairs, spreading, rather straight, very
prominent on the lower, depressed on the upper, surface ; length 3 to

5 in., breadth 1*75 to 275 in., petiole 1 to 125 in. Racemes about 6-

flowered. Flowers nearly 2 in. long. Calyx glaucous, glabrous. Petals
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puberulous, linear, blunt. Stamens 15. Fruit (immature) ellipsoid, wing-

less, glaucous, smooth ; the enlarged calyx-lobes linear-oblong, blunt, 3-

nerved, inconspicuously reticulate, shining, 3'5 in. long and -6 to -8 in.

broad. Dyer in Journ. Bot. 1874, p. 103. D. Mrtus, Vesque, Comptes-

Rendus, 1874, 78, p. 627; Journ. Bot. 1874, p. 151 ; Dyer 1. c. 154.

Malacca; Maingay (Kew Distrib.) No. 196.

Perak; Scortechini, No. 1955. Distrib. Borneo : (fide Dyer), Beccari,

779, 1883.

Bnrck (Ann. Jard. Bot. Buitenzorg, Vol. 6, p 196) reduces this to

D. Tamparan, Korth. Korthals however describes the fruit of that

species as having accrescent calyx-lobes 13 inches long by 3 broad.

2. DipterocarpuS Scortechinii, King, n. sp. A large tree : young

branches rather stout, densely clothed, (as are the short cylindric buds,

the petioles and racemes) with large tufts of coarse, brownish, shining

hairs. Leaves coriaceous, elliptic-ovate, or sometimes elliptic-sub-ovate,

sub-entire, abruptly and shortly acuminate, slightly narrowed to the

rounded base ; upper surface glabrous or glabrescent, the nerves sparse-

ly stellate-pubescent, the midrib tomentose ; under surface sparsely

stellate-pubescent, the nerves (and especially the midrib) with long

silky hairs intermixed : main nerves 16 to 18 pairs, straight, oblique,

very prominent beneath : length 6 to 7"5 in., breadth 3 to 3"5 in
,
petiole

1 to 1*2 in. Racemes few-flowered, short. Fruit (? immature) ovoid,

contracted under the mouth, glaucous, stellate-pubescent, *75 in. long

and '5 in. in diam ; accrescent calyx-lobes linear-oblong, reticulate,

slightly narrowed in the lower half, the apex obtuse, obscurely 3-

nerved (the middle nerve bold, the two lateral faint), 4 to 5 in. long and
-8 to 1 in. broad.

Perak ; Scortechini, No. 1813.

This is closely allied to D. crinitus, Dyer, to which Scortechini

doubtfully referred it. It differs from D. crinitus in its larger leaves

and stellate-pubescent fruit. It has also a different time of flowering
;

for, as Scortechini remarks in his field notes, this is in immature fruit

in the beginning of March, while D. crinitus does not come into flower

until the end of April.

3. Dipterocarpus Skinneri, King, n. sp. A tall tree; young
branches thin, deciduously tawny-pubescent. Buds cylindric, narrow,

golden-sericeous. Leaves oblong-elliptic, narrowed in the upper half or

third to the acute or shortly acuminate apex, slightly narrowed to the

rounded base, upper surface glabrous or sparsely adpressed-pubescent,

the midrib tomentose, the lower sparsely stellate-pubescent, the midrib

and 16 to 19 pairs of straight oblique nerves adpressed-sericeous
;

nerves prominent on the lower, faint on the upper, surface when dry :
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length 5 to 8 in., breadth 2"25 to 3 in.
;
petiole "7 to -9 in., tomentose.

Racemes simple, short, 2- or 3-flowered, pubescent. Flowers 2"5 in. long.

Calyx with narrowly campanulate tube, covered outside with minute,

pale, stellate tomentum. Petals linear-oblong, blunt, more or less pubes-

cent outside. Fruit (? immature) globular-ovoid, glabrous, '65 in. in

diam. : accrescent calyx-lobes glabrous, reticulate, linear, blunt, con-

tracted at the very base, nearly 5 in. long and about -75 in. broad.

Penang; at the back of West Hill, at an elevation of 1,000 feet.

Curtis No. 1403.

A very distinct species known only by Mr. Curtis' scanty speci-

mens. I have named it in honour of Mr. Skinner, Resident Councellor

of Penang.

4. Dipterocaepus TURBINATUS, Gaertn. f. Frucfc. III. 51, t. 188.

A tree 80 to 100 feet high : young shoots rather slender, at first minute-

ly velvety, pale grey, afterwards glabrous : buds cylindric, softly pale

pubescent Leaves thinly coiiaceous, elliptic or ovate-elliptic, acute

or shortly acuminate, the base rounded or sub-cordate, the edges

slightly undalate, sometimes sub-crenate ; both surfaces glabrous, or

the lower puberulous especially on the midrib and nerves : main nerves

12 to 18 pairs, straight, oblique, prominent on the lower surface

;

length 4'5 to 11 in., breadth 2*5 to 5'25 in.
;
petiole 1 to 1"5 in., glabrous

or pubescent : stipules tawny-velvety in the lower part but pubescent to-

wards the apex. Racemes 3- to 5-flowered. Flowers l
-25 to 1*5 in. long.

Calyx-tube obconic, glabrous, smooth, not winged. Petals linear-oblong,

obtuse, more or less canescent. Fruit ellipsoid-ovoid, tapering to each end

when young : globular when ripe and # 75 in. in diam., with neither

wings nor ridges ; the two accrescent calyx-lobes glabrous, conspicuously

reticulate, obscurely 3- nerved, oblong-lanceolate, obtuse, 4 to 4'5 in.

long and I '25 in. broad ; the three small lobes of the calyx deltoid, very

short;. Roxb. Hort. Beng. 42; Fl. Ind. II. 612; Corona. Plants III.

10 t. 213. Ham. in Mem. Wern. Soc. VI. 300 : Wall Cat. 952; A. DC.
Prod. XVI. 2, 607 ; W. and Am. Prod. 85 ; Dyer in Hook. fil. FL
Br. Ind. I, 295 : Journ. Bot. 1874, p. 102 t. 143, fi^. 13: Kurz. For. Fl.

Bum. I. 114. I), laevis, Ham. 1. c. 299. ; A. DC. 1. c. 607. W. and A.

Prod. 85 : Kurz, 1. c. 114. ?D. indicus, Bedd. Forest. Rep. 1864-5,

17 cum tab.; Flora Sylvat. t. 94.

Assam, Cachar, Chittagong, Burmah, S. India.

Var. andamanica : enlarged calyx-lobes linear-oblong, not oblanceo-

late, "75 in. broad ; leaves broadly ovate, sub-cuneate at the base.

South Andaman : common.

Following Dyer, I have included under this the plant named D.

laevis by Buchanan Hamilton in the Memoirs of the Wernerian Society,
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Vol. YI. p. 299. Hamilton distinguishes his species D. laevis by its

flattened branchlets, and perfectly glabrous leaves and petioles, while

D. tuberculatus Gaertn. has terete branches and pubescent leaves and

petioles. The foimier (called Dulia Garjan, by the natives of Chitta-

gong) yields, he says, no wood-oil ; while the latter (called Telia

Garjan) does. The materials before me do not enable me to differen-

tiate the two as species. Moreover, specimens sent to me by Dr. E.

Thurston, Reporter on Economic Products to the Government of India,

(and which had been collected by the Forest Officer of Chittagong

under the vernacular names Dulia and Telia Garjan) appear exactly

alike. Careful investigation in the field may however prove that there

is some better basis for Hamilton's view than the trifling differences

which he has noted in the outline of the branchlets and the pubescence

of the leaves. I am not at all satisfied that the Southern Indian tree

named D. indicus by Beddome is rightly reduced here. Better Herba-

rium specimens than any which I have seen, and investigation in the

field, are I think required to settle this point also.

5. Dipterocarpus Kerrii, King, n. sp. A tall tree ; all parts,

except the petals, glabrous
;
young branches thin, slightly flattened

at the tips, not annular. Buds narrow, cylindric. Leaves coriaceous, ovate-

elliptic, acute or very shortly and bluntly acuminate, the edges undulate,

the base cuneate; main nerves 8 to 11 pairs, oblique, straight, bold and
shining on the lower surface ; length 3 to 4 in., breadth 2 to 2 -5 in.,

petiole '9 to IT in. Panicles short, spreading, few-flowered. Flowers

1'5 in. long. Calyx-tube glaucous. Petals linear-oblong, obtuse, more
or less pubescent or tomentose towards their middle externally. Fruit

turbinate, smooth, 1 to 1*15 in. in diam. ; accrescent calyx-lobes linear-

oblong, blunt, reticulate, 3-nerved, 4'5 to 5 in. long, and 1/25 to 1*5 in.

broad : minor lobes very short, broad, rounded.

Malacca : Maingay (Kew Distrib. ) No. 199, Griffith 727, Deny 1032.

Pangkore ; on Gunong Yunggal, Curtis No. 1561.

Mr. Curtis describes this as a very large tree yielding an oil. It

resembles D. Hasseltii, Bl., but has much smaller leaves.

I have named this species in honour of Dr. Kerr, an enthusiastic

Botanist much interested in the Malayan Flora. Closely allied to this,

and perhaps identical with it, is the tree represented by Mr. Curtis'

specimen (Waterfall, Penang) No. 1653. The young wood of the

latter is however paler than that of P>. Kerrii from Pangkore and
Malacca, and the leaves are puberulous, not glabrous, beneath. I have
seen no flowers of it.

6. DiL'TEROCARPUS CORNUTUS, Dyer in Hook. fil. Fl. Br. Inch T, 296.

A tree 50 to 70 feet high: young branches stout, compressed, minutely
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rufous-toraentose with a few scattered longer hairs. Leaves large,

coriaceous, oblong, blunt at each end, the edges undulate or obscurely

sinuate-crenate : upper surface glabrous, the midrib and nerves pale

-when dry : under surface densely covered with minute, pale, stellate

tomeutum : main nerves 16 to 20 pairs, prominent, spreading, straight,

the transverse veins rather distinct : length 9 to 14 in., breadth 5 to 8

in., petiole 2 to 3 in. ; stipules rufous-sericeous, the hairs fascicled.

Racemes 7- or 8-flowered. Flowers P75 in long. Calyx-tube 5-winged,

canescent, the short lobes very obtuse. Petals oblong or sub-spathulate,

stellate-canescent. Fruit about 1 in. long, sub-globular, with 5 thick

short wino-s in its upper half ; enlarged calyx-lobes linear, obtuse, 5 or

6 in. long and 1*25 to 1'75 in. broad, shining, boldly 3-nerved, reticulate.

Dyer in Journ. Bot. 1874, p. 103, t. 143. fig. 15. Parinarium dilleni-

fnliton, R. Br. Wall. Cat. No. 7520. Petrocarya dillenifolia, Steud.

Nbmencl. II, 309.

.Singapore: Wallich. Malacca: Maingay (Kew Distrib.) No. 197.

Pcnang : Curtis No. 1402. Perak : Wray, No. 4160.

It was Sir Joseph Hooker who first pointed out that the Walli-

chian plant No. 7520, issued as Parinarium, belongs really to this

species.

7. Diptkrocarpus fagineus, Vesque in Comptes-Rendus, tome 78,

p. 626 : Journ. Bot. for 1874, p. 149. A tree 40 to 80 feet high : young

brunches slender, at first minutely pulverulent tawny-pubescent, ulti-

mately glabresent or glabrous and dark-coloured, the buds cylindric.

Leaves coriaceous, elliptic- ovate to elliptic-lanceolate, acute, the edges

entire or sub-undulate-crenulate, the base cuneate, both surfaces puberu-

lous especially on the midrib and nerves ; main nerves 10 to 13 pairs,

straight, oblique, prominent on the sub-glaucous lower surface ; length

2"5 1» '>-'> in., breadth L'3 to 1*75. Racemes slender, 1- to 4-flowered.

/ r« about 1'25 in. long. Calyx-Utbe campanulate, not constricted

at the mouth, 5-angled. Ripe fruit ellipsoid, tapering more at the base

than at the apex, 5-angled, glaucous, 1 in. long: accrescent calyx-lobes

linear-oblong, obtuse, contracted at the base, 3-nerved, 2*5 to 3 in.

long and about '75 in. broad. D. prismaticus, Dyer Journ. Bot. 1874.

pp. 104, 152. t. 144 fig. 17. Dipterocarpus, sp. Hook. fil. in Linn. Trans.

XXIII, 161.

Perak : King's Collector No. 3527, Scortechini. Penang ; Curtis

No. 1401.

I), fagineus, Vesque, has been collected hitherto only in Borneo

(Beccari No. 3008 and Motley No. 143,) and the leaves are described

by Dyer as being papyraceous in texture and having about 8 pairs of

lateral nerves. The leaves of the Perak tree which I now refer to this
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species, are coriaceous and have 10 to 13 pairs of nerves. The Perak plant

may therefore belong to a distinct, hut closely allied, species. Curtis'

Penang specimens (Xo. 1401) are quite glabrous in all parts except the

petals.

8. Dipterocarpus OBLONGiFOLius, Blume, Mus. Bot. Lugd. Bat. II,

36. A tall tree : young branches glabrous, dark-coloured, sparsely

lenticellate ; buds cylindric. Leaves coriaceous, oblong or elliptic-

oblong, shortly and bluntly acuminate, the edges sub-undulate, the

base cuneate ; both surfaces shining, glabrous, the midrib and 13 to 16

pairs of straight bold nerves with a few stellate hairs along their

sides : length 6 to 8 in., breadth 2 to 275 in., petiole "9 to l'l in.

Racemes slightly supra-axillary, densely tawny-torn entose, bifurcating,

each branch with 3 to 5 flowers and several linear membranous decid-

uous bracts. Flowers about 2 - 5 in. long. Calyx-tube fusiform, slightly

contracted at the mouth, 1 in. long, boldly 5-angled, densely stellate

tawny-tomentose as are the 3 minor calyx lobes ; the 2 larger linear -

oblanceolate lobes sparsely stellate-pubescent, boldly 1-nerved and with

2 obscure lateral nerves. Bipe fruit unknown. Miq., PI. Ind. Bat. I.

pt. 2, p. 498 ; A.DC. Prod. XXI. 2, 614; Dyer in Journ. Bot. 1874, 105.

JD. stenopterus, Vesque, Comptes-Rendus, tome 78, p. 625 ; Journ. Bot.

1874, p. 150.

Perak, Scortechini. Distrib. Borneo, Sumatra.

Except as regards inflorescence, the Perak specimens of this are

practically glabrous. In Bornean specimens, however, the young parts,

buds and petioles are fusco-tomentose. (Dyer 1. c.)

9. Dipterocarpbs grandiflorus, Blanco, Fl. Filipp. Ed. 2, 314.

A tree 80 to 120 feet high: young branches rather stout, sub-compressed,

at first hoary-puberulous, but finally quite glabrous, nearly black when
dry ; leaf-buds shortly ovoid, minutely pale-canescent. Leaves coriaceous,

ovate-elliptic, shortly acuminate ; the base broad, rounded or sub-truncate,

sub-cordate ; the edges entire or obscurely undulate-crenate, both sur-

faces glabrous; main nerves 14 to 16 pairs, spreading, rather straight,

prominent on the lower, obsolete on the upper, surface ; length 6 to 9

in., breadth 3'5 to 5 in.
;
petiole 2 to 3 in. long, glabrous. Racemes

about 4-flowered. Flowers articulated to the rachis, 2 in. long. Caly.v-

tube 5-winged from base to apex. Petals linear-oblong. Fruit oblong, 2'5

in. long, wings stout, *5 in. or more in width ; the 2 accrescent lobes of

the calyx oblong, obtuse, glabrous, reticulate, 3-nerved, the mesial

nerve the longest and most distinct, 7 to 9 in. long and 1"5 to 2 in. broad,

the smaller calyx lobes sub-orbicular. A.DC. Prod. XVL, 2 p. 612;

Dyer in Journ. Bot. 1874, p. 106, t. 145, fig 19 ; Burck in Ann. du

Jard. Bot. Buitenzorg, vol 6, 201, D. Blancoi, Bl., Mus. Lugd. Bat. II.

J. n. 13
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35. D. Motleyanus, Hook. fil. in Trans. Linn. Soc. XXIII. 159. A.DC.

in DC. Prod. XVI., pt. 2, 611. D. pterygocalyx, SchefE. Obs. Phyt.

II. 35 ; Dyer in Hook. fil. Fl. Br. Ind. I, 298. Mocanera grandiflora,

Blanco, PI. Pilipp. Ed. I, 451. Anisoptera? Tnrcz. in Bull. Soc. Nat.

Mosc. 1858, I, 233.

Malacca : Maingay (Kew Distrib.) No. 198. Penang : Curtis 424.

Perak: Scortechini 152b. Distrib. Bangka, Teysmann. (?) Philip-

pines.

The late Father Scortechini's field notes contain the following

account of the flower :
" The petals of this are red inside in the middle,

but pale towards the margins ; the stamens are numerous, 2-seriate,

united in a ring by their enlarged bases, falling off together : staminodes

many, short, adpressed to the ovary. Ovary pubescent, scaly towards

the base. Fruiting-calyx reddish." The species comes near D.

i fitkii : but is distinguished from it by the characters which I have

]
•> d under that species. Flowers of D. Griffithii are, however, wanting

for comparison.

10. Dipterocarpus kunstleri, King, n. sp. A tree 80 to 120 feet

high : young branches flattened, at first sparsely covered with minute

scurfy deciduous pubescence, ultimately glabrous, but always with

oblique tawny-tomentose annuli. Buds narrowly cylindric, hoary-

canescent. Leaves elliptic or sub-rotund-elliptic, very shortly acumi-

nate, the base rounded or sub-cuneate, the edges undulate or sub-

crenate, both surfaces glabrous : main nerves 16 to 18 pairs, oblique,

straight, prominent on the lower surface: length 7'5 to 11 in., breadth

4*5 to 7 in., petiole 1'5 to 2 in. Racemes 6 to 8 in. long, often bifid, 4-

to 6-flowered, glabrous. Flowers 2"5 to 3 in. long, glaucous. Calyx-tube

narrowly obconic, 5-winged, glaucous. Petals linear, obtuse, glaucous.

/ it sub-globular, an inch or more long, with 5 wings about 25 in.

wide : accrescent calyx-lobes oblong, obtuse, slightly narrowed towards

the base, glabrous, reticulate, 3-nerved, 6 or 7 in. long and about 125
in. broad.

Perak : King's Collector, Nos. 3638, 3798, 7508 and 7606.

Allied to I), grand iflorus ; but with larger leaves, smaller fruit

and different buds. Allied also to D. Griffithii but with smaller fruit

and different buds. This species has leaves like V. trinervis Bl. and
I). retusus BL, but differs from these in having winged fruit : it also

resembles D. Dyeri, Pierre, which, however, has longer leaves with

hairy petioles and more narrowly winged fruit.

11. Dipterocarpus Griffithii, Miq. Ann. Mus. Lugd. Bat. I, 213.

A tree 100 to 125 feet high: young branches stout, sub-compressed,

minutely tawny-canescent ; the leaf buds ovoid, densely covered with
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yellowish-brown sinning hair. Leaves coriaceous, broadly ovate, usually

slightly narrowed to the rounded base, but sometimes the base truncate-

ly sub-cordate, the apex acute or shortly acuminate, both surfaces

glabrous, the upper shining ; main nerves 12 to 14 pairs, spreading,

straight, slightly prominent on the lower surface : length 5 to 11 in.,

breadth 3 to 5'5 in., petiole 225 to 3*5 in. Racemes 3- or 4-flowered.

Floivers 15 in. long. Calyx ob-conic, sub-glabrous, 5-winged. Fruit

oblong, 2*5 in. long', the wings extending from base to apex, stout, -5

in. or more broad : accrescent lobes of calyx oblong, obtuse, glabrous,

reticulate, boldly 3-nerved, 5 to 7 in. long and about 1*75 in. broad.

A. DC. in DC. Prod. XVI, Pt. 2, 611 ; Dyer in Hook. fil. Fl. Br. Ind.

I, 299: Journ. Bot. 1874, 107. Kurz For. Flora Burm. I, 116. D.

grandiflorus Griff. Notul. IV, 515 (not of Blanco).

S. Andaman : Kurz, King's Collector.

This closely resembles D. grandiflorus, Blanco, but the two may
be readily distinguished by their young branches and leaf-bnds. The
young branches of this species are pale canescent and its leaf-buds

broad and golden sericeous ; while the branchlets of D. grandiflorus

are quite glabrous and dark-coloured and the buds are narrow and pale

canescent.

12. Dipterocarpus incanus, Roxb. Hort. Beng. 42 ; Fl. Ind. II.

614. A tall tree : young shoots terete, stout, densely but minutely

tawny-tomentose ; the buds short, ovoid, thick, with longer tomentuni

than the branchlets. Leaves coriaceous, broadly ovate, acute or sub-

acute, the base rounded or sub-cordate, the edges undulate ; upper

surface glabrous, the midrib alone slightly pubescent : under surface

uniformly pale, shortly but softly stellate-pubescent, the midrib

and nerves tomentose . main nerves 12 to 15 pairs, oblique,

straight, prominent on the lower surface ; length 5 to 8 in., breadth

2 -5 to 4 -75 in.
;
petiole '8 to 1*25 in., pubescent. Floivers about 1 in.

long, usually in racemes but occasionally in short 7- or 8-flowered

panicles. Calyx-tube ob-conic, 5-winged, minutely tomentose. Petals

oblong, obtuse. Fruit sub-globose, about 1 in. in diam., 5-winged from

base to apex ; the wings thin, from -25 to '5 in. broad ; the 2 accrescent

lobes of the calyx narrowly oblong, obtuse, glabrous, much reticulate,

3-nerved in the lower half, when mature 5 -

5 in. long and nearly 1*5

in. broad ; the 3 minor lobes sub-orbicular. Wight & Arn. Prod. 84
;

A. DC. Prod. XVI. 2, 611 ; Dyer in Hook. fil. Fl. Br. Ind. I, 29S; Journ.

Bot. 1874, p. 106.

S. Andaman : common. Disteib. Burmah, Kurz, Herb. No. 2109

(in part).

The plant here described under the name D. incanus closely re-
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sembles D. alatus, Roxb. ; but its flowers are shorter, the leaves are

niore broadly ovate, and have rounded or cordate, not cuneate, bases,

while the pubescence of the lower surface is paler and more uniform

and the young brancblets and leaf-buds are stouter. Moreover the

accrescent lobes of the calyx are longer and nearly twice as

broad : the 5 wings of the calyx-tube are also broader. Roxburgh's

description of his species D. incanus is very brief ; he left no drawing

of it at Calcutta ; and no authentic specimens of his own naming

appear to exist. It is therefore impossible to decide with absolute

certainty what Roxburgh's D. incanus is. At Kew Mr. Dyer accepts

Kurz's Pegu specimen No. 2109 as belonging to it, and the specimens

recently brought from the S. Andaman by my collectors agree with

that number of Kurz's.

13. Dipterocakpus alatus, Roxb. Hort. Beng. 42 ; Fl. Ind. II 614.

A tree 80 to 125 feet high : young branches terete, rather stout, softly

and minutely pubescent; the buds narrow, rufous-sericeotis. Leaves coria-

. ovate-elliptic, the apex acute, the base cuneate, the edges undu-

late : upper surface glabrous except the minutely tomentose nerves and

midrib : lower sparsely and minutely stellate-pubescent, the 10 to 14

pairs of oblique rather straight prominent main nerves densely tomen-

;
length 5 to 8 in., breadth 2 -75 to 4*5 in.; petiole 1 to 1*5 in,

pubescent: stipules sericeous-pubescent. Panicles 6- or 7-flowered.

/ rs about 1*5 in. long. Calyx-tube ob-conic, 5-winged, stellate-pubes-

cent, as are the linear-oblong petals. Fru.it globose, 1 in. in diam.,

pnhenikms, 5-winged from base to apex ; the wings glabrous, thin and

about '5 in broad ; the 2 accrescent lobes of the calyx linear-oblong,

obtuse, glabrous, much reticulate, 3-nerved in the lower half, 4'5 in.

I
and *7 or *b in. broad : the 3 unenlarged lobes obtuse. Wall. Cat.

: A. DC. Prod. XVI. 2, 611 in part : Dyer in Hook. fil. Fl. Br. Ind.

J. 298 : Journ. Bot, 1874, p. 106 (excl. syn. I), costatus, Gaertn.) Kurz

. Flora Burm. I. 116; Pierre Flore Forest. Coeh-Chine, t. 212.

Oleoxylon balsamiferum Wall. Cat. p. 157.

Burniak : Wallich, Brandis, Heifer No. 730, Kurz. Andamans ?

Gartner's figure and description of his D. costatus are confined to

the fruit only. The former is that of a Dijpterocarpus with the elongat-

ed calyx-lobes of D. alatus, Roxb., but with the 5 wings on the tube of

the calyx very narrow, whereas those of Roxburgh's V. alatus are

very broad. Dyer (F. B. I. i, 298) expresses his belief that Gaertner's

figm-e is a bad representation of I), alatus, Roxb., and he reduces

Gaertner's D. costatus to Roxburgh's D. alatus. M. De Candolle, on the

other hand, retains !>. costatus, Gaertn. as a good species and in

tliis he is followed by Kurz ; but Messrs. Dyer and De Candolle agree
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that the D. costahis described by Roxburgh is a different plant from

Gaertner's. For Mr. Dyer it is still a doubtful species ; while M. De
Candolle reduces it to I), angustifolius W. & A., which for Dyer is in its

turn a doubtful species. A careful examination of the material now
collected at Calcutta and at Kew leads me to believe that D. costahis,

Gaertn., is a perfectly good species, and that the best character to

distinguish it from Roxburgh's D. alatus is the narrowness of the wings

of the calyx-tube. Specimens collected in Burmah by Kurz (rTo. 113 of

his Herbm.) and by Brandis, have fruits exactly like that figured by
Gaertner. Moreover I see no reason for thinking that the tree describ-

ed by Roxburgh (Fl. Ind. II; 614) as D. costahis, Graertn., is anything

else than Gaertner's plant. Mr. Dyer (Journ. Bot. 1874, p. 153) ex-

presses the opinion that D. Lemeslei, Vesque—a species collected on the

island of Pulo Condor off the Cambodian coast—is reducible to D.

alatus, Roxb.

It is very doubtful whether D. alatus, Roxb., occurs in the Anda-

mans. I have seen no specimens of it from these islands, and I give it

as an Andaman plant on the authority of the " Flora of British India."

Besides the preceding, there are various other species of Dipterocarpus

in the Calcutta Herbarium from localities within the British Malayan

region which, for want of sufficient materials, I am unable to describe.

Chief amongst these are :

—

(1) Curtis ISTo. 1560 from Penang, a species with winged calyx-tube.

(2) A species from Perak, represented in Scortechini's collection

(without number) by fruits resembling those of D. Loioii H., f., D. intri-

catus, Dyer, and D. lamellatus, Hook. fil.

(3) A species from the Andamans with leaves resembling those of

D. Grijjithii, Miq., but with globular fruit which has neither angles nor

wings on the calyx-tube. This possibly may be a form of D. pilosus,

Roxb.

(4) A Perak species (Herb. Scortechini mixed with No. 147S) re-

presented by fruits something like those of D. fagineus, Vesque, but

with the calyx-tube winged, not angled.

(5) A Perak species represented by leaf-twigs and loose fruit of a

species resembling both D. fagineus, Vesque, and D. gracilis, Bl., but

differing from both.

(6) A species from Perak (Wray No. 4031) having leaves like

D. Griffithii, Miq., but with shorter petioles, and having also fruit rather

like D. Grifjithii, but the calyx-tube Avith nanwver wings, and the

minor calyx-lobes smaller.
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2. Amsoptera, Korth.

Resinous trees. Leaves coriaceous, entire, feather-veined and finely

reticulate ; stipules small, fugacious or inconspicuous. Flowers in lax

terminal panicles Calyx-tube very short, adnate to the base of the

ovary ; the segments imbricate, then subvalvate. Stamens oo ; anthers

ovoid with a long subulate connective, outer valves larger. Ovary 3-

(rarely 4- 5-) celled ; style fleshy, ovoid or oblong, with an attenuate

3-5-fid apex ; ovules 2 in each cell. Fruit adnate to the calyx-tube, in-

dehiscent, 1-seeded, crowned by the accrescent calyx-segments, of which

2 form linear-oblong lobes. Cotyledons fleshy, unequal ; radicle superior.

—Distrib. Malay Peninsula and Archipelago to New Guinea. Species

about 6.

]. Anisoptera CurtiSII, Dyer MSS. A tree 80 to 120 feet high :

young branches slender, minutely scurfy-tomentose. Leaves oblong,

tapering to both ends, the apex sub-acute or acute, the base narrowed but

rounded ; the upper surface glabrous, shining, the lower densely ochra-

ccous-lepidote and sparsely stellate-pubescent; main nerves 18 to 20

pairs, spreading : length 2 to 3 -5 in., breadth '75 to 1 25 in., petiole "5

"75 in. Accrescent calyx-lobes 3'5 to 4"5 in. long, linear-spathulate,

shining. 3-nerved : the transverse veins bold and numerous.

Penang : Curtis. Perak : King's Collectors.

Var. latifolia : leaves broadly elliptic, blunt, the bases rounded but

narrowed.

Penang : Curtis, No. 1400.

The vernacular name of this in Penang is Binghong.

3. Vatica, Linn.

Large or moderately sized resinous trees. Leaves coriaceous, entire,

fraihcr-veiiH-il and finely reticulate ; stipules small, fugacious or incon-

spicnous. Flotvers in axillary and terminal panicles, usually tomentose

before expansion. Calyx-tube short, free, or adnate to the base of the

ovary; segments somewhat acute, imbricate, then sub-valvate. Stamens

15 ; anthers oblong, external valves larger, connective apiculate. Ovary

3-celled ; style short, subulate, or apex clavate or capitate; stigma entire

or 3-toothed ; ovules 2 in each cell. Fruit leathery, indehiscent, 1-

seeded, surrounded by and sometimes partly adnate to the accrescent,

membranous, nerved and reticulate calyx-lobes, two of which expand

into narrow wings 2 or 3 in. long, the other three being much smaller.

Cotyledons fleshy.

Distrib. Tropical Asia and chiefly Malaya ; species about 10.

Synaptea is a genus established by Griffith (Notulse IV., 516, Tab.

585 A, fig V.) for a tree collected at Mergui, and named by him Synap-
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tea odorata. This plant has been named Synaptea grandiflora by Kurz,

( Journ. A.S., Beng\, 1870, 2, 65), and Anisoptera odorata Kurz, (For. Plor.

Burro. I, 112), while Dyer has identified it with Hopea grandiflora, Wall,

Cat. 958, and reduced it to Vatica grandiflora (F.B.I., i., 301).

The characters of the genus Synaptea, as given by its author, are

practically those of Vatica, Linnaeus (Mantissa II., p. 152-3, No.

1311), except that, whereas in the Linnaean description nothing is

said about the fruit or its relation to the calyx, Griffith distinctly

explains that he has given the name Synaptea because the ovary is

adnate to the calyx. He does not say to what extent adnate, but,

in fruiting specimens of his Synaptea odorata, the adhesion extends to

the lower part only. In the " Mantissa " of Linnaeus, only one species

of Vatica is described, viz., V. chinensis ; and of the specimen thus

named in the Linnasan Herbarium, Sir J. G-. Smith publishes a figure

(Smith Ic, ined., t. 36.). This figure however does not show clearly

whether the base of the ovary is, or is not, adherent to the calyx,

and the fruit is not figured at all. A reference to Linnaeus' speci-

men ought to settle what V. chinensis really is ; but unfortunately

it has not settled it. I have not myself examined the actual Lin-

nasan specimen ; but the opinions of botanists who have examined

it vary as to its identity. The plant is generally admitted not to

be of Chinese origin, for no Dipterocai'p is known to inhabit

China. "Wight and Arnot are of opinion (Prod. 84) that Vatica

chinensis is the same as Vatica laccifera, W. A. (Shorea Talura,

Roxb.—fide Dyer). Alph. De Candolle (Prod. XVI., 2, p. 619) keeps up
the species V. chinensis, while Dyer (Fl. Br. Ind., I, 302) reduces it to

Vatica Boxburghiana, Blume (Mus. Bot. Lugd. Bat. II, 31. t. 7.),

Blume's Vatica Boxburghiana, being, as the citations and figure given

by that author show, the Valeria Boxburghiana of Wight's Illustrations,

p. 87, and Icones t. 26. It cannot be demonstrated, therefore, either from

Linnaeus' description or specimen, or from Smith's figure of the latter,

whether Linnaeus intended his genus Vatica to include only plants with

the ovary and fruit free from the calyx, or whether plants in which

there is such partial adhesion might not also be admitted. If the

latter were the case there would be no occasion to keep up the genus

Synaptea. This is the view adopted by Messrs. Hooker and Bentham,

who remark of Synaptea, " ex descriptione auctoris verisimiliter ad

Vaticam referenda est." This view is also adopted by Dyer, in " Hooker's

Flora of British India," where he reduces Synaptea odorata, Griff., to the

genus Vatica, Section Eu-Vatica. This view is also to a certain extent

adopted by Burck who (Ann. Jard. Bot. Buitenzorg) makes Synaptea

a section of Vatica, characterised by having the lobes of the fruiting
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calyx unequally accrescent, two of theni being much elongate, and the

fruit being partly inferior ; while the section Eu-Vatica, as proposed by

Beuthani and Hooker originally, and adopted by Burck, is characterised

by having the same fruiting calyx as Synaptea ; nothing being said about

the adhesion between the calyx and the fruit. Pierre, ou the other hand,

keeps up Synaptea as a genus on account of the presence of albumen

and the structure of the embryo (characters not easily worked in

herbarium specimens of this family). In my own opinion it appears

advisable to admit Synaptea as a section of Vatica, but to exclude

Isauxis, Retinodendron, and Pachynocarpus , retaining these as distinct

genera. Vatica would, according to this scheme, be divided into two

sections :

—

I. Eu-Vatica

:

—Fruit free from the accrescent calyx, i.e., fruit

superior.

II. Synaptea :—Fruit adnate in its lower part to the accrescent

calyx, i e., fruit half inferior.

Sect. I. Er-Vatica.—Fruit quite free from the calyx.

Inflorescence and ripe fruit pale tomentose
;

flowers "4 in. long ...

Inflorescence and ripe fruit rnsty-tomentose.

Flowei^s '25 in. long ; nerves of leaves 13

to 15 pairs; petioles "3 to '4 in. long ...

Flowers "45 in. long ; nerves of leaves 9

to 12 pairs; petioles '6 to 1'5 in. long...

Sect. II. Synaptea—Calyx-wings adherent to the

ripe fruit for nearly half its length.

Leaves 9 to 10 in. long and with 18 to 20 pairs

of nerves

Leaves 2'5 to 7 in. long, with 6 to 13 pairs

of nerves.

Larger lobes of calyx of fruit obovate and

very blunt.

Leaves with 6 to 8 pairs of faint

nerves

Leaves with 11 to 13 pairs of bold

nerves

Larger lobes of calyx narrowly oblong.

Leaves oblong or elliptic-oblong,

with 9 to 11 pairs of nerves

;

petals narrowly oblong

Leaves broadly elliptic, with 11 to 13

pairs of nerves
;

petals broadly

elliptic

1. V. jperahensis.

2. 7. Lc

3. V. Maingayi.

4. V. nitida.

5. V. cinerea.

6. V. Gurtisii.

7. V. faginea.

8. V. Dyeri.
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Leaves 2'5 to 3*5- in. long, with about 7 or 8

pairs of faint, main nerves, minutely reticulate. 9. V. reticulata.

1. Vatica perakensis, King, n. sp A tree 60 to 80 feet high
;

young branches slender, deciduously scurfily stellate-pubescent, the

bark rather pale. Leaves thinly coriaceous, oblong-lanceolate, rarely

oblanceolate, more or less bluntly acuminate, sometimes caudate, the

base cuneate ; both surfaces glabrous, the midrib on the upper puberu-

lous ; main nerves 10 to 12 pairs, rather prominent beneath ; length 2 -5

to 4 in., breadth -8 to 1*3 in., petiole '4 to "5 in. Panicles axillary and

extra-axillary, crowded near the ends of the branches, 1 to 2 in. long,

minutely pale tomentose, as are the ovate-lanceolate calyx-lobes.

Floivers "4 in. long. Petals narrowly oblong, obtuse, glabrous. Stamens

slightly apiculate. Ovary minutely tomentose ; stigma conical. Ripe fruit

'3 in. in diam., globose, the style persistent, minutely tomentose, quite

free from the calyx ; the two accrescent calyx-lobes oblong-ob-lanceolate,

obtuse, obscurely 5-nerved, 2*5 in. long and '5 in. broad ; minor lobes

unequal, lanceolate-acuminate, the largest about "8-5 in long.

Perak : King's Collector, Wray ; a common tree. Pangkore : Curtis.

The nearest ally of this is Vatica Bantamensis, Benth. and Hook.
;

but that has rather larger and more coriaceous leaves, which are perfect-

ly glabrous ; larger flowers with petals scaly externally and a more scurfy

inflorescence ; moreover the whole of the accrescent calyx-lobes of its

fruit are more coriaceous and the minor lobes are blunter.

2. Vatica Lowii, King, n. sp. A tree 60 to 80 feet high : young

branches, petioles, inflorescence and calyx densely rusty, scurfy-tomen-

tose with stellate hair intermixed, the branches nltimately glabrous

and with dark bark. Leaves coriaceous, oblong, sub-acute, the base

rounded ; both surfaces glabrous, the midrib puberulous on the upper
;

main nerves 13 to 15 pairs, spreading, slightly prominent beneath
;

length 2 -5 to 3'5 in., breadth 1 to 1*5 in., petiole *3 to '4 in. Panicles

axillary and: terminal, much crowded towards the ends of the branches
;

'75 to 1*5 in. long. Flowers "25 in. long. Galyx-lobes lanceolate, acumi-

nate, oblique. Petals narrowly oblong, obtuse, almost glabrous. Stamens

short, unequal-sided, apiculate. Ovary depressed, tomentose, style

capitate. Pipe fruit globular, '25 in. in diam, deciduously rufous-scurfy

;

the style persistent, quite free from the calyx. Two large calyx-wings

narrowly oblong, sub-acute, scarcely narrowed at the base, 5-nerved,

2*75 to 3 in. long, and *6 in. broad ; the three smaller lobes sub-equal,

about *5 or '6 in. long, lanceolate, obtuse.

Perak : Scortechini, No. 2108 ; King's Collector, No. 7196.

This species is closely allied to V. Maiugayi, Dyer ; but has smaller

flowers, and rather larger leaves with considerably longer petioles.

J. 11. 14
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3. Vatica Maingayi, Dyer, in Hook, fil , Fl., Br., Ind. I, 302. A tall

tree : young branches slender, ultimately glabrous, but at first rusty

furfuraceous-tomentose, as are the inflorescence, calyx and ripe fruit.

Leaves coriaceous, oblong or obovate-oblong, shortly acuminate, the base

rounded, glabrous on both surfaces ; main nerves 9 to 12 pairs, slender,

curving, spreading ; length 3 to 4*5 in., breadth 1 to 175 in., petiole

"6 to 1"5 in. Panicles short, few-flowered. Flowers '45 in. long. Calyx-

segments oblong-lanceolate. Ovary depressed, rufous-tomentose. Pipe

fruit globose, '25 in. in diam., the style persistent, rufous-tomentose;

free from the calyx ; the two large wings linear-oblong, sub- acute, not

contracted at the base, 5-nerved (the lateral nerves faint) 2 in. long

and "35 to "5 in. broad ; the 3 smaller lobes ovate, sub-acuminate, "75 in.

long, all glabrous.

Malacca : Maingay (Kew Distrib.) No. 209.

Of this I have seen only Maingay's specimens, which are not good.

4. Vatica nitens, King, n. sp. A tree 40 to 50 feet high : young

branches and petioles densely covered with coarse deciduous scaly

stellate tomentum, ultimately cinereous. Leaves coriaceous, narrowly

oblong, acuminate, slightly narrowed to the rounded base ; both surfaces,

but especially the upper, shining, glabrous, the base on the lower

hjiarsely scaly-tomentose when young, finely reticulate; main nerves

18 to 20 pairs, spreading, prominent on the lower surface : length 9

to 10 in., breadth 2 in.
;
petiole '5 in., stout. Pipe fruit globular,

crowned by the persistent style, reticulate, "5 in. in diam., adnate for

half its length to the calyx ; the two large wings of the calyx oblong,

hli'j-htly ob-lanceolate, obtuse, 3 in. long and *8 to "9 in. broad, the 3

shorter wings ovate-acuminate, "8 in. long; all boldly 5-nerved and

shining.

Penang: Curtis, No. 1404.

This fine species is known only by Mr. Curtis' imperfect speci-

mens. It is very distinct, being at once recognisable amongst the Indian

species of Vatica by the size of its leaves and calyx-wings.

5. Vatica cinerea, King, n. sp. A tree about 40 feet high : young

branches rufescent-puberulous at the very tips, otherwise glabrous

and cinereous. Leaves thinly coriaceous, ovate-oblong to ovate-lanceo-

late, sub-acute, the base rounded or sub-cuneate ; both surfaces glabrous,

finely reticulate when dry ; main nerves 6 to 8 pairs, spreading, faint

;

length 2'25 to 3'5 in., breadth '75 to 1*5 in., petiole *3 to '5 in. Panicles

mostly axillary, spreading, rusty scui'fy-tomentose, 1'25 to 2 in. long.

Ilowers *45 in. long. Calyx-lobes sub-equal, lanceolate, sub-acute,

tomentose on both surfaces. Petals oblong-lanceolate, sub-acute, the

half of the outer surface which is outside in aestivation pubescent, other-
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wise glabrous. Stamens obtusely apiculate. Ovary depressed, minutely

tonientose ; stigma capitate. Fruit (not quite ripe) globular, umbonate,

attached for half its length to the calyx. The two larger calyx-wings

ob-lanceolate-oblong, obtuse or sub-acute, 5-nerved, flocculent-puberu-

lous near the base when young, ultimately glabrous, 2 in. long and "5 in.

wide ; the 3 smaller wings lanceolate, obtuse, "5 in. long.

Langani : Curtis, Nos. 2797 and 2798. Kedah : Curtis, Nos. 2096

and 2514.

When dried, the leaves of this are of a dull gray colour—hence the

specific name. Its fruit resembles that of the next species, but the

leaves have fewer and less prominent nerves.

6. Vatica Curtisii, King, n. sp. A tree about 40 feet high : young

branches, petioles, inflorescense and calyx brownish scurfy-pubescent,

ultimately glabrous. Leaves ovate-oblong, sub-acute, the base rounded,

both surfaces quite glabrous, reticulate ; main nerves 11 to 13 pairs,

oblique, rather prominent beneath ; length 3 to 5 in., breadth 1'3 to

2"5 in., petiole "3 to -45 in. Racemes axillary, few-flowered, 1 to l
-25 in.

long. Flowers "35 in. long. Calyx-lobes unequal, the 2 longer narrowly

oblong, obtuse ; the 3 shorter lanceolate-acuminate. Petals elliptic,

slightly oblique, blunt, glabrous except the pubescent edge which is

external in the bud. Ripe fruit globular, "3 in. in diam., adherent

to the calyx for half its length, the larger calyx-lobes oblong-obovate,

usually obtuse, rarely sub-acute, 5-nerved, 1*75 to 2 in. long, and "7 in.

broad ; the smaller wings about "4 in. long.

Penang: Curtis, No. 1579.

7. Vatica faginea, Dyer in Hook. fil. PI. Br. Ind., L, 301. A
tree 80 to 100 feet high : young branches slender, minutely cinereous

stellate-tomentose as is the inflorescence. Leaves coriaceous, oblong

or elliptic-oblong, finely reticulate, glabrous ; main nerves 9 to 11 pairs,

spreading, curving, thin but prominent when dry ; length 4 to 5 in.,

breadth 1*5 to 2 in. Panicles 2 -5 in. long; flowers "5 in. long. Calyx-

tube ribbed, minutely scurfy tomentose, the lobes unequal. Petals

narrowly oblong, blunt, glabrous except the pubescent outside edge.

Ovary hemispheric, minutely tomentose ; stigma capitate, lobed. Ripe

fruit globular, adherent for half its length to the calyx, about *25 in.

in diam., the style persistent ; the 2 larger calyx-wings narrowly

oblong, or oblong-oblanceolate, obtuse, obscurely 5-nerved, 2 to 2 -5 in.

long, and *5 to '7 in. broad near the apex ; the three smaller wings un-

equal, sub-spathulate, less than -5 in. long. Hopea faginea, Wall. Cat. 963

Shorea pinangiana, Wall., Cat. p. 157. Synaptea faginea, Pierre, For.

Flore Coch.-Chine, t. 242.

Penang: Wallich. Perak: King's Collector, Nos. 36S6 and 3765.
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8. Vatica Dyeri, King, n. sp. A tree 80 to 130 feet high : young

branches, panicles, and calyx on both surfaces densely rufous-floc-

culent-tomeutose, with stellate hairs intermixed, the branches ulti-

mately glabrous and their bark pale. Leaves membranous, usnally

broadly elliptic, rarely elliptic-oblong, sub-acute or very shortly and

bluntly acuminate, the base rounded, both surfaces quite glabrous,

finely reticulate : main nerves 11 to 13 pairs, spreading, rather promi-

nent beneath : length 3"5 to 7 in., breadth 1*6 to 3 in.
;

petiole '35 to

•5 in., flocculent-tomentose. Panicles axillary or terminal, cymose, 1'5

to 3 in. long. Flowers '4 in long. Calyx lobes unequal, the two larger

oblong and obtuse ; the three smaller lanceolate, acuminate. Petals

broadly elliptic, very obtuse, slightly narrowed to the truncate base,

much larger than the calyx-lobes, glabrous, except one of the outside

edges which is adpressed-pubescent. Stamens short, unequal-sided,

bluntly apiculate Ovary depressed-pubescent, the stigma capitate.

Ripe fruit conical, the two large accrescent calyx-wings narrowly oblan-

ceolate-oblong, blunt, 5-nerved, 1*25 in. long and '25 in, broad ; the three

smaller wings one-fourth of the size of the larger, lanceolate, obscurely

5-nerved. Synaptea Dyeri, Pierre PI. Forest. Coch-Chine, t. 241.

Perak : King's Collector, No. 7662. Distrib., Cambodia, Lower
Cochin-China, Pierre.

The Perak specimens are not in fruit : but in flowers and leaves

they agree with Pierre's specimens from Cambodia and Cochin-China.

9. Vatica reticulata, King, n. sp. A tree 60 to 80 feet high : all

parts except the inflorescence glabrous
;
young branches slender, dark-

coloured. Leaves coriaceous, oblong to ovate-lanceolate, tapering from

the middle to each end ; the apex bluntly acuminate, the base very

cuneate and slightly unequal-sided, the edges sub-undulate ; both sur-

faces finely reticulate when dry, the lower paler ; main nerves 8 or 9

pairs, little more prominent than the secondary ; length 2 - 5 to 3*5

in., breadth 1 to P25 in., petiole *4 in. Panicles axillary or terminal,

puberulous, 2'5 to 3"5 in. long, lax, few-flowered. Flowers on long

pedicels. Calyx-lobes unequal, lanceolate, more or less obtuse, densely

pubescent on both surfaces. Ovary hemispherical, ridged, densely

tomentose ; style short, glabrous ; stigma minute. Young fruit sub-

globular ; fruiting calyx with 2 accrescent linear-oblong wings, the

other smaller ; all attached to the lower part of the fruit.

Perak : King's Collector, No. 6969.

The only specimens which I have seen of this are without corolla,

stamens, or ripe fruit. The species is, however, a very distinct one,

and it is an unmistakeable Vatica. I have therefore ventured to name
it in spite of the imperfection of the material.
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4. Pentacme, A. DC.

Glabrous or puberulous resinous trees. Leaves broad, entire, penni-

nerved, with obtuse or cordate bases. Flowers large, panicled. Calyx-

tube short, the lobes imbricate, 2 being quite external. Stamens 15,

the filaments short, dilated ; anthers much larger than the filaments,

elongate, linear ; the valves 4, sub-equal, each subulate at its apex,

the connective also prolonged into a stiff deflexed arm as long as the

appendages of the anther-valves. Ovary free ; the style filiform, the

stigma slightly lobed. Fruit enclosed within the imbricate calyx-

lobes, of which two or more have elongated membranous reticulate

many-nerved wings. Species 3,—Burmese, Siamese, and Malayan.

1. Pentacme malatana, King, n. sp. A tree 40 to 50 feet high :

young branches rather stout, dark-coloured, glabrous. Leaves sub-

coriaceous, rotund-ovate to broadly elliptic, the apex shortly and blunt-

ly acuminate, the base rounded or slightly emarginate
; both surfaces

glabrous, pale when dry ; main nerves 15 to 18 pairs, spreading, pro-

minent on both surfaces ; length 5 to 7 in., breadth 2' 75 to 4"5 in.,

petiole "75 to 1*1 in. Panicles axillary, lax, few-flowered, 2'5 to 5 in.

long. Flowers '75 in. long and about as much in diameter when open,

pedicelled. Calyx-lobes more or less broadly ovate, acuminate, minutely

tomentose outside. Petals three times as long as the calyx, elliptic,

spreading, puberulous on one-half outside, and glabrous on the other,

quite glabrous inside. Stamens 15, equal, erect, the filaments short and

broad ; the anthers elongate, narrow, with 5 apical awns, one of which

is deflexed and rather shorter and thicker than the other four. Ovary ovoid,

sub-glabrous, much shorter than the filiform style : stigma minute.

Pipe fruit ovate, apiculate, 1 in. long, glabrous ; calyx-wings all enlarg-

ed and reticulate except at the base ; the three outer narrowly oblono-,

obtuse, and narrowed to the concave base, 9-nerved, 4 to 4"5 in. long, and
•65 to '75 in. broad ; the two inner lobes much narrower and fewer-

nerved, about 2 -5 in. long, or even shorter.

Langkani : Curtis, No. 2095.

The petals of this species are spreading, and the flower has quite an
unusual fades for the order. It is at once distinguished by its curiously

5-awned anthers. Four of these awns are the produced apices of the

anther cells, the fifth (the thicker and deflected one) is a prolongation

from the connective.

5. Shorea, Roxb.

Glabrous, mealy, or pubescent resinous trees. Leaves entire or

sub-repand, pinnate-veined ; stipules large, coriaceous and persistent, or

minute and fugacious. Flowers in axillary or terminal, lax, cymose
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panicles ; bracts persistent, caducous, or 0. Sepals ovate or lanceolate,

imbricate, 8 being external and 2 internal. Stamens 15 or 20, or 30
;

antbers ovate or oblong, rarely linear ; connective subulate-cuspidate,

rarely inappendiculate ; valves obtuse, rarely cuspidate, equal, or the

outer slightly larger. Ovary 3-celled, cells 2-ovuled ; style subulate,

stigma entire or 3-toothed. Fruit Avith leathery, rarely with -woody,

pericarp, 1-celled, 1-seeded, closely surrounded by the bases of the

persistent, usually accrescent, sepals, the 3 outer, or more rarely, all,

and sometimes none, of which are developed into 7- to 10-veined reti-

culate membranous linear-oblong wings. Cotyledons fleshy, unequal,

usually enclosing the superior radicle. Distrib—Tropical Asia and

chiefly the Malayan Archipelago : species about 60.

Sect. I. Ec.-Shorea. Fruit little more than *5 in. long, its pericarp

leathery : three of the persistent sepals developed into membra-
nous wings many times longer than the fruit.

Anthers without apical appendages.

Lower surface of adult leaves minutely stel-

late-tomentose, not scaberulous

Lower surface of adult leaves glabrescent,

the axils of the nerves scaly

Lower surface of adult leaves quite glabrous,

of 3'oung leaves glaucous

Anthers mostly inappendiculate, a few with a

minute apical appendage from the connective.

Stamens 30

Anthers with very short apical appendages from

tbe connective ; flowers sessile.

Leaves 2"5 to 4 in. long, tbe lower surfaces mi-

nutely pubescent : flower "25 in. long ; fruit

ovoid-globose, its largest wings 2'5 in. long 5. S. parvifolia.

Leaves 3 to 4'5 in. long, glabrous beneath :

flower "3 in. long : fruit turbinate, its

largest wings 3*5 in. long

Leaves 4 to 6 in. long, glabrescent or glabr-

ous beneath ; fruit narrowly ovoid, its

longest wings 3'5 to 45 in. long.

Apical appendage from the connective much
longer than the anther.

Leaves glabrous on both surfaces, the lower

not pale.

Stamens 10 (?) ... ... 8. S. Maxwelliana.

Stamens 20 ... ... 9. S. gratissima.

1. S. leprosula.

2. S. scutulata.

3. 8. Curtisii.

4. S.

6. S. acuminata.

7. S. macroptera.
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Stamens 15

Flowers "2 to "25 in. long.

Main nerves of leaves 9 to 10 pairs,

faint
;
petals not saccate at base

;

ovary ovoid-conical, tomentose,

style short ... ... 10. 8. Ridleyana.

Main nerves 6 or 7 pairs
;

petals

saccate at base ; ovary hemis-

pheric, style long and slender ... 8. 8. Maxwelliana.

Flowers '4 in. long, main nerves 9 to

11 pairs; style 3 times as long

as the globose ovary ... ... 11. 8. pauciflora.

Flowers *5 in. long, main nerves of

leaves 6 to 8 pairs ; ovary elongate-

conic, style short, petals linear-

oblong ... ... ... 12. 8. Kunstleri.

Flowers '65 in. long : nerves of leaves

12 to 16 pairs ; ovary ovoid, style

long, filiform, petals ovate-lanceolate 13. 8. bracteolata.

Leaves glaucous beneath ... ... 14. 8. glauca.

Apical appendage of the connective with 3 to 5,

or many cilise.

Stamens 30 : ciliae radiating from the tip

of the apical process of all the anthers 15. $. ciliata.

Stamens 20 : apical appendages of all the

anthers with numerous cilia3
;
petals

broad, spreading ... ... 16. S. utilis,

Stamens 15 : anthers of outer row with

ciliate apical appendages ... ... 17. S. costata.

Anthers with a single apical appendage from

each cell, and a short one from the connec-

tive ; sepals imbricate at their bases only ... 18. 8. stellata.

Species imperfectly known.

Bracteoles large, persistent, scaberulous, stel-

late-pubescent ... ... ... 19. 8. Maranti.

Stipules large, paired, persistent ... 20. 8. eximia.

Sect. II. Pachtchlamts, (Dyer). Fruit more than 1 in. long, its

pericarp thick and woody, embraced in its lower half by a cup

formed of the enlarged sepals, the bases of which are thickened

woody and concave, the apices of the outer three produced into

membranous wings as long as, or slightly longer than, the fruit.
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Anthers of inner row inappendicnlate, those

of the other two rows appendiculate ... 21. 8. Tliiseltoni.

1

.

Shorba leprosula, Miq. Fl. Ind. Bat. Suppl. I., 487. A tree

100 to 150 feet high: yonng branches rather slender, lenticellate,

ininutely and deciduonsly pale stellate-tomentose. Leaves coriaceous,

elliptic to oblong, acute or sub-acute, the base rounded ; upper surface

glabrous, harsh from the prominent minute reticulations, the midrib

and neiwes sometimes puberulous ; lower surface minutely fuscous-

tomentose, with numerous densely stellate hairs on the midrib nerves and

veins ; main nerves 10 to 13 pairs, straight, oblique, prominent beneath
;

length 3 to 6 in., breadth P25to 3 -25 in., petiole "35 to "75 in. Panicles

axillary and terminal, 1*5 to 4 in. long, rachis and branches stellate-

tomentose, the short flower-bearing branchlets sericeous. Flpioers in two

rows, secund, "3 in. long, sessile. Sepals ovate, minutely velvety out-

side. Petals three times as long as the sepals, sericeous outside, oblong-

Bpathulate. Stamens about 15 ; the filaments dilated, much longer than

the short ovate inappendicnlate anthers. Ovary ovoid, minutely to-

mentose, tapering upwards into the long slender style ; stigma minute.

Pipe fruit narrowly ovoid, apiculate, minutely tomentose, 6 in. long.

Calyx-icings all enlarged and membranous, concave at the base so as to

embrace the ripe fruit, but not adnate to it; the three outer narrowly

oblong, sub-acute at the apex, narrowed at the base, 7-nerved, reti-

culate, 3 in. long and about "7 in. broad ; the two inner smaller, about

1 in. long, ovate, caudate-acuminate, not nerved. A. DO. Prod. XVI.
2, G31. Scheff. in Tijdschr. Ned. Ind. XXXI, 350: Hook. fil. Fl. Br.

Ind., I., 305. Burck in Ann. Jard. Bot. Buitenzorg, VI, 215. Shorea

astrosticta, Scorteckini MSS.
Malacca : Maingay (Kew. Distrib.), No. 203. Perak, King's Collector,

Nos. 7616, 7905, 8182 ; Scortechini, No. 2063. Distrib. Sumatra.

2. Shorea scutulata, King, n. sp. A large tree
;
young branches

with dark lenticellate bark and minute white stellate pubescence.

Leaves elliptic, shortly abruptly and bluntly acuminate ; the base

broad, rounded, almost truncate : upper surface glabrous, minutely

reticulate; the lower, and especially the midrib, sparsely stellate-

puberulous when young, glabrescent when old, the sides of the midrib,

and especially the pits in the axils of the nerves, with numerous

minute brownish pale-edged scales ; length 3 to 3'5 in., breadth 1'5 to

175 in., petiole '3 in. Panicles axillary and terminal, 3 to 4 in. long,

the branches short, each bearing 2 or 3 bracteolate flowers ; bracts

broadly ovate, concave, blunt, hoary-puberulous, deciduous. Flowers

4 in. long, shortly pedicelled. Sepals broadly lanceolate, obtuse, tomen-

to.se outside, glabrous inside. Petals oblong, obtuse, the base expanded
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at one side, glabrous inside and on one naif outside, pubescent on

the other. Stamens 15, in 3 rows ; all the filaments broad, those of the

outer two rows shorter than those of the inner: anthers short, broadly

ovate, inappendiculate. Ovary conical, pale tomentose : style short,

stigma small. Fruit (perhaps not mature) ovoid, apiculate, minutely

pale tomentose, *6 in. long. Sepals all enlarged, membranous, reti-

culate, concave at the base ; the three outer narrowly oblong, obtuse,

very little narrowed to the base, 7-nerved, 2 -75 in. long and *75 in.

broad ; the two inner "8 in. long, linear, about 1-nerved.

Penang : Curtis, No. 1396.

A species known only from Penang, and collected only by Mr.

Curtis : remarkable for its almost racemose inflorescence, and curiously

glandular leaves.

3. Shoeea Curtisii, Dyer MSS. in Herb. Kew. A tree 100 to

150 feet high
;
young branches slender, at first minutely stellate-

puberulous, ultimately dark-coloured and glabrous. Leaves coriaceous,

oblong-lanceolate, bluntly acuminate ; the base sub-cuneate, or almost

rounded ; upper surface of young leaves minutely pubescent, of adults

glabrescent or quite glabrous, the lower uniformly covered with very

minute rufescent (young), or pale (adult) tomentum : main nerves 10

to 14 pairs, ascending, rather straight, prominent beneath : length 3

to 4 in., breadth 1"2 to 1"4 in., petiole '4 to *6 in. Panicles axillary

or terminal, 2 to 3 in. long, the rachis slender, glabrous. Floivers about
*3 in. long, in distichous secund rows of 4 or 5, on the short lateral

branchlets, enveloped while in bud by broad deciduous puberulous

bracts. Sepals ovate, tomentose outside, glabrous inside, slightly un-

equal. Petals twice as long as the calyx, linear-oblong, obtuse, stellate-

pubescent outside, glabrous inside. Stamens 15, in three rows ; the

filaments elongate, broad (those of the outer row longest) ; anthers short

ovoid-globose, not apiculate. Ovary elongated ovoid, tomentose in the

upper, glabrous in the lower half : style short, stigma small. Pipe
fruit narrowly ovoid, apiculate, "75 in. long, pale tomentose

; calyx-

wings all enlarged and membranous, free from the fruit : the three

outer linear-oblong, 8-nerved, 225 in. long, and about *5 in. broad •

the two inner about 1 in. long, bluntly spathulate and with fewer
nerves.

Penang : Curtis, Nos. 427, 1394 and 1395.

Perak: King's Collector, No. 8143.

The vernacular name of this in Penang is Maranti Tai.

4. Shorea sericea, Dyer in Hook. fil. Fl. Br. Ind., I., 306. A tree

50 to 60 feet high
;
young branches rngulose, warted and scurtily

J. ii. 15
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rufous-toruentose as are the inflorescence and petioles. Leaves coria-

ceous, oblong or elliptic-oblong (rarely slightly ob-ovate), very shortly

acnminate or sub-acute, slightly narrowed to the rounded or sub-

cuueate base ; upper surface shining, sparsely stellate-tomentose, the

depressed midrib and nerves puberulous ; lower surface scaberulous,

more densely stellate-pubescent, especially on the bold midrib and 20 to

22 pairs of stout spreading main nerves ; length 3'5 to 6*5 in., breadth

15 to 275 in., petiole *6 to "8 in. Panicles axillary and terminal, 3 to 7

in. long, the ultimate branches bearing 4 or 5 distichous, secund, brac-

teate, sessile flowers ; bracts broadly ovate, puberulous outside. Sepals

ovate, the two inner smaller, all densely golden-sericeous outside,

glabrous inside. Petals like the sepals and of about the same length,

the inside and one-half of the outer glabrous, the other half adpress-

ed-sericeous. Stamens about 40, in several rows ; the filaments of the

outer shorter, all longer than the anthers ; anthers ovate, mostly in-

appendiculate, a few with a minute appendix. Ovary elongated, conic,

sericeous; the style short, glabrous ; stigma small. Fruit (immature)

narrowly ovoid, "5 in. long, embraced by, but not adnate to, the accres-

cent membranous calyx-wings: the outer 3 calyx-wings linear-oblong

obtuse, narrowed to the base, 3'5 in. long and '6 in. broad, 10-nerved
;

the 2 inner 2*5 in. long and much narrower and fewer-nerved, sparsely

pubescent.

Malacca: Maingay (Kew. Distrib.) No. 202. Penang : Curtis,

No. 431. Perak : King's Collector, No. 3511.

This resembles S- lacunosa Scheff., but differs in not having persis-

tent stipules. Its vernacular name in Penang is Seraya.

5. Shorea parvifolia, Dyer in Hook. fil. El. Br. Ind., I., 305. A tree

100 to 150 feet high
;
young branches slender, pale tomentose at first,

ultimately glabrous, dark-coloured and lenticellate. Leaves coria-

ceous, ovate to ovate-lanceolate, caudate-acuminate, the base sub-

cuneate or almost rounded ; upper surface glabrous (when young the

midrib tomentose or pubescent) ; under surface sparsely scaly-pubescent

when young, when adult minutely pubescent, the transverse veins thick
;

main nerves 9 to 12 pairs, oblique, rather straight, prominent beneath :

length 2'5 to 4 in., breadth 1 to 1*8 in.
;
petiole "35 to '45 in., tomentose

when young. Panicles axillary and terminal, crowded near the ends

of the branches, 2 to 4 in. long, rather lax, spreading, many-flowered,

minutely tomentose, the branches distichous. Flowers *25 in. long,

secund, distichous, deciduously bracteate. Sepals slightly unequal,

ovate, acute, tomentose outside, glabrous inside. Petals twice as long

as the sepals, obliquely elliptic, obtuse, glabrous, except on one-

half outside which is silky. Stamens 15, or fewer : the filaments flatten-
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ed, about 4 times as long as the Ibroad short anthers; apiculus of con-

nective very slender, about as long as the anther, deflexed. Ovary

elongate, puberulous ; style rather short ; stigma small. Ripe frtiit

ovoid-globose, "4 in. long, thinly adpressed pale tomentose. Sepals

all enlarged and membranous, concave at the base so as to embrace

the ripe fruit, but not adnate to it : the three outer narrowly oblong-,

obtuse at the apex, slightly narrowed to the base ; 7-nerved, 25
in. long ; the two inner from one-half to one-third shorter, nar-

rower and fewer nerved. Shorea disticha, Scortechini MSS. in Herb.

Calcutta.

Malacca: (Kew Distrib.) No. 206. Penang : Curtis, No. 201.

Perak : Scortechini, No. 1965. Wray, No. 1282.

6. Shorea acuminata, Dyer in Hook. fil. El. Br. Ind., I., 305. A
tree 100 to 150 feet high

;
young branches minutely greyish tomentose,

ultimately dark-coloured and glabrescent. Leaves coriaceous, ovate to

lanceolate, acuminate, the base often unequal-sided, rounded or some-

times emarginate ; upper surface glabrous except the puberulous

midrib; the flower glabrous, with a few scattered stellate hairs: main,

nerves 7 to 9 pairs, spreading, slightly prominent beneath : length

3 to 4 - 5 in , breadth 1*75 to 2*5 in.
;

petiole "3 to "4 in., tomentose.

Panicles axillary and terminal, crowded near the extremities of the

branches, 2 to 3 in. long, minutely stellate-pubescent, many-flowered.

Floivers "3 in. long, distichous, secund, about 5 on each lateral branch,

bracteolate. Sepals ovate, unequal, tomentose outside, glabrous inside.

Petals twice as long as the calyx, spreading, broadly ovate, puberulous

outside, glabrous inside. Stamens 15, in three rows, the inner row
shorter : filaments broad, much larger than the short, ovate, minutely

appendiculate anthers. Ovary ovoid, tapering, pubescent: style short,

stigma small. Ripe fruit turbinate, with 3 slightly vertical grooves,

apiculate, puberulous, -5 in. in diam., attached by its base to the calyx :

sepals all enlarged, concave at the base so as completely to cover

the fruit, membranous and reticulate; the 3 outer narrowly oblong-

obtuse, contracted towards the base, 10- or 11-nerved, 35 in. long,

and 7 in. broad ; the two inner 1 to 1*5 in. long, under '25 in. broad, 3-

to 4-nerved.

Malacca: Maingay (Kew Distrib.) No. 205 (?). Griffith, No. 1762.

Perak: King's Collector, No. 8009.

7. Shorea macroptera, Dyer in Hook. fil. Fl. Br. Ind. I, 308. A
tree 60 to 80 feet high : young branches with dark-brown bark, minu-

tely lenticellate and puberulous. Leaves coriaceous, oblong (usually

narrowly), shortly acuminate, the base sub-cuneate or rounded : upper

surface glabrous, shining, the midrib and nerves puberulous : lower
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surface glabrescent or glabrous, chocolate-coloured when dry : main
nerves 10 to 12 pairs, curved, spreading, prominent on the lower

surface; length 4 to 6 in., breadth 135 to P75 in.; petiole '4 to -5

in., rugose. Panicles axillary or terminal, 4 to 7 in. long, lax, branch-

ing, few-flowered, puberulous, spai'sely scaly. Floioers about '5 in.

long, sessile, solitary, not secund. Sepals distinct almost to the

base, slightly unequal, broadly-ovate, acute, more or less yellowish-

tomentose outside, glabrous inside. Petals narrowly oblong, slightly

oblique at the base, the apex blunt, glabrous except one-half of the outer

surface which is sericeous. Stamens 15, in two rows ; filaments broad

except at the apex, those of the outer two rows by much the shorter :

anthers short, ovate, the connective minutely awned. Ovary elongated-

ovoid, sericeous in its upper half; style short, stigma small. Ripe

fruit "6 to "75 in. long, narrowly ovoid, pale puberulous, apiculate :

sepals all enlarged and reticulate, slightly concave at the base and

embracing, but not adnate to, the fruit ; the three outer narrowly

oblong, obtuse, tapering slightly to the auricled base, 7-nerved, 35 to

4"5 in. long, and "8 to 1 in. broad ; the two inner variable, but

shorter, narrower and fewer nerved. Shorea aitriculata, Scortechini

MSS. in Herb., Calcutta.

Malacca : Maingay. Singapore : Ridley. Penang : Curtis, No.

3392. Perak : very common, King's Collector, Scortechini.

A species from Borneo which closely resembles this appears to me
to differ specifically. Its leaves are longer with sparser nerves, and its

calyx-wings are longer.

8. Shorea Maxwelliana, King, n. sp. A tree 60 to 80 feet high

:

young branches dark-coloured, almost glabrous. Leaves coriaceous,

ovate-lanceolate, acuminate (caudate-acuminate when young), the base

unequal-sided, cuneate ; both surfaces quite glabrous, the upper shining,

tin' Lower chocolate-coloured when dry : main nerves 6 or 7 pairs, curved,

spreading, thin and inconspicuous : length 3 to 4 in., breadth 1*3 to 1'5

in., petiole -4 in. Panicles axillary and terminal, 25 to 3 in. long,

stellate-puberulous, their lateral branches very short and few-flowered.

Flowers shortly pedicelled. Sepals unequal, oblong, blunt, with enlarg-

ed concave bases, more or less pubescent, but glabrous in the concavity

of the base inside. Petals oblong, concave and saccate at the base,

tomectose outside, glabrous inside. Stamens 10 (?), the filaments

short, broad ; the anthers elongate, erect, pointed, the connective end-

ing in an awn as long as the anther. Ovary hemispheric ; the style

long, slender ; stigma minute. Fruit (not mature) globular, minutely

tomentose, closely invested by, but not adnate to, the concave bases of

the sepals : sepals all enlarged, membranous, narrowly oblong, obtuse
;
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the three outer 7-nerved, 1*5 in. long and '4 in. broad ; the two inner

similar in shape, but fewer-nerved and only '5 in. long.

Perak : King's Collector, Nos. 3601 and 3744.

The only flowers of this species which I have seen are in an early

stage of bud, and from them I am unable to make out the characters

of the petals properly. The stamens appear to be only 10 in number

:

but of this I cannot now be quite certain.

9. Shorea gratissima, Dyer in Hook. fil. Fl. Br. Inch I, 307.

A tree : younger branches slender, glabrescent, dark-coloured. Leaves

coriaceous, elliptic, acuminate, the base broad and rounded, the margins

sub-undulate, both surfaces glabrous : main nerves 12 to 14 pairs, faint

;

length 2"5 to 4 in., breadth T25 to J "5 in., petiole "6 to "75 in. Panicles

axillary and terminal, lax, few-flowered, 3 to 6 in. long, sub-puberu-

lous. Flowers secund, pedicelled, -25 in. long. Sepals lanceolate,

sub-acute ; minutely tomentose outside, glabrous inside in the lower,

adpressed-pubescent in the upper, half. Petals twice as long as the

calyx and much broader, elliptic, obtuse, glabrescent. Stamens

about 20; the filaments short, unequal, dilated. Anthers elongated-

ovate, truncate, each with a terminal awn from the connective twice as

long as itself. Ovary ovoid, sub-glabrous ; stigma small. Pipe fruit

unknown. Hopea gratissima, Wall. Cat. 960.

Singapore : Wallich.

This is known only by Wallich's specimens. He referred it to Hopea,

of which genus it certainly has the fades : the aastivation of the

sepals is moreover that of Hopea, and so is the apiculus of the con-

nective of the stamens. The petals in shape, however, resemble those

of Shorea. I retain it in Shorea in deference to the opinion of Mr.
Dyer.

10. Shorea Ridleyana, King, n. sp. A tree 60 or 80 feet high :

young branches slender, dark brown, lenticellate, nearly glabrous.

Leaves ovate-lanceolate, shortly acuminate, the base rounded : both

surfaces glabrous, the upper shining: main nerves 9 or 10 pairs, curved,

spreading, thin but slightly prominent beneath : length 2'5 to 4 in.,

breadth 1*1 to 2 in.
;
petiole "4 to "5 in., rugulose. Panicles axillary

and terminal, 1*5 to 2 in. long, densely stellate-puberulous. Flowers

"2 in. long, pedicellate. Sepals sub-equal, oblong, obtuse, tomentose

outside, glabrous inside. Petals oblong, slightly oblique, obtuse, glab-

rous inside, puberulous outside on one half, glabrous on the other.

Stamens 15, sub-equal, the filaments dilated in the lower half : anthers

shorter than the filaments, ovate, the connective produced into an awn
longer than the anther. Ovary ovoid-conical, minutely tomentose.

Style short ; stigma minute. Fruit (immature) ovoid, apiculate, minutely
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pale tomentose : sepals all enlarged, membranous, reticulate and

concave at the base ; the three outer linear-oblong, obtuse, slightly

narrowed to the concave base, 5-nerved, 225 in. long and '4 in. broad;

the two inner of the same shape, but only 1-nerved, narrower and only

1*5 in. long.

Perak : King's Collector, Nos. 3571 and 3617.

This a good deal resembles S. Maxivelliana, King ; but its leaves have

more nerves, its slightly oblique petals are not saccate at the base, its

ovary is ovoid-conical, and minutely tomentose with a short style

;

whereas in S. Ma xic elliana the petals are saccate at the base, and the

ovary is hemispheric with a long style.

11. Shore a pauciflora, King, n. sp. A tree 50 to 90 feet

high : young branches slender, their bark brown puberulous and

lepidote. Leaves thinly coriaceous, from oblong to elliptic, shortly

acuminate ; the base abruptly cuneate, slightly unequal-sided, or

(in the elliptic forms) almost rounded: main nerves 9 to 11 pairs,

oblique, straight, prominent beneath : length 4 to 5 in., breadth

1*8 to 2 -

5 in., petiole '6 to '1 in. Panicles few, axillary or

terminal, few-flowered, l
- 75 to 4 in. long, rather coarsely pubescent.

Flowers "4 in. long, secund, shortly pedicellate, each subtended by
an ovate, solitary, puberulous, deciduous bract. Sepals broadly ovate,

tomentose outside, glabrous inside. Petals broadly elliptic, obtuse,

concave at the base, veined, inside glabrous, the outside half glabrous

and half adpressed-sericeous. Stamens 15, in 3 rows : the outer row
smaller and with filiform filaments, the inner rows with filaments longer

and expanded in the lower half ; the anthers of all shortly ovate,

the connective produced into an awn twice as long as the stamen.

Ovary hemispheric, tomentose ; style nearly 3 times as long, puberulous;

stigma small. Ripe fruit unknown.

Penang : Curtis, No. 1537.

A species known only by Mr. Curtis' specimens which have no

fruit.

12. Shoeea Kcnstleri, King, n. sp. A tree 60 to 100 feet high:

young branches slender, rusty-puberulous, their bark brown. Leaves

coriaceous, elliptic, abruptly and shortly acuminate, the base rounded

or slightly cuneate, both surfaces glabrous, the lower with a few stiff

white hairs on the midrib and nerves ; main nerves 6 to 8 pairs, curved,

ascending, prominent on the lower surface ; length 4 to 5 in., breadth 2

to 2'4 in., petiole '5 in. Panicles axillary and terminal, 4 to 6 in. long,

lax, few-flowered, scaly-puberulous. Flowers o in. long, sub-sessile,

4 or 5 together on the short branches of the panicles, secund,

bracteate : the bracts broadly ovate, puberulous. Sepals sub-equal,
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broadly ovate, acute, tonientose outside ; the edges ciliate, glabrous

inside. Petals linear-oblong, obtuse ; the bases obliquely expanded,

sericeous externally, glabrous internally. Stamens 15, sub-equal, the

filaments as long as the anthers, flattened ; anthers ovate, short, the

connective terminated by a curved awn much longer than the stamen.

Ovary elongate-conic, puberulous ; style short. Ripe fruit hemispheric,

tapering into a cone and crowned by the style, adpressed pale tomen-

tose. Sepals membranous, reticulate : the three larger narrowly ob-

long", obtuse, tapering to the concave non-reticulate base, 9-nerved,

3*5 in. long and -

7 in. broad : the two inner 2 in. long, linear, 3-nerved.

Perak : King's Collector, Nos. 3474 and 3705.

This species is allied to S- bracteolata, Dyer, but its leaves have

fewer nerves, smaller flowers, narrower petals, and a short style.

13. Shorea bracteolata, Dyer in Hook. fil. PI. Br. Ind. I, 305. A
tree 50 to 150 feet high

;
young branches minutely furfuraceous-

puberulous, speedily glabrescent, their bark dark-coloured. Leaves

coriaceous, elliptic-oblong, shortly acuminate (often sub-obtuse when
old), nairrowed slightly to the rounded or emarginate base ; upper
surface quite glabrous ; the lower yellowish furfuraceous-puberulous

to glabrous ; main nerves 12 to 16 pairs, spreading, prominent beneath :

length 4 to 6 in., breadth 16 to 2 -5 in., petiole '45 to '6 in. Panicles

axillary, few-flowered, 2"5 to 6 in. long, glabrous. Flowers '65 in. long,

shortly pedicellate, each subtended by 2 elliptic, obtuse, 3-nerved, puberu-

lous, deciduous bracts "35 in long. Sepals lanceolate, obtuse, minutely

tomentose outside, the two inner smaller. Petals ovate-lanceolate, obtuse
;

the bases expanded, glabrous. Stamens 15, in two rows, the filaments

less than half as long as the ovate obtuse anthers ; appendix of connective

subulate, twice as long as the anther, decurved wben old. Ovary ovoid,

attenuated upwards, sub-glabrous ; the style long, filiform ; stio-rna

small. Ripe fruit ovoid, apiculate, "6 in. long, embraced by, but (except

at the very base) free from the calyx ; sepals accrescent, mem-
branous, reticulate and concave at the base : the three outer narrowly

oblong, blunt, slightly narrowed above the concave base, 10-nerved

35 in. long, and "6 in. broad ; the two smaller about 2 in. long, and *2

in. broad, about 3-nerved. Shorea foveolata, Scortechini MSS. in Herb.

Calcutta.

Malacca: Maingay (Kew Distrib.) No. 204. Penang : Curtis,

Nos. 322 and 1405. Perak: King's Collector, Nos. 7583, 7591, 7717;
Scortechini, No. 1939. Distrib.—Sumatra. Forbes, No. 3050.

14. Shorea glauca, King, n. sp. A tree 80 to 100 feet high •

young branches slender, dark-coloured, puberulous. Leaves coriaceous,

ovate-lanceolate, acuminate ; the base broad, rounded
; upper surface
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glabrous, the lower glaucous (except the midrib and nerves) especially

when young ; main nerves 7 to 9 pairs, ascending, rather straight

:

length 3*5 to 4'5 in., breadth P4 to 1*8 in.; petiole "45 to '6 in., rugulose,

glaucous. Panicles axillary, few-flowered, shorter than the leaves,

hoary, the flowers on short pedicels. Sepals slightly unequal, oblong,

obtuse, tomentose on both surfaces. Ovary conical, tomentose ; the

style very short, glabrous ; stigma small, 3-lobed. Fruit (immature)

ovoid-globose, apiculate, minutely tomentose ; accrescent sepals mem-
branous, free from the fruit ; obscurely 7- to 12-nerved, strongly

reticulate, blunt, slightly narrowed to the concave base, at first

puberulous but ultimately glabrous ; the longer 2"25 in. long, and "6

to '75 in. broad, the others smaller.

Penang: Curtis, No. 372. Malacca: Maingay (Kew Distrib.), 212.

In this species the two inner fruiting wings of the calyx are

nearly as large as the three outer ; the leaves are very white underneath

when young, but much less conspicuously so when adult. It is known,

only by Curtis' and Maingay's specimens, none of which have com-

plete flowers. Maingay's specimens from Malacca have in fact no flowers
;

but there is no mistaking their leaves as being exactly like those of

Mr. Curtis' from Penang. The vernacular name of this is Dammar
laut dhan lesor.

15. Shorea ciliata, King, n. sp. A medium-sized tree
;
young

branches slender, dark-coloured, decicluously hoary-puberulous. Leaves

coriaceous, lanceolate or oblong-lanceolate, acuminate, the base cuneate
;

both surfaces glabrous, minutely reticulate, the lower whitish when
young, pale brown when dry ; main nerves 8 or 9 pairs, ascending,

curved, shining on the lower surface : length 3 to 35 in., breadth *8

to 1'5 in., petiole '75 to *9 in. Panicles 2 to 2*5 in. long, axillary and

terminal, little-branched, few-flowered, hoary. Flowers - 5 in. long,

secund. Sepals ovoid-deltoid, obtuse, outside tomentose, inside gla-

brous. Petals three times as long as the sepals, narrowly oblong, obtuse,

slightly expanded at the base, adpressed-sericeous outside, glabrescent

inside. Stamens 30, in fascicles of 3, unequal, the shorter with undi-

lated filaments, the longer with filaments dilated in the lower half; all

with the connective produced into an apical process crowned by 3 to

5 spreading cilise. Ovary ovoid-conic, sericeous, with a short glabrous

style. Fruit (immature) ovoid, apiculate, pale-tomentose, '5 in. long

;

accrescent sepals membranous, reticulate : the three outer narrowly

oblong, reticulate, 7-nerved : the two inner 2 in. long, and "3 in. broad,

narrowed to above the concave base : the two inner 1 in. long, linear-

lanceolate, few-nerved.

Penang: Curtis, No. 1578.
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Known only by Curtis' specimens, and readily recognisable by its

beautifully ciliate-crested anthers.

16. Shoeea utilis, King, n. sp. A large tree ; all parts except

the inflorescence glabrous : young branches slender, dark-coloured.

Leaves coriaceous, ovate-lanceolate, caudate-acuminate, or shortly and
abruptly acuminate, the base slightly cuneate ; main nerves about 7

pairs, oblique, not prominent on either surface ; length 2*5 to 3 in.,

breadth *9 to 1*2 in., petiole '4 in. Panicles axillary, stellate-puberu-

lous, about as long as the leaves ; their lateral branches distant, very

sliort, minutely tomentose, 3- or 4-flowered. Flowers sub-sessile, glo-

bular in bud, under -2 in. long. Sepals ovate-orbicular, blunt, the

outer 3 very tomentose outside, the inner 2 less so ; all glabrous inside.

Petals broadly oblong, blunt, more or less sericeous in both surfaces.

Stamens 20 ; filaments slightly dilated, about as long as the ovate

anthers ; apical process of connective about as long as the anther,

ciliate- Ovary sericeous, elongated-conic, gradually tapering into the

short glabrous style ; stigma minute. Pipe fruit ovoid, apiculate, pale,

adpressed-sericeous, "4 in. long, closely invested by, but free from,

the concave bases of the accrescent sepals. Sepals of fruiting calyx

all enlarged, membranous, reticulate, deciduously puberulous ; the 3

outer oblong, very obtuse, 5-nerved, 1'25 in. long, and *4 in. broad; the

inner 3 balf as long, or less, and much narrower.

Penang : Curtis, rTo. 423.

This species, which Mr. Curtis describes as yielding the most

durable timber in Penang, was at one time quite common there, but

it is now almost extinct. Its vernacular name is Dammar lant.

17. Shorba costata, King, n. sp. A tree
;
young brandies dark-

coloured, lepidote-puberulous. Leaves thinly coriaceous, oblong, sub-

acute, slightly narrowed to the rounded or sub-cuneate base; both

surfaces glabrous, the transverse veins distinct, especially on the lower :

main nerves 11 to 13 pairs, oblique, rather straight, slightly pro-

minent beneath : length 3 to 4'25 in., breadth 1*2 to 1*5 in., petiole

*8 to 1 in. Panicles axillary and terminal, l
-5 to 2*5 in. long, scaly-

puberulous, the lateral branches very short and few-flowered. Floivers

small. Sepals broadly ovate, yellowish-tomentose outside, glabrous

inside. Stamens 15; all with dilated filaments longer than the ovate

anthers, those of the inner row with the apical process of the connec-

tive short and glabrous, those of the outer rows with longer ciliate

apical connectives. Ovary ovoid -conical, densely yellowish-tomentose
;

style very short. Pipe fruit ovoid, apiculate, sparsely puberulous, "75 in.

long ; sepals all enlarged, concave and dilated at the base, membran-

ous and reticulate ; the three outer narrowly oblong, obtuse, much
J. II. 16
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narrowed to the base, 7-nerved, 2*75 in. long, and '45 in. broad ; the

two inner of the same shape, but few-nerved, only 1*5 in. long, and '25

in. broad.

Penang: Curtis, No. 199.

A species known only by Mr. Curtis' solitary specimen. The

connectives of the inner anthers are ciliate, somewhat in the fashion

of S. ciliata, King ; but the leaves of that species are very different.

IS. Shorea stellata, Dyer in Hook. fil. Fl. Br. Ind. I, 304. A
tree 100 to 150 feet high

;
young branches slender, at first stellate-

puberulous, but speedily glabrous, with bark dark-coloured and sparse-

ly lenticellate. Leaves thinly coriaceous, ovate-lanceolate, the base

rounded : upper surfaces glabrous, the lower very minutely lepidote on

the reticulations ; main nerves 8 to 11 pairs, rather straight, oblique,

prominent on the lower surface ; length 4 to 5'5 in., breadth 175 to

225 in., petiole '7 to '9 in. Panicles axillary or terminal, crowded at

the extremities of the branches, many-flowered, 4 to 6 in. long ; minute-

ly stellate-pubescent. Flowers '25 in. in diam. Calyx minutely greyish-

tomentose. the segments ovate-oblong, sub-acute, valvate, erect. Petals

broadly ovate, obtuse, pubescent outside, spreading. Stamens 15, the

filaments short, broad ; the anthers linear-elongate, shortly bi-mucronate,

the connective also shortly mucronate. Ovary ovate-globular, grooved,

very tomentose ; the style short ; the stigma ovoid, small. Pipe fruit

ovoid, apiculate, tomentose, "5 in. long ; sepals all enlarged, sub-

equal, membranous, linear-oblong, sub-acute, much narrowed at the

base, quite free from the fruit, 5-ribbed, reticulate, 4'5 in. long, and

about *6 in. broad. Parashorea stellata, Kurz, Journ. As. Soc, Bengal,

for 1870, pt. 2, p. 66. For. Flora Burm., I, 117; Pierre Flore Forest.

Coch-Chine, t. 224.

Perak: Kind's Collector, No. 7505. Distrib. Burmah.

None of the Perak specimens are in fruit ; but in leaves and flowers

they agree absolutely with Kurz's Bmmiese specimens. The calyx in

all is quite valvate, and it was on this character chiefly that Kurz based

the genus Parashorea.

19. Shorea Maranti, Burck in Ann. Jard. Bot. Buitenzorg, VI.

217. A small tree : young branches dark-coloured, stellate-puberulous.

J. wes thinly coriaceous, more or less broadly elliptic or elliptic-oblong,

shortly abruptly and bluntly acuminate ; the base broad, rounded, or

almost truncate ; upper surface glabrous, the midrib and nerves minu-

tely tomentose or pubescent when young ; lower surface more or less

sparsely minutely stellate-puberulous, the sides of the midrib, especi-

ally at the axils of the main nerves, glandular and densely covered with

masses of brown pale-edged scales : main nerves 12 to 16 pairs, oblique,
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slightly curved, thin hut prominent heneath when dry, as are the

transverse veins ; length 3'5 to 6*5 in., breadth 1*5 to 2'25 in.
;

petiole

"35 in., densely stellate-pubescent, scurfy. Stipules deciduous, ovate-

lanceolate, nerved, stellate-puherulous. Panicles axillary and termi-

nal, few-flowered, tawny-tomentose, (shorter than the leaves [?]); the

bracts in pairs, unequal, elliptic-oblong, blunt, nerved, pubescent on

both surfaces. " Segments of calyx (fide Burck) unequal, the three

outer larger, imbricate. Petals minutely tomentose inside. Stamens

15, in two rows." Hopea ? Maranti, Miq. Fl. Ind. Bat. Suppl., 489 ; A.

DO. Prod. XYI, 2, p. 635.

Perak : King's Collector, No. 880. Malacca : Derry, No. 952.

Distrib. Sumatra, Bangka.

The Perak specimens are not in flower ; and I have seen none

from elsewhere that are. The above imperfect description of the

flower ha.s therefore been copied from Burck (Ann. Jard. Bot. Buitenzorg,

VI. 217). The Perak specimens perfectly agree, as to leaves, with

an authentic specimen of Miquel's from Sumatra, in the Calcutta Her-

barium. Miquel never saw either flower or fruit. In fact, of the

twenty new species of Dipterocarpece described by this anthor in the

supplement to his Flora of the Netherlands India, the flowers are des-

cribed in only two, and in these but partially

!

20. Shobea eximia, Scheff. in Nat. Tijdschr. Ned. Ind. XXXI,
349. A shrub or small tree

;
young branches petioles and under-

surfaces of leaves stellate- setulose. Leaves coriaceous, elliptic-oblong,

or ob-lanceolate-oblong, acuminate, narrowed to the rounded or sub-

cuneate base : npper surface glabrous except the tomentose midrib,

shining, the nerves depressed : nnder surface scabrid, pale brown, the

reticulations midrib and 17 to 21 pairs of spreading nerves prominent:

length 6'5 to 11 in., breadth 225 to 3*25 in., petiole '25 to "35 in.

Stipules in pairs, persistent, ovate, acuminate, longer than the petioles,

reticulate, laxly pubescent and wartcd. " Wings of fruiting-calyx

linear-lanceolate, obtuse : the three larger narrow at the base, 3*2 to

3'6 in. long, -5 in. broad, sparsely pubescent, 9-nerved ; the two shorter

and narrower 1*6 in. long. Fruit elongated-ovoid, acuminate, minute-

ly whitish-tomentose." Burck in Ann. Jard. Bot. Buitenzorg VI, 218.

Vatica? eximia, Miq. Fl. Ind. Bat. Suppl. 486; A. DC. Prod. XVI,

2, 623. Vatica sub-lacunosa ? Miq. Fl. Ind. Bat. Suppl. 486. Slwrea

sub-lacunosa, Scheff:. in Nat. Tijdschr. Ned, Ind. XXXI, 350 : A. DC.

Prod. XVI, 2623.

Malacca : Griffith, No. 5018. Penang : King. Perak King's Col-

lector, 10998. Distrib. Sumatra, Bangka.

This plant is very imperfectly known. I have copied the descrip-
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tion of the fruit from Dr. Burck (I.e.). Miquel, who first described

the plant as a probable Vatica, had seen nothing but a leaf-twig.

Specimens brought from Perak by the Calcutta collectors bear, instead

of flowers, curious coues, 1*5 in. long, of distichous imbricate bracts,

concerning which Griffith, in his field note on his specimen No. 5018,

wrote,—" irregular growth caused by an insect ; each of the scales

of these cones bears on its dorsum at its base a number of eggs."

Griffith's No. 5019 appears to belong to a closely allied, but distinct, spe-

cies ; as also does the indeterminate plant issued by Wallich as No. 6635

of his catalogue, under the designation, " Dilleniacea [?] nervosa."

21. Shorea Thiseltoni, King, n. sp. A tree 60 to 80 feet high :

young branches rather stout, the bark dark-coloured and lenticellate,

but covered at first by a pale-grey, deciduous pellicle. Leaves coriace-

ous, elliptic-oblong to elliptic, rarely oblong, sometimes slightly oboyate,

obtuse, slightly narrowed to the rounded base ; both surfaces glabrous,

the lower when very young sparsely lepidote, puberulous especially

on the midrib and nerves, brown when dry : main nerves 8 or 9 pairs,

ascending, slightly curved, bold and prominent on the under surface

like the midrib ; length 5 to 7 in., breadth 2*5 to 3*25 in.
;
petiole '6

to "8 in., stout. Panicles axillary and terminal, 2 to 3 in. long, velvety,

few-flowered, apparently ebracteolate. Flotvers sessile, "6 or "7 in.

long. Sepals ovate, sub-acute, unequal ; the 3 outer tomentose outside,

glabrous inside ; the 2 inner smaller, nearly glabrous, the edges

ciliate. Petals much longer than the sepals, linear-oblong, obtuse,

expanded at the base, glabrous, except one-half of the outer surface

which is adprcssed-pubescent. Stamens 15, in 3 rows, the filaments of

all dilated, unequal : the anthers shortly ovate, those of the inner and

longer row inappendiculate, those of the other two rows with a short

apical appendage from the connective. Ovary narrowly conical,

tomento.se, tapering into the short glabrous style ; stigma minute.

Ripe fruit narrowly ovoid, apiculate, minutely pale-tomentose, substriate,

1*2 in. long, and "6 in. in diam., the pericarp thick and woody. Per-

sistant sepals with much thickened concave woody bases, forming a

cup embracing the lower half of the fruit, the apices of the outer three

prolonged into membranous linear-oblong obtuse wings exceeding

the fruit and sometimes L'5 in. long; one of the inner sepals shortly

winged, the other often broad, obtuse and not winged.

Perak : common. King's Collector.

In this plant the fruit is much larger than in any of the other

epecies of Shorea here described, and its pericarp is hard and thick.

The bases of the sepals ars greatly thickened and concave, and they

form a cup which embraces closely, but does not adhere to, the lower
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half of the fruit, the apices of some of them being winged as above

described. In these respects the species resembles certain other

Malayan species of Shorea, e. g., 8. Martiniana Scheff, 8. scaberrima,

and &. stenoptera, Bnrck. Judging from the leaf-specimens on which

Miquel foivnded his Hopea 8ingkaivang, that plant must be a close

ally of this. A species (flower only) collected by H. 0. Forbes in

Sumatra (Herb. No. 2952) must also be closely allied to this. It

differs however by its conspicuously bracteolate inflorescence. Beccari's

Nos. 2681 and 3507, which form the types of Heim's species 8. brachyp-

tera, are also allied to this.

6. Hopea, Roxb.

Glabrous or hoary-tomentose resinous trees. Leaves quite entire,

firm, feather-veined ; stipules small, deciduous or inconspicuous.

Floivers sessile or shortly pedicelled, ebracteate, in lax panicles of uni-

lateral racemes. Sepals inserted on the receptacle, two being quite

external and three for the most part internal, obtuse, imbricate. Petals

falcate, their apices inflected in bud. 8tamens 15, or rarely 10, slightly

connate ; the connective subulate-cuspidate, the anthers ovate, their

valves obtuse, equal. Ovary 3-celled, the cells 2-ovuled : style shortly

cylindric or subulate. Fruit 1-seeded, closely surrounded by the bases

of the accrescent sepals, the 2 external of which are developed into

linear wings, the three internal not longer than the ripe fruit. Embryo

as in Shorea.—Disieib. of Shorea ; species about 35.

Sect. I. Eu-hopea, Main nerves of leaves bold and prominent.

Nerves of leaves 16 to 18 pairs ; accrescent

sepals 4 to 4'5 in. long, 10-nerved ... 1 H. nervosa.

Nerves of leaves 10 to 13 pairs ; accrescent

sepals 1*75 to 2*5 in. long, obscurely 5-nerved 2. H. Gurtisii.

Sect. II. Dbtobalanoidea, Miq. Main nerves not

distinct.

Petals sericeous : the filaments longer than the

anthers ; ripe fruit "3 in. long, the accrescent

sepals 7-nerved, l
-75 to 2 in. long, and #2 to

'25 in. broad ; leaf-petioles '25 to '4 in. long,

minutely tornentose... ... ... 3. H. micrantha.

Petals densely sericeous ; the filaments shorter

than the anthers ; ripe fruit *2 in. long ; ac-

crescent sepals obscurely 5- to 7-nerved, 1*25

to 1'5 in. long, and "25 in. broad ; leaf-petioles

•35 to *6 in. long, slender, pubcrulous, finally

glabrous ... ... ... 4. H. intermedia.
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1. Hopea nervosa, King, n. sp. A tree 50 to 70 feet high: young

branches dark-coloured, glabrous. Leaves coriaceous, oblong to elliptic-

oblong, shortly acuminate, the base rounded or very slightly cuneate
;

both surfaces glabrous ; main nerves 16 to 18 pairs, spreading, bold

and prominent on the lower ; length 3'5 to 5 in., breadth 1*5 to 2*25 in.
;

petiole '5 to '75 in., transversely wrinkled when dry. Flowers unknown.

Ripe fruit ovoid-rotund, apiculate, glabrous, "5 in. long ; the two outer

sepals much enlarged, oblong-lanceolate, obtuse, slightly narrowed to

the concave thickened smooth base, 10-nerved, 4 to 4 -

5 in. long, and
'6 to '75 in. wide ; the three inner sepals not quite so long as the fruit,

broadly ovate, obtuse, thickened, smooth, closely embracing but not

adherent to the fruit.

Perak : King's Collector, No. 3690.

This is a very distinct species, belonging to the group of Hopea

with the nerves of the leaves bold. It is so distinct that, contrary to my
general practice, I venture to name it without having seen the flower.

2. Hopea Curtisii, King, n. sp. A tree 50 to 60 feet high

:

young branches slender, dark-coloured, lenticellate, almost glabrous.

/ »es coriaceous, broadly ovate to ovatc-oblong, shortly acuminate

or acute, the base slightly unequal-sided, rounded, rarely sub-cuneate

;

both surfaces glabrous, the upper slightly puberulous on the midrib

near the base, the lower with several hairy glands at the base, the

midrib sparsely and minutely stellate-puberulous ; main nerves 10 to

].". pairs, curving, ascending, prominent beneath ; length 35 to 4*5 in.,

breadth 1'75 to 2*5 in.; petiole '4 in., puberulous when young. Pani-

cles axillary and terminal, lax, few-liowered. Flowers about '2 in.

long, pedicelled. Sepals broadly ovate, blunt, concave, tomentose out-

Bide, glabrous inside ; the inner two rather smaller and more glabrous

than the others. Petals oblong, oblique, falcate, obtuse, partially tomen-

tose outside, glabrous inside. Stamens 10, the filaments short, dilated
;

anthers ovate, short, the connective with an apical awn longer than

the anther. Ovary broadly ovate, puberulous at the truncate apex,

otherwise glabrous : style short. Ripe fruit ovoid, apiculate, pale

striate, "3 in. long ; outer two sepals accrescent, narrowly-oblong, reti-

culate, membranous, obscurely 5-nerved, obtuse, slightly narrowed

to the concave smooth base, 175 to 2'5 in. long and from *35 to '6 in.

broad ; the three inner non-accrescent sepals about as long as the

fruit.

Penang : Curtis No. 1562. Perak : King's Collector, 8161.

3. Hopea miceantha, Hook. fil. in Trans. Linn. Soc, xxiii, 160.

A tree 60 to 80 feet high : young branches slender with dark-coloured,

lenticellate bark and minute brownish pubescence. Leaves coriaceous,
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ovate-lanceolate or oblong-lanceolate, bluntly caudate-acuminate ; the

base slightly cuneate or sometimes broad, rounded and slightly unequal

;

both surfaces glabrous except the pubescent midrib : main nerves

numerous, not much more prominent than the secondary, and both

indistinct ; length 2 to 4 in., breadth *8 to 1*75 in.
;
petiole "25 to "4 in.

minutely tomentnse. Panicles axillary and terminal, numerous, short,

spreading, 1 to 1*5 in. long, puberulous or glabrous. Flowers *15 to

•25 in. long, shortly pedicellate. Sepals sub-equal, ovate-rotund, sub-

acute or obtuse, puberulous and resinous outside, glabrous inside.

Petals twice as long as the sepals, broadly oblong-obtuse, silky outside

except on one side, glabrous inside. Stamens about 12, the filaments

dilated in the lower half, longer than the ovate anthers ; the connective

produced into a single apical awn longer than the stamen. Ovary

elongated, often constricted in the middle, glabrous ; style very short,

stigma minute. Ripe fruit ovoid, apiculate, -3 in. long, striate, closely

embraced by the 3 inner sepals which about equal it in length ; the

outer two sepals accrescent, oblanceolate, obtuse, tapering to the con-

cave base, reticulate, 7-nerved, P75 to 2 in. long, and *2 to "25 in. broad.

A. DC. Prod. XVI. 2, p. 634. Dyer in Hook. fil. PI. Br. Ind. I, 310.

Burck in Ann. Bot. Jard. Buitenzorg, VI, 238.

Malacca ; Maingay (Kew Distrib.) No. 210. Penang : Curtis, ISTos.

167, 266, 1397. Perak : King's Collector, N"os. 3525, 8170. Distrib.

Borneo : Bangka, Sumatra.

Mr. Curtis notes on the Penang specimens of this, that the bark of

the tree is smooth and of a grey colour, whereas the back of its close ally

H. intermedia is fissured like that of Shorea parviflora. The species of Hopea
with numerous indistinct nerves, (Sect. Dryobalanoides) are not easy to

distinguish from each other in the Herbarium. H. Mengarawan, Miq., a

species published two years earlier than this (i. e., in 1860), comes very

near tins, and the two may possibly prove to be identical, in which
case Miquel's name must be adopted. Hopea cemua, Teysm. and Binn.

was described by its authors from a plant originally obtained from
Sumatra, but cultivated in the Buitenzorg Garden. It differs from H.
Mengaratvan and from H. micrantha in having larger leaves with more
prominent nerves . Its authors were doubtful as to its being really dis-

tinct from H. Mengarawan, and I think these doubts were well founded.

Under the species named H. Dryobalanoides by Miquel (1. c ) there are,

Dr. Burck asserts, two plants. One of these collected at Soeno-ie-

pagoe in Sumatra, is, he says, simply H. Mengaraivan, Miq., and it is

the fruit of this which Miquel describes under liis H. Dryobalanoides.

The other specimen from Priaman in Sumatra is different, and it is to

it that Dr. Burck (Ann. Bot. Jard. Buitenzorg VI., 241) desires to
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restrict the name H. Dryobalanoides, Miq. There is in the Calcutta

Herbarium an authentic specimen of the very gathering of the Soengie-

pagoe plant on which Miquel worked, and I should refer it to H.

micrantha Hook. fil.

Petalandra micrantha, Harssk. has been reduced by the authors of

the Genera Plantarum (Vol. I. p. 193) to Hopea. It is however a different

plant from this, and belongs to Miquel's section Pu-hopea, which is

characterised by the nerves being prominent. By Dr. Burck, Petalandra

is reduced to Doona.

4. Hopea intermedia, King n. sp. A tree 60 to 80 feet high :

young branches rather dark-coloured, minutely lenticellate, puberulous.

Leaves coriaceous, ovate-lanceolate, caudate-acuminate, the basecuneate,

both surfaces glabrous ; main nerves numerous, faint ; length 2 -5 to

3 in., breadth 1 to T35 in.
;
petiole *35 to "6 in. slender, puberulous but

finally glabrous. Panicles as in PL. Mengarawan, the flowers pedicellate.

S'pals sub-equal ; the two outer ovate, acuminate ; the three inner

broader and more obtuse, all resinous outside, glabrous and smooth in-

side. Petals twice as long as the sepals, narrowly oblong, obtuse, falcate,

densely sericeous externally, glabrous within. Stamens 12 ; the fila-

ments dilated, shorter than the anthers ; the anthers short, crowned by

a straight awn from the connective longer than the stamen. Ovary

hour-glass shaped ; style short, stigma small. Pipe fruit ovoid, apicu-

late, '2 in. long, pale, striate ; the two outer sepals accrescent, narrowly

oblong-obtuse, narrowed to the base, reticulate, obscurely 5- to 7-nerved,

1*25 to 1'5 in. long and "25 in. broad; the inner three sepals not accres-

cent, not longer than the fruit, and closely embracing it.

Penang: Curtis, No. 425 and 1398. Perak : King's Collector,

No. 3709.

This species is no doubt near to PI. micrantha, Hook, fil., but, accord-

ing to Mr. Curtis, it is distinguishable from that, while growing, by its

bark, this tree having a fissured bark like that of Shorea parvifolia, Dyer,

while the bark of PL. micrantha is smooth and grey. The petals of

this are also more sericeous than those of PL. micrantha, the filaments

are shorter than the anthers (not longer, as in PI. micrantha), the leaves

are more glabrous, the petioles longer and more slender and more

glabrous, and the fruit and accrescent sepals are smaller than in PL.

micrantha. I have therefore ventured, after much hesitation, to name

this as a species, and from its relationship to II. micrantha and PL. Menya-

raumn, I have called it PL. intermedia. Its vernacular name in Penang

is Janhang. It has been suggested that this plant should be refer-

red to PL. Dryobalanoides, Miq.—a course which I would have adopted

with great pleasure had it been clear what II. Dryobalanoides really is.
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But, as I have stated in a note under H. micrantha, H. Dryobalanoides

appears to be a composite species ; moreover, its author nowhere describes

its flowers, For these reasons I think it ought to be suppressed as a

species.

7. Retinodendron, Korthals.

Resinous trees, with the leaves, inflorescence, and flowers of Vatica,

Ripe fruit globular, crowned by the persistent style, 1-celled, 1-seeded,

the pericarp coriaceous, indehiscent. Calyx of ripe fruit slightly ac-

crescent, the pieces oblong, nearly equal, and quite free from, and usually

shorter than, the fruit (longer in. R. Kunstleri). Isauxis (sub-genus

of Vateria) W and A. Distrib. Malaya and British India. Species about

10,

Isauxis was established by Wight and Arnot as a sub-genus of Vateria, Linn,

to receive the three species Vateria lancesefolia, Roxb., V. Roxburghiana, Wight and
V. Ceylonica, Wight (Stemoporus Wightii, Thw.) and its characters were, " Segments

of the calyx ovate, acute, enlarging in fruit
;
petals falcate and about three times the

length of the calyx : stamens 15 with oblong anther cells ; style short ; stigma

clavate, 3—6 toothed : panicles axillary, shorter than the leaves." The other section

of Vateria suggested by Wight was Eu-Vateria (the Vateria of Linnasus and of

which V. indica, L. is the type) and of this the characters are, " Calyx-segments

obtuse, scarcely enlarging in fruit : petals oval, scarcely longer than the calyx :

stamens 40 or 50 with linear anther-cells : style elongated : stigma acute ; panicle

large and terminal. Korthals, evidently overlooking Wight's Illustrations, pub-

lished (Yerh. Nat. G-esch. Ned. Ind. p. 56) his genus Retinodendron to cover

one of the very plants {viz., Vateria lanceeefolia, Eoxb.) for which Wight and

Arnot founded the sub-genus Isauxis ; and to this Betinodendron Korthals added

his own Malayan species R. Rassah and R. paucifiorum. Although Isauxis may have

the priority as a sub-genus (Wight's Illustrations were published in 1840, and

Korthals' book, just quoted, bears the date 1839 — 1842), Retinodendron takes prece-

dence as a genus. The flowers of Retinodendron are exactly those of all the species

of Vatica (except the anomalous V. scaphula, Roxb.) inasmuch as the segments of

the calyx are slightly imbricate when the bud is very young, becoming valvate as

the bud advances in age ; the petals are much longer than broad, their apices are

not inflexed in aestivation, and they are not spreading when expanded. The fruit

itself is also practically that of Vatica ; bat the fruiting-calyx is different, for its

lobes are invariably free from the beginning, they are pretty nearly equal to each

other, but (although slightly accrescent) they are in most cases shorter than the fruit.

As regards its calyx, Retinodendron is closely allied to Vateria, but it differs from

Vateria in its flowers ; for in Vateria the stamens are numerous (40 to 50), the

petals are scarcely longer than the segments of the calyx and are spreading ; more-

over the inflorescence is longer in Vateria than in Retinodendron, and it is terminal.

In short, Retinodendron has the flowers of Vatica and the fruit of Vateria. Dr.

Burck forms Retinodendron and Isauxis into sections of the genus Vatica, giving

however characters to the section Isauxis which form no part of Wight's original

characters of it as a sub-section of Vateria. In Dr. Burck's section Isauxis, " the

calyx-lobes are all accrescent, sub-equal to the fruit, or much longer,"

J. ii. 17
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Fruiting-calyx shorter than the fruit.

Leaves 3"5 to 6 in. long : fruit -4 in. in diam. 1. R. pallidum.

Leaves 7 to 10 in. long : fruit '65 in. in diam. 2. JR. Scortechinii,

Fruiting-calyx longer than the fruit ... 3. R. Kunstleri.

1. Retinodendron pallidium, King. A small tree (fide Dyer) :

young branches slender, deciduously puberulous, their bark pale. Leaves

coriaceous, oblong-lanceolate to narrowly elliptic, acuminate ; the edges

entire, recurved when dry ; the base acute : both surfaces glabrous,

the upper shining ; main nerves 9 to 10 pairs, curving, oblique ; length

3'5 to 6 in., breadth 12 to 1'8 in., petiole '4 to '5 in. Panicles axillary,

rarely extra-axillary, puberulous, I to 3 in. long. Flowers "45 in. long

;

Calyx-segments ovate-lanceolate, scurfy-pubescent. Petals oblong, lanceo-

late, sub-acute, stellate-pubescent externally. Anthers broadly ovate,

with a short blunt apiculus. Ovary puberulous ; stigma capitate, lobed.

Fruit globular, about "4 in. in diam., glabrous, shining, very minutely

and sjDarsely lepidote, partially covered in the lower half by the slightly

unequal, spreading or sub-reflexed, narrowly-oblong, membranous,

3-nerved, reticulate calyx-lobes. Vatica pallida, Dyer in Hook. fil. Fl.

Br. Ind. 1, 302.

Penang : Maingay, on Government Hill, at an elevation of about

800 feet ; Curtis, No. 117 ; King, Kunstler.

This is known only from Penang. It is evidently a rare tree. Its

fruit somewhat resembles (except in size) that of V. lancecefolia, Blume.

2. Retinodendron Scortechinii, King, n. sp. A tall tree : young

branches rather stout, densely furfuraceous-pubescent. Leaves coria-

ceous, oblong, tapering to the sub-acute apex ; the base slightly nar-

rowed, rounded: both surfaces glabrous: main nerves 14 to 18 pairs,

spreading, curving, prominent on the lower, depressed on the upper,

surface when dry, the transverse venation bold : length 7 to 10 in.,

breadth 2'6 to 32 in
,
petiole "6 to "75 in. Panicles crowded towards

the apices of the branches, mostly axillary, 2 to 2'5 in. long, the

rachises brownish flocculent stellate-tomentose, as is the calyx exter-

nally. Flowers '6 in. long. Calyx-lobes ovate. Petals thick, oblong,

blunt, puberulous externally, glabrous within. Stamens elliptic, apicu-

late. Ovary minutely tomentose ; stigma clavate. Ripe fruit sub-

globular, sub-rugose, vertically grooved, minutely rufous-scurfy, about

65 in. in diam , laxly embraced in the lower half by the broadly ovate,

membranous, many-nerved, reticulate, sub-equal calyx-lobes.

Perak : Scortechini, Nos. 1940 and 1942.

The calyx-lobes are nearly equal in size, quite free from the fruit,

much shorter, and they embrace only its lower half. This species is

allied to Retinodendron Rassalc, Korth. (Nat. Gesch. Ned. Ind. 56, t. 8,)
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but has broader leaves and much, more condensed panicles than that

species.

3. Retinodendeon Kunstleri, King n. sp. A tree, 20 to 50 feet

high, sometimes a shrub : young branches slender, deciduously stellate-

puberulous. Leaves thinly coriaceous, elliptic-oblong to oblong-lanceo-

late, sometimes slightly obovate, sub-acute or shortly and bluntly

acumiuate ; the base cuneate, rarely rounded : upper surface glabrous,

the midrib and nerves pubescent ; the lower quite glabrous ; main nerves

7 to 9 pairs, ascending, slightly prominent beneath : length 225 to 4'5

in., breadth 1*25 to 1*75 in., petiole "25 to '4 in. Racemes axillary, I

to 1"5 in. long, sparsely scaly. Flowers -4 in. long. Calyx-lobes ovate-

lanceolate, puberulous. Petals oblong- elliptic, oblique, obtuse, puberulous

outside. Anthers slightly and sharply apiculate. Ovary puberulous,

stigma capitate. Ripe fruit globular, with a long curved apical beak,

glabrous, about *25 in. in diam. Calyx-lobes all accrescent, sub-equal,

oblong, tapering slightly to the sub-obtuse apex, the base slightly

auricled, thickly membranous, glabrous, 3-nerved, the longest about

1*3 in. long, and "35 in. broad, loosely surrounding, and longer than, the

fruit.

Perak ; Scortechini, Wray, King's Collector ; very common at low

elevations.

In this species all the five calyx-lobes are accrescent and of nearly

equal size. They are quite free from the ripe fruit, round which they

form a loose semi-inflated investiture. Its nearest ally is Yatica

bancana, Scheffer, (Retinodendron bancanum).

8. Isoptera, Scheffer.

A tall resinous tree. Leaves coriaceous, entire, feather-veined.

Floioers in axillary or terminal panicles. Calyx-tube very short, the

segments ovate-rotund, imbricate. Stamens 30 to 35, the anthers ovate,

the cells divergent at the base, acute, the valves equal, the connective

produced into an apical bristle-like appendage. Ovary 3-cellecl, thelocnli

bi-ovulate ; the style short, terete, 3-angled at the apex. Fruit indehis-

cent, 1-seeded, the pericarp coriaceous. Fruiting-calyx an open cup

not embracing the fruit ; its lobes all slightly enlarged, spreading* (not

winged) ; the outer 3 rotund, broader than the 2 narrower inner lobes.

One species—Malayan.

1. Isoptera Borne ensis, Scheff. MSS. ex Burck in Ann. Bot.

Jard. Buitenzorg VI, 222. A large tree : young branches slender,

dark-coloured, sj^arsely lenticellate, glabrescent. Leaves coriaceous,

oblong, sub-acute, slightly narrowed to the rouuded base : upper surface

glabrous except the puberulous midrib ; the lower pale, glabrous ; main
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nerves 8 or 9 pairs, oblique, slightly curving, prominent beneath ; length

4 to 5 in., breadth 1*75 to 2 in., petiole *5 in. Panicles 4 to 6 in. long,

stellate-pubescent ; bracteoles caducous. Flowers shortly stalked. Calyx-

segments minutely tomentose. Petals '5 in. long, pale tomentose.

Stamens 30 to 36, in 3 series, the filaments dilated at the base : anthers

with equal valves. Ovary sericeous, style glabrous. Ripe fruit sub-

globose, acuminate, pale tomentose, about "25 in. in diam. ; fruiting-calyx

forming a cup -with a concave short tube embracing the fruit, the seg-

ments spreading, re-curved, the 3 outer '65 in. in length and breadth, the

2 inner smaller. Heim, " Recherches sur les Dipterocarpacees," p. 51.

Pahang : Ridley, No. 2626. Distrib. Bangka, Borneo.

Leaf-specimens of what appear to be this tree were collected by

Mr. Wray (Herb. No. 3426) in Upper Perak.

9. Balanocabpus, Beddome.

Glabrous or puberulous, rarely scabrid, resinous trees, with in-

conspicuous fugaceous stipules. Leaves entire, coriaceous or membran-

ous, penni-nerved. Flowers secund, sessile or shortly pedicelled. Sepals

distinct or united at tbe base, imbricated, two quite external to the

others ; in fruit sub-equal, only slightly enlarged, woody, thickened, and

forming a 5-lobed cup round the base of (but rarely enveloping) the

fruit, not adnate to it and never expanding into wings. Petals elliptic,

obliquely acuminate, the apices slightly inflexed in bud or not inflexed at

all. Stamens 15, attached to the bases of the petals, in 3 rows ; or 10

in 2 rows, sub-equal, the filaments much dilated at the base, the connec-

tive prolonged into a straight apical awn longer than the ovate anther.

Torus flat. Ovary 3-celled, cells 2-ovuled, ovules collateral. Style

short. Stigma minute, entire. Fruit oblong or sub-globose, apiculate
;

the pericarp ligneous or sub-ligneous. Seed solitary, erect ; cotyledons

fleshy, plano-concave, the larger 2- or 3-lobed, or entire ; the radicle

prominent. Southern Peninsular India, Malaya. Probably 12 species.

Leaves glabrous, smooth.

Leaves ovate-lanceolate or ovate, caudate-acu-

minate.

Stamens 15

Fruit entirely enveloped in the slight-

ly enlarged calyx ... ... 1. B. Gurtisii.

Only the lower part of the fruit en-

veloped by the calyx ... ... 2. B.penangianus.

Stamens 10 ... ... ... 3. B. anomalus.
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Leaves narrowly oblong, gradually narrowed

to the acute apex.

Fruit 1'75 to 225 in. long : stamens 10 ... 4. B. maximus.

Fruit 1*5 in. long ; leaves 4 to 6 in. long,

with 9 or 10 pairs of bold parallel

nerves ... ... ... 5. B. Heimii.

Fruit #6 in. long : leaves 2*25 to 2"75 in.

long, with 7 or 8 pairs of slightly

prominent nerves ... ... 6. B. Wrayi.

Leaves stellate-pubescent, scabrid ... ... 7. B.Hemsleyanus.

1. Balanocarptjs Curtisii, King. A tree 20 to 30 feet high : young

branches slender, the bark dark-coloured, puberulous. Leaves mem-
branous, ovate-lanceolate, bluntly caudate-acuminate, the base slightly

cuneate : both surfaces glabrous, dull ; main nerves 8 to 10 pairs, spread-

ing, faint and scarcely more prominent than the secondary nerves
;

length 2 to 2*5 in., breadth "75 to 1 in., petiole "1 to '15 in. Panicles

axillary and terminal, shorter than the leaves, glabrescent, lax, each

with a few 3- to 5-flowered spreading branches. Flowers secund, short-

ly pedicelled, "15 in. long. Sepals distinct, sub-equal, thick, rotund-

ovate, very obtuse, puberulous outside, glabrous inside, the edges slightly

ciliate. Petals elliptic, obliquely shortly and bluntly acuminate, glabres-

cent inside, partly puberulous and partly glabrous outside. Stamens

15, in 3 rows, sub-equal ; the filaments shorter than the anthers, dilated:

anthers broadly elliptic, truncate, the connective produced into an

apical awn longer than the stamen. Ovary cylindric, truncate, glabrous,

the style short and stigma minute. Fruit smooth, globular, apiculate,

crowned by the sub-sessile discoid stigma, enveloped by, but not adherent

to, the slightly thickened sepals, '25 to "3 in. in diam. (calyx included).

Penang: Curtis, No. 1406. Perak : King's Collector, Nos. 3171,

3294, 6543 ; Wray, No. 2860.

2. Balanocarpus penangianus, King, n. sp. A tree 40 to 50 feet

high : young branches slender, dark-coloured, lenticellate, slightly

puberulous at the very tips. Leaves coriaceous, ovate-lanceolate or

ovate-acuminate, often caudate-acuminate, the base slightly cuneate or

almost rounded, the edges slightly undulate, both surfaces glabrous :

main nerves 7 to 8 pairs, spreading and curving upwards, not promi-

nent on either surface ; length 1*75 to 4 in., breadth *8 to 1*6 in., petiole

"25 to "4 in. Panicles axillary and terminal, hoary-pubescent, many-

flowered ; the flowers secund, 7 to 9 on each lateral branchlet, pedicelled,

•15 to "2 in. long. Sepals sub-equal, broadly ovate, sub-acute, yellowish-

pulverulent, tomentose externally, glabrous internally. Petals oblong,

obtuse, twisted and with the apices reflexed in aestivation, spreading
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when expanded, minutely yellowish-pulverulent, tomentose outside,

glabrous inside. Stamens 15, sub-equal : apical awn curved, longer

than the anther. Ovary ovoid, narrowing upwards into the style ; stigma

minute. Fruit ovoid, very slightly apiculatc, striate, pale pubescent,

about "6 in. long and '3 in. in diam., the persistent calyx covering the

lower third of the fruit, sub-glabrous, thickened and concave at the

base ; the teeth deltoid, spreading. Richetia penangiana, Heim in Bull.

Soc. Linn. Paris, 1891, p. 980.

Penang : on Government Hill, at an elevation of about 1,000 feet,

Curtis, Nos. 1429 and 1393 ; Hullett, No. 188 ; King's Collector, No.

1534. Perak: King's Collector, Nos. 3333, 3707.

The leaves of this species, although larger, resemble those of B.

Curiisii : but the fruits of the two are quite different. One of Mr.

Curtis' specimens, No. 429 (communicated from Kew), forms the type of

a new genus called Richetia, which M. Heim has founded (1. c. p., 975,

also in his " Recherches sur les Dipterocarpacees" p. 50), without having

seen its flowers. I have retained for this M. Heim's specific name, while

referring it to Beddome's older genus. The vernacular name of the

species is Dammar Etam.

3. Bala.nocakits anomalus, King. A tree : young branches slender,

dark-coloured, minutely lenticellate, the tips puberulous. Leaves coria-

ls, ovate, acuminate; the base broad, sub-cuneate ; both surfaces

glabrous ; main nerves 6 or 7 pairs, ascending, curving, not prominent

:

length 225 to 25 in., breadth 1 to 1*3 in., petiole - 6 to "7 in. Panicles

numerous, axillary and terminal, longer than the leaves, pubescent,

their lateral branchlets bearing 6 to 8 sub-secund flowers. Flowers

shortly pedicelled, '15 in. long. Sepals broadly ovate, connate at the

obtuse, minutely tomentose outside, glabrous inside. Petals

elliptic, blunt, yellowish adpressed-sericeous outside, glabrous inside,

only about twice as h>ng as the sepals, spreading and reflexed so as to

expose the stamens and pistil. Stamens 10, in two rows ; the filaments

longer than the anthers, dilated ; anther short, ovate, its connective pro-

duced into an apical awn as long as itself. Ovary ovoid, striate, pubes-

cent, style short and thick, stigma small.

Kedah : Curtis, No. 1G54.

Mr. Curtis is as yet the only collector of this, and his specimens

have no fruit. I refer it to this genus, although its flowers differ from

those of the other species known to me, in having petals only about

twice as long as the sepals, spreading and reflexed so that the andro-

gyiiojciurn is quite exposed ; and in having only 10 stamens In other

respects the specimens agree with L'alanocarpus. Its vernacular name
in Kedah is Malaut.
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4. Balanocarpus maximus, King1

, n. sp. A tree 60 to 80 feet high ;

all parts except the inflorescence glabrous : young branches rather stout;

tlie bark, loose, papery, lenticellate, pale. Leaves thinly coriaceous,

oblong to elliptic-oblong, sub-acute, slightly narrowed to the rounded

base ; main nerves 7 to 9 pairs, slightly prominent beneath, the trans-

Terse veins slightly prominent when dry : length 5 to 7 in., breadth 2

to 2'5 in., petiole '5 to '6 in. Panicles axillary or terminal, about half

as long as the leaves, few-flowered, minutely tomentose. Flowers sub-

sessiie, "6 or "7 in. long'. Sepals broadly ovate, the outer two tomentose,

the inner three more or less glabrous externally, all glabrous internally,

the inner two with ciliate margins. Petals much longer than the sepals,

narrowly oblong, the apex erose, expanded and concave at the base, ad-

pressed-pubescent outside and towards the apex inside, otherwise gla-

brous. Stamens 10, in two rows ; anthers with a deflexed terminal

appendage from the connective. Ovary elongate, narrowly conical, seri-

ceous. Style rather short, glabrous; stigma small. Mipe fruit cylindri-

cal, tapering to each end but most to the apiculate apex
;
pericarp

woody, striate, sub-glabrous, pale-brown when dry : T75 to 2*25 in. long,

and '6 or "7 in. in diani. Persistent sepals fibrous, forming a toothed

cup about -5 in. deep, embracing the base of the fruit.

Perak : King's Collector, Nos. 7987 and 8006.

The flowers of this fine species do not exactly answer to

Beddome's diagnosis of the g'enus Balanocarpus, inasmuch as they have

10 instead of 15 stamens, and neither of the cotyledons is lobed. In

other respects the flowers and fruit agree perfectly.

5. Balanocarpus Heimit, King n. sp. A tree 50 to 60 feet high :

young branches rather slender, the bark dark-coloured, puberulous

or glabrescent. Leaves coriaceous, narrowly oblong, tapering to the

acuminate apex, and slightly narrowed to the rounded base ; upper

surface glabrous, shining, the midrib minutely pubescent : lower

surface glabrescent except the piibescent midrib and 9 or 10 pairs of

ascending, bold, slightly-curving nerves : length 4 to 6 in., breadth

1 to 175 in.
;
petiole '3 or '4 in., with minute black tomentum. Floivers

unknown. Pipe carpels cylindric, tapering to the apex, slightly nar-

rowed to the base, 1*5 in. long and *5 in. in diam. ; the pericarp woody,

sub-glabrous, sub-striate, dark-coloured when dry. Persistent sepals

sub-equal, puberulous. thickened, forming a 5-lobed cup *6 in. deep Avhieh

embraces the base of the fruit. Pierrea Penangiana. Heim, MSS.
Penang : Curtis No. 273 (leaves only). Perak: King's Collector,

No. 37 J 8.

This tree, of which as yet only fruiting specimens have been found,

so closely resembles the other Malayan species of Balanocarpus des-
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cribed here, that I refer it without any hesitation to this genus.

M. Curtis' leaf specimens of this have, I understand, received from

M. Heim the MSS. name, Pierrea penangiana. The genus Pierrea

has been founded by M. Heim (Bull. Soc. Linn. Paris, 1891, p. 958,

and " Recherches sur les Dipterocarpacees ", p. 78) on specimens of

which the author has not (as he admits) had the advantage of seeing

the flowers. The vernacular name of this tree in Penang is Chengah,

and its timber is, according to Mr. Curtis, very valuable. In the

State of Perak, on the mainland almost opposite Penang, another species

(B. Wrayi) receives a similar vernacular name.

6. Balanocarpus Wrati, King n. sp. A tree : young branches

slender, dark-coloured, glabrous. Leaves coriaceous, narrowly oblong,

gradually tapering from the middle to the acute apex ; the base sub-

cuneate or rounded, slightly unequal-sided : both surfaces glabrous
;

main nerves 7 or 8 pairs, curved, oblique, slightly prominent beneath :

length 2'25 to 2*75 in., breadth *75 in.
;
petiole '25 in., transversely

wrinkled. Panicles axillary and terminal, nearly as long as the leaves.

Flowers unknown. Fruit ovoid, much apiculate, glabrous, '6 in. long,

covered in its lower two-thirds by the persistent sub-accrescent glabrous

calyx ; outer two sepals smaller than the others, elliptic, obtuse, the

inner three rotund, all thickened and concave.

Perak : Wray, No. 813.

Collected only once and without flowers. According to Mr. Wray
the timber of this tree is valuable, and its vernacular name is Chingi, or

Chingal. I refer this (in spite of the absence of flowers) to Balanocar-

pus, the other species of which it so closely resembles.

7. Balanocarpus Hemsletanus, King, n. sp. A tree 50 to 100 feet

high : young branches rather stout, rough, minutely lenticellate, pube-

rulous. Leaves coriaceous, elliptic-oblong, sometimes slightly obovate,

shortly and abruptly acuminate, slightly narrowed to the rounded or

sub-emarginate base : upper surface glabrous except the minutely

tomentose midrib ; the lower scabrid from minute rigid stellately hairy

tubercles which are most abundant on the stout midrib and nerves

:

main nerves 18 to 20 pairs, oblique, parallel, very prominent on the

lower, obsolete on the upper, surface ; length 7 to 12 in., breadth 3 -25

to 5 in.
;
petiole '6 to '9 in. scabrid, pubescent. Panicles axillary or

terminal, 3 to 7 in. long, scurfy stellate-pubescent ; flowers rather

crowded on the lateral branchlets, "5 in. long, Sepals sub-equal,

broadly ovate, acute, yellowish-tomentose externally, glabrous internally.

Petals twice as long as the sepals, or longer, elliptic, oblique, obtuse,

glabrous except a broad adpressed-sericeous band externally.

Stamens 15, in three rows : the filaments dilated, unequal, longer than
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the shortly ovate anthers ; apical connectival appendage deflexecl,

curved, longer than the anther. Ovary elongated-conic, tomentose,

tapering into the sparsely puberulous style; stigma small. Ripe fruit

narrowly ovoid, apiculate, pale brownish-tomentose, 1'25 to 1*5 in. long,

and "75 to 1 in. in diam. Persistent sepals nearly equal, their bases

thickened, woody, pubescent, and concave, forming an irregularly 5-toothed

cup which embraces the lower half of the fruit. Shorea Hemsleyana,

King MSS. in Herb. Calc.

Penang: Curtis No. 2512. Perak : King's Collector, Nos. 5431,

6670, and 7562. Scortechini No. 1653.

This is an altogether anomalous species. It has leaves like

several of the scabrid species of Shorea, such as S. eximia and S.

leprosula. Its flowers are also more like those of Shorea than Balano-

carpus ; but its fruit is essentially that of the latter genus, in which,

not without hesitation, I include it.

10. Pachynocarpus, Hook. fil.

Resinous trees with the leaves and flowers of Vatica, but with

sometimes only ten stamens. Fruit ovoid-globose, umbonate at the apex,

1-celled, 1-seeded, the pericarp densely coriaceous, splitting vertically.

Calyx with five equal segments, at first almost free from the fruit, but

the tube gradually accrescent, much thickened and adnate to the fruit,

and finally embracing the whole of it except the apex. Seed pendulous,

testa thin and adherent to the endocarp, cotyledons very thick and fleshy.

Leaves elliptic to oblong-elliptic, sub-acute or

shortly and obtusely acuminate... ... 1. P. Wallichii.

Leaves broadly-elliptic or obovate-elliptic, the

apex very blunt ... ... ... 2. P. Stapfianus.

Dr. Burck (in Ann. Jard. Bot. Buitenzorg) expands the definition of the genus

Vatica so as to include not only the closely allied Synaptea, but also the genera

Isauxis W. A , Retinodendron, Korth., and Pachynocarpus Hook fil. To the union

of Synaptea with Vatica I see no objection; for the whole difference between the two

(as I have stated in a note under Vatica) consists in perfect freedom of the fruit

in Vatica from the enlarged calyx, whereas in Synaptea there is a slight adhesion to

the calyx at the very base. But for the inclusion of Pachynocarpus, I see no sufficient

justification ; for in this genus the calyx does not expand into membranous win^s, but

forms a dense fibro-cartilaginous cover for the fruit, which it tightly embraces and
to which it is quite adnate. As regards Isauxis and Retinodendron, they appear

to me to be undistinguishable from each other by any but trivial marks, but they

differ sufficiently in calyx from Vatica to be treated as a genus under the older

name Retinodendron.

1. Pachynocarpus Wallichii, King. A tree 40 to 70 feet high :

young branches deciduously scurfy-puberalous, their bark pale-brown,

sparsely lenticellate. Leaves coriaceous, elliptic to oblong-elliptic,

J. 11. 18
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sab-acute, or shortly and obtusely acuminate, the base cuneate ; both

surfaces glabrous, the lower pale and prominently reticulate when dry

:

main nerves 6 to 9 pairs, slightly prominent beneath, ascending; length

4"5 to 8 in., breadth 1*5 to 3 in., petiole; "4 to "6 in. Panicles crowded

near the apices of the branches, many-flowered, 2 to 4 in. long. Calyx-

lobes deltoid, minutely velvety outside. Petals linear-oblong, obtuse,

puberulous externally. Stamens broadly ovoid, minutely but obtusely

apiculate. Ovary puberulous : stigma sub-capitate, lobed. Pipe fruit

ovoid-globose, about "75 in. in diam., closely embraced by the slightly

shorter, much thickened, persistent, fibrous or woody, rugose, enlarged

calyx-lobes. V. Wallicliii Dyer in Jouru. Bot. 1878 p. 154. Vatica ruminata,

Burck in Ann. Jard. Bot hjuitenzorg, VI, 227 t, 29, fig. 4.

Penang : Wallich, Cat. No. 9018 ; Curtis Nos. 1161, 1218, 1391.

Malacca : Maingay No. 201. Trang, King's Collector. Johore, Hullett

and King. Perak : common at low elevations, King's Collector, Scor-

techini. DlSTRlB., Bangka.

In the young stages of the fruit of this species the calyx is quite

small and embraces only the very base of it, much as in Isauxis ; but as

the fruit expands the calyx grows, so that when ripe the fruit is, with

the exception of its apex, closely embraced by the much thickened,

lignified, obscurely toothed calyx-tube. This offers, therefore, a transi-

tion between Isauxis and Paehynocarpus. And, indeed, it is to the former

section that Dyer refers it ( Journ. Bot., 1. a), and to which Burck

refers his D. ruminata, a species which authentic specimens shew to be

identical with this. Dr. Burck's species, Vatica verrucosa (Ann. Jard.

Bot. Buitenzorg) appears also to come very near to this.

2. Pachynocarpus Stapfianus, King, n. sp. A tree 80 to 100

feet high ; young branches rather stout, scaly-pubescent at first, ulti-

mately glabrous. Leaves coriaceous, broadly elliptic or obovate-elliptic,

the apex broadly rounded, slightly narrowed to the rounded or sub-

cuneate base : upper surface glabrous, shining, the lower paler, minutely

and sparsely scurfy-puberulous on the midrib and nerves ; main nerves

10 to 13 pairs, oblique, prominent on the lower, depressed on the

upper, surface ; length 5 to 8 in., breadth 2 -75 to 4*5 in., petiole '65

to 1 in. Flowers unknown. Ripe fruit almost solitary, 2"5 to 3 in.

long, on a woody raceme, globular, slightly apiculate, 1*25 in diam.,

closely invested by the gamosepalous, 5-toothed, thickened, woody,

rugose, glaberulous calyx.

Perak : King's Collector, Nos. 5932 and 6132,

This very distinct species was first recognised as a Paehynocarpus

by Dr. O. Stapf, of the Kew Herbarium, after whom I have named it.

Its flowers are as yet unknown ; but it is readily identified by its leaves.
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11. Ancistrocladus, Wall.

Smooth climbing shrubs with short supra-axillary, oftec arrested

and circiuately-hooked, branches. Leaves usually in terminal tufts,

coriaceous, entire, r*eticulately feather- veined ; exstipulate. Flowers

usually small, very caducous, in terminal or lateral panicles. Calyx-

tube at first short, adnate to the base of the ovary, its lobes imbricate,

finally turbinate and adnate to the fruit, with the lobes unequally en-

larged, spreading and membranous. Stamens 5 or 10, subperigynous.

Ovary 1-celled, inferior; style sub-globose, persistent; Stigmas 3, erect,

compressed, truncate, deciduous. Ovule solitary, erect or laterally

affixed. Seed sub-globose, testa prolonged into the ruminations of the

copious fleshy albumen ; embryo short, straight ; cotyledons short,

divergent.

—

Distrib. Except A. guineensis in W. Tropical Africa, con-

fined to Tropical Asia and the Indian Archipelago. Species about 10.

I follow the authors of the Genera Plantarum and the Flora of British India

in including Ancistrocladus in Dipterocar'pex. I venture, however, to think that it

would be better to keep it as the type of a distinct Natural Order as MM. Planchon

and De Candolle have done : for its characters do not fit well into the diagnosis of

any other Order

1. Ancistrocladus extensus, Wall. Cat. 1052. Leaves obovate or

obovate-oblong, blunt or sub-acute, much narrowed at the base
;
pani-

cles dichotomous, about half as long as the leaves : fruit smooth or

slightly 5-ridged ; accrescent calyx-lobes oblanceolate, obtuse. Planch, in

Ann. Sc. Nat. Ser. 3, XIII, 318. DC. Prodr. XVI, 2, 602; Dyer in

Hook. fil. Fl. Br. Ind. I, 299. Ancistrolobus sp. Griff. Notul. IV, 568,

t. G05. fig. 2.

Andaman Islands. Distrib. Burmah.

Var. jjinangianus ; leaves sometimes oblanceolate-oblong, acute or

sub-acuminate : panicles slender, lax, about as long as the leaves.

Ancistrocladus pinangiamis, Wall. Cat. 1054. Planchon in Ann. Sc. Nat.

Ser. 3. XIII, 318 ; A. DC. Prodr. XVI. 2, 603 ; Dyer in Hook. fil. Fl.

Br. Ind. I, 300.

Penang: Porter. Malacca: Maingay. (Kew Distrib.) No. 200.

Sino-apore and Perak : King's Collectors. Distrib. Bangka, Sumatra,

Burmah.
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On some Newly-recorded Corals from the Indian Seas, by A. Alcock,

M.B., O.M.Z.S., Officiating Superintendent of the Indian Museum.

Plate V.

[Received LI ay 22nd, Read June 7th].

As so little lias been -written about the coral fauna of the seas

within the limits of the Indian peninsulas, the following account of the

corals dredged in recent years by the " Investigator," and by the late

Professor Wood-Mason, may be of interest.

No reference is made in this paper to the true reef-forming corals.

FAMILY TURBINOLID^.

Flabellum, Lesson.

1. Flabellum stokesi, Edw. & Haime, Moseley.

Flabellum stolcesi, Flabellum oioeni, Flabellum aculeahim, Flabelhim

sum, all of Milne-Edwards and Haime, Hist. Nat. des Coralliaires,

vol. ii. pp. 96, 87 and 88.

Flabellum variabile, Semper, Z. Wiss. Zool., vol. xxii, 1872, p. 245.

Flabellum stohesi, Moseley, Challenger Deep-sea Madreporaria,

p. 172.

This species, not hitherto recorded in the Indian Fauna, is com-

mon from Ceylon, along the east coast of India, to the Andaman Islands,

at depths of from 20 to 30 fathoms. The numerous specimens dredged

I . Professor Wood-Mason in the Andaman Sea, and by the " Investi-
;

' elsewhere, fully bear out Professor Seraper's views as to the

identity of all the four species of MM. Milne-Edwards and Haime
above-cited. Undoubtedly Professor Semper's name for the species is

very appropriate ; but, as Professor Moseley says, it is necessary to

retain, one of the original names, and he has selected the specific de-

signation stokesi as being least likely to lead to error.

Acanthocyathus, Edw. & Haime.

2. Acanthocyathus grayi, Edw. & Haime.

Acanthocyathus grayi, Milne-Edwards and Haime, Hist. Nat. des

Corall.. vol. ii. p. 22.

This species was described by MM. Milne-Edwards and Haime as

of " patrie inconnue :" I have little hesitation in identifying with it a

single specimen dredged by Professor Wood-Mason in the Andaman
Sea.
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Paracyathus, Edw. & Haime.

3. Paracyathus indicus, Duncan, var. nov. gracilis. Vide Duncan,

Journ. Linn. Soc, Zool., vol xxi. 1889, p. 3.

The type of this species, which was brought by Dr. Anderson from

Mergui, is in the Indian Museum, and I have now to record a distinct

variety from the Bombay coast. This variety is characterized by its

greater delicacy, and by the form of the corallum, which is subtur-

binate with a long slender pedicle.

4. Paracyathus cavatus, n. sp. PI. V figs. 1. la., very near Paracya-

thus crassus, Edw. & Haime.

Corallum with a broad encrusting base, gently expanding into a

low, slightly curved, sub-circulav calice.

Costse distinct from the basal encrustment, finely and distantly

granular, every alternate one conspicuously salient.

Calice sub-circular, open, deep : the marginal axes in the same

plane.

The finely and distantly granular septa are in five incomplete

crowded cycles, and do not project far into the calice ; those of the

first three cycles are exsert. Those of the incomplete fifth cycle are

small, and unite with those of the fourth cycle just below the calicular

margin, while those of the fourth cycle unite with those of the third

deep down in the calyx. The pali are in the form of numerous strong

salient and very regular denticulations of the septal margins,— exclud-

ing those of the last cycle : those of the primary septa are much the

most distinct, not because they are larger but because they are isolated.

The columella is very small, deeply-seated and concave, consisting

of numerous minute close-set papilla?.

The tips of the septa are coloured pale madder-brown.

Greatest height of corallum 9 mm., major diameter of calice 11

mm., minor diameter of calice 10 mm., diameter of basal constriction

7 mm.
From the Persian Gulf.

The species is characterized by the very distinct alternately-sali-

ent costse, by the deep hollow calice into which the septa project but

little, and by the isolation of the series of strong paliform teeth opposite

the septa of the first cycle.

5. Paracyathus fidvus, n. sp. Plate V, figs. 2. 2a., near Paracyathus

crassus, Edw. & H.

Corallum low, with an extensively encrusting base, and a short

stout gently curved cylindrical peduncle which expands gradually into

a circular slightly drooping calicle.

Costse indistinct at the base but gradually becoming distinct near
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the margin of the calicle, where they are broad, finely granular and in all

respects uniform.

The circular calice is open and moderately deep, with the marginal

axes ou the same plane.

The septa, which are in six systems, are exsert, with blunted slight-

ly crenulated edges -and distantly granular surfaces. Those of the first

cycle are particularly distinct, being larger and stouter than those of

any of the other cycles, projecting more into the calicle, and being

more exsert beyond the margin. The quaternaries unite with the

tertiaries near the columella. The pali have the form of stout granular

pinnacles in three crowns, decreasing in size from without inwards,

before all the septa but those of the last cycle.

The columella is small circular and slightly concave, and consists

of nuTuerous crowded granules.

In the type specimen the height of the corallum is 12*5 mm., the

diameter of the calice 105 mm., and the diameter of the peduncle 7

mm.
The septa and pali are of a permanent tawny-brown colour.

Tin' Bpecimens in the Museum came from the telegraph cable in the

mi Gulf.

Tin- distinctive characters of this species are the marked predomi-

nance of tlif primary septa, and the definition and regularity of the

pali.

6. Paracyathus porphyreus, n. sp. Plate V, figs. 3. 3a, near Para-

cyathus pulchellus, Edw. & H.

Coralhim with an encrusting base, above which it is suddenly

I ricted to again gradually expand into a slightly drooping, turbinate

calice.

Costa? distinct from the base, equal, finely granular, depressed.

The calice is slightly elliptical, with marginal axes almost on the

same plane : it is deep, but its cavity is about two-thirds filled by the

septa.

The septa, which are crowded and exsert, are in four complete

cycles in the young, with an incomplete fifth cycle in older examples :

they have sharp and slightly crenulated edges and coarsely granular

surfaces : those of the first two cycles are the most exsert : those of the

fourth cycle unite with those of the third deep down in the calice

behind the outer crown of pali.

The pali, which are in two crowns, are tall and large, those which

stand opposite the tertiary septa being much the largest; the two

crowns of pali, as seen from above, form a broad ring within the calico,

very distinctly delimited both from the septa and from the columejla.
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The very deeply seated columella is large and concave, and consists

of numerous close-set, blunt pinnacles.

In the type specimen the height of the corallum is 11%5 mm., the

major diameter of the calice 10 mm. and the minor diameter 8 mm.,

and the diameter of the pedicle 5 mm.
The septa, pali and columella are of a dull purple-black colour.

Dredged off the Arrakan Coast by the " Investigator :
"

.

The distinctive characters of this species are (1) the delicacy of

the calice wall in comparison with the stoutness of the septa and pali,

(2) the large size of the pali and the very distinct definition of the

palar zone, and (3) the punched-out appearance of the deep-seated

columella.

Heteroctathus, Edw. & Haime.

7. Heterocyathus cequicostatus, Edw. & Haime.

Heterocyathus cequicostatus, Milne-Edwards and Haime, Hist. Nat.

des Corall., vol. ii, p. 51.

Numerous specimens were dredged by Professor Wood-Mason in

the Andaman Sea. Every specimen has the base perforated and tun-

nelled for the residence of a worm, which no doubt lives as a commensal

with the coral zoophyte, as I shall be able to show in the parallel case

of Heteropsammia.

8. Heterocyathus philippensis, Semper.

Heterocyathus philippensis, Semper, Zeitschr. Wiss. Zool., vol. xxii

1872, p. 254, taf, xx. figs 12-14.

Two specimens were dredged by Professor Wood-Mason in the

Andaman Sea.

9. Heterocyathus ivood-masoni, n. sp. Plate V, figs. 4. 4a.

The corallum is either low and discoid, or if it is higher it is so

faintly and truncately conical that the diameter of the base is not much
greater than that of the shallow plane calice.

The costae, which begin on the flat basal surface near its margin,

are equal, regular and very finely granular, and are separated from one

another by deep incisions.

The calice is circular and quite flat, except for a central umbilica-

tion which marks the columella.

The septa are in four cycles, of which those of the third cycle are

by far the smallest, while the primary septa along with the nearest

quaternary of the adjoining half-system on each side are the largest.

The six large primary septa with their large quaternary on each side

thus form a six-rayed star, each ray consisting of three equal seg-

ments—namely a primary septum with a quaternary on each side of it.
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The septa are hardly exsevt, and they resemble the costaa, with which

they are continuous, in being finely and uniformly granular.

Pali, in the form of series of very small denticles, stand before

the primary and secondary septa, and also before the united margins of

the fcerfciari.es and quaternaries of each half-system.

The columella is distinct and consists of contorted granules.

Dredged by Professor Wood-Mason in the Andaman Sea. Every
specimen, as in the case of H. ceqnicostatus and H. philippensis, is per-

forated and tunnelled in the base by a worm.

The distinctive characters of this species are (1) the circular

ealicle almost or quite equal to the base in diameter, and not separated

from the base by any constriction whatever, (2) the equivalence in size

of the primary septa with the quaternaries standing immediately on

each side, and (3) the small size of the pali.

Discotrochus, Edw. & Haime..

10. Discotrochus investigatoris, n. sp. Plate V, figs. 5. 5a.

Coral! um discoid, thick and coarse. The almost horizontal base

culminates in a coarse scar from which very distinct coarsely granular

costse radiate, the costae being equally distinct throughout their course

and all of uniform size

The calice is very shallow.

The septa, which are in four cycles, are slightly exsert, with thick

coarsely spinate or dentate edges : those of the first cycle are the most

prominent, and those of the third cycle the least so, but the difference

in si/.e between any of the cycles is not very marked.

Tin- columella consists of a few papillae.

Diameter of disk 8 mm., greatest thickness 2 mm.
The single specimen was dredged by the 'Investigator' off the

Arrakan Coast, and appears to be a denuded fossil.

lis possible fossil character is supported by the fact that, as Pro-

fessor Wood-Mason informed me, fossil Crustacea were dredged either at

or very near the same place during the same surveying season. The
exact spot at which the coral was dredged was off the Islands of Ramree
and Cheduba.

In i*elation to the possible fossil nature of this species I may refer

to two papers in the Records of the Geological Survey of India, vol. ix.

(" On the Mud Volcanoes of Ramri and Cheduba " by F. R. Mallet,

F. Gr. S., p. 188, and '' On the Mineral Resources of Ramri, Cheduba,

and the adjacent Islands," by the same author, p. 207), to which my
attention has been very kindly directed by Mr. T. H. Holland of the

Geological Survey.
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In, these papers there is notice of historical evidence of tlie recent

elevation of the land in this vicinity and along with it of much recent

coral.

The rocks of this region appear from Mr. Mallet's observations

to consist (1) of petroliferous shales and sandstones with nodules and

strangulated beds of impure limestone and with shallow seams of

lignite and coal, and (2) of minutely crystalline grey limestone,—all

the strata being very irregular and being generally steeply inclined : as

regards age the conclusion appears to be that they are Eocene Tertiary

(rTummulitic) though the possibility is noted that some may be Cre-

taceous.

Polycyathus, Duncan.

12. Polycyathus andamanensis, n. sp. PI. V, figs. 6. 6a.

The colony is large enough to cover a Gonus shell, 70 mm. in length,

with a thin spongy crust. The corallites are small, very short, cylin-

drical, and are placed close together.

The costas are distinct from the basal encrustment upwards, are

alternately salient, and are usually covered with a white, vitreous

epitheca.

The calices are open, shallow, and either circular or slightly ellip-

tical. The septa, which are in four nearly complete cycles, are slightly

and irregularly exsert : they are nearly equal in size and are coarsely

granular.

The pali, which are in the form of strong denticulations, are dis-

tinct before all the septa.

The small deep-seated columella consists of a few small close

papilla3.

The height of the corallites ranges from 2 to 3 mm., and the dia-

meter of their calice from 3 to 7 mm.
The encrusting base and the epitheca are of a porcelain white, as

are the tips of the septa ; the calice wall, the septa, pali and columella

being of a purple-black colour.

Dredged in the Andaman Sea by Professor Wood-Mason.

FAMILY OCULINID^E.

Lophohelia, Edw. & Haime.

11. Lophohelia, sp.

Several dead branches of a species so eroded as not to be exactly

determinable wex'e dredged by the " Investigator " off the Konkan Coast

in 446 fathoms.

I mention it as being the first observed occurrence of this family

in Indian waters.

J. li. 19
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FAMILY EUPSAMMID^E.

Balanophtllia, Searles Wood, Duncan.

13. Balanophyllia scabra, n. sp. PL V, figs. 7. 7a.

Corallum simple, large, stoutly pedunculate, and gradually expand-

ing, •with a slight curve, into an elliptical calice.

The costse, which are distinct from the base, are equal in size, uni-

form, and closely and conspicuously dentate.

The elliptical calice is deep.

The septa, which are crowded and very thin, are in five cycles, of

which the last is not complete. Those of the first and second cycles are

of equal predominant size and are slightly exsert. The quaternaries,

especially those immediately adjoining the large septa of the first and

second cycles, are larger than the ternaries, and unite with them not far

from the columella. In those quarter-systems in which a fifth cycle of

septa is developed these unite with the septa of the fourth cycle not far

below the calicular margin, and the quinary nearest the large septa of

the first and second cycles becomes the largest of the united triad. The

edges of all the septa except those of the two first cycles are either

ragged or cut into deep serrations, the teeth nearest the columella

standing upwards like pali.

The columella is well-developed, spongy, and either plane or

concave.

In the type specimen the greatest height of the corallum is 26

mm., the major diameter of the calicle 21 mm., and the minor diameter

15 mm.
Dredged by Professor Wood-Mason in the Andaman Sea.

EursAMMrA, Edw. & Haime.

14. Eupsammia regalis, n. sp. PI. V, figs. 8., 8a.

Corallum simple, free with traces of former adhesion, curved, cor-

nute, compressed.

Costa? distinct in the upper two-thirds of the corallum, occasionally

trifurcating, united at regular intervals across the deepish intercostal

incisions by horizontal spicules.

Calice elliptical with the major marginal axis on a slightly lower

plane than the minor, deep, open.

The septa are in five cycles, of which the last is not complete, and

are exsert. Those of the first two cycles are of equally predominant

size and stoutness, while those of the other cycles are smaller and
diminish in size in order, except that in the quarter-systems in which
a fifth cycle is developed the quinary septum immediately adjoining the

primary is larger than its neighbour of the fourth cycle.
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Tlie quinaries unite with the quaternaries much nearer to the

columella than to the calicular margin, and close to the columella the

quaternaries unite with the tertiaries.

All the septa are thick, spongy and perforate at their exsert tips

and near the wall of the calice, but they soon become thin and dense

with surfaces so finely granular as to appear quite smooth to the

naked eye.

The columella is broad, spongy, and strongly convex.

The colour of the corallum is white, of the soft parts bright scarlet.

The greatest height of the corallum is 27 -5 mm., the major dia-

meter of the calice 25 mm., and the minor diameter 17'5 mm.
Dredged by the " Investigator," off Ceylon, in 32 fathoms.

Heteropsammia, Edw. & Haime.

15. Heteropsammia geminata, Verrill.

Heteropsammia geminata, Verrill, American Journal of Science and

Arts, second series, vol. xlix. 1870, p. 370. fig. 1.

About two hundred and fifty specimens were dredged by Professor

Wood-Mason in the Andaman Sea. All have the base perforated and

tunnelled.

16. Heteropsammia rotundata, Semper.

Heteropsammia rotundata, Semper, Zeitschr. Wiss. Zool., vol. xxii.

1870, p. 265, taf. xx, fig. 10.

I refer to this species several specimens from the Persian Gulf

presented by Mr. W. T. Blandford, F.R.S.

17. Heteropsammia aphrodes, n. sp. PL V, figs. 9, 9a. Near Heterop-

sammia ovalis, Semper.

Corallum with a single calice, the wall formed of a fine lace-like

reticulum (not spongy as in other species).

Calice oval and deep, its major diameter being not much less than

that of the base—the basal "spur" excluded.

Septa in four beautifully regular and complete cycles. Those of

the first two cycles are of equally predominant size, are exsert, and are

very thick, inflated, spongy, and porose, even up to their edges. Those

of the fourth cycle are rather larger than those of the third, and unite

in front of them, with beautiful symmetry, near the columella.

The deeply seated columella is well developed, and is slightly

concave.

The greatest height of an average corallum is 10 mm., with a calice

having a major diameter of 10 mm., and a minor diameter of 8 mm.
Numerous living specimens were dredged by the "Investigator"

off the Ganjam Coast, at a depth of 20-25 fathoms, and every oue of

them was provided with a commensal Sipunculoid worm.
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With specimens kept alive for a short time on board it was observ-

ed that the worm was able to propel the coral in a rapid series of short

jerky spiral movements.

The movements were performed with great ease, aud there appears

to be little doubt that we have here to do with a true case of eommen-

salism, in which the worm serves the polyp as a locomotive agent, while

the polyp affords particularly effectual protection—owing- to its power

of urtication—to the worm. As Professors Moseley and Semper

observed in their species of Heteropsammia, the worm lives in a tunnel

hollowed out of the coral -tissue, and no traces of any adventitious

shell can be discovered forming a core.

In addition to the aperture for the exit of the worm, which is found

in a special spnr-like process of the base of the corallum, the side of

the corallum about half way up is ringed with small punctures. Simi-

lar punctures are found in the coralla of other species of Heteropsammia

and also // terocyathus, and Professor Moseley regarded them as res-

piratory apertures for the use of the commensal worm.

DENMior-HYLLiA, Edw. & Haime.

18. DendrophyUia sp.

From the Orissa Coast, at 10 fathoms, we have a bush-shaped

colony of long slender cylindrical corallifces resembling Dendrophyllia

gracilis, Edw. & Haime, in all respects except in the form of the

columella which is very strongly convex, in some cases almost styliform,

instead of being plane.

Ccenopsammia, Edw. & Haime.

19. Coenopsammia sp.

From the Arrakan, Orissa and Ganjam Coasts respectively, we have
three species of Goznopsammia of the type of G. urvillii, Edw. & Haime,

the colonies being in massive tufts from which the units of the colony

project little or not at all.

I consider it better not to name any of these species until we have
more material for comparison.

Rhodopsammia, Semper.

20. Rhodopsammia carinata, Semper.

Rhodopsammia carinata, Semper, Zeitschr. Wiss. Zool., vol. xxii.

1872, p. 257, taf. xix. fig. 6.

Kumerous specimens were dredged by Professor Wood-Mason in

the Andaman Sea, and by the "Investigator" off Ceylon in 32 fathoms.

The gemmation from the calicular margin is well seen in both series of

specimens.
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21. Rhodopsammia socialis, Semper.

Rhodopsammia socialis, Semper, torn, cit., p. 260, taf . xx. fig. 1-14.

Several specimens were dredged along with R. carinata, both in

the Andaman Sea and off Ceylon. Among them is a specimen showing

budding to the third generation.

FAMILY EUNGrlD^E.

Cycloseris Edw. & Haime.

22. Cycloseris mycoides, n. sp. PI. V, fig. 10.

Corallnm almost circular, gently convex, with a flat or slightly

concave base, from the centre of which close-set, equidistant, alternately,

unequal costaB radiate—the larger ones being finely lamellar, while the

alternate smaller ones are composed of a single series of fine granules.

The septa, which are in seven very regular and complete cycles, are

close-set and convex, with very finely and evenly denticulate edges and

very finely and striately granular surfaces. Those of the first two

cycles are of equally predominant size and touch the columella, while

those of the last two cycles do not reach half-way to the columella.

Those of the fifth cycle unite together in each quarter-system in front

of their quaternary, the united pairs then showing a tendency to fur-

ther unite in each half-system in front of their tertiary.

The central fossa is long, narrow, and moderately deep, and lodges

a narrow loosely reticulate columella.

The synapticulas are numerous and coarse.

In an average specimen the major diameter of the corallum is 23"5

mm., and the minor diameter 23 mm.
Dredged by Professor Wood-Mason in the Andaman Sea.

This species differs from Cycloseris cyclolites, with which I have

compared it, in the much greater delicacy regularity and symmetry of

all its parts : it appears to be near Cycloseris sinensis, Edw. & H., and

Cycloseris discus, Quelch.

Diaseris, Edw. & Haime.

23. Diaseris distorta, Edw. & Haime.

Diaseris distorta, Milne Edwards and Haime, Hist. N"at. des Corall.,

vol. iii. p. 55, pi. D. 12, fig. 4.

Several specimens were dredged by Professor Wood-Mason in the

Andaman Sea.

24. Diaseris freycineti, Edw. & Haime.

Diaseris freycineti, Milne-Edwards and Haime, Hist. Nat. dcs

Corall., vol. iii. p. 55 ; and Semper, Zeifcschr. Wiss. Zool., vol. xxii.,

1872, p. 269, taf. xxi. fig. 1.
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Several specimens dredged by Professor Wood-Mason in the Anda-

man Sea. In all the specimens, except two very young ones, the coral-

lum is tunnelled apparently by a worm, just as in Heterocyathns and

Heteropsammia, except that the aperture for the exit of the worm instead

of being on the base is at one side of the oral fossa.

Before goiug on to describe a new species of the genus Diaseris, I

must here remark that our beautiful series of Diaseris freycineti, and of

the species about to be described do not support Mr. Quelch's opinion

that the species of Diaseris are merely the results of the fracture and

repair of Cycloseris.

25. Diaseris fragilis, n. sp. PI. V, fig. 11.

The corallum is flat and very thin. In its youngest stage the

corallum is almost circular with a triangular lobe breaking through an

arc of about 90° of its circumference and projecting to form a sector of

a much larger circle.

This lobe appears with age to spread round the original disk until

this in turn becomes a small lobe occupying not much more than 50° of

the circumference of the grown coral.

The full-grown coral forms an irregular ellipse divided into four

lobes in opposite pairs, one pair being large (each lobe with a margin

equal to about 180° of the entire circumference), and the other pair being

small (each lobe with a margin extending through about 55° of the entire

circumference). The lobes are very distinctly delimited up to the very

cfiitre of the corallum, which has the appearance of being composed of

four artificially cemented pieces.

The costa? are in the form of very close delicate granular striations,

alternately unequal.

The septa, which appear to be in eight cycles in six irregular sys-

tems, are thin with very finely and evenly serrate edges and granular

surfaces : they are usually low, but the primaries and secondaries are

unequally elevated near the fossa.

The synapticulse near the centre are coarse, close and equidistant,

and form regularly concentric circles, as in Bathyactis, throughout the

interseptal chambers : near the margin they are much more delicate,

and are not equidistant.

The fossa is conspicuous and a columella is usually absent, al-

though sometimes a few distant papillae are visible.

The largest specimen measures 50 mm. in the major diameter and

41 mm. in the minor and is not more than 6'5 mm. in height to the tip

of the highest septum.

Dredged in the Andaman Sea by Professor Wood-Mason.
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Bathyactis, Moseley.

26. Bathyactis stephanus, n. sp. PL V, figs. 12, 12a.

Corallurn very thin and fragile, circular, strongly convex, the base

forming an inverted bowl. The costee radiate from the centre and

gradually become laminar or crested as they approach the margin : the

primaries are the most distinct.

Septa in six regular systems and five complete cycles arranged

exactly as in Bathyactis symmetrica. Those of the first three cycles are

foliaceoas, with crenulated surfaces and irregularly lobate edges.

Synapticulse distinct in ten to twelve zones, which though fairly

regularly concentric do not at once attract the eye by this character as

they do in Bathyactis symmetrica. Columella distinct, umbilicated.

Diameter of corallum 34 mm., its greatest height from margin of

base to the tips of the tallest foliaceous primary septa 17 mm.
The colour of the soft parts is a ruddy mauve.

Four specimens from the Bay of Bengal off the Kistna Delta in

678 fathoms.

EXPLANATION OF THE PLATE.

Figs. 1, la, Paracyathtts cavatus, natural size

;

Figs. 2, 2a, Pa?-acyathus fulvus, natural size ;

Figs. 3, 3a, Paracyathus porphyreus, natural size ;

Figs. 4, 4a, Heteroci/athios wood-rnasoni, natural size ;

Figs. 5, 5a, Discotrochus investigatoris, enlarged five times

;

Figs. 6, 6a, Polycyathus andamanensis, natural size ;

Figs. 7, 7a, Balanophyllia scabra, natural size
;

Figs. 8, 8a, Eupsammia regalis, natural size
;

Fig. 9, Heteropsammia aphrodes, natural size ; and 9a, viewed from
above, enlarged twice

;

Fig. 10, Cycloseris mycoides, natural size ;

Fig. 11, Diaseris fragilis, natural size ;

Figs. 12, 12a, Bathyactis stephanus, natural size.
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In this short paper I propose to notice only the two aberrant Tribes
Zoanthese and Gerianthinese.

I. ZoANTHE^).

The Zoanthese are a tribe of sea-anemones distinguished, according-

to the limitations of R. Hertwig in his Report on the ' Challenger '

Actiniaria, where full references are given, by the possession of septa
of two kinds—larger septa (macrosepta) which alone bear mesenteric
filaments and reproductive organs, and smaller septa (microsepta)

which are sterile.

The Zoanthese include two families—the Zoanthidse which are pecu-
liar among all sea-anemones in forming colonies of which the units

are connected together by a canaliculated coenenchyma, and the
Sphenopidse which are solitary in the sense that the individuals are not
morphologically connected, but appear to be gregarious in habit.

The majority of the Zoanthese are characterized by the possession

of a thick test very homogeneously compacted of small grains of sand.

J. ii. 20
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The following genera and species occur in the Indian Seas, and are

represented in the collection of the Indian Museum :

—

FAMILY Zoanthidse.

ZOANTHUS, Cuv.

1. Zoanthus confertus, Verrill.

This species was dredged by the " Investigator," the exact locality-

being uncertain, but probably off the Pegu coast.

2. Zoanthus solanderi, Lesueur.

This species occurs at Galle.

Epizoanthus, Verrill.

3. Epizoanthus stellar is, It. Hertwig.

Two species of Episoanthits very commonly occur in the Andaman

Sea, at depths of 200 to 500 fathoms, encrusting the anchor-ropes of

tbe glass-rope sponges (Hyalonema) : one of them appears to be

identical with the above-named species from tbe Philippine Sea.

Family Sphenopidee.

Sphehopus, Steenstrup.

4. Sphenopus marsupialis, (Gmelin).

Tbis species is very common in shallow water all along tbe eastern

coast of India, especially on tbe soft muddy bottom at the debouche-

nient of tbe great rivers.

I can never recollect dredging it except in mass, and tbis seems

to point to tbe conclusion that it is gregarious.

5. Sphenopus arenaceus, R. Hertwig.

"We have six specimens from the Sandheads.

It is readily distinguished from S. marsupialis by the cylindrical

body, by the thinner test, by tbe double row of tentacles, by tbe less

powerful oral sphincter, and by the character of the oesophageal groove

which although very distinct is not such a deep-cut channel as it is in

S. marsupialis.

6. Sphenopus arenaceus, var. bamettii.

I propose to notice separately a variety in which there is a con-

stant difference in external form, the oral end of the body being inflated,

while the lower part forms a long vermiform peduncle. The external

appearance, in short, approaches the figure of Sphenopus pedunculatus,

Erdmann, R. Hertwig, in vol. xxvi of the ' Challenger ' Reports

Actiniaria, Suppl., PI. I., fig 11.

The variety comes from the Sandheads, where it was dredged by

Mr. Barnctt.
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II. CERIANTHINE2E.

The Geriantliinese are distinguished from other sea-anemones (R.

Hertwig, ' Challenger, ' Reports, vol. vi, p. 123) in having the septa

unpaired.

Cerianthus, Delle Chiaje.

7. Cerianthus andamanensis, n. sp.

The body is loosely encased, up to the outer tentacular crown,

in a soft sheath of a dull cinnamon-brown colour, the oral disk between

the two crowns of tentacles is of the same colour but lighter, and

the tentacles with the central part of the oral disk are creamy white.

The tentacles of the outer crown are very thick-set, and number

about 160 ; those of the inner crown are not nearly so thick-set, and

number hardly half as many.

The septa and mesenteric filaments extend to the bottom of the

gastral cavity.

The base is perforated centrally.

Three specimens from Port Blair. In the contracted state the

shape of the body is beautifully caryophyllaceous, and the length of

the largest specimen is a little short of four inches—(99 millim.)

This species appears to be very close to Cerianthus americanus, Verrill,

which it aproaches in size, judging from the magnitude of the spirit

specimens.

Note on some methods of preparing botanical specimens, communicating

Memoranda by Messes. 0. Maries, P.L.S., and R. Pantling.—By
D. Prain, M.B.

[Read June 5th. ]

Usually the preparation of botanical specimens is easy ; some na-

tural families, however, give a good deal of trouble. Those who have

private herbaria are as interested to hear of improved methods of treat-

ing sach families, as are those who look after public collections. The
writer, therefore, would call general attention to modes of dealing with

thre,e troublesome families

—

Magnoliacese, Goniferse and Orchidaceee.

I. Magnoliace^}. The Champak family is not troublesome to pre-

serve as to the leaves, but the flowers are apt to go to pieces. If, however,

pieces of blotting-paper are carefully insinuated between the petals

before the specimen is laid in drying-paper, and if the specimen is then

rapidly fire-dried, even adult flowers may be preserved entire. Nothing,

however, prevents the shrinkage of the large leathery petals. In this

order shrinkage is so excessive and so unequal, that in the case of
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herbarium specimens the estimation of the size of the flowers becomes

to some extent guess-work.

Those who know Rangoon may recollect the practice of selling bottles

of flowers on the stairs of the Shwe-Dagon Pagoda. Unless, however,

their stay has been long enough, or their interest sufficiently great, to

have led them to notice that the flowers in these bottles are not fresh

but preserved, they may have supposed, as the writer did, that the

medium in which the flowers are kept is water.

Everyone, however, has not been so void of curiosity. When
Assistant Surgeon C. L. Bose,* was in Rangoon in 1885, he was struck

by the length of time the flowers were kept, and brought some with

him to Calcutta for examination. Dr. Warden, then chemical examiner,

and Mr. Bose found on examining the fluid that it was a solution of

Alum. The solution is of no special strength ; the Burman, being

a happy-go-lucky individual puts some Alum into the water along with

the flowers and is not particular as to the amount.

Mr. Bose brought only Ghampah petals ; some of these are in shape,

size, colour and consistence much as they were when taken from the tree

eight years ago. Here then we seem to have the means of overcoming

the difficulty, hitherto insoluble, of preserving the natural size in speci-

mens of Magnoliaceous flowers.

Though only Champak was brought by Mr. Bose, the writer recollects

seeing Plumieria and Nymphsea flowers as well, and a bottle in which

Dr. Warden placed some green leaves with a 1% Alum solution at the

time he examined the Rangoon bottle has its contents very much as

they were when he put them in. There is, therefore, no reason why the

use of Alum solution should be confined to Magnolia flowers.

It should be understood that the use of Alum solution is only sug-

gested as an auxiliary to the usual means of preserving specimens. Wet
preparations are to be avoided ; they are difficult to handle, difficult to

keep, difficult to house, and still more difficult to carry about. Bat
occasions arise when wet specimens are of the greatest moment as supple-

ments to dried ones, and the Burmese preservative has the advantages

over spirit of not discolouring the specimen or rendering it brittle. Most

important of all, one can carry Alum about as a solid and make a

solution when required.

If the bottles are not carefully sealed the specimens do not keep. The
flowers immersed in the fluid do not suffer, but as the water evaporates

the flowers at the top get exposed to the air, decay, and fall in a flocculent

mass to the bottom. This flocculent matter keeps pushing up others

to undergo the same decomposition. But from a well-stoppered bottle

—

* Assistant to the Chemical Examiner to Government, Calcutta.
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a glass stopper with wax is best—the fluid does not evaporate ; the

flowers, therefore, do not reach the air and seein to keep indefinitely.

II. Conifers. The Pine, Fir and Spruce family is usually very

troublesome to preserve both in the field and afterwards in the Her-

barium, from the readiness with which the cones fall to pieces and the

leaves (needles) drop off. In the Calcutta Herbarium there are a num-
ber of beautiful specimens of Japanese Conifers presented by Mr. 0.

Maries, F. L.S.,*who collected them. The winter anxious to learn

the secret of the success with which so troublesome a family had been

treated asked Mr. Maries if he would kindly explain his method. Mr.

Maries' reply, which he has courteously permitted the writer to com-

municate to the Society, is as follows :

—

" Conifer specimens of the Abies or Picea section are generally rather
" difficult to dry. When I was in the island of Yesso, in the North
" Pacific, I was very much troubled with them. One night I arrived
" very wet at my rooms and stacked my branches of Abies, with the
" cones attached, round a big charcoal fire. I fell asleep and woke up
" next morning to find my specimens dried beautifully. After this I

" always dried them slowly over a charcoal fire, first wiring or wrapping
" up the cones. All fir-cones, except Pine, or Spruce, or Cedar, should
" be tied up either with cotton or wire immediately they are gathered.
" The Spruce section is the most difficult to dry, even roasting is not
" always a success."

Mr. Maries goes on to say :
—" The way I dry ferns and leaves

"of trees for fitting up my bird-cases " (in the Grwalior State Museum)
" to preserve their natural shape, is to take some very clean, washed
" sand, arrange the leaves in a clean box and fill in with hot sand, and
" keep at a temperature of 100° to 120 ° Ph. or even more. They soon
" dry (I imagine Spruce would dry like this if very hot) and flowers

" dry beautifully in this way, some keeping their natural colours in a
" most remarkable manner. When I was young and living in London, an
" old gardener taught me this ; he used it for ferns and roses for winter
" decorations when fresh ferns and flowers were scarce. All the dried

" flowers one sees in florists' shops in London are dried in hot sand.

"—C. Maries."

III. Orchidace^:, The Orchid family is perhaps the most trou-

blesome of all natural families to represent in Herbaria. In all the

epiphytic kinds the leaves and, in most of them, the flowers also are apt

to drop off when the specimens are dried in the ordinary way, while

even in ground Orchids the pressure that has to be applied during dry-

ing usually so distorts the flower that a true conception of the relative

* Superintendent of the State Gardens and State Museum at Gwalior.
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position of its parts becomes impossible. This is very unfortunate,

because there is no natural order where a proper understanding of the

position of parts, particularly of the lip and the column, is so necessary.

Spirit preparations are most unsatisfactory. If the spirit is sufficiently

strong to preserve the flowers the parts become so brittle that when
handled they go to pieces ; if weak enough to prevent this hardening

and consequent friability the spirit does not adequately preserve the

specimens. The jars and bottles in which the specimens are placed,

moreover, are very apt to get broken, and any one who has tried it will

testify to the worry that is caused by the necessity of having to carry

about a stock of alcohol. Dr. Schweinfurth when travelling in Africa,

made use of a most excellent modification of the method of preservation

in spirit. He laid his specimens between sheets of drying paper, laid

these in tin-boxes and solderedthem up after soaking the paper thoroughly

with spirit. He was thus able greatly to reduce the initial stock of

alcohol and was freed from the subsequent anxiety of possible break-

ages. Bat the objections to spirit as a preserving medium for flowers

are not obviated by this mode of applying it, and it remains to be seen

whether the Alu.ni solution will answer as a subtitute if used in this

way.

In the meantime Mr. R. Pantling,* who for many years has made

a special study of Orchids, has perfected a method of drying them so far

in advance of anything hitherto accomplished that it is highly desirable,

that the details of his process should be made known. At the writer's

request Mr. Pantling has supplied these details and like Mr. Maries,

has courteously given him permission to communicate the account to the

Society. This memorandum is given below ; it will be noticed that it

consists of a happy combination, suitably modified, of the ordinary me-

thod of fire-drying recommended for all ordinary plants with the hot-

sand process mentioned by Mr. Maries as that practised by florists in

Europe.
" To dry Orchid Specimens.—In order to preserve Orchids so that

' the leaves and flowers remain intact and do not fall away in fragments
' as invariably happens to epiphytal species when pressed in the ordi-

' nary way between drying paper, the procedure to be adopted should
' be as follows. Procure a light metal box—14 inches, by 12 inches,

' by 6 inches deep is a convenient size—and place over the bottom half-

' an-inch of sand. Arrange a specimen between two sheets of thin

' paper inside the box and cover over with a layer of sand taking care,

' as far as possible, that the interstices between leaves, etc., are filled

' up. Repeat this until the box is full, then place it on a stove or above

* First Assistant, Department of Cinchona Cultivation in Bengal.
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" a fire and dry with a brisk heat. No weights for pressing are neces-

" saiy. As a general rale, the sand at the commencement of drying
" should not be allowed to attain a greater heat than can be borne by
" the hand, and this should be lessened as drying proceeds or the flowers

" may become scorched and rendered useless for purposes of dissection.

" Occasionally species (Dendrobium Pierardi Roxb., and JPhajus

" alba Lindl.) are met with whose perianths will adhere to the paper
;

"the removal of the perianth cannot then be effected without mutilation.

" This may be obviated by using porous drying-paper or blotting-paper

" instead of the thin kind recommended above.

" The advantages of drying in hot sand as compared with the
" universally adopted method in paper are :

—

First, the rapidity in pre-

" paring specimens
;
plants belonging to such genera as Saccolabium,

" Vanda, Cleisostoma, etc., being ready within a week against a period of

" three to four months by the old method. Secondly ; when finished the
" specimens will be found preserved in their entirety and will not fall

" to pieces. The column and lip will be found to have suffered little,

" as the pressure of the sand is not sufficient to cause any material dam-
" age to these organs".—R. Pantling.

The boxes that Mr. Pantling has found handiest for his purpose

are old kerosine tins cut through lengthways
; one is placed within the

other to give more strength to the tin and a rivet or two hammered
through the seams as the solder runs when the boxes are over the fire.

The only thing to be guarded against in the process is the adhesion of

the flowers of certain species to the paper, and Mr. Pantling shows how
this is easily overcome.

The possibilities of this method either as recommended by Mr.

Pantling or with slight modifications for the drying of succulent species

generally, such as the Cactus family and fleshy members of the Spurge

family, as well as for families like Scitaminese—the ginger family—and

for water plants, where the flowers are very delicate and therefore very

difficult to dry seem considerable and the plan is well worth trying for

them as well as for orchids.
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Blind root-suckers of the Sunderbans.—By R. L. Heinig, Deputy Con-

servator of Forests, Bengal, Communicated by the Natural History

Secretary. Plate VI.

[Read August 2nd.]

The name " Sunderbans " is applied to the tract of littoral forest

and cultivation that occupies the southern portion of the Granges

Delta, extending from the Hooghly river to the Meghna in the dis-

tricts of the 24-Parganas, Khulna, and Backergunge. This tract is,

roughly, 5,000 square miles in area, and comprises a large number of

low-lying swampy islands formed by the principal rivers and their

connecting water-channels.

The State Forests occupy the portion that extends from the

Hooghly river to the Baliswar, on the western border of Backergunge.

They are divided, both geographically and as to their legal status, into

two approximately equal and well-defined areas, namely, the Protected

Forests, extending from the Hooghly river to the Raimangal, in the

district of the 24-Parganas ; and the Reserved Forests, extending from

the Raimangal river to the Baliswar in the Khulna district.

The Protected Forests are travelled by rivers not directly con-

nected with the Ganges, and resembling estuaries or long arms of the

sea ; these rivers are very saline and subject to tidal influences

throughout.

The principal species of forest tree is Gozan ( Ceriops Candolleana,

Am.), a tree that does not develop root-suckers, but has short but-

tresses. It reproduces itself abundantly, and the innumerable stems

and tangled roots of this species and of others with which it is asso-

ciated, Gengwd, (Excsecaria agallocha, Linn.); Hantdl, {Phoenix paludosa

Roxb., &c), serve, in the absence of herbaceous undergrowth, to

protect the surface soil from erosion during tidal inundations, and to

induce the deposit of alluvial mud.

The Reserved Forests are traversed by rivers directly connected

with the Granges, that bring down vast bodies of fresh water, especially

during the rains. The principal species of forest tree is Sundri

(Heritiera fomes, Buch.). The accessory species are Pussur (Carapa

moluccensis, Lam.), Amur (Amoora cucullata, Roxb.), Keora (Sonne-

ratia apetala, Lam.), Ora (S. acida, Linn. f. ), and a few others. Each
island is bordered by a zone of characteristic growth consisting of

Golpatta (Nipa fruticans, Wurmb.), Hantdl, species of the mangrove

family, Keora, Ora, Kumia (Barringtonia racemosa, Blume.), &c. Behind

this zone of riparian growth occurs the Sundri forest, pure, or mixed with
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a few inferior species. Towards the sea coast, where the water of the

rivers is markedly saline, especially duinng the dry months of the

year, Goran and Gengwd form the predominating species, and Sundri

trees are comparatively few in number, and of inferior growth. The

Sundri-producing tract resembles that on the west in the general

absence of grass and other herbaceous vegetation, hut differentiates

from it entirely by the presence of innnmerable blind root-suckers.

The magnificent rivers that traverse the Sunderbans, many of

them of considerable breadth and depth, bring down, during the mon-

soon months, vast quantities of silt, some of which is deposited to

form churs or sand-banks.

On the subsidence of the waters at the close of the rains those

sand-banks, the surface of which is left exposed at low tide, are soon

covered by a luxuriant growth of grass which effectually binds the

soil, induces further accumulations of silt, and arrests floating seeds.

It is not surprising that under the forcing conditions of a rich

soil, a moist warm climate, and abundance of light, seedlings on these

new islands should make extremely rapid growth, forming in a few

years an uninterrupted canopy, in the dense shade of which it is impos-

sible for the grass to live.

When the grass has disappeared there is a continual danger of

the island wasting away by erosion, the banks being liable to be

undermined and swept away by the rivers, and the whole surface,

inundated during high spring-floods, is subject to denudation under

the considerable force (to be seen to be fully appreciated) with which

the water pours away at every point of egress after the tide has turned.

The soil of the islands eventually consists of a thin top-layer of

alluvial mud overlying a thick layer of moist, black soil in which the

large quantities of wood debris that accumulate in these forests undergo

slow decomposition with the generation of gases having the odour

of sulphuretted and carburetted hydrogen. The top-layer of soil ex-

cludes atmospheric air, and imprisons the gases generated in the

miasmic mud beneath. Occasionally the gases find vent along river

banks at low tide, and during storms when the stems of the forest trees

sway to and fro and cause the upper layers to be disturbed.

Bach species of tree found growing in the swamp-forests of the

Sunderbans has a root-system well adapted not only to anchor the

tree firmly in the unstable medium below, but also to protect the mud
from the effects of erosion. The roots do not penetrate the soil to a

greater depth than 8 to 10 feet, but in this shallow layer they form a

tangled and confused net-work in which the tap-root is not distinguish-

able. Some species produce adventitious roots, and others buttress

J. ii. 21
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freely, even at an early age ; bnt perhaps the most curious adaptation

of all, of means to ends, is to be found in the development of blind

root- suckers.

The following species of forest trees in the Sunderbans produce

blind root-suckers, namely, Sundri, Fussur, Amur, Keora, Ora, and

Bden (Avicennia officinalis, Liim.).

The root-suckers are woody processes, growing in an upward direc-

tion, aud developed at irregular distances along the whole course of the

roots of the above-mentioned species. They project from 1 to 3 feet

above the surface of the ground, and apparently cease to make further

growth upwards when the apex has reached the level of the highest

spring-tides. Tbey are called blind from the circumstance that they

are destitute of buds, and incapable of producing buds under any

conditions. The portion below ground is often furnished with rootlets,

but the part above ground is invariably naked. The tender tops of

the suckers are frequently gnawed by pig and deer, but this does not

destroy their vitality, and only results in the formation of apical

knobs and bifurcations.

The mechanical effect of the root-suckers of all the species that

develop them (except Bden) is to enormously increase the holding power

or grip of the roots on the soil, and thus to cause a far greater resist-

ance to be offered to the uprooting of trees by storms, and generally

to maintain the stems of the trees in an upright position ; to prevent

the erosion of the snrface soil during high-tide inundations ; to check

the force of the egress of flood-water, and to induce deposits of alluvial

mud ; to detain seeds floated on to the islands at high tide, and thus

aid in the natural reproduction of all species ; to arrest fragments of

fertilising wood debris that would, in the absence of the root-suckers,

be swept into the rivers.

The accompanying plate illustrates the general form and- relative

length of the root-suckers of different species.

Sundri suckers are far more numerous than those of any other

species, and their flattened shape renders them fit to fully exercise all

the mechanical functions noted above. The suckers of Pussur and

Amur are met with in the low-lying localities affected by trees of these

species ; they are consequently, as a rule, much longer than those of

Sundri. The suckers of Keora and Ora, species that are found only

on river banks, are short on the high ground of the banks and long

on the river-side. This accords with the general observation that the

upward growth of a sucker continues until its apex has reached the

level of high-water mark.
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Keora sends out very long- roots into the mud of river beds. These

roots act as spurs deflecting the course of the current, causing accu-

mulations of silt, and sometimes leading to the complete silting up
of rivers. Innumerable suckers proceed from these roots up to dis-

tances of 150 feet and more from the parent tree, and aid in fixing

whatever silt has accumulated, and inducing the deposit of more. These

suckers are exposed at low tide, but are subjected to long-continued

submergence daily until the bank has risen sufficiently to allow the

tops to remain above the level of high tide.

Baen suckers are of exceptional interest. Their form and flexibility

render them almost useless as agents for the prevention of erosion and

the arrest of silt, seeds, and wood debris ; and it is certain that they

do not have the effect of enabling trees of this species to maintain a

vertical position. Baen trees after attaining a girth of 2 to 3 feet, incline

from the vertical. In the case of large trees, 15 feet in girth and more,

the inclination from the vertical is often considerable ; but the trees

of this size have long since passed their maturity, and are merely light,

hollow shells.

The most interesting fact regarding the root-suckers of this species

is that they have been found, on examination of the internal structure,

to contain vessels that are supposed to serve as passages for the con-

veyance of atmospheric air to the roots.

It has been remarked that the top-layer of alluvial mud, a very

fine silt, excludes atmospheric air from the lower stratum of miasmic

mud wherein the wood debris of the forests decomposes and large

quantities of gas are generated. The fact has also been noted that

the root-suckers continue to make upward growth until their tops are

above high-water level. It is accordingly considered probable that

the root-suckers of all the species that produce these curious processes

not only discharge the mechanical functions already referred to, but are

provided with a structure that enables them to supply atmospheric

air to the roots.
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The Petrology of Job Charnock's Tombstone,—By Thomas H. Holland,

A.R.C.S., F.G.S., Geological Survey of India.

[Received August 29th, Read November 1st. J

At the suggestion of the Rev. H. B. Hyde, I recently examined

the tombstone preserved in the ' Oharnock Mausoleum,' St. John's

Churchyard, to the memory of Job Charnock.* Apart from its historic

interest, the rock itself, being of a type hitherto undescribed, is of

sufficient scientific value to call for a description.

The abundance of blue quartz, the occasional crystals of garnet,

the black, and sometimes bronzy-looking, pyroxene, and the cleavage

faces of the felspars are characters which are at once striking features

in the baud-specimen.

Under the microscope, the rock is seen to be granitic in structure
;

that is, it is perfectly crystalline throughout, with the crystals mutu-

ally interlocked, and the intergrowth so perfect that in places a beauti-

ful micro-pegmatitic structure results. The following minerals can

be identified (1), Quartz. (2), Orthoclase (Microcline). (3), Plagio-

clase. (4), Hypersthene. (5), Garnet, and (6), Magnetite.

(1.) The QUARTZ-CRYSTALS are crowded with minute acicu-

lar inclusions, the structure of which cannot be made out with the micros-

cope ; they are arranged without discoverable regularity : and are pro-

bably the cause of the blue colour seen in hand-specimens. Blue

quartz-crystals have been noticed before in granites and granitites, as

in that from Rumburg in Sweden.

(2). ORTHOCLASE and MICROCLINE. Most of the potash-

felspars show the remarkable and unmistakable microcline structure.

Occasionally also the orthoclase is seen presenting the "streifige " appear-

ance due to regularly arranged intergrowths with a plagioclase, giving

rise to the structure described by Becke as micro-perthitic. To prove

the identity of this felspar I have isolated crystals having a specific

gravity of 2 -

59, and examined them chemically by Szabo's method.

(3). PLAGIOCLASE occurs only in small quatvtities. The isolated

crystals show the characteristic twinning, with extinction-angles ap-

proaching those of oligoclase.

(4). HYPERSTHENE occurs, not in large quantities, but present-

ing its characteristic pleochroism and straight extinction. The presence

of this mineral is a feature of exceptional interest from the fact that, so

far as I am aware, a hyperstheue-granite has never before been record-

* Job Charnock died in 1693, and the tombstone was erected about two years

later.
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ed, although the mineral has been frequently found as a constituent of

the intermediate, basic and ultra-basic noncrystalline rocks. The

precise reasons "why the micas, hornblendes, and, more rarely, augites

should occur as the ferro-magnesian constituents of granites, and not

hypersthene, have never been accurately settled. The discovery of

hypersthene, therefore, in this capacity fills a very well-marked gap

in the granitic series, and for the time we can do no more than record

as precisely as possible its nature and mode of occurrence, with the

hope that in future the facts may be of service in framing an hypo-

thesis for explaining the fact that chemically similar magmas, under

special conditions of temperature and pressure during the process of

consolidation, give rise to different mineral species.

(5). GARNET of the almandine variety occurs very sparingly in

the rock, and seldom shows anything approaching idiomorphic crystal-

line form.

(6). MA G\N"ETITE in small grains is sparsely scattered amongst

the other minerals.

The rock has a specific gravity of 2'646, agreeing thus with normal

granites.

In microscopic and macroscopic characters this rock agrees with

certain specimens which I have recently collected in the Madras Pre-

sidency. At different places in the south of India (Pallavaram in the

Chin gleput district, the Shevaroy and Nilgiri hills, in N'.-W. Madura,

and in Travancore) there occur exposures of igneous rock in which

hypersthene is a constant constituent, and which at the same time

exhibit every gradation in acidity, from hypersthene-granite, the most
silicious (acid), to pyroxenite the most basic. These rocks, although

their exposures are now separated by such distances from one another,

I believe to have been derived from a common molten magma : they

belong to one " petrographical province," and the differentiation of the

originally homogeneous molten material into masses so widely distinct

in chemical composition can be shown to be in agreement with well-es-

tablished, though recent, physical principles.

The massive rocks of the Nilgiri Hills, and the Shevaroys, as well

as the similar rocks found in the localities mentioned above, have been
hitherto regarded as belonging to the great metamorphic series of the

South. Observations made during recent visits to the Madras Presi-

dency have, however, convinced me that this series, together with

certain others not now under discussion, must be looked upon as in-

trusive igneous rocks of younger age than the normal gneiss.

The evidences for these conclusions I hope shortly to produce in

detail. For the present, however, we are concerned in identifying
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Job Cliarnock's tombstone with the pypersthene-granites of the

Madras Presidency ; and from its proximity to tbe cost and to Madras,

it seems likely that Pallavaram would have been selected by the earlier

agents of the East India Company as a source of this handsome rock.

Nearly all the old tombstones collected together in St. John's Church-

yard are of the same rock ; for example that of Job Cliarnock's son-in-

law, Jonathan White (1703), and Mrs. Jane Smart (1753).

Briefly, the points in which these rocks agree with those of Pal-

lavai^am, and upon which I base this identification, are these :

—

(a). Structure :
—

(1). Micro-perthitic structure.

(2). Grranophyric (micro-pegmatitic) structure,

(b). Composition:—
(1). The presence of potash-felspar in the form of

microcline.

(2). ,, hypersthene.

(3). „ blue quartz.

(4). ,,
almandine garnet.

(c). The combination of these minerals with the above-named

structures. In this association hypersthene is especially note-worthy

for the reasons already stated.

As this is a new type of rock, and modifications of it occur by the

introduction of accessory minerals, I would suggest for it the name
Charnockite, in honour of the founder of Calcutta, who was the uncon-

scious means of bringing, perhaps, the first specimen of this interesting

rock to our capital.

On a slab of Chinese agglomerate lava bearing a Chinese inscription dis-

covered in St. John's Churchyard, Calcutta. By T. H. Holland,

A.R.C.S., F.Gr.S., Geological Survey of India.

[Received October 26th ;—Read November 1st, 1893.]

(With Plate VII.)

Through the kindness of the Revd. H. B. Hyde, I have been en-

abled to examine the slab bearing a Chinese inscription and discovered

by him in St. John's Churchyard.

The slab has been imperfectly polished on the face bearing the in-

scription, and at first sight presents the character of a common artificial

concrete, for which I at first mistook it. But on removing a fragment

from the back of the slab and examining it in the laboratory, I found it
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to be a siliceous lava, which, though of course formed by natural means

is, indeed, comparable to a concrete in ways other than appearances. It

is a rhyolitic lava of a kind occurring in different parts of China, which,

previous to consolidation, has included fragments of other rocks and

now presents the patchy appearances of the agglomerate lavas and pi-

peruos described by Fritsch and Reiss as varieties of eutaxite.*

Thin slices examined under the microscope leave no doubt as to the

nature of the rock :—Corroded quartz-crystals embedded in a cryptocrys-

talline and microlitic magma are scattered irregularly through the slide.

Occasionlly these preserve in part their original bi-pyramidal outlines,

but the magma has corroded the majority of the crystals into irregular

shapes. A curious feature worthy of record is the way in which many
of the quartz-crystals are traversed by a series of cracks without discov-

erable regularity. These cracks recall the tessellated appearance of the

polysynthetic porphyritic crystals described by Gen. McMahon in the

eurite of Tusham Hill, 85 miles north-west of the town of Delhi. f But
as a rule, in the present instance, the small fragments, although separated

from one another by a series of cracks, all have the same optical

orientation, whilst in the Tusham specimens the grains are, according to

Gen. McMahon, oriented in different directions. I have found, however,

one case of a quartz-crystal in which, after the formation of the cracks,

many of the fragments have been slightly displaced, so that whilst the

position of extinction is the same for the individuals in some of the pairs,

others show slight differences, and still others have been moved through

several degrees. Gen. McMahon explained the structure of the quartz-

crystals in the Tusham rock as the result of rapid cooling after eruption,

and I think the present case, in which many of the crystals are simply

cracked more often without displacement of the fragments, are certainly

more easily explained in this manner than by the other suggestions

which, in his paper, Gen. McMahon has considered and rejected. Relief

of pressure would also contribute to the same effect. A similar struc-

ture can be produced in clear quartz- crystals by rapidly cooling them
from a red heat, the crystals becoming white and losing their transparency

from a similar cause.

Next to the quartz-crystals in abundance amongst the porphyritic

constituents are the felspars, some of which are of a plagioclase variety,

and all greatly kaolinized. Black and brown patches of ferruginous

material occur as relics of the ferro-magnesian constituents of the ori-

ginal rock. Secondary minerals like chalcedony occur in small quanti-

ties infilling cavities.

* Geologische Beschreibung der Insel Tenerife, 1868, p. 420.

t Ik Mag., Vol. VIII. (1683), p. 10.
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Lumps of andesitic rocks are common as inclusions in the matrix,

which in places shows damascened and eutaxitic structures.

The specific gravity of the rock is 2"35. Thin splinters fuse before

the blowpipe to a white vesicular glass.

Comparison with Chinese rocks :—The peculiar structures presented

by this rock are of especial interest from the way in which they can be

parallelled amongst the Chinese eurites and rhyolifces. The damascened

structure and the included fragments of a similar andesitic rock I have

previously described in the Korean acid lavas.*

Amongst the rocks which I have collected in China, there is a speci-

men of eurite from the Victoria Peak, Hong Kong, in which the porphyr-

itic crystals of quartz are cracked in the same peculiar manner. The

felspars, also, in this rock are in part plagioclastic, and irregular patches

of small biotite bundles resemble in shape the ferruginous masses occur-

ring in the slab. But although the Hong Kong rock shows a very dis-

tinct flow structure, the groundmass is composed wholly of micro-

granulitic material, and there is a notable absence of the andesitic foreign

inclusions. Whilst, then, the porphyritic constituents of the slab

a"ree with those of this rock, the groundmass shows that the conditions

of consolidation were different ; but although the circumstances of soli-

difi.cati.on were not the same thei*e seems little doubt that the slab in St.

John's Churchyard belongs to the same geological mass as the Hong Kong

eurite, and both these are members of the acid series of igneous rocks

—

granites, granitites +, eurites and rhyolites—which can be traced from

the Island of Hainan, north-east through Hong Kong to Foochow, and

are repeated in a parallel band which reaches the sea-coast at Chusan,

are repeated in the Korea, and possibly represented again by the central

granitic axis of Kamtschatka. These rocks probably belong to one petro-

graphical province and are the relics of a great chain of eruptions which

took place in East Asia during middle carboniferous times. The granites

and eurites are found intruding into the limestones which occur below

the coal-bearing series ; whilst fragments of these rocks are the principal

constituents of the conglomerates which lie at the base of the coal-

measures. The out-crop of these rocks is approximately parallel to the

general strike of the stratified series, following the directions of the

principal mountain ranges, which in East China Pumpelly has described

* Quart. Journ. Geol. Soc, Vol. XLVII. (1891), pp. 176-178.

f The prevalence of granitite and the occurrence of its representatives amongst

the hetnicrystalline and felsitic rocks are striking features in these Chinese rocks,

and I regard them as a later stage in the eruptions which first gave rise to diorites

and andesites—rocks which I have frequently found associated with and included

in the later acid eruptions of China.
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as the Sinian system of elevation. * Elsewhere I may have occasion to

refer to these features in greater detail : for the present I have referred

to them for the purpose of showing that, whilst I think the slab found

in St. John's Churchyard is undoubtedly of Chinese origin, it may have

been brought from any of the localities in East China and Korea where

these characteristic, acid, igneous rocks prevail. In what manner the

slab was brought to India will doubtless appear from Mr. Hyde's re-

searches.

EXPLANATION OF PLATE.

Figs. 1 & 2. From slab of Chinese agglomerate lava found in St. John's Church-

yard.

Fig. 1. Bi-pyramidal crystal of quartz corroded by the magma.
Fig. 2. Crystal cracked and corroded.

Figs. 3 & 4. From eurite. Victoria Peak, Hong Kong.

Fig. 3. Bi-pyramidal crystal of quartz corroded by the magma.
Fig. 4. Crystal cracked and corroded.

* Geological Ke3earches in China, Mongolia, and Japan, 1866, p. 67.
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The collection here described is a very small one, bnt the few things

obtained are interesting.

Among Coelenterata, Cerianthus and Cyathohelia do not appear to

have been before recorded from the Bay of Bengal : among Echinoderma,

Astroschema and Echinolam/pas— althongh the latter has been recorded

as a Sind Tertiary fossil : and among fishes Odontostomus. All these

occnr in the present collection.

COELENTERATA.
NEMATOPHORA.

ANTHOZOA ACTINIOMOKPHA.

AOTINIARIA.

Family Cerianthineae.

Cerianthus, Delle Chiaje.

1. Cerianthus tenebrarum, n. sp.

Elegantly caryophyllaceons in shape.

The body wall is thick, and the characteristic investing sheath is

J. Li. 22.
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loose. The oral sphincter is stout. The tentacles of the inner crown

are short and number about fifty : those of the outer crown are very-

long with stout base and long wavy filamentous ending, and number
about sixty. The septa with their mesenteric filaments are almost

entirely confined to the upper third of the enteric cavity, leaving about

the lower two-thirds as a perfectly smooth-walled chamber.

Colour dull madder, the tentacles being lighter and ruddier than

the body.

Length, contracted in spirit, 50 mm.
With the exception of a species from the Andaman Reefs, described

in J. A. S. B., Vol. LXIL, Pt. II., 1893, p. 153, this seems to be the only

Cerianthns hitherto recorded from India.

From the Bay of Bengal on a muddy bottom at 410 fathoms : bottom-

temperature 45.5° Fahr.

MADREPORABIA APOROSA.

Family Turbinolidae.

(1) Flabellum lacimatum, Phil., and (2) Flabellum japonicum,

Moseley, appear to be quite common inhabitants of the muddy bottom

of the Bay of Bengal at 400-700 fathoms. And among the corals

obtained with them during the past year is a new species of Rhizotrochus.

Rhizotrochus, Edw. and Haime.

3. Rhizotrochus crateriformis, n. sp., PI. VIII. figs. 1 and 2.

Corallum low, bowl-shaped, having a small central mamillary pedi-

cular scar, a very thin fragile epithecate wall, and a regular, circular

calicular orifice with the lip gently everted.

From the thecal wall, which is marked with close faint costal stria?

and writh close faint concentric lines of growth, the large cylindrical

" rootlets " stand out at a wide angle.

The septa, which are in four complete cycles, with an incomplete

fifth, are thin, and have their crests strongly emarginate, so that when

the corallum is viewed from above they look something like large pali

:

their surface is marked with lines of distant, coarse granules, concentric

with the curve of the crest. The septa of the first two cycles are ap-

proximately co-equal, and all unite at the very bottom of the calice by

a few stout cylindrical trabecule which form a rudimentary columella :

above this they do not encroach very greatly on the calicular space,

but leave a clear wide central fossa. The septa of the third cycle are

narrow lamina?, those of the fourth are still narrower, and those of the

incomplete fifth are merely fine ridges in the upper part of the calicle.

Colour in spirit—both corallum and soft parts—quite white.
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The tentacles, which appear to he about ninety in numher, are

disposed in three concentric series.

Greatest height 22 ram. : diameter of calicnlar orifice 32 mm.

:

depth of calicular fossa 16 mm.
From the Bay of Bengal on a muddy "bottom at 573 fathoms :

hottom-temperature 45 '3° Fahr.

Family Oculinidse.

Ctathohelia, Edw. and H.

4. Cyathohelia axillaris (Ell. and Sol.)

Madrepora axillaris, Ellis and Solander, Nat. Hist, of Zoophytes,

p. 153, tab. 13, fig. 5.

Cyathohelia axillaris, Edw. and Haime, Coralliaires II. 110.

A branch of a colony answering to the figure in Ellis and Solander

was dredged from a previously unknown coral bank in Lat. 14° 11' 6"

N., Long. 80° 24' E. [about 55 miles K by E. of Madras) in 88 fathoms,

bottom-temperature 65° Fahr.

MADREPORARIA POROSA.
Family Eupsammidse.

Dendrophyllia, Edw. and H.

5. Dendrophyllia nigrescens, Dana.

Dendrophyllia nigrescens, Dana, Zoophytes, p. 387, pi. 27 (30), fig. 1.

From the same coral bank, at the same depth, several branches of

this species were dredged.

ANTHOZOA ALCYONIOMORPHA.

The coral bank in 88 fathoms, N. by E. of Madras, appeal's to be
very rich in Gorgonacea and Alcyonacea. Unfortunately the dredgino-g

were merely rough dried, without any treatment, so that they reached

the Museum denuded and almost valueless. The following genera are

recognized :

—

Anthogorgia, Echinogorgia, Acis, Gorgonella, Juncella, Scir-

pearella ; Spongodes.

ECHINODERMA.
ASTBROIDEA.

Family Archasteridse.

PSEUDARCHASTER, Sladen.

1. J?seudarchaster mosaicus, Alcock and Wood-Mason.
PseudarcJiaster mosaictts, Alcock and Wood-Mason, Ann. and Mao-.

Nat. Hist., Dec. 1891, p. 432.

A specimen with a span of nearly 200 mm. from 599 fathoms off

the Madras Coast.
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Family Astropectinidse.

Dipsacaster, gen. nov.

2. Dipsacaster, pentagonalis, n. sp.

Differs from Dipsacaster sladeni (Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist., February,

1S93, p. 87, pi. V. figs 3 and 4) in the following particulars :—The disk

is relatively larger, and the rays, which are bluntly rounded at the tip, are

relatively shorter and broader—the whole form being thus more penta-

gonal ; the relative length of the rays to the radius of the the disk is

2*5 : 1 ; the paxillee are larger ; on the adambulacral plates the central

spine of the paxilliform group is a large distinct spine and not a mere

spinelet. Two specimens from the Andaman Sea, 112 fathoms.

Family PentagonasteridsB.

Calliaster, Gray.

3. Calliaster mamillifer, n. sp., PI. VIII. figs. 3 and 4.

Kays 5 It= 25 to 3r.

Abactinal area covered with sunken circular plates, each bounded

by a ring of discoid granules : the mid-radial plates of the disk bear

each a great globular mammillated spinelet, as do also, but on a smaller

scale, the dorso-central and basal inter-radial plates.

The supero-marginal plates, which are six in number, excluding

the terminal, and come in partial contact across the distal third of the

rays, have the form of great globules, each surmounted centrally with

a nipple-like spinelet : those in the outer third of the ray sometimes

bear also one or two granules.

The infero-marginal plates coincide not quite exactly with their

fellows of the supero-marginal series : they are long, broad and tumid,

and each bears near the suture line with that series, a row or a group

of large coarse truncated spinelets.

The adambulacral plates have each a furrow series of four radiat-

ing spinelets, and actinally a single large coarse truncated spine and

rarely a few granules also.

The actinal inter-radial areas are of some size, with large and

slightly tumid plates, raany of which have one, or very rarely two, large

coarse spinelets.

All the marginal, adambulacral, and actinal plates have much the

same fringe of discoid granules or squames as the abactinal plates, only

it is not so regular.

Anus subcentral.

Madreporite small, circular, radially striated, situated about mid-

way between the margin and the centre.

Colour in spirit, chalky yellow. This singularly beautiful species

was dredged in the Andaman Sea, between 270 and 245 fathoms.
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Family Zoroasteridse.

Zoroaster Wyville Thomson.

Fine specimens of (4.) Zoroaster Alfredi and (5.) Zoroaster bara-

thri (Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist., Feb. 1893, pp. 102, 103), from the Bay of

Bengal, 599 fathoms.

OPH1UROIDEA.

Family Astrophytidse.

Astroschema, Orst. and Ltk.

1. Astroschema flosculus, n. sp., PI. VIII. fig. 5.

R=llr-16r.
The sides and abactinal surface of the disk and arms are covered

with granules,—prominent granules and globules being scattered over

a finely granular surface, and the actinal surface is covered with an

uniform microscopic granulation.

Viewed from the aboral aspect the disk is rotate-corolla-shaped,

being deeply depressed in the centre and consisting of five deep cut

petaloid lobes, each composed of a pair of radial plates. There are no

mouth papillae or tooth papillae, but there is a vertical row of five

large hastate teeth on each mouth segment.

Rays long, tapering to a lash, simple, and perfectly square in sec-

tion, the actinal angles of the square being occupied by the series of

paired spine-like tentacle scales, and the abactinal angles by series of

prominent clumps of globuar granules corresponding to the tentacle

scales, this arrangement emphasing the arm joints and giving the arms

a regularly beaded appearance.

Genital openings nearly vertical, and traversing nearly the whole

depth of the disk.

Mouth tentacles large, the second pair of tentacles without any

scale, the third pair with the pairs of scales small.

Colour, in alcohol, grey ; in life, blood-red.

From the newly discovered coral bank north of Madras, in 88

fathoms.

ECHINOIDEA.

SPATANGOIDA.
Family Cassidulidse.

Echinolampas, Gray.

1. EcJmiolampas castanea, n. sp., PI. VIII. fig. 6.

Test thick, high, bluntly conical towards the greatly excentric

abruptly subacumin ate apical system ; sub-pentagonal in tumid ambital

outline ; densely felted with short capillary spines, which are larger
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and sparser on the actinal surface, and at the tumid inter-radial peris-

toniial margins form, fan-like tufts.

Ambulacra equal, narrow, petaloid abactinally, the poriferous

areas of unequal length in the same petal, approaching as if to close,

and then again diverging, the pairs of pores set very close together in

grooves separated by moniliform ridges : beyond the petals the ambu-

lacra iucrease considerably in width to the ambitus, whence they taper

to the peristome, while the pores become single, distant, and invisible

to the naked eye as far as the vicinity of the peristome, where they are

again large and double, and are crowded together to form distinct

phyllodes.

Inter-radia large, constricted very abruptly at the apical system and

gradually at the peristome, being represented at the peristomial margin

by a single tumid granular plate.

Both ambulacral and interradial plates closely covered with small

scrobiculate tubercles of uniform size and disposition, except in the

middle of the actinal surface, where they become a little larger and

much more scattered : fine miliary granulation between the tubercles.

Apical system small, very excentric in front : a large central mad-

reporite extending from the right anterior basal : four genital pores.

Peristome situated in the middle of a distinct hollow, excentric in

front, transverse, pentagonal, with a distinct floscelle.

Periproct in posteiior inter-radium, large, elliptical, transverse,

immediately iuframarginal, with a valvular operculum formed of three

large tuberculated plates.

Colour, yellowish green.

Bay of Bengal, 11 fathoms.

At first sight this species has a strong resemblance to Echinolampas

spheroidalis, dArch and Haime, from the Miocene of Sind and Kuchh
;

from which it is distinguished at once by the concavity of the actinal

surface and by the tumid peristomial margin. The test is also higher

in the present species.

Family Spatangidae.

Brissopsis, Ag.

2. Brissopsis Oldhami, n. sp., PI. VIII. figs. 7 and 8.

Test thin, inflated, ovoid, with a faint anterior groove and a strong

posterior truncation; abactinally covered with recurved hair-like spines

which are largest and densest within the peripetalous fasciole; acti-

nally with similar large spines in the interradii, the ambulacra being

almost naked.

All the ambulacra are abactinally petaloid and sunken : in the
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anterior petal, which is the longest and narrowest, the pores are small

and extremely evenly and closely set, in the other petals the pores are

large : beyond the petals the ambnlacra are only slightly spiniferons

at the ambitus, and are almost or quite naked actinally ; and all have

small and distant pores ; but abactinally the plates of the postero-

lateral ambulacra are spiniferous, and the pores of those that are en-

closed in the sub-anal fasciole are exceptionally large. Abactinally, as

actinally, the inter-radii are very large, with big broad plates that are

finely and closely granular abactinally and much more coarsely and dis-

tantly granular actinally.

Peristome reniform : the orifice of the mouth is made valvular by

the remarkable prolongation forwards of the labrum.

Apical system hardly excentric ; the madreporite is large, passing

backwards from the right anterior basal and separating the posterior

basals and radials and several inter-radial plates ; four large genital

pores.

Periproct small, vertically pyriform, high up in the posterior

truncation, with many plates, of which those at the circumference are

the largest.

The peripetalous fasciole is very distinct, being broadest poste-

riorly. Sub-anal fasciole reniform, largely actinal in position, being far

distant from the periproct. Two narrow and inconspicuous fasciolar

bands extend up from the sub-anal fasciole, one on each side, to the level

of the periproct and are then gradually lost.

The pedicels of the anterior petal are of conspicuous length.

Colour, dull olive-green ; fascioles dull madder brown.

Bay of Bengal, 753 fathoms, bottom soft mud; bottom tempera-

ture 41 "2° fahr. t

Lovenia, Ag. and Desor.

3. Lovenia gregalis, n. sp., PI. VIII. fig. 9.

Test thin, broad, flat, cordiform, grooved and deeply excised an-

teriorly, broadly truncate posteriorly, the ambital margin in front sharp,

behind gently rounded. Spinature scanty.

Anterior ambulacrum in the groove, with pores small and incon-

spicuous except at the peristome, where they are larger : it is practi-

cally unmodified throughout its course, from apex to peristome. Late-

ral petaloid ambulacra with pores almost invisible to the naked eye

within the internal fasciole : beyond the internal fasciole the antero-

lateral petals are markedly divergent from, while the postero-lateral

petals are convergent towards, the sagittal line : the slightly sunken
pairs of pores are large and are separated from one another by faint
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ridges with niinute distant granulation, the interporiferous space is

broad and bears several series of granules. Beyond the petals the

postero-lateral ambulacra increase greatly, while the antero-lateral de-

crease somewhat in width.

Inter-radii very large and broad abactinally where the antero-

lateral bear each a small patch, and the postero-lateral each a much
larger patch, of large deeply scrobiculate pei'forated tubercles, each

surmounted by a long slender recurved recumbent hollow spine. Simi-

lar but smaller tubercles, with similar spines, cover the actinal surface

rather more densely throughout almost the whole of the broad antero-

lateral and postero-lateral inter-radii, and also occur in two small

patches, involving both ambulacral and posterior inter-radial plates, in

each wing of the sub-anal fasciole.

Peristome situated immediately behind the anterior cleft, semilunar

in shape, and followed by a long narrow labrura.

Apical system hardly excentric ; the madreporite in the posterior

basal.

Periproct in the upper part of the posterior truncation, large,

transversely oval, not sunken.

The internal fasciole is remarkable in not crossing the anterior

ambulacrum ; after skirting the groove in rather more than half of its

extent, it gradually fades away on either side, sometimes bending

slightly towards the groove, as if to cross, sometimes not. The subanal

fascicle is large and dumb-bell shaped, and encloses three pairs of pores

on either side.

Colours : brownish green, spines white.

Bay of Bengal, 475 fathoms, bottom brown ooze, bottom tempera-

ture 45-5° Fahr.

MOLLUSCA.

The Mollusca that we may now regard as characteristic of the

huudred-fathom line in the Bay, were again met with in considei'able

numbers, namely, Tlostellaria delicatula, Nevill, Sigaretus sp., Tellina sp.,

and Nucula sp. At about the same depth (128 fathoms) there were

dredged Phos sp., Pleurotoma sp. prox. atractoides, Watson, and Tellina

sp. prox. Murrayi, E. A. Smith, and on the coral bank, at 88 fathoms,

Murex 'palmar osse, Lmk.

ARTHROPODA.
CRUSTACEA.
DECAPODA.

At 128 fathoms the Penosid (1.) Solettocera Uextii, Wood-Mason,

characteristic of that depth here, was dredged.
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Of the other Crustacea taken, three appear to be new to the Indian

record. They are as follows :

—

Family Trapeziidse.

Quadrella, Dana.

2. Quadrella coronata, Dana.

Quadrella coronata, Dana, XL S. Expl. Exped., Crust, Pt. I. p. 266,

PI. XVI. figs. 5 a-d.

A single female.

From the Coral Bank north of Madras, 88 fathoms.

Family Parthenopidae.

Parthenope, Fabr.

3. Parthenope spinosissima, A. M.-Edw.

Parthenope spinosissima, A.M.-Edw., Notes stir L' He de la Reunion

Annexe F, p. 8, PL XVII;
A large ovigerous female and a small male.

Colour in life reported to be blood-red.

" From the Coral Bank north of Madras, 88 fathoms.

Family Raninidse.

Raninoides, Milne-Edwards.

4. Raninoides personatus, White MS., Henderson.

Raninoides personatus, Henderson, Challenger Anomura, p. 27, PI. II.

fig. 5.

Numerous specimens from the Bay of Bengal, 31 fathoms.

Family Homolidae.

Hypsophrys, Wood-Mason.

5. Hypsophrys superxiliosa, Wood-Mason, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist.,

March 1891, p 269.

Several beautiful specimens, both males and ovigerous females,

from the Lnccadive Sea, 865 fathoms, bottom Globigerina ooze, bottom

temperature 40° Fahr.

VERTEBRATA.
PISCES.

ACANTHOPTERYGII.
Family, Trachinidae.

Group Trachinina.

Bathypercis, n. gen.

Head large, depressed ; body cylindrical, elongate. Cleft of the

mouth wide, oblique, with the lower jaw projecting; villiform teeth in

J. n. 23.
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jaws, vomer, and palatines. Eyes large, supero-lateral. Gill-cleft wide
;

seven branchiostegals
;
preoperculuni armed ; four gills

;
pseudobran-

chia3 large. Scales ctenoid ; lateral line continuous from occiput to cau-

dal fin, its anterior portion armed. Two separate dorsal fins, the first

short, the second long, and equal opposite and similar to the anal.

Ventrals jugular.

No air-bladder ; no pyloric casca.

1. Bathypercis platyrhynchus, n. sp., PI. IX fig. 1.

General aspect Platycephaloid, with some superficial resemblances

to Callionymus.

B. 7. D. 6/14. A. 16. C. 12, with numerous rudimentary rays at

base. P. circ. 25. V. 1/5. L. lat., from origin on occiput, 50. L.

tr., 11.

Head large, broad, depressed, its extreme length, measured from

the tip of the projecting mandible to the apex of the prolonged opercu-

lar flap is not much less than half the total, caudal excluded. Body
elongate, cylindrical, low, and tapering to the large caudal.

The snout is broad, much depressed, and spathulate, resembling the

bill of Bathypterois ; its extreme length is equal to the major diameter

of the orbit, and rather over one-fourth the extreme length of the head.

Mouth -cleft wide, slightly oblique, the maxilla reaching nearly to the

vertical through the middle of the eye, and ending in a fleshy barbel.

Teeth in villiform bands on the jaws, vomer, and palatines. Tongue

large, spathulate.

The large eyes are placed close together on the summit of the

head, separated from each other by a narrow groove ; but the visual

axis is lateral. The gill-cleft is very wide, the gill-membranes being

free of the isthmus throughout : the preopercular angle is spinate,

and the operculum, which is prolonged in membrane nearly to the level

of the 4th dorsal spine, has two spines above and one below. Four

gills with setiform gill-rakers and broad laminae : pseudobranchias

large.

The body, arid the head and the snout above, are covered with

rather large finely ctenoid scales. The lateral line, beginning on the

occiput as a close-set row of re-curved spines, or strongly carinated

scales, curves inwards towards the first dorsal fin and then downwards

along the lower half of the tail, being salient but unarmed in this part

of its course.

The first dorsal fin is short, and is separated from the second by

four or five rowTs of scales : the second, which is much more elevated

than the first, extends from the level of the vent to within an eye-

length, of the base of the caudal. The anal fin is similar to the second
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dorsal. The pectorals are large and long, reaching to the fourth anal

ray. The ventrals are jugular, arising an eye-length in advance of the

pectorals : their plane of origin is horizontal, and they reach consider-

ably beyond the scaly bases of the pectorals.

Stomach siphonal with a large csecal sack. No pyloric caeca. No
air-bladder.

Colours in spirit, yellowish-brown, with thirteen incomplete and

indefinite darker cross-bands on body and tail : a golden-green ocellus

on crown of head and in the apex of each opercular flap : spinous

dorsal white at base, black in the upper half ; second dorsal with dusky

bands: caudal and pectorals dusky: anal and ventrals hyaline. Length

43 inches.

Bay of Bengal, 128 fathoms.

Family, Pediculati.

Lophids, Art.

2. Lophius mutilus, n. sp.

This species is distinguished from all its fellows by the structure

of the second part of the spinous dorsal fin, which is rudimentaiy.

B. 5. D. 3/ (2)/ 8. A. 5. C. 8. P. 15. V. 1/5.

Cephalic disk enormous, its width nearly equal to its length, which

is not much less than half the total, including the caudal.

The head bones are marked by spinate crests, one small and bifid

at the pre-orbital angle ; one large and tridentate above each orbit

;

one at the upper limit of the clavicle, one large and trifid at the angle

of the clavicle, and two on the preoperculum—besides numerous ridges

ending in acute points.

The eyes are large, their major diameter being nearly one-fifth the

length of the head.

The mouth-cleft involves the whole breadth of the cephalic disk.

Small depressible fangs of unequal size in three irregular series in the

mandible, in two series at the pre-maxilliary symphysis, but in a single

series along the greater extent of the pre-maxilla: a pair of rigid fangs

on each side of the vomer : an uneven row of five or six rigid fangs

along each palatine. Gill-cleft relatively wide : three gills.

Head and body covered with loose glandular skin, which forms a

row of filaments along the edge of the cephalic disk and along the

sides of the tail.

Dorsal spines in the form of plain setas, the first two of which

have the usual position close together on the snout, while the third,

which is as long as the cephalic disk and nearly twice as long as the

second, arises behind the orbit. The second portion of the spinous

dorsal is represented by two distant rudimentary rays only visible by
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dissection. The soft dorsal, and all the other fins have the usual

position.

Colours in spirit, mottled brown, tip of tongue dusky. Length 5"25

inches.

Bay of Bengal, 128 fathoms.

ANACANTHINI.
Family, Gadidse.

Phtsiculus, Kaup.

3. Physiculus argyropastus, n. sp., PI. IX. fig. 2.

B. 7. D. 8-9/55. A, 57. V. 6.

Head large, broad, depressed, its length a good deal more than one-

fourth of the total, caudal included. Height of the compressed body

from about half to eleven-nineteenths the length of the head. Snout

broad, depressed, rounded, its length equal to the width of the interorbi-

tal space and just exceeding the major diameter of the eye. Mouth
wide, oblique, with the upper jaw overhanging ; the maxilla reaches

behind the vertical through the middle of the orbit ; broadish bands of

villiform. teeth in the jaws only. Barbel filiform and inconspicuous,

its length not half that of the eye. Gill-openings extremely wide, free

from the isthmus throughout : four gills, with about eleven spathulate

gill-rakers. Pseudobranchiaa glandular. Body and head invested with

small thin deciduous cycloid scales, of which there are six rows between

the first dorsal fin and the lateral line.

The first dorsal, which is separated from the second only by a

notch, begins in the vertical through the origin of the pectorals ; its

height is about equal to the length of its base, which is considerably

less than one-third that of the head : the second dorsal extends to

within an eye-length of the caudal, and its rays, posteriorly especially,

are longer than those of the first. The anal begins almost in the

vertical through the base of the pectoral, the vent being situated

forwards in the vertical through the posterior edge of the operculum.

The pectorals are long and pointed, the upper rays reaching to the

twelfth or fourteenth anal ray, and being as long as the head behind

the middle of the eye. The ventrals arise on narrow horizontal bases :

the second ray is nearly as long as the head. There is a post-anal

papilla, and a pre-anal pigmented pit, as in Physiculus roseus.

The margin of the large thick-walled air-bladdder is pectinately

lobed somewhat as in Scioenoids. Colour in spirit, light pinkish brown,

with a silveiw sheen ; belly, throat, and gill-membranes black.

Bay of Bengal, 128 fathoms.

The largest specimen, an adult female, is 9 inches long.
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Bregmaceros, Thompson.

4. Bregmaceros MacGlellandii, Thornps.

A fine specimen from the Bay of Bengal in 128 fathoms.

The small and immature specimens dredged in previous years at

and near this depth, probably belong to this species.

Family, Ophidiidae.

Neobtthites, Goode and Bean.

5. Neobythites steatiticus, n. sp., PL IX Fig 3.

B. 8. D. circ. 85. A circ. 65. C. 8. P. circ. 22 V. 2.

The large heavy head is in length about one-fourth of the total,

caudal included, and is armed with a large opercular spine. The

snout, which is bluntly pointed and overhangs the mouth, is in length

eqnal to the diameter of the eye, or between a fifth and a sixth the

length of the head. The eyes are large and prominent, without any

orbital fold : they are a little over a diameter apart. The nostrils

are large, the anterior being a small tube near the tip of the snout, the

posterior being a large foramen at the angle of the eye.

The mouth is large, the maxillary extending far behind the poste-

rior border of the orbit, and being nearly half of the head in length.

Teeth viliform, in narrow bands in the jaws, vomer, and palatines.

Gill-cleft very wide, the gill-membranes being separate through-

out. Four gills, with broad lamina? and close-set gill-rakers, which are

long in the middle of the first arch.

Each pseudobranch consists of two pinnules only. The head, body,

and base of the dorsal and pectoral fins are covered with small,

moderately adherent scales, of which there are about nine rows be-

tween the first dorsal ray and the lateral line, and about twenty-one

rows between the lateral line and the vent. The vertical fins have long

delicate rays, which are completely invested in loose skin : the dorsal

begins well in advance of the base of the pectoral, and the anal on a

level with the tip of the latter, both being confluent with the caudal at

its base.

Pectorals with large fleshy scaly base: the ventrals arise on the

pectoral symphysis, and consist of two long filaments fused together in

their basal half.

Stomach siphonal ; intestine much coiled ; about eight or nine

minute rudimentary pyloric casca encircle the pylorus.

Colour in spirit, creamy yellow clouded and marbled with shades

of light, brown which forms four ill-defined cross-bands, nil of them
involving the dorsal fin : a large oval ocellus, formed of a black centre
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in a broad creamy white ring, on the dorsal fin between the 20th and

30th rays or a little beyond: anal jet black with a milk-white border.

Length of type 5"25 inches.

Bay of^Bengal, 128 fathoms.

PHYSOSTOMI.
Family, Scopelidae.

Odontostomus, Cocco.

6. Odontostomus atratus, n. sp., PI. IX Fig. 4.

The extreme length of the square, high, compressed head is a little

more, and the greatest height of the compressed tapering body is a

little less, than one-fourth of the total, caudal included.

The snout has the form of a pointed wart beyond which the upper

jaw projects, the lower jaw again projecting beyond the upper.

The eyes, which are situated about a diameter apart, near the top

of the bead, have their major diameter obliquely vertical, and are capa-

ble of such strong rotation inwards as to bring the visual axis obliquely

upwards, the orbit being walled in laterally by a stout but transparent

fold of skin .in its lower half.

The cleft of the mouth extends almost to the posterior edge of the

operculum : the premaxillee are armed with a series of close uniform

serrations for the most part pointing forwards, the vomer bears on each

side a sabre-shaped depressible fang nearly half as long as the head,

the palatines have each an exactly similar fang succeeded by a row of

close serrations, and the mandible has on each side a distant series of

similar fangs of unequal size, the largest of them however being hardly

half the length of those on the vomer and palatines.

Gill-cleft extremely wide and high : four gills with wide laminea

and gill-rakers inconspicuous or absent : pseudobranchise large.

Body covered with a glandular scaleless skin in which the lateral

line appears in spirit as a white streak. Rows of white dots (luminous

organs ?) exist along the free border of the preoperculum and the inner

border of the broad boat-shaped mandible.

The dorsal fin lies altogether within the anterior half of the body ;

the anal begins about half a head length behind the vertical through

the last dorsal ray, and extends to the rudimentary basal rays of the

forked caudal. The large pectorals arise close to the ventral profile,

almost in the same plane with the veutrals, the bases of which they

touch when laid back. The veutrals arise under the middle of the

dorsal.

Colour in spirit, jet black.

Length 3*5 inches.

Bay of Bengal, 573 fathoms.
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Family Muraenidse.

CONGROMUR-ffiNA, Kaup.

7. Congromursena saualiceps, n. sp., allied to C. megastoma. Gthr.

and C. longicauda, Alcock.

Head about an eye-length longer than the trunk, which is not quite

one-fourth the length of the tail. The snout, which projects far beyond

the mouth, is a little more than one-fifth the head in length. The

major diameter of the very elliptical eye is not quite two-thirds of the

length of the snout. The anterior nostril is a short wide tube situated

on the lip near the end of the snout, the posterior is a wide foramen

situated in advance of and above the angle of the eye. The mouth-cleft

is wide, extending almost to the vertical through the posterior border

of the orbit, and the lips are greatly developed : the minute teeth are in

bands in the jaws, and in a broad rasp-like patch outside the mouth in

the premaxillary ; there are a few teeth on the vomer quite anteriorly.

Gill-openings comparatively wide, separate. No scales : lateral line

with small pores. Pectorals narrow, half an eye-length longer than the

snout. Vertical fins confluent, the dorsal beginning nearly an eye-

length in advance of the gill-opening.

Colour in spirit, grey, the vertical fins in their after half to two-

thirds with a black edge, which in the anal tends to involve the whole

fin. A veiy large air-bladder extending half a head-length beyond the

vent. Visceral peritoneum silvery. A sexually mature male 15 inches

long from the Bay of Bengal, 128 fathoms.

8. Congromursena nasica, n. sp. Allied to the preceding group.

Head depressed, an eye-length longer than the trunk, which is much
more than a-fourth the length of the tail (1 : about 3 -

4).

The snout, which projects beyond the mouth, is a fourth the length

of the head and nearly twice the major diameter of the eye. The nos-

trils are as in the preceding species.

The mouth cleft extends almost to the vertical through the poste-

rior border of the orbit. The teeth are in two bands in each jaw, an

inner band of minute teeth, and an outer broader band of larger teeth :

the premaxillary teeth are in bands outside of the closed mouth, and the

vomerine teeth are in a single row along the anterior fourth of the bone.

Gill-openings comparatively wide, separate. No scales : lateral line

with minute pores. Pectorals narrow, equal to the snout in length.

Vertical fins confluent, the dorsal beginning over the gill-opening.

Colour in spirit gray, the vertical fins in their after third to fourth

with a much narrower black edge. Visceral peritoneum black.
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Two nearly mature females 10 inches long, and two young from

the Bay of Bengal, 128 fathoms. The differences between this species

and the preceding are too numerous to support the opinion that they

are only different sexes of the same species.

At the same station a specimen of (9.) Dysomma bucephalus was

dredged.

On some Indian Species of Canarium.—By Geokge King, M. B., LL. D.,

F.R.S. CLE. Superintendent of the Royal Botanic Garden, Calcutta.

With Plates X, XI, XII, and XIII.

[Read— December 6th]

In Sir Joseph Hooker's Flora of British India eighteen species of

Canarium are described. Of these, twelve are Indo-Malayan, two have

hitherto been collected only in the Andaman Islands, and two are

confined to Ceylon. The remaining two, viz., C strictum, Roxb., and

C. bengalense, Roxb. are natives of British India proper, and were both

originally published by Roxburgh in his Flora Indica. C. strictum is a

native of Southern India, and was originally described from specimens

received by Roxburgh from the Forests of the Tinnivelli district in the

extreme South of the Peninsula. It has since been collected in the

Anamalli and Bababudin Hills, in the Concan, and in other parts of the

Forests of the Western Ghats. C. bengalense, on the other hand, is

known only from Sylhet and Assam. The distribution of the two

species is therefore very different. All the species of Canarium known

to me are large trees with tall clear stems, bearing branches, (and con-

sequently flower and fruit), only at their apices. Botanical specimens

are therefore not easily obtained, and the various species are poorly

represented in most collections, and are therefore but imperfectly under-

stood by Botanists. The species indigenous to British India proper do

not in these respects form any exception ;
for, in spite of the existence

for the last five and twenty years of a large and well-organised Forest

Department, we do not appear to know more to-day about them than

we did when Roxburgh originally described two of them eighty years

ao*o. With the view of directing the attention of forest officers to their

study, I venture to submit to the Society descriptions of the two already

recognised Indian species, a description of what appears to me to be a

new species from Sikkim, and some notes on specimens which apjDear

to belong to two species hitherto unrecognised and undescribed.
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CANARIUM, Linn.

Tall reziniferous trees. Leaves alternate, unequally pinnate, stipulate

or exstipulate. Flowers bracteate, in panicles or racemes, dimorphous,

those with fertile stamens and rudimentary ovaries being smaller but

in larger inflorescences, those with fertile ovaries and rudimentary

stamens being larger but in smaller inflorescences. Calyx campanulate,

with 3 valvate lobes or teeth. Petals 3, imbricate, longer than the

calyx. Stamens 6, the filaments united in their lower part to form a

tube. Ovary 3-celled, ovules 2 in each cell. Style cylindric, or stigma

subsessile and capitate. Drupe ellipsoid, more or less distinctly trigo-

nous, with a 1-3-celled, 1-3-seeded, stone ; cotyledons often partite.*

1. 0. bengalense, Roxb. Hort. Beng. 49: PI. Ind. III., 136.

Young branches glabrous. Leaves 1 to 2 feet long (in young trees

considerably more) ; leaflets 11 to 21, oblong-lanceolate to ovate-oblong,

entire, acute, or very shortly acuminate, the base rounded or slightly

narrowed ; both surfaces glabrous ; the main nerves 10 to 20 pairs, sub-

horizontal, curving at their tips, distinct on the lower surface when dry;

length 3 to 7 in., breadth 125 to 2 -5 in. ; stipules subulate, pubescent,

deciduous. Inflorescence glabrous as to the rachises, the pedicels of the

flowers pubei'ulous ; the male flowers in racemose panicles, the lateral

branches of which are pedunculate few-flowered rather lax cymules.

Calyx about one-third of the length of the corolla, campanulate, its

mouth with 3 shallow broad teeth. Petals coriaceous, oblong, concave,

glabrous. Staminal-tube about the same length as the free part of the

filaments and anthers ; free part of filament slightly shorter than the

narrowly ovate anthers. Disc none ; rudimentary ovaiy depressed,

deeply lobed, hispid at the apex. Female flower (fide Roxburgh) like

the male ; the ovary ovoid, tapering gradually into the style, the stigma

3-clef t. Pipe drupe oblong ; the style sub-persistent, tapering to each

end, smooth, 1*5 to 175 in. long and '7 to "8 in. in diam. Hook. fil. PI.

Br. Ind. I, 534 ; Engler in DC. Monog. Phan. IV, 118.

Assam and Sylhet ; Griffith -No. 1144. (Kew Distrib.), Simons,

S. E. Peal, Mann.

A tall tree like C. striatum but, unlike that species, almost

entirely glabrous, and having leaves with smaller and more numer-
ous leaflets. According to Mr. S. E. Peal, who has resided and observ-

ed in Assam for five and twenty years, its vernacular name in the

Sibsagar district of that province is Neribi. Prom wounds in the

* There is no true disc in any of the species here described. What some
writers refer to as a disc is merely the tube formed by the union of the dilated

lower part of the filaments.

J. ii. 24
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bark a clear amber-like rezin exudes which, is used for a variety of

purposes, but chiefly to be burnt as incense.

Plate X, G. bengalense, Roxb.— 1. Two leaflets. 2. inflorescence.

3. ripe fruit ; of natural size. 4. calyx. 5, 6, 7. petals. 8. starninal

column. 9. rudimentary ovary ; enlarged. 10. two stamens ; much

enlarged,.

2. C. steictum, Roxb. Hort. Beng. 49: Fl. Ind. Ill, 138. Young
branches rufous-tomentose. Leaves 1 to If feet long (in young trees

up to even 4 feet) ; leaflets 7 to 9, ovate to elliptic, minutely serrate or

crenulate when young, entire or sub-entire when adult, shortly acumi-

nate, the base rounded or slig'htly cordate and sometimes sub-oblique
;

when young tomentose on both surfaces ; when adult the upper surface

glabrous and shining, the lower more or less tomentose with the 11 to 16

pairs of spreading rather straight main nerves bold and prominent

and the intermediate nerves distinct and parallel; length 3 to 6 in.,

breadth 1*5 to 2 -

5 in., petiolule "25 or '3 in., that of the terminal leaflet

two or three times as long. Inflorescence more or less deciduously

rusty-tomentose, that of the staminiferous flowers a narrow racemose

panicle 6 to 9 in. long, its lateral branches being shortly peduncled

few-flowered cymes. Male flowers *35 in. long. Galyx tubular, with

3 shallow, broad, sub-acute teeth. Petals coriaceous, oblong, concave

and pubescent outside in the upper two-thirds, glabrous inside. Starninal

lube equal in length to the free part of the filaments and the anthers;

>e part of the filaments dilated towards the base, half as long as the

ovate apiculate anthers. Disc none. Rudimentary ovary short, depressed,

lobed, hispid. Female flowers *5 in. long, in few-flowered racemes 4 or

5 inches long. Galyx wider than in the male. Starninal tube also as

in the male, but shorter and the anthers with little or no pollen. Ovary

ovoid-cylindric, tapering into the short thick style; stigma conical. Ripe

drupe ellipsoid, tapering more to the apex than to the base, slightly

trigonous, glabrous, l
- 5 in. long, and "75 in diam. Wight and Arnot

Lrom., 375: Dalz. and Gibs. Fl. Bombay, 52: Beddome Fl. Sylvat.

[, t. US ; Hooker Fl. Br. Ind. I, 534 ; Engler in DC. Monog. Phan.

IV, 118. Pimela stricta, Blume Mus. Bot. Lugd. Bat. I, 226.

Peninsular India, in the moist Forests of the Western Ghats up to

elevations of 4,000 to 4,500 feet.

A very tall tree, the young leaves of a beautiful red colour, those

of young trees or of young shoots of old trees being much larger than

the measurements given above. According to Col. Beddome, the flowers

scasionally 4 petals and 8 stamens. The tree is known to Euro-

p ,ns in Southern India (Beddome Fl. Sylv., 128) as "black

dammar." Its Tamil name, says the same authority, is Karapu Kungi-
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Ham ; but it is also known as Googal and Dhup, two words which in the

Eastern Himalaya are conjoined as the name of the species which I

below name C. sikhimensis. In S. Canara G. stricturn is known as

Manila DJrnp. The rezin, which is obtained by the barbarous and

destructive method of cutting' gashes in the lower part of the stem and

then setting it on fire, is an article of trade in Southern India. It is

used in the manufacture of bottling-wax, varnishes, &c, and is known

by a variety of names of which the commonest are Dhup, Googal, and

Black dammar.

Plate XI, Canarium stricturn, Roxb.—1 and 2. leaflets. 3. inflore-

scence of male flowers. 4. inflorescence of female flowers. 14. drupe
;

of natural size. 5. calyx of male flower. 6. the three petals of the

same. 7. side view of a petal. 8. staminal tube laid open. 12 and

13, pistils ; enlarged, 1Q and 11. front and back view of stamens ; much
enlarged.

3. 0. sikkimense, King, n. sp. Young branches very thick and

(like the petioles, petiolules, and under surfaces of leaves) densely rusty-

tomentose. Leaves 15 to 13 inches long ; leaflets ovate or elliptic to

oblong, minutely crenate-serrate, shortly acuminate, the base rounded

or emarginate, slightly oblique ; upper surface (when adult) glabrous,

shining; the lower softly tomentose, the 13 to 20 pairs of spreading,

rather straight main nerves bold and prominent ; length 4 to 7'5 in,,

breadth 2 to 35 in., petiole '1 to "25 in. Male inflorescence a racemose

panicle 9 to 15 in. long, the lateral branches being shortly-stalked few-

flowered cymes. Flowers "3 in. long. Calyx tomentose outside, glabrous

inside, cainpanulate, cut for one-third of its length into 3 broad, obtuse

teeth. Petals twice as long as the calyx, oblong*, obovate, coriaceous,

concave and pubescent externally in the upper two-thirds, glabrous within.

Staminal tube about half as long as the free part of the filaments and

anthers, puberulous inside ; free part of the filament nearly as long as the

linear-ovate anther. Rudimentary ovary depressed, hirsute, lobed. Disc

none. Female floivers unknown. Ripe drupe narrowly cylindric, ellipsoid,

slightly obovoid, glabrous, sub-trigonous, I '75 in. long and *7 in. in cliam.

G. bengalense, (not of Roxb.) Gamble List of Trees of Darjeeling

District, 15.

Sikkim, in tropical valleys at elevations of from 1,000 to 3,000 feet.

This is named Googal Blinp by the Nepalese, and Nar-ok-pa hy the

Lepchas. It is a very tall tree, and was once very common on the

lower hill-forests ; -but now, alas ! it is rare. According to Mr. Gamble
(1. c. 15) the wood is white, open-grained and soft, with large niedullarv

rays, and has a low specific gravity. It yields a rezin which is burnt as

incense by the Lepchas This much resembles the Southern Indian (

'
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strictum, Roxb., but differs in having broader leaflets more tomentose

beneath, a narrower drupe, and shorter branchlets.

Plate XII. Ganarium sikMmense, King. 1. Leaflet. 2. inflorescence

of male flowers. 3. ripe drupe; of natural size. 4. calyx. 5,6, & 7. petals, 8.

staminal tube. 9. rudimentary ovary ; enlarged. 10. stamens ; much enlarged.

Besides the foregoing species, of which pretty full materials exist

in the Calcutta Herbarium, there are imperfect materials of another

species from Assam, viz :
—

C. reziniferum, Brace MSS. in Herb. Calc. A large tree 6 or 8

feet in girth, with leaflets resembling those of G. sihkimense in shape

and size, but having their under surfaces covered with much less and

much minuter tomentum, and with the rachises on which they are

inserted almost glabrous. The male inflorescence is a panicle of cymes

12 to 16 in. long, the female inflorescence being' racemose and only half

as long, and both being rufous- puberulous. Drupe ovoid, l
-5 in. long,

and nearly 1 in. in diam. when ripe, glabrous. Male and female flowers

unknown. Assam and Khasia Hills, G. Maun.

This is the Dhoona, or Dhua, tree of Assam, and is a species apparent-

ly well enough known by its vernacular name and probably common in

that province. It yields a rezin which is used to make torches. Fruiting

specimens of it were collected by Mr. Gustav Mann at Nangpoo and

at other places in th.e Khasia Hills. Male inflorescences with a few

worm-eaten flowers accompany other specimens sent to the Calcutta

herbarium by the same indefatigable collector. Leaf-specimens collect-

ed at Jota Bhor (near Jorhat) in the year 1845 by Mr. Masters, (a

collector sent from the Garden,) also exist in the Calcutta Herbarium.

But perfect specimens of flowers of both kinds are still wanting. Will

no Forest officer now collect them ?

Plate XII T. G. reziniferum, Brace. 1. Leaflet. 2 inflorescence of

male flowers. 3. ripe fruit ; of natural size. 4. calyx. 5,6, & 7. petals. 8.

staminal tube. 9. rudimentary ovary ; enlarged. 10. two anthers ; much

enlarged.

There also exist in the Calcutta Herbarium specimens in fruit of

a species from Arakan with glabrous oblong leaflets 6 or 7 inches long

and about 3 inches broad, with minutely serrate edges, acuminate apices

and broad emarginate bases, and drupes like those of G. strictum, Roxb.

The nearest allies of this are apparently (1) 0. bengalense, which has

however smaller leaflets and much narrower drupes ; and (2) G. euphyllum,

Kurz, a species of which the drupe is as yet unknown.
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Materials for a Flora of the Malayan Peninsula—By George King, M. B.,

LL. D., F.R.S., C.I.E., Superintendent of the Royal Botanic Garden,

Calcutta.

No. 6.

Order XX. LINE^).

Herbs or shrubs. Leaves usually alternate, simple, entire, rarely

crenate-serrate ; stipules lateral or intrapetiolar or 0. Inflorescence

various. Floivers regular, bisexual. Sepals 5, rarely 4, free or con-

nate below, imbricate. Petals as many, hypogynous or sligbtly perigy-

nous, usually fugacious, often contorted. Stamens 4-5, with as many
interposed staminodes, or 8-10, (rarely more) filaments united at the

base into a hypogynous or slightly perigynous ring, filiform ; anthers

versatile, 2-celled. Glands 5, entire or 2-lobed, usually adnate to the

staminal ring, or obsolete. Ovary entire, 3-5 celled ; styles 3-5, free

or more or less connate, stigmas terminal ; ovules 1 or 2, inserted in

the inner angle of the cells, anatropous, pendulous. Fruit usually

splitting into 3-5 cocci, rarely a drupe. Seeds 1-2 in each cell, testa

sometimes winged, albumen fleshy or ; embryo nearly as long as the

seed, straight, rarely incurved, cotyledons broad, radicle superior.

—

Distrib. All regions
;
genera 14, species about 145.

Petals contorted, fugaceous
;

perfect stamens

2 or 3 times as many as the petals. Fruit

drupaceous. Scandent herbs with hooked

lateral branchlets ... ... ... 3 Boucheria.

Petals imbricate, "with scales on their inner

faces, ultimately deciduous
;
perfect stamens

twice as many as the petals. Fruit drupa-

ceous. Shrubs or trees ... ... 2 Erythroxylon.

Petals contorted, persistent ; stamens 2 to 4

times as many as the petals. Fruit capsular,

septicidal ... ... ... 3 Ixonanthes.

1. Roucheria, Planch.

Erect or climbing trees or shrubs with revolute woody tendrils.

Leaves quite entire or glandular-serrate, coriaceous, penninerved ; stipules

minute, caducous. Flowers axillary, yellow, subsessile, or in exces-

sively short fascicled spikes
;
pedicels bracteolate. Sepals 5. Petals

5, hypogynous, contorted, fugacious. Stamens 10, all fertile, filaments

connate into a short tube below. Glands obsolete. Ovary 3-5-celled,
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styles 3-5, filiform, stigmas cuneate, 2-lobed ; ovules 2, collateral. Drupe

scarcely fleshy, subglobose ; stone 3-6-angled, bony, cells 1-2-seeded.

Seeds compressed, pendulous ; albumen rather fleshy, embryo with

foliaceous cotyledons and an elongate radicle.

—

Distrib. 3 or 4 species,

one or more Malayan and 2 from Guiana.

J. Roucheria Griffithiana, Planch, in Hook. Journ. Bot. VI, 143

:

VII, 527. A glabrous climbing shrub with hooked lateral branchlets.

Leaves alternate, lanceolate, oblanceolate or elliptic-lanceolate, rather

bluntly caudate-acuminate, obscurely crenate- serrate, the base cuneate
;

main nerves faiut, 6 to 8 pairs, curving ; length 3 to 5 in., breadth 1*2

to 1*6 in.
;
petiole '35 to '5 in., slender. Flowers *35in. in diam., in dense

shortly-pedicelled clusters of 7 or 8. Petals narrowly oblong, obtuse,

very fugaceous, thin. Drupe ovoid, '25 in. long, the pulp thin. Hook.

fil.Fl. Br. Ind. I, 414.

In all the provinces except the Andamans and Nicobars. Distrib.

Sumatra, Borneo.

2. Erythroxylon, Linn.

Shrubs or small trees, usually quite glabrous. Leaves alternate,

entire, often subdistichous ; stipules intrapetiolar, often imbricating on

short arrested leafless brandies. Flowers axillary, small, white or pink,

solitary or fascicled, peduncles bracteolate. Sepals 5, rarely 6, free or

connate. Petals 5, h}-pouynous, deciduous, with an erect double ligula

on the inner face, imbricate. Stamens 10, rarely 12, filaments united

into a glandular or eglandular tube. Ovary 3- rarely 4-celled ; styles

3, rarely 4, free or connate, stigmas capitate ; ovules, 1 , rarely 2 in each

cell. Drupe 1-celled, 1-seeded. Seed with a thin testa, albumen variable

in quantity or ; embryo straight, cotyledons plano-convex, radicle

short.—DlSTRIB. Species about 50, mostly American, and tropical.

]. Eiiyxhroxylon burmanicum Griff. Notul. IV, 468: Ic. PI. Asiat.

t. 581, f. 3. A glabrous tree 20 to 30 feet high. Leaves elliptic or

obovate-elliptic, obtuse or slightly emarginate, the base cuneate ; upper

surface shining, the lower glaucous, both with open reticulations

;

the main nerves about 8 pairs, not more prominent than the secondary
;

length 1'75 to 2'5 in., breadth '75 to 1*25 in., petiole - 2 to 3 in. Flowers

in clusters of 2 to 4, their pedicels about *25 in. long. Fruit cylindric-

clavate, shining, '5 in. long ; the calyx and staminal tube sub- persistent.

Hook. fil. Fl. Br. Ind. I, 415; Kurz For. Fl. Burma I, 171. F. suma-

tranum, Miq. Fl. Ind. Bat. Suppl. 572. F. retusum, Bauer ex Teysm.

and Binn. in Tijdisch Nat. Ver. Ned. Ind. XXVIII, 71. Ficus cuneata,

Wall. Cat. 4534.

In all the provinces. Distrib. Burma, Sumatra.
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3. Ixonanthes, Jack.

Glabrous trees, often turning black in drying. Leaves alternate,

entire or crenate-serrate, reticulate ; stipules minute or 0. Flowers

small, in axillary cyrnose dichotomous peduncled panicles. Sepals 5-6,

shortly connate at the base. Petals 5-6, perigynous, contorted, persistent,

hardened round the fruit. Stamens 10-20, inserted on the outside of

a perigynous annular or cupular eglandular disk, Ovary free, 5-celled,

cells perfectly or imperfectly 2-locellate ; style simple, stigma capitate,

lobed ; ovules 10. Capsule coriaceous or woody, oblong or conic, more or

less perfectly 10-celled, septicidal, carpels opening inward. Seeds winged

or crowned with a mitriform aril, albumen fleshy ; embryo lateral,

cotyledons foliaceous, radicle superior.

—

Distrib. Species 3-4, chiefly

Malayan.

Leaves oblong-oblanceolate to obovate-oblong,

petals "2 in. long. Capsules "7 in. long,

imperfectly 10-celled ... ... II. icosandra.

Leaves elliptic to elliptic-rotund, not obovate
;

petals '3 in. long. Capsules 1*35 to 1*75 in.

long, almost completely 10-celled ... 2 1. reticulata.

1. Ixoxaxthes icosandea, Jack Mai. Miscel. II, No. 7 p. 53 : Hook.

Comp. Bot. Mag. I, 154. A tree 30 to 40 feet high. Leaves coriaceous,

oblong-oblanceolate to obovate-oblong, the apex blunt or much rounded
;

the edges entire, obscurely serrate or crenate, the base cuneate : main
nerves spreading, sub-horizontal, faint, about 10 to 12 pairs : length

2'5 to 5'5 in., breadth 1 to 2'5 in., petiole '25 to "5 in. Cymes on

slender peduncles, many-flowered. Flowers ovoid, -2 in. long, scarcely

opening; petals broadly elliptic: stamens 12 (usually), the filaments,

much longer than the petals. Capsule narrowly ovoid, '7 to *8 in. long,

5-valved, imperfectly 10-celled. Seeds 10, on elongated podosperms.

Hook. fil. PI. Br. Ind. I, 416 ; Miq. Fl. Ind. Bat. i., pt. 2, 494. I.

dodecandra, Griff. Plant. Cantor 12. I. cuneata, Miq. Fl. Ind. Bat.

Suppl. 484 and Hook. fil. Fl. Br. Ind. I, 416. I. obovata Hook. fil. Fl. Br.

Ind. I, 417. Gordonia ? pedunctdaris, Wall. Cat. 4409. TLypericinea

dentata, Wall. Cat. 4832. Pierotia lucicla, Blume Mus. Bot. i. 180.

Breiostera crenata, Roem. Synops. i. 141. Macharisia icosandra, Planch.

MSS. Ixonanthes sp. Griff. Nbtul. iv. 498; Ic. PI. Asiat./t. 589, f. 2.

In all the provinces except the NIcobars and Andamans ; very

common.

This is rather a variable plant as to leaves, and to two of the

forms specific names have been given. I cannot, however, discover any

tangible differences in the flowers or fruit, so 1 have treated all the forms
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as belonging to Jack's I, icosandra. The fruit is only imperfectly 10-

celled in this species, the vertical processes from the back walls of the

cells of the capsule being incomplete. In the next species they are

nearly quite complete, and its capsules are really 10-celled.

2. Ixonanthes RETICULATA, Jack in Mai. Miscel. II, No. 7, 51 ; Hook.

Comp. Bot. Mag. I. 154. A small tree, occasionally only a shrub. Leaves

coriaceous, not black when dry, elliptic, sometimes elliptic-rotund, the

apex blunt, the base cuneate ; main nerves 7 or 8 pairs, slightly pro-

minent when dry, interarching "25 in. from the edge ; length 3"5 to 5

in., breadth 2 to 2 -75 in., petiole "6 to -8 in. Cymes on stout peduncles,

few-flowered. Flowers ovoid to ovoid-rotund, scarcely opening, "3 in.

long, petals broadly elliptic ; stamens about 10, the filaments much
longer than the petals. Capsule 1'35 to 1*75 in, long, 5-valved, 10-

celled. Hook. fil. Fl. Br. Ind. I, 417; Griffith Plant. Cantor, 11.

Hijpericinea macrocarpa, Wall. Cat. 4833. Qordonia decandra, Roxb.

Fl. Ind. ii., 573; Wall. Cat. 4408.

In all the provinces except the Nicobar and Andaman Islands.

Distrib. Sumatra.

In this species the 5 cells of the fruit are converted into 10 by

a dissepiment springing from the wall of each valve. I have never seen

the seeds, all the capsules I have met with being empty.

Order XXL MALPICHIACE^.
Trees or shrubs, often climbing. Leaves (in the Indian genera)

opposite, quite entire ; stipules small or 0. Inflorescence axillary or

terminal
;
pedicels articulate, usually 2-bracteolate. Floioers middling-

sized or small, white or yellow, more rarely red, yellow, or blue, herma-

phrodite, regular or irregular. Calyx usually 5-partifce ; segments im-

bricate or valvate, 1 or more (never all) furnished with a large gland,

rarely eglandular (Aspidopterys). Petals 5, clawed or not, often fim-

briate, imbricate. Disc obscure. Stamens 10, hypogynous or subperi-

gynous, equal, or 1 or more much larger than the others, filaments free

or connate below, anthers 2-lobed. Ovary 3-celled ; styles 1-3, rarely

4, straight or circinate, stigmas capitate or punctiform or lateral ; ovules

solitary in each cell, micropyle superior, raphe ventral. Fruit (in all

the Asiatic genera except Brachylophon) of one or more winged samaras.

Seed exalbuminous ; embryo straight or curved, radicle superior.

—

Distrib. An order, largely represented in America, but scantily in Asia
;

genera about 50, species about 620.

Styles 1 rarely 2 ; calyx glandular.

Fruit of 3, united, many-winged samaras ... 1. Tristellateia.

Fruit usually of a single 3- winged samara ... 2. Hiptage.
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Styles 3 rarely 4 ; calyx eglandular.

Samaras with large membranous reticulate

wino-s ... ... ... ... 3. Aspidopterys.

Fruit of 2 or 3 turgid almost wingless cocci 4. Brachylophon.

1. Tristellateia, Thouars.

Woody climbers. Leaves opposite or wborled
;
petiole 1-2-glandu-

lar at the apes ; stipules minute. Flowers yellow, in terminal or lateral

racemes. Calyx 5-partite, eglandular, or with minute glands. Petals

5, clawed. Stamens 10, all perfect ; filaments rigid, truncate and

articulate at the top, anthers acute. Ovary 3-lobed ; styles 1-2, slender,

one or more reduced to small papilla?. Ripe carpels 3, each with about

3 or more wings, the whole forming a stellate fruit. Seed obovoid,

testa membranous; cotyledons fleshy, hooked.

—

Distrib. About 8

species, natives of tropical Africa, Asia, and Australasia.

1. Trestellateia australasica, A. Rich. Sert. Astrol. 38 t. 15. Gla-

brous ; leaves elliptic, ovate, or oblong, acute, the base cuneate or rounded
;

main nerves 4 or 5 pairs, forming wide arches far from the margin, faint

;

length 1"75 to 3'5 in., bread oh '75 to 1*25 in., petiole '25 to '35 in., eglandu-

lar or with only one gland. Racemes 2 to 6 in. long, few-flowered, terminal.

Flowers 1 in. in diam., their pedicels opposite, minutely 2-bracteolate

towards the base. Petals ovate. Fruit '5 in. in diam., its wing linear-

oblong, coriacious, recurved or spreading. Hook. fil. M. Br. Ind. I, 418

;

Benth. Flor. Austral. I. 286. Platynema laurifolium, W. & A. in Edin.

New Phil. Journ. 1833, 179 ; Prodr. 107.

Singapore ; Wight, Kurz, Anderson. Pangkore, Scorteehini. Pahang,

Ridley. Distrib.—Malayan Archipelago, Australasia.

2. Hiptage, Gaertner.

Climbing1 or suberect shrubs. Leaves opposite, quite entire, coria-

ceous, eglandular, or with a row of remote intramarginal glands be-

neath ; stipules 0. Racemes terminal or axillary, simple or compound
;

peduncles erect, bracteate, jointed to the 2-bracteolate pedicels. Calyx

5-partite
;
glands adnate to the pedicel, large. Petals 5, clawed, un-

equal, white, the odd one discoloured. Stamens 10, all fertile, decimate,

one much larger than the others ; filaments connate at the base. Ovary

with 3 appendiculate lobes ; styles 1 or 2 bearing stigmas, the others

rudimentary, all circinate. Fruit winged. Seed sub-globose, the

cotyledons unequal, thick. Distrib : four tropical Asiatic species.

Main nerves of leaves about 4 pairs, inflores-

cence tomentose or sericeous, flowers '35 to

'5 in. in diam ,,, ... .,, 1. H. sericea.

J. II. 25
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Main nerves of leaves 4 to 6 pairs, inflorescence

adpressed-pubescent ; flowers "75 to 1 in., in

diam. ... ... ... ... 2. B. madablota.

1. Hiptage seeicea, Hook. fil. Fl. Br. Ind. I, 419. A woody climber,

the branches and inflorescence more or less covered with soft brown,
villous pubescence ; lateral branchlets slender, short. Leaves elliptic-

ovate or oblong, acuminate, glabrous ; main nerves about 4 pairs, ascend-

ing ; length 2 to 6 in., breadth "9 to 3 in., petiole '25 in. Racemes 2 to

3"5 in. long, axillary and terminal, sometimes much crowded, minutely

tomentose or sericeous, many-flowered. Flowers "35 to "5 in. in diam.,

pedicels thickened at the apex, '25 to #5 in. long. Petals clawed, the

odd one much lobed, all more or less villous especially externally

;

central wing of carpel oblanceolate obtuse, with a central ridge near

its base, l
- 5 to 2 in. long, the lateral much smaller. FL. parviflora,

"Wight Cat. 358. Glerodendron sericeum, Wall. Cat. 18J4.

Penang: Wallich, King's collector, No. 1454. Singapore, Ridley.

Pahang, Ridley No 2386. Malacca, Griffith, Derry. Maingay, (Kew
Distrib.) No. 272. Perak, King's collector No. 4097.

—

Distrib. Burmah,

Gallatly, No. 890.

This is a very variable plant as to leaves, some of the forms having

narrowly oblong, while others have broadly elliptic leaves ; the nervation

is, however, alike in all. As regards vestiture there is also variation,

the inflorescence being in some villous, in others minutely tomentose or

pubescent. This must come very near, if it be not actually identical

with, LL. javanica, Blume. The Burmese form of this species has not only

narrowly oblong leaves, but racemes 6 inches long and more slender

than in Malayan specimens. I propose to name it VAE. longe-racemosa.

2. Hiptage madablota, Claertn. Fruct. II, 169, t. 116. A glabrous

woody climber, the young parts and inflorescence hoary or adpressed-

tomentose, the branches stout. Leaves coriaceous, ovate-lanceolate, oblong

or ovate-oblong, acute or shortly acuminate, the base rounded or cuneate,

both surfaces glabrous : main nerves 4 to 6 pairs, oblique, slightly pro-

minent beneath ; length 4*5 to 6 in., breadth T5 to 3 in., petiole "25 to

•4 in. Racemes 1 to 6 in. long, axillary, sometimes leafy, adpressed-

pubescent. Flowers 75 to 1 in. in diam., fragrant. Sepals obtuse, less

than half as long as the petals. Petals fimbriate, the odd one dashed

with yellow. Fruit with three coriaceous spreading wings, the middle

one oblanceolate, obtuse, 1 to 2 in. long, the 2 lateral linear and half as

large. Hook. fil. Fl. Br. Ind. I, 418 ; Kurz For. Flora Burma I, 173
;

Miq. Fl. Ind. Bat. I, Pt, 2, 585 ; DC. Prod. I, 583 ; W. and A. Prod. 107
;

Wight 111. t. 50. Molina racemosa, Lamk. Diet. IV. 227 ; Cav. Diss. IX.

t. 263. Gsertnera racemosa, Roxb. Cor. PL I. t. 18 ; Fl. Ind. II, 368.
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Banisteria bengalensis, Linn. B. unicapsularis, Lamk. B. tetraptera,

Sonnerat Toy. II, t. 135. Rheede Horfc. Malab. VI, t. 59.

In all the provinces. Distrib. British India, China, Malayan

Archipelago.

3. AsPIDOPTERYS, A. JnSS.

Shrubs, usually climbing. Leaves opposite, eglandular, quite entire
;

stipules 0. Floivers in simple or compound axillary and terminal pani-

cles
;
peduncles bracteate, jointed at the top, pedicels often minutely

2-bracteolate. Floivers small, yellow or white. Calyx short, 5-partite,

eglandular. Petals 5, not clawed, spreading or reflexed, quite entire.

Stamens 10, all perfect, filaments connate or distinct at the base. Ovary

3-lobed, lobes flattened at the back, sides winged ; styles 3, glabrous,

stigmas capitate. Fruit of 1-3 samaras ; nucleus sometimes crested

or winged at the back, and surrounded with a broad oblong or orbicular

wing. Seeds oblong, subterete ; embryo, straight, cotyledons equal,

radicle short.

—

Distrib. Species about 15; all tropical Asiatic.

Leaves ovate or obovate, more or less orbicu-

lar
;
panicles slender, lax, with short few-

flowered lateral branches : samaras ovate,

narrowed and retuse at the apex ... I A. concava.

Leaves ovate or elliptic, narrowed upwards,

not orbicular
;
panicles spreading, the bran-

ches umbellate, many-flowered : samaras or-

bicular ... ... ... ... 2 A. Selferiana.

1. Aspidopterts concava, A. Juss. in Archiv. Mus. Hist. Nat. Ill,

509. A climber
;
young shoots rusty-puberulous, soon becoming glab-

rous. Leaves ovate-elliptic or elliptic, bluntly and shortly acuminate,

the base rounded or very slightly narrowed : both surfaces glabrous,

the lower minutely dotted when young ; main nerves 4 to 6 pairs,

curving, ascending ; length 3 to 4'5 in., breadth 1*5 to 2*3 in., petiole

•5 to "65 in. Flowers in spreading lateral umbellate panicles. Samaras
orbicular, membranous, pale, reticulate, the veins radiating, the nucleus

winged, about 1*25 in. in diam ; their pedicels slender, minutely brac-

teolate, often 1*5 in. long. Hook. fil. Fl. Br. Ind. I, 420 ; Kurz For.

Flora Burmah, I, 175. Hiraea concava, Wall. PI. As. Rar. I, 13; Cat.

1061. B. merguensis, Wight. 111. I, 139.

Penang ; Curtis No. 138, 798. Distrib. Burmah.

2. Aspidopterts Heleeriana, Kurz Journ. As. Soc. Bengal, Pt. 2,

(1874), 337, 184; For. Flora Burma, I., 176. A climber, the young
shoots tawny-pubescent. Leaves membranous, orbicular-ovate to orbi-

eular-obovate, the apex shortly cuspidate, the base rounded or slightly
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cordate, glabrous ; main nerves 4 or 5 pairs, curved, ascending ; length

3 to 5'5 in., breadth 2"5 to 5 in.
;
petiole *5 to '65 in., puberulous or

glabrescent. Panicles axillary or terminal, slender, lax, rusty-puberu-

lous when young, the lateral branches distant, few-flowered ; ovary quite

glabrous, lobes of disc scarcely rugose. Samaras ovoid, narrowed

towards the retuse apex, membranous, pale brown, with many radiating

nerves, reticulate, glabrous, 1 in. or more in length, nucleus with

oblong wing. Hiraea indica (?) Wall. Cat. 1057.

Andaman Islands. Distrib. Burmah.

The type of this species is one of the things included under Wall.

Cat. 1057, with which the Andaman specimens in the Calcutta Her-

barium agree very well. Kurz has however also referred to this species

certain Burmese specimens, viz., Falconer's No. 72 (from Upper Weingo

Valley) and Heifer's No. 923, which, although agreeing with each other,

hardly agree with the Wallichian No. 1057 from Neidann. By the

way ! this sheet from Neidann is not included in Wallich's lithographed

and published list.

4. Brachylophon, Oliver.

Glabrous shrubs. Leaves opposite, entire. Inflorescence terminal,

racemose or corymbose, bracteolate. Flowers yellow. Calyx 5-partite,

eglandular. Petals 5, imbricate in bud. Stamens 10, all perfect, the

alternate shorter ; filaments longer than the anthers, flat, conjoined at the

base into a short disc : anthers linear, basifixed, opening by 2 apical

Ovary deeply 3-4-lobed, 3-4-celled ; Styles 3 or 4, elongate,

Blender, divergent : ovules solitary in each cell, pendulous, anatropous.

Fruit usually 3-, sometimes only 2-lobed ; separating when ripe into

turgid cocci ; each coccus keeled along the back, and at the apex pro-

duced into a very short wing. Seed unknown. Distrib. Three species
;

all Malayan.

Rachides of the racemes '5 in. long or less,

leaves coriaceous ... ... ... 1 B. Hullettii.

Rachides of the racemes 2 in. or more in

length.

Main nerves of leaves 7 to 8 pairs, oblique 2 B. Gurtisii.

Main nerves of leaves 13 to 15 pairs, sub-

horizontal ... ... 3 B. Scortechinii.

1. Brachtlophon Hullettii, King. n. sp. Leaves coriaceous, shining,

minutely reticulate, narrowly elliptic, shortly and abruptly acuminate or

acute, the base cuneate : main nerves 10 to 12 pairs, rather prominent

beneath, sub-horizontal, interarching far from the margin ; length 4 to

7 in., breadth 1'8 to 2 -

5 in., petiole *1 in. Racemes terminal, the
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rachis less than *5 in. long, 4-to S-flowered
;
pedicels "75 in. long, brac-

teolate at the base. Sepals ovate, blunt.

Malacca : on mount Ophir, Hullett.

An imperfectly known plant, easily distinguished from both the

other species by its much shorter racemes and more coriaceous leaves.

2. Brachylophon Curtisii, Oliver in Hook. Ic. Plantar, t. 1566.

A shrub 3 to 6 feet high. Leaves membranous, narrowly elliptic to

ovate-rotund, acuminate, the base cuneate ; upper surface glabrous,

the lower scaberulous ; main nerves 7 or 8 pairs, not much more promi-

nent than the intermediate, oblique, interarching "15 in. from the edge
;

length 3 - 5 to 7 in., breadth 2 to 2"25 in., petiole *1 in. Racemes corym-

bose, 1 to 2 in. long. Flowers '75 in. in diam.
;
pedicels slender, *8 to 1*2

in. long, bracteolate at the base. Petals yellow, oblong, obtuse, entire,

shortly clawed, '5 in. long. Ripe fruit '35 to *5 in. long, "25 in. broad.

Penang: Curtis No. 231.

3. Brachylophon Scortechinii, King, n. sp. A shrub 3 to 6 feet

high. Leaves membranous, oblong-lanceolate to oblong-elliptic, some-

times oblong-oblanceolate, tapering from the middle to each end, both

surfaces glabrous : main nerves 13 to 15 pairs, rather faint, sub-horizontal,

interarching '15 to "2 in. from the edge: length 5 to Jl in., breadth 2

to 4 in., petiole "15 in. Racemes corymbose, terminal and axillary, 2

to 3 in. long, many-flowered, the rachis tuberculate. Flowers about 6

in. in diam.
;
pedicels slender, *65 to 1 in. long, bracteolate at the base.

Calyx-teeth oblong, obtuse, puberulous, the edges ciliolate. Petals ovate,

obtuse, entire, glabrous, '5 in. long. Filaments flattened, unequal but

all much longer than the petals. Ovary 3- to 4-lobed, or 3- to 4-celled :

styles 3 or 4, as long as the filaments, spreading, cylindric. Fruit un-

known. Ryssopteris elliptica, Scortechini MSS.
Perak : Scortechini, Wray, King's collector.

I have not seen fruit of this. In its flowers it closely resembles

B. Curtisii, Oliver, but its leaves are larger, more membranous, and have

more numerous nerves than those of B. Curtisii.

Order XXII. GBRAXIACE^E.

Herbs, undershrubs, or rarely trees
;
glabrous or more usually

pubescent and glandular. Leaves opposite or alternate, usually 2-

stipulate. Peduncles usually solitary and axillary, 1- or more flowered.

Flowers umbelled, cymose or racemose, usually showy, hermaphrodite,

regular or irregular. Sepals 5, rarely 4 or 2, free or united to the

middle, imbricate or rarely valvate, the posticous sometimes spurred.

Petals as many as the sepals or fewer by suppression, or 0, hypogynous

or subperigynous, variously imbricated, rarely contorted. Torus scarcely
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expanded into a disc, with 5 glands alternating with the petals, or

without glands, raised in the centre into a beak, rarely flat. Stamens

as many as, or double, or treble the sepals, or fewer by suppression
;

filaments filiform or dilated, or connate into a ring ; anthers 2-

celled; cells parallel, opening lengthwise. Ovary 3-5-lobed, 3-5-celled,

rarely 2-lobed, of 3-5-carpels, united with the axis as far as the insertion

of the ovules, sometimes lengthened into a beak-bearing style or

styles, which are free or more or less united ; stigmas capitate, linear

or ligulate ; ovules 1 or 2 or rarely more, horizontal or pendulous or

ascending. Fruit capsular, 3-5-lobed, lobes 1-seeded, often separating

from the axis, septicidal or loculicidal, rarely berried. Seeds pendulous

or horizontal, albumen 0, or scanty or fleshy ; embryo straight or curved
;

cotyledons flat, convex or variously folded, foliaceons or thick or

fleshy ; radicle either short and near the hilum, or longer and inflected,

or incumbent on the cotyledons.

—

Distrib. Genera 20, with about

800 species, chiefly inhabiting temperate climates.

OxALiDE-E.—Leaves compound, flowers regular.

Herbaceous.

Leaves 3-foliolate ... ... 1. Oxalis,

Leaves pinnate ... ... ... 2. Biophytum.

Woody.

Shrubs or trees, not scandent, fruit pro-

bably indehiscent ... ... 3. Gonnaropsis.

Scandent shrubs, fruit certainly dehiscent 4. Dapania.

Balsamine^;.—Leaves simple, flowers irregular.

Lateral petals connate in pairs, fruit capsular. 5. Impatiens.

Lateral petals free : fruit drupaceous ... 6. Hydrocera.

1. Oxalis, Linn.

Acid herbs, rarely shrubby. Leaves radical or alternate, stipulate

or ex-stipulate, compound, usually 3-foliolate. Flowers on axillary, 1-

or more flowered peduncles, regular. Sepals 5, imbricate. Petals 5,

hypogynous, contorted. Glands of the disc 0. Stamens 10, free or united

at the base, all anther-bearing. Ovary 5-lobed, 5-celled ; styles 5,

distinct ; stigma terminal, captitate, 2-fid or laciniate : ovules 1 or more

in each cell. Capsule with loculicidal dehiscence, valves persistent

to the axis. Seeds with an outer fleshy coat which bursts elastically,

testa crustaceous, albumen fleshy, embryo straight.

—

Distrib. Species

about 200, chiefly tropical and temperate S. American and S. African.

1. Oxalis corniculata Linn. DC. Prod. I, 692. A diffuse, creep-

ing, adpressed-pubescent herb with long-petioled 3-foliolate, stipulate
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leaves ; the leaflets obcordate, the stipules adnate to the petiole.

Flowers sub-umbellate ou 2- to many-fid, setaceously bracteolate peduncles.

Sepals obtuse. Petals obcordate, yellow. Fruiting pedicels often de-

pressed. Capsules sub-cylindric, tomentose, many-seeded. Seeds trans-

versely striate. Hook. fil. Fl. Br. Ind. I, 436 ; Miq. Fl. Ind. Bat. I,

pt. 'L. p. 135 ; Boiss. Fl. Orient, i., S66 ; Wall. Cat. 4347 ; Roxb. Fl. Ind.

ii. 457; W. & A. Prodr. 142. 0. repens, Thunb ; Wight Ic. t. 18;

Blume Bijdr. 243. 0. pusilla, Salisb. ; Roxb. I.e.

Perak : by the sides of damp foot-paths near the bases of the hills.

Penang : on Government Hill, Curtis.

2. Biophttum, De Cand.

Annual, rarely perennial herbs, with simple or branched stems.

Leaves abruptly pinnate, fascicled or almost whorled at the top of the

stem ; leaflets opposite, oblique
;
petiole swollen at the base. Peduncles

terminal, pedicels umbelled. Floioers small, yellow, or white. Sepals

5, lanceolate, acuminate. Petals 5. Stamens 10 ; filaments free, 5 outer

smaller. Styles 5, stigmas notched at the apex or 2-fid. Capsule ovoid

or oblong, or subglobose, splitting loculicidally sometimes to the base

into 5 spreading valves. Seeds as in Oxalis.—Distrib. Tropical Asia,

Africa, and America. Species about 20.

Leaflets 8 to 20 pairs, equal-sided, glabrous,

their bases truncate, slightly oblique : flower-

pedicels usually shorter than the sepals, petals

yellow ... ... ... .,, 1, B. sensitivum.

Leaflets 18 to 25 pairs, unequal-sided, sparsely

hispid on upper surface, their bases obliquely

truncate ; flower-pedicels longer than the

sepals, petals white... ... ... 2. B. adiantoides.

1. Biophttum sensitivum, DC. Prod. I, 690. Stem 4 to 10 in. long,

hispidulous, erect or decumbent, bearing at its apex 8 to 20 pinnate

leaves 1"5 to 5 in. long; leaflets 6 to 15 pairs, the lower pairs oblong,

the upper pair obovate-oblong, the apices of all obtuse, sometimes

mucronate, the bases truncate, subequal, glabrous, "25 to '5 in. long.

Peduncles variable in length, sometimes nearly as long as the leaves,

puberulous, each bearing at its apex a bracteolate umbel of 10 or 12

flowers; bracteoles setaceous, as long as the flower pedicels, pedicels

pubescent, as long as the sepals. Petals yellow. Hook. fil. Fl. Br. Ind.

I, 436 ; Roxb. Fl. Ind. II, 457 ; W. and A. Prod. 162; Bot. Reg. XXXI,
t. 68 ; Wall. Cat. 4343 C. E.

Malacca : Griffith. Penang, on the coast, Curtis ; and probably in

the other provinces.
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2. Biophytum adiantoides, Wight ex Hook. fil. Fl. Br. Ind. T, 437.

Stem from 6 to 32 in. high, erect or decumbent, pubescent, bearing

at its apex 10 or 12 pinnate leaves 4 to 7 in. long ; leaflets 18 to 25 pairs,

oblong, obtuse, unequal-sided, the apex mucronate, the base obliquely

truncate, sometimes auriculed at the upper margin, sparsely strigose on

the upper surface. Peduncles more than half as long as the leaves,

pubescent, each bearing at its apex a densely bracteolate umbel of

6 to 12 flowers ; hracteoles short, setaceous : flower-pedicels slender,

puberulous, longer than the sepals. Petals white, the claws yellow.

Perak : on the banks of the Kamha river, King's collector, No. 931

;

on the Plus river, Wray No. 3363. Goping, Scortechini, No. 1999.

Distrib. Burrnah.

3. Connaropsis, Planch.

Trees or shrubs. Leaves pinnately 1-3-foliolate ; leaflets coriaceous,

quite entire, strongly nerved, triple-nerved at the base, margined.

Flowers minute, regular, in terminal and axillary panicled cymes.

Sepals 5, imbricate, connate at the base. Petals 5, imbricate. Glands

0. Stamens 10, filaments united at the base, the altera^ shorter.

Ovary 5-angled, 5-celled ; styles 5, subulate, more or less united below,

stigmas apiculate ; ovules 2 in each cell. Fruit fleshy, 5-lobed or

5-angled with succulent epicarp and fibrous endocarp, 1- or 2-celled

and 1- or 2-seeded by abortion, indehiscent. Distrib. Five species, all

Malayan.

Leaves 3-foliolate ... ... ... 1. C. Griffithii.

Leaves 1-foliolate.

Leaves 2 to 3"5 in. long ... ... 2. C. monophylla.

Do. 6 to 12 in. long ... ... 3. G. macrophylU,

1. Connaropsis Griffjthii, Planch, in Hook. fil. Fl. Br. Ind. 440.

A small tree
;
young shoots glabrescent, dark-coloured when dry.

Leaves pinnately trifoliolate, coriaceous, glabrous ; leaflets elliptic-lanceo-

late, acuminate, the base cuneate ; main nerves 4 pairs, ascending

:

length 2 to 35 in., breadth "5 to 1 in., petiolule "15 in. Panicles termi-

nal, minutely ferruginous-tomentose, 1*5 to 2 in. long. Fruit unknown.

Malacca : Griffith, No. 1667. Maingay (Kew Distrib.), No. 274.

2. Connaropsis monophylla, Planch. Hook. fil. Fl. Br. Ind. I., 440.

A shrub or small tree
;
young shoots minutely ferruginous-pubescent.

Leaves 1-foliolate, coriaceous, glabrous, ovate, acuminate, the base

rounded or sub-cuneate : main nerves about 6 pairs, faint ; length

2 to 3'5 in., breadth -8 to 15 in.
;

petiole '6 to "8 in., thickened and

pointed towards the apex. Panicles terminal or lateral, 2 to 4 in. long,

ferruginous-tomentose ; the branches erect and spike-like ;
flowers
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crowded. Fruit ovoid, glabrous, obtusely 5-angled and furrowed, 3

in. long. ; endocarp fibrous, sarcocarp fleshy.

Malacca j Griffith No. 947 ; Maingay (Kew Distrib.) as 273. Perak,

Scortechini, King's collector, Wray.

3. Connaropsis macrophylla, King n. sp. A shrub or small

tree : young branches glabrescent or glabrous. Leaves 1-foliolate,

coriaceous, glabrous, oblong, acute or shortly acuminate, scarcely

narrowed to the rounded sub-truncate or sub-emarginate base; main

nerves 8 or 9 pairs, spreading, the reticulations distinct beneath

:

length 6 to 12 in., breadth 235 to 365 in.
;
petiole *5 in., jointed above

the middle. Floivers in two or three terminal or lateral spikes which

are sometimes united to form a kind of panicle. Spikes glabrescent,

2 or 3 in. long. Flowers crowded. Fruit ovoid, apiculate, glabrous,

about *3 in. long.

Perak: King's collector, Nos. 433, 3124 • Ridley No. 3087. Pro-

vince Wellesley ; Curtis No. 474.

4. Dapania, Korthals.

Woody climbers. Leaves alternate, simple, coriaceous, entire, the

petiole jointed about the middle. Flowers small, regular, sometimes

unisexual, in slender spike-like racemes which are solitary, or in fas-

cicles, axillary or from tubercles on the stem. Sepals 5, connate at the

base, imbricate. Petals 5, hypogynous, imbricate, longer than the sepals.

Stamens 10, the alternate 5 shorter, all united at the base into a

shallow tube. Ovary deeply 5-lobed, 5-celled, each cell usually with

1 (sometimes with 2) pendulous ovule from an axile placenta. Fruit

clavate, the calyx persistent but not enlarged, deeply 5-lobed,

the epicarp slightly fleshy, the endocarp fibrous, 5-celled, 5-seeded,

dehiscing loculicidally so as to form a five-rayed fibrous star with

a seed attached to the central ridge (placenta) of each segment. Dis-

trib. About 4 species ; all Malayan.

1. Dapania scandens, Stapf in Hook. Ic. PI., t. 1997. A glabrous

climber 50 to 100 feet long. Leaves ovate-elliptic, acuminate, the base

rounded ; main nerves 4 or 5 pairs, ascending, faint, length 3 to 5 in.,

breadth T25 to 2 in.
;
petiole "25 to "35 in., jointed about the middle..

Racemes slender, puberulous, about 1*5 to 2*5 in. long. Flowers some
hermaphrodite and some with stamens only, *1 to "15 in. long, each with

a minute ovate bracteole at the base of its short pedicel. Calyx-looes

obtuse, ciliolate. Petals oblong, ob-lanceolate, twice as long as the calvx.

Fruit 3 in. long, dehiscing into a flat star-shaped mass 4 in. in diam.

Connaropsis dioica, Scortechini MSS. in Herb. Calcutta.

Perak : Curtis. Scortechini, Wray, King's collector.

By far the majority of the flowers have stamens only, the pistils

J. ii. 26
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being either quite rudimentary or absent : these male flowers are about

half as long again as the hermaphrodites. The genus Dapania was

founded by Korthals to receive the Sumatran plant which that author

called D. racemosa. Of this, there is an authentic specimen in the

Calcutta Herbarium ; but unfortunately it has neither flowers nor fruit.

Amongst Forbes' plants collected in Sumatra, No. 1217 agrees so per-

fectly with Korthal's D. racemosa in foliage, as to leave no doubt that

it belongs to the same species ; and on Forbes' specimens there are ripe

fruits. These ripe fruits, as well as its leaves, show D. racemosa to be quite

distinct from D. scandens, Stapf, the leaves being thinner in texture,

and the fruits longer than those of D. scandens. The seeds of Forbes'

specimens do not, however, show the curious aril (laciniate and almost

2-lipped) which Korthals describes : and, as the seeds of D. scandens

show no trace of an aril, I agree with Dr. Stapf that Korthals

probably described the existence of an aril as the result of some

confusion. The majority of the ovaries dissected by me have only a

single ovule : in one or two cases, however, a second (as figured by

Dr. Stapf) has been found. In no case, however, have I found two seeds

in a loculus of the fruit. There is no doubt that, as Dr. Stapf points

out, the genus Connaropsis comes very near Dapania ; and it may
become desirable, as both genera became better known, to reduce

Connaropsis (which dates only from 1862) to Dapania which was

published in 1854. In the meantime the fruit of Connaropsis is not

properly known, and there is no evidence that it is dehiscent. The
fruit of C. monophylla is very like that of Dapania scandens, but no

specimens that I have seen show any sign of dehiscence ; while that of

C. macrophylla is but little angled externally and the appearance of all

the specimens I have seen is suggestive of indehiscence. Moreover, all

the species of Dapania appear to be scandent ; while all those of Conna-

ropsis are shrubby or arboreous. Concerning the structure of the seeds

I can say nothing, not having met with good seeds of either. The two

genera remain at present separated chiefly by these two points of

difference, viz., dehiscence of the fruit and habit. "Whether others may
be found remains to be seen when better materials shall be obtained.

Beccarrs specimen (P. S. 900) appears to belong to a species

slightly different from either D. scandens or D. racemosa. And, as I

understand from Dr. Stapf, the same Collector's No. 2951, from Borneo

(which I have not myself examined), belongs to still another species.

5. Impatiens, Linn.

Herbs, rarely shrubby at the base. Leaves opposite or alternate,

in some whorled, in others all radical, simple, exstipulate, or with
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stipular glands at the base of the petiole. Flowers in scapes, or in

axillary or terminal 1-2 or inany-flowered peduncles, irregular, resupinate.

Sepals 3, rarely 5, imbricate ; 2 anterior when present minute ; 2 lateral

small, flat, usually green; posterior (anterior in flower) large, petaloid,

produced into a hollow spur or sac. Petals 3 (or 5) ; anterior (outer

in bud) large; lateral 2-lobed (or 2 connate). Stamens 5, filaments

short, broad ; anthers cohering. Disc 0. Ovary oblong, 5-celled ; stigma

sessile, 5-toothed ; ovules many, 1-seriate in each cell. Capsule loculici-

dal ; valves 5, elastically springing away from a placentiferous axis.

Seeds smooth or tubercled, glabrous or hairy, albumen ; embryo
straight.

—

Distrib. Mountainous parts of Trop. Asia and Africa, rare

in Temp. Em-ope, N". America, N". Asia, and S. Africa ; species about 200.

Flowers yellow : stem fleshy, several feet high

and more than a foot in diam. at the base ... 1.1". mirabilis.

Flowers lilac, purple or white : stems herbace-

ous, slender.

Leaves linear-lanceolate, the upper

whorled, the lower in pairs, opposite... 2. I. Qriffithii.

Leaves linear-oblong to obovate or ro-

tund, all opposite ... ... 3. J. chinensis.

1. Impatiens mirabilis, Hook. fil. in Ourtis's Bot. Mag., t. 7195.

Stem fleshy, cylindric, 3 to 5 feet high and 18 to 20 in. in diam. at the

base, branched above. Leaves thinly fleshy, crowded at the ends of

the branches, much narrowed to the base, obovate to ovate,

crenate, with a thick fleshy midrib and 13 or 14 pairs of faint pinnate

nerves, both surfaces glabrescent : length 5 to 7 in., breadth 3*5 to 4*5

in., petiole 1 to 1*5 in. Racemes axillary, as long as, or longer than the

leaves, slender, and few-flowered. Flowers yellow, 1*75 in. long, sepals 3
;

the lateral elliptic-oblong, acute ; the posterior widely hemispheric

with a short incurved spur ; anterior petal rotund, transversely oblong,

the lateral petals united into a single 3-lobed piece.

Langkani : Curtis No. 1678.

The above description of this very remarkable species is chiefly

copied from Sir Joseph Hooker.

2. Impatiens G-riefithh, Hook. fil. and Thorns, in Journ. Linn.

Soc. IV, 120 : Fl. Br. Ind. I, 445. Herbaceous ; stem a foot or more in

height, erect, terete, sparsely puberulous. Leaves linear-lanceolate, much
narrowed towards the base, those in the lower part of the stem in

pairs, opposite and petiolate ; those in the upper part narrower, in

whorls of three and sessile ; all remotely serrate-toothed, 1*5 to 4 in.

long ; the texture rather thick, the lower surface pale and glabrous,

the upper sparsely hairy. Pedicels solitary, rarely paired, slender,
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1 in. or more in length. Flowers 1 in. in diam., flatfish, rose-lilac.

Sepals ovate-oblong, acnminate : standard broadly obcordate with a fili-

form spur behind, the wings broadly bi-lobed. Capsule elliptic, turgid

in the middle.

Malacca: on Mount Ophir, Gerai, &c. ; Griffith, Maingay.

3. Impatiens chinensis, Linn. Herbaceous : stem 4 to 18 in. long,

suberect, decumbent and rooting at the base, angled. Leaves subsessile,

varying from linear-oblong to obovate or almost rotund, acute or obtuse,

sharply serrate, always opposite, the base acute or rounded, often

auvicled ; texture rather thick, glaucous beneath, glabrous or sparsely

hairy, '5 to 4 in. long : stipules setaceous, glandular, recurved. Flowers

•5 to 1 in. in diam., flattish, purple, or white. Pedicels solitary or

fascicled, sometimes longer than the leaves. Sepals linear : standard

orbicular, the wings semi-obovate, entire, auricled at the base ; spur

slender, long, incurved. Capsule '5 to '75 in. long, elliptic, turgid in the

middle.

Malacca ; Griffith. Distrib. China, British India.

6. Hydrocera, Blume.

A glabrous erect marsh herb. Leaves narrow, alternate. Flowers

in short axillary 1-2-flowered peduncles, irregular. Sepals 5, coloured,

imbricate; 2 outer lateral, flat; posticous one produced into a short

hollow spur. Petals 5, the anticous outer, very large, concave. Disc-

glands 0. Stamens 5 ; filaments short, flat ; anthers slightly cohering

around the pistil. Ovary 5-celled ; stigmas 5, sessile ; ovules 2-3 in

each cell. Drupe baccate, endocarp bony, truncate, 5-celled, cells 1-seeded,

Seeds curved, corrugated, albumen 0; cotyledons plano-convex, thickish,

radicle short, superior.

—

Distrib. One tropical Asiatic species.

1. Hydrocera triplora, W. & A. Prod. I, 140. Annual; the stem

often floating, fistular, often flexuose and rooting at the nodes ; branches

erect, 1 to 2 feet long, 5-angled. Leaves linear-lanceolate, serrate,

attenuated into a petiole at the base, stipulate, glands two. Flowers

1 in. in diam., red white and yellow. Drupe globose, *75 in. in diam.,

smooth, red, when dry 5-angled and truncate. Hook. fil. M. Br. Ind.

I, 483 ; Miq. Fl. Ind. Bat. I, Pt. 2, 132 ; H. f. & T. in Jonrn. Linn. Soc.

iv. 156. H. angustifolia, Blume Bijd. 241. Impatiens triflora, Linn. DC.
Prodr. i. 687 ; Wall. Cat. 4756. I. ? natans, Willd. ; DC. Prodr. i. 687

;

Roxb. Fl. Ind. i, 652 ; Wall. Cat. 4755. Tytonia natans, G. Don, Gen.

Syst. i. 749. Balsamina angustifolia, Burm. Thes. Zeyl. t. 16 fig. 2

{inaccurate).

In all the Provinces except the Andaman and Nicobar Islands.

Distrib . Malayan Archipelago, British India, Ceylon.
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Order XXIII. RUTACE.E.

Trees or shrubs, rarely herbs, abounding in pellucid glands filled

with essential oil. Leaves opposite or alternate, simple or compound,

exstipulate. Floivers in axillary or terminal cymes or panicles, never

spiked, usually bisexual and regular in the Indian species. Calyx

of 4-5 small lobes or sepals. Petals 4-5, hypogynous (in the Indian

genera), valvate or imbricate. Stamens 4-5 or 8 or 10, rarely more

(Citrus, JEgle) ; filaments usually free, hypogynous; anthers 2-celled,

opening inwards. Disc within the stamens, crenate or lobed, some-

times large or long. Ovary of 4-5 free or connate carpels ; styles

as many, free or variously united ; stigmas terminal, entire or lobed
;

ovules usually 2 in each cell. Fruit a capsule, berry or drupe, or

1-4 capsular cocci. Seeds usually solitary in the cells, testa various,

albumen fleshy or ; embryo straight or curved, radicle superior.

—

Distrib. Tropical and extratropical. Genera 83, and about 70 species.

Ripe fruit separating into dehiscent cocci or

follicles.

Flowers generally unisexual ; disc free or

absent ; ovaries partially united ; styles

basilar or ventral, free at the base ; cells

2-ovuled.

Leaves opposite.

Stamens 4 or 5

Stamens 8, four perfect opposite

the sepals, alternating with four

imperfect opposite the petals...

Stamens 8, all perfect

Leaves alternate, stamens 3 to 5 ...

Ripe fruit indebiscent.

Flowers polygamous : petals 4, stamens 8

;

disc free : ovaries and styles 4, united,

the cells 2-ovuled ; fruit syncarpous,

4-celled, indehiscent, seed albumiuous
;

leaves 1-foliolate

Flowers hermaphrodite, petals and sta-

mens free or connate, ovaries and

styles completely united, cells 1-to many-

ovuled : fruit a berry, sometimes with

but little pulp, seed exalbuminous

Unarmed.

Style short, persistent ; leares

1 to 5-foliolate ... ... 6. Glycosmis,

1. Fvodia.

2. Tetractomia.

3. Melicope.

4>. Zanthoxylum.

5. Acronychia.
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Style deciduous, leaves pinnate.

Cotyledons leafy, crumpled
;

petals valvate ; filaments

linear-subulate, not dilated

at the base ... ... 7. Micromelum.

Cotyledons fleshy, plano-con-

vex, petals imbricate.

Filaments not dilated at

the base... ... 8. Murraya,

Filaments dilated at the

base ... ... 9. Clausena.

Armed ; leaves 3-to 8-foliolate.

Calyx 3-lobed, petals 3, stamens 6 10. Triphasia.

Calyx cap-shaped, entire or obs-

curely lobed : petals 4, stamens

8 to 10 ... ... 11. Luvunga.

Armed or unarmed ; leaves 1-foliolate.

Anthers linear-oblong, disc cylin-

dric forming a gynophore ... 12. Paramignya.

Anthers ovate-oblong, sometimes

cordate, the filaments free or

conjoined into a tube ; disc

cupular ... ... 13. Atalantia.

1. Evodia, Forst.

Trees or shrubs, unarmed. Leaves opposite, simple or 1-3-foliolate

or imparipinnate, quite entire. Flowers small, in panicled axillary

cymes, unisexual. Sepals 4-5, imbricate. Petals 4-5, sessile, valvate

or slightly imbricate. Stamens 4-5, inserted at the base of the disc,

filaments subulate, anthers oblong. Ovary deeply 4-lobed, 4-celled
;

style basilar, stigma 4-lobed, ovules 2 in each cell, collateral or super-

posed. Fruit of 2 to 4 coriaceous 1 to 2-seeded cocci ; endocarp horny,

elastic. Seeds oblong or globular, testa bony or crustaceous, shining
;

hilum linear, albumen fleshy ; embryo straight, cotyledons ovate.

—

Distrib. About 25 species, natives of tropical Asia, the Pacific, the E.

African Islands, and Australia.

Leaves 3-foliolate.

Leaflets usually more or less obovate

:

cymes broad pyramidal or corymbose,

much branched.

Lower surface of leaflets pubescent... 1. E. latifolia.
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Lower surface of leaves glabrous.

Apices of leaflets acuminate or

apiculate, main nerves rather

faint, sub-horizontal or slightly

ascending; cymes pyramidal... 2. E.Roxburghiana.

Apices of leaflets shortly and

abruptly acuminate, main
nerves rather faiut, sub-hori-

zontal or ascending, cymes

corymbose ... ... 3. E. glabra.

Apices of leaflets obtuse, nerves

very prominent beneath, cymes

corymbose ... ... 4. E. robusta.

Leaflets oblong or elliptic-oblong, not at

all obovate, tapering little to the ends :

ripe cocci *4 in. long ... ... 5. E. macrocarpa.

Leaflets oblong-elliptic, tapering to each

end : cymes few-branched, very tomen-

tose : flowers in globular masses ... 6. E. pilulifera.

Leaflets oval to elliptic, obtuse or sub-

acute, very coriaceous, the edges revolute

when dry : cymes small, flowers *25 in.

long ... ... ... 7. E. pachyphylla.

Leaves 1-foliolate ... ... ... 8. E. pedunculosa.

1. Evodia latifolia, DC. Prod. I., 724. A tree 15 to 20 feet high :

young branches stout, obscurely 4-angled, flattened at the nodes, rusty

or tawny-puberulous. Leaves 3-foliolate, membranous, the petiole

4 to 6 in. long, usually angled, puberulous ; leaflets obovate- elliptic to

elliptic, acute or shortly acuminate, the base cuneate ; main nerves

13 to 18 pairs, spreading, curving, prominent beneath ; upper surface

glabrescent or glabrous except the tomentose midrib and nerves, the

lower softlypubescent, sometimes becoming glabrescent when old ; length

5 to 9 in., breadth 2*5 to 4*5 in. (the middle one usually the largest)

;

petiole *2 to '4 in. Cymes axillary, broad, with opposite spreading rusty-

tomentose branches on stoutish puberulous peduncles 1 to 2 in. loner.

Flowers less than '1 in. long, densely crowded ; sepals sub-acute, pubes-

cent outside
;
petals glabrous except a few hairs on the back outside

;

ovary villous. Cocci 2 or 3 from each flower, broadly ovate, blunt, sub-

glabrous, 1-2-seeded : seed black. Hook. fil. Fl. Br. Ind. I., 489 ; Miq.

PI. Ind. Bat. i. pt. 2, 672 ; Ann. Mus. Lugd. Bat. iii, 244. Zanthoxylum
Rumphianum, Cham, in Linnsea v. 58.

In all the provinces, except the Andamans and Nicobars : Distrib.

Malayan Archipelago.
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In its flowers and fruit this closely resembles E. Roxburghiana,

Bentb., but the leaves are different.

2. Evodia Roxbttrghiana, Benth. Flora of Hong-Kong, 59. A small

tree ; branches glabrous, opposite. Leaves glabrous, 3-foliolate, the

petiole 2 to 5 in. long, terete ; leaflets thinly coriaceous, sbortly petio-

lulate, obovate, oblanceolate or oblong, tbe apex rounded acuminate

or apiculate : main nerves 12 to 18 pairs, horizontal or slightly ascend-

ing, not prominent ; length 2 -5 to 6 in., breadth P25 to 3*25 in., the

middle leaflet the largest
;
petiolule '15 to "25 in. Cymes pedunculate,

spreading ; the branches opposite, minutely bracteolate at the base :

peduncles 2 to 3 in. long : cymes about 2*5 to 3 in. in diam. Flowers

densely crowded, whitish, '1 to "15 in. long; the anthers exserted,

shortly pedicelled, sepals very obtuse, ovary pubescent. Cocci about

2 from each flower, ovoid, pointed, 1-to 2-seeded, *2 to '3 in. long.

Seeds black, shining. Hook. fil. PL Br. Ind. I, 487 ; Kurz PL Burm.

I, 180. E. triphylla, Bedd. Flor. Sylvat ; Anal. Gen. xli. t. vi. f. 2.

E. Marambong, Miquel Ann. Mus. Bot. iii. 214. Fagara trijphylla, Roxb.

Fl. Ind. i. 416 (? of Linn.). F. Lunur-ankenda, Gaartn. Carp, i., 334, t.

68. f. 9. Xanthoxylon triphyllum, Wight Ic. t. 204 ; 111. i. 169 ; Grab.

Cat. Bomb. PI. 36 ; Dalz. & Gibs. Bomb. Plor. 45. X. Roxburghianum,

Cham, in Linnsea v. 58. X. zeylanicum, DC. Prodr. i., 728. X. nila-

giricum, Miquel Herb. Hobenack.

In all the Provinces : common. Disteib. Malayan Archipelago,

British India.

A widely distributed species very common in most parts of the

Malayan Peninsula, and varying a good deal in the size of the leaves

and in the degree of density of the cymes. In some cases the latter

are lax and open, but in the majority they are condensed. There is

some doubt as to what name this plant should bear. Sir Joseph Hooker

(F. B. I. 1. c.) has written an excellent note on its synonymy which

should be consulted. The species, except in the matter of size, differs

very little from E. triphylla. DC.

3. Evodia glabra, Blume Bijdr. 245. A tree 40 to 70 feet high :

young branches stout, compressed at the nodes, glabrous. Leaves 3-

foliolate ; the petioles 2 to 4 in. long, glabrous, terete, grooved in front

towards the apex : leaflets more or less coriaceous, shortly petiolulate,

obovate or obovate- elliptic, shortly and abruptly acuminate, rarely

obtuse, always tapering much to the base, upper surface shining, the

lower glabrous or puberulous : main nerves 10 to 15 pairs, oblique or

sub- horizontal, prominent on the lower surface and often depressed on

the upper when dry ; length 4 to 10 in., breadth 2*25 to 5 in., petiolule

•2 to -4 in., the middle leaflet the largest and with the longest petiolule.
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Cymes pedunculate, corymbose, the main branches ascending, the second-

ary spreading, all opposite, minutely bracteolate at the base, puberulous

or almost glabrous; peduncles stout, compressed, glabrescent, 1*5 to 4

in. long. Flowers 1 in. long (excluding the exserted stamens) densely

crowded, many of them practically unisexual, the ovary being abortive.

Sepals sub-orbicular, obtuse, puberulous. Petals glabrous. Stamens ex-

serted. Ovary depressed, glabrous, or hairy at the base of the styles.

Cocci 2 or 3 to each flower, "2 in. long, rugulose and glandular externally,

broadly ovate, obtuse. Seeds black. Miq. Fl. Ind. Bat. I, Pt. 2, 672
;

Ann. Mus. Lugd. Bat. Ill, 243 } Hook. fil. PL Br. Ind. I, 489.

Perak : very common. Penang, Curtis, No. 2485. Andaman Islands,

King's collectors. Nicobars, Kurz.

This is best distinguished from E. Roxburghiana and E. latifolia

by its more coriaceous leaves with stronger nerves, and by its more

corymbose cymes. The flowers, however, are very little different in all

three, and it seems doubtful whether it would not be better to treat all

as forms of a single widely distributed and variable species.

4. Evodia robusta, Hook fil. Fl. Br. Ind. I., 488. A small tree;

young branches as thick as a swan's quill, compressed, hoary. Leaves

3-foliolate, the petiole 4 in. long, terete, as thick as a crowquill

:

leaflets coriaceous, elliptic, the terminal sub-obovate, obtuse or ob-

tusely acuminate, the midrib and arching nerves very strong, glab-

rous except the puberulous midrib beneath, the upper surface shin-

ing; length 6 to 8 in. Cymes broad, (5 in. in diam.), brachiate, their

branches very robust. Flowers and fruit as in E. Roxburghiana.

Penang; Phillips. Singapore; Maingay (Kew Distrib.) No. 278.

This species must come very near E. glabra, Bl. It also greatly

resembles the Surnatran E. euneuron, Miq. (PL Ind. Bat. Suppl. 532).

5. Evodia macrocarpa, King, n. sp. A tree 20 to 40 feet high

:

young branches rather stout, cinereous-puberulous, compressed. Leaves

3-foliolate, the petiole 3 to 4 in. long, glabrous : leaflets coriaceous,

oblong, or elliptic-oblong, acute, narrowed to the slightly unequal-

sided base ; both surfaces glabrous, the upper shining, the lower dull

and paler when dry; main nerves 14 to 18 pairs, almost horizontal,

faint; length 6 to 12 in., breadth 2 to 3 in., petiole T to '2 in.; the

middle leaflet the largest. Cymes axillary, pyramidal, shortly pedun-

culate, olivaceous-tomentose ; the branches opposite, spreading, bracteo-

late at the base; peduncles -5 to 1*5 in. long, puberulous. Flowers
*1 in. long, densely crowded, many of them with perfect stamens

but an abortive ovary ; sepals triangular, acute, pubescent
; petals

puberulous. Stamens exserted. Ovary villous. Cocci 3 or 4 to each

flower, compressed, obovate, blunt, *4 in. long, dark-coloured and
J. ii. 27
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puberulous externally, lined inside with dense white hairs : seeds 2,

black, sinning.

Perak: Wray, No. 2618 and 3266; King's collector, No. 7489.

A very distinct species, recognisable at once by its long and com-

paratively large leaflets, small cymes, and large cocci.

6. Evodia filulifera, King n. sp. A shrub 10 to 25 feet high

:

young branches rather slender, flattened at the nodes, minutely tawny-

tomentose, the bark pale. Leaves 3-foliolate, the petiole 3 to 4'25 in.

long, terete, grooved in front, deciduously tawny-tomentose ; leaflets

thinly coriaceous, petiolulate, oblong-elliptic, tapering to each end, the

apex shortly acuminate, the base very narrow ; both surfaces glabrous,

the lower paler when dry : main nerves 9 or 10 pairs, oblique, interarch-

ing boldly well within the edge, prominent on the lower, depressed

on the upper surface when dry ; length 3*5 to 8 in, ; breadth 1*25 to

2*75 in.
;
petiolule "15 to 1 in., the middle leaflet rather larger than the

lateral. Cymes everywhere tawny-tomentose, axillary, on long peduncles
;

the branches few, opposite, each bearing towards the apex a few dense

-

sub-globose masses of flowers. Flowers less than -

1 in. long. Sejials

ovate, acute, densely tawny-tomentose. Petals glabrous. Ovary villous.

Cocci, slightly compressed, ovoid, blunt, minutely tawny-tomentose

outside, the interior glabrous, '2 in. long. Seed solitary, shining.

Perak : Scortechini, No. 360 ; "Wray, No. 2995 ; King's collector,

No. 6275.

This species is readily distinguished by its minutely tomentose

few-branched cymes, each bearing a few densely crowded heads of small

flowers.

7. Evodia pachtphylla, King n. sp. A small tree 10 to 15 feet

high
;
young branches flattened at the nodes, minutely rufous-tomentose,

as are the petiole, under surfaces of the midribs and peduncles of the

cymes. Leaves 3-foliolate, the petiole 2"5 to 3 in. long : leaflets very

coriaceous, oval to elliptic, obtuse or sub-acute, the base slightly cuneate,

the edges revolute when dry; upper surface glabrous, shining, the

lower pale, glaucous ; main nerves 8 to 12 pairs, sub-horizontal, curving

slightly, interarchitig within the edge, slightly prominent on the lower

surface when dry, the midrib very bold ; length 2 -25 to 3"75 in., breadth

1*2 to 225 in., petiolule "35 to "5 in. Cymes axillary, pedunculate,

the branches few, short, close together
;
peduncles 1 to 1*5 in. long.

Floivers 25 in. long, in dense sub-globular masses. Sepals broadly

ovate, acute, olivaceous-tomentose externally, glabrous internally.

Petals erect, ovate-lanceolate, pubescent on both surfaces, the edges

glabrous. Stamens not exserted. Ovary glabrous. Cocci 2 or 3 from

each flower, sub-compressed, ovate, blunt, pale and puberulous exter-

nally, glabrous within. Seed solitary, black, shining.
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A very distinct species, at once distinguishable by its small coria-

ceous leaflets and large flowers and fruits.

8. Etodia. pedunculosa, Hook. fil. Fl. Br. Ind. I, 489. A small

tree ? young branches cylindric, smooth. Leaves 1-foliolate
;
petiole rather

stout, half-cylindrie, "5 to 1 in. long. Leaflets coriaceous, obovate,

abruptly narrowed at the obtuse apex, the base cuneate : both surfaces

glabrous, minutely reticulate, main nerves numerous, slender, spreading,

length 4 to 5 in. Cymes pedunculate, pubescent, branching near the

apex into small trichotomoris pubescent cymules
;
peduncles 1 to 4 in.

long. Flowers ( buds only seen) 1 in. long, shortly pedicelled. Sepals

rounded. Petals broadly ovate, acute, glabrous, Ovary 4-cleft, im-

mersed in the disc.

Singapore ; Lobb.

Known only from Lobb's solitary and imperfect specimen.

2. Tetractomia, Hook. f.

Trees or shrubs. Leaves opposite, petioled, 1-foliolate, coriaceous,

quite entire, punctate. Floicers small, in axillary bi'anched cymes.

Calyx small, 4-partite. Petals 4, triangular-ovate, acute, persistent,

valvate. Disc broad, glandular, flattish or pulviuate, obtusely 4-angled.

Stamens 4 or 8, (4 perfect alternate with the petals, 4 smaller with

imperfect anthers opposite the petals and partially adnate to them at

the base) ; filaments subulate, flattened at the base ; anthers 2-lobed,

dorsifixed. Ovary immersed in the centre of the disc, 4-celled, with

4 free projecting lobes ; styles 4, free at the base, connate above ; stigma

capitate, obscurely 4-lobed ; ovules 2, collateral in each cell. Fruit

of 4 coriaceous, laterally compressed, oblong, 2-seeded cocci, splitting

ventrally, the horny endocarp partially separating. Seeds inserted

towards the base of the carpels.

—

Distrib. Three species, natives of

the Malayan Peninsula and Borneo.

Leaves elliptic-obovate, 6 to 9 in. long

;

flowers "25 in. long: ripe cocci '5 in. long ... 1 T. majus.

Leaves usually cuneate*obovate, rarely elliptic*

obovate, 2 -5 to 5 in. long ; flowers 1*3 in.

long ; ripe cocci *25 in. long ... ... 2 T. Roxburghii.

1. Tetractomia majus, Hook. fil. Fl. Br. Ind. I. 491. A tree:

young branches stout ; their bark brown, rough. Leaves very coria-

ceous, obovate, elliptic, obtuse, narrowed to the base ; both surfaces

glabrous, very pale when dry : main nerves 12 to 16 pairs, rather

straight, oblique, interarching far from the margin, slightly promi,

ment or both surfaces when dry ; length 6 to 9 in., breadth 3 to 4 in,,

petiole 2 to 2 25 in., stout, terete, slightly swollen at base and apex.
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Cymes glabrous or glabrescent, 4 to 6 in. in diam., the branches oppo-

site ; bracts minute, persistent. Flowers '25 in. in diam., glabrous.

Stamens 4, perfect ; the filaments longer than the petals and style, the

4 staminodes minute. Ripe cocci about *5 in. long, keeled. Seeds

oblong, the nucleus basal, much smaller than the oblong wing. Tetra-

merista paniculata, Kurz in Journ. Bot for 1875, p. 333.

Malacca ; Maingay ( Kew Distrib. ) No. 290.

A rare plant known only by Maingay's scanty specimens.

2. Tetractomia Roxburghii, Hook. fil. Fl. Br. Ind. I., 491. A tree

30 to 80 feet high
;
young branches rather stout, glabrous, their

bark pale, rough. Leaves coriaceous, cimeate-obovate, sometimes obo-

vate-elliptic, the apex always broad and rounded, and very shortly

and bluntly apiculate, much narrowed to the petiole ; both surfaces

glabrous, rather pale when dry, the upper glabrous, the lower glabres-

cent with numerous and rather large black dots : main nerves 7 to 9

pairs, oblique, straight, not prominent : length 2*5 to 5, rarely 6 in.,

breadth 15 to 2'5, rarely 3 in.
;
petiole '5 to 1 in., rarely 125 in.

Cymes glabrous in the lower, pubescent in the upper part, 3 or 4 in. in

diam., pedunculate; bracts minute, persistent. Flowers "13 in. in

diam., puberulous. Stamens 8, the alternate row imperfect, minute

and attached to the petals. Ripe cocci 1 to 3 from a flower, about

•25 in. long. Seeds oblong, nucleus rather shorter than the wing,

Hook. fil. Icones Plantar. 1512. Melicope tetrandra, Roxb. Fl. Ind. II.

257.

Penang, Singapore, Perak.

A much more common plant than the last, with smaller flowers

and fruit, and with leaves not only smaller but much more obovate.

3. Melicope, Forst.

Shrubs. Leaves opposite (in the Indian species), 1—3-foliolate, pel-

lucid-punctate. Flowers small, in axillary cymes or panicles. Calyx

4-lobed or 4-partite. Petals 4, sessile, spreading, valvate or imbricate.

Disc large, entire or 8-lobed, or obsolete. Stamens 8, inserted at the base

of the disk, those opposite the petals shorter, filaments subulate or

flattened ; anthers oblong or cordate. Ovary 4-celled, deeply 4-lobed
;

style basilar, or styles 4, subterminal, more or less combined ; stigma

capitate, 4-lobed ; ovules 2 in each, all collateral or superposed. Fruit

of 4 free spreading coriaceous cocci, dehiscing on the inner face ; endo-

carp more or less separating from pericarp. Seeds oblong, testa black,

shining ; embryo with large oblong cotyledons and short radicle. Distrib.

chiefly Polynesian: species about 15.

1. Melicope Helferi, Hook. fil. Fl. Br, Ind. I, 492. A glabrous
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dioeceous shrub : young branches rather stout, striate, sub-quadrangular.

Leaves 1-foliolate : leaflet coriaceous, obovate-elliptic, very obtuse,

narrowed to the base : main nerves about 9 pairs, spreading, inconspi-

cuous ; length 4*5 to 6 in., breadth 2 to 3 in.
;
petiole *75 to 1 in.

Panicles not much longer than the petioles, few-branched, cymose.

Flowers 2 in. in diam. Calyx-lobes acute. Petals longer than the calyx,

lanceolate, acute, puberulous outside, ridged along the midrib on the

inner surface inside. Kurz For. Flora Burmah, I, 182.

Andaman Islands ; Heifer (Kew. Distrib.) No. 1192.

4. Zanthoxylum, Linn.

Shrubs or trees, often armed with stout prickles. Leaves alternate,

3-foliolate or unequally pinnate ; leaflets opposite or alternate, entire or

crenate, often oblique, punctate. Flowers small, in axillary or terminal,

peduncled, broad or narrow cymes, white, pink, or greenish, often uni-

sexual. Calyx 3-8-fid, rarely 0. Petals 3-5, rarely 0, imbricate or in-

duplicate-valvate. Disc small or obscure. Stamens 3-5, hypogynous or

reduced to scales in the 9 . Ovary rudimentary in the 6 , in the 9 of

1-5 oblique, 1-celled carpels ; styles sublateral, free or connate above,

stigma capitate; ovules 2 in each cell, usually collateral. Fruit of 1-5,

globose, coriaceous or fleshy, 1-seeded cocci, dehiscing ventrally ; endocarp

horny, separating or not. Seed oblong and compressed, or globose, often

hanging out of the carpel, hilum broad, testa bony or crustaceous, blue

or black, shining, albumen fleshy ; embryo axile, straight or curved
;

cotyledons flat, radicle very short.

—

Distrib. About 80 species, all either

tropical or subtropical.

Unarmed or very slightly armed : leaves 3-

foliolate ; cymes axillary and terminal

;

fruit -3 in. in diam. ... ... 1. Z. ovalifolium.

Armed ; leaves pinnate, leaflets 4 to 9 pairs
;

cymes terminal ; fruit '12 in. in diam. ... 2. Z. myriacanthum.

1. Zanthoxylum ovalifolium, Wight 111. I, 169. A shrub or

tree : young branches at first puberulous but speedily glabrous,

lenticellate, unarmed, or with a few short straight prickles. Leaves 3-

foliolate : petiole 1*25 to 25 in., not armed ; leaflets sub-coriaceous,

elliptic-oblong, slightly obovate, the apex with an abrupt short obtuse

point, the edges crenulate, the base narrowed ; both surfaces shining

:

main nerves 10 to 14 pairs, sub-horizontal, not much more prominent

than the intermediate nerves; length 2 to 5 in., breadth 1*2 to 2*5 in.
;

petiole
-2 to '4 in., sometimes almost absent ; the middle leaflet larger

than the two lateral. Cymes slender, paniculate, pedunculate, axillary

and terminal, shorter than the leaves, with few alteimate branches,
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puberulous when young, speedily glabrons. Mowers 4-to 5-merous,

*12 to "2 in. in diam., pedicellate. Petals valvate. Fruit solitary, sub-

globnlar, "3 in. in diam., pitted, glabrous. Seed snb-globose. Hook. fil.

PI. Br. Ind. I, 492. Z. undulatum, Wall. Cat, 1208. Z. lucidum, Wall.

Cat. 1212. Toddalia mitis, Miq. MSS. Limonia leptostachya, Jack MSS.
Wall. Cat. (without name) 7472 and 7469.

Singapore : Wallich. Andaman Islands, King's collectors. Dis-

TRIB. : British India, Sumatra.

2. Zanthoxylcm myriacanthtjm, Wall. Cat. 1214. A glabrous tree

40 feet high, all parts except the petioles armed with short straight

prickles. Leaves 1 to 1*5 feet long ; leaflets 4 to 9 pairs, coriaceous,

oblong-lanceolate, acuminate, entire or very obscurely and minutely

crenate ;
main nerves about 8 pairs, spreading, not prominent even when

dry ; length 3 to 4 in., breadth 1'25 to 1*5 in., petiolule *1 to '2 in.

Cymes terminal, pedunculate, spreading, 6 to 8 in. in diam.
;
peduncle

armed, 5 or 6 in. long ; branches long, sub-opposite or alternate. Flowers

2 in. in diam., sub-sessile, 5-merous. Calyx with a few small bracts

at the base. Ovaries 3. Ripe fruit compressed, '12 in. in diam., apiculate.

Seed compressed. Hook. fil. Fl Br. Ind. I, 496. Z. longifolium, Wall.

Cat. 7115.

Penang : Porter, Curtis No. 1076. Malacca; Maingay (Kew Dis-

trib.) No. 279.

There are in Scortechini's Herbarium some scraps of a Zanthoxylum

which appears to be Z. glandulosum, Teysm. and Binn. ; but without

better specimens I hesitate to include that species here.

5. Acronychta, Forst.

Trees, with opposite or alternate, 1-rarely 3-foliolate leaves ; leaflets

entire. Flowers polygamous, small or moderately sized, yellow, in

pedunculate, terminal, or axillary corymbs. Petals 4, valvate, spreading,

revolute. Stamens 8, inserted under a thick, 8-angled, tomentose disc
;

filaments subulate, the alternate longer. Ovary inserted in the hollowed

apex of the disc, tomentose, 4-celled. Style terminal ; stigma 4-

grooved ; ovules 2 in each cell, superposed. Fruit a 4- celled drupe, or

4-valved loculicidal capsule. Seeds with black testa and copious albumen
;

embryo straight; cotyledons flat, oblong. Distrib. About 15 species :

all tropical Asiatic or Australasian.

Plowers '35 to "75 in. in diam., linear in bud,

filaments villous, inflorescence cymose ... J. A. laurifolia.

Flowers '15 in. in diam., globular in bud,

filaments glabrous, inflorescence racemose ... 2. A. Porteri.

i. Acronychia laurifolia, Blume Bijdr. 245. A small tree or
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shrub
;
young branches puberulous, speedily becoming glabrous. Leaves

sub-opposite, 1-foliolate ; leaflet thinly coriaceous, oblong, elliptic or

sub-obovate, obtusely acuminate or obtuse, the base much narrowed
;

both surfaces glabrous, shining, reticulate : main nerves little more

prominent than the secondary, 14 to 18 pairs, forming a double series

of lcops within the edge ; length 2 to 6 in., breadth 1*1 to 2'4 in.,

petiole "5 to *75 in. Cymes axillary, slender, long-peduncled, corymbose,

the branches opposite, bracts and bracteoles minute. Flowers linear in

bud, when open '35 to "75 in. in diam., pale yellow. Sepals small, semi-

orbicular, short. Petals linear-oblong, obtuse, widening at the base,

revolute, more or less villous on the inner surface. Filaments villous

below. Ovary villous, style short, stigma capitate. Drupe sub-globular

to ovoid, with an angular apiculus, sometimes narrowed at the base

and occasionally lobed, 4-angled when dry, from '25 to *4 in. long, 3- or

4-celled. Hook. fil. Fl. Br. Ind. I, 498 ; Miq. Fl. Ind. Bat. I, pt. 2, 668
;

Kurz For. Flora Burmah, I, 184. A pedunculata, Miq. Fl. Ind. Bat,

Suppl. 532 : Ann. Mus. Lugd. Bat. Ill, 245 ; Thwaites Enum. PI. Ceyl.

409. Cyminosma pedunculata DC. Prod. I., 722 : Thwaites Enum. PI.

Ceyl. 69 : Wall. Cat. 1205. W. & A. Prod. 147; Wight 111. I, 165, t.

65 ; Dalz. & Gibs. Fl. Bombay, Suppl. 17. C. Anhenda, Gsertn. Fruct.

I, 280, t. 58. Glausena simplicifolia, Dalz. in Kew Journ. Bot. Ill, 180.

Jambolifera pedunculata, Vahl Symb. Ill, 52, fig. 61. Gela lanceolata,

Lour. Fl. Coch. I, 232. Selas lanceolatum, Spreng. Syst. II, 216,

Ximenia ? lanceolata, DC. Prod. I, 533. Wall Cat. indeterm. 9028.

In the Andaman and Nicobar Islands. Distrib. British India

and Ceylon, Malayan Archipelago, Cochin China.

A widely distributed and variable species, of which Sir Joseph

Hooker (Fl. Br. Ind. I, 498) recognises six varieties. Of these,

however, only two occur in the Malayan Peninsula, the only very

well marked form being (6) with flowers 1 in. in diam. and subglobose,

fruit nearly 7 in. in diam. ; and (5) with small fruit lobed at the apex.

2. Aceonychia Porteri, Hook. fil. Fl. Br. Ind. I, 498. A tree

15 to 30 (or even 50) feet high : young branches glabrous, pale. Leaves

opposite or alternate, 1-foliolate ; leaflet coriaceous, oblong, slightly

obovate, usually acute or shortly acuminate, sometimes obtuse, the base

much narrowed : both surfaces glabrous dull and opaque : main nerves

8 to 10 pairs, straight, oblique, slightly prominent beneath when dry
;

length 3 to 8 in., breadth 1'25 to 3 in., petiole "5 to '75 in. Racemes

often several from one axil, sometimes as long as, but usually shorter

than the leaves, slender, puberulous towards the apex, minutely bracteo-

late. Flowers "15 in. in diam., much shorter than their pedicels, in

pairs or sub-vex-ticellate, globose in bud. Sepals triangular, acute,
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Petals broadly ovate-oblong-, pubescent inside. Filaments glabrous.

Ovary glabrescent. Style very short ; stigma large, ob-pyramidal,

4-lobed. Drupe ovoid, tapering to each end, 4-angled when dry, minutely

pitted, 4-celled, but often only 2-seeded, "5 in. long and '3 in. diam.

when dry.

Penang : Porter, Maingay (KewDistrib.) No. 280, Curtis. Malacca:

Griffith. Perak : Scortechini, King's collector.

6. Glycosmis, Correa.

Unarmed shrubs or trees. Leaves 1-foliolate or imparipinnate

;

leaflets alternate. Flowers small, in axillary, rarely terminal panicles.

Calyx 4-5-partite, segments broad, imbricate. Petals 4-5, imbricate.

Stamens 8-10, free, inserted round a disc ; filaments subulate, dilated

below ; anthers small, with often a dorsal or apical gland. Ovary

2-5-celled ; style very short, persistent, stigma simple, ovules solitary

and pendulous in each cell. Berry small, dry or fleshy, 1-3-seeded.

Seeds oblong, testa membranous ; cotyledons equal, radicle very short.

—

Distrib.— Species 5, Asiatic and Australian.

Ovary glabrous : fruit globular ... ... 1, G. pentaphylla.

Ovary hairy: fruit oblong, narrowed at the

base ... ... ... ... 2. G. sapindoides.

Ovary rusty-pilose ... ... ... 3. G. puberula.

1. Glycosmis pentaphylla, Corr. in Ann. Mus. VI, 384. A glabrous

shrub or small tree. Leaves 3- to 5-foliolate, or 1 -foliolate, leaflets sub-

coriaceous, varying from elliptic-lanceolate, lanceolate, oblong, or obovate,

or linear-lanceolate to oblong or even obovate ; the apex acute, acumi-

nate or obtuse ; the edges entire or crenulate ; the base narrowed

;

both surfaces sliming ; main nerves 4 to 9 pairs, oblique, curving, rather

prominent beneath, and depressed above when dry; length 1*5 to 15

in., breadth "5 to 6 in., petiolule "1 to *5 in. Panicles cymose, puberulous

to glabrous, varying much in size, usually axillary, but often terminal.

Floivers small. Ovary glabrous, 5-celled, rarely 3- to 4-celled : style

short, stout. Berry globose, white or bluish white, from the size of a

pea to that of a cherry. Hook. fil. PI. Br. Ind. I, 499 ; Kurz Por.

Burmah, I, 186: Miq. Fl. Ind. Bat. I, pt. 2, 522: DC. Prodr. i. 538;

W. & A. Prodr. 93 ; Oliv. in Journ. Linn. Soc. v., Suppl. ii. 37 ; Wall.

Cat. 6374; Thwaites Enum. 45 and 406; Dalz. & Gibs. Bomb. Fl. 29
;

Bedd. in Trans. Linn. Soc. xxv. 2J1 ; Flor. Sylv. Anal. Gen. xliii. t. 6,

f. 6. G. chylocarpa, W. & A. Prodr. 93. G. arhorea, DC. 1. c. ; Wall.

Cat. 6373 ; Thwaites Enum. 45. G. Betzii, Roem. Synop3. fasc. i. 41.

Sclerostylis pentaphylla, Bl. Bijdr. 135. Limonia pentaphylla, Retz Obs.

v. 24; Roxb. Cor. PI. t. 84; Flor. Ind. ii. 381. L. arhorea, Roxb. Cor.
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PI. t. 85 ; Fl. Ind. I.e. ; Bot. Mag. t. 2074. Myxospermum chylocarpum,

Roeui. Synops. fasc. i. 40.

In all the Provinces : common. Distrib.—Malayan Archipelago,

British India, Philippine Islands, Australia.

A very variable and most perplexing species, the Protsean forms

of which were first reduced to order by Professor D. Oliver (Journ.

Linn. Soc. V, Suppl. II. p. 36). Of the forms recognised by Dr. Oliver

only some are found in the Malayan Peninsula and Andaman Islands.

Sir Joseph Hooker (in Fl. Br. Ind.) follows Professor Oliver for the most

part ; and from that book I copy the following account of the varie-

ties. The Calcutta Herbarium is overloaded with specimens of this

plant, many of which it is difficult to fit in under any of Professor

Oliver's varieties ; and for one of these 1 have ventured to suggest the

varietal name macroracliis.

Var. 1 : Leaves usually 3-, rarely 1- or 5-foliolate ; leaflets 4-9 in.,

lanceolate or oblong, or obovate-lanceolate, quite entire or obscurely

crenulate
;
panicles towards the tips of the branches usually elongate,

many-flowered ; ovary usually covered with mamillary glands, 5-celled,

connate with the disc at the base.—The commonest form in the Malay
Peninsula.

—

Distrib. ; British India.

Var. 2: Leaves usually 3-5-foliolate (except sub-var. 1); leaflets

elliptic or elliptic-lanceolate; panicles small, few or many-flowered,

flowers smaller
; ovary 4-5-celled, scarcely mamillate, constricted at the

base and thus free from the disc.

—

G. triphylla, Wight in Hook. Bot.

Misc. iii. 298, Suppl. t. 39 ; Ic. t. 167 ; W. & A. Prodr. 93. G. nitida,

W. & A. Prodr. 1. c.—The commonest form in the Andaman Islands.

Distrib.—Western Peninsula, Ceylon, Tenasserim.

Sub-var. 1. longifolia : leaves usually 1-foliolate, leaflets 3-10 in.,

oblong or obovate-lanceolate, often acuminate or even caudate
;
panicles

short, 1-2 in., or if terminal 3—4 in.—Malacca, Assam, the Khasia Mts.,

Rangoon,

Sub-var. 2. macrophylla : Leaves 3-5-foliolate, with the leaflets 3f-6
in., or 1-foliolate with the leaflets 8 to L2 in. long, by 2*5 to 6 in. broad.

G. macrophylla, Lindl. in Wall. Cat, 6377, Miq. Fl. Ind. Bat. I, pt. 2

p. 522. Ghionotria rigida, Jack in Mai. Misc. ex. Hook. Comp. Bot.

Mag. I, 155. Gh. monogyna, Walp. Rep. I, 382. 8clerostylis macrophylla,

Bl. Bijdr. 135. Penaug. Distrib.—Assam. Tavoy.

Sub-var 3. macrorachis, King, leaflets 1-foliolate, oblong-lanceolate,

acuminate, 9 to 15 in. long and 3*5 to 5 in. broad : cymes small, pedi-

cellate, arranged on a raceme 4 to 9 in. long. Penang : Curtis No. 89.

2. Gltcosmis sapindoides, Lindl. in Wall. Cat. 6376. A shrub.

Leaves 5-to 7-foliolate ; leaflets sub-coriaceous, oblong or lanceolate,

J. ii. 28
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acuminate or sub-acuniinate, both surfaces glabrous ; main nerves 7 to

9 pairs, oblique, faint : leng'th 3 to 8 in., breadth 1 to 3 in., petiole about
'2 in. Panicles cyniose, sub-pyramidal, axillary and terminal. Flowers

shortly pedi celled. Ovary 2- to 3-celled, hairy, about as long as the thick

style. Berry oblong, narrowed to the base, usually 1-seeded. Hook. fil.

Fl. Br. Ind. I, 501. G. cyanocarpa, Spreng. var. sapindoides, Kurz in

Journ. Bot. for 1876, p. 34.

Penang : Wallich, Maingay, Curtis. Distrib.—Sumatra, Java,

Sikkim.

I doubt very much indeed whether this would not be better treated

as a variety of G. pentaphylla, than as a species. Except the hairiness

and the smaller number of cells usnally found in its ovary, and its oblong

fruit, I see nothing to distinguish it.

3. Glycomis puberdla, Liudl. in Wall. Cat 6375. A shrub:

leaves usually 3-foliolate ; leaflets sub-coriaceous, ovate to oblong-lanceo-

late, more or less bluntly acuminate ; the base rounded or cuneate, lower

surface pale when dry ; main nerves about 8 pairs, spreading ; length

2'5 to 4 - 5 in., breadth "75 to 1*5 in. Panicles short, axillary; flowers

in short pedicels ; disc small, adnate to the 4- to 5-celled oblong rusty-

pilose ovary. Style very short.

Penang : Singapore, Perak : not common.

Except in its pilose ovary this differs but little from G. pentaphylla

Com, of which it would be perhaps well to treat it as a form.

7. Micromblum, Blume.

Unarmed trees. Leaves imparipinnate ; leaflets alternate, oblique.

Flowers in large terminal corymbose cymes. Calyx cupular, 3-5-toothed

or lobed. Petals 5, free, thick, valvate or subimbricate. Stamens 10,

free, inserted round a short or long disc; filaments linear-subulate, alter-

nately shorter. Ovary 5- rarely 2-6-celled ; style constricted at the base,

deciduous, stigma obtuse or capitate ; ovules 2, superposed in each cell.

Berry small, dry, usually 1-2-seeded, septa spirally twisted. Seeds

oblong, testa membranous ; cotyledons leafy, crumpled, radicle long.

—

Distrib.—Species 3 or 4 : tropical Asiatic and Oceanic.

A large shrub or small tree : fruit glabrous ... 1. M. pubescens.

A small shrub, never a tree : fruit pubescent... 2. M. hirsutum.

1. Micromelum pubescens, Blume Bijdr. 137. A large shrub or

small tree ; the young parts more or less pubescent or puberulous, the

older often glabrescent or even glabrous. Leaves 6 to 18 in. long :

leaflets 9 to 15, alternate or sub-opposite, membranous, broadly

lanceolate to ovate, acuminate, the edges undulate, sub-cuneate or

entire; the base cuneate, often very oblique; main nerves 9 to 12
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pairs, oblique, not prominent ; length 1*5 to 3'5 in., breadth '5 to 2in.

Cymes large, terminal, much branched, pedunclate, 4 to 8 in. in diam.,

many-flowered, minutely bracteolate. Flowers "25 to *5 in. in diam.,

on pedicels "1 to *2in. long, buds oblong. Galyx sub-entire or 5-

toothed. Petals linear-oblong, sub-acute. Filaments alternately longer.

Ovary mostly pubescent, usually 5-celled. Berry ovoid or oblong, "3 to

•4 in. long, pitted, glabrescent, 1-seeded. Hook. fil. Fl. Br. Ind. I, 501
;

Kurz For. Flora Burmah I, 186 : Oliv. in Journ. Linn. Soc. v. Suppl. ii.

40 ; Bedd. Flor. Sylv. Anal. Gen. xliii. t. 7, f . 1 ; Thwaites Enum. 46.

Bergera integerrima, Roxb. Fl. Ind. ii. 376 ; Wall. Oat. 6371. Auran-

tiacea, Wall. Cat. 8517, 8518.

In all the Provinces. Distrib.— British India, China, the Malayan
Archipelago, and Australasia.

2. Micromelum hirsutum, Oliver in Journ. Linn. Soc. V. Suppl.

II, 40. A shrub, all parts (but especially the inflorescence) more or

less tomentose, rarely glabrescent. Leaves 6 to 12, rarely 15 in. long
;

leaflets membranous, 9 to 25, lanceolate or oblong-lanceolate, rarely

ovate, shortly acuminate, the edges obscurely serrate, the base often

oblique, lower surface softly tomentose ; main nerves 5 to 10 pairs,

rather prominent beneath: length 1*5 to 3*5 in., breadth '8 to l
- 5 in.

Cymes terminal, very tomentose, often lax, and 6 to 8 in. in diam., but

sometimes condensed and only 2 in. in diam. Flowers "25 in. in diam.

Calyx deeply 5-lobed, hirsute. Ovary villous. Berry oblong or

obovoid, pubescent, pitted. Hook. fil. Fl. Br. Ind. I, 502 ; Kurz For.

Flora Burmah I, 187 : Wall Cat. 85] 6.

Penang, Singapore, Perak, but not very common. Distrib.—
British India, Burmah, Philippines.

This is closely allied to M. pubescens, but is usually a smaller

shrub. The chief differences between the two lie in the greater amount
of pubescence in this, and the smaller size of its flowers.

8. Murraya, Linn.

Unarmed shrubs or small trees. Leaves pinnate ; leaflets alternate,

petioled, base oblique or cuneate. Flowers solitary and axillary, or in

terminal corymbs or axillary cymes. Calyx 5-fid or partite. Petals 5,

free, imbricate. Stamens 10, inserted on an elongate disc ; filaments

subulate, alternately shorter : anthers shortly ovate. Ovary 2- to 5-

celled, narrowed into the long deciduous style, stigma capitate ; ovules

solitary, or 2 superposed or collateral in each cell. Berry oblong or

ovoid, 1- to 2-celled, 1- to 2-seeded. Testa of seed woolly or glabrous

;

cotyledons fleshy, plano-convex, similar. Distrib.—4 species, tropical

Asiatic.
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1. MurrayA exotica, Linn. A glabrous shrub or small tree : young

branches terete, the bai-k pale when dry. Leaves 4 to 5 in. long, 3-to

8-foliolate ; leaflets thinly coriaceous, shining, ovate or ovate-lanceolate,

occasionally rhomboid, more or less obtusely acuminate, the apex often

notched, edges entire ; the base cuneate, often oblique. Corymbs termi-

nal, few-flowered. Floivers campanulate. Sepals acute. Petals oblong-

lanceolate, white. Ovary 2-celled, style slender, stigma capitate.

Berry ovoid or sab-globose, shining, red when ripe, o in. long, 2-seeded.

Hook fil. Fl. Br. Ind. I, 502 ;
Miq. Fl. Ind. Bat. I, Pt. 2 p. 522 ; Kurz

For. Flora Barmah I, 190 ; Oliver in Jour. Linn. Soc. Y, Suppi. II, 28 :

Roxb. Fl. Ind. 11, 374; Blume Bijdr. 1363; Wall. Cat. 6368 ; Thwaites

Enum. 45 ; Wight Ic. t. 96 ; Brandis For. Flora 1ST. India, 48. M. exotica

and brevifolia, Thwaites Enum. 45. M. paniculata, Jack in Mai. Misc.

I, 31 ex Hook. Bot. Misc. II, 79 ; DC. Prodr. I, 537 ; W. & A. Prodr.

94 ; Dalz. and Gibs. Bomb. Flor. 29. M. sumatrana, Roxb. Fl. Ind. II,

375 ; Wall. Cat. 6369 ; Miq. Fl. Ind. Bat. 1. c. 523. Ghalcas paniculata,

Linn. Gh. sumatrana, Roem. Synops. fasc. I, 49. M. Glenieii, Thwaites

Enum. 406 ; Oliv. in Journ. Linn. Soc. v. Suppl. II, 29.

Andaman Islands. Malayan Peninsula, Griff. (Kew Distrib.)

No. 520. Distrib.—British India, China, Australia. Much cultivated

in gardens on account of the fragrance of its flowers.

9. Clausena, Burm.

Unarmed shrubs or trees. Leaves imparipinnate, usually deciduous,

leaflets membranous. Flowers small, in terminal or axillaiy cymes
panicles or lax racemes. Calyx 4-5-lobed or-partite.

. Petals 4-5, free

membranous, margins imbricate. Stamens 8-10, inserted round an
elongated disc, the alternate shorter ; filaments usually dilated or arched

and concave below the subulate tip ; anthers short. Ovary stipitate,

4-5- (rarely 2-3-) -celled; style usually distinct, deciduous; stigma

obtuse, entire or 2-5-lobed ; ovules 2, collateral, or superposed in each

cell. Berry small, ovoid, oblong or globose, 2-5-celled. Seeds oblong,

testa membranous ; cotyledons equal, plano-convex. Distrib. Species

about 14 : chiefly tropical Asiatic, with a few African and Australian.

J. Clausena excavata, Burm. Fl. Ind. 87. A shrub or small tree :

young branches pubescent or tomentose, as are the young leaves and
the inflorescence. Leaves 6 to 12 in. long ; leaflets 15 to 29, membran-
ous, lanceolate to oblong-lanceolate, acuminate, obscurely crenate ; the
base narrowed, very oblique

; the upper surface when adult glabres-

cent or glabrous; length 1 -5 to 3*4 in., breadth -5 to 1 in.
; petiolule

•1 in. . Panicle terminal, pyramidal, its length 4 to 12 in , of which the
peduncle forms a third ; branches spreading, alternate. Flowers '25
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in. in diam., with globose buds, 4-merous
;

pedicels longer tban the

flowers. Galy.v much shorter than the oblong glabrous petals. Ovary

ovoid, slightly 4-angled, hairy, stipitate ; style stout, about as long as

the ovary. Fruit broadly ovoid, blunt at each end, J- to 2-seeded.

Hook. fil. Fl. Br. Ind. I., 504: Miq. Fl. Ind. Bat. I, pt. 2, p, 524:

Kurz For. Flora Burmah I, 188; Blume Bijdr. 139; DC. Prodr. I.

538 ; Oliv. in Journ. Linn. Soc. v. Suppl. ii. 31. Murraya Burmanni,

Spreng. Syst. Yeg. ii. 315. Amyris sumatrana and punctata, Roxb. Fl.

Ind. ii. 250, 251. Gookia graveolens, W. & A. Prodr. 95; Wall. Cat.

8515. Gallesioa graveolens, Roem. Synops, fasc. i. 45.

In all the provinces except the Andaman and Nicobar islands.

Distrib.—British India, Malayan Archipelago, near the bases of hill

ranges.

10. Triphasia, Lour.

A spiny shrub. Leaves alternate, sessile, 3-foliolate ; leaflets obtuse,

crenate, the lateral smaller. Floivers solitary or in 3-flowered cymes,

axillary. Calyx 3-lobed. Petals 3, free, imbricate. Stamens 6, inserted

round a fleshy disc; filaments free, subequal, dilated at the base,

anthers linear. Ovary ovoid, 3-celled, narrowed into a slender deciduous

style ; stigma obtuse or capitate and 3-lobed ; ovules solitary in each

cell. Berry small, ovoid, 1-3-celled, 1-3 seeded. Seeds oblong, immersed

in mucilage, testa coriaceous ; cotyledons plano-convex, often unequal

or lobed.

1. Triphasic trifoliata, DC. Prod. I, 536. A small glabrous spiny

shrub. Leaflets coriaceous with obscure nerves, crenulate, dissimilar

;

the terminal one shortly petiolate, ovate, obtuse, retuse, the base

cuneate ; the lateral smaller, oblique. Floivers about *5 in, long, white.

Petals linear-oblong. Fruit ovoid, apiculate, glandular-dotted. Hook.

fll. Fl. Br. Ind. I, 507; Miq. Fl. Ind. Bat. I. pt. 2. p. 519 ; Kurz For.

Flora Burmah, I, J91 : Blume Bijdr 132; Oliv. Journ. Linn. Soc. v.

Suppl. fii&f W. & A. Prodr. 91 ; Dalz. & Gibs. Bomb. Fl., Suppl. 12.

T. aurantiola, Lour. Fl. Fl Coch. I, 189; Wall. Cat. 6381. Limonia

trifoliata, Linn.; Burm. Fl. Ind. t. 35, f. 1.; Bl. Bijdr. 132. L. diacantha,

DC. Prodr. i. 536.

Nicobar Islands : Kurz. Distrib. British India and various tro-

pical countries, but often doubtfully wild. It is possible this may not

really be indigenous in the rTicobars, as these islands have for ages been

frequented by Malayan pirates, who may have inadvertently introduced it.

11. Luvunga, Hamilt.

Glabrous, climbing shrubs, usually armed with axillary (often

hooked) spines. Leaves 3-foliolate; leaflets coriaceous, quite entire.
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Flowers in axillary fascicled or panicled racemes. Calyx cupular, entire

or obscurely 4-6-lobed. Petals 4-5, free, linear-oblong, thick, imbricate.

Stamens 8 or 10, inserted around a cupular annular or elevated disc
;

filaments equal or not, linear-subulate, free or cuneate ; anthers linear or

linear-oblong. Ovary 2-4-celled; style stout, deciduous, stigma capitate

;

ovules 2, superposed in each cell. Berry large, ellipsoid, with a thick

rind, 2-3-seeded. Seeds large, ovoid ; testa membranous, nerved ; coty-

ledons equal, oblong, fleshy,

—

Distrib. About 4 species : tropical

Asiatic.

Leaflets oblong-lanceolate to oblong-oblau-

ceolate ; filaments glabrous, united into

a tube ... ... ... 1 L. scandens.

Leaflets elliptic, more or less obovate

;

filaments free, often woolly ... 2 1. eleutheranthera.

1. Luvunga scandens, Ham. in Wall. Oat. 6382. A large woody

climber. Leaflets oblong-lanceolate to oblong-oblanceolate, acute or

blunt, the base narrowed, nerves very obscure ; length 4 to 12 in.,

breadth I to 2 in., petiolules about *2 in.
;

petioles terete, stout, 2 to 5

in. long. Cymes many-flowered, short, broad, (1"5 to 2 in, across), on

short peduncles. Flowers "5 to "75 in. long, white. Calyx-lobes short,

obtuse. Petals 4, fleshy, recurved. Stamens with glabrous filaments

united into a tube (sometimes for three-quarters of their length).

Ovary 3- to 4-celled. Berry of the size of a large olive, yellowish,

obscurely 3-lobed, the pericarp smooth. Hook. fll. Fl. Br. Ind. I, 509;

Kurz For. Flora Burmah I, 191 ; Wight 111. i. 108 ; Oliv. in Journ.

Linn. Soc. v. Suppl. ii. 43 ; Bot. Mag. t. 4522. Pierre For. Flora Coch.

Chine, t. 288. Limonia scandens, Roxb. Fl. Ind. ii. 380.

Malacca: Maingay (Kew Distrib.) No. 285. Distrib. British India.

2. Luvunga eleutheranthera, Dalz. in Hook. Kew Journ. Bot. II.

258. A woody climber like the last, the spines usually hooked ; leaflets

elliptic and usually more or less obovate, shortly and abruptly acumi-

nate ; main nerves 8 to 12 pairs, slightly prominent. Cymes axillary,

many- or few-flowered. Filaments free, often woolly in the upper part.

Fruit as in the last. Hook. fil. Fl. Br. Ind. I. 511 ; Oliv. in Journ. Linn.

Soc. v. Suppl. ii. 44 ; Dalz. & Gibs. Bomb. Elor. 30. L. tavoyana, Lindl.

in Wall. Cat. 6383. L. scandens and eleutheranthera, Thwaites, Enum.

47, 48, 406. Triphasia sarmentosa, Blume Bijd. 132; Miq. Fl. Ind. Bat.

I. pt. 2, p. 520.

Perak : common. Pahang. Penang.

—

Distrib. Malayan Archi-

pelago, W. Peninsula of British India, Ceylon.

This plant differs from L. scandens (to which it is closely allied) in

havino- more obovate leaves, with much more distinct nervation, and
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free filaments which are often woolly. It appears to be pretty widely

distributed in Java, and is I think without doubt Blume's Trijpliasia

sarmentosa.

12. Paramignya, Wight.

Erect or climbing shrubs, unarmed, or with axillary spines. Leaves

1-foliolate, the joint often obscure, quite entire, subcoriaceous, persistent.

Flowers rather large, axillary, solitary or fascicled. Galyx cupular or

small, and 4-5-lobed. Petals 4-5, free, imbricate or rarely induplicate-

valvate. Stamens 8-10, inserted round a columnar disc ; filaments free,

linear, equal or subequal, anther linear-oblong. Ovary 3-5-celled ; style

elongate, deciduous ; ovules in each cell solitary, or 2 obliquely super-

posed. Berry ovoid or subglobose, often contracted at the base, 1-5-

seeded, rind thick. Seeds large, oblong, much compressed, testa mem-
branous ; cotyledons fleshy, equal.

—

Bistrib.—Species 6 ; tropical Indian.

Spines short, solitary, axillary, curved, pubes-

cent ; flowers "7 in. long, on slender pedicels C 1 P. armata. var.

longer than themselves ... ... i. andamanica.

Spines long, in pairs, stipular, straight, glabrous
;

flowers "35 in. long, on short pedicels ... 2 P. longispina.

I. Paramignya armata, Oliver in Journ. Linn. Soc. V. Suppl.

II, 43, var. andamanica, King. A scandent shrub
;
young branches

slender, puberulous, speedily becoming glabrous. Leaflets elliptic or

elliptic-oblong, sub-acute or acute, the base rounded
;
glabrous except

(when young) the upper surface of the midrib near the base ; the

reticulations and the 10 to 12 pairs of spreading main nerves slightly

prominent on the lower surface when dry, the glandular dots also

rather prominent; length 4 to 5'5 in., breadth 1*5 to 2"75 in.; petiole

•5 in., pubescent when young especially on the upper surface. Spines

short, solitary in the axils below the pedicels, slightly curved, pube-

scent. Flowers axillary, in pairs, on slender sparsely pubescent pedicels

longer than themselves
;
pedicels 1'25 to 1*5 in. long, bracteolate at

the base. Calyx short, deeply divided into 5 broadly obtuse, spreading

lobes. Petals about five times as long as the calyx, linear-oblong, obtuse,

glabrous, "6 in. long. Stamens 10, free, almost as long as the petals :

the filaments rather thick and woolly below, slender and glabrous

towards the apex ; anthers narrowly oblong. Disc short, cylindfic

;

not broader than the ovary. Ovary ovoid ; style elongate, crowned by
the discoid stigma, all glabrous. Fruit globular or turbinate, smooth,

*5 to "65 in. in diam.

Andaman Islands : common.

This differs from the typical P. armata, Oliver, as it occurs in
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Western Peninsular India and in Ceylon, mainly in the size of its

leaves, and in its flowers being less numerous in their axils. In its

flowers it agrees well with the typical form. It also resembles P.

monophylla, "W. and A. ; but the filaments of the stamens of that species

are glabrous or nearly so, and taper suddenly to a short point, while the

filaments of this are thick and woolly in the lower three-fourths, the

upper fourth being filiform and glabrous. The ovary of this is glabrous,

of that pubescent ; moreover the flowers of this are on long filiform

pedicels which arise by pairs from the axils ; while in P. monophylla,

the pedicels are short, and are united above the point of origin from

the axil. The calyx of P. monophylla is besides longer, but much less

deeply lobed ; it is also pubescent or tomentose, while the calyx of this

is glabrous. The disc in this plant is nothing more than a short

gynophore.

2. Paramignta longispina, Hook. fil. PI. Br. Ind. I, 511. A small

rigid glabrous tree ; branches rather stout, armed with stout straight

spines -75 to 1*5 in. long, and rising from each side of the insertion of the

petioles. Leaves elliptic-oblong to elliptic, acute or obtuse, the base

rounded, nerves indistinct, length 2'5 to 4"5 in., breadth l'l to 175 in.,

petiole *2 in. Flowers "35 in. in diam. , axillary, solitary or 2 or 3

together, pedicels short. Calyx 5-toothed. Petals oblong, obtuse.

Stamens 10, equal, glabrous; anthers narrow, as long as the filaments,

apiculate. Ovary glabrous, standing on the disc (gynophore) : style

stout, cylindric ; ovules in pairs. Fruit ovoid, much apiculate, 1*25 to

T75 in. long, glabrous, 3 or 4-celled ; the pericarp coriaceous. Seeds

compressed, beaked. Atalantia longispina, Kurz Journ. As. Soc. Bengal,

for 1872, pt. 2, p. 295. Paramignya angulata, Kurz For. Flora Burmah,

I, 194. Gonocitrus angulatus, Kurz in Herb. Oalc. Citrus angulata, Willd. ?

Limonia angulata, W. & A. Prodr. 91 ; Miq. Fl. Ind. Bat. I, pt. 2. p. 521.

Malacca : Maingay (Kew Distrib.) 1. c. 286. Perak : Scortechini

Distrib.—Burmah.

13. Atalantta, Correa.

Unarmed or spinous shrubs or trees. Leaves alternate, 1-foliolate,

coriaceous, persistent, quite entire or crenulate; stipule-like scales

often present at the base of the petioles and spines, which belong to

undeveloped leaf-buds. Flowers axillary, rarely terminal, fascicled or

or in short racemed corymbs, or panicles, rarely solitary. Calyx 3-5-

lobed or, partite-rarely irregularly split. Petals 3-5, free or adnate

to the stamens and united with them into a tube, imbricate. Stamens

6-8, rarely 15-20, inserted round an annular or cupular disc, filaments

free or irregularly connate, subequal or the alternate shorter ; anthers
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short, ovate-oblong, or base cordate. Ovary 2- or 4-, rarely 3- or 5- celled :

style deciduous, stigma capitate ; ovules solitary or 2 collateral in each

cell. Berry large, sub-globose, 1-5-celled, 1-5-seeded, rind thick. Seeds

oblong; cotyledons fleshy, plano-convex.

—

Distrib.—Species about 10,

chiefly tropical Asiatic.

Armed; leaves 1"25 to 25 in. long ... 1. A. monophylla.

Unarmed; leaves 4 to 6 in. long ... ... 2. A. Roxburghiana.'

1. Atalantia monophylla, Correa Ann. duMus. VI, 383. A large

shrub or small tree : the young branches sometimes pubescent at the

very tip, usually more or less armed with short, solitary, straight, axillary

spines. Leaves lanceolate, oblong-ovate, ovate or elliptic ; the apex

obtuse, often notched, the edges entire, the base slightly cuneate ; both

surfaces glabrous, the nerves and reticulations rather distinct when
dry; length 1'25 to 2 -5 in., breadth '6 to 12 in.; petiole "2 to *3 in.

puberulous. Floivers '35 to '5 in. in diam., in lax axillary racemes or

cymes, the pedicels puberulous, slender, longer than the flowers ; buds

sub-globose or obovate. Calyx irregularly lobed, glabrous, the edges

scaiuous. Petals oblong, obtuse, "3 to '4 in. long. Stamens 8, or fewer
;

the filaments broad and united into a tube, their apices free and fili-

form, the anthers ovate. Ovary sessile, on a small annular disc. Berries

ovoid at first, globose when ripe, *6 to "8 in. in diam. Hook. fil. Fl.

Br. Ind. I, 511: Miq. Fl. Ind. Bat. I, Pt. 2, p. 519; Kurz For. Flora

Burtnah I, 195: DO. Prod. I, 535; W. and A. Prodr. 91 ; Wight 111. I,

108; Wall. Cat. 6353; Oliv. in Journ. Linn. Soc. v. Suppl. IT, 24:

Dalz. and Gibs. Bomb. Flor. 28. A. floribunda, Wight, Ic. t. 1611. A.

platistigma, Wight 111. I, 108. Limonia monophylla, Linn. ; Roxb Cor.

PI. I, t. 82; Fl. Ind. II, 378. Turrsea virens, Hellen. in Act. Holm.

1788, t. 10, f. I, (not of Linn.). Trichilia spinosa, Willd. ; DC. Prodr.

I, 623. RheedeHort. Mai. IV, t. 12; Burm. Fl. Zeyl. t. 65, f. I.

Penang, Kedab, Andaman and Nicobar Islands. Distrib.—British

India, in Sjlhet, and in the Peninsula, Ceylon.

The plant named A. maorophylla by Kurz (For. Fl. Burmah I, 195),

of which there are excellent specimens in the Calcutta Herbarium, seems

to be only a luxuriant form of this. I can find no characters in which

it differs, except size.

2. Atlantia Roxburghiana, Hook. fil. (not of Oliver), Fl. Br. Ind.

I, 513. A glabrous shrub or small tree : young branches slender, spiue-

less. Leaves thinly coriaceous, elliptic or elliptic-oblong, tapering to

each end, the apex sub-acute or shortly acuminate ; the base cuneate,

rarely rounded ; main nerves 10 to 14 pairs, spreading, slightly promi-

nent underneath when dry; length 4 to 6 in,, breadth 175 to 2 '^5 in.,

petiole "3 in. Racemes short, few-flowered, axillary. Flowers nearly '5

J. ii. 29
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in. in diam., buds globose. Galyx with 4 obtuse lobes. Petals 4,

obovate. Stamens 8 ; the anthers oblong-ovoid ; filaments free, short,

subulate. Ovary ovoid, sessile, 2-celled. Berry globose when ripe,

glabrous, *6 to "8 in. in diam. Hook. fil. PI. Br. Ind. I, 513. Sclero-

stylis Roxburghii, Wight, Ic. t. 72. Amyris simpHcifolia, Roxb. Fl. Ind,

II, 244.

Perak : common. Penang, Malacca ; Griffith (KewDistrib.) No. 537.

There are in the Calcutta Herbarium a large number of fruiting

specimens of this from Perak ; but not a single one in flower. These

specimens agree so entirely with Roxburgh's figure of Amyris simpHci-

folia in the Calcutta Herbarium (of which Wight's Ic. 72 is a copy)

and with Griffith's Malacca specimen (No 537), that I have no hesitation

in referring them to the same species. The description of the flowers

given above is copied from Sir Joseph Hooker's PI. Br. Ind. I, 513.

Order XXIV. SIMARUBE^.

Trees or shrubs, usually with bitter bark. Leaves alternate, often

large, pinnate or rarely simple ; stipules or deciduous. Inflorescence

axillary, racemose, paniculate or cymose, rarely spicate. Flowers usually

diclinous, regular, and generally small. Galyx 3-5-lobed, valvate or im-

bricate. Petals 3-5, very rarely 0, hypogynous, valvate or imbricate.

Disc annular or elongate, simple or lobed, rarely 0. Stamens as many
or twice as many as the petals, rarely indefinite, inserted at the base of

the disc ; filaments free, often with a scale at the base ; anthers oblong,

usually introrse, 2-celled, dehiscing longitudinally. Ovary free, 1-6-

celled, usually deeply lobed, less often entire ; styles 2-5, free, or more or

less united, stigmas capitate ; ovules usually solitary in each cell, rarely

more numerous, raphe ventral, micropyle superior. Fruit drupaceous,

capsular, or occasionally samaroid, usually of 2-6 distinct carpels. Seeds

usually solitary, erect or pendulous, albuminous ; embryo straight or

curved, radicle superior.

—

Distrib. Tropical and subtropical regions of

both hemispheres
;
genera 30 ; species about 130.

Ovary deeply 4- or 5- lobed ; fruit separat-

ing into cocci ; leaves pinnate.

Stamens 8 to 10, filaments with dilated

ciliate bases ... ... ... 1. Harrisonia.

Stamens 4.

Disc entire : flowers in branching

panicles; leaves glabrous ... 2. Picrasma.

Disc 4-lobed; flowers in small cymes,

collected in long narrow panicles

;

leaves pubescent ... ... 3. Brucea.
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Stamens 5 ; disc 5-lobed ; flowers in long

much-branched panicles ; leaves glab-

rous ... ... ... 4. Furycoma.

Ovary not lobed ; fruit not separating into

cocci; leaves simple ... ... 5. Irvingia*

1. HARRISONIA, Brown.

Glabrous spiny shrubs. Leaves unequally pinnate or 1-foliolate.

Flowers hermaphrodite, in bracteate cymes. Calyx small, 4-5-fid. Petals

4-5, longer than calyx. Disc hemispherical. Stamens 8-10, dilated at

the base. Ovary globose or 4-5-lobed, 4-5-celled ; styles connate or

distinct at the base ; ovules solitary, pendulous. Fruit a small globose

berry. Seed solitary, sparingly albuminous.

—

Distrib. Tropics of

Old "World and of Australia. Species 3-4.

1. Harrisonia Brown ii, A. Juss. in Mem. Mus. Par. XII, 517, 540, t.

28. A shrub
;
young branches slender, glabrous, lenticellate, often armed

"with sharp conical piickles usually in pairs. Leaflets 3, ovate to

rhomboid, acuminate, coarsely serrate ; the terminal one the largest,

petiolulate, and much narrowed at the base ; the two lateral sessile and

slightly narrowed ; length from "6 to 1 in. Flowers 1 to 3, when ex-

panded '3 in. long, tetramerous, from small axillary tubercles on slender

pedicels from '5 to *75 in. long, buds globose. Petals lanceolate,

reflexed. Stamens 8, erect, as long as the petals ; filaments with dilated

concave hairy bases, anthers ovate. Ovary deeply 4-lobed, 4-celled,

glabrous. Fruit pisiform, depressed, 3-2- or even 1-celled by abortion,

each cell one-seeded
;
pericarp coriaceous, glabrous. Planch, in Hook.

Lond. Journ. Bot. V. 569; Benth. Fl. Austral. I, 376.

S. Andaman: Kurz, King's collectors. Distrib.— Timor., N". Austra-

lia. Philippines.

2. Picrasma, Blume.

Trees or shrubs with bitter properties. Leaves unequally pinnate.

Flowers small, declinous or polygamous, in axillary panicles. Calyx

very small, 4-5 toothed. Petals 4-5, valvate, very often increasing after

flowering. Disc thick, entire. Stamens 4-5, not scaly, hairy. Ovary

3-5-partite, free ; style distinct at the base and apex, but united in the

middle, stigmas simple ; ovules erect, solitary. Fruit of 1-3 fleshy or

coriaceous drupes. Seed erect, albuminous.

—

Distrib. India, Malay
Archipelago, China, Japan, West Indies, Brazil. Species about 4.

1, Picrasma javanica, Blume, Bijdr, 248. A tree 30 to 60 feet high
;

young branches glabrous, dark-coloured, rather slender. Leaflets 3 to 7,

membranous, elliptic-oblong, elliptic-lanceolate or elliptic, more or less
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acuminate or caudate-acuminate, the edges entire or (especially in old

leaves) thickened and minutely undulate, the base narrowed or rounded

;

both surfaces glabrous ; main nerves 4 to 6 pairs, ascending, curved,

rather prominent and pale beneath in adult leaves. Panicles axillary,

on long peduncles, branching. Flowers numerous, crowded at the

extremities of the branchlets, 4-merous, "15 to "25 in. in diam. Sepals

broadly ovate, spreading, pubescent, minute. Petals much larger than

the sepals, ovate, concave, nerved, puberulous. Stamens 4 ; the filaments

pubescent in the male, villous in the female flower. Ovary deeply

4-lobed, puberulous ; the disc entire, woolly. Style single ; stigmas 4,

reflexed. Fruit of 1 to 3 sub-globular coriaceous drupes seated on the

enlarged disc, and surrounded by the enlarged coriaceous curved petals.

Benn. Plantae Javan. Rarior. 197. t. 41 ; Planch, in Hook. Lond. Journ.

Bot. V, 573 ; Hook. fil. Fl. Br, Ind. I, 520 ; Kurz for Flor. Burma, I.

201. P. nepalensis, Benn. in Wall. Cat. sub No. 8506. (Lith. Cat. p. 287) ;

PI. Jav. Rar. 201 ; Planch, in Hook. Journ. Bot. V, 573. P. andamanica,

Kurz Andam. Rep. App. IV ; Hook, fil. Fl. Br. Ind. I, 520; Brucea?

Wall. Cat. 7499. B. dubia, Steud. Nomencl. Wall. Cat. indeterminata,

No. 9037.

Malacca, Perak, Andamans. Distrib.—Malayan Archipelago, sub-

Himalayan tracts. Assam, Khasia Hills and Burinah, in British India.

I can find nothing to distinguish P. nepalensis Benn. and P. andama-

nica. Knrz from P. javanica, Blume. In fact Kurz himself reduced his

species P. andamanica to P. javanica; and in his latest book (The Flora

of British Burmah), he docs not give the name P. andamanica, which

was in fact originally published in a hastily prepared official report.

And, as for P. nepalensis, Benn.—its author declares in his original

description of it, that it differs from P. javanica, Bl., only by having

sometimes as many as seven leaflets, and in their being more acuminate

than is usual in specimens from Java.

3. Brucea, Mill.

Bitter trees or shrubs. Leaves large, unequally pinnate. Floivers

in minute, numerous, very small cymes, collected into long narrow axil-

lary panicles. Calyx minute, 4-partite, imbricate. Petals 4, minute,

linear, imbricate. Disc 4-lobed. Stamens 4, inserted beneath the disc,

filaments naked. Ovary 4dobed, or consisting of 4 entirely free car-

pels. Drupes 4, entirely free, ovoid, somewhat fleshy. Seed, solitary,

exalbuminous.

—

Distrib. Tropics of Old World and of Australia. Spe-

cies 6.

1. Brucea sumatrana, Roxb. Fl. Ind. I., 449. A shrub 4 to 6 feet

high; young branches rather stout, tawny-pubescent. Leaflets about
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9, membranous, lanceolate, acurnin ate, very coarsely dentate-serrate ; the

base oblique, acute, or obtuse ; both surfaces, but especially the lower,

softly yellowish-pubescent, 1*5 to 35 in. long (the whole leaf from 10 to

14 in. long), petiolule *15 to *25 in. long. Panicles often as long as the

leaves, very narrow. Floioers minute, purple, in short distant cymules
;

the sepals smaller than the petals, both pubescent. Stamens about as

long as the petals, the filaments short. Drupes black when ripe, oval,

glabrous, "15 to "2 in. long. DC. Prod. II, 88; Wall Cat. 8482 ; Blume
Bijdr., 1167; Planch, in Hook. Lond. Journ. Bot. v., 575 ; Hook. fil. Fl.

Br. Ind. I, 523 ; Kurz For. Flora, Burma, I, 202.

In all the provinces except the Andaman and Nicobar Islands.

—

Distrib. Malayan Archipelago, British India.

4. Eurycoma, Jack.

Shrubs or small trees, with bitter bark. Leaves very large, un-

equally pinnate, with entire glabrous leaflets. Flowers polygamous, in

much-branched sub-terminal glandular-hairy panicles. Calyx minute,

5-toothed, valvate. Petals 5, induplicate-valvate. Disc consisting of 5

glands alternating with the stamens. Stamens in male and hermaphro-

dite flowers 5, smaller in the latter ; filaments attached to the base of

the petals. Ovary 5-partite, free ; styles 5, connate, stigmas distinct.

Drupes 3-5, stipitate. Seed solitary, pendulous, exalbuminous.

—

Distrib.

Malaya, Philippines. Species 2.

Branches 1 in. thick, rusty-pubescent
;
petals

•25 in. long, thick, pubescent on both surfaces 1. E. longifolia.

Branches '25 in. thick, glabrous, pale
;
petals

•35 in. long, thin, glabrous inside ... 2. E. apiculata.

1. Eurycoma loxgifolia, Jack Roxb. Fl. Ind. ed. Carey, II, 307.

A shrub or small tree
;
young branches about 1 in. in diam., densely

rusty-tomentose, with large cicatrices. Leaves 18 to 24 in. long ; the

leaflets numerous, coriaceous, oblong-lanceolate, acute, entire ; the base

oblique, cuneate ; both surfaces glabrous, the upper shining ; length

3 to 4 in., breadth 75 to 1 in. Panicles usually shorter than the leaves,

much-branched, many-flowered, clothed (especially in the younger parts)

with rufous glandular hairs. Galyx much shorter than the corolla, the

segments ovate, spreading. Petals thick, erect, ovate-lanceolate, purple,

pubescent, slightly glandular in the upper half outside, "25 in. lono\

Stamens longer than the calyx, alternating with 5 rather large bilobed

ciliate glands which are large in the male and small in the hermaphro-
dite. Fruit of 1 to 5, stipitate, narrowly ovoid, apiculate, ridged drupes,
"5 in. long and "25 in. diam. ; the pericarp coriaceous, purple, glabrous.

DC. Prodr. ii. 86; Wall. Cat. 8522; Planch, in Hook. Lond. Journ.
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Bot. v. 584. E. merguensis, Planch. I. c. ; E. tavoyana, Wall. Cat., 8523
;

Hook. fil. Fl. Br. Ind. I, 521 ; Kurz For Flora Burmah. I, 202.

In all the provinces except the Andaman and Nicobar islands.

Disteib.—Malayan Archipelago, Philippines, Burmah.

2. Eqrycoma apiculata, A. W. Bennett in Hook. fil. Fl. Br. Ind.

I, 522. A shrub or small tree
;
young branches about '25 in. thick,

nearly glabrous, rather pale. Leaves 12 to 15 in. long ; the leaflets

numerous, sub-coriaceous, oblong-lanceolate, shortly and rather abruptly

acuminate ; the base acute, very slightly oblique ; both surfaces glabrous,

dull; length 2'5 toS'Sin., breadth 1 to 17 in. Panicles shorter than the

leaves ; the lateral branches short, slender, few-flowered, clothed, espe-

cially towards the extremities, with short, black glandular hairs. Calyx

much shorter than the corolla, the segments sub-erect, ovate, acute.

Petals thin, erect, linear, glabrous inside, glandular outside, "35 in. long.

Stamens about as long as the sepals, alternating with very minute

entire glands. Fruit as in E. longifolia.

Penang : Perak, not so common as the last.

This species comes very near E. longifolia, Jack., the chief distinction

being in the flowers. The branches are also very much thinner than

those of E. longifolia, and they are glabrous ; the panicles have shorter

and fewer-flowered branches.

5. IRVINGIA, Hook. f.

Glabrous insipid trees. Leaves simple, coriaceous, entire, with

deciduous stipules. Flowers hermaphrodite, in axillary panicles, ebrac-

teate. Calyx small, 4-5-partite, imbricate. Petals 4-5, imbricate.

Disc very large, cushion-shaped. Stamens 10, inserted beneath the

disc, filaments long, slender. Ovary conical, compressed, 2-celled,

entire ; style simple, terminal ; ovules solitary. Fruit drupaceous, large,

with 1 pendulous exalbuminous seed. Four species—3 Tropical African,

and 1 Malayan.

1. Ievingia malayana, Oliver ex Hook. fil. Fl. Br. Ind. I, 522.

Young branches glabrous, striate. Leaves coriaceous, glabrous, elliptic,

acute, entire, the base rounded ; main nerves 14 to 16 pairs, spreading,

curved, inconspicuous : length 3*5 to 55 in., breadth 1*75 to 2*4 in.,

petiole '6 to *7 in. Panicles axillary, little-branched, shorter than the

leaves. Flowers small, hermaphrodite. Calyx-lobes ovate, obtuse. Petals

twice as long as the calyx and equal to the stamens, reflexed after

flowering. Disc large, bearing the conical ovary in the middle of it.

Fruit a glabrous compressed drupe, 2 in. long and nearly 1*5 in. in

diam.

Malacca; Maingay (Kew Distrib.) No. 468.
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Order XXV. OCHNACE^.
Glabrous trees or shrubs. Leaves alternate, simple, (very rarely-

pinnate) coriaceous ; stipules 2. Inflorescence panicled or occasionally

umbellate (rarely flowers solitary), bracteate. Flowers hermaphrodite,

conspicuous. Sepals 4-5, free, imbricate, persistent. Petals 5, rarely

4 or 10, free, hypogynous, imbricate, longer than the sepals, deciduous.

Disc enlarged after flowering, occasionally 0. Stamens 4, 5, 8, 10, or

indefinite, inserted on the disc, filaments persistent ; anthers basifixed,

sometimes deciduous, dehiscing longitudinally, or often opening by

terminal pores. Ovary short, 2-celled, or elongate and 1-10-celled

;

placenta axile or parietal ; style simple, subulate, acute, rarely divided

at the extremity, stigmas simple, terminal ; ovules 1-2 in each cell, or

indefinite, ascending or rarely pendulous, raphe ventral, micropyle

superior. Fruit indehiscent, drupaceous or baccate, compound ; each

drupe or pyrene 1-4 seeded ; or capsular and 1-5-celled with septicidal

dehiscence. Seeds solitary, few or numerous ; albumen fleshy or ;

embryo straight or rarely curved, radicle superior or inferior.

—

Distrib.

Tropical regions of both hemispheres, but chiefly American. Species

about 160.

Tribe 1. Ochne^;. Ovary 2-10-celled ; ovules solitary in each cell.

Seeds exalbuminous.

Stamens oo ; flowers paniculate ... ... 1. Ochna.

Stamens 10 ; flowers paniculate or umbellate 2. Gomphia.

Sepals, petals, and stamens 4 ... ... 3. Tetramerista.

Tribe 2. Euthemide^e. Ovary imperfectly 5-celled ; ovules 2 in

each cell. Seeds albuminous.

Stamens 5 ; with alternate staminodes ... 4. Futhemis.

1. Ochna, Linn.

Glabrous trees or shrubs. Leaves alternate, simple, serrate, rarely

entire, 2- stipulate. Floivers large, yellow, in bracteate panicles or

umbels. Sepals 5, coloured, persistent. Petals 5-10, deciduous. Disc

thick, lobed. Stamens oo, shorter than the petals, filaments short or

elongated ; anthers opening longitudinally, deciduous. Ovary deeply

3-10-lobed, lobes 1-celled ; styles entirely connate or distinct at the

apex; ovules solitary in each cell, axile. Fruit 3-10 drupes, seated on

the broad disc. Seed erect, albuminous.

—

Distrib. Tropical Asia and
Africa. Species about 28.

1. Ochna Wallichii, Planch, in Hook. Lond. Journ. Bot. V, 650.

A small tree, with elliptic or elliptic-oblong, sub-crenate, sub-serrate

or entire, acute leaves, with cuneate or sub-rounded bases ; the main
nerves sub-horizontal, faint ; length 3 to 5"5 in. ; breadth 15 to 2o in.

;
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petiole "15 to *2 in. Stipules very minute. Floivers 1*5 in. in diam.,

in short lateral panicles, the pedicels 1 in. or more in length. Sepals

ovate or lanceolate, usually reflexed in fruit. Petals larger than the

sepals. Anthers linear, deciduous, shorter than the filiform persistent

filaments. Styles longer than the stamens, cuneate to the apex, or the

apices free and spreading. Drupes ovoid, about -5 in. long. Hook. fil.

Fl. Br. Ind. (excl. syn. 0. stipulacea, Colebr. MSS,). 0. nitida, Wall.

Cat. 2894 (not of Thunbg.) ; Planch, in Hook. Journ. Bot. V, 653

;

Kurz For. Fl. Burin. I, 205. 0. squarrosa, Kurz Andaman Report

IV (not of Linn.). 0. andamanica, Kurz Andam. Rep. Ed. II, 33;

Journ. As. Soc. Bengal, for 1872, pt. 2, 295 ; For. Flora Burm. I, 205.

0. obtusata, DC. Wall. Cat. 2805, B.

Andaman Islands.

—

Disteib. Burmah.

Kurz distinguished his species 0. andamanica by the styles being

free and spreading at their apices, while the fruiting sepals are reflexed.

But I do not find that these two characters are at all constantly asso-

ciated. In other respects, Kurz's characters of 0. Walhchii, and 0.

andamanica are identical. 0. stipulacea, Colebr., reduced to this by

Mr. A. W. Bennett, in Fl. Br. Ind., appears to me to be distinct.

2. GoMraiA, Schreb.

Glabrous trees or shrubs. Leaves alternate, shining, 2-stipulate.

Flowers yellow, in axillary or terminal racemes or umbels. Sepals 5,

coloured, persistent. Petals 5, imbricate. Disc thick, lobed. Stamens

10, inserted at the base of the disc, filaments very short, anthers open-

ing by terminal pores. Ovary deeply 5-6-lobed, lobes 1-celled ; styles

connate, stigma simple ;
ovules solitary in each cell, erect. Drupes 5 or

fewer, seated on a broad disc, 1-seeded. Seed erect, exalbuminous.

—

Distiub. Chiefly tropical South American : a few in Asia and Africa.

Species about 80.

Flowers in diffuse panicles ... ... 1. G. sumatrana.

Flowers in corymbs ... ... ... 2. G. Hookeri.

1. Gom phiA sumatrana, Jack in Mai. Misc. No. 5,' p. 29 ; Hook.

Bot. Misc. II., 77. A tree 22 to 40 feet high
;
young branches

slender, pale. Leaves coriaceous, narrowly elliptic-oblong, tapering to

each end, the edges serrulate or sub-entire ; main nerves numerous,

sub-horizontal, very faint, as are the reticulations ; intramsrginal nerves

from base to apex, two or three, rather distinct when dry ; length 3'5

to 7 in., breadth 1
- 15 to 2'25 in., petiole '15 in. Panicles terminal,

longer than the leaves, branching. Flowers numerous, *35 in. in diam.

Sepals narrowly ovate, veined. Petals larger than the sepals, broad,

retuse and inflexed at the apex. Anthers linear, much longer than
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the short filaments. Ovaries 5 ; styles longer than the stamens, quite

connate. Ripe carpels obovate or reniform, shining. Hook. fil. Fl. Br.

Ind. I, 525 ; Knrz For. Flora Burm. I, 206 ; Miq. Fl. Ind. Bat. I, pt. 2,

675 ; Wall. Cat. 2803. G. sumatrensis, Planch, in Hook. Ic. PI. t. 712,

and Hook. Lond. Journ. Bot. VI. 2. Ochna crocea, Griff. Not. IV. 463.

E ? pulcherrima, Wall, Cat. 2518.

In all the provinces except the Nicobar and Andaman Islands :

common.

—

Djstrib. Borneo, Sumatra.

This is very near indeed to G. angustifolia, Vahl. ; the only differ-

ences that I can find between the two being that in this the petals are

larger, with more reflexed edges, and the panicles are larger and more

diffuse.

2. Gomphia Hookeri, Planch, in Hook. Lond. Journ. Bot. VI, 3.

A tree
;
young branches dark-coloured. Leaves coriaceous, ovate-oblong

to oblong-lanceolate, the base narrowed ; main nerves faint, much
curved upwards, no continuous intramargiual net ve ; upper surface

shining, the lower dull; length 2'5 to 6 in., breadth 1 to 2 in., petiole

l
-5 to "35 in. Flowers '35 in. in diam., in lateral or terminal, crowded,

minutely bracteolate umbels ; the pedicels slender, '5 to "7 in. long.

Sepals lanceolate. Petals very deciduous, about as long as the sepals,

oblong, obtuBe, not narrowed at the base. Anthers deciduous, elongate,

about as long as the slender persistent filaments. Ovaries 5 ; styles

much longer than the stamens, quite connate. Pipe carpels sub-globular

or obovoid, smooth, "2 in. diam. Hook. fil. Fl. Br. Ind. I, 525.

In all the provinces except the Nicobar and Andaman Islands.

In the flowers of different individuals, the disc varies in thickness,

being in some as thick as the ovaries are long, while in others it is

comparatively shallow.

Var. corymbosa ; flowers in corymbs, which are sometimes com-

pound ; the lengthened rachis of the inflorescence rough from the

transverse cicatrices of the fallen bracts ; shrubby.

3. Tetramerista, Miq.

Shrubs or trees. Leaves very large, coriaceous, entire. Floivers in

axillary racemes with large foliaceous bracts. Sepals 4, imbricate,

persistent. Petals 4, pei'sistent. Stamens 4, the filaments with dilated

bases, the anthers with sutural dehiscence. Ovary 4-angled, 4-celled,

the style entire. Fruit baccate, globose ; the pericarp leathery.

—

Distrib.

Malaya. Species 1 or 2.

1. Tetramerista glabra, Miq., Fl. Ind. Bat. Suppl., 534. A
glabrous tree 30 to 50 feet high

;
young branches stoat, with shining,

rather pale bark. Leaves narrowly obovate or oblanceolate, sub-sessile,

J. ii. 30
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the apex obtuse ; the base much narrowed, minutely sagittate ; upper sur-

face shining, the lower dull, chocolate-coloured when dry ; main nerves

numerous, sub-horizontal; length 5 to 10 in., breadth 1*25 to 2*75 in.,

petiole under -

1 in. Flowers 1 in. in diam., in long-pedunculate axillary

umbellate racemes
;
pedicels about *5 in. long, each with a sepal-like

bract near the flower. Sepals coriaceous, oblong, obtuse. Petals linear-

lanceolate, about as long as the sepals and reflexed like them. Stamens

elongate, shorter than the reflexed filaments. Ovary ovoid, obscurely

4-angled. Style single, stigma minute. Ripe fruit ovoid-globose, 1*25

to V5 in. long, sub-glabrous, the calyx and corolla persistent ; the

pericarp thick, fleshy. Bennett in Hook. fil. Fl. Br. Ind. I, 526.

Ancistrocladus ? sagittatus, Wall. Cat. 1055.

Singapore ; Wallich. Perak : Wray, Scortechini, King's collector.

Distrib. Sumatra.

4. Euthemis, Jack.

Glabrous shrubs. Leaves alternate, simple, shining, coriaceous, serru-

late, with ciliate deciduous stipules. Flowers rose or white, in terminal

or leaf-opposed racemes or panicles, bracteate. Sepals 5, imbricate,

persistent or deciduous. Petals 5, longer than sepals, imbricate. Disc

small, conical. Stamens 5, inserted at the base of the disc, with

alternate staminodes, anthers opening by terminal pores. Ovary semi-

5-celled, elongate, viscid ; style 1, stigma entire ; ovules 1-2 in each

cell, pendulous. Fruit a berry of 5 pyrenes, each 1-2-seeded. Seeds

pendulous with a fleshy albumen.

—

Distrib. Species 4 ; all Malayan.

Leaves spinulose-serrate ; fruit white ... 1. E . leucocarpa.

Leaves nearly entire ; fruit red ... ... 2. E. minor.

1. Euthemis leucocarpa, Jack in Mai. Misc. No. V., p. 16. A
shrub 2 to 5 feet high : young branches rather stout, pale, glabrous,

lenticellate. Leaves oblong-lanceolate, tapering to each end, the edge

thickened inside the numerous spinulose serrations ; main nerves very

numerous, curved at first, then sub-horizontal, indistinct ; length 35 to 8

in., breadth 12 to 2 in.
;
petiole "5 to l - 5 in., winged. Flowers "6 or "7

in. in diam, shortly pedicelled, generally in pairs ; bracts ovate, acute.

Sepals ovate, obtuse, ciliate, the two inner rather smaller. Petals longer

than the sepals, oblong-ovate, obtuse, reflexed. Anthers erect, connivent,

subsessile, oblong, acuminate at the apex, style filiform ;
stigma small,

simple. Berry snow-white, sub-globular, '2 to '35 in. in diam., obscurely

angled, mesocarp spongy. Eoxb. Fl. Ind. (ed. Carey), II, 303; Planchon

in Hook. Ic. Plant, t. 711. Bennett in Hook. fil. Fl. Br. Ind. I, 526;

Miq. Fl. Ind. Bat, Pt. 2 p. 675.

In all the provinces except the Andaman and Nicobar islands.

Disttub, Malayan Archipelago.
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2. Euthemis minor, Jack in Mai. Misc. No. V, p. 18. A small

shrub, similar to the last, but with nearly entire, sub-acute, obscurely-

veined leaves, and red fruits. Roxb. Fl. Ind. (ed. Carey), ii, 30 A
;

Bennett in Hook. fil. Fl. Br. Ind. I, 526; Miq. Fl. Ind. Bat. I,

Pt. 2, p. 675.

Penang and Singapore.

—

Distrib. Malayan Archipelago.

I give Penang and Singapore as localities for this species, on the

authority of Hooker's Flora of British India. It is, however, now pro-

bably extinct in both ; and I have Seen no specimens from any locality

nearer to them than the island of Bangka. In Jack's time, this plant

appears to have been common enough in Singapore. The plant named
Euthemis elegantissima, by Wallich, although doubtfully placed in

this genus by its author, has leaves very like those of F. leucocarpa ; but

the main nerves curve in a very different manner. Wallich never

found it in fruit ; but in his day plants of it were common in Singapore

and the neighbouring small islands. This too appears now to be extinct.

The reduction of F. elegantissima to Gomphia sumatrana, Planch,

which was first suggested by Planchon, is in my opinion quite wrong, the

leaves of the two being very different.

Order XXVI. BURSERACE^E.

Trees or shrubs, mostly resiniferous. Leaves alternate (very

rarely opposite), imparipinnate or trifoliolate, stipulate or ex-stipulate.

Inflorescence racemose or paniculate. Flowers regular, small, herma-

phrodite or often polygamous. Calyx free, 3-6-lobed, imbricate or

valvate, often minute. Petals 3-6, distinct, rarely connate, imbricate or

valvate. Disc annular or cupular, or absent, usually conspicuous, free,

or adnate to the calyx. Stamens as many or twice as many as petals,

inserted at the base or margin of the disc, equal or unequal ; filaments

free or connate at the base, smooth ; anthers dorsifixed, rarely innate,

2-locular, dehiscing longitudinally. Ovary free, rarely 1-, more often

2-5-celled ; style simple, stigma undivided or 2-5-lobed ; ovules 2, or

rarely 1 in each cell, anatropous, usually pendulous, rarely ascending,

micropyle superior, raphe ventral. Fruit drupaceous, indehiscent with

hard putamen, or separating into 2-5 pyrenes, rarely pseudo-capsular

and dehiscent. Seeds solitary, usually pendulous, testa membranous,

albumen ; cotyledons usually membrauous, contortuplicate, rarely fleshy

and plano-convex, radicle superior.

—

Distrib. Tropical regions of both

hemispheres
;
genera 15 to 19. Species about 250.

Calyx, corolla, and stamens 5-merous.

Fruit hard, woody, 3- winged, separating

into 3 indehiscent pyrenes ... 1. Triomma.
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Flowers 3-merous.

Flowers polygamous, dimorphorus. Fruit

ellipsoid, more or less trigonous, with

terminal style; endocarp bony, 1-3-celled,

usually 1-seeded ... ... 2. Canarium.

Fruit obliquely globose, 1-celled, l-seeded.

Calyx keeled, the segments large, con-

nivent ... ... ... 3. Trigonochlamys.

Flowers hermaphrodite, homomorpbous.

Fruit ellipsoid or sub-globose, with the

stigmatic scar lateral or basal, more or

less compressed on two sides, rounded on

the third ; endocarp rarely bony or woody,

1-celled, 1-seeded ... ... 4 Santiria.

1. Triomma, Hook. fil.

A tree. Leaves alternate, exstipulate, imparipinnate ; the leaflets

few, opposite, petiolulate. Floivers very small, in terminal panicles,

polygamous. Calyx 5-fid. Petals 5, small, valvate ? Stamens 10 (?)

inserted at the base of the 5-lobed disc. Ovary trigonous, 3-celled,

style short, ovules 2 in each cell. Fruit 3-winged, 3-valved, as much
as 2-2ir inches long, containing 3 hard woody separable pyrenes.

—

Distrib.

A solitary species.

1. Triomma malaccensis, Hook. f. in Trans. Linn. Soc. XXIII. 171

;

leaflets oblique, ovate-lanceolate, acuminate, entire ; drupe ovate-caudate,

acutely cuspidate, 2'5 in. long by 2 in. broad : Bennett in Hook. fil. Fl.

Br Ind. I, 528. Arytera ? macrocarpa, Miq. Fl. Ind. Bat. Suppl. 199.

Malacca : Griffith, Maingay.

There is an authentic specimen in the Calcutta Herbarium of Miquel's

Arytera ? macrocarpa, collected by Teysmann in the Lampongs, Eastern

Sumatra. There is no doubt whatever of its identity with this.

2. Canarium, Linn.

Reziniferous trees. Leaves alternate, imparipinnate, stipulate or

exstipulate. Flowers bracteate, in terminal or axillary panicles or

racemes, dimorphous, polygamous ; those with fertile
, stamens and

rudimentary ovaries being smaller, but in larger inflorescences ; those

with fertile ovary having rudimentary stamens, being larger, but

in smaller inflorescences. Galyx campanulate, 3-lobed or 3-fid, val-

vate. Petals 3, imbricate below or valvate, usually exceeding the calyx.

Stamens 6, distinct, inserted on margin or outside of disc, or filaments

confluent below and disc absent. Ovary 3-celled ; ovules 2 in each
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cell ; style various, or stigma subsessile, capitate. Drupe usually

ellipsoidal, more or less distinctly trigonous, with a 1-3-celled, 1-3-

seeded stone ; cotyledons often partite, contortuplicate. Distrib. Tropi-

cal Asia, chiefly in Malaya. Species probably about 90.

The genera Santiria and Ganarium are not separated from each

other by any bold, well-marked distinction. As regards the Indian

species of both genera, I find the following characters the most diag-

nostic :

—

Canakium. Santiria.

Calyx cupular or campanulate. Calyx cupular, never campanulate,

Petals longer than broad, slightly sometimes quite flat.

narrowed to the base. Petals rotund, with very broad

Disc small, annular, or thin and truncate bases.

cupular, or represented only by Disc large, cupular, fleshy, often

the tube formed by the united corrugated.

filaments. Filaments dilated at the base, but

Filaments dilated at the base and never united into a tube.

sometimes united into a tube. Flowers all hermaphrodite and uni-

The flowers with fertile anthers form, as are the inflorescences.

(practically the male flowers)

smaller than those with fertile

ovaries, but in larger inflores-

cences.

In the majority of the species of Canarium in which the filaments

are united into a tube, I can find no other disc than that tube.

The genus Trigonochlamys is also closely allied to Canarium and
Santiria, being distinguished from both by its much larger calyx,

depressed-globose ovary, and spherical drupe. In fact the characters of

the three genera so overlap each other, that, in my opinion, they must
either be kept distinct by characters more or less minute, as Messrs.

Bentham and Hooker have done, or united into a single genus. Dr. Engler

steers a middle course ; he keeps up Canarium and Santiria, but

unites Trigonochlamys with the latter, dividing Santiria into three

sections: (1) Icicopsis, with one species (S. Planchoni)
; (2) Trigono-

chlamys, with four species ; and (3) Fu-santiria with 22 species. The
section Icicopsis contains one 3-androus plant, which, as it has the

dimorphous flowers and inflorescence of Canarium, I have transferred

to that genus. I admit that the drupes of the plant in question more
resemble those of Santiria than of Canarium : but, in the majority of its

characters, it appears to me to agree better with the latter genus. As
regards Dr. Engler's section Trigonochlamys, it is difficult to see how
Canarium and Santiria are to be kept distinct as genera, if the four
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plants which form this section are to be included under Santiria; for

the flowers of Trigonochlamys are really more like those of Ganarium
than of Santiria. The separation of Ganarium from Santiria by
characters taken from the drupe, in my opinion, fails. The drupe of

Ganarium is defined as 1 inch or more in length, ovoid or oblong-ovoid,

never gibbous, boldly trigonous, its sides equal and its endocarp hard

thick and strong, 3-to 1-celled, and the scar of the style apical ; while

that of Santiria is usually less than 1 in. long, shortly and obliquely

ovoid or sub-globose, often gibbous, the endocarp being thin, coriaceous,

sub-ligneous, never bony, 1-celled, and the scar of the style lateral and

often approximated to the base. Unfortunately several species from

Perak (which in other respects have the fades of Santiria) have the style-

scar quite terminal; while, on the other hand, some species with many
of the characters of Canariicm have drupes of which the endocarp

is not more bony than that of several species of Santiria. The

characters drawn from the flower, which I have given above, do not

appear to me to have hitherto had sufficient value attached to them.

By transferring Santiria Planchoni, Benn. to Ganarium ; by keeping

up Trigonochlamys as a genus characterised by its very large calyx, and

globose drupe ; and by restricting Santiria to the plants which form the

section Eu-santiria of Engler, I venture to think that the study of all

the plants concerned will be simplified.

Stamens 3.

Leaves sub-coriaceous with bluntly acumi-

nate apices and 10 to 14 pairs of main

nerves, flowers '1 in. long, drapes '4 to "5

in. long ... ... ... 1. G. Planchoni.

Leaves coriaceous, with caudate-acuminate

apices and 7 to 9 pairs of main nerves

;

flowers "2 in. long; drupes 2 to 225 in.

long ... ... ... 2. 0. caudatum.

Stamens 6.

Filaments united into a tube.

Leaflets glabrous on both surfaces.

Leaflets 5 to 9 with 7 or 8 pairs of

nerves; panicles terminal ... 3. G. parvifolium.

Leaflets 11 to 17, with 12 to 19 pairs

of nerves
;
panicles axillary ... 4. G. euphyllum.

Leaflets more or less hairy.

Leaflets 7 to 9, sparsely pubescent on

the lower surface when young-, main

nerves 10 or 12 pairs; panicles axil-

lary ... .,. ... 5. G, grandiflorum.
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Leaflets sparsely hispid on both surfaces

when young
;

glabrous, except the

hispidulous nerves, when adult
;
pani-

cles hispidulous

Leaflets sparsely hispidulous on the

upper surface, their under surface and

the inflorescence rufous-pubescent or

tomentose

Leaflets with the midrib tomentose on

the upper surface, the whole of the

under surface and the panicles

rufous-tom en tose

Leaflets glabrous on the upper surface,

the lower glaucescent, with a few

scattered hairs
;
panicles rusty-tomen-

tose

Filaments free.

Leaflets quite glabrous on both surfaces
;

petals puberulous outside.

Stipules persistent.

Stipules elliptic-oblong, entire ...

Stipules pectinately lobed ...
]

Stipules (if any) deciduous

Leaflets glabrous or nearly so on both

surfaces, petals rusty-pilose or pilose

outside

Leaflets with the midrib and nerves

puberulous on the lower surface.

Leaflets not glaucous beneath,entire
;

drupe less than 1 in. long

Leaflets glaucous beneath, at least

when young.

Leaflets crenulate or sub-crenu-

late ; drupes 1 in. long

Leaflets obscurely and minute-

ly crenate or serrate, drupes

about 2 in. long

Leaflets rusty-tomentose or pubescent

on the lower surface, the midrib

tomentose on the upper ...

6. G. pilosum.

7. G. hirtellwm,

8. G. rufum.

9. G. purpurascens.

10. G. commune.

11. G. coccineo-

bracteatum.

12. G. Manii.

13. C. Kadondon.

14. O.rubiginosum.

15. G. Kunstleri.

16. G. glaucum.

17. G. secundum.
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Of doubtful position.

Male flowers unknown, but probably

near G. parvifolium ... ... 18. O. nitidum.

1. Canarium planchoni, King, A tree, 50 or 60 feet high
;
young

branches glabrous, cinereous. Leaves 5 to 10 in. long, stipules deciduous.

Leaflets 7 to 13, thinly coriaceous, oblong-lanceolate or elliptic-oblong,

shortly and bluntly acuminate ; the base rounded, slightly oblique

;

both surfaces glabrous, the upper pale when dry and the nervation

obsolete, the lower brown with the 10 to 14 pairs of sub-horizontal

nerves slightly prominent ; length 2 to 4 in., breadth *9 to 15 in.
;
petio-

lules *15 to '3 in., the terminal one longer. Panicles numerous, slender,

axillary, much shorter than the leaves, pale puberulous ; the branches

distant, ascending, the small flowers crowded near their apices. Flowers

'1 in. long, with several very minute deciduous bracteoles just

beneath the calyx. Calyx campanulate, deeply cleft into 3 ovate, tri-

angular lobes, tomentose outside, glabrous inside. Petals slightly

larger than the sepals, deltoid, with a short subulate inflected apex,

sub-concave, less tomentose outside than the sepals, glabrous inside.

Stamens 3, connivent ; the anthers innate, broadly ovate : filaments

shorter than the anthers, flat, dilated at the base and inserted on the edge

of the large cupular fleshy disc. Ovary in the male flowers imperfect

:

in the female flowers small, ovate, 3-grooved, glabrous ; style terminal,

short, 3-grooved, as is the stigma. Fruit ovoid, slightly gibbous, globular,

glabrous; the persistent style slightly lateral, '4 to 5 in. long. Santiria

Planchoni, A. W. Benn. in Hook. Fl. Br. Ind. I, 536 ; Engler in De.

Candolle Monegr. Phanerog. IV, 154.

Malacca: Maingay (Kew Distrib.), Nos. 315, 1972; Griffith, Nos.

1152, J 153. Perak : King's collector, No. 5573 ; Scortechini, No. 2097.

2. Canarium caudatum, King n. sp. A tree 20 to 40 feet high
;

young shoots pale brown, lenticellate, all parts except the calyx quite

glabrous. Leaves 8 to 13 in. long, stipules (if any) deciduous. Leaflets

5 to 7, coriaceous, oblong to ovate, tapering to both ends, the apex

caudate-acuminate, the edges entire and sometimes slightly undulate;

both surfaces glabrous, shining, the reticulations distinct on the upper

surface, and the 7 to 9 pairs of ascending curving interarching main

nerves pale on the lower; length 3 to 6 in., breadth I

-

5 in. to 2'25 in., petio-

lules -4 to "5 in., the terminal one 1*2 to 1*6 in. Male panicles terminal,

narrowly pyramidal, few-branched, shorter than the leaves, the brac-

teoles (if any) deciduous. Flowers few, at the extremities of the

branches, *2 in., long. Calyx widely campanulate, the mouth with

3 broad, shallow teeth, minutely pubescent outside, glabrous inside.

Petals longer than the calyx, imbricate, ovate, acute, the base truncate,
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thickened in the middle ; the edges thin, both surfaces glabrous. Sta-

mens 3 ; the anthers oblong, shorter than the flattened filaments, the

dilated bases of which are attached outside the glabrous fleshy disc

from which emerges the oblong tapering rudimentary ovary : style

filiform, stigma minute. Female flowers not seen. Ripe drupes narrowly

ellipsoid, slightly clavate, sub-trigouous, 2 to 2 -25 in. long and "6 in.

in diaru.
;
persistent calyx small, flat, 3-angled.

Perak: King's collector, Nos. 8554, 10016, 10182, and 10227.

Scortechini, No. 454.

This and the next are distinctly separated from all the other hitherto

described Malayan species by their triandrous flowers. The leaves and
drupes of this are also very characteristic.

3. Canarium parvifolium, A. W. Benn. in Hook. fil. Fl. Br. Ind. 1.

536. A tree
;
young branches slender, dark brown, all parts ultimately

glabrous except the flower. Leaves 6 to 12 in. long; leaflets 5 to 9, coria-

ceous, oblong-lanceolate to elliptic, acuminate, entire, the base rounded

or slightly narrowed, both surfaces shining ; nerves 7 or 8 pairs, spread-

ing, invisible above (even when dry) and very faint below, length 2 to

3'5 in., breadth '8 to 16
;
petiolules *1 to "2 in., the terminal one '35 to '65

in.; stipules (if any) deciduous. Panicles terminal, slender, the branches

few, short, few-flowered, bracteolate. Flowers "2 in. long, slightly

longer than the pedicels. Calyx campanulate ; the mouth truncate,

quite entire or faintly 3-toothed. Petals much longer than the calyx,

imbricate, elliptic, obtuse, concave, puberulous on both surfaces. Stamens

6, as long as the petals : anthers oblong, much shorter than the filaments

which are subulate, much dilated in the lower third and very slightly

united at the base. Rudimentary ovary ovoid, tapering into the thin

cylindric style, glabrous. Female flowers unknown. Ripe drupe ellipsoid,

trigonous, glabrous, 1*5 to 1*75 in. long, and -8 in. in diam. Engler

in DeCand. Monogr. Phanerog. Vol. IY, 140.

Malacca: Griflith, No. 1068; Maingay, Wo. 353 (Kew Distribution).

Perak : King's collector, Nos. 2618 and 7870.

The bases of the filaments in Griffith's No. 1068 are less dilated

than in those of Maingay's No. 3-53, or in those of King's collector's

specimens ; but in other respects the characters agree. This species in

externals much resembles 0. nitidum, Benn.

4. Canariuh euphtllum, Kurz in Journ. As. Soc. Bengal, 1872,

Pt. 2. p. 295. A tree 80 to 90 feet high
;
young shoots very stout,

puberulous. Leaves 2 to 3 feet long, the stipules (if any) very decid-

uous. Leaflets 11 to 17, membranous, ovate, ovate-oblong or oblong,

opposite, very shortly and abruptly acuminate, the edges glandular-

serrulate ; the base unequal, rounded or sub-cordate ; both surfaces

J. ti. 31
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glabrous, minutely reticulate, the upper shining ; main nerves 12 to 19

pairs, spreading, rather straight, interarching veiw near the edge

;

length 4 to 10 in., the lower leaflets much the smallest ; breadth 2 to 3-5

in., petiolules "35 to "6 in. Panicles shorter than the leaves, axillary,

puberulous or glabrous, their branches only 1 or 2 inches long, few-

flowered, sub-corymbose. Flowers '4 in. long. Calyx shorter than the

petals, tubular, cut for half its length into 3 broad blunt teeth, puberu-

lous on both surfaces. Petals oblong, concave and thickened at the

apex, minutely tomentose outside. Stamens 6, the anthers linear-oblong,

shorter than the glabrous filaments which for two-thirds of their

length are united into a tube ; rudimentary ovary truncate, glabrous,

with a few hairs on the top. Female flowers not seen. Pipe drupes

ovoid-ellipsoid, not trigonous, glabrous, l
-75 in. long and "8 in. in diam.,

peduncles stout ; the persistent calyx 3-angled, woody. Kurz For. Flora

Burmah. I, 208. A. W. Benn. in Hook. fil. PI. Br. Ind. I, 535. Engler

in DeCand. Monogr. Phanerog. IV., 123.

South Andaman : Kurz, King's collector. Burmah : in North

Arakan, Hildebrand.

The leaflets on the same leaf vary much in size and shape ; those to-

wards the base being short and broad, while those towards the apex are

oblong. This species is closely allied to G. bengalense, Boxb., but its calyx

is more deeply toothed ; its anthers are shorter and broader ; and its leaves

although very similar in texture, are longer, have thicker rachises, while

the leaflets are serrate and not entire. The young branches of this are

moreover nearly twice as thick as those of C. bengalense.

5. Canarium grandiflorum, A. W. Benn. in Hook. fil. Fl. Br. Ind.

I, 533. A tree
;
young branches stout, pubescent, ultimately glabrous

and dark-coloured. Leaves 9 to 12 in. long, the rachis glabrous. Leaflets

thinly coriaceous, 7 to 9, opposite, ovate-lanceolate or elliptic-oblong,

acuminate, entire, the base rounded, upper surface glabrous ; the lower

glabrous or sparsely pubescent, with the 10 to 12 pairs of spreading main

nerves prominent ; length 3 to 4 - 5 in., breadth 1*35 to 1*75 in.
;
petio-

lules "2 in. long, the terminal one longer. Male panicles little more than

half as long as the leaves, puberulous or nearly glabrous, with a few

long spreading branches ; the flowers few, in distant clusters, shortly

pedicelled., Calyx shortly campanulate, with 3 broad, blunt teeth, pube-

scent outside, glabrous inside. Petals longer than the calyx, oblong, thick,

concave, blunt, pubescent outside, glaberulous inside. Anthers linear,

longer than the filaments, the latter glabrous, dilated, and forming a short

tube, rudimentary ovary hairy. Female flowers larger than the male, in

axillary racemes, or short panicles with racemose branches ; the anthers

short, ovate ; the filaments as in the male. Ovary broadly ovoid, tapering
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into the style and like it rufous-pilose ; stigma capitate. Drupe narrowly-

ellipsoid, sub-trigonous, glabrous ; stone thick, bony, 1'35 in. long. Engler

in DeCand. Monogr. Phanerog. IV., 122.

Malacca : Maingay, (Kew Distrib.), No. 312. Singapore : Hullett

No. 516.

This is an imperfectly known species. The only male flowers I

have seen of it are those in Mr. Hullett's specimen from Singapore.

I have seen no ripe drupes. Canarium dichotomum, Miq. (Pimela

dichotoma, Blume Mus. Lugd. Eat. I, 22) closely resembles this as to

leaves. But, as neither Blume nor Miquel describes its flowers, it is

impossible to decide whether the likeness goes beyond externals. The
specific name of this is unfortunate. The flowers described by the

author of it are females, and they are not larger thau the female flowers

of many other species, while they are much smaller than those, for

example, of G. rufum, Benn.

6. Canarium pilosum, A. W. Benn. in Hook. fil.Fl. Br. Ind. I, 533.

A tree 30 to 60 feet high
;
young branches rufous-pubescent, with

strigose hairs intermixed. Leaves 12 to 18 in. long. Leaflets 3 to 7,

thinly coriaceous, opposite, oblong-lanceolate to elliptic, sometimes slight-

ly obovate, shortly and abruptly acuminate, entire or obscurely crenu-

late ; the base cuneate, slightly unequal-sided ; both surfaces when young

sparsely hispid, when adult almost glabrous except the midrib and

12 or 13 pairs of slightly prominent spreading nerves which are

sparsely hispidulous ; reticulations distinct beneath ; length 4 - 5 to 55
in., breadth T5 to 2*5 in.; petiolules "15 to -25 in., the terminal one more

than 1 in. ; stipules in pairs, subulate, hairy. Male racemes axillary,

about 6 in. long, hispidulous, interrupted. Flowers about "5 in. long,

pedicellate, few. Calyx much shorter than the corolla, tubular, its

mouth nearly entire, minutely tomentose on both surfaces. Petals

narrowly oblong, thickened and wider upwards, puberulous on both

surfaces. Anthers linear, about half as long as the filaments which

are linear, flattened and united into a tube for about one-third of their

length ; rudimentary ovary very short, rufous-pilose. Female flowers

unknown ; the fruiting racemes only about 4 in. long, nearly glabrous.

Drupes narrowly ellipsoid, sub-trigonous, glabrous, 1 in. long, and - 5

in. in diam. (unripe). Engler in DeCandolle, Monogr. Phanerog. IV.

121. Wall. Cat. No. 8100.

Malacca: Maingay ( Kew Distrib.) No. 302. Singapore: Wallich.

Perak : Scortechini No. 424.

This species is very closely allied to G. hirtellum, the chief differences

being (1) that the calyx of the male flowers of this is almost entire,

while in those of 0. hirtellum, the calyx is deeply 3-toothed ; and (2)
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that the leaves of this are when young hispidulons, and when adult

nearly glabrous ; while tbose of 0. hirtellum are more or less densely

pubescent beneath at all stages.

7. Canarium hirtellum A. W. Benn. in Hook. fil. Fl. Br. Ind. I. 534.

A tree 40 to 60 feet high : the young branches, rachises and under

surfaces of the leaves and the inflorescence more or densely rufous-

pubescent or tomentose. Leaves 9 to 15 in. long : leaflets 5 to 7, the

the pairs opposite, coriaceous, elliptic, shortly and rather abruptly

acuminate, entire or minutely serrulate, the base rounded or sub-

cuneate ; upper surface shining, reticulate, sparsely hispidulous, the

midrib tomentose ; main nerves 11 to 13 pairs, spreading, curving, pro-

minent on the lower, depressed on the upper surface ; length 4 to 7 in.,

breadth 1*5 to 3 in.
;
petiolules 'J to "2 in., that of the terminal one *5 to

•75 in. Male -/lowers in axillary or terminal racemes or panicles mnch
shorter than the leaves. Flowers *4 in. long, on short stout pedicels,

mostly crowded near the ends of the branchlets. Calyx campanulate,

with 3 broad blunt teeth, tomentose on both surfaces but especially

on the outer. Petals longer than the calyx, oblong, concave, thickened

upwards, sericeous outside, glaberulous within. Anthers linear, about

one-third as long as the glabrous flattened filaments which are united

into a tube for half their length ; rudimentary ovary very small, rufous-

sericeous. Female flowers not much larger than the males, the stamens

shorter than the pistil, the free part of the filaments very short, the

anthers with pubescent edges. Ovary broadly ovoid, densely rufous-

sericeous ; the style about as long, sparsely pubescent. Stigma capitate,

3-lobed. Rijje drupe narrowly ellipsoid, trigonous, glabrous, 1 to P25
in. long, and "4 to *5 in. in diam. Engler in De Candolle Monog.

Phanerog. IV, 121 ; Hooker Icones Plantar. No. 1575. Wall Cat. 8102

and 9047.

Penang; Wallich, Curtis, Nos. 656, 2251. Selangor : Ridley,

No. 1869. Perak : King's collector, Wray ; common.

8. Canarium rufum, A. W. Benn. in Hook. fil. Fl. Br. Ind. Vol. 1,

533. A tree 60 to 100 feet high : young branches, inflorescence, petiolules

and under surfaces of the leaves rusty-tomentose. Leaves 12 to 15 in.

long, the rachises glabrous when adult. Leaflets 7 to 11, very coriaceous,

opposite, elliptic or broadly oblong, shortly and abruptly acuminate,

the edges serrate-dentate to the broad rounded sometimes slightly

oblique base ; upper surface glabrous except the tomentose midrib,

shining, the lower boldly and minutely reticulate : main nerves 12 to

15 pairs, spreading, very prominent beneath ; length 3 to 6 in., breadth

2 to 275 in., the lowest leaflets the smallest; petiolules "3 to '4 in.,

that of the terminal leaflet l
-25 to 1'5 in. ; stipules not seen. Male
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branches terminal, shorter than the leaves, very stout, the lateral branches

very short, the flowers in dense bracteate clusters at their apices :

bracts numerous, broadly ovate, blunt, concave, tomentose outside. Galyx

very coriaceous, narrowly campanulate with 3 short blunt teeth, seri-

ceous-tomentose on both surfaces. Petals longer than the calyx, oblong,

concave, tomentose outside except the glabrous edges, glabrous inside.

Stamens 6 : the anthers linear, slightly longer than the filaments which

are much dilated in the lower half and slightly united at the base into a

short tube inserted outside the fleshy disc; rudimentary ovary short, broad,

glabrous. Female panicles shorter than the male, but the flowers at

least twice as large (*5 in. long) ; the petals narrower, the anthers much
shorter than in the males and the filaments completely united for one-

third of their length into a tube ; ovary depressed-globular, tomentose,

narrowiug into the thick tomentose style : stigma discoid. Ripe drupe

narrowly ellipsoid, sharply 3-angled, glabrous, the apex rather blunt,

2*5 to nearly 3 in. long, and 1 to 1'3 in. in diam. Engler in De
Cand. Monog. Phanerog. IV, J07.

Malacca : Griffith, No. 1143, Maingay, No. 301. Perak: King's

collector, Wray, Scortechini ; common.

A very distinct species recognizable at once by its very coriaceous

many-nerved rusty leaflets, large flowers, and boldly trigonous fruits.

9. Canarium purpurascens, A. W. Benn. in Hook. fil. M. Br. Ind.

I, 532. A tree 50 to 70 feet high : young branches densely rusty-

puberulous. Leaves 8 to 14 in. long ; stipules rotund-cordate, rusty-

pubescent. Leaflets 7 to 9, coriaceous, oblong to elliptic-oblong, rarely

obovate-oblong, entire, or slightly serrate towards the abruptly acu-

minate apex, the base slightly narrowed, upper surface glabrous

shining ; the lower glabrous and glaucescent, often with a few scattered

hairs : main nerves 10 to 14 pairs, spreading ; length 2*5 to 5 -5 in.,

breadth 1 to 2 in.
;
petiolule '2 to "25 in., that of the terminal one 1

in. or more. Male inflorescence ; a racemose panicle often branched,

rusty tomentose, 9 to 18 in. long; the ultimate branches few flowered

branched cymules. Bracts ovate, tomentose, larger than the flower-

buds, deciduous ; flowers "25 in. long,, Galyx tubular, tomentose, with

3 broad shallow teeth. Petals broadly oblong, acute, concave, tomentose

outside, glabrous inside. Stamens 6 ; the filaments much shorter than

the narrowly oblong puberulous anthers, dilated at the base and slightly

united so as to form a short tube. Disc none. Rudimentary ovary

turbinate, glabrous, dark-coloured. Female flowers *5 in. long, in stout

few-flowered racemes or panicles only 2 to 4 or 5 in. long ; ovary

globular-ovoid, pubescent, narrowed into a short thick style : stigma

large, capitate, 3-lobed. Drupe elliptic-ovoid, rather blunt at each end,
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sub-trigonus, glabrous, 2 in. long and 1*15 in. in diam. Engler in De.

Cand. Monog. Phan. IV, 115. Canarium, Wall. Cat. 9046.

Malacca: Griffith (Kew Distrib.) No. 1142, Derry. Singapore:

Wallich, Ridley. Penang : Curtis, Nos. 803, 862, 959, 2708. Perak

:

Scortechini, No. 175, King's collector, Nos. 6181, 7885.

10. Canarium commune, Linn. A very tall tree : young branches pale

puberulous, or almost glabrous. Leaflets 7 to 9, sub-coriaceous, ovate-

elliptic, acuminate, entire, the base sub-cuneate, both surfaces glabrous

;

main nerves 10 to 14 pairs, spreading, ratber prominent ; length 3 to 5

in., breadth I "3 to 2 in., petiolules about *5 in. ; stipules persistent,

elliptic-oblong, puberulous, veined, about 1 in. long. Panicles terminal,

lax, spreading, minutely puberulous ; the flowers clustered at the apices

of the branches, their buds enclosed in rotund, very concave, minutely

tomentose bracts. Calyx campanulate, broadly 3-lobed. Petals 3,

ovate-rotund, concave. Stamens 6, the filaments shorter than the

anthers, free ; rudimentary pistil (in the male flower) hairy. Ovary (in

female flower) oblong-globular, glabrous, the style short and thick; sti-

gma 3-lobed (fide Ksenig). Fruit ellipsoidal, sub-trigonous, the stone bony,

1-to 3-celled, 2 in. or more long and 1 to I '25 in. in diam. Kcenig, Ann.

Bot. i. 360, t. 7, f . 2 ; Roxb. PI. Ind. iii. 137 ; Blume Mus. Bot. i. 214

;

Bijd. 1161 ; DC. Prodr. ii. 79; W. & A. Prodr. 175; Miq. PI. Ind. Bat.

vol. i. pt, 2, 643 ; Wall. Cat. 8493. Benn. in Hook. fil. Fl. Br. Ind. I,

531. Sapindus travancorensis, Wall. Cat. 8047.

Planted in Penang, Singapore and some of the other provinces, but

apparently never wild.

Kcenig in his description, which is a veiy full one, 3tates that the

stipules are " crenate, toothed or sometimes fringed." In all the speci-

mens accepted as C. commune which I have seen the stipules are entire,

and Rumphius thus figures them. For this has well as for other reasons,

I suspect that more than one species is included under the name G. com-

mune. L.

11. Canarium coccineo-bracteatum, Kurz in Journ. As. Soc. Ben-

gal for 1872, pt. 2, p. 296. A tree: young branches stout, minutely

pale-pubescent. Leaves 10 to 18 in. long : stipules rather large, pube-

rulous, pectinately lobed. Leaflets 5 to 9, opposite, subcoriaceous, broadly

ovate, oblong-ovate to oblong, shortly acuminate, setaceous-serrulate

or entire on the same tree ; the base oblique, rounded, or sub-cuneate :

both surfaces glabrous ; main nerves 10 to 12 pairs, slightly prominent

beneath ; length 35 to 7"5, breadth 2 to 3 in.
;
petiolules "2 to 4 in., the

terminal one 1'5 in. Panicles axillary, shorter than the leaves, decidu-

ously puberulous, their branches rather long and spreading ; the flowers

crowded towards their apices, rather numerous ; bracts longer than the
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buds, ovate or oolong-acuminate, tomentose outside, scarlet. Flowers

•3 in. long, on pedicels about as long as themselves, sub-globose. Calyx

campanulate, with three deep broad teeth, tomentose outside, glabrous

inside. Petals longer then the calyx, valvate, ovate, obtuse, puberulous

outside, glaberulous inside. Stamens 6 ; the anthers oblong, about as

long as the free flattened glabrous filaments which rise from the edge

of the fleshy corrugated disc : rudy. ovary minute. Female flowers

and drupe unknown. Kurz For. Flora Burmah I, 209 ; A. W. Benn. in

Hook. fil. Fl. Br. Ind. I, 536. Engler in De Cand. Monogr. Phanerog.

IV, 149.

South Andaman : Kurz, King's collectors.

12. Canarium Manii, King, n. sp. A tree : young branches slender,

pale brown, scurfy-puberulous. Leaves 9 to 12 in. long, stipules (if

any) deciduous. Leaflets 5 to 7, thinly coriaceous, ovate or ovate-

rotund, shortly acuminate, entire ; the base very broad, rounded or sub-

cordate, never nai'rowed ; both surfaces quite glabrous, shining, the

reticulations minute : main nerves about 10 pairs, spreading, rather

straight, slightly prominent beneath ; length 325 to 4*5 in., breadth

1*5 to 2'75 in.
;
petiolules '2 to "4 in., the terminal one longer. Panicles

terminal, slender, shorter than the leaves, minutely pubescent ; their

branches short (1 in. long), corymbose. Flowers *25 in. long, few

;

buds globular, each with an oblong, obtuse tomentose bract longer

than itself. Calyx tomentose, widely campanulate, with 3 broad, shallow

teeth. Petals slightly longer than the calyx, broadly ovate, sub-acute,

minutely pubescent externally, glabrous internally. Stamens 6, anthers

oblong, shorter than the free glabrous slightly flattened filaments which

are inserted outside the glabrous fleshy lobed disc. ; ovary none. Female

flowers unknown. Ripe drupes ovoid-ellipsoid, glabrous, not trigonous,

] to 1*25 in. long and - 6 in. in diam. ; the woody persistent calyx flat

aud 3- angled.

South Andaman Island : Man, King's collectors.

This resembles C. euphyllum, Kurz in its fruit, but has very dif-

ferent leaves and panicles : the bracts of the inflorescence in this are

moreover brown, not scarlet.

13. Canarium kadondon, A. W. Benn. in Hook. fil. Fl. Br. Ind. I,

535. A tree, young branches glabrous. Leaves 6 to 12 (rarely 15) in.

long; their rachises terete, nearly glabrous, stipules (if any) deciduous.

Leaflets 7 to 9, elliptic-oblong to elliptic, obtusely acuminate, entire,

both surfaces glabrous or nearly go, the base often unequal rounded or

sub-cuneate ; main nerves 6 to 9 pairs, spreading, incurved, slightly

prominent beneath; length 2*5 to 5 in., breadth 1 to 2*25 in
;
petiolules

•35 to '5 in., the terminal twice as long. Panicles sparsely rusty-
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tomentose ; the lateral brauch.es short and corymbose, minutely bracteo-

late. Flowers globose in bud, about as long as the pedicels ; bracteoles

minute, subulate. Calyx fleshy, cup-shaped, shortly pilose outside, the

mouth with three shallow broad teeth. Petals valvate, rotund, densely

ferruginous, pilose outside, pubescent inside. Stamens 6 ; the anthers

broadly ovate, about as long as the filaments which are dilated at the

base, free, and inserted outside the broad fleshy lobed glabrous disc.

Ovary ovoid, glabrous, stigma (in the bud) sub-sessile. Ripe drupe

ellipsoid-ovoid, apiculate, not trigonous, glabrous, 115 in. long and '6 in.

in diam. Engler in DeCand. Monogr. Phauerog. IV., 338.

Malacca: Maingay (Kew Distrib. ) No. 365. Perak : King's

collector, many numbers. Penang : Curtis Nos. 495, 1432, 1433, 1434
;

Hullett, No. 186. Pahang: Ridley No. 2575.

A species distinguishable by its globular buds ; its petals densely ruf-

ous-pilose externally ; and by the long slender petiolules of the leaflets.

14. Canarium rubiginosum, A. W. Benn. in Hook. fil. PI. Br. Ind. I,

534. A tree : young branches and inflorescence minutely tawny-tomen-

tose. Leaves 9 to 12 in. long, the rachises glabrous when adult
;

stipules (if any) deciduous. Leaflets 5 to 7, coriaceous, elliptic-oblong,

shortly and obtusely acuminate, entire, the base rounded or slightly

narrowed ; both surfaces glabrous when adult, the lower puberulous

along the stout midrib and 10 to 13 pairs of spreading curving main

nerves, the reticulations also distinct : length 3 - 5 to 4'5 in., breadth P25

to 2 in.
;

petiolules *6 in., the terminal one 1*5 in. Panicles of male

flowers terminal and axillary, 4 to 10 in. long, the branchlets bearing

the flowers at their extremities in condensed many-flowered dichoto-

mous cymes. Buds globular, '1 in long, longer than the stout pedicels.

Calyx a shallow entire cup. Petals deltoid, valvate, concave, much
exceeding the calyx, minutely tawny-tomentose outside, glabrescent

inside as is the calyx. Stamens 6, shorter than the petals, inserted on

the outside of the lobed cushion-like fleshy disc ; the anthers oblong,

about as long as the flat free filaments. Female flowers unknown.

Ripe drupe ellipsoid, nearly 1 in. long, and *6 in. in diam., obscurely

trigonous, glabrous. Engler in DeCandolle Monogr. Phanerog. IV, 136.

Malacca: Maingay (Kew Distrib) No. 309.

15. Canarium Kunstleri, King, n. sp. A tree 60 to 70 feet high :

young branches rather stout, pale brown, minutely and deciduously

scurfy-tomentose. Leaves 14 to 20 inches ; stipules deeply laciniate,

puberulous, persistent. Leaflets 7 to 11, sub- coriaceous, oblong to

elliptic-oblong, shortly acuminate, the edges crenulate or sub-entire
;

the base rounded or Bub-cuneate, slightly oblique ; upper surface

glabrous, the lower glaucous (at least when young), puberulous on the
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midrib and nerves, minutely scaly; main nerves 12 to 15 pairs, spreading,

curving, rather prominent beneath ; length 4 to 8 in., breadth 225 to

3' 25 in.
;
petiolules '3 to *4 in., the terminal one twice as long. Male

panicles terminal, rusty-puberulous, 10 to 12 in. long, spreading, compound,
the flowers crowded on the ultimate branchlets ; the pedicels short,

tomentose, each with 1 or 2 oblong tomentose brown bracteoles which are

longer than the globular buds. Flowers "3 in. long. Calyx shorter than

the petals, cut nearly to the base into 3 ovate obtuse spreading lobes, to-

mentose outside, puberulous inside. Petals ovate, tapering to each end
(sub-rhomboid), the outer surface keeled, tomentose with glabrous edges,

the inuer glabrous. Stamens 6 ; anthers oblong, shorter than the slight-

ly flattened free filaments which are inserted outside the glabrous

corrugated disc ; ruddy ; ovary minute or 0. Female panicles as large as

the male, fewer-flowered and the flowers larger, the bracts at the

bases of the branches laciniate ; stamens rudimentary ; ovary ovoid,

style short, thick, both glabrous, stigma large and faintly 3-lobed. "Ripe

drupes ellipsoid, rather blunt at each end, glabrous, very slightly tri-

gonous, 1 in. long and '6 in. in diam., the style persistent; the pedicel

stout, -6 to "8 in. long, bearing several persistent bracteoles.

Perak : King's collector Nos. 7041, 7393 and 7509 ; Curtis, No. 2710.

The nearest ally of this is C. denticulatum, Blume, but that has

much shorter filaments and smaller leaves ; its fruit is unknown.

16. Canarium glaucum, Blume Mus. Bot. Lugd. Bat. I, 219. A tree

40 to 60 feet high : young branches rather slender, lenticellate, deci-

duously rusty-puberulous. Leaves 12 to 15 in. long, the rachis at first

rusty-pubei-ulous, ultimately glabrous. Leaflets 7 to 9, oblong or ellip-

tic, acute or shortly acuminate, the edges obscurely and minutely

crenate or serrate or sub-entire ; upper surface glabrous, the midrib

pubescent ; the lower glaucous, rusty-pubescent on the midrib and

sometimes on the 10 to 14 pairs of rather prominent spreading

main nerves. Stipules rotund -reniform, '4 in. long. Panicles ter-

minal, the male as long as, or longer than the leaves, with lax

spreading branches which become shorter upwards. Male flowers

'2 in. long., in small bracteate clusters at the ends of the branchlets;

bracteoles broadly ovate, tomentose outside, deciduous. Calyx cam-

panulate with 3 broad shallow blunt teeth. Petals longer than the calyx,

broadly ovate-oblong, concave, tomentose outside and glabrescent within

like the calyx. Stamens 6, the filaments shorter than the anthers, free,

dilated at the base, attached outside the glabrous disc; rudimentary

ovary glabrous. Panicles of female floivers shorter than the males, but

the flowers two or three times as large. Ovary globose and glabrous

below, grooved and pubescent upwards and tapering into the style

Ji ii. 32
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Stigma large, capitate, 3-grooved. Ripe drupe ellipsoidal, tapering to

the top, glabrous and shining, 175 to 2'25 in. long and 1 to 1*25 in.

in diarn., the persistent thickened calyx forming an open sub-entire cup

at its base.

Penang : Curtis Nos. 803, 862, 2708. Perak : King's collector,

No 7885.

17. Canarium secundum, Benn. in Hook. fil. PI. Br. Ind. I, 532.

A tree 30 to 50 feet high
;
young branches slender, and like the rachises

under surfaces of the leaves and inflorescence rusty-tomentose or

pubescent. Leaves 1 2 to 18 inches long ; leaflets 7 to 9, thinly coria-

ceous, oblong, shortly caudate-acuminate, minutely serrate-dentate to

sub-entire, the base rounded or slightly cuneate, upper surface glabrous

except the minutely tomentose midrib; the lower much reticulate;

main nerves 10 to 15 pairs, obscure above, bold beneath, curved, spread-

ing ; length 3 to 6 in., breadth 1'6 to 2 in.
;
petiolules of lateral leaflets

only "2 to "3 in., those of the terminal one twice as long. Stipules reni-

form, densely tomentose outside, "35 in. long, and about *5 in. broad.

Panicles terminal, rather slender, 10 to 18 in. long, and with lateral

branches several inches long at the extremities of which the flowers

are crowded in little heads ; bracts numerous, more or less ovate or

oblong, rusty-tomentose, enveloping the buds. Flowers sub-sessile.

Calyx with 3 broad lobes. Petals oblong, sub-acute, concave, rusty-

tomentose outside, glabrous Avithin. Stamens 6, the narrowly oblong

anthers longer than ihe dilated filaments which are inserted outside

the disc. Disc adherent to the ovoid glabrous rudimentary ovary.

Female flowers unknown. Drupe elongated-ovoid, sub-trigonous, sub-

acute, glabrous, about 2 in. long and 1 in. in diam., the pedicel stout and

the persistent calyx 3-angled. Engler in DeCand. Monogr. Phanerog.

IV., 116. Canarium, Wall. Cat. 9046. ? C. Bennettii, Engler in DeCand.

1. c. 119.

Singapore : Wallich, Hullett, Ridley No. 1812, King's collector

No. 345. Malacca: Griffith No. 1141 and 1145, Maingay, No. 300 (Kew
Distrib.). Perak: King's collector, Nos. 4330, 6101, 7610 and 10722

;

Scortechini, No. 2081.

This is allied to C. rufum, A. W. Benn., but its leaflets are thinner

and the panicles much longer and more slender, with longer branches
;

and the drupe is much less distinctly trigonous. Dr. Engler has

founded his species C. Bennettii on Griffith's specimen No. 1141. But

on dissection of the flowers of the single specimen of that number in

the Calcutta Herbarium, I cannot find that they differ from those of

the same collector's No. 1145 which Engler refers to. C. secundum,

Bennet and I therefore venture to reduce his species to this. The
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filaments are slightly conjoined at the base and appear as if joined into

a tube, but they are easily separable.

16. Canarium nitidum, A. W. Benn. in Hook. fil. Fl. Br. Ind. I, 532.

A tree 30 to 50 feet high
;
young branches at first puberulous, but

speedily glabrous. Leaves 7 to 12 in. long, glabrous, the rachis slender

and the petiolules rather long. Leaflets 7 to 9, coriaceous, shining,

oblong, shortly acuminate, quite entire, the base rounded or slightly

narrowed ; main nerves 7 to 9 pairs, spreading, almost horizontal, very

faint; length 3 -5 to 6*5 in., breadth 1*2 to 1*8 in.; petiolules "4 to "6

in., that of the terminal leaflet 1 to 1*5 in. ; stipules deciduous (not seen).

Fruit in short terminal racemes : the drupes when ripe ovoid, tapering to

each end, glabrous, 1*25 to 1*75 in. long, and about 1 in. indiam. Engler

in De Cand. Monog. Phaner. IV, 108 ; Wall Cat. 8516 in part.

Singapore : Wallich. Malacca : Griffith 1147 ; Maingay No. 358,

(Kew Distrib). Perak : King's collector, Nos. 4604, 4263, 5658 and

10916.

Male flowers of this are not known. The ripe drupe is much more

ovoid than in the majority of the species, and this is the character by

which, so far as the material goes (for male flowers of this are un-

known) it is most readily distinguished from G. parvifolium, Benn.

A flowering specimen recently collected in Singapore by Mr. H. M.

Ridley (No. 3799) may belong to this. Ripe fruit from the same tree

is required to settle the matter.

2. Tkigonochlamts, Hook. f.

A tree with pustulate tomentose-pubescent branches. Leaves alter-

nate, imparipinnate, with opposite petiolulate leaflets. Floivers polyga-

mous. Calyx large, keeled, with 3 large connivent valvate segments.

Petals 3, valvate, about equalling the calyx. Disc annular. Stamens 6,

inserted on the margin of the disc ; filaments very short. Ovary 3-

celled, nearly globose ; style straight, short, stigma 3-lobed ; ovules

2 in each cell, axile. Drupe obliquely globose, 1-celled, 1-seeded.—

A

single Malayan species.

1. Trigonochlamts Griffithii, Hook. fil. in Trans. Linn. Soc.

XXIII, 170, t. XXVII. A tree 50 to 100 feet high : young branches

rather slender, sparsely lenticellate, rusty-puberulous. Leaves 6 to 12

in. long, their rachises minutely tomentose ; leaflets 13 to 15, thinly

coriaceous, oblong-lanceolate, acuminate, entire, the base rounded or

slightly narrowed : upper surface glabrous except the tomentose midrib,

pale when dry ; the lower sparsely pubescent, pale brown when dry

and the 23 to ]5 pairs of sub-horizontal main nerves rather prominent

:
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length 15 to 3 in., breadth "65 to "1 in. Panicles shorter than the

leaves, few-flowered, rusfcy-tomentose ; branchlets and pedicels with

linear-oblong bracts. Flowers polygamous, '35 in. long. Calyx large,

keeled, with 3 deep broad triangular connivent rusty-toraentose segments.

Petals narrowly elliptic, slightly exserted, densely pale tomentose with

a glabrous spot on the base inside. Stamens 6, inserted by short

filaments on the edge of a thin hypogynous annular glabrous disc, very

small in the pistillate flowers. Ovary depressed sub-globular, glabrous,

the style basi-lateral ; the stigma depressed, capitate, obscurely 3-lobed.

Drupe obliquely sub-globose, glabrous, about '5 in. in diam. Bennet

in Hook. fil.Fl. Br. Ind. I, 539. Santiria Griffithii, Engler in DO.
Monog. Phanerog. IV, 155.

Malacca; Griffith, No. 1148; Maingay (Kew distrib.) No. 316,

Perak ; King's collector Nos. 4625, 1828, 8817.

4. Santiria, Blume.

Reziniferous trees. Leaves alternate, 3-foliolate or imparipinnate,

firm ; leaflets opposite, slightly oblique, entire. Flowers in uniformly

hermaphrodite, axillary or terminal branched panicles ; the stipules,

(if any) fugacious, bracts usually obsolete, bracteoles minute. Calyx

cupuliform, 3-lobed or 3-fid, valvate. Petals 3, valvate or sub-imbricate,

broad and truncate at the base, exceeding the calyx. Disc annular,

fleshy, adnate. Stamens 6, distinct, usually inflexed, inserted on the

margin or outside of the disc. Ovary 3- celled, with 2 ovules in each

cell ; style short, stigma capitate or 3-lobed. Drupe ellipsoidal or

sub-globose, more or less laterally compressed on the ventral side, and

the scar of the stigma usually lateral or basal, 1-celled, 1-seeded ; the

stone crustaceous, rarely woody, Cotyledons contortuplicate.

—

Distrib.

Malayan Archipelago. Species probably 35.

Panicles longer than the leaves.

Panicles and leaves glabrous; leaflets 9 to

20 in. long ... ... ... 1. S . floribtmda.

Panicles hispidulous-pubescent ; leaflets

sparsely hispidulous on the lower sur-

face 4 to 8 in. long flowers on long

slender pedicels ... ... 2. S. laxa.

Panicles puberulous ; leaflets glabrous

;

leaflets 3 to 9 in. long flowers on short

pedicels ... ... ... 3. S. fasciculata.
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Panicles shorter than the leaves.

Panicles solitary, axillary or terminal,

with rather long peduncles.

Branches of the panicles few, lax,

slender, very long and bearing the

flowers on short distant cymules ... 4. 8. <puberula.

Branches of the panicle numerous,

stout, divaricate ; the flowers in

corymbose cymes towards their

apices.

Flowers '2 to "25 in. long ; ripe

fruit more than 1 in. long ... 5. 8. macrocarpa.

Flowers *1 in. long or less : ripe

fruit "6 to "7 in. long.

Flower-buds conical ... 6. 8. laevigata.

Flower-buds globular ... 7. 8. oblongifolia.

Panicles sessile, branching from the base,

sometimes more than one from a leaf-

axil.

Leaflets quite glabrous.

Scar of stigma terminal in the

ripe fruit ; leaflets narrowly ob-

long, their main nerves 12 to

14 pairs ... ... 8. S. longifolia.

Scar of stigma of ripe fruit ap-

proximated to its base.

Leaflets oblong to elliptic-

oblong ; nerves 10 to 15

pairs ... ... 9. 8. Wrayi.

Leaflets elliptic-oblong to

ovate ; nerves about 8 pairs

or fewer ... ... 10. 8. apiculata,

Leaflets more or less hairy beneath.

Leaflets quite glabrous on the up-

per surface.

Lower surface of leaflets

boldly reticulate andr-usty-

pubescent ... ... 11. 8. costata.

Lower surface not conspicu-

ously reticulate, rusty-

puberulous when young
;

main nerves about 10 pairs 12. S. conferta.
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Leaflets glabrescent on the upper
surface, the midrib tomentose

;

lower surface densely rusty-

tomentose
; main nerves 15 to

20 pairs ... ... 13. 8. multiflora.

1. Santiria floribunda, King n. sp. A tree 20 to 30 feet high :

young branches stout, scurfy, rusty-pubescent. Leaves 2 or 3 feet long,

the rachises flattened and channelled on the upper surface below the
lowest leaflets, auricled at the very base, puberulous at first but speedily

glabrous. Leaflets 13 to 15 or 17, coriaceous, oblong, shortly acuminate
;

the base rounded, slightly unequal
;
glabrous on both surfaces, the mid-

rib alone sometimes puberulous on the lower, reticulations minute ; main
nerves 20 to 30 pairs, spreading, curving at the tips, interarching but
slightly ; length 9 to 20 in., breadth 235 to 5 in.

;
petiolules very stout,

5 to 7 in. long. Panicles 2 to 3 feet long, slender, much branched, striate,

glabrous, bearing numerous scattered horizontal short branchlets '5

to 1"5 in. long which bear two or three 3- to 5-flowered cymules.

Flowers 1 in. long ; their pedicels longer, unequal, slender, puberulous,

with a few subulate bracteoles at the base. Calyx flat, 3-angled,

glabrescent. Petals erect, deltoid, fleshy, concave, keeled along the

middle, glabrous outside. Stamens 6, the filaments shorter than the

oblong anthers, slightly dilated below, inserted on the outer surface of

the edge of the thick fleshy cupular disc. Ovary small. Style short, stout,

3-angled like the stigma. Ripe drupes elliptic, apiculate, glabrous, "8 in.

long and "5 in. in diam ; the peduncles slender, "5 to "75 in. long ; stig-

matic scar terminal.

Perak : King's collector, Nos. 7510, 7632 and 10151.

There are in the Calcutta Herbarium flowering specimens of a

species closely allied to this ; but in the absence of fruit I hesitate to

describe it.

2. Santiria laxa, King. A tree 50 to 70 feet high : young branch-

es, rachises of the leaves, and the inflorescence densely clothed with rusty,

hispidulous, spreading and mostly deciduous hairs. Leaves 14 to 22 in.

long, the stipules (if any) deciduous. Leaflets 7 to 9, oblong to oblong-

elliptic, sometimes slightly obovate, shortly and abruptly acuminate,

the edges
j
entire, the base often unequal-sided, cuneate : length 5

to 8 in., bi'eadth T75 to 2 -5 in., petiolule "4 or "5 in. ; both surfaces

reticulate, the upper glabrous, the lower sparsely hispidulous especially

on the midrib and nerves : main nerves 12 to 14 pairs, slightly promi-

nent on the lower surface, spreading, curving, interarching near the

edge. Panicles usually much longer than the leaves, terminal, their

branches short, lax, rather few-flowered, the ultimate branchlets gla-
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brous, the larger hispidulous-pubescent. Flowers '3 in. in diam. ^gla-

brous, shorter than the slender minutely bracteolate pedicels. Calyx

with 3 broad, spreading, very blunt teeth, much shorter than the corolla.

Petals 3, thick, slightly keeled on the back, ovate, obtuse. Stamens 6,

free, about as long as the petals, inserted on the outer margin of the

6-lobed, glabrous, cushion-like disc ; anthers ovate, about as long as

the thick rather flattened filaments : rudimentary ovary submerged in

the disc, small, sub-cylindric, glabrous as is the thick fluted style

;

stigma 3-lobed. Female flowers unknown. Ripe drupes narrowly

ellipsoid, trigonous, one side wider and flatter than the other two,

glabrous, 1 to 1*4 in. long and "6 to '7 in. in diam ; stone thin.

Canarium laxum, A. W. Benn. in Hook. fil. Fl. B2. Ind. I. 535 ; Engler

in DeCand. Monog. Phanerog. IV, 139.

Malacca ; Maingay (Kew Distrib.,) No. 366. Perak : King's col-

lector, Nos. 3192 and 3516. Penang : Curtis No. 1431. Pahang; Ridley

No. 2451.

The drupes of this have the remains of the stigma terminal, and in

this respect they agree technically with the diagnosis of Canarium.

But they are not equally 3-sided as in that genus, one side being wider

and more rounded than the other two. The structure of the flower is

not at all that of Canarium, and I therefore transfer the species to

Santiria.

3. Santiria fasctculata, A. W. Benn. in Hook. fil. Fl. Br. Ind. I,

539. A tree 40 to 50 feet high : young branches at first rusty-pube-

scent, becoming glabrous, the bark pale cinereous. Leaves 10 to 15 in.,

the rachis terete, at first puberulous, afterwards glabrescent, slightly

flattened on the upper surface near the base. Leaflets 5 to 7, mem-
branous, elliptic to elliptic-oblong, more or less caudate-acuminate, the

base cuneate, both surfaces glabrous ; main nerves 7 or 8 pairs, spread-

ing, much curved, interarching, bold and prominent on the lower, in-

conspicuous on the upper surface ; length 4'5 to 9 in., breadth 2 to 3

in.
;
petiolules "75 to 1 in., much thickened at each end, the terminal

one much longer. Panicles slender, puberulous, terminal, as long as or

longer than the leaves, with few long, narrow, angular, lax branches

bearing at intervals short 6- to 10-flowered cymules. Floivers -05 in.

long ; the pedicels unequal, tomentose, bracteolate. Calyx cupular,

hispid-tomentose outside with 3 bold, deltoid, acute teeth. Petals

imbricate, slightly longer than the calyx, deltoid, glabrescent. Stamens

6, filaments about as long as the broadly ovate anthers and inserted

outside the edge of the ring-like glabrous disc. Ovary ovoid, glabrous.

Pvipe drupes narrowly and obliquely ovoid, flattened on one side, slightly

gibbous at the base, glabrous, the scar of the stigma terminal, -8 in.
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long and "6 in. in diana. Engler in DeCand. Monogr. Phanerog. IV,

164.

Malacca: Maingay (Kew Distrib.) No. 307. Penang ; Curtis No.

1544. Perak: King's collector, Nos. 3 123, 3319, 3716, 3500, 6610;

Scortechini No. 1988.

4. Santiria puberula, A. W. Benn. in Hook. fil. PI. Br. Ind. I,

537. A tree 30 to 50 feet high : young branches slender, pale gray, at

first puberulous afterwards glabrous. Leaves 8 to 10 in. long, the rachi-

ses glabrescent or glabrous, terete, flattened on the upper surface just

above the base. Leaflets 5 rarely 7, thinly coriaceous, elliptic to oblong,

acute or shortly acuminate, the base slightly cuneate ; upper surface

quite glabrous; the lower minutely puberulous, reticulate, the 9 to 11

pairs of spreading, curving, interarching nerves prominent : length 4 to

6 in., breadth 1'5 to 2*5 in.
;

petiolules *4 to '6 in. long, the terminal

one 1 to 1*75 in., all swollen at the upper end. Panicles terminal or

axillary, shorter than the leaves, minutely tomentose, with a few lax

spreading branches bearing rather distant, 5- to 8-flowered, sub-sessile

cymules. Flowers about '05 in. long, the pedicels about as long, unequal,

stout, tomentose. Calyx cupular ; with 3, deltoid, acute teeth, tomen-

tose outside. Petals valvate, ovate-rotund, concave, with a slight

inflected point at the apex, glabrous, much longer than the calyx.

Stamens 6 ; filaments longer than the ovate anthers, inserted on the

edge of the crenulate fleshy disc: ovary ovoid, glabi*ous. Ripe drupes

narrowly ellipsoid, straight on one side, curved on the other, obscurely

3- or 4-angled, glabrous, the scar of the stigma terminal; length "75 in.,

diam. -35 in. Engler in DC. Mon. Phan. IV, 161.

Perak : Wray, No. 3210 : King's collector, No. 3438, 3529, 6832.

This comes very near to S. fasciculata, A. ~W. Benn., and I much
doubt its being really distinct from that species.

5. Saktiria macrocarpa, King n. sp. A glabrous tree, 40 to 70 feet

high : young branches with brown lenticellate bark. Leaves 5 to 9 in.

long, the rachis slightly flattened on the upper surface near the base.

Leaflets thinly coriaceous, oblong-elliptic to obovate or sub-rotund, very

shortly and bluntly apiculate ; the base cuneate, rarely rounded ; main
nerves 7 or 8 pairs, spreading, slightly curved, interarching boldly, slight-

ly depressed on the upper surface (when dry) and sub-prominent on

the lower ; length 3 to 4 - 75 in., breadth 2 to 2'75 in.
;
petiolules '35 to

*5 in., the terminal one 1 in. or more. Panicles axillary, solitary, shorter

than the leaves, with distant lateral branchlets "5 to 1 in. long and bearing

at their apices 2- to 6-flowered bracteolate cymules. Flowers '2 to "25 in.

long. Calyx thick, deeply cupular or sub-campanulate, with 3 bold

triangular lobes, glabrescent. Petals twice as long as the calyx, fleshy.
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glabrous, broadly oblong, very concave, tbe apex much thickened and

deeply inflexed and the sides partly inflexed to form a kind of hood.

Stamens 6 ; the filaments much shorter than the oblong anthers,

lanceolate, dilated at the base and inserted outside the quadrate lobes

of the thin ring-like disc. Ovary ovoid-globose, glabrous, tapering into

the short thick style : stigma discoid. Ripe drupes obliquely ovoid, flat-

tened on one side, glabrous, ]"25 to 1'5 in. long, and about '75 in. in

diam
;
peduncle slender, - 5 to 1 in. long, scar of stigma terminal.

Perak : King's collector, Nos. 5304, 5580 and 7298.

6. Santiria laevigata, Blume Mus. Bot. I, 211. A tree 50 to 100

feet high : young branches dark-coloured, lenticellate, glabrous. Leaves

9 to 17 in. long, glabrous: the rachises flattened below the lowest

leaflet and channelled at the base. Leaflets coriaceous, elliptic-oblong to

oblong, shortly acuminate ; the base usually rounded or sub-cordate, but

sometimes narrowed and sub-oblique : both surfaces reticulate, the lower

brown when dry : main nerves 11 to 17 pairs, sub-horizontal, slightly pro-

minent on the lower surface ; length 4 -

5 to 9 in , breadth 15 to 2'8 in.,

petiolules about "5 in. Panicles shorter than the leaves, axillary or

slightly supra-axillary, solitary, 6 to 8 in. long (including the rather

lono- peduncles), spreading; the branches ascending, puberulous near

the apices where the flowers are crowded in conical ebracteolate cymes.

Flowers less than "1 in, long, shorter than the pedicels. Calyx cupular,

the mouth almost entire or waved, minutely tomentose outside. Petals

deltoid-rotund, the apex inflexed, valvate, glabrous. Stamens 6 ; anthers

ovate, about as long as the filaments which are inserted by dilated

bases outside the ring-like disc: rudimentary ovary small, ovoid. Female

flowers not seen. Pipe drupes -6 in. long, glabrous, broadly ovoid, blunt,

flattened on one side, the remains of the stigma near the apex of the

flattened side, peduncle "5 in. long. A. W. Benn. in Hook. fil. PI. Br.

Ind. I, 538 ; Engler in DeOand. Monog. Phanerog IV, 165. Cana-

rium laevigatum, Miq. Fl. Ind. Bat., Vol. I, Pt. 2, p. 648. Ganarium

altissimum, Herb. Korth.

Malacca ; Griffith No. 1149, Maingay. Perak ; King's collector,

JSTos. 4438, 5441, 5839 and 7961 ; Scortechini.— Distrib. Sumatra.

The leaves of this vary a good deal as to the number of the

main nerves and as to the shape of the base, some having broad and even

sub-cordate while others have cuneate bases.

7. Santiria oblongifolia, Blume in Mus. Bot. Lugd. Bafc. I, 211.

A tree 50 to 80 feet high : young branches pale, lenticellate, at first

scurfy, afterwards glabrous. Leaves 12 to 18 in. long; their rachises

terete, not winged at the base but slightly flattened, glabrous, the sti-

pules (if any) deciduous. Leaflets 7 to 9 in., thinly coriaceous, oblongs

J. ii. 33
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occasionally ovate-oblong or ovate, slightly unequilateral especially at

the base ; the apex very shortly abruptly and bluntly acuminate, edges

entire ; base in the oblong forms snb-cuneate, in the ovate forms broad

and rounded ; upper surfaces glabrous and i*eticulate, olivaceous when
dry; the lower pale brown when dry, very minutely lepidote ; main

nerves 10 to 13 pairs (in the ovate forms only 7 or 8 pairs), spreading,

interarching near the edge; length 4 to 6 in., the ovate forms shorter
;

breadth 175 to 2*25 in.'; petiolules "5 to '7 in., the terminal one 1*5 in.

Panicles axillary or terminal, shorter than the leaves, pale scurfy when
young, divaricate, cymose, spreading, the flowers crowded near the extre-

mities of the branches, ebr^acteolate. Buds "1 in. in diam., sub-globular,

about as long as the clavate pedicels. Calyx campanulate, deeply cut into

3, rotund, deltoid, sub-concave teeth, scurfy outside. Petals sab-rotund

with a truncate base, slightly concave, longer than the calyx, puber-

ulous outside, glabrous inside. Stamens 6. Anthers oblong, about as

long as the filaments: the latter flattened, narrow, inserted outside the

glabrous, thin, fleshy, lobed disc. Ripe drupes ovoid, ellipsoid or globose,

flattened on one side, oblique, obscurely 3-gonous, glabrous, *7 in. long,

and *5 in. in diam., the scar of the stigma at the apex of the flattened

side. Engler in DeCand. Monog. Phanerog, IV, 162. Santiria Maingayi,

A. W. Benn. in Hook. fil. Fl. Br. Ind. 1, 538 : Engler 1. c. IV, 165.

Canariuvi oblong ifolium, Miq. Fl. Ind. Bat. I, Pt. 2, p. 615. Can curi-

um eupteron, Miq. Fl. Ind. Bat., Vol. I, Pt. 2, p. 648.

Malacca, (Kew Distrib.) No. 310. Perak : a common tree, King's

collector.

—

Distrib. Sumatra, Java, Borneo.

Blume's original description (drawn up from specimens from

Java and Sumatra) suits this plant well. An authentic specimen of

Miquel's Canarium eupteron shows that that species must be reduced

here, as must Bennet's Santiria Maingayi of which Maingay's specimen

No. 310 (Kew Distrib.) is the type. Canarium sub-repandum, Miq.

is, according to its author, closely allied to C. eupteron, Miq. and should

probably also be reduced to this.

8. Santiria lokgifolia, King n. sp. A tree 10 to 20 feet high :

young branches very stout,
(

-

5 to '75 in. in diam.), their bark brown,

glabrous, lenticellate. Leaves 2 to 3 feet long, glabrous ; the rachises

stout, flattened below the lowest leaflets, not winged at the bases. Leaflets

11 to 15 pairs, narrowly oblong, gradually tapering to the acuminate

apex, the base oblique or rounded; main nerves 12 to 14 pairs, spread-

ing, curved, not prominent : length 9 to 11 in., breadth 1*75 to 2 -5 in.

;

petiolules '65 to 1 in., stout, enlarged at each end. Flowers unknown.

Fruiting panicles much shorter than the leaves, one or two in the axil of

a leaf, unequal, only 4 to 7 in. long, glabrous, the branches short.
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Ripe drupes ovoid, flattened on one side, the scar of the stigma terminal,

glabrous, 1 in. long, and "65 in. in diam.

Perak : King's collector, Nos. 3594, 6838.

This is so unlike any described species of Santiria that, in spite

of the absence of flowers on the only specimens I have seen, I have

ventured to name it. The small size of the tree and the large size of

its leaves make it easy of recognition in the genus.

9. Santiria Wrayi, King n. sp. A tree 20 to 30 feet high : young

branches very thick, (

-75 to 1 in. in diam.) Leaves 12 to 30 in. long;

the rachises trigonous, channelled in the lower part and almost winged

at the base, puberulous. Leaflets 13 to 15, membranous, oblong to

elliptic-oblong, very shortly and bluntly acuminate ; the base rounded,

slightly oblique ; upper surface shining, olivaceous when dry, the lower

pale brown, both glabrous and reticulate ; main nerves 10 to 15 pairs,

spreading, curving, slightly prominent beneath, length 6 to j1 in.,

breadth 2*5 to 4 in.
;
petiolules thickened at both ends, '5 to 1 in., the

terminal one more than twice as long. Panicles 3 or 4 in. long, several

densely crowded in the axils of one leaf, ebracteolate, puberulous or

glabrescent below, the ultimate branches scurfy rufous-puberulous.

Flowers 1 or '15 in. long, shorter than the pedicels. Calyx cupular, the

mouth with 3, broad, shallow teeth, glabrous, with a few hairs near the

edge. Petals valvate, rotund, glabrous, rather fleshy. Stamens 6 ; the

anthers ovate, longer than the flattened filaments which are inserted

on the outside of the edge of the ring-like, fleshly, glabrous, corrugated

disc. Rudimentary ovary small, ovoid. Female flowers unknown. Ripe

drupes obliquely ovoid, slightly compressed, blunt at each end, *6 to 75 in.

long, glabrous, the scar of the stigma approximated to the peduncle,

peduncle "5 in. long.

Perak : Wray, Nos. 1423, 2970 ; King's collector, N"o. 3689 ; Scorte-

chini No. 2095.

Allied to S. conferta, but with larger leaves and fruit, much less

hairy panicles, and perfectly glabrous leaves.

10. Santiria apiculata, A. W. Benn. in Hook. fil. Fl. Br. Ind. I,

537. A tree 20 to 50 feet high : young branches with pale bark,

puberulous. Leaves 6 to 8 in. long, stipules (if any) deciduous. Leaflets

membranous, oblong, elliptic-oblong to ovate, more or less bluntly acu-

minate, the base rounded or cuneate, glabrous on both surfaces and reti-

culate especially on the lower; main nerves rather irregular, about 8

pairs, ascending, curved, slightly prominent beneath, length 35 to 5'5

in., breadth 175 to 2*25 in.
;
petiolules '4 to '6 in., the terminal longer.

Panicles axillary, slender, shorter than the leaves, more or less pyrami-

dal, glabrous, the flowers small and crowded near the puberulous
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apices, bracteoles minute. Floivers "1 in. or less in diam., their pedicels

twice as long. Calyx cupular with 3 broad, shallow, blunt teeth, nearly

glabrous. Petals rotund, glabrous. Stamens 6, inflexed ; anthers ovate,

about as long as the flattened filaments which are inserted by their

slightly dilated bases outside the glabrous fleshy lobed and corrugated

disc. Rudimentary ovary ovoid, sunk in the disc, pubescent ; style very

short ; stigma 3-lobed, small, terminal. Female flowers in panicles like the

males, the stamens with broader filaments : ovary broadly ovoid,

pubescent, style very short : stigma large, discoid, cupulate, terminal,

Ripe drupes ovoid-globose, "5 in. long, glabrous, the scar of the stigma

near the base, the pericarp thinly coriaceous. Engler in DeCand.

Monogr. Phanerog. IV, 163.

Malacca: Maingay, Nos. 303, 308, 314 (Kew Distrib.) Perak:

Scortechini 1701 : King's collector;

—

Distrib. ; Sumatra.

The fruit is remarkable for the close approximation of the

remains of the stigma to the peduncle. The venation of the leaves

is variable : in many specimens the main nerves bifurcate about half

way between the midi'ib and the edge of the leaf, while in others there

is no bifurcation at all,

11. Santiria costata, A. W. Benn. in Hook. fil. Fl. Br. Ind. I,

537. A tree : young branches with gray bark, rusty-puberulous at first,

ultimate!}" glabrous. Leaves 6 to 9 in. long : stipules (if any) deciduous;

the rachises broadly channelled above in the lower part, but not winged

at the base. Leaflets coriaceous, oblong-lanceolate to elliptic, shortly

and bluntly acuminate, the base acute or rounded : upper surface quite

glabrous and shining, the midrib prominent on both surfaces ; lower

surface boldly reticulate and with a few scattered hairs ; the 9 to 11

pairs of main nerves spreading, curving, very prominent, rusty-pubescent

;

length 3'5 to 4'5 in., breadth 1*25 to 2 in., ; petiolules "35 to '5 in.,

thickened at both ends. Panicles solitary, much shorter than the leaves,

(only about 3 in. long) few-branched, rusty-tomentose, deciduously

bracteolate. Flowers '1 in. long, in small fascicles at the ends of the

branchlets ; the slender pedicels about as long or longer. Calyx cupular,

truncate, dentate, glabrescent. Petals much longer than the calyx,

broadly Ov'ate, blunt, concave, nearly glabrous. Stamens 6 ; the filaments

about as long as the anthers, slender and inserted beneath the margin

of the outside of the small ring-like disc. Ripe drupes narrowly ovoid,

slightly flattened on one side, *75 in. long and -5 in. in diam,, the

scar of the stigma apical. Engler in DeCandolle Monogr. Phanerog.

IV, 157.

Malacca: Maingay (Kew Distrib.) No. 313. Perak: King's col-

lector, No. 7597.
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The short rusty-tomentose panicles, and almost glabrous flowers on

slender pedicels distinguish this from 8. fasciculata, to which it is

closely allied. The leaves also give diagnostic marks, those of this

species having more nerves and being pubescent beneath.

12. Santiria conferta, A. W. Benn. in Hook. fil. Fl Br. Incl. I,

.">37. A tree : young shoots rather stout ("35 in. in diam.), rusty-puber-

nlous, afterwards glabrous and striate. Leaves 12 to 18 in. long;

stipules (if any) deciduous, the rachis rufous-puberulous when young.

Leaflets coriaceous, 9 to 13, oblong to oblong-lanceolate, gradually tapering

to the acuminate apex, the base rounded : upper surface glabrous.

shining, minutely reticulate, olivaceous when dry the lower brown

when dry, minutely rusty-puberulous when young ; main nerves about

10 pairs, spreading, curving, slightly prominent on the lower surface :

length 3*5 to 6 in., breadth I
-6 to 2 in., petiolules "6 to "7 in. Panicles

3 to 4 in. long, several from an axil and much shorter than the leaves,

rufous-pubescent, densely crowded, bracteoles minute
;
pedicels slightly

shorter than the flowers. Flowers '1 to '15 in. long. Calyx cupular,

with 3 shallow broad teeth, rusty-tomentose outside. Petals imbricate,

rotund, concave, puberulous. Stamens 6, inflexed, the anthers ovate,

about as long as the flat filaments which are inserted on the edge of the

fleshy ring-like disc ; rudimentary ovary small, glabrous, ovoid. Female

flowers not seen. Ripe drupes obliquely ovoid, dark-coloured, glabrous,

rather less than '5 in. long, the scar of the stigma near the base, pericarp

stoutly coriaceous. Engler in De Candolle Monogr. Phanerog. IV, 160.

Malacca : Maingay (Kew Distrib.) No. 306, Griffith No. 1150.

This is readily distinguished by its crowded condensed rufous-

tomentose panicles and small glabrous fruit.

13. Santiria multiflora, A. W. Benn. in Hook. fil. Fl. Br. Ind.

I, 538. A tree, 60 to 100 feet high : young branches rather stout ('35 to

'5 in. in diam.), densely and minutely rusty-tomentose like the

rachises and under surfaces of the leaves and the inflorescence. Leaves 9

to 15 in. long ; the rachises terete in the upper part, but channelled near

the base. Leaflets 5 to 7, coriaceous, oblong or elliptic-oblong, tapering

slightly to the shortly acuminate apex ; the base cuneate or obliquely

rounded ; upper surface glabrescent except the tomentose midrib and
15 to 20 pairs of sub-horizontal main nerves which are bold and pro-

minent on the lower surface; length 45 to 10 in., breadth 2 to 3 in.,

petiolules "4 to *5 in. Pa.nicles axillary or terminal, solitary, shorter

than the leaves, ebracteolate, (? bracteoles cadncous) spreading. Flowers

crowded at the extremities, T in. long, slightly longer than their tomen-

tose pedicels. Calyx a shallow cup, the mouth almost entire or with 3

shallow wavy teeth, tomentose outside. Petals much longer than the
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calyx, slightly imbricate, thick, broadly ovate, obtuse, with short

slightly inflexed apical appendix, glabrous. Stamens 6, the ovate anthers

about as long as the thick flattish filaments which are inserted on the

edge of the thick fleshy ring-like disc : rudimentary ovary ovoid, minute.

Female flowers not seen. Ripe drupes ovoid-globose, flattened on one side,

75 in. long, glabrous, the scar of the stigma below the apex of the

flattened side. Engler in DeOand. Monogr. Phanerog. IV, 160.

Malacca: Griffith, No. 1151; Maingay (Kew Distrib. ) No. 305.

Perak : King's collector.

I quite agree with the author of this species that, when better-

material of Santiria tomentosa, Blume (Mus. Lugd. Bat. I, 211), shall

be forthcoming, the two will probably be found to be identical.
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Bignoniace^:, 74
BlOLITE, 166
Biophytum, 198, 199

,, adiantoides, 199, 200

,,
sensitivum, 199

Blachia andamanica, 48, 75
Blumea glomerata, 47, 72

,, laciniata, 72
,, myriocephala, 50, 72

Baehmeria malabarica, 50, 76
Boerhaavia, 47

„ repens, 48, 56, 74
Bombax, 48, 65, 68

„ anceps, 66, 67

„ asiatiae, 65

,, cambodiense, 67

„ festivum, 67

„ insigne, 66, 67, 68

„ ,, var. a?6a, 66, 67
,, ,, ,, anceps, 66

,, insigne var. andamanica, 67

,, „ ,, cambodiensis, 67
j, » „ genuina, 67

,, ,, ,, larutensis, 68
'

>, „ ,, polystemon, 65, 67
„ „ „ typica, 67

,, ,, ,, Wightii, 67
„ malabaricum, 66, 68

„ „ var. albifiora, 66
,, pentandrum, 66, 68

Brachylophon, 192, 193, 196

„ Curtisii, 196, 197

„ Hullettii, 196
* Scortechinii, 196, 197

Bregmaceros, 181

„ MacClellandii, 181
Brewstera crenata, 191
Breynia, 49

„ Rhamnoides, 48, 75
Bridelia tomentosa, 48, 75
Brissopsis, 174
* „ Oldhami, 174
Brucea, 226, 228,

,, dulia, 228

,, sumatrana, 228
Bryum coronatum, 50, 56, 83
Bubserace^;, 68, 235
Cactus, 157
Csesalpinia Bonducella, 48, 70
Calliaster, 172
*

,, mamillifer, 172
Callicarpa arborea, 50, 54, 55, 74
Callionymus, 178
Calophyllum inophyllum, 49, 65
Calothrix, 53
Calothrix pulvinata, 83

„ tasmanica, 55, 83
Canarium, 184, 185, 236, 237, 238, 246,

250, 255

„ altissimum, 257

„ bengalense, 184, 185, 186, 187

188, 242

,, Bennettii, 250
* „ caudatum, 238, 240

,, coccineo-bracteatum, 239, 246

„ commune, 239, 246

„ denticulatum, 249

,, dichotomum, 243

„ Euphyllum, 68, 188, 238, 241,

247
„ eupteron, 258

„ glaucum, 239, 249

„ grandiflorum, 238, 242

„ hirtellum, 239, 243, 244

„ Kadondon, 239, 247
* „ Kunstleri, 239, 248

,,
laevigatum, 257

,, laxum, 255
* „ lomt, 239, 247

„ nitidum, 240, 241, 251

,, oblongifolium, 258

„ parvifolium, 238, 240, 241, 251

„ pilosum, 239, 243
„ Planchoni, 238, 240

,, purpurascens, 239, 245

,, reziniferum, 188

,, rubiginosum, 239, 248
„ rw/ttm, 239, 243, 244, 250

,, secundum, 239, 250
* „ siJchimense, 187, 188

„ strictum, 184, 185, 186, 187,

188

,, sitb-repawcfotm, 258
Ganavalia turgida, 48, 70
* Candarum rex, 79
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Cansjera Rheedei 48, 69
Capparide^:, 65
Capparis sepiaria, 48, 49, 50, 56, 85

„ „ var. grandifolia, 65

„ tenera, 49

„ „ var. latifolia, 65
Carapa moluccensis, 69, 158
Carica Papaya, 78
Caryota, 86

„ mitis, 50, 77
„ sobolifera, 77

Cassidulid^i, 173
Cerianthine^:, 151, 153, 169
Cerianthus, 153, 169, 170

„ americanus, 153
*

,, andamanensis, 153
* „ tenebrarum, 169
Ceriops Candolleana, 158
Chalcas p'aniculata, 220

„ sumatrana, 220
Chalcedony, 165
Champak, 153, 154
* Charnockite, 164
Cheilanthes tenuifolia, 54, 82
Chionotria monogyna, 217

„ rigida, 217
Chorisia, 68
Ct'irus, 205

,, angulata, 224
Clausena, 206, 220

„ excavata, 220

,, simplicifolia, 215
Cleisostoma, 157
Clerodendron inerme, 49, 74

„ sericeum, 194
Cocos, 56

„ nucifera, 77
CCELENTERATA, 169
Cosnopsammia, 146

„ urvillii, 146
Collema nigrescens, 83
Colquhounia, 30, 31, 32, 35

„ coccinea, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35,

36, 37, 38

„ „ var. major, 31, 32
33, 36

„ ,, ,, mollis, 34, 37

,, ,, „ parviilora, 31,

32, 33, 36

„ „ „ it/pica, 35

„ ,, ,, vestita, 36

„ elegans, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35,

37, 38

„ „ var. pauciflora, 38

,, „ ,, tenuiflora, 38

„ „ „ typica, 37

„ martalanica, 33, 38

„ mollis, 32, 33, 34, 35, 37, 38

„ parvijlora, 37, 38

„ pauciflora, 38

„ tenuiflora, 33, 34, 38

Colquliounia, tomentosa, 33, 37

„ vestita, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 36,

37

„ „ var. rugosa, 33, 34, 37,

Colubrina asiatica, 48, 49, 66, 69
combretace.5e, 70
commelinace^: 77
Composite, 72, 84, 85
Congromursena, 183

,, longicauda, 183

,, megastoma, 183

„ nasica, 183
* „ squaliceps, 183
Conifers, 153, 155
Connaropsis, 198, 200, 202

,, dioica, 201

„ Oriffiithii, 200
* „ macrophylla, 200, 201, 202

„ monophylla, 200, 202
Conus, 143
Convolvulacese, 73, 84
Convolvulus parviflor us, 47, 73
GooTcia graveolens, 221
Crustacea, 176
cucurbitace^i, 71
Cyathohelia, 169, 171

„ axillaris, 171
Cyclea peltata, 55, 65
Cycloseris, 147, 148

„ cyclolites, 147

„ discus, 147
* „ mycoides, 147, 149

„ sinensis, 147
Cyclostemon assamicus, 75

„ macrophyllus, 75
Cyminosma Anhenda, 215

,, pedunculata, 215
Ctperace^e, 81
Cyperus pennatus, 47, 81
Dalbergia monosperma, 48, 70

„ tamarindifolia, 54, 70
Dapania, 198, 201, 202

„ racemosa, 202

„ scawde?is, 201, 202
Davallia solida, 81

„ speluncse, 50, 81
Debis, 6
Decapoda, 176
Dedaelea griercina, 83
Dendrobium, 55, 76

,, Pierardi, 157
Dendrophyllia, 146, 1 71

„ gracilis, 146

,, nigrescens, 171
Derris scandens, 70
Desmodium polycarpon, 47, 55, 70
Diaseris, 147, 148

„ distorta, 147
* „ fragilis, 148, 149

„ freycineti, 147, 148
Dilleniacea nervosa. 122
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Diorite 166
Dioscoreu, 55, 56, 85

„ glabra, 77
,, sativa, 49, 77

DlOSCOREACE-E, 77
Diospyros Kurzii, 48, 73
* Dipsacaster, 172

,, pentagonalis, 172

„ sladeni, 172
Dipterocarpe^:, 87, 121, 137
Dipterocarpus, 88, 89, 94, 98, 99

„ alatus, 90. 98, 99
„ angustifolius, 99

„ Blancoi, 95

„ cornutus, 9C, 93

„ costatus, 98, 99

„ crinitiis, 89, 90, 91

„ Dyeri, 96

„ fagineus, 90, 94, 99

„ gracilis, 99
grandiflorus, 90, 95, 96, 97
Griffithii, 90, 96, 99

„ Hasseltii, 93

„ hirtus, 91

„ incanus, 90, 97, 98
„ indicus, 92, 93

„ intricatus, 99
* „ Zerrw, 89, 93
*

,, Eunstleri, 90, 96
laevis, 92, 93

„ lamellatus, 99

„ Lemeslei, 99

,, Lotvii, 99

„ 'Motleyanus, 96
oblongifolius, 90, 95

pilosus, 99

,,
prismaticus, 94

,, pterygocalyx, 96

,, refitsKs, 96
*

,,
Scortechinii, 89, 91

* „ SJcinneri, 89, 91

stenopterus, 95

., Tamparan, 91

,, trinervis, 96

„ tuberculatus, 93

„ turbinatus, 89, 92

„ ,,
var. andamani-

ca, 92
Dischidia nummularia, 50, 73
Discotrochus, 142
* „ investigatoris, 142, 149
Dodonsea, 86

„ viscosa, 54, 69
Doowa, 126
Dracsena angustifolia, 47, 77
Dryobalanoidea, 123, 125
Dysomma bucephalus, 184
EBENACEiE, 73
ECHINODERMA, 169, 17l
Echinogorgia, 171.

ECHINOIDEA, 173

Echinolampas, 169, 173
*

,, castanea, 173

,, spheroidalis, 174
Entada scandens, 49, 70
Epizoanthus, 152

,, stellaris, 152
Eranthemum succifolium, 47, 74
Eriodendron, 68

,, anfractuosum, 66
Erioglossum edule, 48, 69
.EWies, 1, 2, 6

,, angularis, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6

,, argentina, 2, 3

„ elegans, 2, 3, 4

„ falcipennis, 2, 6

„ medura, 2, 3, 5, 6

„ „ var. ochreana, 3
,, ochreana, 1, 3

*
,, rotundata, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7

,, undularis, 9
Erythrina indica, 47, 70
Erythroxylon, 189, 190

„ burmanicum, 190

„ retusum, 190

„ sumatranum, 190
Eu-Dipterocarpe^;, 87
Eugenia Jambolana, 55, 71
Eu-Hopea, 123, 126
Euphorbiace^:, 75, 84, 86
Eupsammia, 144
* „ regalis, 144, 149
EupsammidjE, 144, 171

Eurite, 165, 166, 167
Eurycoma, 227, 229

„ apiculata, 229, 230

„ longifolia, 229, 230

,,
rnerguensis, 230

,,
tavoyana, 230

Eu-santiria, 237, 238
Eu-sliorea, 108.

Eutaxite, 165
Edthemide^;, 231
Euthemis, 231, 234

„ elegantissima, 235

,,
leucocarpa, 234, 235

„ mwor, 234, 235
Eu-Vateria, 127
EwVatica, 101, 102
Evodia, 205, 206

,, euneuron, 209

„ ^abra, 207, 208, 209
„ latifolia, 206, 207, 209

* „ macrocarpa, 207, 209

„ Marambong, 208
* „ pachyphylla, 207, 210

„ pedunculosa, 207, 211
* „ pilulifera, 207, 210

„ robusta, 207, 209

„ Bojcburghiana, 207, 208, 209

,, triphylla, 208
Excsecaria agallocha, 158
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Fagara Lunur-anJcenda, 208

,, triphylla, 208
Ficus, 48, 50

,, Benjamina, 76

„ brevicuspis, 49, 76, 83

„ callosa, 49, 76
,, comosa, 48

,, cuneata, 190

,, cuspidifera, 56

„ gibbosa var. cuspidifera, 75

„ glaberrima, 50, 75

„ hispida, 48

,, ,, var. dsemonum, 76
., „ „ fypica, 76
,, weruosa, 76
„ nitida, 48, 56

,, retusa var. nitida, 76
„ Rumphii, 48, 56, 76

,, variegata, 76
Filices, 81
Fimbristylis, 55

„ diphylla, 58, 81

„ ferruginea, 47, 54, 81
Flabellum, 138

„ aculeatum, 138

,, japonicum, 170

,,
laciniatum, 170

,,
oweni, 138

,,
spinosum, 138

„ stoJcesi, 138

„ variabile, 138
Flueggia, 73

„ microcarpa, 53, 54, 75
FUNGIM3, 147
Fungus, 50, 56, 83

GADIDiE, 180
Gsertnera racemosa, 194
Gallesioa graveolens, 221
Garnet, 162, 163, 164
Garuga pinnata, 49, 55, 68
(?e£a lanceolata, 215
Gelonium bifarium, 48, 54, 56, 75
GEEANIACEiE, 197
Globigerina, 177
Glochidion calocarpum, 48, 56, 75
Gloriosa superb a, 56, 77
Glycosmis, 205, 216

,, arborea, 216

,, chylocarpa, 216

„ cyanocarpa var. sapindoides, 218

„ macrophylla, 217

,, nitida, 217

„ pentaphylla, 48, 68, 216, 218

,, ,, var. longifolia,

217

,, ,, „ macrophylla,

917

„ „ „ macrorachis,

217
puberula, 216, 218

„ Eeftm, 216

Glycosmis, sapindoides, 216, 217

,,
triphylla, 217

Gomphia, 231, 232

,,
angustifolia, 233

„ Hoolceri, 232, 233

„ „ var. corymbosa, 233.

,,
pulcherrima, 233

„ sumatrana, 232, 235

,,
sumatrensis, 233

Gonocitrus angulatus, 224
Goodenovie^;, 72
Gordonia decandra, 192

,,
peduncularis, 191

Gorgonacea, 171

Gorgonella, 171
Gouania leptostachya, 50, 69
Gramine^;, 81
Granite, 136
Granilite, 166
Grewia, 49

,, laevigata, 49, 68
Guettarda, 48

„ speciosa, 47, 72
GUTTIFERiE, 65
Gyrocarpus Jacquinii, 49, 71
Harrisonia, 226, 227

„ Brownii, 227
Heritiera fomes, 158

„ littoralis, 50, 53, 68
Heterocyathus, 141, 146, 148

,, sequicostatus, 141, 142

,, phillippensis, 141, 142
*

,, wood-masoni, 141, 149
Heteropsammia, 141, 145, 146, 148
*

,, aphrodes, 145, 149

,,
geminata, 145

,, ovalis, 145

,, rotundata, 145
Hibiscus tiliaceus, 47, 48, 49, 56, 65
Hipparchia medura, 3
Hiptage, 192, 193

javanica, 194
madabrota, 19 i

parviflora, 194
sericca, 193, 194

„ var. longe-racemosa, 194
Hirsea concava, 195

„ indica, 196

,, merguensis, 195
Hirneola polytrichia, 83
Homolimj, 177
JToi?ea, 88, 115, 123, 124, 125, 126

cernua, 125
Curtisii, 123, 124
Bryobalanoides, 125, 126, 127
faginea, 105

grandiflora, 101
gratissima, 115
intermedia, 123, 125, 126
maranti, 121
Mengaraican, 125, 126
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Hopea, micrantha, 123, 124, 125, 126, 127
* „ nervosa, 123, 124

„ Singkaivang, 123
Hoya, 85

,, diversifolia, 73
„ orbiculata, 47, 73

parasitica, 73
Hyalonema, 152
Eydrocera, 198, 204

„ angustifolia, 204

„ triflora, 204
Hypericinea dentata, 191

„ macrocarpa, 192
Hypersthene, 162, 163, 164
Hypsophrys, 177

superciliosa, 177
Icicopsis, 237
Impatiens, 198, 202

„ chinensis, 203, 204

„ Griffithii, 203

„ mirabilis, 203
natans, 204

„ triflora, 204
Ipomsea Mob a, 47, 48, 53, 73

,, denticulata, 48, 73

„ grandiflora, 47, 73
„ Turpethum, 49, 73
„ vitifolia, 48, 73

Irvingia, 227, 230

„ malayana, 230
Isawis, 102, 127, 135, 136
Isclixmum, 85

„ rnuticum, 54, 31, 85
Isoptera, 88, 129

,, bomeensis, 129
Ixonanthes, 189, 191

,, cuneata, 191

,, dodecandra, 191
icosandra, 191, 192

,, obovata, 191

„ reticulata, 191, 192
I«eora bruwwescens, 47, 49, 56, 72

„ cuneifolia, 55, 72
Jambolifera pedunculata, 215
Juncella, 171
Labiatae, 30, 31, 34,35
ieea sarnbucina, 48, 69
Leguminos^:, 70, 84
Lenzites platyphyllus, 83
Lethe, 6

,, europa, 6
Lichenes, 83
LlLIACE.ffi, 77
Limonia angulata, 224

arborea, 216
diacantha, 221

leptostachya, 214
monophylla, 225
pentaphylla, 216
scarwZews, 222
trifoliata, 221

LINE.E, 189
Lophius, 179
* „ mutilus, 179
Lophohelia, 143
Lovenia, 175
*

,,
gregalis, 175

Luvunga, 206, 221

,, eleutheranthera, 222
„ scandens, 222

„ tavoyana, 222
Lycopodine^, 81, 84
Lycopodium cernum, 54, 81
Macaranga, 86

,, Tanarius, 50, 55, 75
Macharisia icosandra, 191
Madrepora axillaris, 171
Madreporaria aporosa, 170, 171
Magnetite, 162, 163
Magnolia, 154
Magnoliace^:, 153
Mallotus, 86

,, andamanicus , 48, 75
Malpighiace^:, 192
Mai/vac e^i, 65
Melastomace^e 71
Meliace^i, 69
Melicope, 205, 212

„ 27eZ/eW, 212

„ tetrandra, 212
Memecylon edule, 48, 71
Meniscium deltigerum, 82
menispermace3i, 65
Microline, 162, 164
Micromelum, 206, 218

,,
hirsutum, 218, 219

,, pubescens, 218, 219
Mitreola, 85

„ oldenlandioides, 53, 73
Mocanera grandiflora, 96
Molina racemosa, 194
Mollusca, 176
Morinda, 48

„ bracteata, 47, 50, 56

,, citrifolia var. bracteata, 72
Mucuna gigantea, 48, 70
Mur-Senim:, 183

Mure» palmarosse, 176
Murraya, 206, 219

„ brevifolia, 220

,, Burmanni, 221

„ exotica, 220
„ Glenieii, 220

,
paniculata, 220

, sumatrana, 220
Mwsa, 85, 86

„ sapientum, 77
Musci, 82
Musssenda macrophylla, 54, 71
Myristica glauca, 50, 74
Myristicace^;, 74
SWea. stellaia, 109, 120
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Myrsinej:, 72
Myrtace^:, 71
Myxospermum chylocarpum, 217
Nacula, 176
Neck-era, 84

„ rugulosa, 50, 82
Nematophora, 169
Neobythites, 181
* ,, steatiticus, 181
Nephrodium terminans, 50, 82
Nephrolepis tuberosa, 54, 55, 82
JVipa fruticans, 158
Nyctagineae, 74
Nyrnplicea, 154
OcTma, 231

„ andamanica, 232

„ crocea, 233

„ retttda, 232

„ obtusata, 232
„ squarrosa, 232
„ stipulacea, 232

Wallichii, 231, 232
OCHNACE^, 231
Ochne^;, 231
Oculinid^;, 143, 171
Odirea TFbcKe?-, 49, 70
Odontostomus, 169, 182
*

,, atratus, 182
Olacine^:, 69
Oldenlandia, 85

„ corymbosa, 54, 71
Oleoxylon balsamiferum, 98
Oligoclase, 162
Onychium auratum, 55, 82
Ophidiid^;, 181

Ophiuroidea, 173
Oplismenus, 85

„ Burmanni, 55, 81
Orchidace^;, 76, 153, 155
Oroxylum indicum, 48, 55, 74
Orthoclase, 162
Oxalide^, 198
Oxalis, 198, 199

,, corniculata, 198

,,
pusilla, 199

,, repens, 199
Pachira, 68
Pachychlamys, 109
Pachynocarpus, 89, 102, 135, 136

,, Stapfianus, 135, 136

„ Wallichii, 135
Psederia fcetida, 49, 72
Palmes, 77
Pandanace^, 79
Pandanus, 45, 48, 53, 54, 56, 77

„ odoratissimus, 47, 48, 79
Paracyaihus, 139
*

,,
cavatus, 139, 149

,, crasstts, 139
* „ jTtitotts, 139, 149

„ indieus var. gracilis, 139

*Paracyathus, porphyreus, 140 149

,,
pulchellus, 140

Paramignya, 206, 223

,,
angulata, 224

„ armata, 223

,, ,, var. andamanica, 223

,,
longispina, 223, 224

,,
monophylla, 224

Parashorea, 120

,,
stellata, 120

Parinarium, 94

,, dillenifoiium, 94
Parthenope, 177

,, spinosissima, 177
Parthenopid^;, 177
Pedicularis, 7
*

,, diffusa, 7, 9
*

,, flaccida, 8, 9

,, flexuosa, 8

,,
gracilis var. macrocarpa, 8

,, likiangensis, 9

,,
lineata, 9

,,
refracta, 8, 9

,, spicata, 9

„ szetschuanica, 9

„ verticillata, 8, 9
Pediculati, 179
Peniophora papyrina, 83
Pentacme, 88, 107
*

,, malayana, 107
Pentagonasterid^;, 172
Petalandra, 126

,,
micrantha, 126

Petrocarpa dillenifolia, 94
Phajus alba, 157
Phaseolus adenanthus, 48, 70
Phoenix paludosa, 158
Pholidota imbricata, 54, 77
PTios, 176
Phyllanthus reticulatus, 54, 75
Physalis, 85

,, minima, 55, 74
Physiculus, 180
* „ argyropastus, 180

,,
rosetts, 180

Physostomi, 182
Picea, 155
Picrasma, 226, 227

„ andamanica, 228

,,
javanica, 227, 228

,, nepalensis, 228
Pierotia lucida, 191
Pierrea, 134

,, penangiana, 133 134
Pimela dichotoma, 243

,, stricta, 186
Pipturus velutinus, 50, 76
Pisces, 177
Pisonia aculleata, 48, 74

„ aiba, 49, 74

„ excelsa, 49, 74
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Plagioclase, 162, 165
Platytiema laurifoliun, 193
Pleurotoma, 176

„ atractoides, 176
Pluchea indica, 47, 56, 72
Plumieria, 154
Pogonatherum, 85

„ saccharoideum, 55, 81
Pollia, 85 *-

„ Aclisia, 50, 77
Polycyathus, 143
*

,, andamanensis, 143 149
Polypodium adnascens, 50, 82

„ irioides, 50, 82

,, quercifolium, 82
Polyporus australis. 83

,,
xanthopus, 88

Pongamia glabra, 53, 70
Pothos scandens, 50, 81

Premna, 48, 49

„ integrifolia, 48, 50, 56, 74
Pseudarchaster, 171

., mosaicus, 171
Psilotum triquetrum, 54, 81
Pteris biaurita, 55, 82

,, longifolia, 55, 82
Pyroxenite, 163
Quadrella, 177

„ coronata, 177
Quartz, 162, 164, 165, 166, 167
Raninid^e, 177

Baninoides, 177

„ personatus, 177
Retinodendron, 88, 102, 127, 135

„ bancanum, 129
* „ Kunstleri, 127, 128, 129

,,
palladium, 128

,,
paiicijiorum, 127

„ Rossafc, 127, 128

,,
Scortechinii, 128

Ehamne^:, 69
Rhizotrochus, 170
*

,,
crateriformis, 170

Rhodopsammia, 146

„ carinata, 146, 147

,,
socialis, 147

Rhyolite, 166
Rhytisma, 83

Richetia, 132

,,
penangiana, 132

Rostellaria delicatula, 176
Roucheria, 189

„ Griffithiana, 190
Rubiace;e, 71, 84
Rutace^:, 68, 205
Ryssopteris elliptica, 197

Saccolabium, 157
Salmalia malabarica, 67
Santiria, 236, 237, 238, 252, 255, 259

,, apiculata, 253, 259

,, conferta, 253, 259, 261

Santiria, costata, 253, 260

„ fasciculata, 252, 255, 256, 261
* „ floribunda, 252, 254

Oriffithii, 252

„ laevigata, 253, 257

„ tea, 252, 254
* „ longifolia, 253, 258
*

,,
macrocarpa, 253, 256

,,
Maingayi, 258

,, multifiora, 254, 261

„ oblongifolia, 253, 257

„ Planchoni, 237, 238, 240

„ puberula, 253, 256

„ toinentosa, 262
* „ TFmyt, 253, 259
SAPINDACEiE, 69
Sapindus travancorensis, 246
SAPOTACEiE, 72
Satyrim;, 2, 3
Satyrin^i, 6
Satyrus (Erites) medura, 3

Scasvola Kcenigii, 47, 56, 72
Scirpearella, 171
Scitamine^;, 77, 157

Sclerostylis macrophylla, 217

,,
pentaphylla, 216

„ Roxburghii, 226
Scopelid^;, 182
scrophularine^!, 74
Selas lanceolatum, 215
Semecarpus heterophylla, 50, 55, 70
S/io •ea, 87, 88, 107, 115, 122, 123, 135

acuminata, 108, 113

astrosticta, 110
auriculata, 114
brachyptera, 123
bracteolata, 109, 117

citato, 109, 118, 120
costata, 109, 119

Curtisii, 108, 111

disticha, 113
eximia, 109, 121, 135

foveolata, 117
glauca, 109, 117
gratissima, 108, 115
Hemsleyana, 135
Kunstleri, 109, 116
lacunosa, 112

leprosula, 108, 110, 135
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Lemur, classification of, 97, 98.

Lohait Kori, a Hindu caste intermediate
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Mahomedans pray before journeying by
water, 105.
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to Ballal Sen, 5.
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Ballal Sen, 5.
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The Hindus of Eastern Bengal.—From the papers of the late Dr.

James Wise. Edited by the Anthropological Secretary.

The Hindus of Bengal claim to be pure Aryans, but the Hindus of

Upper India repudiate any relationship with them. The Aryan immi-

gration extended gradually throughout Bengal, and the tie which bound

the settlers to their faith and peculiar usages was relaxed by residence

among aliens. The example of races untrammelled by caste or religious

scruples also led them to sbake off all bonds and assert greater freedom

of action. The priesthood formed illegal connections and neglected their

religious duties, while the mixed offspring observed none of the Brah-

manical ordinances. In the tenth century corruption and irreligion

being universal, Adisura introduced priests, trained in the orthodox

school of Kanauj, to reform and educate the people. But the arrival of

a small body of religious teachers did little towards elevating the Br.ih-

mans, or laity, and in the twelfth century Ballad Sen found only nine-

teen families of the Rarhi Brahmans living in strict obedience to all

that their religion demanded These families were raised to the high-

est rank, but those who had forfeited all respect and formed il loyal

marriages were reduced to secondary, or even lower grades. The inno-

vations made by this monarch only affected the Rarhi ami Vareudra

J. in. 1
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Sreni, or orders, for the Vaidika and Bhat, refusing to be classified by

a Vaidya, retired into the hill countries of Sylhet and Orissa ; and the

other tribes, who had become hopelessly demoralised, were left un-

touched.

The chief object of the reform organised by Ballal Sen was the

creation of an aristocratic and powerful hierarchy, placed in such a posi-

tion of dignity, that no misdemeanour and no immortality could deprive

it of hereditary privileges, or the reverence of the lower classes. An
illegal marriage was the only transgression entailing loss of rank and

forfeiture of respect. Wo provision was made in this new code for the

elevation of the lower ranks Avhen families became extinct ; consequent-

ly, as Kulin houses disappeared, the difficulty of procuring husbands

for daughters vastly increased, and when the third recognisation of

the order was made by Devi Vara, in the fourteenth century, polygamy

and the buying and selling of wives was the engrossing occupation of

the twice-born Brahmans.

In spite of these successive endeavours for securing the purity of

the Bengali Brahmans, it is remarkable that Kanaujiya, and other

Brahmanical tribes of Hindustan, have always despised and repudiated

any connection with their Bengali brethren. In their religious and

domestic ceremonies, habits of life, and mode of living, Bengali Brah-

mans are quite distinct from any of the other tribes, and the only point

of attachment between them is when outcast Kanaujiyas marry Srotriya

maidens and become absox-bed into their ranks. Although clinging with

characteristic pertinacity to all the prerogatives of their order, modern

ideas are gradually undermining their bulwarks, and the exclusive rules

are step by step yielding to education and the progress of the nation.

Kulin Brahmans are now found adorning the bench, the bar, and the

medical profession, and, while proving useful members of society, exert

a rare influence for good over their Hindu countrymen.

Besides the Rarhi and Varendra tribes, there were in Bengal four

inferior classes of Brahmans left out of the organisation of Ballal Sen,

namely, the Vaidika, Sapta-sati, A'charya, and Agradana. The three

first claim to have been resident in Bengal before the reign of that

monarch, and the services of all the four are still required by the Rarhi
Sreni at many important ceremonies. The Vaidika is the only division

that has preserved an honourable position ; but whether this is owino-

to their being descendants of Kanaujiya Brahmans, to the respectability

and decency of their lives, or to their independence of character, is very
doubtful. They decline to give their daughters in marriage to the
Kulin Brahmans of Bikarampur, and refuse to act for any clean Siidra,

or Brahman, unless his family can trace their origin to Kanauj . The
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Sapta-sati, undoubtedly one of the oldest Bengali septs, is gradually be-

ing absorbed by the Srotriya, and few confess they belong to it. In a

few years they will be sought for in vain. Tbe Acharya and Agradana
are Brahmans only in name. The former are chiefly employed in secular

occupations, and in discharging duties useful, but unknown, to the Vedas
or Puranas. The Agradana, claiming to rank above Acharya, is the

most despised of the sacred order, and clean Sudras, as well as Patit

Brahmans, would be degraded by eating with them.

The Patit Brahmans are the most active representatives of the

Hindu hierarchy, having fallen from their high estate by neglecting

religious duties, officiating in Sudra temples, marrying into inferior

grades, or acting as Purohits to the Varna Sankara. 1 The loss of rank

has in some respects been mitigated by the affection and devotion of the

laity, and by the high social position given by the caste for which they

officiate. It is to this class, abandoned by the Kulins, that India owes

the spread of the Hindu religion among the wild tribes of the Tarai,

Assam, and Eastern Bengal, and the conversion of the semi-Hinduised

aborigines throughout Bengal. Bad and immoral many of these

Sudra Brahmans are, but as a class their lives are not one long course

of depravity and selfish indulgence, as is too often the case with the

Kulins. Education has made no progress among them, and holding

the position they do, concession to the wants of the age is not to be

expected. Their hold over the men is slowly loosening, but the women
still obey and worship them, and while this subjection lasts, Hindu caste

and Hindu exclusiveness will remain.

Though not recognised in books, many social grades are found

among these fallen Brahmans. Those ministering to the Nava-sakha,2

popularly called Sudra Brahmans, occupy a position of comparative

distinction ; but at the bottom of the scale Brahmans appear, who are

accounted lower than the vile caste they serve ; while such an indivi-

dual as the Chaudal, or Dom Brahman scarcely deserves to be called

by that proud title.

The Vaisya caste, standing next the sacred order, occupies a very

anomalous and strange position. Their claim to be genuine Vaisyas is

admitted by the higher classes, but the Ballali Vaidya and Kayath

refuse to touch food prepared by them. This small caste deny that

Ballal Sen reorganised or interfered in any way with their regulations,

and for this reason it remains isolated and unrecognised by Hindus.

The two next castes are the Vaidya and Kayath, who repudiate

the name of Sudra, and maintain that Ballal Sen did not enroll them

1 Literally, mixture of colours : hence mixture of castes.

8 Or Nava-Sayaka, the nine inferior castes.
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among the " ISTava-Sakha." Both, are satisfied to rest their title of

superiority on the fabulous births of their reputed ancestors. Ballal

Sen belonged to the Vaidya caste, and it is to his partiality that it

secured pre-eminence. On one section the Brahmanical cord was be-

stowed, although the caste profession was a dishonourable one, and

Ghataks were engaged to preserve the family purity. There has al-

ways existed much latent jealousy between the Vaidya and Kayath, but

the latter acknowledge some inferiority, although the cause of this

difference is never defined.

The Kayath is undoubtedly one of the oldest tribes in Bengal, but it

is unnecessary to believe all that is said of Adisiira and the five servants

of the five Kanaujiya Brahmans. Ozie branch, the Bangaja, 1 has been

settled for many generations at Edilpur, along with the caste Ghataks,

and Kulin Kayath families are as punctilious and as vain of their birth

as any Ganguli, or Mukharji, although the Lalas of Mathura and Agra

laugh at such pretensions, and will not recognise them as Kayaths at

all.

The Kevala, or pure Sudra, does not exist in Bengal. All castes

below the Brahman belong to the " Varna Sankara," being the offspring

of parents of different tribes.

The recognised authorities on castes are the Institutes of Manu, the

Jati Nirnaya chapter of the Brakma-Vaivartta Purana,2 and the Jatimala.

According to the Brahmans it was the wickedness of Vena, the Bijarshi,

who ordered that no worship should be performed, no oblations offered,

and no gifts bestowed on Brahmans, and caused the people to disobey

the laws and intermarry with prohibited classes. Until his era

Brahmans only manned Brahmans, Sudras, women of their own rank,

and Chandals followed their own tribal customs. It was natural for

the priests to attribute the irreligious propensities of the people to a

cause like this ; but there is no doubt that laws prescribed by the Brah-

mans for maintaining the purity of their order must have been soon

violated by those in whose favour they were enacted. Although marri-

ages between individuals of different tribes gave origin to the Varna-

Sankara, or mixed castes, the Puranas give other explanations. Accord-

ing to the Brahma-Vaivartta Purana, the gardener, blacksmith, shell-

cutter, weaver, potter, and brazier are descended from the offspring of

Visvakarma, the celestial architect, and Ghritachi, an Apsara, or nymph
of heaven, and hence it is that all Karus, or artisans, worship their

progenitor with exceptional reverence. The reasons, again, why certain

1 Banga, or Vanga-ja, Bengali born.

2 A synopsis of this is given in the Calcutta Revieiv, vol. xv, p. 60.
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castes are degraded are often quite ludicrous, but this does not cause

their rejection. The Sutradhara lost rank for refusing to supply the

Brahman with sacrificial wood ; the Chitrakara for painting execrably
;

and the Suvarnakara for stealing gold given him to mould an idoL

The modern Sunri moreover, does not resent being told that his ancestor

was created from the chips of the mutilated trunk of Ganesa, nor the

Kumar that Siv transformed a waterpot into the first potter.

According to the classification of Ballal Sen, as interpreted in Eastern

Bengal, the nine following castes are considered pure, and the so-called

Sudra Brahman officiates for all :—

-

Sa.nkka.ri. Kumar. Gop-Goala.

Tanti. Malakar, Madhu JSTapit.

Kamar. ISTapit. Baaai

Judging, however, by traditions still surviving, the position of a
caste in the new roll depended chiefly on its usefulness and importance

to the community at large. The profession which had proved itself

essential to the comfort or welfare of the Hindu hierarchy was at once

promoted to a higher level, while the less important was reduced. Thus,

the Tanti, unclean in Bihar, became clean in Dacca, and the indispensable

barber was raised to the same social level as the Kayasth. The relative

position of the various castes is still a burning question in Bengal, and
in large villages where any caste predominates, its claims to superior

rank are usually conceded. For instance, the Gandha-banik, Telf,

Tambuli, and Kansari often assert, to good purpose, the right of being

enrolled among the nine, and if their voice be sufficiently loud and in-

fluential it will be heard.

The Nava-Sakha have five servants, or Pancha-vartta, attached to

them in common, who possess the prescriptive right of attending at all

caste and family celebrations. The five servants are the Brahman,
Malakar, Dhoba, JSTapit, and Nata, or musician, who are presumed to be

exclusively engaged in the service of the Sudras, but they also earn

money by waiting on lower castes. Even now-a-days some work for the

Surya-vansi, who ten years ago were not Hindus in name, while others

readily work for the Baoti, Kapali Kawali, Parasara Das, and other

tribes of doubtful origin. Where the fisher castes are numerous and
cannot be overlooked, no difficulty is found in engaging their services.

They work indeed for all castes employing a Patit Brahman, but the

utterly vile tribes, the Bhuinmali, Chamar, Patni, and Sunri, haviuq-

Brahmans of their own, are not served by the Pancha-vartta. To this

general rule, however, there are exceptions. The worshipful barber,

for instance, condescends to shave, but will not pare the nails of the

Saha rice merchant.
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Although caste is no longer revered as an old institution sanctified

by religion and immemorial usage, and is disappeai'ing before the as-

saults of modern civilisation, a tendency to the formation of new castes

still exists. Semi-Hinduised races are being enrolled among Hindus

and old established castes are being split up by adopting new occupations.

But if this new occupation be not dishonouring, the Purohit continues

his ministration. For instance, the great Chandal tribe has given off

eight branches, yet the Chandal Brahmans officiate for all. On the

other hand, the agriculture Kaibarttas, having taken to a base employ-

ment, are obliged to support a Purohit of their own.

Between the Siidras and the Nicha, or vile castes, many tribes,

organised by degraded Brahmans, or united by the exigencies of modern

civilisation, are fouud occupying an uncertain position, exposed to the

sneers of the exclusive and conservative Sudras.

These intermediate castes are

—

Baoti. Kandho. Lohait Kori.

Baqqal. Kapali. Nar.

Bhat. Kami. Parasara Das.

Berua. Karral. Patial.

Halwah Das. Kawali. Sutar.

In the Tantras, 1 the epithet Antya-ja, or inferior, is applied to the

following seven tribes:—washerman, currier, mimic (Nata), fisherman,

"Meda," or attendant on women, cane-splitter ( Varnda), and mountaineer

(Bhilla). The term Antyavasayin, or dwellers outside the town, was

given to the Dom, Pan, Hari, and other sweeper castes.

We, however, possess a very correct list 3 of the outcaste tribes in

Bengal in the l'oll of pilgrims excluded from the temple of Jagannath.

If prohibited castes are distinguished from professions there are only

eleven castes so utterly disreputable that they dare not enter the sanc-

tuaiy. These are the

—

Sunri. Kahar. Tiyar.

Nama-Siidra. Raj-Vansi. Bhuinmali.

Dhoba. Cliamar. Hari.

Jogi. Dom.

Much information regarding caste, as understood in Bengal, is obtain-

ed by comparing the relative position of Hindustanis who reside, or

temporarily sojourn there, with that of castes native to the province.

Permanent residence is always attended by social expulsion, but a

stay of a few years is with some castes a disqualification, with others it

1 Colebrooke's Essays, ii, 164.

2 Harington's Analysis, iii, 213 ; Hunter's Orissa, i, 136.
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is not so. For example, the Ahir, Surabiya, and Kanaujiya Brahmans,

who keep up communication with their kindred and marry from their

own homes, are reckoned pure ; but the Kahar, Ahir, and Kandu domi-

ciled in Bengal forfeit all claim to be considered stainless. By adopting

local Siidra customs and marrying with women of the country Hindus-

tani tribes are stigmatized as " Khonta," or debased. The Kanaujiya

Brahman, again, expelled by his family for these delinquencies, finds

shelter in the ranks of the Srotriya ; but above this he cannot expect to

rise, and his children must be content with a very ambiguous position.

The steps by which a Hindustani caste loses its original rank and

gains a new one may be traced in the case of the potters. The Kumhar
of Bihar is always unclean in Bengal, but if he marries a kinswoman he

may return to his home without loss of rank. The Raj-Mahallia potters

however, being in an intermediate state, have neither risen to an equali-

ty with the Bengali Kumar, nor remained unclean like the Kumhar.
The Siidras of Bengal drink from their water-vessels, and, still more

blessed, the Sudra Brahman ministers unto them. Lastly, the Bengali

Kumar, originally of the same stock, has become in the course of ages

a pure Siidra and one of the Nava-Sakha.

In no instance, however, is the separation between kindred castes

so striking as with the Chamars and Rishis. Both belong to the same

tribe, both are equally vile in the eyes of Hindus, and both live apart

from all other castes, yet similar occupations not only excite jealousy

and enmity, but prevent all friendly intercourse between them.

Occupations, moreover, which a Hindustani may engage in at home
without stain or obloquy, are sometimes unbecoming when the habitation

is in Bengal. Thus the Domni and Chamain, professional musicians in

Upper India, are disgraced by playing for hire in Bengal, while on the

other hand, such menial work as the Mungirya Tantis perform in Dacca

would be considered very debasing in their own district.

Although continuous residence at a distance usually repels, a

brief sojourn sometimes draws together, disunited sub-divisions. Thus

the different branches of Ahirs and Ohhatris intermarry in Bengal and

lose caste, although debarred from doing so in Hindustan.

The Brahmanical order to which the Purohit belongs is generally

a nice test of the rank accorded to a Hindustani caste. Among the

lower tribes the Guru belongs either to one of the Dasnami orders, or he

is a Yaishnava Bhagat, who visits his flock at regular intervals, con-

firming the old, and teaching the young the rudiments of their faith.

Maithila Brahmans, on the other hand, ordinarily act as Purohits to

Kurmi, Chhatri, Kandu, Ahir, Chain, and Kewat ; but Chhatris are

occasionally found with a Sarsut, or Sarasvati, Brahman, and Kurmis
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and Dosadhs with a Sakadvipa. The Kanaujiya tribe again ministers

to Binds, Tantis, and Gadariyas. In the case of the Randa Khatris,

whose parentage is equivocal, the strange phase is fonnd of a Kananjiya

acting as Purohit, a Srotriya of Bengal as Guru.

A most important distinction between Hindustani and Bengali castes

of similar origin, is the religious belief found among them. It may be

said with perfect truth that Vaishnavism, in one or other of its diverse

forms, to the exclusion of Saivaism and all other creeds, is the faith

professed by the agricultural, artizan, and fisher tribes of Bengal. The
worship of Krishna has for obvious reasons attracted well nigh all the

Goala and other pastoral tribes of India. The teaching of Chaitanya

and his successors has made little progress among Hindustani castes,

but the sympathetic creeds of Kabir and Nanak Shah have attracted

multitudes of disciples. The Kurmis and Dosadhs especially patronise

Kabir ; the Kewats, Kumhars, and many Dosadhs enroll themselves

under the banner of Nanak.
It is among castes from Northern Bengal, such as the Kandu

Bind, Muriari, and Surakiya, that the followers of the strange Panch-

Piriya creed are to be met with. Other curious sects, unknown to

Bengal, are also found in their ranks. The Tirhirtiya Tantis are mem-
bers of the Buddh Ram communion. Kurmis often profess the doctrines

taught by Darya Das, and many Dosadhs those of Tulasi Das. Still

more worthy of notice is the existence among them of an old prehis-

toric cultus. The apotheosis of robber chiefs by Dosadhs, the deifica-

tion of evil spirits, as Rahu by the Dosadhs, Kasi Baba by the Binds,

and Madhu Kunwar by Tantis, and the animistic idea, endowing with

life and personality the destructive energy of the Ganges, are all forms

of belief unknown to castes native to Bengal.

The Marriage Customs of Tibet.—By Sarat Chandra Das, CLE.

PART I.

The Ancient Marriage Customs op Tibet,

(As now prevailing in Purang, Nah-ri, and the country round LaTce

Manasarovara.)

Marriage by capture, as it now, to some extent, prevails in Purang
and the country round Lake Manasarovara, existed in former times in

Tibet and in the Cis-Himalayan countries. In U and Tsang compara-

tively few remnants of this ancient custom now remain, though in

Sikkim, Bhutan, and the Himalayan district of Spiti, near Kulu, a
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survival of it may be traced in the part played by the kiin-chan (thief)

in mai'riage ceremonies.*

InPurangwhenayoungmanwish.es to marry a girl, he watches

her movements, and carefully ascertains the places where she frequently

goes for agricultural or pastoral work. When he finds a good

opportunity, he comes, accompanied by one or two of his friends, and

tracks her to the field, or to the pasture where she happens to go, and

finding her alone carries her by force to his house. He keeps her con-

fined in a separate house so as to have abundant opportunity of soliciting

her favours. He provides her with good food and nice clothes and re-

mains near her to coax her and to win her love. When he goes out of

the house he leaves some one of his trusted friends to guard her against

seductions of other men and the attempts of her parents to take her

away. Sometimes her parents come in search of her, or send men to

fetch her home. If the girl be unwilling to live with her captor, or

if her parents do not permit her to marry him, the matter is settled

by the village elders or the tribunal of the Jong-pon (district chief). If

they permit the union, an auspicious day is fixed for the marriage when

a good deal of cluing (wine) is consumed. The entertainment on the

marriage occasion is therefore called chang-tliung (drinking of wine).

Marriage by elopement.—When a girl has given her heart to a

young man, but her parents will not let her marry him, she elopes with

him. He is helped in the elopement by two or three sturdy friends, who
accompany him to prevent a rescue on the part of the parents and to see

the couple safely through. Having brought her to his home he accom-

modates her in a good house engaged for the purpose. Here he conceals

her and enjoys the honey-moon, by taking care to employ a number of

strouo- men to guard his bride from being carried away by other men or

* Spiti. Polyandry,—Marriage customs.—In Spiti polyandry is not recognised,

as only the elder brother marries, and the younger ones become monks. But there

is not the least aversion to the idea of two brothers cohabiting with the same

woman, and, I believe, it often happens in an unrecognised way, particularly among

the landless classes who send no sons into the monasteries. I heard in Spiti, that

when the bridegroom's party goes to bring the bride from her father's house, they

are met by a party of the bride's friends and relations who stop the path : here-

upon a sham- fight of a very rough description ensues, in which the bride-

groom and his friends, before they are allowed to pass, are well drubbed with good

thick switches.

In Spiti there is a regular ceremony of divorce which is sometimes used when

both parties consent. Husband and wife hold the ends of a thread, repeating

meanwhile :
—" One father and mother gave, another father and mother took awoy :

as it was not our fate to agree, we separate with mutual good-will." The thread

is then severed by applying alight to the middle. After a divorce a woman is at

liberty to marry whom she pleases. (Crookc's Notes and Queiies, Sfc.)

J, in. 2
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by the friends of her parents. In the meantime his friends, or father, or

relations go as long-mi (begging men) to the honse of the girl's father.

They take with them some presents for him, and also provisions for their

own use during the time they remain there. They do not venture to go

near the house of the bride's parents, but remaining at a distance of about

a hundred yards or more from it, swing a Jchatag (salutation scarf) to say

that they have come to humbly propose the auspicious marriage of their

daughter. At first the parents and their friends take no notice of this

and decline to look at them. The long-mi continue their silent entreaties

for three or four days, and do not leave the place until by their impor-

tunity they have moved the hearts of the bride's parents. The father

of the girl then brings them before the elders of the village, and asks

the latter to inflict on them the punishment they deserve for having

stolen his daughter.

If the long-mi abide by their decision and pay the fine immediately,

the marriage proposal is formally received by the bride's parents. In

the meantime the bride returns to her father's house. Then an auspi-

cious day is fixed for the wedding entertainment which is called chang

-

tliung, when the friends and relatives of the bridegroom come to fetch

the bride to the bridegroom's place. The bridegroom being conscious

of his guilt dare not visit the house of the bride's father, till a long time

after the completion of the marriage. If he indiscreetly happens to go

there he is given the appellation of hun-chan (thief), and dealt with

accordingly.

Among the upper classes in Purang parents generally arrange for the

marriage of their sons and daughters. First of all comes the betrothal.*

When the parties betrothed reach the proper age, *'. e., about two or three

years after attaining to puberty, they are married. The bridal party,

* Among Lad&kis, betrothals, which are the occasion for a little drinking of

tea and chang, are arranged by parents in consultation with relatives. Having
fixed upon a match, which, from a worldly point of view, seems desirable, they

then refer to the Ldmds, to see if the destinies of the proposed couple suit. If they

are found to be unsuited the betrothal is given up. A youth is betrothed when he
is about 20 years of age, and a girl perhaps two years earlier. After the betrothal

or " tea chang star ches," the wedding, or "Pagston" may take place within a

mouth, or it may be put off for a year or more. If a male child possessing pro-

perty, is left alone in the world, he is betrothed at once to some fully grown woman
who acts as his nurse during his childhood, and as his wife during his later years.

This is not found an inconvenient practice, as a Tibetan may have two " little

wives" in addition to his original " Pagston" wife. The dowry (kinto) is fixed

at the time of betrothal, bnt it is not given till the marriage takes place, and some
times even after that. This dowry is paid by the bridegroom to the father, or other

near relative of the bride.—" Captain Ramsay's Western Tibetan Dictionary," p. 10.
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which consists of the kinsmen and relations of the bridegroom, carrying

with them presents of clothes for the bride, and provisions for the mar-

riage entertainment, proceed on an auspicious day to fetch the bride

from the house of her father. The friends of the bride erect nine stone

cairns called tJio-do in the way, each about a hundred yards apart from,

the other. The bridegroom's party wait at the ninth tlio-do which is

farthest from the house of the bride's father, and in the hearing of the

bride's friends, who come to meet them there, describe the personal

beauty and accomplishments of the bride and the bridegroom, and also

pointing to the tho-do say that it is the first barrier that the demons

have set up and that it bars their way like a mountain. If they depart

from the customary description of the gods and the demons, or commit

any mistake in the manner of describing the tho-do, the friends of the

bride become angry and break clown the mound. Then the bridegroom's

party must apologise and again describe the mound and the couple to be

united. In this manner they halt at every one of the tho-do and describe

them according to the custom of the country. At the last tho-do which

is consecrated to the gods, they sing the praise of the bride, her parents

and their tutelary deity, and say that as they have come thus far after

having surmounted the nine valleys and nine mountains (la-gu and

lung-gu) they hope that the gods will help them in their mission.

At the house of the bride's father they are received with kindness

and entertained with tea, chang, barley flour and the three kinds of

meat, cooked, dry and raw. They present a milch yak with her calf

to the bride's mother as the price of the bride, called mi-rin (price of

the mother's milk), and also two milch yaks to the father as the

nah-rin (price for (his) back). They also make presents of money and

scarves to the relations of the bride's parents, and return to the bride-

groom's house with the bride and her dowry, &c.

Preliminaries op Marriage in U, Tsang and Sikkim.

Parents generally arrange for the marriage of their sons and

daiighters, when they have passed the age of puberty. At the outset

of a marriage proposal, it is necessary for the parties to be furnished

with the names of the years in which they and their respective

parents were born. This is considered essential for the purpose of

ascertaining the thun-tsi calculation of the harmonious conditions of

marriage in the parties to be united. For this object two or three

astrologers are employed to arrive at independent results, working on

different astrological data.

The application to astrologers for calculation is generally accompanied

by some presents, consisting of sum-tshan (articles of three varieties), a
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tray fn.ll of rice, a quantity of barley flonr and a few bottles of wine.

Receiving these presents the astrologer spreads his astrological chart,

called tsi-thang, on a little table, and places in front of it a jug full of

wine to offer serlcem (libation of golden drink) to the gods, a miniature

flag called the dah-dar (a silken flag of five colours attached to the sharp

end of an. arrow), and burning incense. He then puts a few white and

black balls, of the size of a pea, on the chart, and throws them on it

in the manner of dice to ascertain the good and bad luck of the parties

to be married. After noting down the years of birth of the parties he

gravely sits on a cushion to perform the ceremony of den-dar (the

Test of Truth) of his calculations, and makes the following invocations:

—

" I pay homage to Buddha—his Law, and the Church, and vow to be

under their protection, till I shall have entered the state of supreme

enlightenment. By the moral merits of my good deeds, such as charity,

forbearance, &c, let all the living beings of the world be benefited, and

thereby let me attain to Buddhahood. Let all the animate beings of

the world come under the influence of Truth, and the causes of Truth,

and also be free from misery, and the causes of misery. Let them also

not be devoid of Truth, which is free from misery, and abide in that

even state of mind, which is free from corruption, partiality and passions.

Let me gain perfection as quickly as possible, that I may work in the

cause of all living beings of the world. It is with a view to serve

them in respect of the sciences of astrology and divination, that I now
undertake to perform this religious service." With this introduction

the officiating astrologer invokes the aid of all the gods of the ten

quarters, Buddhas, Boddhisattvas, sages, saints, &c, to help him in the

work of mystic calculation :

—

"0 holy Lamas who have passed away, are now present, and
will appear hereafter in this world, pray, bear me out in this test of

Truth ! infallible prince of the S'akya race, O sage of Udyana,
Padma Sambhava ! O ye masters of the Sutras, Tantras and the mantras,

lend me your help in this test of divination, for nothing in this world

is hidden from you.

"0 Rig-sum Gon-po (Mafiju) Sri, Vajra pani, and Avalokitesvara,

Sangye (Buddhas) Chafigsem (Boddhisattvas), the science of numbers
and of the stars, the Sutrantas and the sacred works on divine pro-

phecies!—Judge ye all of my skill.

"O Brahma Chaturmukha (thou with four faces) ! Naga Raja

whose head is formed of seven serpents ! O mighty Vijayd, the god-

dess who rules over the elements ! O sage Kapila Muni ! O Kung-fu-tse

(Confucius), the miraculous prince of China! saints and Vidya-

dharas!—Ye are all witnesses to my work.
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"O the four great sages of China, the four saints of Tihet, and the

Pandits and Lochavas of India and Tibet!—Help me in this test of

Truth.
" ye five kinds of Brahma-Kayika Devas, who rule over the

fire in the South, over the wood in the East, over the adamantine moun-

tains in the West, over the Ocean in the North, and over the ethereal

space in the middle region !—Bear me out.

" The eight great planets, the sun and moon, the Pleiades and the

78 constellations !—Do you all test the truth of my science.

" The great gods including Brahma, the eight ndga demons

headed by Nanda, the four Maharaja Kayikas, the guardian kings of

the world, and the seventy Palgon (the noble spirits who defend Bud-

dhism) !—Help me in drawing true conclusions from astrology and the

science of divination.

" The four celestial nymphs called Man-tsun Chen-mo, (Maha,

Mati'ika) who preside over medicine, the twelve sylvan goddesses called

the Ten-ma Chuni, who under a solemn compact have become protectors

of Buddhism in Tibet, the local gods and demigods, together with your

attendants, the kings and ministers !—Bear ye all witness to my work.
" The nine mystic figures called the Me-va git and the eight gno-

mons on the chart of divination called the Parha and the cycle of sixty

years !—Receive homage from me.
" The grey tiger that keeps the farthest end of the Eastern Quarter,

the blue dragon of the South, the red huge bird of the West, and the

golden tortoise of the North !—Receive your share of respect from me.
" I make this religious service which is threefold, being exoteric,

esoteric and mystic, to honour you, and I make offerings to you for grant-

ing me power to arrive at accurate results in calculating astrological

events and to divine correctly. Will you, therefore, explain to me the

science of divination, and demonstrate every fact and figure connected

with it as clearly as reflections fall on a mirror of polished silver?

" To-day we are to ascertain whether the youth and the maiden to

be united are possessed of the ten virtues of matrimonial concord (?nthun-

sbyor); the twenty characteristics of demeanour ( ftgro-lani
) ; If they

will deserve the ten kinds of dowry, and also the services of five men
necessary for conducting wedding ceremonies. O Venerable Lamas
and learned elders ! Shew unto me all that is essential for astrology,

and correct me when I err."

Then taking the names of the years of the birth of the males and

females of both sides, the astrologer ascertains the chances of life, i. e.

(longevity), accidents to the body, power (ivang-thang), and prosperity

(by observing the Rluii rta wind-horse or fortune), and by setting these
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four against each other by the throw of the back and white balls on the

chart. The good and evil of life, and the wind-horse of the male's year

being calculated, are set against those obtained from the female's year.

Again the body and power of the female's year are set against those

calculated from the male's year. If in the throw of the globules the

white ones turn up in favour of the parties to be married, good luck is

prognosticated, and the thun-tsi is ascertained.

If the good and evil of the life of the male harmonize in the

calculation with those of the life of the female, longevity is counted

upon. If not, the happiness of the couple will be short-lived.

If in the calculation the accidents to the body of the male agree

with those of the female, the astrologer declares that the marriage will

be happy in respect of issue. Want of harmony in the persons of the

parties indicates barrenness.

If the ivang-thang (power) of the male corresponds with that of the

female, the astrologer declares that the parties will be prosperous in

reference to wealth. Want of harmony in wang-thang in the parties

indicates poverty and waste of wealth.

If the wind-horse (fortune) of the male agrees with that of the

female, the marriage is predicted to be a very happy one, as love and

concord are sure to attend them, and to be the guiding principles of

their life. If the loind-horse of the one run counter to that of the other,

the marriage is pronounced to be unlucky and unhappy, as the parties

would then constantly fall out.

When parties are anxious to be married in spite of adverse astro-

logical results standing against the union, the astrologer ascertains

how many of the circumstances are favourable to the parties, and
how many against them. If they agree in three-fourths of the circum-

stances, religious observances are necessary to avert the dangers con-

sequent on the disagreement in the remaining one-fourth ; but when at

least one-half of the circumstances stand against the parties, no reli-

gious observance is supposed to be of sufficient efficacy to avert the

dangers of an inauspicious union. The proposal is then dropped, and
another maiden is sought.

The Tibetans use different kinds of astrological charts and calculations

which are based on Indian and Chinese methods. The astrologer failing

one kind of calculation tries another. When astrology fails, divination,

by deciphering the mystic marks on the back of the fabulous golden
tortoise is resorted to. In this manner the astrologer of Tibet makes a
busy trade of his craft, the like of which is seldom seen either in India

or China. Among the priestly crafts of Tibet none is considered so

lucrative as that of the astrologer.
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As soon as the astrologer declares that the thun-tsi, i. e., the circum-

stances of harmony necessary in the marriage are favourable, the

parents consult their friends and relations in order to ascertain the suit-

ability of the match, and send one or two bar-mi (go-betweens) to ascer-

tain the views of the maternal uncle of the maiden selected regarding her

marriage. He generally withholds his opinion under various excuses.

According to the customs of the country the Shangpo (maternal uncle)

of a maiden is the real arbiter of her fate in the matter of marriage. No-
thing can be settled without reference to him. When his leave is secured

the marriage proposal can be formally made to the maiden's parents.

The bar-mi with the permission of the Shangpo, on an auspicious

day during the increasing lunation of the month, proceed to the house

of the parents of the maiden to present them with the long-chang

(in Sikkim nang-chang) and therewith formally make the proposal

of marriage. The word long-chang is derived from long, to beg or apply,

and chang, wine, meaning the present of wine to apply for marriage,

In Sikkim the candidate for the maiden's hand accompanies the bar-mi.

but in Tibet the case is otherwise. On the way they observe omens and

prognostics. If they see any empty vessel they turn back.

The long-chang consists of the following : at least a gallon of wine,

a silk scarf, five silver coins, and five or nine kinds of things placed

on a tray. The long-chang is required to be carried by a man who has

been the father of several sons and daughters. Under no circum-

stances is a widower, or one who is childless, or whose children have died,

allowed to carry it. The parents of the maiden receive the bar-mi

with politeness, and serve them with wine and tea. After emptying one

or two cups of tea the bar-mi present them with a scarf, and beg for

leave to state their mission. The parents at first shew some indiffer-

ence to their request, and try to turn the conversation on some current

topics of the day. The bar-mi press the point they are interested

in, and say that they have come with the long-chang to beg for the

gem (their daughter). They are then told that the giving up of the

norbu (gem) is no trifle, and so they should not be too sanguine about

getting it.

If, after repeated entreaties, they succeed in getting any assurance of

good will from the maiden's parents they open the wine bottle belonging

to the long-chang and pour wine into the cups of the friends and

relations of the parents who happen to be present on the occasion. At
this stage the parents make the following remarks :

—

"According to the common saying of the country the maternal

uncle is the owner of one half of the person of his niece or nephew, just

as half the cloth of a robe belongs to the sleeves. Accordingly if the
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maternal uncle of our daughter, and also her relations and friends, agree

to the proposal, it will be possible for us to accept the long-chang ; but

otherwise we must return it."

It is therefore necessary first of all to arrange the marriage

business with the maternal uncle. The proverb says, " Both in marriage

and merchandise there should be no kind of solicitation." So the party

that has won the maternal uncle over to his side need not shew any

anxiety for the acceptance of the long-chang.

If the bar-mi can any how induce the parents to drink a cup of

wine from the long-chang the betrothal is effected. But they studiously

avoid partaking of anything pei'taining to the long-chang before con-

sulting the maternal uncle.

Marriage Ceremonies op Tibet (U and Tsang).

After accepting the long-chang the parents of the maiden in consul-

tation with the long-mi, called bar-mi in Sikkim, and the astrologer fix

an auspicious date for celebrating the marriage.

The bridegroom remains at home. His friends and relations

proceed to the house of the bride's parents to fetch her. No music

nor dancing mark a Tibetan marriage at the outset.

On the appointed day the parents of the bride make the necessary

preparations for receiving the bridegroom's party who come dressed

in their best apparel. Being seated on low or high cushions, accord-

ing to their respective rank and position, the guests are regaled with

tea and wine and dainty dishes. A quantity of barley flour, red

potatoes, biscuits and cakes in wooden trays, and meat (boiled, dried

and raw) in brass and silver trays, are placed before the principal guests.

In the meantime the bride is taken to her toilet. First her hair

is washed, to which she reluctantly submits, shedding tears at the

idea of separation from her parents and friends. These try to console

her with kisses and show of affection. Her nearest female relations

come to soothe her mind with kind words. The bridesmaid (sent from

the bridegroom's parents), comes to help her in her toilet ; She plaits

her hair and dresses the locks in the form of a crown decorating them
with strings of pearl, and turquoises. She then puts on her ornaments of

gold and silver, coral, amber, ruby and other precious stones.

The marriage festivities generally last for three days at the house

of the bride's parents, when their friends and relations avail themselves

of the opportunity of shewing their good-wishes to them by making
presents to her. The parents first arrange for the dowry, then the rela-

tions send their presents, and last of all come the personal friends and

acquaintances of the bride to make the bridal gifts and to wish her a
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long conjugal life, of prosperity and happiness. The presents are then

collected and made over to the best man with a list of them. As soon as

he comes to receive them, the companions of the bride by way of

of a joke, secretly remove his earring, head dress, wrapper or any other

article they can get hold of belonging to him. At the time he takes no

notice of their jokes, but on the following morning he complains to them
about the loss of his things, and offers a reward for their recovery. A
present of three to four srang (ounces of silver) to them secures him the

return of the lost things.

A Tantrik priest called Nag-chang performs the ceremony of

propitiating the Pholha (the household god) with incense burnt at

a conspicuous place. The representative of the bridegroom now makes
a present of five or nine varieties of articles to the mother of the bride,

and says that as the usage of the country sanctions the offering of

what is called the nu-tin (the price of mother's milk) she must accept it.

When the bride leaves the house of her parents which is usually

done a little before the dawn, the Nag-chang burns some incense to

please the ndga demons who (are supposed to) live underground

within the premises of her parents. These unseen beings are believed

to be often attached to some individual member of a family so as to

follow them like a dog wherever they happen to go. Tt is the duty of

the Nag-chang to keep them back by the efficacy of his charms and pre-

vent their following the bride to her husband's place.

The su-mi (the bridegroom's people who come to escort the bride)

and leyel-mi (men who escort her to her hasband's place), and the bag-

yog-ma (female attendant of the bride), proceed to the altar of the house-

hold god of the family to take leave of him. They make three saluta-

tions to him each time taking their hats off.

Then coming out of the house they seat the bride on a stool placed

at the door. A priest (of the Bon religion) now performs the ceremony

of yangug (invoking good luck) by reciting some mystic charms and

walking round her from right to left in the manner of a Bon religious

circumambulation. When this is done, a small arrow studded with five

precious stones and with five scraps of silk of five colours attached to its

pinnacle, is fixed on the neck of her dress, its point touching the top of

her head-dress. She is then placed on the back of a pony and slowly

led to her future home. The parents with tears in their eyes now come

to bid her farewell, and present her with the auspicious scarf called

tashi-khatag . They send the kyel-chang (farewell wine) to be served to

her at a short distance from the gate of their residence.

The bridal party then proceeds towards the bridegroom's house,

being heralded by what is called ta-kar mi-kar (a man in white

J m, 3
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riding on a white horse). An amulet containing some mystic charms to

protect her against evil influences and the evil spirits of the ten quarters,

is now worn by the bride. This is considered very essential for her well-

being at this time. When a bride proceeds to her future home unprovided
with this indispensable safeguard she is sure to fall under the malignant

influence of evil spirits. For during her journey from the place

where the farewell wine is served, i. e., where she parts company with

her parents and friends, and the place where she is first received with

what is called the welcome-ivine, she is not accompanied by the guard-

iau spirit either from her. father's side or from the bridegroom's

quarter. As soon as the bride approaches the house of the bridegroom, a

second batch of su-mi (people sent to receive the bride), dividing them-

selves into three parties, wait at three different stages on the way to

refresh her with the welcome-tvine. At each of these places she stops

a few minutes to receive the icelcome-wine and the auspicious scarves.

As soon as the bridal party arrives at the gate of the bridegroom's

house, his friends, fearing lest some evil spirits may have followed the

bride from her father's place, make arrangements to drive them off. For

this purpose they bring the devil's effigy made of cloth or barley, painted

with coloured butter, and throw it on the ground before the bride. The

hyel-mi, i. e., those who have come from her parents' house to escort her,

here take offence at this demonstration of groundless fear on the part of

the bridegroom's people. They keep a sharp eye on the man who throws

the devil's effigy, and, if possible, catch him in the act and tear his

clothes to pieces by way of punishment. They let him off on ex-

tracting from him the promise of the payment of a fine of two or three

srangs. In their turn they now try to find fault with the arrangements

made for the bride's reception. It is customary to hang a piece of long

silk scarf from the top of the gate on the occasion of the arrival of the

bride. The bridegroom's people let the scarf drop for a moment and then

lift it up. The bride's friends try to catch it and take it away to the

bride's parents in token of their triumph over the bridegroom's parity.

Then the officiating Tantrik priest recites a few benedictory verses, &c,

describing the door, house, &c, of the bridegroom.

" Hail, self-existent Dharma ! Let there be happiness to all living

beings. The lintel of this door is yellow, being made of gold. The door-

posts are cut out of blocks of turquoise. The sill is made of silver.

The door frame is made of lapiz lazuli. Opening this auspicious door

you find in it the repository of five kinds of precious things. Blessed

are they who live in such a house. Let them enjoy long life without

being troubled with sufferings and dangers. Prosperity be theirs, and

let there be no limit to their wealth. O, happy couple ! If you wish to
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found a family you should first do homage to the three Holies (Buddha,

Dharma, and Sangha). Secondly, you should extend your charity to the

poor and the fallen. Thirdly, your compassion to all living beings should

be unlimited. We come from our fatherland, the country of gems, to

open the mines of five precious metals, and to plant the root of genera-

tion. We have come indeed to execute a high mission, so do not close

the door against us. Open it that we may enter."

Then the mother of the bridegroom, dressed in her best apparel,

with a tray containing the dah-dar and some barley flour mixed with

butter, in her right band, and with a jar full of milk in her left hand,

comes to receive the bride and to present her with the tashi-khatag and

che-mar (the buttered barley). The bride helped by two female at-

tendants alights on a stool which is covered with a rug containing the

figure of the swastika. She is conducted by her mother-in-law to the

marriage altar, and seated to the left of the bridegroom.

The carpet on which they sit usually contains the figure of the

sivastika and the floor of the room is painted with a paste made of wheat-

flour, and water. The bridal party consisting of the kyel-mi and the su-mi

then enter the reception hall after tasting a little che-mar (buttered

barley), at the threshold. The friends of the bridegroom sit in the left

row, the seats on the right row being reserved for those who come on

behalf of the bride's parents. A sumptuous dinner is served to them.

In the meantime the friends and relations of the bridegroom come to

offer their tashi-khatag (auspicious scarves) to the married couple, and

to make presents to them. It is customary with them to supply the

provisions necessary for the entertainment of the first day. On this

occasion all the neighbours of the bridegroom also take part in the festi-

vities and make presents of cloth, gold, silver, &c, with auspicious

scarves according to their means and taste.

Music and singing are kept up throughout the day. Then when
the auspicious hour of solemnizing the marriage arrives the Nag-chaug

makes offerings to the gods, and gives a new name to the bride, con-

necting it in some manner with the name of her mother-in-law. When
this is performed a small piece of wood, about six inches long, is held

to the lips of the bridegroom. The bride now sits in front of her

husband, and takes the other end of the wood between her lips.

In the meantime a tuft of wool is placed in the hands of t^ie

bridegroom who draws out the fibres to some length. The bride takes it

from his hands and twists it into a thread. This is called the ceremony

of the first work of harmonious union. Then the party of the bride

separate from that of the bridegroom, and sitting in rows of seats

facing each other sing repartee songs. When the festivities terminate

the bridegroom dismisses the kyel-mi with suitable presents.
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PART II.

Marriage Customs in Sikkim.

The marriage ceremony takes place generally a year after the accep-

tance of the Nag-chang though it is not unusual with the rich to have

it performed after six months when the parties to be united are of proper

age. On this occasion too, the influence of the Ashang (maternal uncle)

continues to he paramount. The party of the bridegroom entertains

him wTith rich food and wine to obtain his final sanction to the marriage.

The entertainment that is given to him is called den-chung. The suitor,

however poor he may be, must, at least, contribute a roast fowl to

the dainty feast that is prepared for him.

The bar-mi (intermediators) settle the price of the bride with

her parents, who say that the gem in question being very valuable

cannot be parted with easily. At last the price is settled, which among
the poor people of Tibet living in the frontier generally comes to a few

score of tanltas or srangs, according to the resources of the bride-

groom. The bar-mi then take the permission of the bride's parents to

appoint an auspicious day for celebrating the marriage ceremony.

This done their duties are at an end.

The maternal uncles of the parties or their representatives now come
forward to conduct the marriage as dodag (managers). In Sikkim

and Bhutan the dodags are furnished by the respective parties with what
is called bar-zen (the mediator's fee) usually estimated at ten per cent,

of the price of the bride.

So long as the marriage is not completed, the position of the

bridegroom is considered to be that of a suppliant beggar. In Tibet he

is received with some consideration, but in Sikkim and Bhutan his position

is far from being enviable. But as soon as the marriage is settled,

and the price of the bride fixed, his maternal uncle begins to assume a

position of equality with that of the bride's maternal uncle.

He cites the common saying. " Ba-va me-na rienmi-kyab." Where
equality (of position) is wanting there should be no marriage.

The question now arises where should the two parties meet to

conduct the wedding ceremony. The suitor's maternal uncle en-

deavours to have it done according to the old customs of the country

at an intermediate place between the residences of the two parties, but

the bride's party do not agree to this. At last the former yields to the

latter, and the wedding takes place at the residence of the bride's parents.

On the day of marriage the bar-mi again meet for the definite

settlement or payment of the price of the bride. They are paid the

usual mediation fee of five rupees or srang from each side.

If the bride belongs to the higher class, *'. e., the nobility, she is
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valued at 18 ponies (each pony being valued at Rs. 50), and a present of

nine articles called the gu-tshan consisting of the following :—a gold

mohar, eight ounces of silver, a silk robe, a matchlock, a robe of

thick Tibetan serge, called purug-go, khamar (wrapper made of raw
silk), baborma (a good milch cow with a calf), a silk scarf of superior

quality.

The price of a bride among the middle class is estimated at 12

ponies and a present of five different articles.

In the case of the poor the price of a pony is estimated at 50 lbs. of

butter. If it is understood that the bride will bring with her a male

and female slave her price is raised by two ponies, and the entire carcass

of a pig or sheep thrown in.

The value of a bride among the common people is fixed at four

ponies with a present of three things called the sum-tshan.

According to the common saying of the country, the price of a

bride is in fact due to the mother. In Tibet it is called nu-rin (the price

of mother's milk). The mother does not personally accept it on any

account, but when parents do receive it according to the usage of the

country, it is understood that double the amount of the price received

should be given to the bride as peejong (dowry). This dowry becomes

peema—the personal property of the bride, and corresponds with what
is called stridhan in India.

When the marriage takes place at an intermediate place, the pro-

visions necessary for the entertainment are supplied by both the parties

—

the largest share being borne by the bridegroom. In Sikkim he is

required to furnish what is called shya-gyu—the carcass of a bull slaugh-

tered for the occasion. When the marriage takes place at the house of

the bride's parents they entertain their relations, friends and neighbours

for one whole day with rich dishes and chang. The wedding cere-

mony takes place at or before noon, when the don-ner or Jchalenpa

delivers a harangue to the assembled people—and invokes the gods and
the spirits of the ten quarters.

A respectable man of the village, who is blessed with sons and
daughters, and has means, is appointed to perform the khalan as

follows :
—

" The three Holies (Buddha, Dharmaand SanghaJ, the united

body of the sainted Lamas, the spirits of the ten quarters, the guard-

ian gods and defenders of Buddhism, the four great spirit kino-s,

the snowy mountain Himalaya, the divine keepers of the sacred places

and sites, the tutelary deities and guardian angels, and such other o-ods

and spirits whom the parents of the bridegroom and bride pi-opitiate, and
ye celestial beings henceforth protect this married couple, named
and . From this day he will be hers and she his. They will be
mutually responsible to each other for their respective conduct.
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" He will not allow her to be ravished, or seduced by another man,

nor will she allow him to fall under the influence of another woman.
He will not in any way deprive her of her personal properties, nor

allow other men more or less powerful than himself to rob or purloin

her personal effects. They are united together this day in our presence,

and ye gods and saints bear witness to their wedding." To this the

couple, seated by each other's side, nod assent when the don-ner throws

a fine white silk scarf called tashi hhadag on their heads.

Then the relations and friends of the bride and bridegroom present

them each with a silk scarf, and in terms of affection wish them a happy
life. This ends the first stage of the marriage ceremony called nen,

marriage. Though the price of the bride has been paid, and the hhalen-

pa has announced the wedding to the public, yet the married couple are

not permitted to enjoy the honeymoon until a year has expired, or till

the festivity of chang-thung (drinking) has been performed. During

this time the bridegroom is required to make frequent visits to his

father-in-law's house with fancy presents for his spouse. In fact, this

is the period of courtship with Tibeten-speaking people. Among the

agricultural tribes of Sikkim and Bhutan this period is called dor-gyug

(the period of servitude). The common saying among them is that "a
son-in-law, though he is not a slave, must serve his father-in-law and

mother-in-law, for at least three years before he can enjoy the person

of his bride." This term of three years in the case of the lower classes

is counted from the time of long-cliang. Among the higher classes

betrothal, marriage and chang-tliung are all finished within a year. It

is in the case of the middle classes that these ceremonies extend over

two years. The period of dor-gyug among the humbler classes can be

conveniently shor-tened by payment of money, or by the present of five

varieties of articles to the bride's parents

Chang-thung (the festival op drinking).

This final ceremony of marriage generally takes place one year

after the nen (formal marriage). The bridegroom again sends two

har-mi to ascertain the wishes of the bride's parents regarding the time

of cliang-tliung. This is considered the most delicate part of the mar-

riage business, or behu bumoi Ion joi as it is called in Sikkim and

Bhutan. The parents and friends of the bride try on the slightest

pretence to postpone it indefinitely in order to extract more service

from the bridegroom. The bar-mi therefore exert themselves with much
tact and care to ensure success in inducing the bride's parents to agree

to chang-thung. This being arranged, they consult the astrologer to fix

an auspicious day for commencing the festivities and to prepare the
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bride's horoscope. The marriage hour called bag-Tear, (the marriage-

star') occurs only once in a month, so the day in which the auspicious

hour falls is selected for the wedding.

The festivity of chang-thung extends over six days, the entertain-

ment of the first three days takes place in the house of the bride's parents,

and that of the remaining three days in the bridegroom's place.

The first day of the festivity is called the dong-chang, i. e., the day

of the first drinking, when the don-iler again invokes the gods and spirits

in the terms stated above. The second day of the festivity is called

chang-thung-chenjoo, i. e., the day of grand drinking when also the khalen

is made with much warmth. As soon as the don-ner finishes his

harangue, the Tasi-kyi-Lama begins his work—the ritual of auspicious

offerings to the gods and spirits. These offerings, called tashi torma are

made of barley flour and wheat decorated with wafers made of coloured

butter, in the shape of chaityas and fancy temple-like structures. With
these the head of the bride is first touched and then they are thrown

towards the spirits, who are supposed to have assembled in space at the

exhortation of the Lama. The third day of the festivity is called Chang?

ser, i. e., the day of the golden drink.

On the evening before the dong-chang the bridegroom's people

proceed to fetch the bride. The party consists of one or two valets of

the bridegroom, four or five of his relations, including the Asliang

(maternal uncle) who generally performs the role of the best man, two
or three men called the na-thi (guides of the bridal party), the pag-ro

(bridesmaid) the hhyung bag-ko (the maid of honour), the bride's

page who carries the bride's jewellery, &c, and a number of servants.

The bridegroom's valet performs the part of the thief (kun-chen) which
is considered a dishonorable and odious duty in the marriage affairs

of these cis-Himalayan countries. The bridesmaid sits by the side of

the bride and covers her lap with a piece of silken wrapper called the

pang-khep. All these people who form the bridal party, are selected ac-

cording to the directions supplied by the astrologer, and are supposed to

be well-to-do people of good fortune. No widower, widow, or tshang-nag-

pa (husband and wife, to whom no son has been born) or rab-che (those

who are barren) are ever allowed to join a bridal party.

In the morning preceding the day of dong-chang, the order and
arrangement of seats for the people coming from the bridegroom's house,

and also for those belonging to the bride's parents are settled. The
su-mi come in the evening of that day, but the kun-chen knowing how
he will be dealt with by the bride's friends, loiters behind to seek for an

opportunity to enter the house of the bride's parents in a secret manner.

In his endeavour to do so he is assisted by the bridegroom, who having
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been in the house of the bride's father, has become acquainted with

every detail of it. The fencing round the house of the bride's parents

is covered with the branches of thorny plants and nettles. Two addi-

tional fences are erected at some distance from the house for the purpose

of stopping the kun-chen and also to prevent his running away from

the place.

Guards are stationed at each of these fences to watch the move-

ments of the kun-chen who nevertheless succeeds in entering the house

either by scaling them, or by some kind of strategy. With the excep-

tion of the pag-pon and one or two of his respectable companions, the

rest of the party are treated with sham contempt and mockery. When
others are served with good chang, bad chang, refuse and coarse kind of

food, intended for pigs, &c, are placed before them. These not unfre-

quently exchange shai'p words with the female friends and companions

of the bride, who sometimes in the way of joke, sometimes in earnest,

seek an opportunity to annoy them. If they be a quiet sort of people

they generally settle the sham difference with these women by a bribe

called mag-lug (the fee of defeat).

The kun-chen in the dead of night, when all the guards are asleep,

makes his way to the place of the bride's parents by either scaling the

fences or breaking through them. He comes provided with a pair of

leather, or felt boots, and some woollen, or thick sackcloth. On his

arrival at the door of the house, he finds that it has been closed from

within.

At this time the bridegroom tries all his resources to get him inside

the house. He calls the hun-chen by signs or by a whistle to enter the

house by lifting up some of the loose planks of the floor from under-

neath the hog-kltang, where pigs and cattle are kept. Sometimes he points

out to him the weak part of the roof or a bamboo wall of the house

through which a passage is possible If possible the bridegroom quietly

comes out of the house to help the kun-chen. If the female relatives of

the bride happen to be awake, they light torches called (bag-zi) to

beat him. Some among them being friendly, or brought to his side by

a bribe, try to extinguish the light. As soon as the kun-chen enters the

house he at once wraps himself up with all the clothes that he can get

hold of therein. The women now come headed by the bride's sister to

beat him with switches and thorny twigs in their hands. In spite of the

help that he can obtain from those that are friendly to him, he gets a

thorough beating. The more violent among the women beat him mer-

cilessly, as if he were the real enemy of the bride. Unable to bear the

beating the kun-chen sometimes abuses them, and sometimes he falls on

his knees to beg for forgiveness. Sometimes he feigns exhaustion, and
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falling prostrate on the ground, salutes them saying, " merciful ladies

forgive me. I shall j)ay the mag-log (the fee of defeat), " If they do

not beat him severely, he remains on the ground as motionless, or

half dead, and does not pay the mag-log, and at the end appropriates to

himself the articles of mag-log which the bridegroom gives him to

compensate his supposed loss in the way of mag-log.

Sometimes the Tcun-chan behaves very humbly towards the female

friends of the bride, in consequence of which they treat him with less

severity, but under no circumstance can he escape the beating alto-

gether. In the morning of the first day of chang-thung called the

dong-chang, he is placed in a conspicuous place in the reception-room,

wrapped up in blankets and other thick stuffs.

Dong-chang:—In the morning at about 8 o'clock, the guests con-

sisting of the relations, friends, neighbours, &c, begin to assemble in

the marriage hall. They bring with them each a basketful of chang,

a bag of rice, and a potful of barley flour. Bach guest, as he enters the

hall, strikes the Tcun-chan lightly with the switch kept there for the pur-

pose. The hnn-chan expresses his pain in loud shrieks. Sometimes when
wanton boys apply the switch freely to his body, he will rush at them
furiously. When the hmi-chan goes out to attend the call of nature,

he is surrounded by the female friends of the bride, and is forced to sit

on a log of the tree called sam-sliing, the raw bark of which produces a
blister when it touches the skin. The log is covered with nettles and

other thorny plants so as to look like a horse. If he can be made to

sit on the wooden horse they will hoot him with shrieks and laughter.

If he does not sit upon it they beat him with nettles till he enters the

room.

Chang-thung chenpo :—On the second day of the festivities the

neighbours, friends and relations of the bride's parents are entertained

with wine, rice, meat, &c. The guests headed by the chief priest of the

village, called Tashi-Jcyi Lama, present their respective scarves, together

with silver coins, clothes, metal utensils, and tashi-hha-tag to the bride

and express their good wishes for her. Some among the guests, who are

near and dear to the bride, will present her with two or more scarves,

saying that they present this scarf, called the Jcyider (the scarf of hap-

piness), that scarf, called gadar (the scarf of joy), to wish her gladness, and
so on. The guests also make presents of tang-da.r, i. e., a scarf with a Ti-

betan tavJca or a rupee, to the pag-pon, i. e., the best man and the brides-

maid. As soon as the scarves and other presents are brought the

don-rier (receiver of guests) announces the name of each donor. The
money presents are deposited in a silver pot kept for the purpose on

a small table before the bride. Then some one from among the

J. ill. 4
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bridegroom's friends acknowledges the presents, &c, by saying thug-je

che (great mercy). At this time the Jcun-chan remains in his solitary

seat, bnt nnmolested by anybody. Till midday he finds himself

very solitary as no one talks to him or makes any fnn with him.

When the presentation of scarves and tang-dar is finished, the guests

sit at dinner, and drink cJiang to their heart's content. After dinner the

gnests touch the Jcun-clian s head with their sticks. Some beat him
lightly with the switch. This is called solgyab (after-dinner beating).

The guests are served with chang and tea in the aftenoon when they

again play the same kind of practical jokes with the Jcun-chan. This

is called the cJiang-gyab (beating after drinking*). In the evening butter-

ed tea is served to them with barley flour or parched Indian-corn. Again

they beat the unfortunate Jcun-chan lightly with their sticks. This

is called after evening-tea beating. When he has quietly undergone

these indignities, the women taking pity on him cease to beat him

any more. They ask him to drink chang. Sometimes a wooden bucket

filled with chang is given to him. A servant then hands over to him a

china-cup called yangtse with which he draws wine from the bucket. Then

a trayful of half-baked beef or fowl, mixed with red pepper and kitchen

soot, is placed before him. The female friends of the bride again come

to annoy him. This time, catching him by his ears they force a quantity

of under-done beef into his mouth. Some make him drink chang. Then
the principal guests sing some benedictory songs, and offering their

prayers to the Buddhas and the Boddhisattvas, to bless the married

couple, they return to their respective homes.

Ghang-ser

:

—On the third day of the festival, called the golden

drinking, the neighbours and relations of the bride's parents again

assemble to a grand dinner and drinking, when large quantities of beef

and pork are given to them to eat. Two or more oxen or pigs, that have

been slaughtered on the previous day, are cooked in large cauldrons with

red-pepper and salt. The beef and pork so prepared, are called sJiya-

gyu and sha-phag, respectively. At midnight of the third day the Jcun-chan

runs away quietly. If the women can catch him while running away

they give him a good beating, which is called dol-non (the beating

before he escapes). It is for this reason that the mother of the bride

takes especial care of him and secretly arranges for his flight. The

Jcun-chan having effected his escape, proceeds to the rest-house that has

been especially erected for the bridal party midway and waits there.

Here he changes his clothes and becomes transformed into a great

man called the tJia-pon. The bride's mother sends some wine, beef

and rice for his refreshment.

When the festivities at the house of the bride's parents terminate,
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the officiating Lama makes offerings to the gods at the auspicious

moments called the du-tsi jor (in Sanskrit Amrita yoga), the moments

called cM-jor, the conjunction of the malignant stars, heing avoided.

The offerings are first applied to the heads of the bride's parents

and then thrown away, generally at the junction of two roads. At the

same auspicious time the bride sets off for her future home. The

astrologer new furnishes instructions on the following points :

—

1. In what direction the bride should first look on starting.

2. "What food or thing she should taste on her arrival at her

husband's house.

3. What should be the year of birth of the woman who dresses

her hair.

4. To what work the bride should put her hands first.

5. What should be the year of birth of pag-pon, the best-man.

6. The name of the man, who should first serve the bride with food.

7. The name of the man who should conduct her to her husband's

house.

8. What should be the colour of the horse to be used for her con-

veyance.

9. The colour of the cushion, on which she should sit on arriving

at her husband's house.

The bridal party start early in the morning. The bride is now

surrounded by her friends and female relations, who shed tears on parting

with her. The pag-pon (best-man,) the bridesmaid, ~kliyun-bag-~ko, and

other attendants who form the su-mi, take charge of her from her parents.

Some of her father's relations and friends join the party to escort her safely

to the bride°room's house All the people who form the bridal party are

called hun-don. If the bridegroom's house be a day's journey distant the

kiln-don halt at some convenient place midway for refreshment, where a

tent or temporary shed has been erected for the purpose. At this time

they are not allowed admission into any dwelling-house. It is believed

that a malignant spirit called dong-ser-geg always walks before the bride,

and those who fall in his way suffer all kinds of danger. It is for this

reason that passevs-by turn aside when they happen to come across a

bridal party.

Here the hun-chan, now transformed into a great man, waits for the

bridal party. He is called the tha-pon (hawk-chief), for having come

out of the ordeal successfully, i. e., having snatched away the bride from

the midst of her parents and friends like a hawk. Here he becomes the

leader of the party, his position being second only to that of the pag-pon

(best-man).

In the meantime the bridegroom sends another party of su-mi with
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chang-gyug (wine for welcoming) to receive the bridal party. These
dividing themselves into three parties, wait on the way in three stages.

They carry with them a number of bamboo bottles of boiled cliang,

and reeds for sucking the liquor from them, and one or two heavy loads

of fermented cliang (mtir-iva beer). At each stage they burn incense to

the gods in large quantities for the purpose of purifying the atmosphere

and also to drive away the evil spirits.

The first division of su-mi, that meet the bridal party midway
inform the tha-pon of the health of the bridegroom and the arrange-

ments for their reception, and the t7ia-pon in a short speech asks them
to partake of the welcoming wine sent for their reception and refreshment.

He first invokes the gods, &c, then drinks chang. The invocation con-

sists of the following :

—

" The highest reverence is due to the three Holies. The gnardian

deities and tutelary deities claim our adoration with precious objects.

By the blessings of the Lamas and the kind advice and predictions of

the Dakinis, angels that soar on high, we succeed in all our worldly

undertakings. The secrets of our success are supplied by the tutelary

deities, and the Dharmapalas protect ns by driving away the evil spirits

from our neighbourhood. Let all the dangers and accidents to life that

await ns be averted I Listen to our prayers, and in return for the

service we have rendered to you grant us health, wealth and all that

the married couple may be in need of. O extend your helping hands

to them at all times !

"

Those who wait at the second stage raise a bower of green branches

and leaves of trees for receiving the bride. Here a fire is kept

burning and water boiling in a large canldron. This is called the

thab-so (keeping of the hearth). A kid is kept tied to a post at

the entrance of the bower. Two or three long bamboo bottles called

pddun, filled with water and decorated with wreaths of flowers, are also

kept outside the entrance of the bower. Here the bridal party is

regaled with chang and tea.

The last place where the bridal parfcy is given the most cordial

welcome is the tangra (outer courtyard) of the bridegroom's house.

Here a man waits with a wooden tray containing the chang-lci yang-tse

(a large cup full of wine) on the brim of which are stuck five crumbs of

buttered barley called the yaga, a quantity of chemar (butter and barley

flour mixed together), and the dah-dar (arrow with the five-coloured

flags at its pinnacle). The bridal party as they enter the courtyard

touch the wine and other articles at the entrance.

In the bridegroom's house his mother makes the necessary arrange-

ment for the reception of the bride and the hun-don (bridal party). She
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prepares the marriage-cake service, called the ama-kha-don (mother's

first entertainment). This consists of cooked rice, buttered barley flour,

a ball of butter, cakes and some fruits. In a separate vessel is kept the

food intended for the bride, which she is to taste first according to the

directions of the astrologer.

The Tashi-kyi-Ldmd, who has constructed some fancy cakes painted

with coloured butter for offering to the gods and the spirits of the ten

quarters, now draws some mystic figures on a small table for the yang-

giig (invoking the goddess of luck and fortune). A priest with a sacred

book in his arms stands behind the door to touch the head of the bride

with it as she enters the room. He must not stay there after doing his

work. The pag-pon will beat him with a stick if he finds the priest lurk-

ing there. The object of touching the head of the bride with a sacred

book is to prevent any evil spirit that may have come with the bride

from entering the house. If the priest fails to touch her he is severely

punished. At this time a gun (generally a matchlock) is fired to frighten

the evil spirit so that he may run away as quickly as possible.

Then the kun-don, headed by the pag-pon, take their respective seats.

The Tashi-kyi-Ldmd sits afc the top of the central row of seats. When
they are served with tea and chang,

. the ama-kha-don is brought and
placed before them. The tha-pon (who on the preceding day acted the

part of the kun-chan or thief) now dressed like a chief comes forward to

address the assembly, on behalf of the mother of the bridegroom, and tells

them that everything has been arranged according to the custom of the

country, and that the ama-kha-don has been placed before them for their

acceptance. Then the don-ner (receiver of guests), as the representative

of the father of the bridegroom, presenting compliments, inquires of the

health of the kun-don if they have not been much fatigued on account of

the journey, the difficulty of passage and the want of bridges over the hill

torrents, &c. The pag-pon replies to his queries in polite language.

After some conversation and exchange of congratulations they beo-in

to refresh themselves with tea and chang. Dainty dishes are served to

them at noon, or a little after. This day is called the dong-chang at

the bridegroom's house. All the provisions required for the entertain-

ment on this day are supplied by the sister and brother-in-law of the bride-

groom. If they be poor the bridegroom's parents meet the expenses,

The tha-pon, who while performing the part of the kun-chan had suf-

fered .so many indignities from the hands of the bride's female friends,

now receives his reward. He is furnished with presents in money, rice,

barley flour, meat and chang.

On the second day of entertainment, which is called chang-thunff-clienpo,

the relations and neighbours of the bridegroom assemble together when
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a sumptuous dinuer is served to them.. Before touching the food, one

of them invokes the gods, demi-gods, Buddhas, Bocldhisattvas and the

guardian spirits to protect the married couple. Then the Tashi-hyi-Lama

recites the grace.

Marriage Customs, &c, of Ladak.

After the " betrothal " ceremony has been performed, a month or two is usually

allowed to elapse before the wedding takes place, though sometimes a year or more

passes between the time of betrothal and the time of marriage. When a day has

been fixed for the marriage, the procedure is as follows :—On the day fixed, the relatives

(nien) of the bride (pakma) assemble at the bride's house and those of the bride-

groom (pakphe) at the bridegroom's house. At nightfall the bridegroom goes with

five or seven of his friends (ngidpa) to the bride's house, he finds the outer door

(gidzgho) of the yard (stara) shut, and guarded by male relatives of the bride, he

gives a few rupees to them, and they then allow him to enter, but when passing

between this gate and the door leading into the house itself (gidzghoi ndngkuk)

he is surrounded by the bride's female relatives, who pretend to be angry, and

beat him with small sticks. To these also the bridegroom has to give a few rupees,

and he is then allowed to enter the house. The bridegroom, with his friends, is

then feasted by the bride's relatives, but the bride does not appear. Much chang

drinkino', music and dancing is indulged in, till about 1 or 2 o'clock the next

morning, when the best-man (ngidtheet-pa) or (ngidthrit-pa) , accompanied by some

of the older male relatives of the bridegroom, goes to the kitchen (makhang) in

company with the parents and relatives of the bride. The bridegroom and the

rest of his party do not go to the kitchen.

The guests take their seats in the kitchen, and each one puts his drinking cup

(norey) on the ground in front of him, and chang is then handed round by a

male relative of the bride's, accompanied by one of the female relatives, who has a

stick in one hand. The latter takes up the cup of each guest in turn and fills it,

and if the guest fail to drink freely, she beats him. This ceremony is called

nanchang, or insistence chang. During this time a ceremony known as

thohloo is taking place, it is enacted by two old men, one being a relative of the

bride, and the other a relative of the bridegroom. First, the relative of the

bride gets up and sings a sonnet in praise of the bridegroom ; the other old man
must then get up and reply, by singing a similar sonnet in praise of the bride,

after which the first man again sings and so for two or three times ; if either singer

fails to reply to the other, he has to give the other party a few rupees, or a goat,

&c. At this time the bride's parents stretch a l'ope across the room, and on it they

hang all the clothes, ornaments, &c, which constitute the trousseau of the

bride, any cash there may be as a dot is counted and placed in a box. These

clothes, &c, are called raktak. A list of the articles is then made out; it is called

zongeek, and is carefully kept, as a record of all the fine things given on the occa-

sion. The best-man then takes possession of the raktak and remarks that it

is getting late, and that he would be glad if the bride could be made over to him.

The bride's relatives then protest that they don't know where the bride is, as

her girl friends (ydto-dzdmo) have hidden her. The best man has to give a few

rupees to the ydto-dzdmo, who then produce the bride, who is in a flood of tears

(often genuine), and lead her up to her mother. The bride then embraces the feet
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of her mother, father, brothers, and other relatives, after which tte best-man puts

on the bride's head a hat called " sham skor-i-teebi" (with very broad brim, fur

lined underneath, and velvet covered above), and over that he fastens a " Jchatak" or

scarf of salutation, and then the bride's mother's brother (Azhang) takes the bride

upon his back and carries her out to the " gidzho," where a horse is in waiting for

her. The first to leave the bride's house is the ngidtheet-pa (best-man) who is

followed by the ngidpa (bride's relatives), then comes the bridegroom's relatives,

then comes the bride (pahma), who has not yet been seen or spoken to, on that

day, by the bridegroom, and the rear is brought up by the bride's friends, musi-

cians and spectators. As the wedding party passes by other villages, on its way
to the bridegroom's house, the villagers come out with offerings of satoo, ghee, &c,

called " kalchor." The ngiothee-pa touches these offerings and remits them, and

gives a small present to the person bringing them.

On arrival at the bridegroom's Louse, the door is found open, and in front of it

are some Lamas (priests).

The bridegroom and his party dismount, and beg the bride to dismount ; she

weeping all the time, refuses to do so, but eventually the bridegroom's friends give

her a present of a horse or a rupee or two, according to their wealth, and she then

dismounts. Bride and bridegroom then stand up in front of the Lamas, with

clasped hands and bowed heads, and certain prayers are read. The prayer-book

is held by a novice or Lama of low rank, and the Hlo-bon, or head Lama reads from it.

While doing so, he holds in his left hand a bell (treeloo) and a small drum {daroo),

and in his right hand, a sceptre (dorjei/) and some grains of rice and barley. He
rings the bell and sounds the drum with his left hand, and with the right he scatters

the grain over the heads of the young couple. The bridal party then enter the

bridegroom's house where they find two mystic signs, traced by the Lamas in

barley or other grain, on the floor. On one of these the bride sits, and on the other

the bridegroom.

Between them is placed a measure, filled with grain in which is an arrow

standing up and having a small pinnacle of clarified butter affixed to its top. The
bridegroom's mother then offers chang to the bride and bridegroom, after which

a Lama comes and sprinkles them with holy water. This completes the religious

part of the ceremony. The bridegroom, with all the males of the party, then goes

to another room where dancing and merriment takes place. The bride with all

the women of the party remains behind. After remaining a while, watching the

dancing, the bridegroom is permitted to retire and rejoin his bride. During the

whole of the next day, the merriment is kept up, and in the aft-rnoon the bride,

dressed out in all her best, and wearing all the jewels she possesses, comes out

with her husband and walks round to shew herself off. She has to dance with the

ladies of the party, and the bridegroom with the men. Having done this, they are

at liberty to retire. The feasting is kept up that night, and the next day the

guests go off to their respective homes. For seven days, bride and bridegroom

remain in their house, but on the eighth day they must start on a journey, to make
their bow to all their relatives. Having performed this duty, they return to their

home, and begin their ordinary married life.l

Then the bridegroom and the bride are seated on two square cushions

placed side by side touching each other, and the wedding vow is solemnly

1 Captain Ramsay's " Western Tibetan Dictionary," pp. 07 and 98.
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administered to them. The bridegroom accepts the bride as his, and

she accepts him as hers. To this the gods and the spirits of the ten

quarters, the saints, Buddhas, &c, are all invoked to bear testimony.

Then the don-ner coming out of the wedding-hall loudly proclaims to all

present on the occasion and assembled in the courtyai'd, that he (the

bridegroom) born of such a family and such a tribe, is married to her

(the bride) born of such a family and such a tribe and to this union the

gods above, the Nagas below, i. e., from their abodes in the nether world,

and the spirits of the middle region, i. e., atmosphere, bear witness.

When this is finished fresh chang is poured from a jug in two cups,

and presented to the bride and bridegroom. As soon as they have

taken a sip or two of this chang, the parents of the bridegroom lift their

respective wine cups to their lips to drink, when the guests follow their

example. At noon the Tashi-kyi Lama, who has been conducting certain

religious seiwice in an adjoining room, brings the auspicious offerings

prepared for the gods to be touched by the married couple. He recites

a few benedictory mantras in order to bless them, and then touches their

heads with the offerings and the dah-dar. The bride reverentially

receives the tray containing the offerings together with the dah-dar from

the hands of the Tashi-kyi Lama, and places them on her lap. The offer-

ings are carefully preserved, being placed on the altar of the household

god. In the meantime the guests one by one come forward to present

the ba-dar, i. e., the auspicious scarf of marriage, each with a rupee in his

hand, to the bridegroom, bride, and the principal members of the bridal

party, headed by the pag-pon, the best-man, who gets the largest share

of presents. On this occasion the Tashi-kyi Lama whose part resembles

that of a Purohit in a Hindu marriage, is required to make the largest

present to the best-man. It is therefore commonly said that religious

men, i. e., priests and Lamas, should not attend a marriage ceremony,

they had better be present at a funeral ceremony (" Lama choipa-de-tsho

pag-ma Ian sar-mando mi shi sar-do ") ; because in a funeral ceremony all

the effects of the deceased go to the Lama, whereas in a marriage

ceremony, he has to make considerable presents, instead of receiving any-

thing in return for his services.

After the presentation of ba-dar, the distribution of uncooked meat,

rice, chang, &c, in the way of remuneration to those who took part in the

marriage, takes place. When this is over the grand feast takes place.

The dinner is commenced with the don-ner saying as follows :

—

" According to the common saying of our country, on the occasion

of birth, and that of giving a name to a child, drinking of wine is the

chief entertainment, but in a marriage ceremony drinking alone is not

sufficient. It must be supplemented by a feast of more substantial kind
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than drinking," i. e., a heavy dinner is essential to add to the merriment
of a marriage. Then meat and rice are served in large quantities to all

those present on the occasion. According to the common usao-e the
largest share of meat is generally given to the best-man, next to him the
tha-pons claim is taken into consideration, inasmuch as they had taken
the largest share of trouble in the marriage.

The last day of chang-thung called the chang-ser, the day of golden
drink, is marked in Sikkim by music and dancing, which is kept up
during the whole day. It is indeed a day of merriment and revelry.
Bacchanalians are sung each time the party go to refresh themselves
with chang. It is said that in ancient times the marriage festivities used
to be kept up for nine days and nine nights, but in these degenerate
times the moral merits of the human race having diminished the festive

period has been reduced to three days. Then at the last sta°-e of
revelry when they have drunk to their heart's content, they finish the
dance of marriage, each pulling one another's ears, and disperse. The
married couple then retire.

One year after the ceremony of chang-thtmg, the bridegroom with
his wife visits his father-in-law's home. The ceremony observed on this

occasion is called the pag-ldg (return of the bride to her father's place)
when new presents are made to the married couple by the parents of

the bride. This completes the marriage ceremonies of the Sikkimese.

V.

—

Measurements of Cingalese Moormen and Tamils talcen at Ceylon in
November 1892.

—

By the Hon'ble H. H. Eislet, CLE.

The following measurements of the three most numerous and
characteristic races of Ceylon were taken in accordance with my in-

structions, and under my supervision, by Civil Hospital Assistant, Babu
Kumud Behari Samanta, whom the Asiatic Society deputed to accom-
pany me for this purpose on a recent tour in Ceylon. The instruments

used were those recommended by Dr. Paul Topinard ; the methods
followed and the measurements adopted were based upon his work " Les
Elements d'Anthropologic Generale," and upon personal advice from him
and Professor Flower of the British Museum. In a later number of the
Journal I shall attempt to give some account of the races in question,

and to indicate briefly the conclusions which the measurements seem to

suggest.

J. in. 5
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Measurements of 56 Tamils

10 li n 17

SU

a

Sevanan Pavayan

Muteuchati Wellale

Podisen Parayan

Parauti do.

Palanu do.

Pachia do.

Punusami ... do. ...

Punusami ... Agamboty ...

11 audi ... do. ...

Chilian Parayan

Armogom ... Bclalas...

Marugar Parayan ...

Kulan Sakilian

IColanda Edian ... ...

Kandrewal ... Parayan

Peran Perlen ...

Luehman ... do.

Fanini Kalen ...

Kalieutl Tamilta

Mutai Sadia ...

Kopendi Palal ...

Chowal Pelle ...

Pararhd Kalla ...

Kisna Swami Pelle" ...

Sevrsa Swami Naran ...

Jaka do. ...

Antom do. ...

Mute Swami Pelle ...

Manike Konar ...

Tinnevally ...

S. India.

do.

Trichinopoly
S. India.

Dekoya
Ceylon.

Tondaman ...

S. India.

Karai'gola Co-
te, S. India

Warderkebil
S. India.

Madura
S. India,

do.

Puthucota ...

S- India.

Trichinopoly
S. India.

Arkadu
S. India.

Alanedu ...

S. India.
Maradachila
S. India.

Trichinopoly
S. India.

Putekudu ...

S India.
Trinevally ...

S. India.
Oneeote

S. India.
Madras
S. India.

Katpali
S India.

Chaigange ...

S. India
Alangcote ...

S. India.

Konapati „.

S. India.

Tanjore
S. India.

Trichinopoly
S. India.

TrinevaUy ...

S. India,

do.

Chowranda ...

S. India.
Palechari ...

S. India.

1620

1740

1590

1754

1740

1778

1702

1676

1834

1765

1620

1650

1834

1624

1774

1776

1720

1666

1700

1782

1660

1664

1660

1672

1846

1714

1708

1738

1663

1577

1700

1540

1620

1650

1624

1594

1620

1706

1648

1524

1560

1686

1614

1634

1660

1600

1546

1626

1618

1532

1588

1600

1602

1700

1570

166S

1690

1604

S30

S92

802

840

810

826

824

800

840

S22

8-12

770

830

820

774

802

812

776

834

816

756

774

810

800

1165

1267

1140

1210

1228

1178

1180

1200

1220

1204

1158

1140

1228

1200

1186

1212

1174

1172

1194

1186

1116

1152

1194

1186

1266

1168

1234

1218

1168

1242

1260

1150

1220

1240

1184

1196

1226

1292

1224

1194

1191

1282

1191

1222

1274

1194

1164

1210

1214

1146

1196

1210

1240

1280

1172

1238

1258

1200

139

146

141

140

144

146

146

143

144

148

139

139

147

14S

141

149

137

145

111

136

138

147

142

143

139

134

164

150

113

77-6

78-4

77-3

73-2

757

77-6

78

79-0

79-5

80-4

74-2

727

76 9

82-2

73-8

80-1

74-4

80-1

78-2

76-4

78-4

84.9

75-1

79-0

73-1

70-5

85-4

793

79-0
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100 136 735 47 38 80*8 113 124 1123 91 133 215 65 436 245 105 282 382

100 131 763 44 37 840 109 124 113-7 101 130 230 67 467 254 108 283 400

95 127 74-8 45 36 80-0 93 106 113-9 89 132 208 65 436 254 113 378 422

101 127 79'6 49 40 83*3 107 126 117-7 96 130 218 65 460 247 120 260 402

107 13S 77-5 46 38 82-6 102 116 1137 90 135 214 66 457 257 105 268 376

110 136 806 48 38 79-1 98 112 114-2 95 133 216 67 477 247 114 257 386

9S 137 71-5 47 35 74-4 101 114 112-8 90 135 225 60 446 231 103 257 397

101 126 80-1 44 44 100-0 94 102 106-3 100 136 228 58 447 234 112 257 385

101 135 74-8 48 40 833 106 114 107-5 100 131 230 68 483 263 119 271 425

101 131 77-0 46 40 86-9 97 116 119-5 94 131 220 66 457 243 117 276 397

96 127 75-5 45 37 82'2 92 106 115-2 92 128 221 67 454 256 112 283 378

100 129 77-5 47 42 89'3 102 114 111-7 92 136 226 62 445 242 107 254 364

111 133 83-4 44 38 863 104 118 113-4 100 140 222 68 482 255 115 267 412

101 125 80-8 48 41 85-4 94 106 112-7 95 140 216 62 444 247 113 271 378

101 132 76-5 43 38 88-3 107 120 112-1 87 120 211 70 494 253 110 25S 377

102 131 77-8 44 39 8S'6 101 114 112-8 96 129 216 66 471 245 116 262 387

95 128 74'2 42 38 90-4 97 10S 111-3 99 139 219 70 467 238 107 271 412

99 127 77-9 44 3S 86-3 92 102 110-8 96 135 225 63 431 222 97 224 377

104 138 75-3 45 37 82 -2 99 110 111-1 99 137 225 65 473 216 109 263 382

92 128 71-8 46 40 68-9 95 108 1136 82 130 215 62 477 248 112 252 370

94 121 77-6 45 36 80-0 95 102 107 3 87 129 21S 68 453 222 110 235 390

96 128 75-0 44 36 81-8 97 108 111-3 90 137 209 6S 465 250 110 250 374

101 130 77-3 45 41 911 95 106 111-5 85 135 212 70 468 242 111 245 378

105 131 801 48 41 85-4 97 114 117-5 82 130 213 68 455 244 106 290 393

100 127 78-7 39 37 91-8 95 104 109-4 92 128 213 6S 495 25S 118 25S 411

106 131 80-9 45 40 88-8 94 10S 114-8 95 122 213 69 418 248 117 246 409

97 139 69-7 53 45 81-1 101 112 110-8 93 146 227 72 473 256 112 278 396

106 124 85 4 43 42 97*6 95 104 109-4 97 129 212 G9 470 225 114 20S 3S0

99 133 744 44 41 931 93 104 111-8 95 134 205 69 457 248 111 225 S77
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Measurements of 56 Tamils
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30 Beronuter ... Parachadi Peremboor ...

S India.
30 820 1688 1596 808 1176 1176 103 183 138 75-4

31 Kamde Swami Hagani-
badi.

Parencoti ...

S. India.
38 862 1684 1628 836 1188 1188 113 188 152 80-8

32 Ramaawami Agampota Madura
S. India

30 840 1666 1610 850 1176 1208 119 196 150 76-5

38 Tanti do. Madaeheure
S. India.

30 865 1800 1736 838 1270 1292 131 186 150 80-6

34 Mutoke Ballad PudiiLota ...

S. India.
30 870 1670 1372 802 1162 1152 121 188 147 78-1

35 Alege Saikl<5al Morde
S. India.

40 720 1520 1502 744 1100 1136 92 179 139 77-6

36 Arlande Parayan Puducota ...

S. India.
30 825 1732 1662 814 1226 1244 107 188 132 797

37 Rumandi ... Kallem Tanakamkelan
S. India.

25 815 1674 1662 820 1212 1267 107 186 135 72-5

38 Mutsen ... Naike ... Palini

S. Ind;a.

25 780 1691 1626 812 1192 1220 106 176 147 83-5

3li Chelle Parayan Tondapoti ...

S. India.
40 740 1486 1500 750 1100 1152 100 179 185 75-4

40 Ochmali Balu ... Palancota ...

S. India.
SO 795 1G68 1630 824 1194 1192 184 137 74-4

41 Ispodinada... Sanan ... Bagbandi ...

S. India.
30 820 1676 1644 760 1142 1142 190 132 64*9

42 Kapan Pallan ... Purtur
S. India.

40 765 1538 1540 798 1150 1142 180 133 766

43 Towasi ... Parayan Palancota ...

S. India.
35 820 1600 1612 798 1194 1198 191 143 74-8

41 Marian do. Trinevally ...

S. India.
26 780 1700 1670 838 1238 1224 180 150 83-3

45 Ram Swami Marapole Wadakongco-
long S. India.

26 785 16G8 1628 822 1182 1210 187 145 77-5

46 Sanial Nara .. Nagauari ...

S. India.
28 790 1676 1604 831 1200 1206 176 140 79-5

47 Narmalinga Bell&ld ... Colombo
Ceylon.

26 770 1694 1676 818 1226 1254 ISO 145 78-3

43 Sonagalilum Parayan Trinevally ...

S. India.
30 830 1670 1612 821 1178 1198 182 145 796

49 Ored do. do. 30 855 1768 1718 870 1218 1262 186 142 76-3

50 Sangleli Sakli ... Ravanagar ...

Ceylon.
40 850 1874 1703 850 1236 1260 190 146 76-8

51 Ram Swami Parayan Palameota ...

S. India.
30 800 1700 1664 852 1252 1251 191 146 76-4

52 Sepan Edayan Trinevally ...

S. India.

do.

28 750 1551 1520 760 1112 1136 165 137 830

53 Kumar Swami Bellal<5 28 800 1730 1640 830 1212 1210 185 153 82-7

54 Enapares ... Nara ... do 35 830 1640 1020 816 1190 1192 182 141 77-4

55 Narain Belial... Tanjore
S. India.

30 750 1588 1560 788 1158 1158 181 146 80-6

50 Ram Swami Rata ... Trinevally ...

S. India.
45 845 1S70 1800 854 1290 1135 180 150 83-3
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taken in Ceylon in November 1892.
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91 127 71-6 45 36 80-0 94 106 112-7 89 130 212 64 463 250 110 267 394

105 136 77-2 45 44 977 99 110 1111 91 136 220 67 462 255 113 267 390

110 134 82-0 46 40 86-9 100 108 108-0 90 134 220 69 456 252 114 272 374

116 141 82-2 47 42 89-3 101 112 110 8 103 142 235 67 505 263 127 278 401

108 135 80'5 49 38 77-5 103 112 108-7 96 125 229 60 462 244 111 274 378

96 123 78-0 43 39 90-6 92 108 117-3 90 124 206 67 426 223 100 226 338

111 131 847 47 36 76'5 91 100 109-8 100 138 221 68 462 246 116 257 383

96 125 76- 45 38 84-4 98 108 110-2 102 129 222 61 442 241 103 242 406

105 127 82-6 42 35 83-3 99 108 109-0 97 134 210 65 460 247 112 250 362

95 121 77-8 41 38 92-6 97 106 109-2 86 124 198 65 412 242 105 252 342

101 131 77-0 43 43 100 94 104 1106 85 125 225 65 471 249 114 261 379

106 129 82-1 47 36 76-5 96 106 110-3 80 136 211 73 457 239 109 258 382

87 121 71-9 41 42 102-4 97 106 109'2 90 123 208 64 443 236 112 256 363

107 135 79 3 48 41 85-4 95 106 111-5 94 120 218 68 370 257 113 249 389

96 131 73-2 48 38 79'1 98 108 110-2 88 130 218 63 462 248 108 261 387

100 131 76-6 42 37 88-0 96 106 110-4 84 127 207 67 455 245 106 259 368

94 123 76 4 45 41 91-1 90 98 108-8 80 126 209 66 454 241 117 232 381

102 132 77-2 49 37 75-5 101 108 106-9 91 120 212 66 468 250 114 243 349

98 130 753 45 40 88-8 96 L06 110-4 92 129 215 70 465 243 112 250 404

107 130 82-3 49 37 75-5 97 104 107-2 85 135 226 66 498 262 116 279 408

111 135 82-2 53 44 83*0 105 116 110-4 90 130 233 69 505 267 112 275 403

104 131 79-3 50 34 68-0 94 110 116-9 100 147 217 57 470 250 118 255 374

88 123 7V5 44 40 90-9 85 100 117-6 94 134 210 63 428 226 101 224 346

100 132 75-7 48 38 79 1 97 106 109-2 84 140 21S 68 469 223 105 23S 392

99 131 75-5 50 35 70-0 98 112 114-2 87 134 223 65 451 246 111 258 386

97 125 77-6 49 38 77-5 93 100 107'S 87 121 213 63 437 229 105 240 369

109 133 81-9 51 36 70-5

CO

99 100 1111 100 120 231 62 51S 279 115 260 407

o CO *- CO V5
CO 00 ? o ? 10 CO CO CO "* CO SI
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Measurements of 22 Moormen
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Aboobaker ...

Sultan.
Miski

Mooralam ...

Shaikh Mamu

Takir

Shaikh .Turn

Shaikh Katoun

Sinon

Mandi Nayna

Muhamad ...

Nattier Sha-
heb.

Marasa

Adumi

Hyder Hosain

Cuhi

Salema Cebe

Hosaini

Kasim

Saidakamid ..

Fakir

Abdool

Asoulobe ...

Moor

do.

do.

do.

do.

do.

do.

do.

do.

do.

do.

do.

do.

do.

do.

do.

do.

do.

do.

do.

do.

do.

Colombo

do

do.

Tanjove
S. India.

Colombo

Tinnevally
S India.

Colombo

Kalapore
S. India.

Colombo

Salnm
S India.

Colombo

do.

Malabar
S India.

Colombo

do.

do.

do.

Tundi
S. India.

Colombo

do.

Molialim
S. India.
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1852

1642
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1612

1736

1726

1663

1712

1630

1806

1651

1692

1650

1800

1622

1660 861

1640 824

1549 794

1616 770

1610 786

1660 830

1724 806

1601 720

1612 854

1680 850

1584 320

1690 850

1674 816

1580 804

1694 842

1574 790

1684 846

1592 821

1550 812

1581 794

1752 874

1510 782
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1178

1162

1220

1246

1182

1236

1236

1188

1232
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1552

1206

1162

1236

1178

1182

1153

1278

1134

1216

1214

1132

1244

1224

1244

1320

1210

1236

1250

1182

1280

1264

1170

1222

1182

1284

1184

1196

1192

1306

1112

191 14S

177
J131

181 |149

176 142
I

191 138

77-4

74-0

82'3

80-6

72-2

80*6

S2-3

82-3

74-4

78'0

77-7

78 1

79"5

68-9

80-2

80-8

77'7

82-8

80'6

89-5

83 6

81-6
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106 137 77-3 48 42 87-5 108 116 107-4 86 127 '220 66 468 261 118 267 408

102 139 733 48 40 83'3 99 110 111-1 87 128 226 58 465 258 115 259 404

95 130 73-0 49 41 83 6 100 no 110-0 89 119 207 67 425 236 106 237 353

105 123 85-3 50 38 93-4 95 106 110-5 97 133 227 64 446 240 107 244 363

9S 125 78-4 50 42 84-0 97 114 117*5 80 129 211 67 460 247 114 248 398

110 140 78*5 47 33 70-2 111 124 111-7 94 124 217 69 462 256 113 255 394

110 130 84-6 46 36 78-2 98 106 108-1 92 123 222 66 493 269 115 270 415

103 131 78-6 52 41 78-8 98 108 1102 85 134 208 66 447 245 110 244 3S5

101 133 75-9 49 38 77-5 102 120 117*6 95 137 223 67 460 250 113 250 393

95 124 76-6 48 42 87-5 102 114 111-7 100 140 232 68 465 250 115 224 383

110 136 80-8 43 41 95-3 94 100 106-3 91 139 214 63 444 235 107 262 372

107 138 77-5 43 37 77*0 105 112 106 6 97 124 219 66 463 257 115 258 400

99 123 80-4 51 36 70*5 94 104 110-6 98 135 220 70 480 267 108 240 373

97 123 78-8 45 36 80-0 91 106 116-4 94 134 221 71 440 232 102 260 384

93 123 75-6 50 31 62*0 97 114 117-5 76 123 202 69 454 243 103 257 393

102 130 78-4 50 40 80-0 99 110 111-1 79 142 217 61 430 237 100 237 359

101 135 74'8 50 40 80*0 98 106 108-1 84 118 219 71 478 261 117 260 416

98 124 79-0 47 36 76-5 92 104 113-0 95 118 210 65 443 233 100 246 384

102 133 76-6 47 40 85-] 98 114 116-3 85 137 220 68 437 236 106 243 380

93 131 70-9 42 39 92-8 94 104 110-6 84 139 219 66 453 246 109 232 363

105 137 76-6 51 39 86*6 100 108 108-0 91 135 222 62 475 249 110 259 400

107 131 816 50 40 80-0 96 110 1145 80 127 203 67 437

so
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Measurement of 56 Singalese
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1 Tegisapuhani Goigomi A Colombo 45 820 1710 1667 880 1230 1220 185 148
80*0

2 Jusiapu Karave B Panadu 28 780 1620 1574 823 1165 1185 184 144 78-2

3 Adrian Goigoma C Matra 80 850 1680 1661 886 1240 1240 191 145 75-9

4 Jakolis do. D Colombo ...
30 850 1800 1710 873 1260 1270 185 143

77-2

6 Eliasappu ... do. do. 25 850 1740 1675 865 1228 1310 197 133 685

6 Charles Nakati Guile 28 810 1730 1668 870 1233 1300 183 145 79-2

7 Abranguapu Goigoma E Colombo ... 42 S50 1660 1620 869 1195 1220 183 140 76-5

8 Piris do. Abisawella ...
30 870 1790 1681 885 1850 1248 202 142 70-2

9 Somaranark do. Galle 12 SOO 1540 1595 857 1183 1190 179 152 84-9

10 Jonapu do. F Colombo ... Va 820 1680 1660 845 1220 1240 . 173 150 86-7

11 Nctorisa Nakati G Tangal JS 810 1710 1713 890 1235 1290 171 136 79-5

12 Ahiashami ... Goigoma Matara IS 770 1810 1709 844 1250 1270 178 145 81-4

18 Andris do. H do.
;." SOO 1650 1591 845 1178 1190 183 148 80-8

14 Kiriuaide' ... do. I Colombo ... 15 825 1745 1700 844 1244 1255 187 146 79-1

15 Pudisinh ... do. J do. 30 800 1600 1528 798 1146 1130 171 142 83-0

16 Seodoris Radhare K Galle 25 760 1630 1610 806 1186 1198 182 150 82-4

17 Karalisano ... Nowandan L Colombo 30 815 1678 1616 780 1180 1194 193 142 73-5

18 Batapu ... Goigoma M do. 40 790 1712 1640 836 1200 1220 179 140 78-2

19 Devi do. N do Jfl 875 1816 1712 896 1272 1254 185 153 82-7

2d Tonisapu . .

.

Alagama do 30 740 1658 1570 770 1154 1164 177 151 85-0

21 Sangalilam Goigoma P do. 35 365 1770 1710 886 1276 1244 197 144 73-0

22 Konesperis... do Eavanagar ... 32 330 1690 1576 772 1170 1170 191 139 72-9

23 Publish ... do. Colombo 25 785 1604 1563 800 1174 1122 ... 182 138 75-8

24 Patusinh ... do. Q do. JO 315 1748 1712 835 1268 1296 192 148 77-0

25 Indikapn ... do. D do. 15 320 1608 1686 802 1160 1148 ... 183
1

111 77-0

26 Antoiiis Julam R do. 26 770 1700 1578 780 1170 1162
1

... 185 145 78 3

27 Aglis Eadhare S do. 30 790 1692 1604 803 1192 1221 ... 176 147 83-5

28 Bhaudra Goigoma T Kandy 25 790 1630 1624 840 1200 1223 ... 196 146 750

29 Hemdikapu do. U Colombo 30 780 1686 1583 780 1146 1164 ... 180 134 74-4
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taken in Ceylon in November 1892.
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Measurements of 56 Singalese
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31 Karole do. B do. 30 S60 1726 1633 824 1208 1204 187 139 74-3

32 Juanith do. Colombo 45 830 1746 1624 704 1194 1222 186 142 76'

33 Mesti Gtohem Fishere do. 40 780 1498 1538 824 1162 1152 178 145 81-4

34 Handi Goigoma C Galle 25 800 1726 1642 831 1210 1232 1S7 155 828

35 Tinapu do. Colombo 15 740 1616 1530 784 1114 1082 183 145 79-2

86 Haramans ... do. Pauadora ... 25 700 1680 1672 770 1132 1176 176 146 82 9

37 Peris do. Colombo 24 770 1G90 1594 834 1184 1170 178 143 80-3

38 Habrilapu ... do. D do. 30 720 1576 1546 782 1136 1146 J 72 140 81-3

gg Joatiisam ... Achare E do. 30 730 1710 1636 784 1192 1254 186 135 72-5
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taken in Ceylon in November 1892.
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Form I.

Measurements of 7 members of the Nagar Tribe
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taken at Calcutta.
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COGNATE SUBJECTS.
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Modern Customs among the Bedouins of the Haurdn, edited and translated

by Colonel H. S. Jarrett.

Introduction.

The following monograph in Arabic, treating of the customs of

the Bedonin tribes that visit the Hauran, or dwell there during a great
part of the year, was sent to the Asiatic Society by the distinguished

author of ' Arabia Deserta,' Mr. 0. M. Doughty, from Italy in the spring

of last year. The letter accompanying the communication thus ex-

plains the origin and expresses the interesting character of the manu-
script illustrative of customs of which details so circumstantial and
exact are rarely within the opportunities of ordinary travellers to

observe.

Villa Meglia, San Bemo.

I have procured that a Lebanon Arabic school teacher, who was many years
stationed in the Hanran, beyond Jordan, and who in that time was much with the
nomad tribesmen, should write an account from his own observation of the customs
of those Bedawin, and from his own (Syrian) point of view. He knows no other
than the Arabic language. The result is a manuscript of about 40 pages in Arabic
which I should think will be found of considerable interest, especially if the text be
printed with a translation. I consulted Professor Sprenger as to publishing it (he

has not seen it). He responded it might be best to put myself in communication
with you, as you have the means of publishing the original, and it might form an
article in your Journal. I offer it therefore for your acceptance.

I am, dear Sir, Yours sincerely,

8th April, 1892. ChaS. M. Doughty.

J. III. 7
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However honourable to the writer of this lively sketch may be

the industry and powers of observation it displays, its style and accu-

racy in point of language are scarcely creditable to the schoolmaster.

Gray, writing to Horace Walpole regarding Boswell's Journal of a

Tour to Corsica, which had not long before been published says :
' The

pamphlet proves what I have always maintained, that any fool may
write a most valuable book by chance, if he will only tell us what he

heard and saw with veracity." This opinion toned down in the politer

phraseology in which Walpole subsequently expressed it, cannot fairly

be resented by any writer to whom it may be applied. ' Mr. Gray, the

poet has often observed to me, that if any person were to form a book

of what he had seen and heard, it must, in whatever hands, prove a

most useful and entertaining one." As there is no reason to doubt the

veracity of the following narrative, its value as a description of modern

life among a historic race, lingering for centuries on the fringe of civi-

lization yet untouched by it and still associated with the romance

of desert chivalry, should need no literary ability to recommend it.

This it certainly does not possess. As will be seen from the numerous

foot-notes to the text, the solecisms are frequent and though the con-

stant repetitions of phrase, wearisome without lucidity, savour of the

school-room, the gross deviations from grammatical rules suggest

that the educational staff of the province is itself in need of the

training it professes to supply. This fault is, however1

, common, as

Palgrave tells us, at the present day not only in Hijaz and Yemen,

but more marked in Egypt and Syria, and most at Baghdad and

Mausil, where the current speech is defective, clipped and cor-

rupted in desinence, accent and phraseology. This is not due to

dialectic change but to absolute degeneracy in form and character,

noticeable in the meagre and artificial elocution of even those suffi-

ciently educated to avoid the low provincialisms and errors of the

illiterate. As a contrast to this base and degraded speech, he notices

the pure well of Arabic undefiled that pours spontaneously from the

lips of ragged urchins throughout Jabal Shomer and in the uplands

of the Nejd country, as correct in expression as any rhythmical

challenge of war or dirge of grief chanted in the desert in the Time
of Ignorance. It is not to be expected that the language of Sbanfara

and Nabigha, of ImruT Kais and Labid, of men whose verse and ordi-

nary speech were identical in substance if not in form, and who
' lisped in numbers, for the numbers came,' is to be found even among
the Bedouins of the Decapolis, much less in the mouths of Syrian

pedagogues of the Lebanon. Not a single instance, observes Lane, is

said to be known of any individual's having acquired a perfect knowledge
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of tlie grammar of classical Arabic, otherwise than by being bred among
those who preserved it un corrupt. Muhammad himself was sent to the

desert to be nursed by the tribe of Saad Ibn Bekr Ibn Hawazin,

descendants of Mudar though not in the direct line of the Kuraysh,

and from this teaching he claimed to be the most chaste among the

Arabs in speech. Even the famous lexicologist, Al Asmai, and the

equally famous grammarian his contemporary, Sibawaih, were reckoned

by some purists to have erred in grammar. This classical language

of Maad or Mudar, as it is termed by the Arabs, is said ,to linger

in some remote parts of Arabia. One of these is held to be Akad, near

Zebid on the western sea-board of El Yemen, the people of which

suffer no stranger to remain with them more than three days, the

prescribed legal period of hospitality, for fear of the corruption of their

speech. The writer of thi 3 account has evidently not visited this for-

tunate spot even within the tolerated limits of a traveller's sojourn, but

though his language fails to attain even the ordinary level of journalis-

tic writing and its interest lies exclusively in its subject, there is

nevertheless, in spite of grammatical defects, a simplicity of narrative

which recommends it as the evidence of a straight-forward, unaffected,

though not very intelligent eye-witness. Whether he has correctly

quoted the two specimens of verse sung by the girls at the marriage-

festivities is perhaps doubtful, and it would have been more to the utility

of his description had he explained the meaning of the first of these

which is much in need of a gloss. Its metre appears to be a rude form

of hazaj, depending more upon accent than prosodial rule, resembling in

its character the class of ballad first in vogue among the Umayyads of

Spain about the ninth century, of which specimens are given by Ibn

Khaldun in his Prolegomena. The province of Hauran, situate on the

frontiers of Irak and Syria, is expressly mentioned by him as occupied by

nomad Arabs who had roamed over its plains and continued to encamp

there even in his day and who apparently still make it their annual

pasturage. The province has given its name to the poems, or Kasidas

composed by the Eastern Arabs which commonly begin with the name
of the writer and pass on to the praise of the poet's mistress. These

poems were termed Baddwiyah or Bedouin, and HaurdniyaJi or of Hauran,

and Kaisiyah after the tribe of Kais ordinarily dwelling in that country.

They were chanted to some simple airs which paid little regard to the

canons of harmony and were known as Hauraniyali. The Western Arabs

styled this class of poems Asmgiat after Asmai, the celebrated

philologer and collector of the disjecta membra ypoetarum, who was a

complete master of the idiom of the desert Arabs, and a living treasury

of their verse, and who was said to have known by heart sixteen
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thousand verses in the metre of rajaz alone. Ibn Khaldun has fur-

nished us with an example of a poena of the Haurani Bedouins com-

posed by a woman whose husband had been assassinated, and who had

sent this appeal through the tribe of Kais urging them to vengeance.

It is written in the measure of Tamil and follows, at a very long

distance, the style of the ancient models. Such specimens, he observes,

abound among the Bedouins and are transmitted as records of poetic

distinction. Though some tribes affect this class of composition, he

adds, it is disdained by others, such as those of Riyah and Zughbah of

the Bani Hikil and by the great tribe of Sulaym.

In my notes to the translation I have avoided any comment

beyond a strict elucidation of the text, and I do not think it necessary

to enter here into any general disquisition ou the history or ethno-

graphy of the Bedouins. Such a course would be beyond the scope

of this introduction to a writer who is the teller of his own tale which,

as his personal testimony, is the only reason for its publication in this

journal.

I have to express my acknowledgments to Mr. Rizku 'llah Azzun

the Professor of Arabic to the Board of Examiners, who has copied

out and corrected the MS. for the press and assisted me with the benefit

of his experience in determining the form and orthographical value of

certain incorrect colloquialisms that occur in the text. The manuscript

itself is clearly and neatly written, though the orthography is occasion-

ally as little to the credit of the schoolmaster as his grammar. His

deficiencies in this respect shall be concealed in the obscurity of his own
language. I trust that his undoubted merits will not be unrecognized

in mine.

H. S. Jaekett.
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. * . . • ...
*

uyU^I <_/a*J
^ e/»^' <^*-> ^^ ^^ ) J^ ^ Ma) i-^#^ «5^^

^J fy'Jt^l ( 1
/£-^' (i)^^ J ^bj^oJ ^1 S.s:ijAH.\ f.i j 3*»)) jJ.aw.xj Lftlfo

*tW) t—xij <J.Xj Li I j L.J.1&) ^/o Lo;U/<> .po) {>))&> U^.«a*j «/o & JtU*J)

V'^l C^*2" l^C li/"^^"* W*"^ *:^)j V'^I ,wiJ A'*^l *J»^I £">

f£j ^;l t>*J *J - AicX^X/e i^?»ji^ <Jolj*J *-j-6^'* 2jW) lSIi , V.v.lL

tlJiyi ^^a^Jb jjjic sXj)\ cJfo <U L_-las:! J\ *jJ)_j ^/o l»>UJ) ^-ilw

SjV£J)
^ys^kj j iUsJI k*o_j ^» ^tlf) ^yoj&i

i JLsrM j*j _jjSaJ) J*j;

5) i-til^S u*.Ai 5 UJ| 6
vi! J>«i ^ A^'^' **^:> fV** u/s^' «*^

4 This word is erroneously duplicated. 6 ^j
jf

v*
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L_UOLaJI [^a\*c *jjJI^!aL J 3

(£/
^ c

AJ'li;l £JU_pJ
l ^jj-Uflj |j£fcj ' ixiitj

_;—ft-fii'
f^-ltt-* l^lr*' (V d?*_ ; *J>6-^C **\?' ^ -^'j ^1 2LMI 4

<->1 ^1

*UjI ^i
j e^"*. J

Aits*1' _V_Jj J.£ ^yUuftj _ui£_- — JjIAa* ^Ac

O.AJ j Is^djclo
_j|

.ic ^fy ^c ^s^H L_UjjJ) ^svl-fl ^Xj l__0j

t-T^'111
- »_

5^* <_/"^' v._5^
5SyJt*»J ^ <U*j! (__&•__> j.s:J la&A* a_st^| l^kaj ^|

t__ju2J j^> ^-0 ^^1 <J^»^' kh^ ^ *—B**J-vJ) *^ L CJ£ A-L**-^
^

w_j am.JL6.JI I—XJj c^*^d ^ (*"*,/ ^ XjL.£«*_j L__S$] X*«.A.*k. «.sr^ j I (J^j!
^j-^xJj <Jvo

L-^-c-Lj u?;Ufl ^.y* (Jr^y
lta
c^i .?

a-s^I ^ <J^»*JI £H^ (Jy »__aAw.JiJ| <J.^.j

I^st^I J^.aj j i—SyJUaJJ ^J) L__-£>.J| L-^s.U) J^JI Jaij j |j>a- tbjj«o

lixiajj m uJGy^ Jiu s A^xsi* _iyi ^ic yi^aftj
8^gi«i jy&R ^c

J)j.c IjlS j I^UaftJ *yJ J**; ^^Jol ^J) 9<kjju| Xsi!; J Sj 1^) sJ ^ IJU

^i-Lb
}

S\y\\ ^Js: w^-Va£j tiii.x*_ f^kljk.
v_i
^

t-f/^" ^j^y ^ (_K ^
f.

-

*&)-)
u
c,y_«*JI .c

10
i__iyij U U^J a-s^I^ j-xkJ! ^/c ^a^j i/^^ ^* ^^

1 j-ijiaij for
t_s

.Jo.la.*3
J ^^ being a dialectic variety of iJq^\ in

common colloquial use.

2 Ailij *.v,»£. (J*Jij S The ^x) better omitted.
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^ ^ u efr*
-***

(*

j4 ^ i ^^Jl *' J ^' (ti^y ep*"*** !>**«* ^

jo^] XL 2! I yi\ ^*.^i ^«a- t^J Y&\*
,

j^j^J! »;] <s.J
J^-5j

5i_xIaJ j^So!

. &

^iiui r
cj^ti*d ^ 6^ J^i ^jji ^^^ vjJyi o:j uyi ^^ji

Xa. La* JU&j iA;^ AiUiUj jJ t-^tij 8
£iUJ] Li.) I ^ tjU^ L'LaawJ uL^xj

jo

^A5
d J ^r-lW J u~ir*

J

'^s*' a/
9 ^ us

J
' «»Ji;^J vj*aW i u~0*^

v—^oJaa? ) 1^%$ ^/° Asi-'j ^s-^tij J *<*!) i^la*. (-J^U/e uJ^lv-o L^J

1 Omit. 2^jf S Omit.

* These two words should be reversed in order to be in harmony witli

the grammatical construction of the sentence.

6 For {JtXis-^s*. a not uncommon colloquialism. The alif appears super-

fluous.

6 Omit. 7 *AiU^ 3 eJlx/|
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_» AajJj ^j!) ^j> jjd) t>Al *yt-£ y^yC <±lj i|«^*J! (Jj&l
l

[j^1(
Xi }<Mt) ii*J^

- ' ...
I

. J] ~^,y» (jj-i-^^ } AA.xksJ

! U^jo ^/o Juj tkj| ^y^jtf (j«;.*JI u^£J

l aj^J i-J«^ !^£> Ja^j
5^V^ ^srfdu *Uir}>) ^jo j <uJlc d^V*^ 4

fMt

^J! .jji.kJI .0 iljUix Sj^VI uJaJ ^£^j j is\jJ ^ .^£ ^sJ ^<j ijuuj

> * *

^xUjU
|»v!h^- i**

-*^ /bv^ (-r^ ^/i**^' f^' ^ i ^^c ^* ^JHaJ)

tvt i jjy*»iflJ j O^' ^ XJ^x^yc L-^jLA ^j&Uj J^^F ' LgVW- »_?'

JJJJ "
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^yiSjJ iLita. ji*cJ AjbyJI J^1
' J

*/Us'|
(y+& ^1 i\*Jj AJ^I

\JT)f

y
yJI ^Is:-" .* \->j& jyhi] ^J,c Jyi Lixcl;

e^xJI J) I^Uj ./a. >ti*J1 J otiJIj jLkJI ^i jy 31 JUJ^

J 7 ,-0 .a.f J>sr
/0

(

^gi ^^**J J'-W' J CJUaJIJ ^f^*Il Ajjj 6Jja*yJ)

2 eyuuji t^Av^ ^^ ^ ***? j v^?/*" ? °^y ^j^ Aj^A
j J^f^H

"^j^Log j >U Ala. ^Lss^J ^ A&. j£j Js^ ^1 ^ji^l ^jyd^J

5
l^ir4-HJ

6 *<^=t^t 7 Omit. 3 ^SfLbj

9 ^.s^j 10 ^jLJu j 11 l#****bj 12 tw^j-Lo

IS ..-.Jl) • 1* JJ

J. in. 8
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J aJU*. XL) j! <uc JLL) j) «££.! ajljI^I <juA.I JJU .j~o»*J) aJ ^ £i;l

^gi 7j,lkJ jU^yl 6j^Ij 5
^-~^- y* ^W J dri^^ ey-^ j *£JU* XLI

ia. 9 3JJ oUaJ) ^ (-^-jJLj Jy^I X^kJl *j,&
y

«lx ^Sx; ^ *J^yJ ^1

ol JuJl^ IcIuj fsr>
10
J\<±}i* ^a^w u/tlfe^ \j~ij*l] c^jo ^Lc I^JUSj

1 Metathesis for tXa^jJ 2 tiXJ 3 lijjA)

4 (jj-*^)
6 \^y° 6 l*a>tj 7 tt^'-kk

8 ^^jiAj 9 ij&H 10 Li|^e <l i^£^
\i ^j is *»>| u ^ij 16 ehLr^
l6 ljL*U J7 l^*i-» 18 Supply oa.jj
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3

us^ ^H**^ ^[^^ J *—^H? <Jv^ J \J^ ^s> <-^*y *—^ ^^*i

3 AjU Jj^i S *£>L>J) ^x> AJy^srf U J..<i
10
.kj£j l^J^^j SJjUJI *jj& j

C>eJts^! ^j i^j.*)! J| SdcU*.* ^L:) .JUjj.m' *JtJ,i£
V-5**

,*J 8«sUJ|

^ us* uy dHi j A**' J^°" y'' j ^4*^5^ ttiy**Wl J^y' c-i2^

XV

i UJ|i 2 JS<iA^5 8 Jb 4 t&Aj

5 Omit. 6 /*ti.flij 7 ^jtj^j 3 SJJkAj

8 {jaiaJ io Lt^aJ ll U>^*^J is L^i
IS l^J^jj i» yjt&isi.Lo IB j 16 fA|)ii

* 7 jjM^i 18 C«m 19 Omit, aP
?i)'
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9* S

fUaiil Jju
_j

2ujj^II 9 JU,_;lj ^.ilS"
8JcJj ^jki J^j^ £/<>t\&/o

6
J^v?

**2 \^S* -J
X^a^l j (J-^l j V^'jw^

14
*ifc^-ic U^s»l '^WJ ^ ij^i;*^

"^Axljj l7^y^»jJ ^jfdixjj S^ldflt-XU la^j 13^JLa.Jj^ i aJ;*** S«X».LJ$

j
21

(_r^^ l/**^ J^y' ^v^ ^J&J^X' *j***i <s.ax*uj ^kxj ^jl tS^j.j ^*£

oUaJIj .jLJlJ) J^,| ^Xj 22
c^^AJ _J

«3>/*JL S^S*'] Sii^ftll ^A.S**!J

,j~*.i. jl
C3
A*j;| ^rs* JJjiJI lift ^gJlc liXa Jts^l j.jJ>j ^ uaLii'LJj

1 li^a. 2 |^|j 3 \jL.Lo 4, Isj^AAS

s U^./i«j 6 %J 7 lJ
=Lrh'

8 |A*fj

9 c^w)|^> 10^«aid ii &4G 18
fiJI

is e»U»i) 14 ^^i* 16 oJ^-'Hj J6 (Jy<^AJJ

17 lt**^ 18
fc>**k*

19 eA^>^^ 20 j

*

82 (i>^«j.aj ^ 23 co ,
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^/o AaI-LJ) JLaiarl k^uj J] „.*wJI ^i /»jJi£/e ^aJ) (J-xla. jja*^ (J.^J*J

jiJ JUi t-jL^p b S.*^. *^l£ 2r£a>» *^£
*^J"* l_C^c^ J^i i J^V^

*J>*/o ,^y3 ^£J! is^SJl *$J
2

/« J>£Ij j KsJ Vi,i (jcj$) ^J,c ^j^lsi slAJ)

t»_~a>.ta (^ .Jo (—>j.*.J) U^-JjJ \^5^C <—*i*^' c)^^ ^° «*•*£

1 Supply jia'^i 2 j*«xijj 3 Omit. 4 Omit.
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tJjuiXj ^AJ! ,-JLc j ij^sJ
l «iX*.*J $ {j^.xxS) ^/c ^u*j| X*^./| ^.^ <^*^| j

e/**

7

<i/iH'''
s:' ' '—?H^' *^*^ «/° l/^I ^V' ^«^c ^y04^ *—ty&W

ij^lsri ^1 J.C C^iV' ^-r~a-'"^ c^^V'S ^ ^c J C^JI V-^-aA.^ v-J^U'l

9
ws**

I^s^l
8
^j; v^f'^ri^i ^ JA j *Slb v**j> dfi^c

(*v*
/e

UJaJ» £-d»J| Aa.^ ^U *3r*'| ,j^*^J j cl^j ^/<> tJ.#l ^Xj ^ A**uj u-^*»^-

AJ) "^ ^yU
r
UkJ| ^Ijyj^rf J Jxi* j SUA SjUXJ) A^lcJk ^^.^

1 j^cfld j 2
(Jj^j)

3 Omit. 4 y^,^^

17 Omit. 18
{
jiju
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^s' J*&lM vtlpi^ nJ^^i i «-Jk«iJU) y\& ^yuissi j
^yojiuJ <o/j'I

i^o*JI Xx^iJ ^j^XJ ^UaJI ^jLxj L^J j uJ^J jl jL^/o ^i.5! ^jJo V^*j j

J?

^* -.„*£ .X^ LjJ ^SJ) «_iu»Jl»J) r-*-'
li

»
/6 L/^J J 0.£xH L-»«.^-^ |»J>2j

eJtx^aJI ^&J I J) _j
Axil cy^vo) ^Ul ^jbW ^ Isr"

^ ^jSUJI (.UkJI

jjx X-xil? Xsi^i 9(*daiui t_&i£ ^ <JUy ^Jl B^dc ^j^sm, >l***JI ^JJ

JA.Ij SLLJ) ^b yj> ^ i_b.x*a.l} Ai)j£ ILa. y* ) U^j «jjil ^£J) X^Ui)

&J J^5j A*hl\ Jc ^-Jls*! ^ j^lj .^aj U Jar LojIj 10s^L J,)

i •
*" **

1 ^b liJ^**

5 IJS 6
ft-*J-»^.

9 /»,iiu 10 ^i
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Customs among the Bedouins of the Haur&n. [No. 2,

9 S>

Ai! ^^J ^1 Axle i_^*»*i Axle J,^i*) U sxc j ^giUAJl ^ICJ) ^» (*^ir
c

^.s* ^}j AaL, tiW'* ^Ac j»[a»* A>| aJ »^JjXs:J Axi ^ Uj,ic U*^ ^

6 ^t 6 Omit. 7 iU^ 8 lixw,

9 ^JJ
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^^vftiil ^ ^c Jjj uMj ^ IJo. ,xlac v-j—iU. ^c 8^>\jlsJ\ j

^iK jj^ Jjx* ^^flij
; |^i^- ^^ Jji^' u>U:-»! i

tijX&c JU;

uJ^xJI 4

(^ J^' ^' ^
3

(

»«*û *
>r=r*^ &&iy° ^^yn >t«JJ!j <!UJU. .JU

Jjw ^ e^tclw 7&£*w Sjy<»
6

v_5
i*J) j fc—a.x«J) v_*oJ

_j ^jcSJh ^J 5

yi)y a\xj ^

SU^ i#**y:J Vj^l v-^J) 8

^|^ «j' «**? J u/**^' ^' litf*^ *—*^

jjj) e>Jo y_J
>t*«JJ) ^aj ^ l^J ^J] J'^JI U^A4J fUkJI Jfl

J. in. 9
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tJ* l5* j f^i'
*>*$*» s^l u^^ fyMI ^j^ fj* ^ '«il

,j
L«^j S

\i)j*ifl *i^

^/o 8d*J| cJfo o°^ t>*J ) C*l~elsr I *LJLJl q*sJ e?L* i£>Hj *jj J.S

(-_>IjJJ! ^/c 4
c ^j ,Ju:! X*«aJ Su/c) J.XJ l^/o^jj ^1 ei^-^l J-&I oL&Jj

# ^ jftJI Xijb ^«»& c^jjin i JU^J ^Xj Ji5| j

^xc) "^yy^Ji (j^u* 'V*^' ^^i «)' Mi' (^^'y5^ j

«.J.^I >t**i
_j

AJly*) j Aiij) j Ala. I Jl/o A.*J j A«.sr' ^ ]2
*Jl) ^J^\

1 Jy^\ 2 u-^l 6 r>^ 4 l^j

6
id-*.««**^j

6 ^1 7 Omit. 8 ^
« (*t>iij

10 e^cr^l 11 JyJi 12 ^A
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*«b?T^ 1*ojI j f^JI ^j^ ^a- ^AjAiUb 8^jjdA. ^^srf A^*r) j

»

jJaju t« cX*Ai iJ>*£J) C^-iJ <J) iiHj*}] 9aj]J&S* cUAxs* j»0I AjSj »s*"-

f$k*- v^j^'
I9

f^ I^V Ji^' (**** «;' j kiXaJI ot^l ^ '^^j-^

1 O*^ 2 ^jjk^jA^. 3
u^rJf*^' -

?
* u3jH

5 (j^jLo 6 CU*^^J 7
i^-fr^JLV

3 ^aJ^
9 &£jl 10

eH«»«j5t)
11

t^fr^J 12
fcrfi&'l

13 Jftfc) 14 Sf;tj* 16
fcsi*^! 16^3

17 & 18 Oji^a.^ w ^^ 80 ^j^iu
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W^i' ^£®M ufioftj L*fl) ^s* Ji^l £i*?* &^ i^**!) f>*N v_j* )

t$3& \J>\ f*!r*J **** J *Sv^ v«S^
*X

*''-J J^ f***
5

' J^ e/'* ^^ ^'

^/« JuJ) uiU3 W^- ,jb 4
fvb J'-i-^ d^ j *iy .Jl d^ ^•*-a^i» ^i"6^"

5 j Laj) A*v^i J.S3) jyxJul) ^ fdb L«j S.*uJ J^i* j *JU>.fl *Lo ^ J^|

J^s" JUA J* j
6JoJj 5^*a. t^*^ J^s'] <_ftj ^sSti ^XxJ) ^\

<Ua.l^> Lj^ilS] ^ (jDyasi*
iJ-^.J *Aj\H J^a. J£ j »J*'=>- i^c AjU«3

l^AJ^aw ^i^Jj^! SjU>' ti.»J ^Xj
_j

7^—-^ *S>tUc le-6-**^ J^^l *—^' J

JL-.^1 SdUl b ^) La^J] 9c?^lS b ^i) j |^$;1 Jxs'l 8Ja b Jo!

J_x^l JU J ^g/l W\l» Jj^
J

I )jj&>)j hjM) p^SI ^J\ l^wtjl

^y ^XJ e^a. ^aJjwil ^j-*!^ *J^b' jWl l-^.j&Jj ulJ|j 3) ^xJ)

^Jl gh^j ^)j - AjJ ^^XU ^XxJ) J&J) ^i u^ibJj *—*$/) j Aj^I .J

5L&£ ^ae* lyi/o ^ftij ^ V-^-jc* ^axj ^i Jj>aV| ££»•». ^XJ *A>jU^>)

*?>—^ *£**b ^1 ^ya&.llj ^U^afl ^ j AJ^kj (JxU) j l^JJ) ^yuXj
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^Ji^kJI ^1 Suliyj XlUs'l ^J UdJUi AiUr) £*«•* L^JI
v

^Jl ^^-AJjJ)

^^ Sx*li J^i« I t—&J v.-.^ ^cJI SjuoUl ui^JuJI ^ O^**.

31 Axilla/) X^s'l
^J) c^t^-y ^j-AIjJ! ^1

1
*vi^*ss! J*»J> ^^ J***-

^jJ^lS ^AA«>J j (Jji^ ' £^?" U—S;* ^ 4:i^' ^*£ ' cXxlUJ) U-^J U-TI3

2aU t* ) oUK ^cLXi ^jbiii vb^J) ^ (*t^' w»*^i k°«*i« j vJykil

^J (*!>&* JU*-* UjS»
*JJtU.lj j **£*?- J^^l e^**^- j V1*" M)y^i

w^UI3 il ^V! v-.ts^l ^Jl^r'l J^ ^i^ J*UJI ill ^^
lc^^ u/i2"^' C^*-?.? Ij^l J-J ^w^ ^3. ^xJls^ duKJo fif^.^- ££*t"

jjj^Jl Jxs J
| Jxs^l <_TjjJ ^a^&l j) Lo^j Jjj^l }\)i J.xs!

) U^slli

^^[jaJI t_J>ls"*) CJtiiJ )3U jLLJI ^ V^sr'l ^Ki^ ^».laJ!
(

^JO u-^-^AJ j

r /** v^' ft*^ 1*4^^' **^' j /y^' ^^ £0j crfl&JJI j ilii/l

u/13 j| <_&£ ^Jl^ai: ^ifi 4^5«l S-%*s-^l *&*t/ J^j U^cj"

6 l«£
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.^oiiJI (^wjLftil U^X.}^ AA/c AJja. oil I ^ *a.lL» tiiwb ,jl J>*J U-*t/o A/«!c>>'

*U1 ei-X) .£* (^-UJI 80W <Jliawl.A. ^Lai' JaJ X^Lu «'ii,£x SfftsHl vo

JJiti Jo..; &m<;Io. j
^(AxJ) i^JyX* ^yij cj^xxJ) «r >^ >»-r-£">J U axc ^

<£ /A. t__9^.^| ^J ^liiUl ^/« Ax/o J^:sJ U ^ .si ^1 J*J ^ &J.&. If!

«jj
_j

^x" jj^x/l ^xj l^xi Xjjib 4^a- cjyLa 1 j) Ui) j aUxw ^*l»- ^

*> ^ lixl) JLSaA ,jjJij Ha. A**); i^kaj JL}' I^L« ^ ^JJI (J-^-J)

\^^si Ajuoj j JU5.I) AaluO ^ij Lj^J L/"./' •—0^ '^1 ^' *fedJ)jC

J! L_^.*tJI «!g] ^ »^3 ^tUfi )i& ; Alii L-f/tisJ
8

S-5^;|^.
^ J^J AJ^JI

i-yJ) XI ^ fyi cJj,ic )j>a j *L*i ta^AJ) u-TUa^l aIJ) aJ J^Sj
_j

9 ji*/|
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LJI ^ jJ-xasH (J^t*- (tAJ^^ lc***^ '«i* j Cs*"J- (
,ibj'^H ^j i*v*'

£ 3
1 gfi*j

r
^j ^jji juyi j u^yi ^ji

r
«xj) ^j

r
? 4^ ^juu^s^i

t^JUi) ^ j|>n j *lji ^j ^^k" V- 4^ 1 J 1^ 1 *•** r^ f
KJI

CUJ^I Ay d>h^' 5/*^' ^s^ °/^ l^I cJi^' J^*' j^J^V Ji^=

rfjJ^. JU^I u^i; 10
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MODERN CUSTOMS AMONG THE BEDOUINS OF THE
HAURAN.

Betrothal.

A young man seeks in the first place a suitable girl to whom
he may pay his addresses. He then makes repeated visits to her

father's tent where he occasionally eats and drinks and may at times

impose on the girl the trouble of washing his head and combing his

hair. Thus the two have free intercourse with each other without the

slightest objection on the part of her people. But throughout the

whole of this period, notwithstanding the complete freedom of inti-

macy between the youth and the girl, they scrupulously adhere to

the injunctions of propriety and honour, following in this the custom

of civilized communities. When their mutual attachment is assured

and they are satisfied that there exists between them similarity of

tastes, the youth requests his father to solicit her betrothal to him
The father readily complies and invites the principal men of his

tribe and they all mount their horses and proceed to the house of

the girl's father who rises to meet them as they approach with the

rest of his relatives that may be present. They are helped to dismount

and the best carpets at hand are spread for them. Some cow-dung

and camel-dung is now quickly brought and a fire kindled in the

middle of the tent. Coffee is then prepared and poured out to the guests

in cups, each cup containing but a sip. As the oldest among them
takes a cup, he places it in front of him, saying to the girl's father,

" We will not drink of thy coffee unless thou give her to me." The
rest of his companions repeat the same thing in turn. The master

of the house, i. e., the father of the girl or one of the chief men of

his tribe then addresses them, saying ;
" Drink your coffee and it shall

be as you wish." Upon this, each one takes his cup and drinks it off.

In the meanwhile the master of the house orders a sheep or a goat

to be slaughtered, the flesh of which is cut into pieces of about half an

ounce 1 weight each, and these are boiled in milk till they are thorough-

ly done and then placed in a large dish of burghul 2 not less in quantity

1 An ounce, &-£>j\ (from the Greek 06771a or ovyicia) is one-twelfth of a riW or

pound of twelve ounces ; measured in dirhams, it was formerly equal to forty,

but at the present day it varies in most cities : In Syria, according to the Majdni

'I Adah, the ounce equals 66f dirhams.

2 This is the name of the ordinary dinner of the Arab peasants. It consists

of boiled wheat, dried and husked, prepared with fat or butter, and eaten with

sour milk or meat.
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than half a mudd l which is equivalent to a weight of five thousand

sis hundred dirhams.

This dish is set in the midst before the guests, and about two

thousand dirhams weight 2 of cold clarified butter is brought and placed

in the dish over the burghul. One of the relations of the master of the

house then comes forward with a ewer of cold water in his hand and

lightly washes the hand of each of the guests. The master of the house

then turns to his guests and says to them, " Welcome to what has

been provided," that is, " partake of the meal." Theyreply, " Wewillnot
eat of thy food unless thou give her to us," upon which, if he desires to

give his daughter in marriage to their son, he rejoins, " Be pleased to

eat your meal and it shall be as you wish." They then proceed to eat

with their hands, using neither spoon nor bread. Some of their habits

in eating are curious : for example a man will take as much meal and

flesh-meat as the hand can grasp, probably more than sixty dirhams

weight, and shape it into the form of a ball, and put it into his month
without touching it with his other.hand or masticating it, and catching

it upon his tongue, at one mouthful swallow it whole. 3 When
they are satisfied, they wipe their hands on the side of the tent

and they clean whatever remains of grease there may be left, upon their

beards. They then return to their seats and take coffee a second

time. The father of the youth then turns to the girl's father

who 4 says:—"Be happy, she is thine." On this the former asks

what dower he demands for her. The girl's father answers, " I must

1 There is a discrepancy in these weights. If the mudd be calculated at the

ordinary dry measure of 1J to 2 rills, half a mudd would be ridiculously little to

place on a large dish before hungry Arabs. Taking the equivalent calculation

of 5,600 dirhams, at 66| to an ounce, it would give exactly seven rifls or pounds of

twelve ounces, which is perhaps a sufficient meal. Or taking 40 dirhams to the

oz, the ancient weight, this would give 11| as representing 5,600 dirhams. The

mudd must therefore be an error in the text. In Syria and Egypt at the present

day, 12 mudds are equal to 6| kilogrammes, which would make a mudd— 1'2 of an

English pound avoirdupois.

a Two and a half ritls or pounds of 12 oz., but the ritl varies somewhat.

v. Lane. "Mod. Egypt.," p. 572.

S This manner of eating is at least as old as the ' Arabian Nights.' " Jawan the

Kurdee stretched forth his hand to the dish, and it resembled the foot of a raven
;

and he ladled the rice with it, and took it forth resembling the foot of a camel.

Then- he compressed the handful into the form of a ball, so that it was like a

great orange : he threw it rapidly into his mouth and it descended into his throat

making a noise like thunder."—" Story of 'Ali Sher and Zumurrnd." Lane. II. 413.

4 The grammatical construction is here faulty. Either the positions of the

fathers of the youth and girl must be inverted in the sontence or the relative

pronoun introduced to give the sense of the passage.

J. III. 11
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have fifteen thousand piastres." Those present then address the

father of the bride, one by one beginning with the oldest, saying, " What
wilt thou deduct for my sake ? " The bride's father replies, " For thy sake

I abate of what is due to me, one thousand piastres." The next then

requests him to lessen the sum by 900, and in the same way he abates

800 for the third, and so on until he reaches the customary amount

according to the established usage among them. 1 When the confer-

ence is concluded, the bridegroom's father and the father of the bride

rise and kiss each other on the moustache and such of the relatives of

both families as may be present stand up and address the fathers of

the bride and bridegroom saying, " May their union be blessed ; may
it be life long." An animal is then slaughtered at the expense of the

bridegroom and a dish of burghul is prepared therewith and all the

relatives of the bride are invited to partake of it. The bridegroom's

party then rise to depart, inviting all the members of the bride's family to

accompany them to a feast at the tent of the bridegroom. Both 2 parties

then mount and proceed thither. The relatives of the bridegroom

welcome them with expressions of delight and pleasure and receive them

with all possible honour. Some wealthy man may also on such occa-

sions slaughter a camel worth perhaps twenty gold pieces (liras).

Both families continue to pay each other visits in this fashion till the

marriage contract is duly signed.

Marriage.

The bridegroom's family first send word to the family of the bride

informing them of the day on which they require the bride. On the

appointed day a party of them mount their horses taking their spears

and swords, and some ten girls of the bridegroom's family or of his rela-

tives are decked out and dressed in their best apparel, wearing orna-

ments of silver or brass and having their hair dressed with camel's

urine which gives a bright gloss to its colour.3 And they choose the

best of their camels and clothe them with silk trappings of red, green,

and yellow, and from both sides of each camel long tassels hang reach-

ing to the ground. Each camel likewise carries a seat accommodating

1 According to Burton, this is usually about thirty Spanish dollars which were

most prized in El Hejaz, in Yemen, the Maria Theresa. The Spanish Government

refused to perpetuate its Pillar-dollars, at one time a great favourite in the East.

The dollar was called Riyal Fransah. Mecca—III. 82. Edit. 1856.

2 The word in the text is *£{j-b, probably a clerical error for
<
^jJJi-'| mean-

ing ii)\JJaJ\.

8 Burton observes that the Bedouin hair becomes coarse from exposure, not a

little increased by the (Jj^I( (J^J or wash alluded to in the text. The only cosmetic

is clarified butter freely applied both to the body and the hair.
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two girls, which they call hasrah. The girls are placed two and two on

the camels each of which is led by a poor man who receives about six

piastres for his hire. When all the horses and the caparisoned camels

are ready, the men mount the horses and the girls their camels and

they form a cavalcade, the men on hoi'seback brandishing their swords

and spears and feigning attacks on each other, while the girls on their

litters on the backs of the camels sing with shrill screams of joy some
such strain as the following 1 :

—

The men never cease attacking each other in mimic combat and the

girls to sing till they reach the house of the bride. The horsemen

continue their sports for the space of half an hour before the house,

after which the men and girls dismount and enter the apartment which

the bride occupies, but the girls 3 and men sit in another apartment

where the customary food is brought to them, consisting of burgliul and

meat, and portions thereof for the girls and the bride. After the

repast the girls rise and take the bride into a private apartment and

heating a caiddron of water they bathe and dress her in garments of

wool and silk and lead her forth singing as follows :

—

Walk proudly, O daughter of the Emir,

Thy affianced is the first of horsemen.

Walk proudly, daughter of the Bedouins,

Thy spouse is the slayer of his enemies.

Walk proudly, O daughter of the Arab,

Thy lord is hospitable to the stranger.

Walk proudly, O daughter of princes

Thy affianced is Abu Zayd al Hilali. 3

The men then mount their horses and the girls their litters, the

bride being seated on one that is decorated and distinguished from the

others by its ornamentation. She is accompanied by one of the bride-

1 I leave the translation of these distiches, of which I can make no decent sense,

to greater scholarship or ingenuity than mine. As the lines are not altogether

cleanly, delicacy of language not being a point with Arabian ladies, the omission

is not to be regretted. The metre is an irregular Hazaj, Some of the expressions

I do not trace, and the character of the MS. provokes suspicion of its accuracy.

2 It is probably meant that the girls and bride are in one apartment and

the men in another but the construction will not grammatically admit of this.

3 The exploits of this Admirable Crichton of the Bedouins, are chanted to

this day by professional reciters in the coffee-houses of Cairo. See Lane, " Modern

Egyptians," p. 391-, for his adventurous history. An episodo of this romance ' The

Stealing of the Mare ' has lately been translated from the Arabic by the accom-

plished Lady Anne Blunt and done into very graceful verse by her husband. Its

completion by the same hands is much to bo desired.
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groom's female relations, his sister, his niece, or a cousin, and with the

horses and litters a single cavalcade is formed. The men renew their

mimic attacks, and the girls their song from the litters. This procession

is styled Fdridah, and they thus proceed, the horsemen skirmishing and

the women singing, till they reach the bridegroom's house when a

tournament is held for the space of about an hour, which the girls from

their brancards accompany with loud screams of joy.

When this is concluded the men and girls dismount and lead the

bride to the house of some neighbour who has arranged previously to

meet and invite her thither, and he causes some lambs to be killed

and about a quarter of a Kintdr l of burghul to.be prepared. Two large

dishes are filled, and a quantity of clarified butter poured over them and

one dish is placed before the men and the other before the bride

and the women. When the repast is over, a relation of the bride-

groom places in the neighbour's hand half a beshlik,^ equivalent in

value to a piastre and a half, upon which he calls out with a loud

voice, " May God reward thee for this, O such a one," mentioning

his name and adding, " may you live for ever—this is half a lira." 2'

Upon this every one present comes forward one by one and gives the

man a piastre, or a piastre and a half, and he exclaims in a loud

voice, " May God reward thee for this, O such a one ! this is a lira"

and thus they continue one after another in this manner until not

a single person is omitted. After this, the women and the girls

advance likewise and put into the man's hand a few dirhams, upon

which he exclaims, <: May God reward thee, such a one, this is half a

lira," and so on until all the women and girls have passed. This custom

they call nukut.^ The whole sum collected does not exceed one hundred

and fifty piastres. When this ceremony is concluded, the man to whom
this function is delegated, places all the pieces collected into a wrapper

and presents it to the bride. This custom is termed Shobdsh ;
5 and

1 The Kintar according to Dozy (the French quintal from the root of the Lat.

centum) is a weight of a hundred pounds and is still of that measure in Syria.

2 As a unit of value, it is apiece of five piastres (from the Turkish besh, five, and

the termination Uk (i^Uj or Uk (<j^), signifying function or quality), but local

variations no doubt account for the difference in the text.

3 This is said honoris causa, to magnify the amount of the gift. The Turkish

lira (gold) was current at 30! to 33g krans to the pound sterling in Turkish Arabia in

1891, the Indian rupee at 2J hrans, varying of course according to the relative value

of the metals. The gharsh or piastre is a corruption of the German groschen.

4> Plural of laiii nakat, pieces of money given to musicians at a fete or to the

bride at a wedding, as in this instance, v. Lane, "Mod. Egypt.," XXVII.
6 This term occurs in the "Arabian Nights" (715th night) pronounced She/bash

((j£j^>j in Egypt, and Shubdsh in Arabic, derived from the Persian Shdh-bdsh,
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is meant as an assistance to the bridegroom. After this, a quantity

of fire-wood and cow-dung is collected, and the whole of it is placed

in a large meadow, and about an hour after sunset all the men, that is,

the whole tribe, assemble, armed with old pistols loaded with powder,

and they set fire to the wood collected in the meadow at one time so that

the flame shoots up to the height of five or six yards. All the men
present then form a circle round the fire, and begin to shout the word

hawalah, hawalah, hawalah, which they repeat continuously for about four

hours without adding to it a single syllable. This ring presents a most

inspiriting sight for the fire is generally in full blaze and the men stand

around it one beside the other, shoulder to shoulder, the right foot

advanced and the left set back, like troops in order of battle, and they

clap their hands together in such a manner that a spectator would be

unable to determine whether it was a single stroke or the union of

many, for they lower them together and raise them together : and

notwithstanding the number of men in the circle, it would be impossible

to discover one man in advance of another by a finger's breadth, as if

they were proficients in geometrical science. "When the circle is formed,

some three or four women and girls of the bridegroom's relations, wearing

their richest apparel and decked with ornaments and trinkets of silver

and each with a sword in her hand, enter the middle of the ring and begin

to dance, brandishing their swords and directing their points towards

the men forming the circle as though attacking an enemy. Upon this

the men get wild with excitement like savage animals and draw their

pistols loaded with powder, pointing them at the feet of the women
and girls as they dance. This performance continues for about four or

five hours, the men and the women and the girls vehement and impas-

sioned like camels or excited steeds ; and all the while the perspiration

pours down from the persons of the men and the dancing women as if

from a spout of water. When their strength is exhausted with fatigue,

some notable advanced in years, enters the circle formed by the men
and calls out in a loud voice, " They are under your protection, O youths,

they are under your protection;" upon which they cease their sport

and excitement and take rest, and if one were to look at the hands of

some of the youths next morning, they would be fouud swollen from

excessive beating and at times their colour blue from the clapping

together of the palms and it is often long before they are able to touch

anything with their hands.

When all this severe exercise is concluded, tl\ey sit in companies

and is synonymous with nukut. The allusion is to the balloon's cry at an Egyptian

feast, " Shobash 'alayk, ya Sahib al faraj," i.e., 'a present is duo from thee,

giver of the feast.' v. Lane, " Mod. Egypt.," XXVII.
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on the ground and coffee which has been prepared for them is brought,

after drinking which they depart, each one to his house. On the

following day they re-assemble and return to the bridegroom, singing

and firing off their pieces. The bridegroom prepares a repast in honour

of the youths and after tbey have eaten and drank, they set to singing

and dancing throughout the rest of the day. After this, the bridegroom

is feasted in their houses for the space of seven days, breakfasting with

one, dining with another aud supping with a third until at the con-

clusion of the seven days the festival terminates.

Hospitality.

When a stranger approaches the tent of his host, its owner rises

and hastens to meet him, holds the bridle of his horse and assists him

to dismount and ties up the animal. Then with all expedition he brings

out his best carpets and spreads them in an apartment of the tent not

occupied by the women. A fire is quickly lighted and coffee is

brought and he prepares a coffee-pot and offers it first to his guest and

afterwards to any others present. After the coffee, some food is brought

for the guest and when the guest or guests have eaten, the relatives of

the host that may be present partake of the food that the guests have

left. Should they invite the host to join them, he refuses, saying, " the

host may not serve his own interests—be pleased to eat." "When all

present have eaten, the host comes and partakes of what food remains.

Meanwhile an animal will have been killed and after a little, the host

produces a dish of burghul and serves it on a platter of brass or

wood of not less than a yard in width, and slices the meat in pieces upon

the burghul and places upon the side of the platter the fat tail of the lamb

together with the leg, before the guest. This large piece of meat goes by

the name of Shazdt. Before the meat is served, some water is brought

that the guests may wash their hands, after which the meal is placed in

the middle and some cold clarified butter is brought and placed on

the top of the dish. The host then looks at his guest and says,

" Partake, stranger, of what has been provided," and he invites also those

of his relatives who are present, who come forward and sit round the

dish and begin to catch up portions in their palms ; that is, they take

a handful and shape it into a ball, fashioned somewhat oblong and

placing the thumb below it, put it into their mouths and pressing it

with the tongue, swallow it without the slightest chewing or mastication.

Some of these balls occasionally equal a weight of sixty dirhams.

When those present at the meal are so many that they cannot find room

to sit at the dish together, they wait till a place is vacant, and as one

vacates a seat, another takes his place and so on until all have eaten.
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Meanwhile, that is during the repast, if the butter on the dish should

run short, they add more, and one may sometimes see the butter

streaming from the hands of the eaters as from a spout. When all

present have had their fill, the host comes forward and eats from the side

of the dish which often contains portions of food foul from the hands

that have been stretched over it. If a guest stays till evening, fodder

is given to his horse and another animal is killed, according to the

manner above described.

It is customary for the guest when he is at table, to take some
meat and give a piece to each of those present who are not seated

at the meal in the first instance. When one of those seated at

table rises, the host says to him,—" Fill O such a one, this vacant

place." When the meal is done, the guest says to the host,— " Many
thanks to the host ; be this followed with lawful recompense." Meanwhile

coffee is continuously being made and whenever one coffee-pot is emptied,

another is produced until the guest departs. After his departure he

continues still under the hospitality of his host who is responsible for any

harm that may befall him, but should he become the guest of others on

the road and partake of their hospitality and an accident subsequently

occur or he be robbed, it is a charge on the later host and the

responsibility of the first determines.

The rights of the host against the robber of his guest are based

on prescribed rules. If it happen that the guest be plundered when on

his journey from his host's roof, the latter rides with a number of

horsemen of his kindred and tribe and visits the chief of the tribe to

which the robber belongs and thus addresses him, " Such and such a

one was our guest on such a day and he is a traveller on the road and

our salt was in his stomach, (i. e., he partook of our food) and he departed

and before he had eaten of the salt of others, he was set upon by such

a one of your tribe at a certain place. And when the man attacked

him, he informed him that he was our guest and notwithstanding his

protest that he was travelling under the protection of our salt, he robbed

him nevertheless. Now we demand our due." Thereupon the chief of

the plunderer's tribe sends after the offender and recovers the whole

of the property robbed and makes it over to its owner. He then charges

him with an indemnity for the host whose guest has been robbed, con-

sisting of a male and female camel, ten head of sheep, a sword and

a spear.

If the tribe of the robber refuse the demands of the guest's enter-

tainers and will not give up the property plundered nor pay the indem-

nity to the host of the stranger, hostilities ensue between the tribes and

occasionally many lives are lost.
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Among the rights of the guest is that he shall leave his host's roof

as he entered it and if, as sometimes happens, his horse is stolen from

his host's house or should die, the host must provide another for him.

In fine, the respect and reverence paid to a stranger among the Arabs are

very great, which is a proof of their generous spirit, their magnanimity

and sense of honour.

Mourning.

The customs observed on occasions of death. When a trihes-man

dies all the men of his clan assemble and those who possess horses mount
them and engage in a tournament as if they were on the field of battle.

In about half an hour's time, the horsemen dismount and tie up

their horses and approaching the dead man, lay him out on a bed and

place his weapons by his side. The women then advauce attired in

their best garments, with swords in their hands and begin to dance,

brandishing their swords and singing for the space of about six hours,

after which they follow to the interment. When the burial is over, the

men and women return to the tent of the deceased and animals are

killed and food prepared at the expense of the relatives of the deceased.

The dishes are handed round to all present and after the repast, the

men return to their houses and the women to the house of the deceased,

where they remain during a period of from seven to forty days, the

length of their stay depending on the position of the deceased. If he be

among the chiefs of the tribe, the mourning and lamentations continue

throughout forty days, but if he be of humble station, the period does

not exceed seven days. During the whole of this time the relatives of

the deceased must furnish the food and drink, coffee and tobacco, three

times a day to all the women present.

On the expiry of this period, it is imperative on the relatives of

the deceased to present each woman with some wearing apparel, that

is, a garment such as a vest or petticoat of cloth, or head-dress or

vesture ' of silk, or a l^ed boot.

Should the deceased happen to be one of the chiefs or of the

richer class of the tribe, the expenses incurred by his people for food,

drink, coffee and tobacco, sometimes exceed one hundred and fifty liras.

Among their customs also is the following :—When news of a death

reaches the neighbouring Arab families, each family repairs to the

tent of the deceased to offer their condolences and take with them

sheep and goats for slaughter which they term kaydah?

1 The word is t^z. which I do not find in any dictionary, and is not noticed

by Dozy in his " Diet, des noma des Vetements chez les Arabes."

2 I transliterate with diffidence : the vowel-points are not given and the word
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On. arrival at the house of the deceased, all the animals that have

been brought are killed, even to the very last, and are served up to the

mourners upon dishes of burghul over which the butter flows liquid as

water and the mode of eating is by pressing the food into balls, as is

the custom on festive occasions. Another of their customs is that the

women who are blood-relations of the deceased, such as his sister, his

daughter, his wife or the wives of his brothers and uncles, tear their

cheeks with their nails till the blood flows and rend their garments and

throw dust upon their heads. Another custom is to let their hair loose

over the face and shoulders. After the lapse of six months, the men
and women of the tribe assemble at the house of the deceased and

mourn for him during the day, at the close of which they visit the grave,

and this ceremony is also performed on the anniversary of the death.

The animals slaughtered after the interment of the deceased are called

"a solace to the deceased."

Hostile Incursions.

By the word ghazio is signified the hostilities of Arab tribes against

each other. When one tribe intends a foray against another, iihe

Shaykh of the tribe warns the whole of his clansmen three days

previous to the expedition. Upon this their leaders meet at the

Shaykh's house, who, after performing the duties of hospitable entertain-

ment and furnishing the horses with provender, thus addresses them,

—

" O chiefs of the Arabs, I have certain information that such and such

a tribe of Arabs is encamped at a certain spot, and their gathering is

extremely small and we mean to attack them after three days. There-

fore warn your people to be in readiness, and at the appointed time let

the horse assemble in such and such a district, and at such and such a

spot."

Thereupon the leaders quit their chief, each one departing to his

own party, and when they reach their tents, each of them assembles

his men and entertains them and after the entertainment he addresses

them as follows :
—" "We intend to attack such and such a tribe, at such

and such a spot, on a certain day, and all the horsemen must be there

assembled." The men then severally depart to their tents and every

horseman must provide the requisites for the march in food and water

for himself and his horse and the needful amount of barley for his horse,

and on the appointed day, the horse assemble in one body, every horse-

man having his things laden on a camel and each camel led by a picked

is unknown to me in this sense, though Kaud f ^jji
)
and Kddat have the moan-

ing of a present or contribution of horses or camels, eithor as gifts or in token of

vassalage.

J. in. 12
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man of its owner's relations; these camels are called by them rakh

(camel-troop). The leader of the whole expedition is the Shaykh of

the tribe, whom all obey. When the whole force is assembled, the Shaykh

thus addresses them :
" Ride forth, O horsemen, and you, camel-drivers,

go to a certain spot and there await the horsemen till they come to

you." Upon this the horsemen set forth, making for the enemy's

cattle where they may be grazing on the plain, and the camels march to

the appointed place and lie in concealment. Let us now turn to the

horsemen.

When they arrive within six or seven hours from the habitations

of the enemy, the horsemen lie in ambush in a certain defile. A detach-

ment of about ten of them then set out and march on till they

near the enemy's tents and lie in ambush during the whole day

and night, and in the morning they watch the direction taken by the

cattle and the herdsmen to pasture. And as cattle must necessarily be

sent with the drover to the plain, as soon as the horsemen on the

look-out observe the herd leaving the tents for the pasturage, the

detachment make for the ambush of their own people to give them

notice that the cattle are moving towards a certain quarter. Upon this

the Shaykh rides with the whole of his force after the cattle, having, as

they put foot in stirrup, uttered some such words as, ' May Grod

provide for our families !
' When they arrive within an hour's

distance of the cattle, they scatter in pursuit and collect all the cattle

together and drive them forward in front of their horses. It is not

long before the news reaches the owners of the cattle, who mount

their horses to save their property from the hands of the enemy.

Sometimes the pursuit by these horsemen of those of the enemy con-

tinues a whole day or more, until the one body overtakes the other,

when the scales of fray and contest are balanced between the two

forces. Should the owners of the cattle prevail, they recover the

plundered camels and sheep and return with song and chants of victory

and triumph and their women come out to meet them an hour's dis-

tance from the encampment with dance and paeans of joy. We shall

now describe a few incidents of their skirmishes and attacks and the

customs they therein observe. When a horseman overtakes another and

wounds him with his lance or sword and hurls him from his horse to the

ground, the latter calls to his overthrower :
' I am under thy protec-

tion ; spare me, as may God spare thee ' The victor then dismounts

from his horse and binds his fallen adversary, driving him in foot in

front of him after despoiling him of his weapons, and remounting, leads

the horse of his captive behind him till he reaches his own people. He
then digs a pit in the ground before his tent, about a yard in depth,
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and places his captive in it and fills it up partially with earth and sets

a covering over the pit. The feet of the captive are, meanwhile,

fettered with iron, and every day he is given a little food and he is

also daily taken out of the pit for about an hour for the usual necessi-

ties of nature. As often as he goes beyond the tents, bis arms are

pinioned and he is guarded by an armed man. When his needs are

satisfied beyond the encampment, he returns with his guard behind

him, who sets him in the pit as before. Sometimes the prisoner dies

under this treatment and at others they take pity on him and set him
free. But if another war breaks out between the two tribes, and the

man captured again falls into their hands, they strike off his head at once

without mercy. Another custom is the following ; when one horseman

meets another on the field of battle and cuts him down, the other

cries out, " Spare me, as may God spare you : this shall be to me as a day

of the days of the Arabs." l Upon this the victor stays his stroke

from his suppliant enemy and exclaims, £ God has given thee life
;
go

in peace and this shall be to thee as a day of the days of the Arabs."

But if in subsequent hostilities between the tribes, the vanquished

horseman is victorious and the one who had previously given him
quarter or any of his relations falls into his power, he spares them and

does not in any way molest them. This conduct is called by them an

interchange of courtesy, but the honour rests with the first.

The narrative must now revert to the " rakb, " that is to the men
before-mentioned, who were leading the camels and were in hiding with

the water, provisions and fodder for the horses, awaiting the arrival of

the foragers. These, whether successful or otherwise, must necessarily

pass the camel-troop expecting them, and as soon as the horse-

men arrive, the former mount their beasts. If the horsemen are

driving their booty before them and the owners of the cattle are in

pursuit to recover the cattle and the fight is going on, (they join) 2

against the enemy. Sometimes the defeat of the enemy is due to the

camel-riders. But if the horsemen reach the camel-troop in defeat

and not victorious, the latter accompany the horsemen returning to their

people. Another of their customs is as follows : should the horsemen

be returning from the foray with their booty and meet a man or a

woman, the traveller, whether man or woman, will look towards the leader

of the horsemen and say, " Brand the foot," and he will reply, " Welcome,

welcome." 3 Thereupon the man will say to the Arab Shaykh, the leader

1 The word " day " in this sense signifies a day of battle, and the " days of

the Arabs," the recital of their engagements.

2 These words are omitted and the ellipse mars the sense.

8 In the text t-^» j Hh> for 'fc^r* j <*&\.
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of the horsemen, " A share of the plunder, a share of the plunder ;
" upon

which the leader will order a portion of the booty to he given him,

whether of camels or of sheep. Sometimes the man's portion may be

from one to ten camels, according as the plunder was much or little,

and so likewise of the sheep. Another custom is this : should the

expedition be successful in the capture of booty and carry it away,

and the herds l that are harried belong to one or two individuals and

not to the tribe in general, the whole tribe assemble and ascertain

the number of camels that have been taken and collect of their own a

number equal to that plundered, and give it to them in place of their

camels. The share of the leader of the foray is customarily five times

the amount allotted to individual horsemen. The remainder is divided

equally between the cavalry and the camel riders without distinction

of persons.

These customs are common to all the tribes.

Some Usages of Law.

The Judges among the Arabs are plain, blunt men, unable to read

and write, inheriting the office from father to son. They settle the

claims of litigants with prompt decision, giving to each one his due
;

and in my opinion the regular judges versed in the science of juris-

prudence, fail in effecting what is accomplished by these uncivilised

tribunals.2 And here I will cite some instances of their decisions,

arrived at by the exercise of common sense and not by the aid of

treatises on law. Two married brothers in poor circumstances once

lived in the same house, and it happened that both their wives were

delivered on the same day, one giving birth to a boy, the other to

a girl. While the mother of the boy was asleep, her sister-in-law,

the mother of the girl, arose, and going to her bed took the child from

her side and placed her own girl in its place. Now it is a custom

among the Arabs to swathe their infants for some days and not to remove

their bands. In the evening of the same day, when their husbands

returned from pasturing their herds, each of the wives said to her hus-

band :
—" Good tidings, husband, I have been given a boy." Now the boy's

real mother was aware that her sister-in-law had been delivered of a

girl, and straight-way unswathing the child by her side, she discovered

1 ^jj&z plur. of t^p, literally, a shepherd's staff, and derivatively a flock of

sheep (generally 400), committed to his charge, v. Dozy. Art, ~ae. Here it is

used synonymously with &xej, a herd of grazing camels.

2 The Kazi el Arab observes Burton, was almost always some sharp-witted
grey-beard, with a minute knowledge of genealogy and precedents, a retentive

memory and an eloquent tongue. Mecca, iii. 45,
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that it was a girl and not a boy : upon this she told her husband that

she had brought forth a male, and her sister-in-law a female child,

whereas now she found the female with herself and the male by the

side of her sister. A contention arose, therefore, among them till the

matter was carried to the Shaykh of the tribe, who directed them to

proceed to the Kadhi who should judge between them. They presented

themselves before the Kadhi and stated their case. The Kadhi there-

upon ordered that a determinate measure of milk should be taken from

the breasts of both the women, and he then weighed the milk of the

one against the other in accurate scales. The milk of the boy's mother

weighing somewhat heavier than that of the mother of the girl, he

decided that the heavier milk belonged to the mother of the male child.

He added that if they would not accept this decision, he would be com-

pelled to put it to the test of the louse. Now lice are very common
with the Arabs, and his intention was to place some of the milk of the

male-child in a dish and to put a louse in the middle of it, whence it

would not be able to extricate itself from the milk of the male owing

to the presence of greater viscidity than is found in the milk of the

female. Whereas if the louse be set in the milk of the female child,

it will crawl out without difficulty, from the absence of this viscous

matter. After the decision was given, an investigation and a close

enquiry proved that the male child was stolen from his mother and in

accordance with the sentence, the boy was restored to his true mother

and the girl to hers.

A Second Instance.

A man married two women. One proved barren, the other not so.

The latter gave birth to a son, for which reason her husband preferred

her to the other. A violent jealousy took possession of the rival

wife and she concealed in her heart a determination to destroy the child

and she watched a favourable opportunity to commit the evil deed.

One day, when the boy's mother set forth from the house to collect

camel's-dung in the desert, the wicked woman placed her hand upon

the child's mouth and nose and suffocated it. When the child's mother

returned she found her son dead and the body turned blue whereupon

she set up a shriek and kept wailing, "Alas, why hast thou done this to

me," and a clamour arose between them, each wife's people taking her

side and the altercation became violent till a war was imminent between

them. At this juncture the chief arrived and quieted the tumult and

ordered them to go before the Kadhi to decide between them. They

duly presented themselves and set forth their plaints. The Kadhi called

the mother of the boy aside and said to her,—" 1 know that thy wicked
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rival has killed thy son through envy. Now I require thee to do a thing,

to which if thou consentest, I will lay the charge of murder against

thy rival and her relations." The woman replied,
—

" What is it thou

requirest of me ? " He answered, " Go to the farthest end of the en-

campment and take off thy garment and wrap it round thy head so that

thy shame be seen before all the Arabs, and walk from the end of the

camp to this tent without any covering on thy body, after which I will

decide in thy favour." The woman answered,—" No, my lord, I will

not do this ; rather will I forego the vengeance for the blood of my child

and preserve my honour among the Arabs, or I shall lose both my
child and my honour. I will never do this ; never, never." The Kadhi

replied—" Retire and rest in the women's apartment." He next called

the other wife aside and said to her,—" I require thee to do something,

which if thou dost, I will absolve thee from this crime." She replied.

" I am at thy orders ; what dost thou wish me to do ? " He rejoined,

" Thou must take off thy garment and wrap it round thy head," &c,

as he had spoken to the rival wife. She answered at once :
" This

is easy, I will do it with willingness on condition that thou acquittest

me." He said to her,—" Go to the end of the encampment and gird up thy

garments and run through the midst of the Arabs, from thence hither,

that all may behold thy shame and I will acquit thee." Upon which she

set forth ; whereupon the Kadhi summoned a respectable man and said

to him, " Go after this woman to the end of the tents and if thou seest

her uncovering her person, make her put on her garments and forbid

her and bring her hither." The man did as he was ordered and after

this, the Kadhi decided that the blood of the child should be demanded
of the wicked woman. Some of the tribal chiefs objecting to sentence

being passed against the woman in a crime of this nature without evi-

dence, he replied that a woman who would sacrifice her reputation and
immodestly uncover her shame before all the tribe, would undoubtedly

be capable of so base a deed. They answered that his sentence was
just, and she was condemned to death by strangulation, such as she

herself had perpetrated with her own hands.

A Third Instance.

A number of persons were suspected of the murder of a traveller

on his journey, but it was not known which of them was guilty of the

crime. The relatives of the murdered man prosecuted five of them,

from the knowledge that feelings of enmity had existed between

them and the deceased, but they were not able to say definitely that

this particular individual had killed that. When they appeared before

the judge and he interrogated them searchiugly, he found that all of
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thein repudiated the charge and as there were no witnesses to prove

the case against any particular person, he declared that he would

bring the criminal to justice in six months. After the lapse of the six

months, the Kadhi requested the chief of the tribe to assemble the

people on a large plain and place them side by side with their hands

folded upon their breasts in the form of a cross. The chief told them

in a loud voice that the Kadhi desired to whisper something to them,

to which they should listen. Upon this the Kadhi whispered in the

ears of all of them saying, " I wish to say but two words only, and

when I speak them eveiwone who keeps his arms crossed on his

breast, shall receive from the Emir a present of a horse, a sword, and

a spear. Do you accept this condition ? " he added. They all assented,

and the Kadhi with the Emir and the other chiefs in attendance, stood

before the assembled crowd, while the Kadhi thus exclaimed in a

loud voice: "0, Arabs! I know that he whose fillet of rope 1 shall

fly off his head, is the murderer of Ibn u'l Badin," (the name of the

murdered man). Before the Kadhi had closed his lips, a man raised his

hand to his head and felt his band. Thereupon the Emir, the Kadhi,

and the chiefs came forward and laid hold of him, and he, after much
questioning, confessed that he had killed the unfortunate man with

his own hand.

Their Oaths.

The Bedouins constantly make use of oaths in their conversation.

They cannot string a sentence together without bi'lldh or ta'lldh fre-

quently reiterated, or Saldt-Muhammad. These words are used in

adjuration whether they speak truly or falsely, which makes no dif-

ference to them. But the oath which they regard as reliable and

which they employ in their tribunals, and in important cases, is the

following:—"By the staff and the adored Lord, and the geomancy 2 of

Solomon, the son of David." Before taking this oath, the man grasps

a staff in his hand and describes therewith a circle upon the ground

in front of the bystanders, after which he takes this oath before the

company, who thereby become witnesses against him. When they ap-

pear before the Kadhi in any important case, and the point is to be

decided by oath, the Kadhi addresses him saying, "Say, O Bedouin, by

1 This is the band of rope {{Ml) which serves to fasten the Jcufiyyah or kerchief

of cotton or silk, which the Bedouin wears round his head. Burton transliterates

this word incorrectly, as Aakal, in his El. Misr. I., 346. ed. 1855.

% Li. or Ls-'t Jj?
;

equivalent to <J*OjJ\ -jLe or geomancy.—These are lines

made in sand, and even on paper, by the diviners ; an auciont practice, according

to Lane, still carried on at the present day, and employed to discover secret

thoughts and things unknown aud the liko.
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the stars and the planets, and the heavens and the earth." On his pro-

nouncing these words before the assembly, the indemnity is paid,

and the case is decided without further contention or dispute. They
also employ other words, such as—" By the tomb of fsa and of Miisa."

Such are the expressions they make use of in their oaths and assevera-

tions. They pronounce these words in all their dealings with each

other, and if one should borrow of another, the lender is satisfied with

the oath alone without the written bonds customary among civilised

communities. Experience shows that they keep due faith with each

other and it is rarely that any differences arise between them. Praise

be to God who has made them contented with their simple institutions !

Supplement to the Observations on Marriage.

When the dancing and singing and the ceremonies previously

mentioned are over, the bridegroom rises to his feet, and rushes

quickly through the women, taking any that may come on his way

to the apartment occupied by the bride. He then strikes the bride

with a staff, bruising her head, in the belief that he thereby acquires

power over her and that she will never dispute his authority as long

as she lives. Another custom is as follows : when the song and dance

are over as above described, they make the bridegroom stand at the

door of the bridal apartment, while two vigorous youths come up behind

and push him with all their force. Should he fall on his face, they make

merry over him and do not suffer him to marry that night, but if he

does not fall, they depart to their homes and only his near relatives

remain with him and the ceremonies are concluded.

Supplement to the Observations on Mourning.

When the mourning ceremonies are concluded, as above-mentioned,

they carry the corpse upon wooden boards, as is customary with people

in the towns. As they proceed and pass by any tent on their road, they

feign inability to advance as if the deceased were dragging them by

force to the tent they are passing, and so they carry him to it. The

master of the house brings out for the corpse a vesture, a jacket or

cloak, such as he may happen to possess, and this takes place from tent

to tent till they reach the cemetery. They then bury him and return

home after washing their hands upon the grave. This is done by one

of the men present taking a ewer, while the rest step forward one by

one to the grave and wash their hands, invoking the mercy of God upon

him. They believe that the soul continues to abide in the left ear,

and that the deceased hears all that is said to him whether prayers or

aught else.
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CHAPTER I.

The Place op Man in Nature.

In the first attempt to classify the animal kingdom, Linnaeus placed

men and monkeys side by side in the order of mammals which lie

designated Primates. In our own time there has heen much discussion

of the question whether the differences between the two coiTespond to

the distinction between an order and a sub-order. Owen thought he
had proved that in man alone the lesser brain is completely surpassed

in size by the larger j but his theory, which would have given to man
an indisputably higher structural rank than the most advanced apes,

is now generally admitted to have been based upon erroneous observa-

tions.

Even the standard distinction between man as an animal with two

hands, and apes as creatures with four, has been swept away by recent

13
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investigations. Professor Huxley* has shown that in all important rela-

tions of number, arrangement and form, the tarsal bones of the gorilla

resemble those of man. The only difference is, that in the gorilla the

metatarsal bones are relatively longer and more slender, while the great

toe is comparatively shorter and weaker, and along with its metatarsal

bones is joined to the base of the foot by a looser and more pliable joint.

But although the gorilla's hind member must be admitted to be struc-

turally a true foot, its functions differ from those of the human foot,

and this fact alone raises the morphological status of man far above

that of the highest apes. Status in this sense depends upon specialisa-

tion of function. The more purposes a given member has to discharge

the lower is its morphological rank. Thus a man's foot can only be

used for walking ; while a gorilla's foot, although a true foot in virtue

of its anatomical character, is also a prehensile organ and therefore less

specialised and of a lower type. Apes walk either on the outside edge of

their feet, or, like the ourang-outaug and chimpansee, on the upper surfaces

of their toes, which are folded down when the erect position is assumed.

f

Differences of habit again lead to modifications of structure. The
upright position leads to the shortening of the arms, which are no

longer used for locomotion, though they retain their power of prehen-

sion, and causes the pelvis to asurne the dish-like form adapted to

support the intestines. The relatively capacious skull is evenly balanced

on the vertebral column, and if, as is the case with the Negro, the jaws

project greatly, the correlative development of the cerebellum serves to

maintain equilibrium.

Embryological differences must not be left out of consideration.

Eighty years ago Johann Friedrich Meckel, of Halle, discovered that

during the period of immaturity, which lasts from the fertilization of

the ovum to the first manifestations of sexual aptitudes, every animal

passes through all the various stages of development which characterise

the lower forms of life during their whole existence. At birth the

difference between the human infant and the monkey is comparatively

small. It takes an expert to distinguish the skull of a child from that

of a chimpansee. In point of size there is little to choose ; but an ape's

brain does not grow much. Although it resembles the human brain in

structure, its development follows quite a different course. The brain

of the ape has, as a rule, stopped growing by the time the animal has

got its second set of teeth, which is just the time when the real develop-

ment of a child's brain begins. Per contra, the facial bones of the ape

grow more rapidly, so that the biggest monkeys have the brain of an

* Huxley, The Place of Man in Nature, p. 105.

f Darwin, Descent of Man, i, p. 120.
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infant combined with the jaws of an ox. So also the inter-maxillary

hone disappears earlier in the human embryo than is the case with

monkeys. It follows from all this that continued development can

never turn a monkey into a man, for the evolution of the two types

goes on in different directions, and the degree of divergence would
therefore tend constantly to increase. In some of the lowest monkeys,

whose development has been arrested, as is the case with the marmoset
of Eastern Brazil, the brain-case approaches the human type more closely

than that of the anthropoid apes.^ It is therefore a vulgar error to sup-

pose that the evolution hypothesis traces the descent of man to one of

the four higher varieties of apes. Neither Darwin nor any of his

followers have ever said anything of the kind, but have always main-

tained that the ancestors of the human race must have diverged from
some long extinct variety of the catarrhine group in the early part of

the tertiary epoch. In order to verify this hypothesis intermediate

forms must be discovered connecting the eocene apes with the men of

the present day. The chain of structural modification will then be
complete. This missing link, however, will probably be found, not in

Europe, which man seems first to have entered after his present stage of

organization had been reached, but in Asia or Equatorial Africa, regions

more likely prima facie to have been the cradle of the human race.

We have spoken thus far only of physical characters, which entitle

man merely to rank in the animal kingdom as a sub-order of the Pri-

mates. These are what determine his place from the scientific point of

view, which is all that we are now concerned with. In the later pajnerg

we hope to deal with some of the higher distinctions between men and
animals.

In illustration of the different phases through which the question

has passed the most notable classifications of men and monkeys are

shown below.

Order of Primates.

Linnseus—1 735.

fEerus, (savage)
Americanus

I

Eiiropseus

C Species sapiens -{ Asiaticus

\
|
Asser (negro)

1 l^Monstruosus (abnormal)
\Species sylvestris or troglodytes : Orang, etc.

2nd genus. Simia.

3rd genus. Lemurs.

4th genus. Vespertilio,

* Virchow, Menschen und Affenschadel, p. 25.

1st genus. Homo
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Cuvier—1828.

1st order. Biraana : Man.

2nd order. Quadruniana

—

., , . ., i,r i ( 1st tribe. Monkeys of old world.
1st family. Monkeys.

| 2ud^ Monkeys of new world.

2nd family. Marmosets.

3rd family. Lemurs.

Huxley—1871.

1. Anthropidee : Man.

( r* l i
• ( Antliropomorphic.

V Latarrhme \ ^
i

•

2 Simiadse \ ( Cynoruorph.c.

(^Ai'ctopiiheca.

3. Lemurs.

Broca—1870.

1st family. Man.

2nd family. Anthropoids (chimpansee, gorilla, orang, and gibbon).

3rd family. Pitlieca (semnopitheca, or sacred monkeys of India).

4tli family. Ccbia.

5th family. Lemurs.

Broca—1877-1880.

1st :
Anthropomorphi

[ £ ^Xopoid.
n i t\t i ( C. Pitheca.
2nd: Monkeys

} D . Cebia.

According to Huxley, the different races of mankind fall naturally

into two primary divisions : the Ulotrichi, with, crisp or woolly liair

;

and the Leiotrichi, with smooth hair.

Among the Ulotrichi the colour of the skin ranges from yellowish-

brown to the deepest charcoal-black. The hair and eyes are almost

invariably dark, and the entire group, with tbe exception of the Anda-

manese, is dolichocephalic. The Negroes and Bushmen of Africa, and

the Negritos of the Malay region, and of the Papuan islands belong to

this stock. Some writers have proposed to include the Dravidians of

India among them, but it may be doubted whether the physical charac-

teristics of this type have yet been determined with sufficient certainty

to enable the question to be finally settled.

The Leiotrichi or smooth-haired division are further divided into

four groups :

—

1. Australioid with dark skin and eyes, wavy, black hair and long

prognathous skulls with well developed brow ridges. The Australians
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are the chief representatives of this type, and Huxley also includes in

it the inhabitants of the Dekhan and the ancient Egyptians. As re-

gards the people of the Dekhan a doubt may be suggested, whether the

data available are ample enough to justify this conclusion. One may
also fairly ask what is meant by the phrase inhabitants of the Dekhan.

Presumably the Dravidians, but the category is so large and indefinite

that it may well give rise to some misapprehension. One is tempted to

surmise that the people of the Dekhan have been included in this type on

the strength of an examination of a limited number of Museum specimens,

about the least trustworthy kind of evidence that can be resorted to. ISTo

one who is acquainted with the conditions which govern the collection and

preparation of skulls in India, can fail to regard with profound distrust

any of the ordinary collections ; for the simple reason that in nine cases

out of ten there is, and from the nature of the case can be, no guarantee

whatever that the skulls are what they are represented to be. Pending

therefore the fuller examination and determination of the Dravidian type,

which may perhaps be looked for, we may be permitted to suspend judg-

ment on the question whether it should be included in the Aus fralioid

group.

2. rlext in order comes the Mongoloid group, with usually yellowish-

brown or reddish-brown skins and dark eyes, the hair being long, black,

and straight. The characteristic Mongolian skull is brachycephalic
; in

fact the most pronounced cases of brachycephaley are found among this

group, and all Asiatic Mongols are markedly brachycephalic. On the

other hand, the American Mongols are usually dolichocephalic.

3. The Xanthrochroic group is marked by fair skins, blue eyes, and

abundant fair hair. The skulls of the most typical members of the group

are almost invariably dolichocephalic, indeed Penka (Die HerJcicnft der

Arier) regards this as one of the chief characteristics of the Xanthrochroic

Scandinavians ; but in Southern Europe the brachycephalic representa-

tives of the type out-number the dolichocephalic. Teutons, Scandinavians,

Slavonians, and the fair Celts are the chief members of this group
; but

distant off-shoots are also found in North Africa and Western Asia.

4. The Melanochroi, or dark whites, have pale complexions, dark hair

and eyes, and usually long, but sometimes broad skulls. In Europe they

are represented by the Iberians and "black Celts " of Western Europe.

Professor Huxley is inclined to think that they are not a distinct group,

but result from the mixture of Australioids and Xanthroehroi.
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On Some Superstitions regarding Drowning and Drowned Persons.—By

Babu Sarat Chandra Mitra, Pleader, Judge's Court, Ghupra.

Anthropologists have come to the conclusion that the principle of

Animism has its origin in the belief that every locality lias its presiding

spirits. This stage of belief is a characteristic of savage races and still

survives as a relic of primitive faith among peoples who have now-

become civilised. Primitive men believed every mountain, rock and

valley every well and stream and lake, to be the abode of some spirits.

This belief a^ain originates from the association of the idea of personal

life with that of motion, just as the swaying of a tree appears to the

mind of primitive man to be a proof of personal life like the flight of

birds or the movements of animals. This idea became gradually

developed and, in conjunction with dreams during sleep, reminiscences

of the dead and accidental associations of motionless objects with motion

fas of a rock in the midst of a rapid or eddy) gave rise to Animism or

Spiritism. Primitive man was awe-struck at the majesty and grandeur

of a mountain and, inwardly reflecting that this must be caused by

spirits or beings superior to himself, believed the mountain to be the

local habitation of these beings.

Relics of savage Animism are still to be met with among civilized

races : such as the mountain-worsbip of the Japanese, the well-worship

prevailing in the different counties of Great Britain and Ireland, and

the river-worship of the Hindus. The Ainos, who are the aboriginal

inhabitants of Japan, profess "the rudest and most primitive form of

nature-worship, attaching a vague sacredness to trees, rivers, rocks, and

mountains, and vague notions of power for good or evil to the sea, the

forest the fire, and the sun and moon."* This belief still survives

araon„ the modern Japanese who worship mountains. Miss Bird says

(page 108 of Vol. I of her work) : "Mountains, for a great part of the

year clothed or patched with snow, piled in great ranges round JSTantaisan,

their monarch, are worshipped as a god." At page 122 of the same

volume, she again says :
" The mountain-peak of Nantaisan is worshipped,

and on its rugged summit there is a small Shinto shrine with a rock

beside it on which about one hundred rusty sword-blades lie—offerings

made by remorseful men whose deeds of violence haunted them till they

went there on pilgrimage and deposited the instruments of their crimes

before the shrine of the mountain-god."

In the same manner, primitive man believes that every river has

* Miss Bird's Unbeaten Tracks in Japan, Vol. II, page 94.
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its presiding spirit, and instances of this belief are still to be met with,

among peoples of savage culture. The Tshi-speaking peoples of Africa

belisve in a great spirit Prah who presides oyer rivers and to whom
they offer human sacrifices—one adult male, and one adult female—in

the belief that the spirit can do harm to the people through the agency of

the rivers. By the principle of substitution, offerings of flowers, fruits,

sweets, cereals, and incense which the Hindus of Bengal offer every year

to the Ganges, Brahmaputra, Padma, ISTerbudda and other rivers, have

taken the place of the human sacrifices which are offered by savage

peoples to the great River- Spirit.

Traces of the belief that every river, sea, and other bodies of water

have presiding spirits, and that they require human sacrifices, are to be

found even at the present day in the shape of various superstitions about

drowning and drowned persons which are prevalent among civilized

peoples. Hence the reluctance displayed by some peoples to save a

man from drowning if he falls into the river or the sea. In the Solomon

Islands, when a man falls into the river and is attacked by a shark, he

is neither helped out of the water nor is he assisted in warding off the

attack of his marine assailant. If the person any how manages to escape

from the jaws of the shark, his fellow-tribesmen throw him back into

the water so that the shark may make a meal of him. This they do

under the impression that the victim is destined to become a sacrifice

to the river-god.* Another form of this antipathy to saving a drown-

ing man obtains in Scotland and has been recorded by Sir Walter

Scott in " The Pirate." In that story the peddler Bryce refused

to assist Mordaunt in saving the life of the shipwrecked sailor from

drowning and even rated him roundly for attempting to do such a

thing. I will reproduce the conversation which took place between

the two, because it shows the motive for not assisting a man from

getting drowned. Bryce said, " Are you mad, you that have lived

sae laug in Zetland, to risk the saving of a drowning man ? Wot
ye not if ye bring him to life again, he will be sure to do you capital

injury ? " The origin of this belief is stated by some to be the idea that

the person rescued from being drowned will, some day or other,

do a mischief to the man who saves his life. Others say that it has

its foundation in the belief that, as rivers and seas are entitled to

human sacrifices, the presiding spirits of those bodies of water will

wreak their vengeance on those who prevent them from getting the

victims, as is illustrated by the item of folklore from the Solomon

Islands or by that prevailing in the Orkneys and Shetlands. It is said

* Codrington's The Hclanesians, page 179.
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that " among the seamen of Orkney and Shetland it was deemed unlucky

to rescue persons from drowning since it was held as a matter of religi-

ous faith that the sea is entitled to certain victims, and if deprived

would avenge itself on those who interfere."*

The superstition that the water-spirit, if despoiled of his victim,

will wreak vengeance on the person who deprives him of the sacrifice

due to him, is prevalent, in one form or another, among many races in

various parts of the world. It exists among the sea-faring population

of Great Britain and Ireland and especially among those of Cornwall.

The sea-faring community of France, the boatmen who ply their voca-

tion on the River Danube and the common peasant folk of Russia also

share in this belief. Formerly a superstitious belief was current

amoncrst the Bengalis that a water-spirit in the form of an old

ka o- called s^^€t—haunts tanks and ponds, and when any person

goes thereto, she fetters that person's feet with an invisible chain.

The victim is allowed to go wherever he likes, dragging the invisible

chain lon°- as the daylight lasts, but as the shades of evening

be<>in to fall, the si^ft begins to withdraw the chain, and, therewith,

the victim is gradually drawn into the waters of the tank and drowned.

This superstition, is now fast vanishing before the progress of English

education and enlightenment and now only lingers as a relic in the

threat with which Bengali infants are frightened, namely, that, should

thev become naughty, the ^fi^ft will catch them and take them away.

Another mythical being, named af^, was believed to exist in Bengal

formerly. It was supposed to guard hidden treasure and to reside in

tanks. It was also said of this being that if anybody went to take the

treasure in charge of the aj^, he was dragged into the water by that

spirit and killed by being submerged in it. This bit of folklore is

also disappearing. The Siamese believe in a water-spirit called Pntik,

who, they say, seizes those who go to bathe in the water and drags

them down. The Sioux Indians entertain a similar belief in a water-

demon whom they call Unk-tahe and who, they believe, kills men by

dragging them underneath the water in a way similar to the Siamese

Spirit. The Kamschatkadales refuse to help a drowning man out of

the water, on account of some similar superstitious scruples. If such

a man was anyhow rescued, no one of his fellow-tribesmen would allow

him to enter his house or give him food, but, on the other hand, would

take him for one who is dead. The Chinese also display a similar sort

of reluctance to save a drowning man because they believe that the

spirit of the drowned man hovers over the water till it succeeds in

* Tudor's Orkney and Shetland, page 1 76.
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killing a fellow-creature by dragging him underneath, tlie water and
drowning him. It is also popularly believed by tlie Hindus of Bengal
that the spirits of persons who have eome by their deaths from drown-
ing, haunt the tanks and wells in which they have been drowned. Per-

sons are afraid of going to such tanks and wells after nightfall, from a

superstitious dread that the ghost of the drowned man would be sure to

appear to him, or some other evil would happen to him. The waters

of such tanks and wells are considered impure and unclean until those

receptacles of water are reconsecrated and thus rendered pure, by per-

forming some ^ftr or sacrifice, or some Jagna. Like the Bengalis, the

Japanese also consider the water of wells wherein persons have been
drowned as impure. Miss Bird, at page 184 of Yol. I of her above-

quoted work, says :
" I have passed two wells which are at present

disused in consequence of recent suicides by getting drowned in them."

There is a belief current among the people of Bangalore in Mysore, that

the spirits of those persons who have been drowned possess women.*

There are some omens which are snperstitiously believed to prog-

nosticate death from drowning. Before the days of the Suez Canal, when
ships used to come to India by the route round the Cape of Good Hope.

European sailors believed that a " Phantom Ship," which they called the

" Plying Dutchman," used to sail near the Cape and would appear to

passing vessels in times of storms. Sailors believed that the vessel

which sighted the "Phantom Ship" would surely come to grief, and

all the crew on board the vessel would be drowned. Captain Marryat

has founded the plot of a novel upon the legend of the " Plying Dutch-

man." There is a superstition in Bengal among the lower classes of

Bengalis, that if a single female goes in a boat in which there are male

passengers only, the boat would come to grief and the passengers drowned.

In order to obviate this evil, the single female passenger must tie a knot in

her cloth and must call to mind the name of another female. I once saw

a curious illustration of this superstition. In May or June J 884, I had

occasion to go over to Seebpore on the other side of the River Hooghly.

I hired a boat from the Colvin's Ghat, Calcutta, and was crossing the

river. While in midstream, the wind began to blow a regular gale*

and the boat was tossed to and fro. My fellow-passengers assured

me that the rough weather was the consequence of the presence of

a single female who was a passenger in the same boat with us. On

a previous occasion also, while going to Seebpore, I was accompanied

by a single female—a relative of mine, and, when stepping into the

* "Note on a Mode of Obsession, which dealt with the Belief in a part of

Bangalore in the Possession of Women by the Spirits of Drowned Persons " by

F. Fawcett, in the Journal of the Anthropol : Soc: of Bombay, Vol. I. No. 8.

J. in. 14
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boat, I saw her tie a pice in a corner of her cloth, mentioning the

name of another female, as there "was no other female passenger in

that boat. This she did to obviate the consequences of the popular

belief that a boat with a single female passenger would come to

grief. There are also the Bengali superstitions that women who have

got children must not put water into a vessel containing lime, after

taking their meal, otherwise their children will get drowned.* Also a

person who dreams that he is drowned in mire, ought to know that

such dream prognosticates an early death to him.* The Bengali

Hindus also believe that those persons who have got convolutions of

hair (peculiar growth of the hair in a spiral form, which is called in

Bengali ^reK<JT^T), are sure to get drowned. I came across a curious

instance of this superstition lately. In the beginning of August last,

a nephew of a Bengali pleader of the Chupra Bar got drowned while

bathing in the River Saraju which flows past that town. While on a

visit of condolence to the bereaved gentleman, another Bengali gentle-

man—also a pleader of the local bar—asked one of the uncles of the

drowned boy whether the deceased had got a convolution of hair on his

head. On being informed that he had got one, the gentleman told us

all, that since the deceased had such a convolution of the hair, he was

sure to have died by drowning. The aforesaid gentleman also informed

us that his second son had also got a similar convolution of hair, and

that he was afraid lest he should also get drowned. He further told

us that, in consequence of his son's possessing such a convolution, he did

not allow him to go to bathe either in a tank or in the liver.

There are also certain processes which, if had recourse to, would

prevent a person from getting drowned. The performance of certain

religious ceremonies is also supposed to have the same effect. Sailors

believe that if a portion of the caul which covers the face of some

children at the time of birth, be worn as an amulet round the neck, the

person wearing it will not get drowned. In Bengal, it is sometimes

believed that if a person accidentally eats ants along with sweets or

other eatables, he will not get drowned. When a person is about to

go to a distant part of the country and will have to cross rivers,

the Hindus of Bengal, previous to the starting offer pujas to the

goddesses of the rivers Ganges, Brahmaputra, Paclma, Nerbudda,

&c, &c, so that no mishap may occur. In our own family at

Calcutta, I have observed similar pujas offered to the family idol

ISTaiayana (who in this case is supposed to represent those river-

goddesses), before any member of the family undertakes a journey

* Fide items Xos. 150, 155 and 189 in paper "On Popular Superstitions in

Bengal," published in the Journal of the Anthrojp : Boc : of Bombay, Vol. I., p. 354.
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to a distant part -wherein he will have to cross rivers, simply for the

purpose of appeasing the river-goddesses who will, therefore, preserve

him from all accidents in the rivers. The Bengali boatmen cry " Badar,

Badar" when a boat is in danger of capsizing, in the belief that doing

so wonld cause the vessel to reach its destination safely. The Ainos,

who are the aborigines of Japan, believe that if they throw the images

of their gods, which are nothing but wands and posts of peeled wood,

whittled nearly to the top, from which the pendent shavings fall down
in white curls, into rivers, streams, rapids and other dangerous places,

they will be able to cross them safely.* The Japanese worship a god

who, they believe, saves men from drowning and accident. They have

also an amulet which saves persons from drowning. Miss Bird says,

" The amulet which saves from drowning is a certain cure for choking,

if courageously swallowed."f The Kakhyens of Burma worship a ISTat

called the Khahoo Kha-nam, the god of water—on the occasion of any-

one getting drowned. They also worship another Nat named the Ndong
Nat ( Aing-peen Nat of the Burmese)—the God of the Outside of Home,

who, they believe, resides in the house, but is worshipped by them outside

if one of the family is killed by drowning.^ The Mahommedans, when
undertaking journeys by water utter, as a protective from drowning,

the following formula which is contained in Surah Nooh of the Koran :
—

The whole may be transliterated in Eoman characters thus :
" Bis-

millaheh majriha o mursaha inna rabi-il-ghafur ur-rahim." The origin

of this custom is contained in the following legend which runs thus

narrated in Urdu :

—

<2-
ti>

l

fr!
j^l li?*

^i ^1 K c;^ 1^ ^U* |*^~-,t **** z^ ^-^ bA M^

The legend in Urdu may be thus translated into English :

—

" The story of the Deluge of the Patriarch Noah—on whom be

peace—

i

s well-known. The long and short of it is that when the Deluge

* Mrs. Bird's Unbeaten Trades in Japan, Vol. II, p. 95.

f Op. cit. Vol. I., p. 379 and p. 380. % Anderson's Mandalay to Momicn, page 457.
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commenced, the Patriarcli Noah took a pair of each kind of animal and

then repaired with his nearest relatives to the Ark. The rest of the

people, as also a son of the Patriarch Noah were drowned on account

of disobedience. The whole of the earth was flooded, and when the

waters rose to the height of 40 yards above the trees and mountains,,

the inmates of the Ark, on account of the terrific storm and the fuiy

of the waves, became senseless with fear and despaired of life. Then
God ordered:—'Whoever will utter the words, Bismillaheh majriha

o mursaha inna rabi-il-ghafur ur-rahim,'* the Almighty God -will

deliver him from all difficulties. The Almighty God will, by the

benign influence of His Name, preserve him from drowning. And the

storm was allayed."

The Russians also believe that saving the life of a drowning man
excites the wrath of the water-spirit. An illustration of this item of

Russian folklore is given by Mr. Earry, in his novel entitled " Ivan

at Home," which is descriptive of Russian life r
—

" Once upon a time, a

drunkard fell into the water and disappeared. Some spectators who

stood close by on the shore, did not shew any inclination whatever to

save the drowning man. The man was drowned. The villagers held

a court of enquiry, to investigate into the matter of that man's death

from drowning. In the course of the enquiry it was elicited that no

cross had been found on the neck of the deceased. The village Daniels,

who sat to enquire into the matter, quickly returned the verdict that

the man had got drowned because he had no cross upon his neck." The

fisherfolks of Bohemia also display a similar kind of reluctance to save

a man from drowning, under the impression that the presiding spirit

of the water would get angry at thus being deprived of his victim, would

give him bad luck in fishing and soon get him drowrned. The same super-

stition also obtains in Germany, and, when a person comes by his death

from drowning, the German peasants say, " The river-spirit claims his

annual sacrifice," and sometimes also, " The nix has taken the drowned

man." Mr. Jones, in his " Credulities Past and Present,''' offers an ex-

planation to the effect that " a person who attempts to rescue another

from drowning, is considered to incur the hatred of the uneasy spirit,

which is desirous, even at the expense of a man's life to escape from its

wandering." Dr. Tylor, in his " Primitive Culture," explains the super -

* This formula may be translated into Urdu as follows

:

The above may be translated into English thus. " The moving and the stopping

(of this boat, i. e., Noah's Ark) depends upon the influence of the Xame of God.

or in truth, our God is preeminently, a Pardoner of sins, and Merciful."
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stition by saying that such reluctance is only a relic of the ancient belief

that the water-spirit very naturally used to get angry on being deprived

of his intended victim and, consequently, bore ill-will towards the per-

sons who ventured so to deprive him, and would try to wreak vengeance

on him at the first opportunity.

There is another class of popular beliefs as regards the time when
the body of a drowned man would float up. In past times, it was
popularly believed that the body of a drowned man would float up on„

the ninth day. This belief is prevalent in the county of Durham,
as we are informed, on the authority of Mr. Henderson. Sir Thomas
Browne, the author of the " Hydriotaphia " and the " Religio Medici,'*

has also discussed this popular belief in his Pseudodoxia Epidemica.

In ancient times, people believed that the spirits of those persons

who had been drowned in the sea, wandered for one hundred years,

owing to their corpses not having been properly buried with all the

rites of sepulture. Relics of this belief are to be found even at the

present day. The belief still lingers among ignorant fisherfolk in some

parts of England, that the spirits of those sailors who have been drowned

by shipwreck frequent those parts of the shores near which the ship-

wreck took place, and some of them even assert that they have heard

the spirits of the drowned sailors "hailing their own names." Hunt,

in his " Romances of the West of England," refers to this belief, and says,

that fisherfolks are afraid of walking in such localities after nightfall.

This belief is similar to the Bengali superstition, described above, that

the spirits of drowned persons haunt those tanks and wells in which

they have been drowned, and has its counterpart among other races of

people all over the world.

Lastly, there are some curious popular beliefs about the methods by

which the corpses of drowned persons may be discovered. One of these

methods is to tie up a loaf of ryebread in the shirt of the drowned per-

son and set it afloat in the water, near the place where the person was

drowned. It is believed that the loaf of bread will float until it reaches

the spot where the body of the drowned person lies, and then sink

The Indian Mirror of Thursday, the 29th September 1892, gives the

following account of a search, in the aforesaid way, after the body of a

drowned boy :

—

" A novel method was adopted at Springfield, Illinois (United

States of North America), in searching for the body of a drowned boy.

The searchers tied up a loaf of ryebread in the lost boy's shirt and set

it adrift in the water above the place whore the lad was drowned, the

theory being that the loaf would float until it came close to the body.

The package in this case is said to have floated uutil it reached a certain
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jjoint, when it suddenly sank. The boy was found within a few feet of

the spot."

This belief is to be found in other forms in many countries. Another

form of it consists in floating a loaf weighted with mercury, which is be-

lieved to float at once towards, and stand over, the spot where the corpse

lies. A writer in an American paper gives the following instances of this

belief :
" Some years ago, a boy fell into the stream at Sherborne, Dorset-

shire, and was drowned. The body not having been recovered for some

days, the mode of procedure adopted was thus : A four-pound loaf of best

flour was procured, and a small piece cut out of the side of it, forming

a cavity, into which a little quicksilver was poured. The piece was

then replaced, and tied firmly in its original position. The loaf thus

prepared was thrown into the river at the spot where the body fell, and

was expected to float down the stream till it came to the place where

the body had lodged. But no satisfactory result occurred." In another

form, this belief is also prevalent among the aboriginal Indians of

North America. Sir James Alexander, in his work on Canada, says

:

" The Indians imagine that in the case of a drowned body, its place

may be discovered by floating a chip of cedar wood, which will stop

and turn round over the exact spot. An instance occurred within my
own knowledge, in the case of Mr. Lowery, of Kingston Mill, whose boat

was overturned, and himself drowned near Cedar Island, nor conld the

body be discovered until this experiment was resorted to." The writer

in the American paper, from whom I have quoted the above, says :
" Not

many months ago a man was drowned at St. Louis. After search had

beed made for the body, but without success, the man's shirt, which he

had laid aside when he went in to bathe, was spread out on the water,

and allowed to float away. For a while it floated, and then sank, near

which spot, it is reported, the man's body was found." Another modi-

fication of the theory of the discovery of a drowned man's corpse by a

loaf, is current in Brittany. When a man gets drowned in Brittany

and his corpse cannot be recovered, a lighted taper is stuck into a loaf

of bread, which is then set adrift in the stream. Wherever the loaf of

bread stands over, still, there, it is believed, the corpse lies underneath

the water. Another modification of this belief consists in tying round

a wisp of straw, a strip of parchment having on it some cabalistic letters

written by the parish priest, and setting it afloat in the stream.

Wherever it will stop still, there, it is believed, the body is sure to be

found. A correspondent of Notes and Queries says that the corpse of a

drowned person was recovered by this means.

In some other countries, a living animal is employed for the purpose

of recovering the body of a drowned man. It is believed that the
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auirnal will either cry out or sink at the exact spot where the corpse

lies. In Norway, the people searching for the body take a cock with

them in the boat and row with it hither and thither. It is believed by

them that the cock will crow when the boat reaches the spot where

the body of the drowned man lies. In a similar manner, the Javanese

throw a living sheep into the water, when the corpse of a drowned man
has sunk. They believe that the spot where the sheep sinks is the

place where the dead body is sure to be found.

On Some Beliefs in a Being or Animal which is supposed to Guard Hidden

Treasure.—By Sarat Chandra Mitra, M.A., B.L., Pleader, Judge's

Court, Ghupra.

Among some races of men there still lingers the belief that treasure,

either kept concealed by men, or lying embowelled in the recesses of

mines underneath the earth, are guarded by some mythical beings or

animals. This belief seems to have been prevalent among the ancient

Persians, for allusions to it are to be found in some of the classical works

of their literature. Sometimes artificial means were resorted to by

other races of people, as for instance the Bengalis, of killing a human
male child and appointing his manes to be the guardian of the treasure

which was made over to his charge and was hidden under the earth.

This is a relic of the belief still prevalent among primitive men like the

savage races of Africa, that the manes of the wives, slaves and horses

killed at the funeral of a deceased chieftain, would accompany him in

the next world, and that the hunting implements and other articles used

by the deceased in his life-time, if buried with his corpse, would be of

service to him in the life beyond the grave. In olden times in Bengal,
" When the good old rule, the simple plan,

That he should take who has the power

And he should keep who can,"

was the order of the day, the people of Bengal resorted to the expedient

of concealing their surplus treasure underneath the ground and ap-

pointing a, Takh (^3), to keep watch and ward over it. The word

Takh (j(*3) is a corruption of the Sanskrit word *ra (Yaksha)—

a

name applied to a class of beings who were supposed to people the

upper regions, and allusions to whom are frequently to be met with in

Sanskrit literature.

The ceremony of appointing a Takh (*ra), may be described thus :

A male child was kidnapped without his parents knowing of it. The
child was then bathed and clad in a new dhoti. Garlands of flowers

were put round his neck. He was then worshipped. Then an excava-
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tion was made in the ground, sufficiently large to accommodate the would-

be Takh and to contain the treasure, which was put into a number of

ghadas (^TT), or pitehers of bell-metal. The child was then made to

sit in this excavation, and the gliadas containing the treasure were

arranged in it. A lamp containing a wick in some ghi or clarified butter,

was lighted and kept burning near him. Then an invocation was made
to the Takh, that the treasure was being made over to him and that he

should keep strict watch and ward over it. Then the excavation was

closed by placing some planks over it, and earth was then thrown over

it. The child gradually became drowsy, owing to asphyxia, and remained

alive so long as the lamp kept burning. Ultimately the child used to

die of suffocation. The spirit of the dead child, thus, became the

suardian of the hidden treasure.

This practice was frequently resorted to in the olden times, and

even after the establishment of British Rule in Bengal. It is now no

longer heard of. If the parents of the missing child any how got scent

that their child had been kidnapped and was being made a ??*§, and if

they got any clue to his whereabouts, they immediately went thither,

rescued the child from a horrible death, and appropriated the treasure

to themselves, for the real owner thereof did not dare appear and prefer

a claim to it, for fear of being punished for kidnapping and attempted

manslaughter. Hence all the ceremonies were performed secretly so

that the parents of the kidnapped child might not know of it.

Many tanks in Bengal had the evil repute of being haunted by

Yakhs. I recollect having heard, in my childhood, from my mother and

grandmother, many a mythical story to the effect that the Takhs used

to come up to the steps leading into the tanks, and place thereon the

ghadas containing the hidden treasure, and disappeared within the

depths of the tank as soon as a human being appeared on the spot, the

gliadas also vanishing into the water. Whoever attempted to appro-

priate the money was killed by the Yakh.

This practice has now fallen into desuetude owing to the security of

property and wealth, enjoyed under the aegis of British Rule, to the

fear of prosecution for kidnapping and attempted manslaughter, and,

above all, to the spread of education and the consequent enlightenment

of men's minds from superstitious beliefs. Traces of the belief in ?H5

still survive in several Bengali proverbial expressions. A thing which

is highly prized by its owner and which he is loth to part with, is spoken

of as being a ^I#T V«T or the treasures of a Yakh. A person carefully

watching a thing or anxiously waiting for some other object, is spoken

of as ^ftj"< *nr«T W*J ^TW or as sitting like a Yakh.

Similar beliefs about a mythical animal keeping watch and ward
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over hidden treasure are also to be met with among other races of men.

The ancient Persians had a belief prevalent amongst them to the effect

that hidden treasure was guarded by a Mar (
jl*

) or snake. An allusion

to this belief is to be found in the Gulistan of Sheikh Sadi, which was

published in 656 A. H. (A. D. 1258). The story stands 13th in number,

in Chapter V. of that work, and is as follows :

—

*isw jd wX^ oi.*i ^yy^ cjjj)^ J * v^ii^j.5 jU-a. t-^Ls ^j )j
^J

, <_^<>J<y/o| ^^-w;^ lylj^f Ls^jy '*
LS^i*'* 8)'^_jl ei^jtsr* jt &yo # ^.JUj c_r

£+£x>

The above may be translated thus : A person had a beautiful wife,

who died. The mother-in-law, an old woman, remained a fixture iu the

house, on account of the dowry. His neighbours, perceiving no remedy,

came in a body to him on a visit of condolence. One of them asked

how he was faring in that state of separation from his beloved wife.

He replied that the separation from his wife was not so intolerable as

the presence of his mother-in-law. "The rose has been plucked and

the thorn left. The treasure has been carried aivay and the snake left."

There was also another belief prevalent among the ancient Persians

to the effect that hidden treasure is guarded by a mythical creature

named *~i-b (Tilism), which neither enjoys the treasure nor permits

anyone else to enjoy it. There seems to be a difference of opinion about

the meaning of the word /*-J-i=
| Tilism, from which is derived the English

word Talisman). Davy, in his well-known Persian-English Dictionary,

gives the following enplanation of this word

:

/—lis Tylsem. A Talisman, or magical image, upon which, under

a certain horoscope, are engraved mystical characters, as charms against

enchantment, or fascination. They use Talismans as preservatives in vari-

ous ways, particularly in burying them with treasure, to prevent it from

being discovered.

There are allusions to this latter belief in Sheikh Sadi's Bustan, Chap-

ter II., on Beneficence (ii)I-*i».| ji, pj& ^J-j) in the story of the Miser and his

Prodigal Son (^Li j\$ c^jji j <J*si jiXj c^1^). The couplets are as follows :

(J»j**ji o-^*-?*^-^3 ^)J ** * o")3 «^*j US' r^ cjU'

They may be translated thus :

The miser, rich in dinars and silver,

Is a tilism dwelling over the treasure.

His gold remained years, for the reason

That such a tilism trembles over its head.
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ANTHROPOMETRIC INSTRUCTIONS.

By the Hon'ble H. H. RISLEY, c.i.e.,

Honorabt Member of the French Academy,

President, Anthropological Society of Bombay,

Secretary, Anthropological Branch, Asiatic Society of Bengal.

In selecting subjeots, only adults between the ages of 25 and 45
should be taken. Aocurate determination of age being of course

impossible, those persons must be rejected who are obviously

not fully grown, or who appear to be over 45, deformed persons,

dwarfs, cripples, and men who have suffered from any disease

affecting the form of the nose. In measuring the higher castes it

is as well also to reject persons of very black complexion and with
very broad and depressed noses, as in such cases there is at least

a suspicion of the intermixture of low-caste blood. Similarly among
the lower castes, men of very fair complexion and high-caste type

of feature should be rejected. The object is to determine the

standard type of each caste, and for this purpose individuals of

clearly exceptional colouring and feature should be excluded.

The subjects to be measured should be made to sit down in line,

and great care should be taken that this order is not disturbed, and
that if a man gets up and goes out he returns to his proper place in

the line. If this rule is not observed, the subjects will get mixed,
and the dimensions recorded under one serial number will belong to

different individuals. The risk of this is not so great if all the

measurements required are taken consecutively on each subject.

But, after trying both plans myself, I think the simplest and most
expeditious plan is to take all the measurements for which the same
instrument is required on each subject in order. For instance, all

the subjects should be measured in order with the cephalometer,

each man after measurement returning to his own place, then with
the nasometer, then with the graduated square and steel pointer,

and last of all with the goniometer. If the services of an assistant

are available, he may be told off to watch the subjects, to see that

they do not change places, and to bring them up in order for

measurement.
The points from and to which each measurement is taken are

shown in the appendix, and the instructions given there are illustrated

by plates. I will now add a few remarks on each measurement,
derived from my own experience.

Cephalic dimensions.—These are taken with the cephalometer

(compas d'epaisseur de Broca). The subject should be seated on
a chair or stool. For the antero-posterior diameter (A—Ai in Fig. 1)

the starting point is the glabella. This should be felt for with the

forefinger, and the instrument so held that its point will pass aloug

the forefinger and remain firmly on the glabella. Care must be
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taken that the point does not slip off the glabella. The point of

maximum length at the back of the head will usually be found
nearly in the same plane with the glabella. In searching for it,

the posterior point of the cephalometer must be kept moving up and
down in the central perpendicular line of the back of the head, and
the graduated scale of the instrument must be watched so as to see

when the maximum diameter has been reached. The inion or

occipital protuberance is not the point to be measured to. A magni-
fier may be used to read the scale of the cephalometer, which is

graduated rather minutely. After having found the maximum, the

measurer should take care not to remove the instrument from the

subject's head before reading off the measurement, or if he does so,

should tighten the screw. Experience shows that it is very difficult

to remove the instrument without altering the reading, unless the

screw has been tightened.

The maximum transverse diameter (B in Fig. 1) is best measured
from behind the subject. Its terminal points will usually be found
somewhere near B. There is no special difficulty in measuring

it. All that

the operator

has to do is

to watch the
graduation
of the ce-

phalometer,

so as to see

when he has

hit upon the

maximum
diameter.
He must
also see that

the branch-

es of the

instrument
on either

side are in

the same
plane. Vide

figures 2
and 3.

In measuring the zygomata (posterior arches of cheek-bones)

care must be taken to hold the instrument steady, as the points are

apt to slip off the ridges of bone on one side or other, and thus to

record too small a dimension. The measurement is the maximum
breadth procurable with the cephalometer at the points F—F in

figure 4. The index is formed with the bigoniac breadth E—

E

E—E x 100
thus - ^_F

Fig. 2.—Anteroposte-
rior diameter.

Fig. 3.—Transverse
diameter.
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Naso- Malar Index on Living Subject
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M . . . M' = Bi-malar breadth.

M ... N ... M' orM x 2 = Naso-malar breadth.
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Nasal dimensions.—These are taken with the instrument which,

for convenience of reference, I may call the nasometer (compas

glissiere de Broca). The lower point for the height of the nose is

easily found. The nasometer being opened to the approximate

height of the nose, the pointed end of the lower limb should be

placed at the junction of the central nasal cartilage with the upper

lip and pressed inwards and upwards until it meets with steady

resistance from the nasal spine. The upper point also is easy to

find in persons who have the root of the nose well defined. By
feeling with the finger one can readily fix the point at which the

bridge of the nose meets the frontal region of the skull and forms

a depression or valley, the deepest point of which determines the

measurement. This point can be either felt for and marked with

red pencil or red ink before the instrument is applied, or can be ascer-

tained by moving and adjusting the upper limb of the instrument

itself. Vide —

C

1 in figure 1.

Some races, however, notably Mongolians, such as Tibetan,

Limbus and the like, have no well-defined depression at the root of

the nose. In such cases a close inspection of the root of the nose

will disclose either one or two transverse folds or wrinkles of skin

running at right angles to the direction of the nose. Where there

are two folds, the point of the instrument should be placed between
them ; where there is only one, the instrument should be placed on
the fold. The folds are usually to be found about two millimeters

above the transverse axis of the eyes.

The width of the nose (D—D in Fig. 4) should be measured
with the blunt ends of the nasometer. The object is to get the

maximum width of the nostrils. The instrument therefore should

just touch the skin on either side without depressing it.

I may mention here that all authorities agree in considering

the dimensions of the nose the most valuable race characteristic

that can be tested by measurement. Special care should therefore

be taken in measuring these, the more so as, the figures being
comparatively small, the averages will be more liable to be thrown
out by any error. The measurements are, however, easy to take,

and if carefully done show little variation in the hands of different

operators on the same subject.

Naso-malar dimensions.—First make a pencil or red ink dot

on the most posterior point on the front surface of the outer

edge of each orbit. The normal situation of these points is shown
at M and M 1 in figures 4 and 5. They can readily be ascer-

tained by feeling with the finger. Then make a similar dot on
the centre of the bridge of the nose at the most posterior point.

See the point marked N in figures 4 and 5. This point will

correspond exactly with the "upper point " of the nasal height

described above. Care must of course be taken to place the dot

exactly in the centre of the nose.

Having made the three dots in the manner described above,

measure with the nasometer the distance between the two orbital
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dots (M and M 1
) in a direct line. This will give the "bimalar

breadth," and should be entered in column 24.

Then measure with the same instrument the distance from either

of the orbital dots (M or M 1
) to the nasal dot (N), and double

the result. This will give the " naso-malar breadth," and should be
entered in column 25. It will perhaps be the safest plan to test

the distance from each dot (M and M 1
) to the dot N before

doubling.

Figure 5 shows the points for the index on the living

subject.

The index is

Naso-malar breadth x 100

Bimalar breadth

to be entered in column 26.

Vertical proportions of the head.—These are the only measure-

ments which present any serious difficulty, and after several

experiments I hope that a mode of overcoming this difficulty has

been discovered. The measurements are taken with the graduated

T—square {Equerre cephalometrique), and the smaller steel sliding

scale or the wooden triangular slide. Their accuracy depends

upon the subject's head being exactly upright, and being kept in

that position while the measurements are going on. There appear

to be two recognised methods for placing the subject's head in an
upright position. The first, devised by Dr. Barclay in 1803, consists

in making the subject hold with his teeth a flat plate of metal

mechanically levelled. Topinard discusses this plan and condemns
it as too complicated. For use in this country it is open to the

further objection that unless all the subjects operated on at the same
time belong to the same caste and sub-caste, the plate of metal
would have to be continually washed in deference to caste prejudices.

It also appears to me that if a man has got a plate of metal between
his teeth, the height from the top of his head to the bottom of

his chin cannot be correctly measured, and will in practice vary
considerably. The second method, which Topinard prefers, "consists

in" directing the subject to look steadily at the horizon, and in

correcting the position of his head if by accident or through
nervousness he does not look straight before him in the natural

manner." In this manner, Topinard adds, the head will be adjusted

in accordance with the plane of vision, and will necessarily assume
a correct position for the purpose of measurement.

We must, I think, take it on Topinard's authority that the

head can be correctly placed by following these instructions. We
are met, however, by the further difficulty that after the correct

position has been ascertained the subject cannot keep his head
absolutely still, and that every movement, however slight, materially

affects the measurements. Having got the correct position, we want
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to fix it, in order that there may be no movement while the measure-

ments are going on, and in order that the position may, if necessary,

be reproduced for the purpose of repeating and testing measurements
already taken. For this purpose I have had a small clamp, with
a horizontal bar attached to it, made by the Mathematical Instrument
Department. The clamp runs on the height measure which is in

the box, and is used in the following manner.
Adjust the subject's head correctly by the plane of vision

as explained above. Then place the height measure with its

plummet attached on the left side of the subject, and see by
observing the plummet that the measure is upright. Run the
clamp up until the horizontal bar attached to it touches the central

cartilage of the subject's nose, and renders it impossible for him to

depress his head. Then screw the clamp tight. The bar will rest

exactly at the junction of the upper lip with the central cartilage—at

the point, in fact, which forms the lower starting point for the

measurement of the height of the nose (0—

O

1 in Fig. 1). So
long as the subject rests his nose on this bar he will be in the

correct position as previously ascertained ; and if the height of

the bar on the graduations of the height measure is noted, the

position can be reproduced at any moment. In fact the sources of

error are reduced to one—the possibility of the subject raising his

head—and this can be easily guarded against by seeing that his

nose is tightly pressed against the horizontal bar.

It will be seen the horizontal bar in no way interferes with
the process of measuring. It may even assist it, if the vertical

arm of the T—square be steadied against the horizontal bar in

taking the dimensions from vertex to tragus.

The position of the head being thus secured, a few remarks
may be added on the details of the measurements.

Height from vertex to intersuperciliary point (H—I in Fig. 1).

—

The intersuperciliary point is defined by Topinard as " situated

in the centre of a line drawn at a tangent to the convex surfaces

of both eyebrows." It can be ascertained by laying the smaller

metallic slide across the eyebrows, and drawing a line with red

pencil along its upper edge, or simply by turning the slide slightly

and pressing in the upper edge, so that it makes a slight depressed

mark in the skin. The mark will last long enough to enable the

measurement to be taken, and is perhaps more aocurate than a

pencil line. On the other hand, if a pencil line is made, the

measurement can be repeated with greater certainty.

Height from vertex to chin.—This dimension is entered in column
29 of the register. It can, however, be most conveniently taken
immediately after the height from vertex to intersuperciliary point,

as the T— square is in exactly the same position throughout. Care
must be taken to read from the upper edge of the slide in measuring
the chin dimension. The lower edge gives the reading for the

intersuperciliary point if (as should be the oase) the sharp point
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of the slide is touching the line drawn at a tangent to the convex

surfaces of the eyebrows.

Height from vertex to tragus (H—K in Fig. 1).—According

to Topinard, the point to be measured to is the centre of the tragus.

K in Figure 3 is therefore a trifle too low.

Facial angle of Cuvier (ONX in Fig. 6).—A special instrument

is provided to measure this angle. The subject holds between
his teeth the small projection in the centre of the instrument

:

the bosses are put into his ears and held there ; and the indicator

is adjusted so that the round knob at the end of it touches the

glabella. The angle is then read off on the scale. It should be
observed that the upper front teeth are the point which determines

the angle. If by reason of any malformation of the teeth the

subject cannot grip the instrument himself, the operator should hold

the instrument so that the projection is in contact with the upper

front teeth. Care should be taken that the flexible band of steel

which passes through the ear bosses is drawn fairly tight, and the

instrument should be given time to settle before the angle is read

off. When persons of different castes or sub-castes are being

measured at the same time, each subject should, if he wishes to do so,

be allowed to wash the part of the instrument which touches his

teeth, after it has been used by another person. The instrument

must not be roughly handled or bent in the process of washing, and
must be oiled very thoroughly afterwards.

Circumference of the chest.—This is measured with the tape, the

lower edge of which should rest on the nipples, the arms being raised

while the tape is adjusted and afterwards lowered. The ends of the

tape are held by the operator standing behind the subject. Care
must be taken that the tape is in a true horizontal plane perpendi-

cular to the axis of the thorax. The dimension should be read

when the breathing is at

rest, midway between in-

halation and expiration.

Grande envergure or

length from third finger

to third finger, the arms
being fully extended at

right angles to the body.

This is best taken by
making the subject ex-

tend his arms against a

wall and marking the

points which his fingers

reach. The distance

between the points can

then be measured with

the standard, not with

Fig. 7.-Grande envergure. the tape. Fide figure 7.



Fig. 6

XTZ. Facial angle of Camper.

ONX. Facial angle of Cuvier, recommended by TopinARD

for the living subject.

Beg No 648, Bengal, Gl.—Jan. 93 —1,500. Iatho, S I. O , Calcutta.
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Fig. 8.—Height sitting.

Height sitting.-—Make the subject sit against a wall, so that the

whole of his back, from the

sacrum to the shoulders, shall

be in contact with the wall,

as in Fig. 8. Measure with

the standard from the ground
to the top of his head. He
should not be allowed to sit

on the ground, but on some
article of known height, such

as the box of instruments, the

height of which, 10 centi-

metres, should be deducted

from the measurement ob-

tained. The legs should be
extended and parallel.

Height kneeling.—Make the

subject kneel on both knees,

taking care that the thigh is

perpendicular to the ground and that there is no stooping. Then
measure to the top of the head with the long standard.

Height to junction of sternum and ribs.—Make the subject stand

with his back to the wall and measure with the long standard from
the ground to the fourchette stemale, i.e., to the junction of the

sternum with the ribs. The point to be taken is the lower end of

the gladiolus, not the ensiform cartilage, which lies below and is not

so easily reached.

Bigoniac breadth.—'-Measure with the cephalometer the maximum
breadth of the outer surfaces

of the inferior maxillary bone
from one angle to the other

(E—E in Fig. 1). Plate

No. 56 at page 55 of the ninth

edition of Gray's Anatomy
shows the angle, which is

the point to be taken.

Length of the fore-arm.—
Measure with the sliding scale

(glissiere anthropometrique)

from the olecranon process of

the ulna to the end of the

middle finger, the left arm
being laid on a table as in

figure 9. Vide plate 220
in Topinard's Elements d

y

Anthropologic Generate.
Fig. 9.—Length of fore-arm.
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Length of left foot.—Measure maximum length from toe to heel

with the sliding scale {glissiere anthropometrique) as in figure 10.

Fig. 1 0.—Length of left foot.

Length of middle finger of left hand.—Measure with sliding scale

{glissiere anthropometrique) as in figure 11.

Fig. I I.—Length of middle finger of left hand.

Maximum breadth of the shoulders.—Measure with sliding scale

{glissiere anthropometrique) from the external face of the head of the

humerus where it is covered by the deltoid muscle.
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Maximum breadth of hips.—Measure with sliding scale (glissi&re

anthropomitrique) the maximum breadth from the external surfaces

of the spines of the ilia (cretes iliaques in Topinard's plate 212).

General.—In reading all the instruments fractions of a millimeter

should be disregarded, and the nearest whole figure taken. In
practice it rarely happens that the indicator exactly divides a

millimeter.

Minute accuracy in measuring is the one essential point. Inaccu-

rate measurements are not merely worthless and misleading in

themselves, but will throw out the averages of the whole set of

figures concerned. If therefore a doubt arises as to the accuracy of

any particular dimension, the measurement should be repeated. If

after several trials the results still vary, an average should be struck,

and that average entered in the form."

All the instruments should be carefully oiled after use with crude

Rangoon oil or vaseline.

A specimen of the hair of each caste or tribe measured should

be sent up for examination. It should be about 2 inches long
and cut from the middle of the head, tied round with tape, ticketed

with the name of the caste or tribe securely fastened to the tape,

and placed in an envelope with the name of the caste legibly

written on it in Roman character.

Darjeeling, H. H. RISLEY.

The 20th September 1886.
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PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS.

I.—SCHEDULE.

Of Obseevations of External Chabactebs.

Preliminary Particulars.

No. Date

Sex _ Age

Tribe Locality _

Language or dialect

General condition

—

(1) Stout. (2) Medium. (3) Thin.

Descriptive Characters.

A.—Colour of skin on parts not exposed to the air?—

Black ...}^
bs

.

olll^ (1) '

( Sooty (2).

r™™ J
Eeddish (3).Brown - [Yellowish (4).

Bed (5).

Yellow (6).

/-Yellowish (7).

White 5 Brownish (8).wmte -i Pale (9).

Uosy (10).

B.—Colour of eyes ?

—

Dark of all shades (1).

•». j. „ ("All medium shades, except green (2).Medium -[Green (3).

T • , . C All light shades, except blue (4).Light -(Blue (5).

C.—Fold of skin at inner angle of eye ?

—

(0) Absent, (1) Vestige remaining. (2) Covering ^ to \ the
caruncle. (3) Covering the caruncle.

D.—Colour of hair ?

—

(1) Black. (2) Dark brown. (3) Medium. (4) Blond or fair of

all shades. (5) Bed.
(If possible, a lock of hair should be attached to the schedule.)

E.— Character of hair ?

—

(1) Straight. (2) Undulating or wavy. (3) Curly. (4) Woolly.

P.-AmountofhairfgStlod/p

(0) Absent. (1) Scarce. (2) Medium. (3) Abundant.
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G.—Shape of face P

(1) Long and narrow. (2) Medium. (3) Short and broad. (4) Py-
ramidal, i.e., narrowing upwards. (5) Wedge-shaped, i.e.,

pointed towards chin.

H.—Profile of nose ?

—

(1) Straight. (2) Aquiline. (3) Concave or turned up. (4) High
bridged. (5) Sinuous or wavy. (6) Chinese type. {T) Negroid
type. (8) Australoid type.

I. —Prognathism or prominence of the region of the mouth ?

(0) Absent. (1) Slight. (2) Moderately marked. (3) Consider-
able.

J.—Lip3

—

(1) Thin, (2) Medium. (3) Thick. (4) Everted.

K.—Prominence of face transversely?

—

Proprosopic (face prominent, ffrT^^fe (1) *

cheek bones not perceptible). j
Moderate (2).

r r '
(. Mesoprosopic (3).

Platyprosopic (face flat, cheek f Well marked (4).
bones conspicuous).

(_ Excessive (5).

II.—EXPLANATION OF SCHEDULE.

The " Preliminary Particulars " require some explanation. The
age may offer some difficulty on account of the person not being able
to express it ; in such cases the observer must indicate it to the best
of his judgment, inserting the word " about " before the number
he enters for it.

The condition of the body is to be noted, as it may explain some
peculiarity in the measurements which might be thought to be due to

error. To save time and trouble in writing, numbers within brackets
are attached to each of the conditions, so that if the person is thin,

it will be sufficient to write " 3 " in the blank column. This plan
is also to be followed in recording the descriptive characters which
follow.

The " Descriptive Characters " are next to be recorded, and while
this is being done the observer may engage the subject in conversation,

so as to gain his confidence and overcome any fear or repugnance he
may have to be measured. When the colour or form in the subject does
not correspond to any in the schedule, but is intermediate between
two colours or forms, the two numbers between which it lies should be
entered in the blank column. If any difficulty is found in answering
the questions in the schedule, reference should be made to the section

Descriptive Characters for further explanation.

III.-DESCEIPTIVE CHARACTERS.

In the following sections the various particulars regarding the
Descriptive Characters asked in the Schedule are explained, and
others supplementary to them which may with advantage ba noted
by the traveller are given.
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Skin.

The colour of the skin should be indicated on Dr. Topinard's

system as follows :

—

Is the skin—1. Black, coal-black? 2. Sooty-black? 3. Dark
reddish-brown, chocolate ? 4. Dark yellow brown, dark olive ?

5. Eed, copper- coloured ? 6. Yellow, olive ? 7. Yellowish-white ?

8. Brownish-white ? 9. Pale white ? 10. Florid or rosy ?

A very convenient part to observe in clothed persons is usually

the outer part of the upper arm. The part chosen should be stated

in any case.

1. Is the skin smooth and velvety, or coarse and rough ?

2. Is the oily excretion abundant ?

3. Do the parts covered differ much in colour from those

exposed to the sun ?

4. Do different castes or sections of the population differ

notably in colour ?

5. What is the prevailing colour or complexion in parts not

habitually exposed ?

6. And what in those habitually exposed to weather and sun-

shine ? Do freckles occur ?

Eye.

The colour of the iris is very important ; next in importance are

the form and position of the opening.

Topinard's plan of denoting colour recognises four classes :

—

1. Dark.—Including those which are called black-brown, dark
hazel, &c.

2. Medium or Neutral.—Such as cannot at once, in a good
light, be distinguished as light or dark. Among these are the dark
greys ; most of the greens ; those with a predominance of orange
towards the centre, but of grey and light green elsewhere, &c.

C 3. Other than blue (light grey, very light, green,

Light ] &c.)

( 4. Blue.

What are the relative proportions of these four classes? The
eyes should be examined from a moderate distance, so as to get a
general impression of the colours.

Forms and positions

:

—Are the eyes placed with their long axis

nearly in one horizontal plane (as in most Europeans), or are their

outer angles more or less visibly elevated (as in many or most
Chinese) ? Are they deeply set, or a fleur de tete, prominent ? Is the

upper eyelid thick ? Does it turn down at the inner angle, covering

more or less the caruncle ? Does the outer angle of the opening
appear compressed and pointed, so as to suggest an almond shape ?
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Hair.

1. Is the colour in adults— 1. Black, coal-black? 2. Dark
brown ? 3. Medium, chestnut brown ? 4. Fair blond, yellow, or

flaxen ? 5. Bed auburn ?

Only adults whose hair has not begun to turn grey should be

selected for this purpose. The shades are best discriminated not in

sunshine, but in the shade on a bright, clear day.

2. If the hair in adults is always or usually black, what colours

prevail among children ?

3. Is the natural colour of the hair interfered with in any way ?

Some races dye the hair.

4. Is there any colour which is preferred to others ?

5. Obtain specimen locks at different ages, if possible, viz., (a)

at birth, (b) between 1 and 2 years, (c) 2 and 4, (d) 4 and 8, (e) 8

and 16, (/) adult.

6. Is the hair straight, slightly or much waved, curly or frizzly,

or what is called woolly ?

7. If curly or frizzled, is this due to nature or art ?

8. Is it in great quantity ?

9. What length does it attain, whether measured by the appa-

rent distance between points and roots of the locks, or hj stretching

individual hairs ?

10. Does it grow in separate tufts ? or is it uniformly scattered

over the hairy scalp ?

11. Are the hairs coarse or fine in texture ? round, flattened or

kidney-shaped in section ?

12. Have the males any beard ? If not, are they beardless by
nature, or do they pluck out or otherwise destroy the beard ?

13. On what parts of the body besides the head, armpits, and
pubes does hair grow? at what age does it begin to grow on the

different parts ? and in what quantities ?

14. What is the difference between male and female in this

respect ?

15. What difference is observed in the quality and colour of

the hair on different parts of the body ?

16. In what direction does the hair grow on different parts of

the body, hands, arms, legs, SfG. ?

17. At what age do greyness and baldness appear ? and in what
parts first ?

Form of Face.

Where exact measurements of the facial features cannot be ob-

tained, answers to the following questions may supply their place :—
1. Is the face, in a front view, square, oblong, rouud, elliptic,

short-oval, long- oval, shield-shaped (like an escutcheon), or wedge-
shaped ?

2. In profile is it convex or concave ?

3. In profile also, are the chin, the nose, the mouth, the eye-

ridges markedly prominent ? and of the supra- orbital region are
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the eye-ridges proper, or the glabella (central boss) the more promi-
nent ?

4. Is the nose straight, aquiline, hooked, concave, high-bridged
(busqui), clubbed, or sinuous ? or has it the Chinese type (straight

but flat), or the negroid (short, broad, nearly straight), or the Aus-
traloid or Papuan (broad, with the lower part forming a flattened

and depressed hook) ?

5. Is the chin broad, narrow, angular, or round ?

6. Are the cheekbones broad, prominent forwards, or inconspi-

cuous ? or is the face in this region flat ?

7. Are the lips thin, medium, or thick, or is the upper lip

turned upwards and the lower lip turned downwards ?

8. Are the ears large or small, flat or outstanding, simple or

finely developed ?

9. Are the lobes large or absent, attached or detached ?

Further notes on the same subject.

Proprosopic and platyoprosopic are terms used to indicate

whether the middle part of the face, between the level of the lower

part of the nose and the supra-orbital level above, projects forward
or is flat. In the former the breadth of the face at the level of the

cheekbones appears diminished by these bones receding or being as

it were pressed inwards; so that the face curves regularly forward

from the ears to the nose, the latter is consequently prominent and
appears as a keel on the top of the arch. In the second the face is

broad and flat in appearance, the cheekbones are prominent, and in

extreme forms the side and front of the face are almost at right

angles to one another, the bend of the angle being at the cheekbones,

and the nose appears as if projecting from an almost flat surface.

Extreme forms of the first type are frequently seen amongst English
people, while the most marked type of the second is met with in the

Eskimo and of the Chinese.

MEDICAL SECTIONS.

I.—Reproduction.

1.

—

Manners and customs affecting the sexes previous to marriage.

(a) Eelating to males :

—

Is there any evidence of special physical training for sexual pur-

poses before or after puberty and preparatory to marriage (e.g., cir-

cumcision, the " mika " operation, i.e., artificial hypospadias, &c.) ?

Is there any minimum limit of age ? Is any proof of virility

required ? Is promiscuous intercourse, with or without precautions

against pregnancy, permitted before marriage ? If so, what steps

are taken to enforce the rules, and what punishment follows their

breach ?
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(b) Relating to females :

—

Is there any special interference with the sexual organs in girls

previous to puberty (e.g., dilatation of organs, closure of vulva, &c.) ?

Is there any minimum limit of age ? Is connection permitted

before marriage, or what steps are taken to ensure chastity or

prevent pregnancy ?

II.—Menstruation.

At what age does menstruation usually occur ? Are there any
special customs or superstitions connected with (1) ordinary, (2)

precocious, (3) deferred menstruation ? Is purification practised

subsequent to each menstruation ?

III.—Marriage.

"What is the average age of both sexes at marriage? Note
any special customs relating to marriage ceremonies ?

IV.— Pregnancy.

What means are adopted for determining that a woman is preg-

nant? Is she debarred from cohabitation or otherwise secluded

during pregnancy ? Note any special diet or other customs during
pregnancy relating either to husband or wife (e.g., the " couvade,"

&o.)?

V.—Labour.

What preparations are made in anticipation of labour (e.g., as

to food, dwelling, bed, assistance, seclusion, &c.) ? What position

is usually adopted? Note exceptions and reason for the same.
What is the average duration of labour ? Note any customs or

superstitions regarding the caul, treatment of cord, disposal of

placenta, &c. Are difficult labours common? To what are they
chiefly due ? How and by whom are complications treated ? If a
woman dies undelivered, are any means taken to save the child ?

VI.—The Puerperium.

How long is a woman confined to bed ? Is she subject to any
special diet, system of purification, &c. ?

VII.—Lactation.

What is the average duration of suckling ? Is any speoial diet

enforced ? Is she restrained from sexual intercourse during this

period ?

VIII.—The Child.

How is the child treated immediately after birth ? How are

still-born children resuscitated ? Is there any special treatment of
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the head ? Are there any special customs with regards to twins or
preternatural births ? Are there any customs or ceremonies connect-
ed with the naming of the child akin to baptism ?

IX.—General.

What is the average number of a family ? What is the relative

proportion of sexes ? What is the greatest number in a family ?

How many have been produced by one mother, and of these how
many grew up ? Do twins or triplets, &c, occur frequently ?

Ascertain, if possible, the total number of boys and girls respectively

born in one given area or tribe. (This is of importance in districts

where polyandry exists.) Are there any restraints on population ?

Is sterility in woman common ? Is want of virile power complained

of by men ? Are drugs or other means used to produce abortion or

stimulate sexual desire and power ? If so, what are they ? Are
births out of wedlock common ? What is done with the children ?

Whether do the lower or upper classes produce the larger families?

Does population seem to be increasing, or the reverse, judging by
extent of occupied land, size of cemeteries, ruins of villages, &c, as

well as by report ? Can the ratio of births and deaths in a commu-
nity of known population be obtained.

Note.—The above questions and instructions have been taken,

with slight modifications, from the second edition (1892) of Notes and
Queries on Anthropology, edited for the Council of the Anthropo-
logical Institute, by John George Grarson, m.d., and Charles Hercules

Kead, f.s.a.
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Form I.
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